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GLOSSARY
Term / Acronym
2012 Modelling
Guidelines
ABS
ACARP
ACCMP
ACHA
ADG
AEIS

Definition
Australian Groundwater Modelling Guidelines 2012 (Exhibit
720; Document ID: OCA.0036)
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Australian Coal Association Research Program
Acland Colliery Conservation Management Plan
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)
average daily weight gain
additional information to the EIS for the revised Stage 3
project dated 2014 (Document ID: EHP.0087 - EHP.0113)
(Exhibits 87 - 113)
AEIS Groundwater
the AEIS Groundwater Addendum to the AEIS (Document ID:
Addendum
EHP.0111) (Exhibit 111)
AEP
Annual Exceedance Probability
Agricultural Economics
The joint expert report prepared by Mr Andrew Perkins for
the Applicant and Professor John Quiggin for OCAA, dated 12
JER
February 2016 (Exhibit 403; Document ID: NAC.0031)
AHD
Australian Height Datum
AHMP
Aviation Hazard Management Plan
Air Quality, Dust and
The joint expert report prepared by Mr Simon Welchman for
the Applicant and Mr John Taylor for OCAA, dated 4 March
GHG JER
2016 (Document ID: NAC.0050)
Air Quality, Dust and
The Joint Expert Report prepared by Mr Simon Welchman for
GHG Supplementary JER the Applicant and Mr John Taylor for OCAA, dated 17 June
2016 (Exhibit 1041; Document ID: NAC.0142)
Al-Khalidy SoE
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Neihad Al-Khalidy
for the Applicant in the field of Lighting, dated 19 February
2016 (Exhibit 407; Document ID: NAC.0035)
Al-Khalidy
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence prepared by Mr
Neihad Al-Khalidy for the Applicant in the field of Lighting,
Supplementary SoE
dated 21 July 2016 (Exhibit 1183; Document ID: NAC.0168)
AMP
Acland Management Plan
APC
Acland Pastoral Company Pty Ltd
Appendix
AEIS Appendix N - IESC Submission Response (Exhibit 111;
N
Document ID: EHP.0111)
Applicant or NAC
The applicant for the MLAs and EA Amendment Application,
being New Acland Coal Pty Ltd
Applicant's Notice of
the Notice of Additional Issues prepared by the Applicant,
dated 16 December 2015 (Document ID: NAC.0024) (Exhibit
Additional Issues
397)
AQMP
Air Quality Management Plan
AQO
acoustic quality objective
AS
Australian Standard
13
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Term / Acronym
Ashman Affidavit
Ashman LWS
ASX
ATP
AWQG
Ballon Affidavit
Barnett SoE

Barnett Supplementary
SoE

Beutel LWS
Beutel Reply LWS Part 1

Beutel Reply LWS Part 2

bilateral agreement

BoM
BOMP
Boyd Affidavit
Boyd Second Affidavit
Campbell CBA SoE

Campbell Coal Markets
SoE

Definition
The Affidavit of Frank Ashaman dated 15 December 2015
(Exhibit 432; Document ID: OCA.0016)
The Amended Lay Witness Statement of Frank Ashman dated
10 December 2015 (Exhibit 439; Document ID: OCA.0025)
Australian Securities Exchange
authority to prospect
Australian Water Quality Guidelines
The Affidavit of Donald Ballon dated 10 December 2015
(Exhibit: 385; Document ID: NAC.0012)
The Statement of Evidence prepared by Dr Brian Barnett for
the Applicant in the field of Groundwater Modelling, dated 10
May 2016 (Exhibit 826; Document ID: NAC.0083)
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence prepared by Dr
Brian Barnett for the Applicant in the field of Groundwater
Modelling, dated 10 May 2016 – Review of Werner/Currell
Supplementary Report (Exhibit 1113; Document ID:
NAC.0157)
The Lay Witness Statement of Glenn Beutel dated 7 January
2016 (Exhibit 523; Document ID: BEU.0001)
The Reply Lay Witness Statement of Glenn Beutel Part 1
dated 14 February 2016 (Exhibit 524; Document ID:
BEU.0002)
The Supplementary Reply Lay Witness Statement of Glenn
Beutel Part 2 dated 14 February 2016 (Exhibit 525; Document
ID: BEU.0003)
The agreement between the Australian and Queensland
governments that accredits the State of Queensland’s EIS
process. It allows the Commonwealth Minister for the
Environment to rely on specified environmental impact
assessment processes of the state of Queensland in assessing
actions under the EPBCA
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
Bluegrass Offset Management Plan
The affidavit of Andrew Lachlan Boyd dated 19 May 2016
(Exhibit 877; Document ID: NAC.0098)
The affidavit of Andrew Lachlan Boyd dated 15 July 2016
(Exhibit 1209; Document ID: NAC.0170)
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Roderick Campbell
for OCAA in the field of Economics (CBA), dated 6 March
2016 (Exhibit 446; Document ID: OCA.0032)
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Roderick Campbell
for OCAA in the field of Coal Markets, dated 26 February
2016 (Exhibit 437; Document ID: OCA.0023)
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Term / Acronym
Campbell Supplementary
SoE
Caneris SoE

CBA
CBA JER

CDMP
CFMEU
CG
CGE
CGE & I/O JER

CG's Report

Chalk SoE

Charles Affidavit
Chenoweth SoE

Chenoweth Second SoE

CHMP
CHPP
CIS
CO2-e
Coal Markets JER

Definition
the statement of evidence prepared by Mr Roderick Edward
Stewart Campbell for OCAA in the field of Economics, dated
1 July 2016 (Document ID: OCA.0115) (Exhibit 1112)
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Adrian Caneris for
the Applicant in the field of Terrestrial Fauna, dated 25
February 2016 (Exhibit 417;Document ID: NAC.0045)
cost benefit analysis
The joint expert report prepared by Dr Jerome Fahrer for the
Applicant and Mr Roderick Campbell for OCAA, dated 12
February 2016 (Exhibit 400; Document ID: NAC.0028)
coal dust management plan
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
Coordinator-General
Computable General Equilibrium
The joint expert report prepared by Dr Jerome Fahrer for the
Applicant and Professor John Quiggin for OCAA, dated 9
February 2016 (Exhibit 404; Document ID: NAC.0032)
The final report on the EIS and AEIS submitted by the CG
dated 19 December 2014 (Exhibit 16; Document ID:
EHP.0016)
The statement of evidence prepared by Dr John Chalk for the
Applicant in the field of Mental Health, dated 7 March 2016
(Exhibit 1106; Document ID: NAC.0076)
The Affidavit of Shane Charles dated 9 December 2015
(Exhibit 383; Document ID: NAC.0010)
The replacement statement of evidence prepared by Mr Alan
Chenoweth for the Applicant in the field of Visual Amenity,
dated April 2016 (Exhibit 783; Document ID: NAC.0069)
the second statement of evidence prepared by Mr Alan Robert
Farrer Chenoweth for the Applicant in the field of Visual
Amenity, dated 11 July 2016 (Document ID: NAC.0163)
(Exhibit 1169)
cultural heritage management plan
Coal Handling Preparation Plant
community investment strategy
carbon dioxide equivalent
The joint expert report prepared by Mr Stephen Williams for
the Applicant and Mr Roderick Campbell for OCAA, dated 12
February 2016 (Exhibit 402; Document ID: NAC.0030)
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Term / Acronym
controlled action

Cook LWS
Cooke Affidavit
Cooper Affidavit
coordinated project

Coordinator-General

Copland LWS
CRG
CS
Currell SoE

Currell Supplementary
SoE

Currell/Werner Second
Supplementary Report
Groundwater
Cwlth
CZMP
DA
DAFF
Daniel SoE

Definition
A proposed action that is likely to have a significant impact on
a matter of national environmental significance; the
environment of Commonwealth land (even if taken outside
Commonwealth land); or the environment anywhere in the
world (if the action is undertaken by the Commonwealth).
Controlled actions must be approved under the controlling
provisions of the EPBCA
The Amended Lay Witness Statement of John Cook dated 11
December 2015 (Exhibit 440; Document ID: OCA.0026)
The Affidavit of Graham Cooke dated 10 December 2015
(Exhibit 389; Document ID: NAC.0016)
The Affidavit of David Cooper dated 10 December 2015
(Exhibit 386; Document ID: NAC.0013)
A project declared as a ' coordinated project' under section 26
of the SDPWOA. Formerly referred to as a ‘significant
project’
The corporation sole constituted under section 8A of the State
Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1938 and
preserved, continued in existence and constituted under
section 8 of the SDPWOA
The Lay Witness Statement of M Copland dated 09 December
2015 (Exhibit 505; Document ID: TMP.0026)
Community Reference Group
Consumer Surplus
The statement of evidence prepared by Dr Matthew Currell for
OCAA in the field of Groundwater Conceptualisation, dated
24 February 2016 (Exhibit 435; Document ID: OCA.0021)
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence prepared by Dr
Matthew Currell for OCAA in the field of Groundwater
Conceptualisation, dated 6 May 2016 (Exhibit 824; Document
ID: OCA.0069)
The Second Supplementary Report prepared by Dr Matthew
Currell and Professor Adrian Werner for OCAA in the field of
Groundwater, dated 2 June 2016 (Exhibit 1116; Document ID:
OCA.0116)
Commonwealth
Conservation Zone Management Plan
Development Application
Commonwealth Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Andrew Daniel for
the Applicant in the field of Terrestrial Flora, dated 7 February
2016 (Exhibits 409; Document ID: NAC.0037)
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Term / Acronym
Daniel Revised SoE

dB(A)
DDEC
Denney First Affidavit
Denney Second Affidavit

Denney Third Affidavit
de Veth Affidavit
DI and AD SoE

DIDO
D Janetzki Affidavit
DoE
DNRM
Dr Plant LWS
Dr Plant Reply LWS
Draft EA

DSDIP
DSITIA
DTMR
Durick Peer Review

Durick Second Affidavit
EA
EA Amendment
Application

Definition
The Revised Statement of Evidence prepared by Mr Andrew
Daniel for the Applicant in the field of Terrestrial Flora, dated
9 June 2016 (Exhibits 1004; Document ID: NAC.0137)
decibels measured at the ‘A’ frequency weighting network
Darling Downs Environment Council Inc.
The affidavit of Bruce Douglas Denney dated 21 October 2015
(Exhibits 347-380; Document ID: NAC.0001 - NAC.0007)
The affidavit of Bruce Douglas Denney dated 10 December
2015 (Exhibits 393-395; Document ID: NAC.0020 NAC.0022)
The affidavit of Bruce Douglas Denney dated 28 January 2016
(Exhibits 399; Document ID: NAC.0027)
The Affidavit of Nigel de Veth dated 2 December 2015
(Exhibit 381; Document ID: NAC 0008)
The Statement of Evidence prepared by Mr Irvine and Mr
Durick for the Applicant in the field of Groundwater
Conceptualisation and Groundwater Modelling, dated 23
February 2016 (Exhibit 815; Document ID: NAC.0046)
Drive-in Drive-out
The Affidavit of Dennis Janetzki dated 10 December 2015
(Exhibit 387; Document ID: NAC.0014)
Commonwealth Department of the Environment
Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines
The Lay Witness Statement of Tanya Plant dated 14 December
2015 (Exhibit 487; Document ID: TMP.0001)
The Reply Lay Witness Statement of Tanya Plant dated 29
January 2016 (Exhibit 488; Document ID: TMP.0002)
The draft amended EA, issued by EHP on 28 August 2015 in
relation to the EA Amendment Application (Exhibit 9;
Document ID: EHP.0009)
Queensland Department of State Development, Infrastructure
and Planning
Queensland Department of Science, Information Technology
Innovation and the Arts
Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads
The peer review of the groundwater model for the New
Acland Mine conducted by Mr Durick in 2014, that is
contained in Appendix C of Appendix N of the AEIS (Exhibit
111; Document ID: EHP.0111, pp 229 - 251)
Mr Durick’s second affidavit dated 20 April 2016 (Exhibit 816;
Document ID: NAC.0080)
environmental authority
The application to amend EA number EPML00335713, lodged
13 April 2015 (Exhibit 3; Document ID: EHP.0003)
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Term / Acronym
EC
EDO
EHP
EHP Assessment Report

EHP Complaints
Summary
EIA
EIS
EIS Chapter 6
Elkin SoE

Elliott Report

Elliott SoE

EMOS
EM Plan
Enforcement Guidelines
enHealth Report

environmentally relevant
activity or ERA
EOS
EPA
EPA Criteria

EPBCA
EPC

Definition
electrical conductivity
Environmental Defenders Office (Queensland) Inc.
Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage
Protection
The assessment report issued by EHP on 28 August 2016 for
the EA Amendment Application (Exhibit 12; Document ID:
EHP.0012)
EHP's summary of complaints as at 31 October 2015, annexed
to the Affidavit of Dr Tanya Merilyn Plant dated 5 February
2016 (Document ID: TMP.0021) (Exhibit 1226), pages 7-10
Environmental Impact Assessment
environmental impact statement for the revised project
including the AEIS
Chapter 6 – Groundwater Resources (Exhibit 24; Document
ID: EHP.0024)
The Statement of Evidence prepared by Mr Shane Elkin for
the Applicant in the field of Noise and Vibration, dated 18
March 2016 (Exhibit 1114; Document ID: NAC.0060)
The report prepared by Ms Dee Elliot for the Applicant dated
7 March 2016, in response to Dr Jeremijenko's report attached
to the Mental Health JER (Exhibit 424; Document ID:
NAC.0052)
The statement of evidence prepared by Ms Dee Elliott for the
Applicant in the field of Community and Social Environment,
dated 19 February 2016 (Exhibit 414; Document ID:
NAC.0042)
environmental management overview strategy
environmental management plan
Enforcement Guidelines published by EHP dated February
2016 (Document ID: NAC.0218) (Exhibit 1879)
enHealth's The Health Effects of Environmental Noise - Other
than Hearing Loss guideline (a Federal Government
Department of Health publication)
An activity that has the potential to release contaminants into
the environment. Environmentally relevant activities are
defined in Part 3, section 18 of the EPA
environmental offset strategy
Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld)
The criteria contained in section 191 of the EPA, that is to be
considered by the Land Court in making its decision in respect
of the EA Amendment Application
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 (Cwlth)
exploration permit for coal
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Term / Acronym
EPP
EPP (Air)
EPP (Noise)
EPP (Water)
EPP (Waste)
ESD
Fahrer Report
Fahrer SoE

Fahrer Supplementary
SoE
Faulkner LWS
FIFO
FLURP
FTE
FY
GAB
GAR
GARID
GDE
GDP
GHG
GL
GMIMP
GQAL
Groundwater JER

Groundwater
Supplementary JER

Groundwater Modelling
Guidelines
GRP
GSP

Definition
Environmental Protection Policy (water, air, waste, noise)
Environmental Protection (Air) Policy 2008
Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy 2008
Environmental Protection (Water) Policy 2009
Environmental Protection (Waste) Policy 2000
ecologically sustainable development
The report prepared by Dr Fahrer that is attached to the CBA
JER, the CGE & I/O JER, and the Fahrer SoE
The Statement of Evidence of Dr Fahrer for the Applicant in
the field of Economics (CBA, CGE and I/O), dated 19
February 2016 (Exhibit 419;Document ID: NAC.0047)
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence of Dr Fahrer for
the Applicant in the field of Economics (CBA, CGE and I/O),
dated 17 June 2016 (Exhibit 1111; Document ID: NAC.0156)
The Lay Witness Statement of Peter Faulkner dated 11
December 2015 (Exhibit 493; Document ID: TMP.0024)
Fly-in Fly-out
Final Land Use Rehabilitation Plan
Full Time Equivalent
financial year
Great Artesian Basin
gross as received
DTMR’s Guidelines for Assessment of Road Impacts of
Development
groundwater-dependent ecosystem
gross domestic product
greenhouse gas
gigalitre
Groundwater Monitoring and Impact Management Plan
good quality agricultural land
The Joint Expert Report prepared by Mr Duncan Irvine and
Mr Andrew Durick for the Applicant, and Dr Matthew Currell
and Professor Adrian Werner for OCAA, dated 16 February
2016 (Exhibit 405; Document ID: NAC.0033)
The Supplementary Joint Expert Report prepared by Mr
Duncan Irvine, Mr Andrew Durick and Dr Brian Barnett for
the Applicant, and Dr Matthew Currell and Professor Adrian
Werner for OCAA, dated 11 May 2016 (Exhibit 825;
Document ID: OCA.0070)
Australian Groundwater Modelling Guidelines (2012)
(Document ID: OCA.0036) (Exhibit 720)
gross regional product
gross state product
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Term / Acronym
G Wieck LWS
G Wieck First Affidavit

G Wieck Second
Affidavit
ha
Harrison First Affidavit
Harrison Second
Affidavit
Harrison Third Affidavit
Hartin Affidavit
Hassall Affidavit
IAS
ICH
IDP
IEA
IESC
IESC 2014 Advice
IESC 2015 Advice
IESC 2016 Response

IGAE
Imposed Conditions

I/O
ITSF
JER
Jeremijenko Physical
Health SoE

Definition
The Lay Witness Statement of Grant Wieck dated 7 January
2016 (Exhibit 515; Document ID: NWI.0008)
The Supplementary Affidavit of Grant Wieck (with LWS
amendments) dated 29 January 2016 (Exhibit 516; Document
ID: NWI.0009)
The First Affidavit of Grant Wieck (with LWS amendments)
dated 29 February 2016 (Exhibit 520; Document ID:
NWI.0013)
hectares
The First Affidavit of Aileen Harrison dated 15 December
2015 (Exhibit 482; Document ID: AH.0027)
The Second Affidavit of Aileen Harrison dated 22 May 2016
(Exhibit 1801; Document ID: AH.0030)
The Third Affidavit of Aileen Harrison dated 3 June 2016
(Exhibit 1802; Document ID: AH.0031)
The Affidavit of Michael Hartin dated 10 December 2015
(Exhibit 391; Document ID: NAC.0018)
The Affidavit of Bretton Hassall dated 13 July 2015 (Exhibit
1843; Document ID: AH.0033)
initial advice statement
Indigenous cultural heritage
Initial Development Plan
International Energy Agency
Independent Expert Scientific Community
Independent Expert Scientific Community advice April 2014
(Annexure C to Exhibit 435; Document ID: OCA.0070)
Independent Expert Scientific Community advice December
2015 (Annexure D to Exhibit 435; Document ID: OCA.0070)
the correspondence from the Applicant to the DoE dated 11
March 2016, enclosing the response to the IESC 2015 Advice
(Document ID: OCA.0037) (Exhibit 721)
Inter-Governmental Agreement on the Environment
The conditions listed in Appendix 1 of the CG's Report,
imposed by the Queensland Coordinator-General under
section 54B of the SDPWOA
Input-Output
In-pit Tailings Storage Facility
Joint Expert Report
The Statement of Evidence prepared by Dr Andrew
Jeremijenko for Dr Tanya Plant, dated 29 March 2016
(Exhibits 1120-1121; Document ID: TMP.0783-TMP.0784)
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Term / Acronym
Jeremijenko Mental
Health SoE
JFY
JORC
JRLF
kcal/kg
KSMP
LAeq

LAmax
LCA
LED
L Janetzki Affidavit
LFN
LGA
LOS
Loveday Affidavit
LPA
LSMP
LWCM
m
matters of national
environmental
significance or MNES
Mason First Affidavit
Mason Second Affidavit
Mason Third Affidavit
Mason Fourth Affidavit
MAW
max LPZ,15 min
Mbcm
mBGL

Definition
The Statement of Evidence prepared by Dr Andrew
Jeremijenko for Dr Tanya Plant, dated 31 March 2016 (Exhibit
1103; Document ID: TMP.0894)
Japanese Fiscal Year
Joint Ore Reserves Committee
Jondaryan Rail Load-out Facility
kilocalories per kilogram
Koala Species Management Plan
the average A-weighted sound pressure level of a continuous
steady sound that has the same mean square sound pressure as
a sound level that varies with time
the maximum average A-weighted sound pressure measured
over a specified period of time
Land Court Act 2000 (Qld)
light-emitting diode
The Affidavit of Leone Janetzki dated 10 December 2015
(Exhibit 390; Document ID: NAC.0017)
low frequency noise
local government area
levels of service
The affidavit of Christopher Loveday dated 18 December
2015 (Exhibits 365-372; Document ID: EHP.0365-EHP.0372)
Land Protection (Pest and Stock Route Management) Act 2002
(Qld)
Local Stakeholder Management Plan
Lower Walloon Coal Measures
metre
The matters of national environmental significance protected
under the EPBCA. There are eight MNES.
The First Affidavit of Angela Mason dated 11 December 2015
(Exhibit 477; Document ID: AM.0001)
The Second Affidavit of Angela Mason dated 31 January 2016
(Exhibit 452; Document ID: AM.0006)
The Third Affidavit of Angela Mason dated 29 February 2016
(Exhibit 454; Document ID: AM.0008)
The Fourth Affidavit of Angela Mason dated 30 June 2016
(Exhibit 1201; Document ID: AM.0036)
mine-affected water
the maximum value of the Z-weighted sound pressure level
measured over 15 minutes
million bank cubic metres
metre below ground level
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Term / Acronym
Mental Health JER

M Plant LWS
M Plant Reply LWS
McCarron Affidavit
McClurg SoE

McKenzie Report
McClurg Supplementary
SoE

McKeiver Affidavit

McKenzie SoE

MHF
MIA
ML
M&LA
MLA
MLAs
MMCG
MMP
MRA
MRA Criteria

MTCMR
Mt
Mtpa
MSES
Munro LWS

Definition
The joint expert report prepared by Dr John Chalk for the
Applicant and Dr Andrew Jeremijenko for Dr Tanya Plant,
dated 1 March 2016 (Exhibit 423; Document ID: NAC.0051)
The Lay Witness Statement of Merilyn Plant dated 14
December 2015 (Exhibit 483; Document ID: MHP.0001)
The Reply Lay Witness Statement of Merilyn Plant dated 29
January 2016 (Exhibit 484; Document ID: MHP.0002)
The Affidavit of Geralyn McCarron dated 11 December 2015
(Exhibit 455; Document ID: GMC.0001)
The statement of evidence of Mr Brett McClurg for the
Applicant in the field of Traffic, Transport and Roads, dated
19 February 2016 (Exhibit 410; Document ID: NAC.0038)
The report prepared by Dr McKenzie contained at Appendix 1
to the Physical Health Joint Expert Report
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence of Mr Brett
McClurg for the Applicant in the field of Traffic, Transport
and Roads, dated 20 July 2016 (Exhibit 1182; Document ID:
NAC.0167)
The Affidavit of Edward McKeiver (Employed at Aurizon)
dated 10 December 2015 (Exhibit 388; Document ID:
NAC.0015)
The statement of evidence of Dr David McKenzie for the
Applicant in the field of physical health, dated 1 March 2016
(Exhibit 420; Document ID: NAC.0048)
materials handling facility
mining infrastructure area
Mining Lease
Meat & Livestock Australia
mining lease application
Mining Lease Applications 50232 and 700002
EHP Model Mining Conditions Guideline
(Document ID: EHP.0011) (Exhibit 11)
MNES Management Plan
Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Qld)
The criteria contained in section 269(4) of the MRA, that is to
be considered by the Land Court in making its decision in
respect of the MLAs
IEA, 2015 Medium Term Coal Market Report
million tonnes
million tonnes per annum
matters of state environmental significance
The Lay Witness Statement of Sharyn Munro dated 10
December 2015 (Exhibit 504; Document ID: TMP.0025)
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Term / Acronym
N Wieck LWS
N Wieck First Affidavit
N Wieck Second
Affidavit
N Wieck Reply LWS
Part 1
N Wieck Reply LWS
Part 2
N Wieck Third Affidavit
NAR
NCA
NEPMs
NEPM Air
New Acland Mine

New Hope
Newsome SoE

NGERA
NICH
Noise and Vibration JER

nominated entity (for an
imposed condition for
undertaking a project)
NVD
NVMP
OAMP
OCAA
OCAA Notice of Issues

OECD
OGIA
Original Stage 3 EIS

Definition
The Lay Witness Statement of Noel Wieck dated 16 December
2015 (Exhibit 512; Document ID: NWI.0004)
The First Affidavit of Noel Wick (with LWS amendments)
dated 4 January 2016 (Exhibit 513; Document ID: NWI.0005)
The Second Affidavit of Noel Wick (with LWS amendments)
dated 29 January 2016 (Exhibit 514; Document ID: NWI.0006)
The Reply Lay Witness Statement of Noel Wieck Part 1 dated
29 January 2016 (Exhibit 517; Document ID: NWI.0010)
The Reply Lay Witness Statement of Noel Wieck Part 2 dated
29 January 2016 9Exhibit 518; Document ID: NWI.0011)
The Third Affidavit of Noel Wick dated 14 March 2016
(Exhibit 521; Document ID: NWI.0014)
net as received
Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Qld)
the National Environmental Protection Measures
the National Environment Protection (Ambient Air Quality)
Measure prepared 25 February 2016
The coal mining project the subject of these proceedings,
currently operated by the Applicant on ML 50170 and ML
50216
New Hope Corporation Limited
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Tom Newsome for
the Applicant in the field of Livestock and Rehabilitation,
dated 19 February 2016 (Exhibit 408; Document ID:
NAC.0036)
National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (Cwlth)
non-Indigenous cultural heritage
The joint expert report prepared by Mr Shane Elkin for the
Applicant and Mr John Savery for OCAA, dated 22 February
2016 (Exhibit 406; Document ID: NAC.0034)
An entity nominated for the condition, under section 54B(3) of
the SDPWOA
National Vendor Declaration
Noise and Vibration Management Plan
Offset Area Management Plans
Oakey Coal Action Alliance Inc.
the Amended Further Updated Notice of Issues prepared by
OCAA, dated 5 February 2016 (Document ID: OCA.0006)
(Exhibit 429)
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Queensland Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment
Environmental Impact Statement for the original Stage 3
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Term / Acronym
Outcross
PAA
PAGA
PALU
Perkins SoE

Perkins Supplementary
SoE
pH
Physical Health JER

PM10
PM2.5
PMF
PNCG
PWMP
QBH
QGN 20v3
QHA
QLUMP
QPS
QRC Code
Quiggin Agricultural
Economic SoE
Quiggin Economic SoE

Rabbit SoE

RAP
RE

Definition
project including the AEIS dated 2009
Outcross Pty Ltd.
Priority Agricultural Area
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety Act) 2004 (Qld)
Priority Agricultural Land Use
The Statement of Evidence of Mr Perkins for the Applicant in
the field of Agricultural Economics, dated 23 February 2016
(Exhibit 421; Document ID: NAC.0049)
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence of Mr Perkins for
the Applicant in the field of Agricultural Economics, dated 23
February 2016 (Exhibit 767; Document ID: NAC.0047)
acidity/alkalinity
The joint expert report prepared by Dr McKenzie for the
Applicant, and Dr Jeremijenko for Dr Tanya Plant, dated 16
February 2016 (Exhibit 401; Document ID: NAC.0029)
particulate matter with equivalent aerodynamic diameter less
than 10µm
particulate matter with equivalent aerodynamic diameter less
than 2.5µm
probable maximum flood
EHP Planning for Noise Control Guideline
Pest and Weed Management Plan
Queensland Bulk Handling
Queensland Guidance Note QGN 20 v3: Management of
oxides of nitrogen in open cut blasting
Queensland Heritage Act 1992 (Qld)
Queensland Land Use Mapping Program
Queensland Police Service
Queensland Resources and Energy Sector Code of Practice for
Local Content 2013
The statement of evidence prepared by Professor John Quiggin
for OCAA in the field of Agricultural Economics, dated 4
March 2016 (Exhibit 445; Document ID: OCA.0031)
The statement of evidence prepared by Professor John Quiggin
for OCAA in the field of Economics (CGE & I/O), dated 24
February 2016 (Exhibit 438; Document ID: OCA.0024)
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Tim Rabbit for the
Applicant in the field of Valuation, dated 19 February 2016
(Exhibit 411; Document ID: NAC.0039)
Regulatory Approvals Plan
regional ecosystem
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Term / Acronym
Recommended
Conditions

Revised Stage 3 EIS
RIA
RIDA
RMP
Roads SoE

ROM
RPIA
S Plant LWS
S Wieck LWS
Savery SoE

Savery Supplementary
SoE
Scholefield LWS

SCL
SDPWOA
SDWPO Regulation
SEP
SIA
SIMP
SIMR
SKM
SoE
SP
SPA
Spies LWS
SPP

Definition
The conditions listed in Appendix 3 of the CG's Report, being
conditions recommended by the CG under section 52 of the
SDPWOA to guide the assessment managers in assessing the
development applications
Environmental Impact Statement for the revised Stage 3
project including the AEIS dated 2014
road impact assessment
Regional Interests Development Approval
road-use management plan
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Greg Roads for the
Applicant in the field of Surface Water and Flooding, dated 19
February 2016 (Exhibit 413; Document ID: NAC.0041)
run-of-mine
Regional Planning Interests Act 2012 (Qld)
The Lay Witness Statement of Sid Plant dated 14 December
2015 (Exhibit 485; Document ID: SAP.0001)
The Amended Lay Witness Statement of Simon Wieck dated
16 December 2015 (Exhibit 443; Document ID: OCA.0029)
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr John Savery for
OCAA in the field of Noise and Vibration, dated 24 March
2016 (Exhibit 1886; Document ID: OCA.0041)
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence prepared by Mr
John Savery for OCAA in the field of Noise and Vibration,
dated 24 March 2016 (Exhibit 938; Document ID: OCA.0078)
The Amended Lay Witness Statement of Mac Scholefield
dated 16 December 2015 (Exhibit 444; Document ID:
OCA.0030)
strategic cropping land
State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971
(Qld)
State Development and Public Works Organisation Regulation
2010 (Qld)
Stakeholder Engagement Plan
social impact assessment
Social Impact Management Plan
Social Impact Management Report
Sinclair Knight Mertz
Statement of Evidence
Soft Page
Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld)
The Amended Lay Witness Statement of Desley Spies dated
15 December 2015 (Exhibit 441; Document ID: OCA.0027)
state planning policy
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Term / Acronym
SR
SRMS
SSBV
Stated Conditions

Stage 2 EIS
Standley Affidavit
Surface Water JER

SWL
TARP
Taylor SoE

TEOM
Thompson SoE

TIA
Tierney Affidavit
TLF
TMP
TOR
tpa
TRC
TSMP
TSP
TSS
TSTP
Tully Affidavit
UWCM
US (or USA)
VMA
Vonhoff LWS

Definition
sensitive receptor
Scaled Root Mean Square
State significant biodiversity values
The conditions listed in Appendix 2 of the CG's Report, being
conditions stated (but not enforced by) the CoordinatorGeneral under sections 39, 45, 47C, 49, 49B and 49E of the
SDPWOA
Environmental Impact Statement for the Stage 2 project dated
2006
The Affidavit of John Standley dated 14 March 2016 (Exhibit
509; Document ID: JS.004)
The joint expert report prepared by Mr Greg Roads for the
Applicant, and Dr John Standley for himself, dated 25 January
2016 (Exhibit 398; Document ID: NAC.0026)
Sound Power Level
Trigger Action Response Plan
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr John Taylor for
OCAA in the field of Air Quality, Dust and GHG, dated 14
April 2016 (Exhibit 1084; Document ID: OCA.0062)
Tapered element oscillating microbalance - a technique used
to measure concentrations of air particles.
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Bill Thompson for
the Applicant in the field of Land Use and Soils, dated 29
February 2016 (Exhibit 416; Document ID: NAC.0044)
Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (Qld)
The Affidavit of Tracey Tierney dated 9 December 2015
(Exhibit: 384; Document ID: NAC.0011)
train load-out facility
traffic management plan
terms of reference
tonnes per annum
Toowoomba Regional Council
Topsoil Management Plan
total suspended particles
total suspended solids
Threatened Species Translocation Plan
The Affidavit of Tracey Tully dated 10 December 2015
(Exhibit 392; Document ID: NAC.0019)
Upper Walloon Coal Measures
United States of America
Vegetation Management Act 1999 (Qld)
The Amended Lay Witness Statement of David Vonhoff dated
16 December 2015 (Exhibit 442; Document ID: OCA.0028)
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Term / Acronym
Water Act
Ward LWS
WCM
Welchman SoE

Welchman
Supplementary SoE

Wells Affidavit
Werner SoE

Werner Supplementary
SoE

WEO
Whan Affidavit
WHO
WHO Guidelines
Williams SoE

WMAP
WMP
WQO
WRMP
WROLA
WSA 2013
WWRF

Definition
Water Act 2000 (Qld)
The Lay Witness Statement of Dr Steve Ward dated 14
December 2016 (Exhibit 510; Document ID: SWA.0001)
Walloon Coal Measures
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Simon Welchman
for the Applicant in the field of Air Quality, Dust and GHG,
dated 11 March 2016 (Exhibit 1115; Document ID:
NAC.0077)
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence prepared by Mr
Simon Welchman for the Applicant in the field of Air Quality,
Dust and GHG, dated 11 August 2016 (Exhibit 1885;
Document ID: NAC.0217)
The Affidavit of Patrick Wells dated 3 December 2015
(Exhibit 382; Document ID: NAC.0009)
The statement of evidence prepared by Professor Adrian
Werner for OCAA in the field of Groundwater Modelling,
dated 24 February 2016 (Exhibit 436; Document ID:
OCA.0022)
The Supplementary Statement of Evidence prepared by
Professor Adrian Werner for OCAA in the field of
Groundwater Modelling, dated 5 May 2016 (Exhibit 833;
Document ID: OCA.0071)
IEA, 2015 World Energy Outlook
The Affidavit of Ian Whan dated 23 May 2016 (Exhibit 1198;
Document ID: DDE.0033)
World Health Organisation
WHO Guidelines for Community Noise 1999 (Document ID:
NAC.0110) (Exhibit 943)
The statement of evidence prepared by Mr Stephen Williams
for the Applicant in the field of Coal Markets, dated 22
February 2016 (Exhibit 415; Document ID: NAC.0043)
Workforce Management Action Plan
waste management plan
water quality objective
Water Resource Management Plan
Water Reform and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2014
(Qld)
EIS - Appendix G4.5 Groundwater Numerical Modelling
Report
Wetalla Wastewater Reclamation Facility
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SUMMARY OF OCAA’S SUBMISSIONS
The town of Acland
1.

The proposal currently before this Court cannot be divorced from the area's historical
context, which is long and rich.

2.

The local community around Acland first formed in the mid-1800s as parcels were
divided off the historic ‘Rosalie Plains Station’.1 The township of Acland formed in
1913.2 Many of the landholder objectors and witnesses trace their connection with
this area back generations, over 100 years. 3 They are proud of the improvements
they made to their land in the hope to pass a more productive land on to their
children and grandchildren. 4 The residents took considerable pride in their town,
typified by winning the inaugural state-wide Tidy Towns Award, thanks to Mrs
Beutel.5

3.

The Acland township played a major role in war effort for World War II 6 and the
ANZAC memorial in the heart of the town plays a central role in the community. 7

The arrival of the Applicant
4.

Acland had a long history with coal with the small, hand-mined underground colliery
near the town, unobtrusively woven into the fabric of the community, until its closure
in 1984 removed the town’s last connection with the coal industry. 8

5.

Despite the departure of the coal industry, the number of residences in town
continued to grow by 30% between 1978 and 2000, on Mr Beutel’s meticulous
examination. 9

6.

The Applicant first sought approval for Stage 1 of the large open cut Acland Coal
Mine in 2000,10 approximately three kilometres from the centre of town. There were
15 objectors to this proposal, including the Plant family. The objectors sought
disclosure of documents and were refused with costs awarded against them. 11 These
costs defeated the Plant’s objections and all objections were withdrawn shortly
thereafter.

1

Introduction, 1.1. Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.1.
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.1.
3
For example, N Wieck LWS, para 20, SP20; Schofield LWS, paras 15-18, SP3; Ashman LWS, paras 11-17,
SP2-3; S Plant LWS, para 12, SP2; Mason LWS, para 3, SP1...
4
See for example the objector evidence on intergenerational equity in section 11 below.
5
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.5, p13.
6
Ashman LWS, para 15-16, SP3.
7
See for example, Scholefield LWS, para 19, SP3; T Plant Reply LWS, para 89, SP26; S Plant Reply LWS, p3.
8
Denney Second Affidavit, para 6(f), SP3.
9
Exhibit 1186; T70-29, Lines 1-29.
10
Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [No 3] [2001] QLRT 30 at [1]. See also Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit
BD15, definition of Other Objectors
11
Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [No 2] [2001] QLRT 14.
2
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Subsequent expansions
7.

Within five years of Stage 1 commencing operation 12 Stage 2 was approved, 13
moving the mining within approximately two kilometres of the centre of Acland and
expanding the mine from 2.5 mtpa to 4 mtpa, a production rate expected to last to
2021. 14

8.

Within six months of Stage 2 commencing operation, Stage 3 was referred for
approval in 2007,15 proposing to consume the town entirely and expand production
to 10 mtpa.

9.

By this time neighbours to the mine had begun to feel the impacts and were not
satisfied with the responses they received. 16

10.

It became clear that the new mine divided the community into those that benefited
financially from the mine, and the immediate neighbours who suffered the brunt of
the impacts.17 This division has split friends and family. 18

11.

After public consultation in 2009-2010 the proposal was rejected in 2012 by the
Premier of Queensland stating that “it was inappropriate to expand the mine in the
State’s southern food bowl”. 19

12.

Despite the rejection of Stage 3 the Applicant had, on the presumption of approval,
began purchasing properties in the area and removing 27 homes as an entitlement of
ownership in 2009. This left Mr Beutel, and his tenants, the sole remaining residents
in 2010.

13.

The impact of this purchase and removal of a town by the Applicant has never been
assessed in an EIS.

The current proposal
14.

Following the rejection of Stage 3 it was redesigned to surround Mr Beutel, and what
is left of the town, mining within one kilometre of his home and expanding
production to 7.5 mtpa.

15.

It is this redesigned Stage 3 for which the Applicant now seeks mining leases and an
amended environmental authority against heavy opposition. The public notification
of the EIS received 1,397 responses.20

12

1 October 2001 per Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit BD6.
2 November 2006 per Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [2006] QLRT 139.
14
Exhibit 871, New Acland Coal Mine Stage 2 Expansion Project, Page 2-2.
15
Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit BD6.
16
See for example the Harrison Second Affidavit, Harrison Third Affidavit and Mason LWS, para 27-28, SP6.
17
See for example, S Wieck LWS, para 60, SP8; Von Hoff LWS, para 110, SP13.
18
See for example T64-99, Line 44 to T64-100, Line 17.
19
Exhibit 1155, 29 March 2012, The Australian, Campbell Newman Slams Farm Gate Shut on Miners.
20
Exhibit 98, Doc Id. EHP.0098 AEIS, Appendix A1, Sumission Analysis
13
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16.

The environmental authority received 1421 submissions 21 and approximately 40
people objected to the draft environmental authority or mining lease, 22 causing
referral to this Court for recommendations to the Minister for Mines and Department
of Environment and Heritage Protection. Twelve of the objectors remained level 2
and appeared separately in Court.

17.

Even now, while this Court considers these objections, the Applicant continues to
mine closer to Mr Beutel’s house in ‘West Pit’, outside of the pit areas notified in
Stage 2 and eventually into the pit areas notified in the revised Stage 3, 23 as an
entitlement of ownership, without and genuine community consultation.

18.

Given this history, it is no wonder the Applicant does not want past performance to
be fully considered.

19.

Of the objectors OCAA has raised grounds regarding numerous conflicts with the
statutory criteria resulting from the evidence in six topic areas:
a) Noise;
b) Dust;
c) Groundwater;
d) Economics;
e) Agricultural Economics; and
f) Intergenerational Equity.

Noise 24
20.

Over the last 15 years of operation the Applicant has created noise at sensitive
receptors well above even the generous limits that are set by the current EA although,
it could not say by how much or how often, other than at least 131 nights at Acland
since the start of 2014. It failed to record complaints, conducted monitoring that was
“essentially worthless” and caused repeated nuisance, distress and disturbance to its
neighbours without ever being held to account.

21.

The modelling that was done to give confidence in it its capacity to meet proposed
new standards was shown to have used techniques unknown to either expert in the
case, which had the effect of artificially improving the results for the Applicant. The
modelling is at best incompetent and at worst recklessly misleading. The only
conclusion that the court can safely draw from the modelling is that the mine is
highly likely – if not certain – to be unable to comply with its noise limits.

21

Loveday Affidavit, SP5, referring to EHP Assessment Report, EHP.012, SP6.
Exhibit 7 and 10 tendered by the Statutory Party.
23
That part of Manning Vale East within ML50216.
24
These submissions are development for fully in Section 0.
22
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22.

The often-heard refrain in response to any of the shortcomings identified in past
performance and modelling was to extol the virtues of the TARP system combined
with adaptive management. However, the evidence demonstrated that the trial of the
TARP over a lengthy period at Acland together with adaptive management failed to
avoid noise levels at sensitive receptors that were more than the currently regulated
levels. Indeed, the only way in which the Applicant could demonstrate an ostensible
improvement in its performance at Acland was to change the monitoring equipment
that it used. Tellingly, the glowing assessment of the TARP’s performance was
ultimately abandoned by the Applicant’s own expert Mr Elkin.

23.

Mr Elkin ultimately accepted two propositions that demonstrate that the Applicant’s
reliance on its TARP plus adaptive management trial at applicant is misplaced.
a) Two years after the implementation of the TARP there are still regular
exceedances of the 40 dBA limit 25 and there will be no exception under the
new regime, if the Project is approved, for trying really hard. 26
b) The TARP, as implemented, and put forward, is not working. 27 Mr Elkin no
longer claims that the TARP is a sophisticated and successful trigger action
response plan as he had previously reported. 28

24.

Further, for all the talk of new and improved noise standards, it became apparent that
the limits proposed in the draft EA are the highest (that is the least protective for
surrounding residents) that could possibly have been chosen from the range of
standards and policies available. The standard that was chosen from Schedule 1 of
the EPP Noise is – on proper construction – intended to set acoustic limits for a place
from all sources. The lower limits from other standards apply to the noise generated
from a particular source. The Applicant wants to have its cake and eat it by adopting
the higher EPP Noise limits but treating them as if they apply only to noise from the
mine.

25.

In contrast to the poor evidence base for historical compliance, current compliance
and the capacity for future compliance, the lived experiences of the lay objectors and
witnesses are consistent and compelling. They convincingly describe the intrusion of
mine noise into their homes and lives over 15 years. To the extent that the Applicant
has done any competent monitoring it strongly supports those lived experiences.

26.

At its most basic level this Applicant should not be allowed to continue to do to its
neighbours what it has been doing for 15 years. Whether what has happened is the
result of poorly designed conditions, failure of enforcement or a lack of will or
capability by the Applicant, or a combination of those things does not matter. What
matters is that it has happened.

25

T41-34, Lines 12-47.
T41-35, Lines 1-8.
27
T41-35, Lines 9-32.
28
T43-27, Line 23 to T43-29, Line 4.
26
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27.

Of course, if the Court could be satisfied that everything would change with a new
EA and that the neighbours could live in their homes without the threat and reality of
highly intrusive mine noise then perhaps approval could be properly considered.
However, the Applicant’s past performance, its current performance in the shadow of
this proceeding, its continued lack of transparency and the results of the modelling
do not permit that conclusion.

28.

This project should not be permitted to proceed. It was always ambitious to mine so
close to existing residents without destroying the peaceful enjoyment of their
properties. The Applicant has failed to meet its ambitions over a very long period of
time and there can be no confidence that it will not continue to do so in the future.
The conditions stipulated by the CG are not sufficient to protect the surrounding
community from another (at least) 12 years of intrusive and damaging noise.

29.

The full submissions make good the following propositions:
a) The Applicant’s past and current performance has been very poor;
b) The modelling provided in the EIS is misleading and – on proper analysis –
demonstrates the likelihood of repeated and regular compliance;
c) The Applicant’s TARP plus adaptive management trial has been unsuccessful;
d) The noise standards in the draft EA are unjustifiably high and will not protect
sensitive receptors even if they are complied with;
e) The monitoring and reporting requirements of the draft EA are inadequate to
ensure compliance.

Air quality29
30.

There is extensive lay witness evidence in this case demonstrating that the
Applicant’s past performance on management of dust impacts has been poor.
Objectors such as Mrs Harrison, Dr Plant and Mrs Mason all report having
experienced days of heavy dust at their properties.

31.

The Applicant’s past monitoring of its mining operations, particularly of suspended
particles, has been grossly inadequate. Until the EIS was prepared, the Applicant had
monitored PM10 for just 1.5% of its operation, and PM2.5 and TSP for just 0.8%.
As a result, the Applicant has failed to document in the EIS any appropriate review
and demonstrated learnings about its previous operations. Given monitoring
regarding complaints was done after the event, and on an extremely limited basis, it
is no surprise that the Applicant claims a good compliance history.

32.

The only continuous monitoring of air quality has been done at the JRLF, where the
coal is loaded on to rail. This facility has also been a cause of community concern
on air quality. While the emissions from that activity are different to the mine,

29

These submissions are further developed in Section 7.
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analysis of some of the data shows that operations have not been able to be
effectively managed to prevent exceedances, despite an apparent alarm system
having been implemented.
33.

Against that background, the key starting point is that the experts agree there is a
high risk of the mining activities exceeding air quality limits. This would be so even
when all normal dust control measures are implemented.

34.

The only way the Applicant can reduce the risk is through effective forecasting and
adaptive management, which would see the progressive shutdown of operations.
However, the forecasting and adaptive management system is yet to be seen: it is
undeveloped, untested and unproven. The Applicant essentially asks to be trusted to
implement the key tool required to prevent exceedances that does not exist. At the
very least – if approval was to be given – the Applicant should not to be permitted to
commence any operations until that system is appropriately proven.

35.

The Applicant’s EIS modelling of the predicted dust impacts has – contrary to the
claims made by the Applicant – not been conducted conservatively and therefore
underestimates potential impacts. Even so, it predicts dust levels at or exceeding
draft EA limits unless the untested and unproven forecasting system is deployed.

36.

Dr Taylor’s further modelling, albeit only for PM10 and for 2019 but which actually
models on a conservative basis, shows very significant exceedances. If approval were
to be recommended, at the very least the modelling needs to be re-done properly
before any commencement of operations so that more accurate impacts can be
properly understood.

37.

Notwithstanding the Applicant’s agreement to conduct additional PM10 monitoring
as an attempt to offset the inadequate modelling, the issue of a single PM2.5 monitor
is a live one. It is a pollutant of grave concern for human health, but the Applicant
has not a single day of monitoring where it can say “this is the PM2.5 impact from
our mine”. There should be both a PM2.5 limit and a requirement to monitor PM2.5
at least for long enough to establish a site specific relationship between PM2.5 and
PM10.

38.

In addition, the annual PM10 limit from the NEPM Air should also be imposed to
reflect the latest scientific understanding to protect against the health impacts of long
term particulate exposure.

39.

The conditions of the draft EA also would need tightening to ensure impacts are
prevented or minimised, and to ensure enforceability in the event of exceedance – a
characteristic that has been wanting in the EA conditions to date.

40.

Given the Applicant’s past reluctance to provide information and data to the
community, its poor management in preventing dust impacts, and the high risk of
exceedances, the Applicant must be required to make any forecasting and real time
monitoring available online to the community in – at least – close to real time. This
is done by other similar industries in Australia, and there is no substantiated risk or
cost to the Applicant that would warrant otherwise.
33
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41.

In the event that the Court was minded to recommend approval on such tightened
conditions, there is the real risk that the changes or additions to the draft EA
conditions necessitated by the evidence would be inconsistent with the conditions
stated by the Coordinator General. In that event, the applications should be refused.

Groundwater 30
42.

Groundwater is fundamental to the existing agricultural land use in the Acland area,
so a proper understanding of the Project’s impacts on groundwater is essential to its
assessment. Yet the evidence in this case has demonstrated the profound unreliability
of the Applicant’s groundwater modelling as a predictive tool. Without any reliable
capacity to predict groundwater impacts the Project should not be recommended for
approval.

43.

The IESC has expressed concern in two separate advices about a number of issues
that remain unresolved, many of which have come into sharp focus in the evidence in
this matter. These include: a lack of evidence for the conceptualisation and
representation of faulting in the model; issues with the model calibration approach,
which may be contributing to bias and over-prediction of groundwater heads; the
failure to include groundwater users in the model; and the failure to present
potentiometric head maps to identify groundwater flow features and provide
justification for the selected model boundaries. These issues have led resulted, in the
opinion of the IESC, in continued uncertainty in the proponent’s groundwater model
and impact assessment.

44.

The Applicant accepts in its submissions that the model does not predict with
certainty the extent of the impact at the objectors’ properties and, surprisingly, that
this is not what the model was designed to do. Despite this the Applicant invites the
Court to accept that the predicted lateral extent of the drawdown – supposedly the
most important aspect at this stage of the modelling – is somehow disconnected from
the model’s inability to predict changes in groundwater heads and should be relied
on.

45.

In essence, the Applicant’s position can be summed up as follows: Of course the
Project will impact groundwater; The model has its problems, and significant
uncertainty in its impact predictions, but this is industry standard and meets the
expectations of the regulator at this stage of a Project; Any uncertainty is not a
problem because Mr Irvine thinks the impact predictions are big, from his
experience, and Mr Durick says the modelling is conservative; The conditions and
make good agreements will deal with modelling uncertainty later, and make sure
impacts are dealt with.

46.

The Applicant’s numerical groundwater modelling, and the underlying
hydrogeological conceptualisation are central to the Court’s and other relevant
decision makers’ understanding of this Project’s impacts, and the evidence in this
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These submissions are developed more fully below in Section 8.
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matter has given cause for serious concerns about the reliability of each of these
aspects of the groundwater impact assessment.
47.

A number of the issues with the Applicant’s modelling are embedded in the
conceptualisation that underpins the predictive numerical modelling. Perhaps the
most obvious of these is the conceptualisation of faulting, which shows a clear
disconnect between what is known about faulting around the Project and what has
been modelled:
a) The primary experts for OCAA and the Applicant on groundwater
conceptualisation (i.e. other than Mr Barnett) agree that the conceptualisation
of faulting is inadequate, and that there are significant concerns about the
locations and properties of the modelled faults. The faults are modelled in
some places as a series of short impermeable “walls” in the model, with gaps
inserted in a manner so unorthodox that the primary modelling experts
believed it to be an error. In other places they are modelled as a complete
barrier to flow, and some fictional faults have been included in a manner that is
clearly inconsistent with the available geological evidence.
b) These problems with the modelling of faults have major implications for the
reliability of the Applicant’s model, given the potential influence of faulting on
groundwater behaviour both in the real world and in groundwater modelling.
This is reflected in the IESC’s ongoing concern about the Applicant’s approach
to modelling of faults, which it reiterated as recently as December 2015.
c) The Applicant sought to justify the flawed approach to modelling faults by
introducing an additional expert witness, Mr Barnett, whose earlier decisions
on the approach to the use of faults in the model are the basis of the modelled
faults in the current model. Quite aside from the flaws in Mr Barnett’s
justification for the approach taken to modelling faults, his evidence is of
limited, if any, value in in the present case, given that he has had no
involvement in the modelling presently relied on by the Applicant.

48.

There is an extraordinary paucity of on-site data underlying the Applicant’s
conceptualisation, which undermines the credibility of the conceptualisation and the
reliability of the modelling outputs:
a) Notwithstanding that it has been operating on this site for 15 years, the
Applicant has failed to collect the most basic data regarding on-site aquifer
properties to inform the conceptualisation that underpins its groundwater
modelling.
b) For example, it is agreed that there is no reliable on-site data in relation to
aquifer storage properties, vertical connectivity and vertical conductivity, and
where there is available data the Applicant’s own expert has given evidence
that it is the “bare minimum”. It is uncontested that the hydrogeological
conceptualisation is fundamental to the reliability of the numerical model and
that on-site data is essential for developing a groundwater conceptualisation.
In OCAA’s submission the Applicant has failed to meet even this basic
requirement.
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c) Of even greater concern in respect of the Applicant’s numerical modelling, the
available data and evidence from the Applicant’s expert indicates that the input
values chosen for various parameters in the Applicant’s numerical modelling
are inconsistent with even the limited field data and other available
information. The evidence from field data and the Applicant’s
conceptualisation expert is that the conductivity values adopted in the model
are too low, which suggests the drawdown predictions have been
underestimated.
d) Further, the Applicant’s own modelling report identifies that the model is
sensitive to conductivity and storage values. This highlights the importance of
having good on-site data to support the selection of model parameters, the
potential effect on the model predictions of unrepresentative parameter
selection, and the uncertainty caused by inadequate data or poor choice of
parameters.
49.

The Applicant’s model does not include any groundwater users, notwithstanding that
there is clearly significant groundwater use in the area and a substantial amount of
information available about the approximately 11GL/year of existing allocations to
found a reasonable estimate of groundwater extraction to apply in the model. The
Applicant’s modelling expert initially asserted that the major omission in the water
balance was no problem, but ultimately accepted under cross-examination that the
basis of this view was unfounded and that the failure to include any groundwater
users in the model would affect the modelled drawdown predictions in unpredictable
ways.

50.

The evidence has also drawn out other serious issues with the model calibration.
a) In this case, the Applicant’s approach to calibration is a Monte Carlo
simulation. The calibration is effectively a process of elimination by which the
original population of model realisations (2980) is reduced to the final set of
realisations (only 18) that together comprise the predictive model. Two
calibration targets were relied on here – pit inflows and a statistical measure of
‘goodness of fit’ (SRMS error). Major concerns emerged in the underlying
data and methodology employed in applying each of these calibration targets.
b) The ‘goodness of fit’ (or SRMS error) calibration target is affected massively
by data from one bore, which, it emerged, was likely to be affected by
groundwater extraction at the Oakey Abattoir, and also appears to be in a
different aquifer from what is assumed by the modelling. The Applicant’s
modelling expert accepted that this would affect the calibration and could
result in the model generating very different impact predictions.
c) With respect to the pit inflows target, which was the primary influence on the
model calibration process, evidence emerged that showed the data relied on as
the basis for this target is highly unreliable and was suitable only as a “sanity
check”, but this was not investigated by the Applicant’s experts at any stage.
Once again, it is accepted that this will have an entirely unpredictable effect on
the modelled drawdown.
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51.

The consequence of the issues with the data, conceptualisation and calibration is that
the model predictions are subject to an unknown and, in OCAA’s submission,
unacceptable level of uncertainty. The extent and gravity of the issues exposed in the
hearing of groundwater evidence was such that the Applicant’s own modelling expert
conceded that he had lost confidence in the model’s predictive capacity.

52.

Additionally, Mr Loveday, as the delegate who approved the Draft EA on behalf of
the Statutory Party, gave evidence that Mr Durick’s evidence here concerned him, as
did the fact that that these proceedings were necessary to properly understand the
model.

53.

To the extent that the Applicant accepts there is uncertainty in the model predictions,
it asserts that make good agreements provide the necessary protection for potentially
affected landholders. In OCAA’s submission, make good agreements are an
inadequate remedy, since landholders are left in an unacceptably weak position
regarding the enforcement of make good agreements until the Applicant’s modelling
is dramatically improved and sufficiently reliable.

54.

In OCAA’s submission, the proposed conditions are completely inadequate to
address the shortcomings of the modelling, and the groundwater impact assessment
overall, and the Court should recommend refusal. Should the Court decide to
recommend approval, OCAA’s groundwater experts have provided a set of
recommended conditions that seek to address the numerous short fallings, of the
groundwater impact assessment.

Economics 31
55.

Ordinarily positive economic impacts from a proposal would be weighed against the
impacts and risks to the physical environment identified above in respect of noise,
dust and groundwater.

56.

However in this case the economic impacts that would be typically expected are
minimal, absent or negative.

57.

The full submissions make good the following propositions:
a) This project will deliver minimal royalties - approximately $500 million less
than typical for an equivalent sized mine in Queensland that did not the
peculiar benefit of pre-1910 land titles.
b) This project will deliver minimal jobs:
i.

31

The jobs stated in the EIS should be disregarded entirely because the
economists agree that they were overstated due to the unrealistic
assumptions of I/O Modelling;

These submissions are developed more fully below in Section 9.
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ii.

The new estimate of 680 net jobs at peak production produced by Dr
Fahrer’s CGE modelling is - as he accepted – a very small number
because “these projects are not about jobs”; and

iii.

Dr Fahrer concedes that net jobs are not a significant benefit of the
project and not something significant weight should be placed on.

c) The minimal net jobs mask distributional impacts as labour is drawn away
from local agriculture, resulting in negative jobs effects in 'crops' and
'livestock' in the local region within Dr Fahrer’s CGE model.
d) It is uncontroversial that the Project would have a negative impact on real
income the Local Region if not for the purported ‘terms of trade effect’. This
effect, has an unreal quality about. It is premised on the assumption that the
continuation of a coal mine will cause regional changes in prices of things like
milk, trousers, woolly jumpers and tomatoes resulting in the implausibly large
gain of $1.47 billion dollars to the local region. The unreal nature of this
assumption is such that little weight should be placed on it to reach the
conclusion that local benefits are positive rather than negative, as they would
be under Dr Fahrer’s CGE model, without the ‘increase in purchasing
power’/'terms of trade effect'.
e) The majority of the $4.853 billion economic income from the project leaving
the Local Region accrues to shareholders which Dr Fahrer assumed to be 80%
located outside Queensland. The best available breakdown showed more than
97% located outside of Queensland, with 59.7% located in Sydney. On either
analysis the vast majority of income from the project accrues outside of
Queensland.
f) On a cost benefit analysis, the net economic benefits of the project for
Australia are negative on coal prices current at the time of Dr Fahrer's evidence
if benefits to coal fired power stations in Asia are excluded. Dr Fahrer
confirmed “if we exclude consumer surplus, which is a third of the benefits,
and if we assume a low price, then we get a negative – a negative number.”
g) The results for Queensland alone were not shown in the CBA presented Court.
Dr Fahrer agrees “the global scope of the CBA means that it does not present a
result of change in economic welfare for the Queensland community.”
h) The CGE model was also premised on replacing alternative suppliers of coal,
Dr Fahrer agreed that:

58.

i.

if the project replaces another coal mine in Queensland then the net
economic impact for Queensland would be relatively close to zero;

ii.

if the project replaces another coal mine in Australia, then the
economic impact to Australia as a whole would essentially be nil.

Consequently the Applicant has not identified any significant or reliable benefit to
Queensland or Queenslanders from the approval of mine, sufficient to warrant the
38

38

continued expected impacts on the local community. It relies instead on benefits to
shareholders, mostly interstate, and owners of coal fired power-stations overseas.
The Applicant does not establish why this Court should put any weight on those
beneficiaries, let alone sufficient weight to overcome the detriments to the local
region and Queensland.
59.

If the Court is nonetheless minded to recommend approval, it can only be on the
basis that the modelling is required to be rerun with more realistic assumptions and
sensitivity tests, such as current coal prices at current exchange rates and excluding
benefits that accrue overseas or interstate.

Agricultural Economics 32
60.

It is common ground that analysis in the EIS, which estimated agricultural loss at
approximately $30 million in perpetuity, is inadequate to meaningfully assess the
project’s economic impact on agricultural production.

61.

It was also common ground that the Acland district falls within the 1.5% of
Queensland that is arable with rainfall above 600-odd millimetres. The mine and
surrounds is also listed by the Queensland government as strategic cropping land
(meaning land that is, or is likely to be, highly suitable for cropping).

62.

The objectors with an intimate knowledge of the local area within the mine and
surrounds attested to it productive capacity.

63.

The impacts of the Project on the land are three fold:
a) 457 ha of strategic cropping land that is to be mine voids will be permanently
lost to production. Temporarily securing an equivalent area during the term of
the lease, as required by the coordinator general conditions, does not create
additional strategic cropping land and cannot be consider an offset to the loss.
b) A further 923ha of strategic cropping land within the mining lease area will be
destroyed. Only 50% of the land that was cropping has to be return to
marginal cropping and only 50% of the land that was grazing, has to be
returned to grazing.
c) A further 20,000 ha of strategic cropping land surrounding the mine will be put
at risk by permanent groundwater impacts (based on the current extent of the
modelled 1m drawdown contour).

32

i.

This risk is of significant concern to the neighbouring objectors, who
attested to significant dependence on groundwater for their substantial
agricultural enterprises.

ii.

The failings of the groundwater modelling described above gives little
confidence in the likely magnitude and extent of ground water impacts.

These submissions are developed more fully below in Section 10.
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64.

iii.

Dr Perkins valued the present value of impacts within the drawdown
area at $137.93 million, and accepted the impact was significant at the
local scale.

iv.

A $137.93 impact shared by some of the objectors within the 1m
drawdown contour in these proceeding should be significant concern to
this Court that is not ameliorated by arbitrary comparison to the scale
of the Toowoomba region.

v.

Considering the failings of make good agreement process identified in
the full submissions, the Court cannot have confidence these impacts
will be internalised to the Applicant.

Considering what this Court has heard regarding the reliability of estimated impacts
on groundwater, and the lack of confidence surrounding landholders have in the
make good agreement process to compensate those impacts, this Court should
consider the potential external cost of this mine of $137.93 million on surrounding
landholders as significant impact on those farmers, militating against approval of this
project as an appropriate use of this land.

Intergenerational Equity33
65.

The alienation and threats this Project presents to high quality farming land raises
issues of intergenerational equity that transcend economics.

66.

Many of the farmers in these proceedings have benefited from the knowledge and
land passed down from earlier generations and aimed to continue to improve the land
for their children and grandchildren.

67.

As custodians of the land themselves they had innate sense of the principle of equity
between generations.

68.

The value of productive farming land into the infinite future is one that economists
discount using discount rates that devalue the future. 34

69.

Intergenerational equity has an ethical and moral dimension that favours leaving the
land in the same or better condition than you received it.

70.

The impacts on the agricultural land identified in Agricultural Economics above may
deliver significant financial benefits to interstate shareholders and overseas powerstations but will not pass the mining lease areas and their surrounds to future
generations in the same or better condition than they are now.

71.

Accordingly the Project offends the principle of intergenerational equity and weighs
against approval.

33
34

These submissions are developed more fully below in Section 11.
T14-25.
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Threshold for approval not reached
72.

OCAA submits that impacts and risks presented by the Project, paired with the
paucity of reliable modelling of impact, fail to meet the threshold suitable for a
recommendation of approval.

73.

The Applicant’s dominant response to all the issues raised by OCAA, particularly in
relation to air, dust and groundwater, is that they will do better in the future and
should be trusted. Trusted to remodel predicted impacts after approval, trusted to
comply with conditions, trusted to negotiate make good agreements in good faith,
trusted not to mine closer to the town again without notifying those most affected.

74.

In OCAA's submission the past behaviour of the Applicant has not laid the
foundation for that trust. The regulator has also largely failed to properly appreciate,
and adequately respond to, the scope and detail of the community's ongoing
complaints about the mine. This is evident, in part, from its misapprehension of its
own records on the number of complaints and enforcement responses in its
assessment of the draft EA application. This leaves the onus on landholders to come
back to the courts when conditions are not complied with – conditions which the
regulator itself agrees are ambiguous in key respects. This outcome places too much
onus on a local community that has suffered enough.

Conditions required if possible, if not, only refusal remains
75.

If the Court is satisfied that approval is warranted it must be on strongly revised
conditions that adequately safeguard the community and give the community the
information and tools it needs to properly monitor and enforce compliance without
reliance on a seemingly passive regulator.

76.

These submission set out a range of such conditions but, in our view, many
reasonable conditions cannot be imposed due to inconsistency with the Coordinator
General’s conditions. Therefore this Court, and the regulator, are prevented from
imposing reasonable conditions to make the impacts acceptable and the Court is left
with little option but to recommend refusal.

41
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Brief history of the township of Acland and surrounds prior to the New Acland
mine

77.

The site of the proposed mine and surrounds is steeped in a rich history, predating
the formation of Queensland.

78.

The area of Acland and surrounds was first settled by Europeans, as part of what
became known as ‘Rosalie Plains Station’, in the mid-1800s. 35

79.

Several of the affected landholders objecting in this case can trace their history back
to that first settlement.

80.

For example, Mr Max Scholefield, a level 1 objector and lay witness for level 2
objector OCAA, lives on his property ‘Coolabah South’, just six kilometres from the
proposed mine, 36 and can trace its ownership back to 1848.37 Mr Scholefield’s
property was marked in Aqua in the Site Visit map prepared for OCAA and
reproduced as Figure 1-1 below. 38

81.

Similarly his neighbour Mr Frank Ashman, a level 1 objector and president of
OCAA, owns the property ‘Shannonbrook’ just five kilometres from the proposed
mine39 and can trace its history back to the Rosalie Plains Pastoral Run prior to
1848. 40 His property is marked dark purple in Figure 1-1 below.

35

Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.1.
Scholefield LWS, paras 2-4, SP1.
37
Scholefield LWS, paras 15-18, SP3.
38
Exhibit 526, Reference 16.1. These properties are also marked in Appendix C to the Quiggin Agricultural
Economics SoE and each individual property is identified in the respective statements of lay witneses, for
example para 4 and Exhibit MS-1 to the Scholefield LWS.
39
Ashman LWS, para 3, SP1.
40
Ashman LWS, paras 11-17, SP2-3.
36

42

42

Figure 1-1: Site Visit Map

43

43

82.

Mr Noel Wieck, a level 2 objector, and his son Mr Grant Wieck, a level 1 objector,
live on parts of their property known as ‘The Park’ and ‘Chelmonte’ respectively, 41
which are marked maroon and orange on Figure 1-1 above. The historical ownership
and cropping of the property 42 was described in 1903 and photographed in 1928
(reproduced as Figure 1-2 below). 43 It has been in the Wieck family since 1921, with
the Wieck family conducting a dairy farming enterprise on Chelmonte continuously
for 94 years. 44 Mr Noel Wieck has been working on the farm for 55 years. 45

Figure 1-2: Early photo of Noel Wieck's property

83.

Mrs Angela Mason, a level 2 objector, married a fourth generation farmer, Paul,
whose great grandfather purchased approximately 2,200 acres from Rosalie Plains
Station for his sons in 1929.46 They now live on ‘Home-lea’ marked in red on Figure
1-1 above. 47

84.

Mr Sid Plant and Mrs Merilyn Plant, both level 2 objectors, purchased their property
“Samarai” in three parcels of land, with the first being brought by Sid’s grandfather
and father in 1955. 48 Mr Plant’s family have been farming in the area for seven to
eight generations, since approximately 1860. 49 They reside on the farm with their
daughter Dr Tanya Plant, her husband Dr Steven Ward, both level 2 objectors, and
their two young children. 50

41

N Wieck LWS, para 11, SP2.
N Wieck LWS, para 17, SP2, and Exhibit NW-2.
43
N Wieck LWS, NW-2.
44
N Wieck LWS, para 20, SP20.
45
N Wieck LWS, para 14, SP2.
46
Mason LWS, para 3, SP1.
47
Mason LWS, para 2, SP1.
48
S Plant LWS, para 9, SP2.
49
S Plant LWS, para 12, SP2.
50
S Plant LWS, paras 2-3, SP1.
42

44

44

85.

The town of Acland first came into being following the construction of a branch
railway from Oakey to Cooyar in 1913,51 the same year that coal mining commenced
in Acland,52 mainly for Queensland Rail locomotives.53

86.

The Acland No.2 Colliery began production in 1929,54 initially by hand implements
and mainly underground, 55 and closed in 1984 56 removing the last connection Acland
had with the coal industry. 57 Acland No.2 Colliery is now included on the
Queensland Heritage Register. 58

87.

After the closure of the No.2 Colliery a report prepared by Converge for New Hope
states:
The residents continued to take considerable pride in their town. This is typified by the
several occasions on which Acland was recipient of Tidy Towns Awards. A news
clipping reports on a sequence of awards in 1983, 84, 85, 86, 87 (Sunday Mail 13/8/989
or 19901). Much of the work is attributed to the late Mrs Thelma Beutel whose efforts
culminated in Acland being the recipients of the first overall state winner in 1989. 59

88.

Another point of pride in the town is the ANZAC memorial in the heart of Acland. 60

89.

Mr Ashman recalls, in respect of his property:
During W.W.2 our district played a major role in the war effort. Brymaroo had an
airfield which was commonly perceived as one of the dromes forming the "Brisbane
Line''. The Marshes entertained many of the American Servicemen who were based in
the area Shannonbrook still has part of the concrete slabs which were part of a camp site
for the American Servicemen. 61

90.

As Mr John Cook, level 1 objector and member of OCAA, 62 recalls:
Our father was a returned serviceman from World War 2 and the Acland War Memorial
has significant sentimental value for us.

91.

Many of the other objecting landholders also play a role in the Acland ANZAC day
service held each year, which attracts approximately 300 people. 63

92.

Many of the objectors and their lay witnesses recall fond memories of how the town
of Acland and its surrounding rural towns were prior to the arrival of the New
Acland Mine.

51

Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.1.
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.1.
53
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.1, p10.
54
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.1, p11.
55
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.2, p14.
56
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.5, p13.
57
Denney Second Affidavit, para 6(f), SP3.
58
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 1.1, p4.
59
Denney Second Affidavit, BD5, Archival Report Acland Colliery No2, section 2.1.5, p13.
60
See for example Copeland LWS, p1.
61
Ashman LWS, para 15-16, SP3.
62
Cook LWS, para 20, SP3.
63
See for example, Scholefield LWS, para 19, SP3; T Plant Reply LWS, para 89, SP26.
52
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93.

Mr Scholefield recalls that Acland was the first town to receive the Tidy Town
Award. 64 In addition, he reminisces on how Acland was a small and active town with
a typical small farming community, consisting of a number of thriving small
businesses that used to serve the farming industry. 65

94.

Mr Noel Wieck recalls that there were approximately 30 farming families who used
to be part of the community, running substantial businesses, running operations and
providing work to service people in the district. 66

95.

Acland also once consisted of, amongst other things, a couple of churches, a town
hall, the Acland State School, 54 houses and a number of residents. 67

96.

The Acland State School held sentimental value to a number of the witnesses in these
proceedings.68 Mr Grant Wieck states that he has many good childhood memories
attached to the school and that it was around this that a major part of his youth
revolved. 69

97.

Mr Grant Wieck remembers Acland as being a “cosy little country town with a close
relationship to that of neighbouring towns, as well as the Oakey army base and some
of its residents”. 70

98.

Mr Beutel has an encyclopaedic memory of the history and development of Acland
as well as what the Applicant has done to it. He has assumed – by force of
circumstance – the role of guardian of what remains and custodian of its memories.

99.

He disputes the Applicant's repeated claims that Acland was a dying town. His
evidence should be accepted. Mr Beutel describes a town that was in fact growing
when the Applicant arrived.

100.

Mr Beutel recalls the low point in Acland’s growth to be around 1978, just after the
rail reserve was deemed a park in 1975, when the photo (reproduced below at Figure
1-3) from page 3 of Exhibit 1186 (Rosalie Shire Council – The First One Hundred
Years) was taken. 71

64

Scholefield LWS, para 20, SP3.
Scholefield LWS, para 20, SP3; Vonhoff LWS, para 22, SP3.
66
N Wieck LWS, para 28, SP4.
67
Scholefield LWS, para 20, SP3. N Weick LWS, para 27, SP4.
68
G Wieck LWS, para 7, SP2; T Plant LWS, para 2, SP1.
69
G Wieck LWS, para 7, SP2.
70
G Wieck LWS, para 8, SP2.
71
T70-29, Lines 1-29.
65

46

46

Figure 1-3: Acland 1978

101.

Mr Beutel used this photo, and his recollections, to count 44 residences in 1978 on
page 6 of Exhibit 1186 (reproduced below at Figure 1-4). 72

Figure 1-4: 44 Acland Residences at 1978

72

T70-29, Lines 1-29.

47

47

102.

Mr Beutel then repeated the exercise for his recollection of the residences at the time
the Applicant first started mining, around 2000, to count 57 residences at page 5 of
Exhibit 1186 (reproduced below at Figure 1-5). 73

Figure 1-5: 57 Acland Residences prior to the Applicant

103.

Mr Beutel uses this compelling evidence to dispute the Applicant’s contention that
Acland was a dying town and Mr Beutel contrary conclusion “that when New Hope
started buying properties in town, it was growing to the point that it had – it was –
had never been before”. 74

104.

In fact Mr Beutel calculates a net increase of about 13 houses before the Applicant’s
operations started in about 2000 75 - an increase of 30% from 1978.

105.

The proposition that buying up and driving away almost all of the homes in a town
did not destroy it is fanciful.

1.2
106.

Arrival of the New Acland mine, stages 1 and 2
Unlike a greenfield mine,76 the latest brownfield expansion of the Acland mine
cannot be divorced from its historical context. It would be artificial to do so and, in
any event, this Court is actively required to consider matters such as the past
performance of the Applicant.

73

T70-29, Lines 1-29.
T70-29, Lines 22-29.
75
T70-30, Lines 1-8.
76
Such as the Adani and Hancock mines referred to often by the Applicant in their submissions.
74

48

48

107.

The application for the Stage 1 mining lease for the New Acland Mine (ML51070)
was made on 2 November 2000, and subject to 15 duly lodged objections, 77 resulting
in three judgements of the Queensland Land and Resources Tribunal:
a) Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [2001] QLRT 5;
b) Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (No 2) [2001] QLRT 14; and
c) Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (No 3) [2001] QLRT 30.

108.

The objectors applied for disclosure of documents and the application was dismissed
with costs by member Koppenol on 28 March 2001. 78

109.

Three of the objectors in the present proceedings (Dr Plant and her parents) signed a
‘Settlement Agreement’ on 10 May 2001, 79 which, inter alia included:
a) the Applicant waving its rights to costs arising pursuant to the orders of
Koppenol P on 28 March 2001; 80 and
b) those objectors withdrawing their objection to the Land and Resources
Tribunal. 81

110.

Following the withdrawal of all 15 objections, 82 the Land and Resources Tribunal
made the following recommendation on 24 May 2001:
I recommend to the Honourable the Minister for Natural Resources and Mines that
Mining Lease 50170 be granted over the entire application area, for the purpose and the
term sought by the Applicant, provided that the EMOS is changed by requiring the
applicant to develop a Cultural Heritage Management Plan after appropriate
consultation with relevant traditional owners, and that a process be agreed should any
items of cultural significance be located during mining. 83

111.

The Stage 1 mining lease area was granted on 6 September 2001 for a term of 21
years and commenced on 1 October 2001.84 The New Acland Coal Mine produced
2.5 million tonnes per annum from ML50170.85

112.

The Stage 2 EIS described the Stage 2 expansion project as increasing production
from 2.5 mpta to 4 mtpa, stating “[a] production rate of 4 Mtpa would give a mine
life of coal production until approximately 2021”. 86

77

Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [No 3] [2001] QLRT 30 at [1]. See also Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit
BD15, definition of Other Objectors.
78
Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [No 2] [2001] QLRT 14.
79
A full copy of which is exhibit BD15 to the Denney Second Affidavit.
80
Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit BD15, clause 2.3, p354.
81
Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit BD15, clause 3.1(a), p354.
82
We note that the court described 15 objections duly lodged Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [No 3] [2001] QLRT
30 at [2], whereas the Applicant describe 12 objections, with multiple family members on all but two, in
Appendix I of their Submissions.
83
Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [No 3] [2001] QLRT 30 at [39].
84
Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit BD6.
85
Exhibit 871, New Acland Coal Mine Stage 2 Expansion Project, Page 2-2.
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113.

A copy of the proposed Stage 2 mine area and sequence is Figure 2-4 in the Stage 2
EIS and is reproduced below as Figure 1-6.

Figure 1-6: Stage 2 Mine Sequence

114.

The Stage 2 mining lease area (ML50216) was granted for a term of 20 years on 7
December 2006, following an uncontested recommendation of the Land and
Resources Tribunal (Koppenol P) on 2 November 2006, 87 and commenced on 1
January 2007. 88

115.

The New Acland Mine now operating, according to Mr Denney:

86

Exhibit 871, New Acland Coal Mine Stage 2 Expansion Project, Page 2-2.
Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [2006] QLRT 139.
88
Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit BD6.
87
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is an open cut mine that has current approvals to mine up to 5.2 million tonnes per annum
(mtpa) of product thermal coal, and is currently producing at approximately 4.8 mtpa of
product thermal coal. The New Acland Mine is situated approximately 160 kilometres west
of Brisbane, 35km north-west of Toowoomba, and 14km north-west of the town of Oakey. 89

1.3

Arrival of New Acland, Stage 3

1.3.1 The original Stage 3 proposal
116.

In April 2007, less than 6 months after the commencement of Stage 2, the Applicant
referred the Stage 3 ‘Initial Expansion Project’ to the Federal Environment Minister
under the EPBCA and the CG under the SDPWOA. 90

117.

A map that shows the extent of the land covered by the Initial Expansion Project was
part of exhibit "BD3" to the Denney First Affidavit and is reproduced below at
Figure 1-7.

89
90

Denney Second Affidavit, para 9, SP3.
Denney Second Affidavit, exhibit BD6.
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Figure 1-7: Original Stage 3 Mine Area

118.

The original Stage 3 proposal was to entirely remove places of cultural heritage
significance, including the Acland town area, the agrarian landscape, Acland park,
Acland No.2 Colliery and ANZAC war memorial. 91

119.

The Initial Expansion Project was declared a significant project 92 in 2007 under the
State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 (Qld) (SDPWOA). The
Applicant lodged a mining lease application (MLA) under the Mineral Resources
Act 1989 (Qld) (MRA) on 27 May 2007 for the expanded area of mining pits in

91

Beutel LWS, extract of Converge report, SP18, noting that it was intended to relocate the actual memorial to
another location nearby.
92
The term “significant project” was renamed “coordinated project” in 2012.
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Stage 3 (MLA 50232). The period sought for the proposed ML 50232 was initially
40 years. 93
120.

The Original Stage 3 EIS was released for public consultation between 14 November
2009 and 3 February 2010.94

121.

This proposal was effectively rejected by the government of the day, in March 2012,
with the Premier of Queensland reported in the Australian newspaper as saying:
it was ‘inappropriate’ to expand the mine in the state’s southern food bowl. 95

122.

A spokeswoman for the Premier is reported as saying:
The LNP will not support the proposal for Acland stage three (because) it covers some
areas of strategic cropping land, and would come too close to local communities. 96

123.

Mr Denney, for the Applicant, described that point of the process as follows:
Yeah, I – I think it’s fair to say that our work in the community area received a – if you
like, a wakeup call at the time of the rejection of the initial Acland stage 3 plan that was
– that was pushed back, obviously, from the government, various local stakeholders and
– and landowners. We don’t claim to be perfect prior to that period at all; but what I can
say is that from that period on, we substantively lifted our game in terms of what we’re
doing in the – in the community. 97

124.

With the rejection of the expansion associated with the Premier’s reported view that
“it was “inappropriate” to expand the mine in the state’s southern food bowl”, it is
understandable that the Applicant is particularly sensitive to that characterisation of
this area and devotes considerable attention in their submissions to the term “food
bowl”. 98 The Applicant incorrectly asserts that OCAA “frequently suggested” that
the area is the "food bowl of Australia".99 As will be shown to be typical for the
Applicant’s submissions, it provides no reference for that assertion. There are none.
Mr Holt QC in OCAA’s opening submissions stated “the Darling Downs – known in
many places as – the food bowl of Queensland” (emphasis added). 100 At least one of
the places it was known as the State’s food bowl was in the office of the Premier in
rejecting Stage 3. 101 It was Mr Job who first misstated OCAA’s submissions on this

93

Exhibit 116, Queensland Government, ML 50232 Resource authority report. Note that the Applicant asserts in
its submissions that it is now seeking a term of 28 years (para 18.2) however it provides no reference for that
assertion.
94
Denney Second Affidavit, para 13.
95
Exhibit 1155, 29 March 2012, The Australian, Campbell Newman Slams Farm Gate Shut on Miners.
96
Exhibit 1155, 29 March 2012, The Australian, Campbell Newman Slams Farm Gate Shut on Miners.
97
T2-31, Lines 4-10.
98
See, for example, paras 39.112(a), 53.21(b), 53.12(c), 67.4 of the Applicant’s main submissions and para 13 of
their summary submissions in Annexure A.
99
See, for example, para 53.21(b) of the Applicant’s submissions.
100
Transcript 7 March 2016, T1-30, Lines 38-39. A term consistently repeated by OCAA in respect of
Queensland only, see for example T8-17, Line 45; T11-31, Lines 14-16; T24-59, Lines 38-39; T61-24, Lines 78.
101
Exhibit 1155, Doc Id. DDE.0025, 29 March 2012, The Australian, Campbell Newman Slams Farm Gate Shut
on Miners.
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point to say “during the opening on behalf of OCAA it was suggested that the
landform is part of the food bowl of Australia” (our emphasis). 102 It is emblematic
of the Applicant’s submissions that they seek to criticise OCAA for a statement made
by the Applicant’s own counsel.
1.3.2 Removal of Acland
125.

Despite the application to mine the town of Acland being rejected in 2012, the
Applicant had, on the presumption of approval, began purchasing properties in the
area and removing the homes as an entitlement of ownership.

126.

The township of Acland is now desolated and stripped bare; businesses have closed,
schools shut down, all but two houses have been removed, with the town now being
deserted with nobody left there apart from one property owner, Mr Beutel and his
tenants. 103

127.

Mr G Wieck states that, since the development of the New Acland Mine, the “close
community relationship” of Acland to that of its neighbouring towns “have become
lost, with a large amount of people moving out of Acland”. 104

128.

Since the mine’s development started many local residents describe a lost the sense
of connection to Acland with many feeling a sense of detachment as the community
was eroded.105 Mr G Wieck also states that since the closure of the school, children
in Acland now miss out on connecting with other rural children in their community
and are “strangers in another town”.106

129.

Many objectors and lay witnesses in this matter believe that the town of Acland
simply no long exists anymore, and that it will not exist if the Project is approved. 107
Several farming families who had lived in the area for several generations sold their
properties because they were located on the MLAs and were going to be mined as
part of the Project. 108 As Mr N Wieck states, “[t]his means that their extensive
experience and knowledge of the area has been lost”. 109

130.

Mr Beutel exhibits the Applicant’s call for expressions of interest dated 4 May 2006,
prior to the approval of the Stage 2 mining lease in December 2006, to purchase and

102

T33-31, Lines 4-6. Confirmed at T35-28, Lines 1-2. Note that Mr Thompson’s answer to Mr Job was
whether the area was the food bowl of Australia. He answered in the negative but we are left no wiser
whether Mr Thompson would have considered the area the food bowl of Queensland. He later conceded
it ‘certainly contributes’ to the direct production of food and the inputs to the production of food but left
the significance to economists – per T35-28, Lines 30-38.
103
Spies LWS, para 16, SP3; N Wieck LWS, para 27, SP4.
104
G Wieck LWS, para 8, SP2.
105
G Wieck LWS, paras 7-8, SP2; Cook LWS, paras 53, 67 and 70, SP8, 10 and 11; T Plant LSW, para 29, SP4.
106
G Wieck LWS, para 8, SP2.
107
N Wieck LWS, para 29, SP4; S Wieck LWS, para 53, SP7; T64-82 Lines 28-32; Vonhoff LWS, para 94,
SP11; Scholefield LWS, para 21, SP3.
108
N Wieck LWS, para 162, S21; Dr Plant Reply LWS, paras 51 and 65, SP17 and 20; Vonhoff LWS, para 111,
SP13.
109
N Wieck LWS, para 163, SP21.
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remove 12 of the houses from Acland and a further call dated 11 July 2006 to
remove a further 15 houses. 110
131.

Mr Beutel has exhibited photos he has taken of some of the buildings of his beloved
town subsequently being hauled away. 111

Figure 1-8: Mr Beutel's photos of house and hall removal from Acland

110
111

Exhibit 1186, pages 8 to 36; T70-30, Line 46 to T70-31, Line 30.
Exhibit 1186, pages 60 to 67; T71-13; T71-5 to T71-6;
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132.

Objectors also describe the loss of farms in Acland having knock on impacts on the
neighbouring town of Oakey. 112 While Oakey used to be the centre of the rural
community, now with so many of the farms in the district gone, it has become more
of a service town for the army base and local residents.113 Depletion of the
population since the mine commenced has caused many businesses in Oakey to close
down. 114 Many objectors and lay witnesses believe that population decline, together
with the fact that mine workers live and spend money in larger towns such as
Toowoomba rather than in Oakey, have caused Oakey to become economically
stagnant. 115

133.

Many of the objectors point to the broad divisions that have emerged in the
community between those who support the mine and those who do not. 116

134.

The Applicant called lay witnesses who supported the mine, however almost all of
the lay witnesses called by the Applicant had financial arrangements with the mine
either directly through contracts 117 or by indirectly through their employers, 118 so had
a clear interest in supporting it. This is not to suggest that any particular witness was
biased.

135.

The lay witnesses called by objectors were largely independent of the Applicant and
contributed their experiences of the impacts of the mine.

136.

The Applicant seeks to characterise the objectors and the lay witnesses who oppose
the mine as "anti-coal" and "anti-development". 119 As will be discussed in more
depth later in these submissions, this characterisation is unfair and offensive. The
people who oppose this mine do so for a range of reasons, not the least of which is

112

Spies LWS, para 17, SP3; S Wieck LWS, para 45, SP6;; T64-82, Lines 17-23; T64-84, Line 42 to T64-85,
Line 3; Spies LWS, paras 41, SP6; T65-11, Line 32 to T65-12, Line 4; Dr Plant LWS, para 29, SP4; T66-77,
Line 45 to T66-78, Line 6.
113
Spies LWS, para 17, SP3; S Wieck LWS, para 45, SP6;; T64-82, Lines 17-23; T64-84, Line 42 to T64-85,
Line 3; Spies LWS, paras 41, SP6; T65-11, Line 32 to T65-12, Line 4; Dr Plant LWS, para 29, SP4; T66-77,
Line 45 to T66-78, Line 6.
114
Scholefield LWS, paras 21, 42, 57-58, 61-63; G Wieck LWS, para 53, SP10, Cook LWS, para 68, SP 10.
115
Spies LWS, paras 42, SP6; Vonhoff LWS, paras 22-24, 90-92 and 110, SP3, 11 and 13; Cook LWS, para 37,
SP 5.
116
S Wieck LWS, para 60, SP9; G Wieck LWS, para 87, SP16-17; J Cook LSW, para 67, SP 10; T Plant LSW,
para 39, SP5; Cook LWS, para 22, SP 3.
117
For example contracts of employment in the cases of Mr Denney, Mr Boyd, Mr Hatin and Mr Ballon; a
service contract in the case of Mr de Veth (de Veth LWS, para 2, page 1; T37-53, Lines 15-20),
compensation agreements in the case of Mr Cooke (Cooke LWS, para 16, page 3), and purchase
agreements dependent on Stage 3 approval in the case of Mr Janetzki (T36-5, Lines 16-36).
118
For example, Ms Tully who school received in 2015 alone $45,000 and approximately $20,000 in kind from
the Applicant, per Tully LWS, page 11; Mr Cooper, whose business, Coops, derives 80% of the contract
work from New Acland mine per Cooper LWS, para 8, page 2; Ms Tierney, who manages approximately
30 properties owned by the New Hope Group per Tierney LWS, para 5, page 2; Mr Wells, whose
employer Orica derives a strong revenue stream from New Acland per Well LWS, para 17, page 5; Mr
McKeiver whose employer, Aurizon, would contemplate redundancies if New Acland operations were to
cease, per McKeiver LWS, para 5, page 2. Mr Charles is chairman of TSBE receives $15,000 per annum
from New Hope but his role is unpaid per Charles LSW, para 11, page 3 and also paragraph 62.9 of the
Applicant’s submissions.
119
Paragraph 6.5 of the Applicant’s submissions.
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that they have experienced what the Applicant has done over the past 15 years and,
in particular, they have seen an ASX listed company make the deliberate to decision
to destroy a town without any apparent oversight or approval.
1.3.3 Revised Stage 3 proposal
137.

Despite the rejection by government, the Stage 3 project was not withdrawn but was
rather redesigned, 120 and the Revised Stage 3 EIS was publicly notified between June
and September 2014.121

138.

The Applicant also lodged an application under the MRA for a private rail spur
(MLA 700002).

139.

In the Revised Stage 3 proposal, the Applicant proposes to expand the New Acland
Mine to extend coal extraction at the mine beyond 2017 and substantially expand the
mine pit areas as Stage 3 of the mine (the Project). 122 Despite Stage 2 seeking
approval for 4mtpa to 2021, 123 the current mine’s coal reserves are forecast to be
depleted by approximately 2018. In its current form the Project would enable the
mine to continue production of product thermal coal until about the year 2029 at 7.5
Mtpa.

120

Denney Second Affidavit, para 14.
Denney Second Affidavit, para 20.
122
The history of the Project is set out in the Denney First Affidavit, and Exhibit BD2 (Project History) of that
affidavit (NAC.0003).
123
Exhibit 871, New Acland Coal Mine Stage 2 Expansion Project, Page 2-2.
121
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Figure 1-9: Revised Stage 3 Project 124

140.

The distance of the proposed pits and mine infrastructure to many of the objectors
nearby can be seen from Figure 1-1 above.

141.

For example, the Park where Mr Noel Wieck lives 1.6 kms from the proposed Stage
3 Manning Vale West Pit and about 4-5 km from the existing Stage 2. 125 Mr Grant
Wieck’s house, “Chelmonte” will be approximately 1.5 km from the Stage 3 Project
should it be approved with his property being located approximately 4.5 km west of
the New Acland wash-plant. The family homestead in which he and his young family

124
125

Source: Revised Stage 3 EIS, Volume1, Chapter 3, Project Description, EHP.0021, SP21.
T68-69, Lines 19-39.
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reside is located approximately 6 km from the nearest part of the Stage 2
operations.126
142.

Samarai, where the Plant family lives, is located approximately 1 km north-west of
the current New Acland Mine.127 If approved and constructed, parts of the Project
would be closer to the property than the existing operations. 128

143.

In December 2014 the CG issued the New Acland Coal Mine Stage 3 project –
Coordinator-General’s evaluation report on the environmental impact statement (CG
Report).

144.

On 13 April 2015 the Applicant applied under s 224 of the Environmental Protection
Act 1994 (Qld) (EPA) to amend its existing environmental authority (EA) 129 for the
New Acland Mine to include the revised area for Stage 3 (MLA 50232 and MLA
700002).

145.

The public notification of the EA amendment application ended on 2 July 2015,
receiving 1421 submissions, 965 of which were considered ‘properly made’ by
EHP. 130

146.

The Project was assessed as a major amendment to an EA under Ch 5 of the EPA and
the administering authority issued a draft EA on 28 August 2015.

147.

We understand from the Statutory Party’s evidence 131 there were initially
approximately 40 people who made properly made objections referred to this Court
which can be broken down as follows:

126

G Wieck LWS, paras 3-4, SP1.
S Plant LWS, para 5, SP1.
128
S Plant LWS, para 6, SP1.
129
The Applicant’s existing EA is EPML 00335713.
130
Loveday Affidavit, SP5, referring to EHP Assessment Report, EHP.012, SP6.
131
From Exhibit 7 and 10 tendered by the Statutory Party. We are unclear how this reconciles with pages 19 to
20 of the Applicant’s submissions.
127
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Objection Level
Application objected to
Mining Leases only (8
people on 8 objections)

Mining Leases and
Environmental
Authority (19 people on
15 objections)

Environmental
Authority only (13
people on 12 objections)

Level 1
Paul Mason
Janet Schick
John Schick
Fay Wieck
Hazel Green
Grant Wieck
Frank and Lynn Ashman
John Cook
Patricia Cook
Max and Jane Scholefield
Kevin and Desley Spies
David and Cheryl Vonhoff
Simon Wieck
Russell Byron
Christopher & Naomi Cleary
Clean Air Queensland
Paul Evans
Frances Scarano
Karen Lavin
Carolyn Lunt
John Millane
Pamole White
Nardi Rowe

Level 2
Angela Mason
Dr Geralyn McCarron
Darling Downs Environment
Council (DDEC)
Glenn Beutel
Oakey Coal Action Alliance
(OCAA)
Sid Plant
Merilyn Plant
Dr Tanya Plant
Dr Steven Ward
Noel Wieck
Aileen Harrison
Dr John Standley

148.

The Applicant observes that Ms Nardi Rowe, Ms Pamole White and Ms Stephanie
Ridgway have since withdrawn from the proceedings, leaving 37 people objecting,
including Oakey Coal Action Alliance Inc..

149.

The Oakey Coal Action Alliance Inc. (OCAA) is a registered charity made up of 65
members, who are largely local farmers, graziers, veterinarians and concerned
townspeople. 132

150.

The objects of OCAA, in full, are: 133
a) Ensure the protection of all residential, rural residential and closely settled
areas;
b) Ensure the protection of good quality agricultural land, including NO new
mining east of the Condamine;
c) Ensure the protection of aquifers and the Great Artesian Basin;

132
133

Ashman Affidavit, para 8.
Ashman Affidavit, Exhibit FA-2, SP11.
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d) Ensure protection of environmentally and culturally sensitive areas;
e) That Buffer Zones with realistic separation distances should exist between
neighbouring farms, rural towns and mine operations (15-20km);
f) Ensure compensation beneficial to Landowner
g) Ensure that Landowners are given the last work on whether Miners can enter
their properties;
h) Ensure that all extractive/exploratory processes are implied in these
resolutions.
1.4
151.

OCAA’s objections and structure of these submissions
OCAA objects to the Project on the grounds that:
a) In respect of the mining lease applications, many of the statutory criteria have
not been met, in particular: 134
i.

there is an unacceptable risk that there will not be an acceptable level of
development and utilisation of the mineral resources within the area
applied for; 135

ii.

the land and the surface area of the land are not an appropriate size and
shape for the mining activities proposed; 136

iii.

the terms of the leases applied for are not appropriate; 137

iv.

the applicant does not have the necessary financial and technical
capabilities to carry on mining operations under the proposed mining
leases; 138

v.

the past performance of the applicant has not been satisfactory; 139

vi.

the operations to be carried out under the authority of the proposed
mining lease will not conform with sound land use management; 140

vii.

there will be significant adverse environmental impacts, including
social and economic impacts, caused by those operations; 141

134

With reference to OCAA’s Amended ML Objection, Exhibit 426, OCA.0002.
Ground (a) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(c).
136
Ground (b) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(d).
137
Ground (c) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(e).
138
Ground (d) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(f).
139
Ground (e) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(g).
140
Ground (f) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(i).
141
Ground (g) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(i).
135
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viii.

the public right and interest will be prejudiced; 142

ix.

good reasons can be shown for a refusal to grant the mining lease; 143
and

x.

taking into consideration the current and prospective uses of that land,
the proposed mining operation is not an appropriate land use. 144

b) In respect of the environmental authority amendment application, many of the
statutory criteria have not been met, in particular approval of the application
would: 145
i.

be contrary to the object of the EPA; 146

ii.

be contrary to the requirement to exercise the power of function in the
way that best achieves the object of the EPA; 147

iii.

be contrary to the precautionary principle; 148

iv.

be contrary to the principle of intergenerational equity; 149

v.

be contrary to the conservation of biological diversity and ecological
integrity; 150

vi.

have adverse effects on the character, resilience and value of the
receiving environment; 151

vii.

be contrary to the public interest; 152

viii.

cause material and serious environmental harm; 153

ix.

be contrary to appropriate consideration and application of the
environmental protection policies on noise, air and water; 154

x.

be contrary to relevant Commonwealth and State government plans,
standards, agreements or requirements; 155 and

142

Ground (h) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(k).
Ground (i) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(l).
144
Ground (j) and statutory criteria MRA, s 269(4)(m).
145
From OCAA’s Amended EA Submission, Exhibit 425, OCA.0001, which was taken to be objection per
OCAA’s Amended EA Objection ,Exhibit 427, OCA.0003.
146
Ground (a) and EPA, s 3, which applied by s 5.
147
Ground (b) and EPA, s 5.
148
Ground (c) and EPA, s 191(g) and Schedule 4 definition standard criteria (a)(i).
149
Ground (d) and EPA, s 191(g) and Schedule 4 definition standard criteria (a)(ii).
150
Ground (e) and statutory criteria EPA, s 191(g) and Schedule 4 definition standard criteria (a)(iii).
151
Ground (f) and statutory criteria EPA, s 191(g) and Schedule 4 definition standard criteria (e).
152
Ground (g) and statutory criteria EPA, s 191(g) and Schedule 4 definition standard criteria (i).
153
Ground (h) and EPA, Chapter 8 and s 493A.
154
Ground (i) and statutory criteria EPA, s 191(g) and Schedule 4 definition standard criteria (b).
143
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xi.

be contrary to appropriate consideration and application of an
environmental objective assessment. 156

152.

As a consequence of the above grounds OCAA’s objections under both the EA and
MLs seek that either the applications be refused or additional conditions be imposed
to address the above matters. 157

153.

It is of course perfectly appropriate that OCAA’s grounds of objection directly
address the statutory criteria that this Court is to consider.

154.

Factual issues naturally trigger a number of statutory criteria, and therefore
corresponding grounds of OCAA’s objection. The structure of OCAA’s objections
set out those factual matters giving rise to the grounds within the facts and
circumstances of each objection. These factual issues are, unsurprisingly, largely
common to the EA and ML objections, and can be grouped around the following
concepts:
a) acoustic and vibration assessment and engineering (Noise);
b) air quality modelling and management (Dust);
c) groundwater conceptualisation and modelling (Groundwater);
d) Economic Assessment;
e) Agricultural Economics; and
f) Intergenerational Equity.

155.

Accordingly these submissions will address the evidence in respect of each of these
factual areas before summarising them against that relevant statutory criteria
addressed by OCAA’s grounds.

156.

It is worth noting from the outset that OCAA seeks refusal, or additional conditions,
on the basis of the above impacts and experience of the mine. It has called expert
and lay witnesses and brought evidence to support those contentions.

157.

The Applicant seeks to turn this position on its head to suggest that reaching the
conclusion the mine should not proceed makes OCAA “anti-mining” 158 or even
“anti-development”. 159 These terms are used some general, unspecified, sense
presumably to try to imply that the conclusions are derived from a philosophical or
ideological view that is independent of the facts.

155

Ground (j) and statutory criteria EPA, s 191(g) and Schedule 4 definition standard criteria (b).
Ground (k) and statutory criteria EPA, ss 191(f) and, 191(g) and Schedule 4 definition standard criteria (l).
157
See OCAA’s Amended ML Objection, Exhibit 426, OCA.0002, at SP2 and OCAA’s Amended EA Objection
,Exhibit 427, OCA.0003, SP5.
158
See for example para 6.5 of the Applicant’s submissions.
159
See for example para 6.5 of the Applicant’s submissions.
156
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158.

It is a mischievous assertion without basis. OCAA and other objectors have has lead
evidence on the impacts of this mine, no other. It is these impacts this Court must
consider against the statutory criteria and should not be drawn by the Applicant into
this broader polemic on pro-development vs anti-development. Such binary
reductionist rhetoric may play well in the media, or for political lobbyists, but is
frankly irrelevant and of no assistance to the Court in these proceedings.

159.

It would clearly be putting the cart before the horse to suggest that anyone who
concludes that a mine should be refused is “anti-mining” and therefore has based
their reasoning solely on an ideological rather than rational basis. Many courts, have
concluded that individual mines should be refused, and it should not be accepted that
those courts are “anti-mining” or “anti-development”, as would flow from the
perverse logic of the Applicant.

160.

As the president of OCAA, Frank Ashman, sensibly puts it:
“My grandfather was a coal miner and I believe there may be a place for coal mining,
such as underground metallurgical coal mining, where it doesn't impact on agricultural
land or populated areas. However, I am deeply concerned about the impacts of this
particular mine and its proposed expansion in prime agricultural land.” 160

161.

2

Of course there is emotion surrounding the impacts of this mine on the objectors and
their families, how could there not be. But emotion does not render their concerns
illegitimate. These submissions will demonstrate that, once the evidence is carefully
considered, the experiences of the objectors are well founded.
THE COURT’S FUNCTION

162.

The Court has previously observed that its function in an objection hearing under the
MRA and EPA is not a “rubber stamp” and should not be viewed as such by
anyone. 161

163.

In particular, the Court serves a unique function in the assessment of the
environmental authority and mining lease applications by providing for the public
testing of evidence. While the expansion of the New Acland Mine was approved by
the Coordinator-General has recommended approval, the reality is that this approval
and support was provided with little opportunity for concerned parties to challenge
the merits of assertions made by the Applicant. The importance of this testing is
underlined by the fact that the Applicant has made a number of significant
concessions regarding its evidence that might well have been material to those earlier
decisions, but were only exposed before the Court.

164.

Ultimately, this Court has to discharge the vital functions conferred on it by statute.

160
161

Ashman LWS, para 5, SP2.
Hancock Coal Pty Ltd v Kelly & Ors [2013] QLC 9 at [4].
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3

THE STATUTORY TESTS TO BE APPLIED BY THE COURT

3.1

Overview

165.

The Court has considered the application of the EPA and MRA to proposed mines,
and their relationships with the SDPWOA and the Water Act 2000 (Qld) (Water
Act), in previous judgments. 162 However, there have been amendments to the EPA in
several regards since the Court’s earlier decisions changing the structure, section
numbering and relevant considerations for the grant of environmental authorities. 163
The new structure of the Act applies to the revised application as the Applicant
lodged the current EA amendment application under the EPA on 13 April 2015, after
the amendments commenced. 164 These submissions refer to the current reprints of
the EPA and MRA, which, in OCAA’s view, are materially the same as the
legislation in force when the applications for the EA and mining leases were lodged.

166.

The criteria for the Court’s decision in the objections hearing are now set out in s 191
of the EPA and s 269(4) of the MRA, which are set out in full below.

167.

Section 191 of the EPA applies as part of the assessment process in Parts 3-5 of the
EPA as if the application were a site-specific application because the application to
amend the EA for the Project has been assessed as a major amendment to an EA
under Ch 5. 165

168.

Section 191 of the EPA and s 269(4) of the MRA provide the principal criteria
against which the applications are to be assessed but, of course, they must be
understood within their statutory context and interpreted consistently with the
objects, nature, scope and terms of their respective Act. 166

169.

It is clear that the relevant considerations for an administrative decision maker are
found not only in factors that a statute has expressly laid down as matters which the

162

Noting particularly, De Lacey v Kagara Pty Ltd (2009) 30 QLCR 57; [2009] QLC 77 (Smith M); Donovan v
Struber (2011) 32 QLRC 226; [2011] QLC 45 (Smith M); Xstrata Coal Queensland Pty Ltd & Ors v Friends of
the Earth – Brisbane Co-Op and DERM [2012] QLC 013; (2012) 33 QLCR 79 (MacDonald P) concerning the
proposed Wandoan Coal Mine (the Wandoan Case); Hancock Coal Pty Ltd v Kelly & Ors & DEHP (No. 4)
[2014] QLC 12 (Smith M), concerning the proposed Alpha Coal Mine (the Hancock Case); Adani Mining Pty
Ltd v Land Services of Coast and Country Inc & Ors [2015] QLC 48 (MacDonald P), concerning the proposed
Carmichael Coal Mine (the Adani Case).
163
The EPA was substantially amended on 31 March 2013 by the commencement of the Environmental
Protection (Greentape Reduction) and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2012, including renumbering of
relevant chapters and sections and amending the standard criteria.
164
In the absence of anything to the contrary, the Court would ordinarily be required to make its
recommendation on the basis of the law in force at the time of its recommendation: see, e.g., Kentlee Pty Ltd v
Prince Consort Pty Ltd [1998] 1 Qd R 162, 173.
165
See EPA, s 232.
166
Applying the ordinary principles of interpretation stated in Project Blue Sky v Australian
BroadcastingAuthority (1998) 194 CLR 355 at 381-384, [69]-[70] and [78] (McHugh, Gummow, Kirby and
Hayne JJ); Adani Mining Pty Ltd v Land Services of Coast and Country Inc & Ors [2015] QLC 48 at [56]
(MacDonald P).
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decision maker is bound to consider. There are also considerations to be found from
a reading of the subject-matter, scope and purpose of the Act. 167
170.

In addition, because the Court is dealing with applications under both the MRA and
the EPA, the Court “the Court must endeavour to give effect to the presumption that
two laws [the MRA and EPA] made by the one legislature are intended to work
together”. 168

171.

OCAA therefore, begins with a general overview of the EPA and MRA. Further
reference to specific aspects of the EPA and MRA are made in later sections, where
relevant.

3.2

Onus of proof

172.

A preliminary issue to clarify is which party, if any, carries the onus of proof in the
objections hearing. This issue has not been resolved in previous decisions of the
Court.

173.

In the Wandoan Case [2012] QLC 013; (2012) 33 QLCR 79 at [572] the Court noted
that the Applicant miner submitted in that case in relation to assessing the public
interest that “the onus lies with the party contending that there should be a refusal to
satisfy the Court that there is prejudice to that interest” without deciding that point
specifically. No other cases appear to have considered this issue in relation to
objections hearings under the MRA and EPA

174.

In this case the Applicant has asserted that:
irrespective of the objections that’ve been made the applicant does bear the onus of
establishing matters that the court has to consider under section 269(4). That includes
the environment impact. We do bear that onus, and that’s why apart from anything else
we go first and we present our case on all of those aspects. 169

175.

As this court is undertaking an administrative or inquisitorial rather than judicial
there is no legal onus of proof, 170 rather the obligation is on the administrative
decision maker to reach the ‘correct or preferable’ decision. 171

176.

In that sense it could be said that if the Applicant contends for a recommendation of
approval of the mining lease (ML) and EA then it must satisfy the Land Court that
such a recommendation is the correct and preferable decision.

167

Minister for Aboriginal Affairs v Peko-Wallsend Ltd (1986) 162 CLR 24 at 39-40 (Mason J).
As recognized in Xstrata Coal Queensland Pty Ltd v Friends of the Earth – Brisbane Co-op Limited (2012)
33 QLCR 79 at [32]; and Adani Mining Pty Ltd v Land Services of Coast and Country Inc & Ors [2015] QLC 48
at [57] (MacDonald P).
169
Mr Ambrose QC at T16-67, Ln 26-29.
170
Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs v QAAH of 2004 [2006] HCA 53, [40],
See also, for example., L&B Linings Pty Ltd v WorkCover Authority of NSW [2012] NSWCA 15, [43]; NOM v
DPP [2012] VSCA 198, [80] – [84].
171
see for example McDonald v Director General of Social Security (1984) 1 FCR 354, regarding the situation
in the Cth AAT which has similar obligations to Land Court Act 2000 (Qld), s 7.
168
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177.

The complications and questions raised regarding the Court’s powers in objections
hearings under the MRA and EPA by the recent judgment of Philip McMurdo J in
BHP Billiton Mitsui Coal Pty Ltd v Isdale & Ors [2015] QSC 107 (BHP Billiton) do
not apply to the Court’s general power stated in s 7 of the Land Court Act 2000 (Qld).
His Honour held in that case that the Court did not have power under r 13 of the
Land Court Rules 2000 to order disclosure in an objections hearing under the MRA
and EPA as such a hearing was administrative in nature and, therefore, not a
“proceeding” in the Land Court that enlivened the power in r 13. However, the
Court’s general power stated in s 7 of the Land Court Act 2000 (Qld) (LCA) refers to
“In the exercise of its jurisdiction …”172 and contains no reference to “a proceeding”
before the Court. This general power, therefore, does not appear to be affected by the
decision in BHP Billiton.

178.

His Honour’s reasoning in BHP Billiton supports the conclusion that there is no onus
of proof on any party in an objections hearing under the MRA and EPA because the
Land Court must have regard to considerations which extend beyond the respective
interests of the applicant and the objectors. After discussing how disclosure is
normally limited to the issues in dispute between parties, his Honour stated:
But in referrals to the Land Court of the present kind [under the MRA and EPA], the
scope of the court’s factual inquiry is not defined by the parties. Their respective
arguments and the evidence which they present are to be considered. But the Land
Court must have regard to considerations which extend beyond the respective interests
of the applicant and the objectors. In particular, it must consider the public interest. 173

179.

OCAA submits that, consistently with the approach to administrative decisions
generally, 174 the general powers of the Court “to inform itself in the way it considers
appropriate”, 175 and the recent decision in BHP Billiton, no party bears a legal or
evidential onus of proof in relation to any issue.

3.3 Drawing adverse inferences against the Applicant
180.

The Court can draw adverse inferences from the Applicant’s failure to call relevant
witnesses and produce relevant documents in relation to noise and dust impacts of
the mine, and the Statutory Party’s failure to call relevant witnesses into its prior
regulatory response.

181.

The principles for such an inference to be drawn are well established and routinely
applied. 176 They apply not only to the failure to call a relevant witness but also the
failure to produce relevant documents.

172

This is clearly to be read by reference to the Court’s jurisdiction stated in s 5 of the Land Court Act as “the
jurisdiction given to it under this Act or another Act”.
173
BHP Billiton Mitsui Coal Pty Ltd v Isdale & Ors [2015] QSC 107 at [42].
174
McDonald v Director-General of Social Security (1984) 1 FCR 354 at 356-359 (Woodward J).
175
Land Court Act 2000 (Qld), s 7.
176
See Rossi v Westbrook & Anor [2013] QCA 102 at [25]-[37] (Fryberg J with whom Fraser and Gotterson JJA
agreed) applying the principles in Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298. A recent decision of the P&E
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182.

In Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298 Kitto J at 308 said:
“... any inference favourable to the plaintiff for which there was ground in the evidence
might be more confidently drawn when a person presumably able to put the true
complexion on the facts relied on as the ground for the inference has not been called as
a witness by the defendant and the evidence provides no sufficient explanation of his
absence. The jury should at least have been told that it would be proper for them to
conclude that if [the defendant who was not called] had gone into the witness box his
evidence would not have assisted the defendants by throwing doubt on the correctness
of the inference which, as I have explained, I consider was open on the plaintiff's
evidence.”

183.

In the same case Menzies J at 312 said:
“In my opinion a proper direction in the circumstances should have made three things
clear: (i) that the absence of the defendant ... as a witness cannot be used to make up any
deficiency of evidence; (ii) that evidence which might have been contradicted by the
defendant can be accepted the more readily if the defendant fails to give evidence; (iii)
that where an inference is open from the facts proved by direct evidence and the
question is whether it should be drawn, the circumstance that the defendant disputing it
might have proved to the contrary had he chosen to give evidence is properly to be
taken into account as a circumstance in favour of drawing the inference.”

184.

Windeyer J in Jones v Dunkel at 320-321 cited Wigmore on Evidence 3rd ed (1940)
vol 2,s 285, p162 as follows:
“The failure to bring before the tribunal some circumstance, document, or witness,
when either the party himself or his opponent claims that the facts would thereby be
elucidated, serves to indicate, as the more natural inference, that the party fears to do so,
and this fear is some evidence that the circumstance or document or witness, if brought,
would have exposed facts unfavourable to the party. These inferences, to be sure, cannot
fairly be made except upon certain conditions; and they are also open always to
explanation by circumstances which made some other hypothesis a more natural one
than the party's fear of exposure. But the propriety of such an inference in general is not
doubted.”

185.

Here the basis for such an inference is made out both by the Applicant’s and the
Statutory Party’s failure to call relevant witnesses and failure to produce relevant
documents.

Court applying these principles is Birkdale Flowers Pty Ltd v Redlands City Council & Anor [2016]
QPEC 4 at [54]-[57] per RS Jones DCJ.
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3.3

Environmental Protection Act

3.3.1 Statutory context of objections decision under the EPA
186.

The Applicant’s application to amend its EA for the New Acland Mine was assessed
as a major amendment and, consequently, Parts 3 to 5 of Chapter 5 of the EPA apply
to the amendment application as if it were a site-specific application. 177

187.

The nature of an objections decision for the EA amendment application is set out in
Part 5, s 190 of the EPA. In short, it is a choice between the alternatives of
recommending approval based on the Draft EA, recommending approval based on
conditions different to those in the Draft EA or recommending refusal.

188.

The objections decision must be understood within the statutory context provided by
the EPA.

189.

An objections decision must comply with the statutory command in s 5 of the EPA
that decision makers under the EPA must exercise their functions and powers in the
way that best achieves the object of the EPA in s 3:
To protect Queensland's environment while allowing for development that improves the
total quality of life, both now and in the future, in a way that maintains the ecological
processes on which life depends (ecologically sustainable development).

190.

The President held in the Adani Case that:
… I accept that the Court must exercise its powers in the way that best achieves the
object of that Act. That is, the Court must recognize that the object of that Act is to
protect Queensland’s environment while allowing for development that is ecologically
sustainable. The relevant development here is the operation of the mine and associated
activities, which will be enabled if the mining leases are granted. The first question for
the Court to determine is whether the mine can be developed in an ecologically
sustainable way. It is unnecessary for me to determine, at this point, the consequences,
if I were to conclude that the development would be unsustainable. 178

191.

Sections 8-17 of the EPA provide definitions for key concepts under the Act, which
are supplemented by a dictionary of terms in schedule 4. Although “environment” is
defined widely in s 8, the EPA does not use this term directly in its provisions but
incorporates it into the terms “environmental value” and “environmental harm”. It is
the latter concept that forms a common thread running through much of the EPA.

192.

The body of the Act then creates a toolbox of mechanisms to meet the objects of the
Act of protecting Queensland’s environment while allowing for ecological
sustainable development (ESD).

193.

These tools include, importantly, licensing systems for a range of activities that may
harm the environment, of which mining is one. The process of applying for an
environmental authority for mining activities is contained in Chapter 5 of the EPA.

177
178

EPA, s 232.
Adani Mining Pty Ltd v LSCC & Ors [2015] QLC 48 at [58] read in context of [49]-[57].
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194.

At the time relevant to the EA amendment application, Chapter 5 provided different
processes for different types of applications. 179 As noted above, the Applicant’s
application to amend its EA for the New Acland Mine was assessed as a major
amendment and, consequently, Parts 3 to 5 of Chapter 5 of the EPA apply to the
amendment application as if it were a site-specific application. 180 The application has
been referred to the Court as part of the Decision Stage under Part 5 of Chapter 5.
The process for the objection hearing before the Court, and the considerations in
section 191, are included in that part.

195.

Section 191 of the EPA (in its current form and as relevant to the EA amendment
application), sets out an express list of mandatory criteria for the objections decision
under the EPA for the mine:

196.

The terms “regulatory requirement” and “standard criteria” are both defined in the
Dictionary (Sch 4) of the EPA.

197.

“Regulatory requirement” is defined by Sch 4 of the EPA as “a requirement under an
environmental protection policy or a regulation” for the application or decision in
question. Regulatory requirements are prescribed in Ch 4 of the Environmental
Protection Regulation 2008 (Qld).

198.

The “standard criteria” are defined by Sch 4 of the EPA as follows:

179
180

EPA, s 112.
EPA, s 232.
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199.

The Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment (IGAE)181 sets out the three
principles of environmental policy as follows:

181

The definition of the IGAE in Sch 4 (Dictionary) of the EPA notes that “A copy of the Intergovernmental
Agreement on the Environment is in the National Environment Protection Council (Queensland) Act 1994,
schedule.”
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200.

The inclusion of the principles of environmental policy set out in the IGAE differs
from the statutory scheme considered by earlier decisions of the Court. The
President’s decision in the Adani Case was the first occasion the Court considered
the EPA in its current form.

3.3.2 Precautionary principle
201.

The Court has considered the application of the precautionary principle on a number
of occasions in the past. 182 The reference document by which the EPA defines the
precautionary principle has changed since earlier cases such as DeLacey v Kagara
Pty Ltd (2009) 30 QLCR 57; however, there is no material difference in the
definition. 183

202.

Preston CJ’s decision in Telstra Corporation Ltd v Hornsby Shire Council (2006) 67
NSWLR 256 (Telstra) is the leading Australian case on the application of the
precautionary principle. The principle is engaged when two conditions are satisfied:
“The application of the precautionary principle and the concomitant need to take
precautionary measures is triggered by the satisfaction of two conditions precedent or
thresholds: a threat of serious or irreversible environmental damage and scientific
uncertainty as to the environmental damage. These conditions or thresholds are

182

Particularly, DeLacey v Kagara Pty Ltd [2009] QLC 77; (2009) 30 QLCR 57 per Smith M at [172]–[177];
Xstrata Coal Queensland Pty Ltd & Ors v FoE and DERM [2012] QLC 013; (2012) 33 QLCR 79 per
MacDonald P at [253], [256] & [347]; Hancock Coal Pty Ltd v Kelly & Ors & DEHP (No. 4) [2014] QLC 12 per
Smith M at [70], [193], [197]-[198] and [396]; and Adani Mining Pty Ltd v LSCC & Ors [2015] QLC 48 per
MacDonald P at [36]-[37].
183
Prior to 2013, the precautionary principle was defined by reference to the National Strategy for Ecologically
Sustainable Development. Now it is defined by reference to the IGAE.
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cumulative. Once both of these conditions or thresholds are satisfied, a precautionary
measure may be taken to avert the anticipated threat of environmental damage, but it
should be proportionate:” N de Sadeleer, Environmental Principles: From Political
Slogans to Legal Rules (2005) Oxford, Oxford University Press, at 155. 184

203.

Preston CJ went on in Telstra to note that to enliven the first condition of the
precautionary principle, “the threat of environmental damage must be adequately
sustained by scientific evidence” and, adopting the reasoning of a decision in the
European Court of Justice, stated:
… not every claim or scientifically unfounded presumption of potential risk to human
health or the environment can justify the adoption of national protective measures.
Rather, the risk must be adequately substantiated by scientific evidence. 185

204.

Preston CJ did not suggest in Telstra that before the precautionary principle could be
applied a decision maker had to be satisfied of the two conditions precedent or
thresholds on the balance of probabilities. His Honour went on to discuss the
“shifting of the burden of proof” to the proponent when the precautionary principle is
enlivened; 186 however, this discussion is not in relation to pre-conditions to the
precautionary principle being enlivened but when it is already enlivened. It is also
not directly relevant to an administrative decision in which no party bears an onus of
proof, as in this case for the reasons discussed above.

205.

Preston CJ’s approach in Telstra and previous decisions of the Land Court reflect the
plain language of the wording of the precautionary principle in the IGAE.

206.

Where the precautionary principle is triggered, it simply means that “a precautionary
measure may be taken to avert the anticipated threat of environmental damage, but it
should be proportionate.” 187 Preston CJ went on in Telstra to discuss the importance
of proportionality in the application of the precautionary principle:
The precautionary principle embraces the concept of proportionality. The concept of
proportionality is that measures should not go beyond what is appropriate and necessary
in order to achieve the objectives in question. Where there is a choice between several
appropriate measures, recourse should be had to the least onerous measure and the
disadvantages caused should not be disproportionate to the aims pursued.
In applying the precautionary principle, measures should be adopted that are
proportionate to the potential threats. A reasonable balance must be struck between the
stringency of the precautionary measures, which may have associated costs, such as
financial, livelihood and opportunity costs, and the seriousness and irreversibility of the
potential threat …
Considerations of practicability need to be taken into account …
There must be proportionality of response or cost effectiveness of margins of error to
show that the selected precautionary measure is not unduly costly…

184

Telstra (2006) 67 NSWLR 256 at 269, [128].
Telstra (2006) 67 NSWLR 256 at 270, [134]. See also at 275 [159].
186
Telstra (2006) 67 NSWLR 256 at 273-275, [150]-[155].
187
Telstra (2006) 67 NSWLR 256 at 269, [128].
185
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The selection of the appropriate precautionary measures to regulate the identified threat
of serious or irreversible environmental damage with its identified uncertainty, requires
assessment of the risk-weighted consequences of various options … 188

207.

To avoid any doubt, it is not and has never been OCAA’s submission that the
precautionary principle should be used to try to avoid all risks, or that before the
applications for the Project can be granted there must be no risk or zero risk of
harm. 189 OCAA does not submit that the Court should impose unobtainable levels of
certainty on the Applicant. Rather, the correct approach is that explained by Preston
CJ in Telstra:
Degree of precaution required
The type and level of precautionary measures that will be appropriate will depend on the
combined effect of the degree of seriousness and irreversibility of the threat and the
degree of uncertainty. This involves assessment of risk in its usual formulation, namely
the probability of the event occurring and the seriousness of the consequences should it
occur. The more significant and the more uncertain the threat, the greater the degree of
precaution required … 190

208.

OCAA respectfully agrees with this approach to the application of the precautionary
principle as a matter of law. Here, these conditions for the application of the
precautionary principle are plainly satisfied. Given the significance and uncertainty
of the threats posed by the Project, particularly to groundwater, a very high degree of
precaution is required.

3.3.3 Intergenerational equity
209.

The concept of intergenerational equity was discussed by MacDonald P in the Adani
Case at [38]:
Intergenerational equity
In relation to the principles of equity, Preston CJ said [in Telstra] that there is a need for
inter-generational equity and intra-generational equity. He explained that intergenerational equity means that the present generation should ensure that the health,
diversity and productivity of the environment are maintained or enhanced for future
generations. This is the definition contained in s.3.5.2 in the Schedule to the IGAE.
Preston CJ said that intra-generational equity involves considerations of equity within
the present generation, such as uses of natural resources by one nation-state (or sectors
or classes within a nation-state) needing to take account of the needs of other nationstates (or sectors or classes within a nation-state). 191

188

Telstra (2006) 67 NSWLR 256 at 277-278, [166]-[172].
Consistent with the reasoning in Telstra (2006) 67 NSWLR 256 at 275, [157]-[159] and 279 [179]-[181], and
the previous decisions of the Land Court.
190
Telstra (2006) 67 NSWLR 256 at 276, [161].
191
Adani Mining Pty Ltd v LSCC & Ors [2015] QLC 48 per MacDonald P at [38] citing Telstra at [117]. See
also Taralga Landscape Guardians Inc v Minister for Planning and RES Southern Cross Pty Ltd [2007]
NSWLEC 59; (2007) 161 LGERA 1 at [74] (Preston CJ); and Gray v Minister for Planning [2006] NSWLEC
720; (2006) 152 LGERA 258 at [118]-[126] (Payne J).
189
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210.

The central principles of intergenerational equity include that each generation must
maintain the quality of the earth so that it is passed on in no worse condition than it
was received. 192

3.3.4 Conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity
211.

In relation to the conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity,
MacDonald P in the Adani Case at [39] cited with approval the judgment of Preston
CJ in Bentley v BGP Properties Pty Ltd [2006] NSWLEC 34; (2006) 145 LGERA
234 at [61] and [63]:

212.

Maintaining ecological integrity involves maintaining ecosystem health. Ecosystems
become unhealthy if their community structure (species richness, species
composition or food web architecture) or ecosystem functioning (productivity,
nutrient dynamics, decomposition) has been fundamentally upset by human
pressures. …

213.

The conservation of threatened species is an essential action in the conservation of
species diversity, and hence of biological diversity, and of ecological integrity.

3.3.5 The character, resilience and values of the receiving environment
214.

The requirement in the standard criteria to consider “the character, resilience and
values of the receiving environment” complements the requirements to consider
matters such as maintaining ecological integrity but widens them to consider the full
extent of the Project’s impacts on surrounding residents, agricultural land and the
environment generally.

3.3.6 The public interest
215.

Regarding the public interest, OCAA respectfully agrees with President
MacDonald’s reasons in the Adani Case at [43] that:
The public interest involves a discretionary balancing exercise of the widest import
confined only so far as the subject matter and the scope and purpose of the statute may
enable. 193

3.3.7 The historic and current experience of surrounding landholders of the existing
mine’s impacts are relevant to consider and this inherently involves considering the
Applicant’s past performance more widely than merely non-compliances resulting in
enforcement action by the Regulator
216.

The Applicant submits that “Any reliance on past performance is of limited (if any)
relevance to the approval of the EA Amendment Application” because the “EPA has
a separate regime for determining the suitability of the holder of an EA …”. 194

192

Gray v Minister for Planning [2006] NSWLEC 720; (2006) 152 LGERA 258 per Payne J at [119].
Adani Mining Pty Ltd v LSCC & Ors [2015] QLC 48 at [43] citing O’Sullivan v Farrer (1989) 168 CLR 210
at 216; Water Conservation & Irrigation Commission (NSW) v Browning (1947) 74 CLR 492 at 504-5 (Dixon J);
McKinnon v Secretary, Department of Treasury (2006) 228 CLR 423 at [55].

193
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217.

The Applicant’s submissions are misconceived. The Applicant wrongly treats past
performance and applicant suitability as the same thing. They are not the same thing
and past performance is relevant for assessing the application for the EA amendment.

218.

Moreover, the Applicant’s submissions can be seen as an attempt to prevent the
Court considering evidence of the current and historic harm and impacts caused by
the existing mine due to noise, dust, etc. That is plainly wrong. As raised in OCAA’s
Updated Notice of Issues at paragraphs 7(d) and (e) in relation to noise:
(d) The current and historical noise from existing equipment is critical to inform
predicted impacts from similar equipment in the locality from future operations.
(e) The Applicant has not adequately assessed current and historical noise from existing
equipment.

219.

The experience of surrounding landholders of the past and current harm and impacts
of the existing mine, which has formed a great deal of evidence before the Court, is
clearly relevant to assessing their concerns about the future impacts of the Project.

220.

Because the Applicant for the Project has operated the existing mine for many years
the Applicant’s past performance is completely entwined with the historic and
current experience of surrounding landholders of the impacts from the existing mine.

221.

It is impossible to properly suggest that the historic and current experience of
surrounding landholders of the impacts from the existing mine, and thereby the past
performance of the Applicant, is not relevant to assessing the EA amendment
application. Yet the Applicant attempts this.

222.

Whether the Applicant’s past performance amounted to any breach of the conditions
of its approvals and whether EHP took or did not take enforcement action is
immaterial to the relevance of past experience of impacts from the existing mine to
assessing the likely future impacts of the Project.

223.

The simple reason the Court must consider the past performance of the Applicant
generally based on all of the evidence presented during the objection hearing in
assessing the EA amendment application is that these matters are raised in the
objections.

224.

The Court is required when assessing the EA amendment application to consider the
matters listed in s 191 of the EPA, including “the application” and “any objection
notice for the application” and the “standard criteria”, the latter of which includes,
amongst other things, “the character, resilience and values of the receiving
environment” and “all submissions made by the applicant and submitters.” 195 The
historic and current experience of surrounding landholders is clearly relevant to
assessing these matters as well as being relevant to other criteria in considering the
application and the objections.

194
195

Applicant’s Written Submissions, 26 August 2016, para 20.3.
See EPA, s 191(e) and (g) and the definition of “standard criteria” in Sch 4 (Dictionary), para (f).
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225.

The Applicant cite cases where the past performance in respect of offences or
enforcement actions, or lack thereof, were considered. 196 None of those cases stand
for the proposition that past performance should be read to exclude all matters under
than offences or enforcement action. It is restriction on this Courts discretion that is
not found in the legislation and should not be imported.

226.

There is an irony in the Applicant's submission. Throughout the EIS, AEIS and in
the evidence in this case it refers to its existing operations and performance when it
thinks that it will help its cause. Equally, Mr Denny was content to extol its past
performance in a number of areas including noise, dust and complaints handling to
name a few.

227.

As has been noted on many occasions, this trial is unusual because what the
Applicant wants to do in the future is very similar to what it has been doing for 15
years. It is in the same basic location, it comprises the same type of activities and it
mainly involves the same surrounding community. It would be odd if the starting
point – on a factual basis – for deciding what the impacts of this project are likely to
be was not the impacts that it has already caused.

228.

Protecting the community from environmental nuisance and harm will only happen if
the Applicant is capable and willing to do so in each of the key aspects of the case
(noise, dust, groundwater etc). It would be equally odd to ignore its failure to
demonstrate either capacity or willingness to act in a protective way in the past. It is
highly evidence going to a very important aspect of the Court's discretion.

229.

Given the extent to which the evidence in this trial shows how poor the Applicant's
performance has been, it is understandable that it seeks to downplay the significance
of it. But that is not the test.

3.4

Mineral Resources Act

230.

The MRA has different objects to the EPA. While the two Acts are interrelated to an
extent, they must each be applied by reference to their own terms.

231.

The object and statutory framework of the MRA are very different from the EPA.
The object of the MRA, stated in s 2, is to encourage mining and financial returns to
the State through royalties, while also encouraging environmental responsibility.

232.

The major considerations for the Court to have regard to under the MRA in assessing
the mining lease applications are the objects of the Act stated in s 2 and the
considerations listed in s 269(4).

233.

Section 269(4) of the MRA provides:

196

Section 20 of the Applicant’s submissions.
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234.

197

The Land Court’s decision on the objection hearing for a mining lease does not
finally determine the application for it. The Land Court makes a recommendation to
the Minister administering the MRA and the Minister is not bound to follow the
recommendation.197

MRA, ss 271 and 271A.
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3.4.1 Section 269(4)(c) and (f) – “acceptable level of development” and “necessary
financial and technical capabilities”
235.

In relation to s 269(c) and (f) the Court of Appeal has held that:
Whilst there is no specific reference in s 269(4) to the ‘economic viability’ of a project,
it is relevant to interpreting the information about mineralisation and to at least the
matters set out in s 269(4)(c). 198

236.

President MacDonald referred to this reasoning in the Adani Case and continued: 199
It follows therefore that evidence of the economic impacts of the mine will be relevant
to a consideration of s 269(4)(c) (and, I consider, s 269(4)(f)) at least to the extent that
that analysis may throw light on the likely profitability of the mine and the financial
capability of the applicant to carry out the mining operations under the lease.

3.4.2 Section 269(g) – whether the “past performance of the applicant has been
satisfactory”
237.

The Applicant’s submissions spend a great deal of time arguing that past
consideration of s 269(4)(g) of the MRA has focused on enforcement action taken by
the Regulator. 200 It is understandable that enforcement action is a natural focus for
this criterion but it does not follow that the criterion is limited to only past
performance resulting in enforcement action by the Regulator. To interpret the
consideration in this way would be to add words that are simply not there.

238.

Moreover, as discussed above at [218]-[223], the Applicant’s submissions can be
seen as an attempt to prevent the Court considering evidence of the current and
historic impacts caused by the existing mine due to noise, dust, etc. That is plainly
wrong.

3.4.3 Section 269(4)(j) – “any adverse environmental impact”
239.

Section 269(4)(j) of the MRA provides that the Land Court “when making a
recommendation to the Minister that an application for a mining lease be granted in
whole or in part, shall take into account and consider whether there will be any
adverse environmental impact caused by those operations and, if so, the extent
thereof”.

240.

The experience of surrounding landholders of the past and current harm and impacts
of the existing mine, which has formed a great deal of evidence before the Court, is
clearly relevant to assessing the future impacts of the Project as part of “any adverse
environmental impact” under s 269(4)(j).

198

Armstrong v Brown [2004] 2 Qd R 345 at 348-8 [15] (per McMurdo J with whom McPherson JA and Jerrard
JA agreed).
199
Adani Mining Pty Ltd v LSCC & Ors [2015] QLC 48 at [502]-[503].
200
Applicant’s Written Submissions, 26 August 2016, section 20, paras 20.1 – 20.110.
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3.4.4 Section 269(4)(k) – “the public right and interest will be prejudiced”
241.

As noted earlier, the requirement to consider whether the public right and interest
will be prejudiced 201 involves a discretionary balancing exercise of the widest import
confined only so far as the subject matter and the scope and purpose of the statute
may enable.202

242.

Even though the MRA is not focused on environmental protection, it is submitted
that the reference to “encourage environmental responsibility in prospecting,
exploring and mining” as one of the objects of the MRA in paragraph 2(a) of the
MRA militates in favour of not restricting “public right and interest” in
paragraph 269(4)(k) from extending to a consideration of the relationship between
the resource sought to be exploited and very significant global problems to which the
removal and use of the resource will contribute and ways in which that contribution
can be mitigated. 203 Equally, the more narrow context of paragraph 269(4)(k) of the
MRA includes paragraph 269(4)(j), with its express comprehension of “any adverse
environmental impact”. This also suggests that the phrase, which is of widest import
should not be construed restrictively, in the context of environmental impacts.

3.4.5 Section 269(4)(l) – “any good reason has been shown for a refusal”
243.

Section 269(4)(l) of the MRA is extremely wide and limited only by the subject
matter, scope and purposes of the Act. 204 Clearly, there must be a good reason, as
opposed to a reason that is extraneous to the purposes of the Act. 205 The question of
whether good reason has been shown must depend on all the circumstances of the
particular case. 206

244.

As discussed in the context of s 269(4)(k), paragraph 2(d) of the MRA includes, as
an objective of the MRA: to “encourage environmental responsibility in prospecting,
exploring and mining”. For the reasons stated in respect of paragraph 269(4)(k) and
its reference to prejudice of “the public right and interest”, “good reason … for a
refusal to grant” comprehends the matters raised by the Applicant’s objection. There

201

There is no material distinction between a public right or the public interest for the purposes of this hearing
but these submissions will focus on the public interest as the more relevant term. There are public rights to a
healthy and pleasant environment, protected through the tort of public nuisance, as well as a public interest in a
healthy and pleasant environment.
202
Adani Mining Pty Ltd v LSCC & Ors [2015] QLC 48 at [43] citing O’Sullivan v Farrer (1989) 168 CLR 210
at 216; Water Conservation & Irrigation Commission (NSW) v Browning (1947) 74 CLR 492 at 504-5 (Dixon J);
McKinnon v Secretary, Department of Treasury (2006) 228 CLR 423 at [55]. Cf. Sinclair v Mining Warden at
Maryborough (1975) 132 CLR 473 at 487 (Taylor J) and McKinnon v Secretary, Department of Treasury (2005)
145 FCR 70 at [8]-[12] (Tamberlin J).
203
In Telstra v Hornsby [2006] NSWLEC 133; (2006) 146 LGERA 10, at [121]-[124], Preston CJ used the
subject matter, scope and purpose of the environmental assessment legislation being applied by him to conclude
that “public interest” included consideration of the principles of ESD.
204
See Minister for Aboriginal Affairs v Peko-Wallsend Ltd (1986) 162 CLR 24 at 39-40 (Mason J).
205
Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission (NSW) v Browning (1947) 74 CLR 492 at 505 (Dixon J).
206
See Campbell v United Pacific Transport [1966] Qd R 465, at 472 (Gibbs J) in the context of considering
whether “good reason” had been shown by an applicant plaintiff for leave to proceed after six years without a
step in the proceedings.
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is nothing in the statutory context which suggests that the phrase should be read
down to exclude those matters.
245.

3.5

It is submitted, however, that the inclusion of two very broad criteria, namely, those
in paragraphs 269(4)(k) and (l) involves a mutual reinforcement of the breadth of
each criterion. It would be easier to conclude that, if only one “catch all” criterion
had been included, it should be read down by reference to parts of the statutory
context. The inclusion of two such criteria is a very strong indication that each
criterion should be construed according to its generous terms.
Relationship between the EPA and MRA

246.

The legislative history of both Acts is of assistance in understanding the relationship
between the EPA and the MRA. As originally enacted in 1989, the MRA was
intended to provide the principal regime for the approval and regulation of mining in
Queensland. The enactment of the EPA in 1994 provided another layer of regulation
of mining as an environmentally relevant activity. In 2000, the Acts were amended 207
to separate the promotion of mining and tenure issues from the regulation of the
environmental impacts of mining. 208 While the 2000 amendments focused the MRA
on the tenure aspects of mining, environmental impacts of mining remain relevant to
the objects of the MRA and s 269(4) considerations for the grant of a mining lease.

247.

The EPA and the MRA are two very different Acts with two very different
objects. 209 The EPA focuses on the protection of the environment while the MRA
provides a system aimed at promoting the development of the mineral resources of
the State. These objects overlap to some extent, but they are quite different and it
would be wrong to assume that the consideration of the application for the EA under
the EPA and the consideration of the ML application under the MRA are the same. A
particular feature that distinguishes the two Acts is that the duty under s 5 of the EPA
is to perform a function and exercise the powers conferred by the Act “in the way
that best achieved the object of the Act” of ESD. There is no such duty under the
MRA.

3.6
248.

Relationship between the EPA, MRA and Water Act
The Court has analysed the need for an applicant for a mine to obtain a water licence
under the Water Act in previous decisions in circumstances similar to the present
case where the mine has been declared a coordinated project under the SDPWOA.
The Court has held that it is necessary to consider the impacts of a mine on ground
and surface water when assessing the applications for the ML under the MRA and

207

By the Environmental Protection and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2000 (Qld).
Environmental Protection and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2000 – Explanatory Notes, p 2.
209
As recognised in the Hancock Case [2014] QLC 12 at [63] citing the earlier decision in Donovan v Struber &
Ors (2011) 32 QLCR 226; [2011] QLC 45.
208
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the EA under the EPA, but there are limits to which the Court can recommend
further conditions addressing water issues.210
249.

As in previous cases, we understand the Applicant has not yet applied for a water
licence for dewatering for the mine but if it does so, an appeal will lie against the
grant of a water licence to the Land Court (subject to pending amendments discussed
in the following paragraphs).211 In effect, while there is considerable overlap in the
issues that must be considered regarding the impacts of the mine on water under the
MRA, EPA and Water Act, the application for a water licence is a separate, future
approvals process for the mine.

250.

However, the Court should be aware of changes to the requirement for mines to hold
a water licence to take or interfere with groundwater.

251.

On 5 December 2014 the Queensland Parliament passed the Water Reform and Other
Legislation Amendment Act 2014 (Act No. 64 of 2014) (WROLA), which, amongst
other things, removed the requirement for mines approved under the MRA to obtain
a further, separate water licence under the Water Act.

252.

Part 4 of the WROLA inserted a new Chapter 12A (Provisions about water for
Mineral Development Licences and MLs) in the MRA, which provided, amongst
other things:
334ZP Entitlement to use underground water
(1) The holder of a mineral development licence or mining lease may take or interfere
with underground water in the area of the licence or lease if the taking or interference
happens during the course of, or results from, the carrying out of an authorised activity
for the licence or lease. …
334ZR Authorisation for Water Act
Taking, interfering with, or using underground water under section 334ZP is authorised
for the Water Act. …

253.

3.7
254.

The relevant parts of the WROLAA have not yet commenced, however, this pending
change to the law has important implications for the reliance that the Court may
place on later approvals under the Water Act should the Court be unsatisfied with the
groundwater evidence as occurred in the Hancock Case.
Relationship between the EPA, MRA and SDPWOA
As with the interaction with the Water Act, the Court has previously considered the
relationship between the EPA, MRA and the SDPWOA for applications involving
mines that have been declared to be coordinated projects (prior to 2012 referred to as
“significant projects”), particularly the requirement that the Court may not
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recommend a condition that is “inconsistent” with a condition imposed by the
Coordinator-General. 212 The Court has held that:
… the Court has power under the EPA to recommend conditions for the draft EA
dealing with the same subject matter as conditions imposed by the CoordinatorGeneral, provided that the Court's recommended conditions do not contradict or lack
harmony with the Coordinator-General’s conditions. 213

255.

With respect, OCAA agrees with this conclusion.

256.

However it places the Court in a difficult position if satisfied conditions imposed by
the Coordinator-General are inadequate to address a significant harm, and unable to
be remedied by consistent conditions, as it leaves the Court with little option but to
recommend refusal.

257.

This general approach was applied in the Wandoan Case with respect to groundwater
monitoring requirements, and the Court’s findings are instructive in the practical
application of the general approach:
a) Despite the President’s finding that the monitoring program was inadequate in
the shallow and alluvium aquifers, to recommend more comprehensive
monitoring in those aquifers would have been inconsistent with the CG’s
conditions, since the CG had recommended conditions in the same aquifers. 214
b) With respect to the deep aquifers, despite there being a low threat of damage
and in light of the high environmental value associated with the use of
groundwater in these aquifers, the President recommended additional
conditions in the EA to provide for additional monitoring. The President was
not precluded from this recommendation because the CG’s conditions included
no monitoring in the deeper aquifers. 215

258.

The Wandoan Case was applied in the Hancock Case 216 and the Adani Case 217 and,
while there is minimal additional guidance to be taken from these cases regarding the
application of the test of inconsistency, recommendations were made in the Hancock
Case on the basis that they were “complementary to the Coordinator-General
conditions, and not inconsistent with them.” 218
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3.8

The role and limits of conditions

259.

Conditions fill an important role under both the EPA and MRA in managing the
harm caused by an activity for which an environmental authority or mining lease is
granted; however, conditions have important limits.

260.

There are two issues in relation to conditions:
a) The first is the scope of the Court’s power to impose conditions, particularly in
relation to groundwater.
b) The second is the appropriateness of imposing conditions in situations where
there is inadequate information available.

3.8.1 The Court’s power to recommend conditions in relation to groundwater 219
261.

The Court has considered previously whether it can recommend conditions on the
ML or the EA which might otherwise be contained in a water licence issued under
the Water Act separately to the applications currently before the Court.

262.

In the Wandoan Case, the Court held that it could not recommend conditions relating
to the diversion or appropriation of water on an ML or an EA. 220 The Court reached
this conclusion on the basis of s 235(3) of the MRA, which provides:

263.

Where any Act provides that water may be diverted or appropriated only under
authority granted under that Act, the holder of a mining lease shall not divert or
appropriate water unless the holder holds that authority.

264.

In the Wandoan Case, the Court held that, because a further approval was required
under the Water Act, the diversion or appropriation of water were not matters
authorised under either the ML or the EA and, hence, no conditions in relation to
those matters could be recommended.221

265.

OCAA submits that, contrary to the decision in the Wandoan Case, the Court may
recommend conditions be imposed relating to groundwater on an ML or an EA. This
is based on two premises:
a) First, that the Court has a broad power, under both the MRA and the EPA, to
recommend conditions that fairly and reasonably relate to development being
approved; and
b) Second, the fact that a further approval is required before an action is taken
does not prevent the powers conferred on the Court under the MRA and EPA
from being exercised.

219
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266.

The Court has a broad power to recommend conditions on a MLs. Section 269(3) of
the MRA confers on the Court the power to recommend approval of an ML subject
to conditions which it “considers appropriate”. Although the phrase “considers
appropriate” has not been the subject of significant judicial consideration, 222 in
substance, it is equivalent to impose such conditions as a decision maker “thinks fit”.
That phrase has been considered on many occasions.223 Such a power is not
absolute, as it must be exercised for the purposes for which it is conferred, but,
within that, it is very broad. 224 As Gillard J observed in Protean (Holdings) Ltd v
Environmental Protection Authority, such a test provides limited practical assistance
in determining whether a particular condition is within power. 225 In that case, his
Honour consider the more useful test was that advocated by Lord Denning in Pyx
Granite Co Ltd v Ministry of Housing and Local Government, which asks whether
the condition imposed “fairly and reasonably relates” to the proposed
development.226 If it did, then the condition was within power.

267.

The Court has a similarly broad power under the EPA. The power to recommend
conditions under the EPA depends on whether a Draft EA has been issued for a
project. Where, as here, a Draft EA has been issued, the Court may recommend
approval either subject to any draft conditions contained in the EA or subject to
“stated conditions”. 227 The only express constraint on this Court’s power to
recommend conditions is that the conditions stated must not contradict those imposed
by the Coordinator-General. 228 In the absence of any further limitations on the kind
of conditions that might be imposed, OCAA submits that a broad approach should be
taken to the power to recommend conditions. Such an approach is consistent with
the text of the EPA and more likely to promote the purposes of the Act than a narrow
conception.

268.

In light of the above, OCAA’s position is that the Court has a broad power to
recommend conditions on an ML or EA provided those conditions “fairly and
reasonably relate” to what is being authorised by the relevant instrument.

269.

The requirement to obtain an approval under the Water Act does not exclude the
Court recommending conditions relating to groundwater take as part of other
approvals processes:
a) The Court’s reasoning in the Wandoan Case appears to be premised on the
view that, because the taking of groundwater specifically requires authorisation
under the Water Act in order to be lawful, then the taking of groundwater is
not authorised under either a mining lease or an environmental authority.
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b) OCAA respectfully disagrees with this view. It submits that the better view is
that the EPA, the MRA and the Water Act form a series of “multiple controls”,
all of which must be complied with in order for the taking of groundwater to
lawfully occur. Such controls operate in parallel, rather than to the exclusion
of one another.
270.

The concept of “multiple controls” has been endorsed by the Privy Council, in
Associated Minerals Consolidated Ltd v Wyong Shire Council, 229 and the High Court
in South Australia v Tanner. 230 In Wyong, the Privy Council considered whether
planning permission was required for mining where an ML had been granted under
the Mining Act 1906 (NSW). Their Lordships concluded that planning permission
was required:

271.

Both Acts apply, or are capable of being applied, with complete generality to land in
the State of New South Wales. Can they, in relation to a given piece of land, coexist?
In their Lordships' opinion they clearly can, and do. The Acts have different
purposes, each of which is capable of being fulfilled. 231

272.

Similarly, in Tanner, the High Court rejected an argument that a prohibition on zoos
contained in regulations under the Waterworks Act 1932 (SA) was inconsistent with
the provisions of the Planning Act 1982 (SA), which, it was said, provided a
complete code for development. In rejecting this argument, the High Court accepted
a submission by the Attorney-General for South Australia that:

273.

Both pieces of legislation can stand together and operate cumulatively. They can do
this because each Act has a distinct purpose, different from the other. 232

274.

Here, as in Wyong and Tanner, each of the EPA, the MRA and the Water Act has a
separate and distinct purpose and those Acts can and should be treated as operating
cumulatively. No single Act has precedence over the other two. Rather, it is
necessary to obtain permission under each of those Acts in order to lawfully conduct
mining operations which involve the diversion or appropriation of water.

275.

Understood in this light, s 235(3) of the MRA does no more than confirm what
would otherwise be true: namely, that the mere conferral of a mining lease does not,
without more, authorising the taking of groundwater for which permission is required
under the Water Act, at least until the relevant provisions of the WROLA commence.

276.

It follows that s 235(3) does not operate to exclude the taking of groundwater from
consideration under the EPA and MRA. By extension, if taking of groundwater is a
relevant consideration under those Acts, then the power to recommend conditions on
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instruments under those Acts extends to a power to recommend conditions in relation
to the taking of groundwater.
3.8.2 The appropriateness of imposing conditions
277.

Leaving aside the issue of power, however, it is OCAA’s position that the purpose of
conditions on a permit is to avoid or manage impacts once they have been identified.

278.

This requires the Court to have some confidence that it knows what the impacts of
granting approval will be and, further, to have confidence that the conditions
imposed will be able to manage those impacts. In all the circumstances of this case,
the Court cannot have that confidence. Accordingly, rather than seek to regulate
unknown impacts through stringent conditions, it is appropriate to simply
recommend refusal of the applications.

279.

These propositions are consistent with recent academic and professional commentary
and analysis of groundwater conditions imposed in Australia purporting to apply
“adaptive management” principles, 233 including specific criticism of the EPBC Act
conditions imposed on the Kevin’s Corner Coal Mine in the Galilee Basin. 234 This
analysis indicates that:
a) “Good adaptive management requires thorough front-end EIA in order to
determine ecosystem baselines, identify uncertainties and make informed
decisions on planning and management. It also requires transparency in both
its upfront design and its implementation.”235
b) “Adaptive management should not be used as a tool to defer tough planning
and management decisions and upfront EIA to opaque post-approval
processes. Good adaptive management requires thorough front-end EIA and
transparency in both its upfront design and its implementation.” 236
c) “Without substantive limits to guide and constrain it, adaptive management can
become nothing more than mere process that fails to deliver substantive
environmental outcomes.” 237
d) “Prior to the grant of a project approval, there should be, at least, a clear
definition of the management problem and baseline conditions, and an
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effective numerical model to predict the impacts of the project and identify
areas of uncertainty.” 238
280.

This academic and professional analysis emphasise the need to set substantive limits
and triggers in the conditions of approval when using adaptive management;
something that is conspicuously absent from the conditions imposed on the Project.

281.

The remainder of these submissions consider the application of this statutory
framework to the evidence presented to the Court.

4
282.

4.1

STATUTORY REGIME WITH RESPECT TO URGENCY
The Applicant has sought extra-ordinary urgency in these proceedings which
necessitate some consideration of the approvals required
Circumstances giving rise to urgency

283.

This Court was told that “if the mining leases and amendment to the environmental
authority are not granted by October 2016, any further changes to the mine plan such
as to reduce production, will also involve redundancies or at best significantly
reduced hours for existing workers. A reduction in the production rate will also have
a negative impact on New Hope's financial performance and its ability to meet coal
supply contracts with customers. Because of the above reasons, October 2016 is the
"drop dead" date for the Applicant.” 239

284.

This apparently because “In order to sustain the current production rate and therefore
the current level of employment, coal to be extracted from ML 50232 is required in
mid-2018 to supplement the declining production from the existing mining
leases”. 240

285.

It is noteworthy that this urgency is not one of the Courts making.

286.

The Stage 2 EIS was for coal extraction at “[a] production rate of 4 Mtpa [that]
would give a mine life of coal production until approximately 2021”. 241 According to
Mr Denney the mine is currently production approximately 4.8 mtpa, with approvals
for 5.2 mtpa, and is now expected to be depleted 2018, 242 presumably due to the
current extraction rate of 5mpta being greater than the 4mtpa anticipated in the Stage
2 EIS.

287.

As discussed above, the initial Stage 3 proposal was made in April 2007 and rejected
five years later in March 2012, leading to a substantial revision of the project which
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received the CG Report in 2014 and the application for the MLs and EA in April
2015.
288.

Following the first affidavit as to urgency by Mr Denney the Court ordered an
extraordinarily accelerated timetable for a case of its size.

289.

Mr Denney asserted that “[i]f the MLAs and EA Amendment Application are not
granted by August 2016, the necessary infrastructure required for the revised Project
will not be able to be constructed in sufficient time for mining at the New Acland
Mine to continue beyond 2017”. 243

290.

Further affidavit’s as to urgency were provided by Mr Boyd which affirmed Mr
Denney’s call for urgency. 244

291.

Mr Boyd conceded that the decision to commence mining of the West Pit “provides
an approximate 6 month extension to the time period that the existing leases can
support the current production rate” 245 however the ‘drop dead date’ for the ML and
EA was only extended to October 2016.

292.

This Court was repeatedly told that “that any additional approvals that are needed by
the Applicant can be gained during the construction period for Stage 3, which is
currently approximately 21 to 22 months.” 246

293.

Determining the extent to which further approvals are required, and their timing, is
critical to the issue of the time this Court has to properly consider that matters
required by the statute in respect of what has become an extraordinarily large and
complex case.

294.

We submit that the three main approvals required are the:
a) EPBCA approval;
b) RPIA approval; and
c) WA water licence.

4.2
295.

EPBCA approval required and not obtained
Mr Boyd’s first affidavit he stated:
In the event that the MLAs and the EA Amendment Application are granted and the
approval under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(EPBC Act) issues, the Applicant intends to commence activities as soon as possible
after the grant, to develop the Revised Expansion Project including construction of the
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rail spur on MLA 700002, so that it can maintain continuity of operation post-2017 and
avoid having to stand down its existing workforce.
There are no outstanding information requests that the Applicant has received from the
Commonwealth Department of the Environment in relation to its application for EPBC
Act approval. 247

296.

When Mr Holt QC ask “Now, it’s been noted by your counsel in court that,
essentially, the EPBC approval is expected, kind of, anytime. Is that your
understanding?”, Mr Boyd replied “Yeah. My understanding is the 22nd of July, I
think, is our latest advice”. 248

297.

Mr Boyd agreed the EPBCA application would have been varied in 2012, that final
IESC advice was received in about April 2014 and the CG Report was in December
2014. 249

298.

Mr Boyd was aware that on 6 February 2015 the Federal Government extended the
time for the decision on 30 April 2015, and agreed that no approval came through
after 30 April 2015. 250 He was also aware that the Federal Government, on 17 May
2015, further extended the period for decision to 22 July 2016.251

299.

Yet despite this history of extension and delay by the Federal Government Mr Boyd
maintained his confidence that the EPBCA approval would be received ‘in the near
future’ and ‘well in advance of the mining lease’. 252

300.

Despite this confidence the Court received no further evidence that the EPBCA
approval had been received.

301.

We submit that, in light of the more than twelve months of the extensions already
granted by the Federal Government, the Court cannot share in the absolute
confidence of Mr Boyd that approval is imminent.

4.3

RPIA approval required and not obtained

302.

The Regional Planning Interests Act 2014 (Qld) (RPIA) and Regional Planning
Interests Regulation 2014 (Qld) (RPIR) commenced on 13 June 2014.

303.

The purposes of the RPIA are listed in s 3 as follows:
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304.

Section 19 of the RPIA, provides as follows:

4.3.1 The mining lease area contains an area of regional interest
305.

The term ‘area of regional interest’ is defined in section 7 as follows:

91

91

306.

‘Strategic cropping area’ is further defined in s 10 as:

307.

The SCL trigger map v3.3 was overlayed on the mine site in Attachment C to the
Quiggin Agricultural Economics SoE and reproduced below:

92

92

308.

253

The Revised EIS acknowledged that “Of the total acquired land (7,840 ha) 6,376 ha
is land previously used for grazing, 1,361 ha is cropping land (mapped as potential
strategic cropping land or SCL) and 103 ha is woodland areas (remnant
vegetation)”. 253 Within the mine lease area, 437.5 ha of SCL would be voided and a

AEIS, Chapter 5, Section 5-1, EHP.092, Exhibit 92, SP125, Section 5.1.11.5.
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further 923.5 ha would be converted to grazing, resulting in a total impacted SCL of
1,361 ha. 254
309.

It was not contested by the experts in this case that the 437.5 ha of strategic cropping
land would be converted to voids 255 and end up being rendered useless in terms of
agriculture. 256

310.

Dr Perkins confirmed the area of potential SCL that is impacted by the revised
expansion is 1,361 ha. 257

311.

There was some oral evidence from Mr Thompson that the Applicant could seek to
remap some or all of the SCL but that process had not started. 258

312.

Accordingly, the best available evidence is that up to 1,361 ha or areas currently
mapped on the SCL trigger map are within the mining lease area and fall within the
definition of ‘strategic cropping area’ under s 10 of the RPIA, and therefore are an
‘area of regional interest’ within the meaning given by s 7 of the RPIA.

4.3.2 Activities for which ML50232 are required, are also resource activities
313.

Under s 19 of the RPIA it is an offence to carry out a ‘resource activity’ or ‘regulated
activity’ within this area without a ‘regional interests development approval’ 259
unless the activity is exempt for the area of regional interest. 260

314.

Section 12(2) of the RPIA defines resource activity as follows:

315.

‘Resources Act’ is defined s 12(1)(c) to include the MRA.

254
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316.

Accordingly a ‘resource activity’ includes an activity for which a ‘resource authority’
is required under MRA.

317.

Section 13 of the RPIA provides that a ‘resources authority’ includes:

318.

Schedule 2 of the MRA defines mining tenement as follows:

319.

Therefore a mining lease under the MRA is a resources authority under the RPIA,
and an activity for which a mining lease is required to lawful carry out is a ‘resources
activity’ as defined by s 12(2) of the RPIA.

320.

Consequently it is an offence to carry out activities which require a mining lease
within the areas of mapped SCL without a ‘regional interest development approval’,
unless the activity is exempt.

4.3.3 Activities proposed under ML are not exempt resource activities
321.

Schedule 1 of RPIA provides in respect of ‘exempt resource activity’ that “for an
area of regional interest, see section 22(2), 23, 24(2) or 99”.

4.3.3.1 Landholder agreement exemption does not apply
322.

Section 22 (Exemption: agreement of land holder) applies if the authority holder for
a resource activity is not the owner of the land.

323.

Exhibit 961, prepared and provided by the Applicant, indicates that all land within
ML50232 is “APC land (owned or under contract)”. We understand APC to be a
reference to Acland Pastoral Company

324.

It was understood in the case that Acland Pastoral Company was a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the Applicant, New Acland Coal. 261 This was not disputed, nor was
there evidence to the contrary. We note that this exhibit also shows ‘SCL
Limitations’ within the proposed disturbance areas, with much of the area in green,
indicating no limitations exceeding the criteria.
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325.

If APC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of NAC then we submit that to the extent APC
owns the land then NAC must also own the land and, to that extent, section 22 does
not apply.

326.

This view is supported by Exhibit 892, tendered by the Applicant, which shows the
whole of the mine site as “NAC owned land” and the Applicant’s owns submissions
which state “the Applicant (through APC) owns all of the land in the area of MLA
50232”. 262

327.

If we are incorrect, then to the extent NAC owns the SCL then section 22(2) provides
as follows:

262
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328.

We note that the inclusion of ‘and’ after each of sub-paragraphs (2)(a), (b) and (c)
makes them conjunctive rather than disjunctive and thus all of those sub-elements for
22(2) must be satisfied to be an ‘exempt resource activity’.

329.

Section 22(2)(b) requires that the activity is not likely to have “a significant impact
on the priority agricultural area or area that is strategic cropping area”. The term
‘significant impact’ is not defined. We submit that ‘significant’ should be given its
natural and ordinary meaning in this context of “important; of consequence”. 263

330.

For the Applicant, Mr Perkins compared the 1,361 ha of strategic cropping land
impacted to the total area of the Toowoomba Regional Council, 1,297,300 to
conclude “[f]rom a production perspective the area that is impacted is not significant
within the region”. 264

331.

However this conclusion does not assist with respect to the test under the RPIA
which is whether the activity is likely to have a significant impact ‘on the area that is
strategic cropping area’.

332.

When Mr Holt asked Mr Perkins “if we think about it not with the denominator of
the Toowoomba region, this activity – that is the mining of this land – will have,
won’t it, a significant impact on this area of Queensland strategic cropping area?”,
Mr Perkins agreed “That’s right. At a local level”. 265 He later confirmed “That’s
right. As I said before, at a local level, the impacts are significant.” 266

333.

We respectfully agree with Mr Perkins and further submit that an impact on 1,361 ha
is an important and significant impact on land that the Queensland government has
designated for additional protection under the RPIA on the basis that it is ‘highly
suitable for cropping’. 267 It is not an impact that can be dismissed as without
consequence.

334.

Accordingly the proposed impact is likely to have a significant impact on the area
that is strategic cropping land area and the Applicant is unable to meet the
requirement in s22(2)(b) necessary to be considered an exempt resource activity.

335.

Furthermore s 22(2)(c) of the RPIA requires that “the activity is not likely to have an
impact on land owned by a person other than the land owner”. While the Applicant
in these proceedings contends it’s impacts on surrounding landholder (for example in
respect of groundwater, noise and dust) would be acceptable or compensated, we do
not understand it to be contending it will not have any impact on surrounding land
owners.

336.

We submit that the weight of evidence in these proceedings, which will be developed
more fully below, leads inexorably to the conclusion that the activity will have, at the
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very least, ‘an impact’ on land owned by one or more of the objectors in these
proceedings.
337.

Consequently, the Applicant cannot fall within the exemption under s 22 on three
bases which are each independently fatal:
a) The land is owned by the proposed authority holder, NAC, contrary to s 22 (1);
b) The activity will have a significant impact on the area that is in the strategic
area, contrary to s 22(2)(b); and
c) The activity is likely to have an impact on land owned by a person other than
the land owner.

4.3.3.2 1 year activity exemption does not apply
338.

Section 23 of the RPIA provides an exemption for a resource activity if the activity is
being carried out ‘within the period of 1 year’.

339.

The proposed resource activity is sought for a term of at least 28 years and there was
no evidence that it could be carried out within 1 year.

340.

Accordingly this exemption does not apply.

4.3.3.3 Pre-existing resource activity exemption does not apply
341.

Section 24(1) provides as follows:
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342.

The Applicant clearly requires ML50232 to undertake the resource activities on the
land, otherwise the application giving rise to this case would not be necessary.

343.

It is clear from these proceeding that the further resource authority is required under
the MRA. Accordingly the Applicant cannot satisfy s 24(3)(a)(i) or (ii) in respect of
this exemption.

344.

Consequently this exemption for pre-existing authorities does not apply.

4.3.3.4 Previous Act exemption does not apply
345.

Section 99 of the RPIA provides as follows:

346.

As the resource activities which are sought to be authorised by these proceedings are
presently under application, they are clearly not issued or granted before 20 January
2012.

347.

The ‘repealed Act’ is defined in s 97 to mean the repealed Strategic Cropping Land
Act 2011 (Qld) (SCLA). Chapter 9, part 3, division 2 of the SCLA excluded the
application of the SCLA to environmental authorities and mining lease applications
for with the EIS state for the proposed tenure was completed on or before 31 May
2011. 268 Chapter 9, part 3, division 3 of the SCLA relevantly excluded the
application of the ‘permanent impact restriction’ of the SCLA to:
a) mining lease applications for which a certificate of application had been issued
on or before 31 May 2011; 269
b) a mining lease relating EPC 891 resulting from the finalised EIS TOR relating
to EPC891, published on 2 June 2011. 270

348.

None of those circumstances apply, accordingly the previous Act exemption does not
apply.
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SCLA (repealed), s283.
SCLA (repealed), s286.
270
SCLA (repealed), s289.
269
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4.3.3.5 Regional interests development approval required
349.

As established above, the activities for which ML50232 is required are a ‘resource
activity’ in a ‘regional planning interest area’ that are not an ‘exempt resource
activity’. As such it would be an offence under s 19 of the RPIA to carry out those
activities unless NAC holds, or is acting under, a ‘regional interests development
approval’ for the activity.

350.

Section 16 of the RPIA defines a ‘regional interests development approval’ as “an
approval issued under section 53 that approves the carrying out of a resource activity
or regulated activity in an area of regional interest following an assessment of the
extent of the expected impact of the activity on the area”.

351.

In other words approval under the RPIA is required to carry out the activities for
which ML50232 is required.

352.

We note that is consistent with the conclusion reached in the Revised EIS which
stated:

353.

A regional interests development approval will be required to carry out a resource
activity in an area of regional interest, unless an exemption applies. The proposed
expansion area is mapped entirely within a priority agricultural area identified in the
Darling Downs Regional Plan and contains strategic cropping areas. 271

354.

It is also consistent with the CG Report which stated:
The project is located within a SCA and PAA under the RPI Act. The proponent will
need to apply for RIDA under the RPI Act, which for SCL, includes a soil verification
process to confirm how much of the land is SCL. 272

355.

It is also the evidence Mr Denney gave on 6 April 2016 in the following exchange
with Dr Plant:
Dr Plant: Is it your understanding, though, that you actually need that approval before
you can start mining?
Mr Denny: Yes.
Dr Plant: Okay. So is there any reason why you haven’t applied for that yet?
Mr Denny: No. It’s – it’s being progressed at the moment.
Dr Plant: Do you have any idea how long that will take to get approved?
Mr Denny: No, I don’t. 273

356.

On 12 April 2016 this Court required additional evidence in the following exchange:
His Honour: And at some point when the rubber really hits the road in this matter, I may
require additional affidavit evidence from your client, updating the question of
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AEIS, Appendix A (Revised regulatory approvals plan), Exhibit 97, SP7.
CG Report, section 5.1.2 SP24.
273
T4-35, Lines 45-46 to T4-36, Lines 1-4 (emphasis ours).
272
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urgency for when the matter’s to be – needs to be determined by, particularly
in light of the evidence from Mr Denney that no application has been made yet
in relation to the strategic cropping aspect of the legislation.
Mr Job: Understood, your Honour.
His Honour: I don’t want to literally kill myself rushing to get a decision – that in any
other court in the land would take some period of time – in a very short period
of time, only to find out that it then just sits for 12 months while another legal
process is gone through. 274

357.

A further affidavit as to urgency by Mr Boyd was filed on 19 May 2016 which did
not mention the RPIA, but rather stated:
To the extent further regulatory approvals are required for aspects of the Revised
Expansion Project, the Applicant expects that these can be obtained during the course of
the anticipated construction period referred to in paragraph 10(a) of the Denney First
Affidavit. 275 (emphasis ours).

358.

This statement does not assist the Court in understanding whether or when the
applicant intends to make the application required under the RPIA.

359.

It was a phrase maintained through cross-examination,276 however to be fair to the
witness he truly did not know:
a) whether NAC intends to make an application under the RPIA to dig up the
strategic cropping land; 277
b) the process if an application is made, or how long that might take. 278

360.

As Mr Boyd did not know whether NAC intends to make and application, and could
not say whether or not one was required, this Court is left with no better evidence as
to NACs intentions than the earlier evidence of Mr Denney that an application was
required and is being progressed.

361.

There was certainly no evidence subsequent to Mr Denney that an application under
the RPIA had yet been made.

4.3.3.6 Approval must be obtained prior to the activities requiring the ML
362.

It was suggested in the evidence from Mr Boyd that any approvals that were required
could be obtained during construction.

363.

However, the definition of resource activities is activities which require a mining
lease. Therefore any activities which the applicant requires ML50232 to undertake
are also resource activities for the purposes of the RPIA.
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T18-45, Lines 1-12.
Boyd First Affidavit, para 7, SP2.
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See, for example, T64-25, Lines 43-44; T64-26, Lines 1-3; T64-26, Lines 19-23; T64-26, Lines 30-32.
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T64-26, Lines 14-16; T64-26, Lines 34-39.
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T64-26, Lines 29-30.
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364.

It is an offence under section 402(1)(c) to erect any structure on land for the purposes
associated with mining unless the person is duly authorised under the MRA. The
definition of ‘mine’ in s 6A(1) includes ‘to carry on an operation with a view to, or
for the purpose of’:
(a) winning mineral from a place where it occurs; or
(b) extracting mineral from its natural state; or
(c) disposing of mineral in connection with, or waste substances resulting from, the
winning or extraction.

365.

We submit that erecting structures on the land for the purpose of, or with a view to,
extracting minerals requires a resource authority within the meaning of the RPIA.

366.

Consequently the Applicant cannot undertake any of the activities sought to be
approved by the ML50232, including construction activities, before a regional
interest development approval is obtained.

4.3.3.7 Process for RPIA application includes appeal rights
367.

The process for applying for and obtaining RPIA is under Part 3 of the RPIA and
relevantly includes:
a) Public notification of the application; 279
b) Decision by the chief executive to approve or refuse the application; 280 and
c) Public notification of the decision. 281

368.

Any ‘affected land owner’ may appeal to the Planning and Environment Court,
within 20 business days of notice of the decision. 282

369.

The term ‘affected land owner’ is defined in s 71 to mean “an owner of land
(affected land) that may be adversely affected by the resource activity or regulated
activity because of—
a) the proximity of the affected land to the land the subject of the decision; and
b) the impact the activity may have on an area of regional interest.”

370.

Due to their proximity to the mine, we submit that, at least the Wiecks, Plants,
Masons and Ashmans would be considered ‘affected land owners’.

371.

Affected land owners may seek a stay on the approval (s76) and it is for the applicant
for the approval to establish that the appeal should be dismissed (s77(2)(b)).
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RPIA, s34.
RPIA, ss 47-48.
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RPIA, s52.
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372.

The powers and procedures of the Planning and Environment Court are established
under the Chapter 7 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld) (SPA) and include:
a) appeal is by way of hearing anew; 283
b) the Planning and Environment Court may confirm, change or replace the
original decision; 284
c) the Planning and Environment Court decision is final, not a
recommendation; 285 and
d) a party may appeal to the Court of Appeal. 286

4.3.4 Appeal to any approval of RPIA application can be reasonably anticipated
373.

In light of the considerable concern expressed by affected landholders in these
proceedings, an appeal to the RPIA approval could be reasonably anticipated.

374.

For example, we refer to the following responses from Mr Wieck under crossexamination by Mr King:
Mr King: Are you familiar with an Act of Parliament called the Regional Planning Interests
Act?
Mr Wieck: You bet I am. I read it. 287
…
Mr King: And you will do anything within your power to protect the farm?
Mr Wieck: If I go – have to go to another court to work on this, I’ll have to. I will do it. 288

4.3.5 Time to RPIA Approval could be considerable
375.

We do not understand there to be any constraint on an RPIA application being made
concurrently to an EA and ML application.

376.

As the Applicant has not yet made the application for the RPIA approval required
prior to construction, we understand the following steps to be required:
a) preparation and submission of application;
b) consideration and public notification of application;
c) decision by State Government;
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SPA, s495.
SPA, s496.
285
SPA, s436(3).
286
SPA, s498.
287
T68-61, Lines 28-30.
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T68-62, Lines 14-15.
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d) any appeal by Applicant against refusal or affected landholder against
approval; and
e) any further appeals to higher courts.
377.

No witness gave evidence of how long this process may take. We respectfully submit
that the experience of this Court in the judicial process, and in case law of similar
proceedings in other courts, it could reasonably anticipate these steps to take some
months to years to complete.

378.

Accordingly, even if this Court were to make a recommendation for approval, and
that recommendation was to be acted upon to issue an ML in October, it would be
months, and likely years, before that approval could be acted upon (assuming an
regional interests development approval is issued as a result of the RPIA process, and
not refused).

4.3.6 Declarations available if RPIA application not made prior to construction
379.

Section 78 of the RPIA provides as follows:

380.

Accordingly if the Applicant acts in a manner inconsistent with the RPIA, for
example by commencing construction prior to obtaining a regional interests
development approval, any person may seek a declaration in in the Planning and
Environment Court.

381.

The declaration process may be reasonably assumed to take some months and, if the
result is confirmation that an regional interests development approval is required,
then it would add to the time taken before the resource activity can commence.
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5

PRELIMINARY MATTERS

5.1

Applicants Assessment of Witnesses – it is absurd to suggest that only those in the
coal industry may comment on noise, dust, groundwater, economics etc.

382.

The Applicant has sought in these proceedings to accredit it experts on the basis that
they work in coal mines and for the coal industry. 289

383.

The Applicant seeks to draw an inference against experts for the objectors on the
basis that they do not, by enlarge, work in the coal industry.

384.

The Applicant does not establish that there is anything manifestly unique about coal
mines that remove them from the laws of physics or principals of economics.

385.

An expert in dust, noise, groundwater or economics is perfectly capable of assessing
the impacts within their fields of expertise, regardless of the source of those impacts.
It is absurd to suggest otherwise.

386.

On the contrary, the independence of objector witnesses from a financial or
commercial interest in coal mining removes any hint of financially motivated bias.

387.

In contrast almost all of the Applicant’s witnesses derived financial benefit from coal
mining, either directly, or through benefit to their employer. This not to suggest that
any particular witness was in fact biased.

5.2
388.

Applicant’s suggested ‘sensitive place’ definition is inappropriate
The Applicant has suggested that the definition of ‘sensitive place’ in the draft EA is
amended to add the following text. 290
“…..but does not include places that are within the boundaries of the mining lease,
nor places that are owned or leased by the holder of the environmental authority or its
related companies or places for which an agreement has been entered into between
the holder of the environmental authority and the owner of the place for the provision
of alternative measures to mitigate the impact of mining activities for the Stage 3 New
Acland Mine Project at the place.”

389.

‘Sensitive place’ is a term used within a number of Schedules to the draft EA: Air,
Waste, Noise, Sewage Treatment and Light. With respect to OCAA’s objections, it is
relevant to air and noise.

390.

The Applicant’s proposed amendment should not be made for reasons that include
the following.
a) It limits the scope of the term used and defined in the CG’s stated conditions.
With respect to air and noise, these are conditions B1, B3, D1, D4 and D6.

289
290

See, for example, paragraph 36.60(m) of the Applicant’s Submissions, SP143.
Applicant’s written submissions at [41.45] to [41.47] and Annexure C, SP492.
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Such a limitation is inconsistent with those conditions and therefore cannot be
changed in that way, given s.190(2)(b) EPA.
b) ‘Sensitive place’ is not defined in either the EPA or the EP Regulation 2008
(EPR). The EPR defines ‘sensitive receptor’ as a “sensitive receptor under any
relevant environmental protection policies.” The EPP Noise lists sensitive
receptors in Schedule 1 for acoustic quality objectives, and defines a sensitive
receptor simply as “an area or place where noise is measured.” The EPP Air
does not refer to sensitive receptors. In any case, both the acoustic quality
objectives in the EPP Noise, and the air quality objectives in the EPP Air, are
to be progressively achieved to achieve the purposes of the respective policies
over the long term 291 The amendment would effectively remove sensitive
places from the regulatory scheme by way of mitigation agreements, which
does not facilitate that progressive achievement and contrary to the regulatory
requirement in s.51(1)(c) EPR.
c) Further, it would be contrary to a regulatory requirement under the standard
criteria by failing to protect environmental values, and meeting quality
objectives, under the EPP Air and EPP Noise pursuant to s.191(g) and
s.52(1)(i) EPR.
d) If the results of air quality monitoring required at any of the sensitive receptor
number locations in Table B1 show an exceedance, no compliance action could
be taken under Condition B1 if that location had a mitigation agreement – and
most already do or are now owned by the Applicant. 292 If ‘an alternative
location’ was to be identified in the AEMP, the Applicant could simply select
another sensitive place for monitoring exempt from compliance with B1 (with
agreement or ownership). The same issue exists for noise with respect to some
of the sensitive places listed in proposed Table F3. 293
e) It is inconsistent with the definition of ‘noise sensitive place’, which has a very
similar definition as ‘sensitive place’. The proposed amendment would then
create inconsistency and/or a disjunct between the monitoring requirements in
Table F1a and F1b, and the enforcement intention of Condition F1.
f) The Applicant cites evidence that EHP would consider the existence of a
mitigation agreement between the Applicant and an owner of sensitive place in
deciding any enforcement response to an exceedance at a sensitive receptor. 294
However, this does not support the amendment because it is appropriate for
EHP to retain its discretion as applied under its Enforcement Guidelines, which
involves taking into account all relevant circumstances.
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EPP Air, s.8(4); EPP Noise, s.8(3).
SR 7, 8, 38 and 35 have agreements, SR 36 and 39 appear to be owned by the Applicant – see Ex.961
293
SR 8, 34, 35 and 38 all have agreements – see Ex.961
294
Applicant’s written submissions at [79.4].
292
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5.3
391.

5.4
392.

Reply on Lay Witness Evidence
In the time available OCAA has not been able to fully reply to all of the Applicant’s
aspersions on OCAA’s and other objectors’ lay witnesses. To the extent we have
been able to in the time available, such replies are included at Annexure E.
Reply to Applicant’s submissions
In the time available, we have not been able to reply to every matter raised in the
Applicant’s 692 pages of submissions. However, silence in this submission in reply
is not to be taken as an admission by OCAA of any of the matters in the Applicant’s
submissions.
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6

ACOUSTIC AND VIBRATION ASSESSMENT AND ENGINEERING

6.1

Introduction

393.

It turns out that almost nothing put forward by the Applicant was what it seemed
when it came to noise.

394.

The Applicant’s claims as to historical performance on noise were shown to be
completely wrong. By the time its own expert came to give evidence it was accepted
that it created noise at sensitive receptors well above even the generous limits that
are set by the current EA, although it could not say by how much or how often, other
than at least 131 nights at Acland since the start of 2014. It failed to record
complaints, conducted monitoring that was “essentially worthless” and caused
repeated nuisance, distress and disturbance to its neighbours over 15 years without
ever being held to account.

395.

The modelling that was done to give confidence in its capacity to meet proposed new
standards was shown to have used techniques unknown to either expert in the case,
which had the effect of artificially improving the results for the Applicant. The
modelling is at best incompetent and at worst recklessly misleading. The only
conclusion that the Court can safely draw from the modelling is that the mine is
highly likely – if not certain – to be unable to comply with its noise limits.

396.

The often-heard refrain in response to any of the shortcomings identified in past
performance and modelling was to extol the virtues of the TARP system combined
with adaptive management. However, the evidence demonstrated that the trial of the
TARP over a lengthy period at Acland together with adaptive management failed to
avoid noise levels at sensitive receptors that were more than the currently regulated
levels. Indeed, the only way in which the Applicant could demonstrate an ostensible
improvement in its performance at Acland was to change the monitoring equipment
that it used. Tellingly, the glowing assessment of the TARP’s performance was
ultimately abandoned by the Applicant’s own expert Mr Elkin.

397.

Further, for all the talk of new and improved noise standards, it became apparent that
the limits proposed in the draft EA are the highest (that is, the least protective for
surrounding residents) that could possibly have been chosen from the range of
standards and policies available. The standard that was chosen from Schedule 1 of
the EPP Noise is – on proper construction – intended to set acoustic limits for a place
from all sources. The lower limits from other standards apply to the noise generated
from a particular source. The Applicant wants to have its cake and eat it by adopting
the higher EPP Noise limits but treating them as if they apply only to noise from the
mine.

398.

In contrast to the poor evidence base for historical compliance, current compliance
and the capacity for future compliance, the lived experiences of the lay objectors and
witnesses are consistent and compelling. They convincingly describe the intrusion of
mine noise into their homes and lives over 15 years. To the extent that the Applicant
has done any competent monitoring it strongly supports those lived experiences.
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399.

At its most basic level this Applicant should not be allowed to continue to do to its
neighbours what it has been doing for 15 years. Whether what has happened is the
result of poorly designed conditions, failure of enforcement or a lack of will or
capability by the Applicant, or a combination of those things, does not matter. What
matters is that it has happened.

400.

Of course, if the Court could be satisfied that everything would change with a new
EA and that the neighbours could live in their homes without the threat and reality of
highly intrusive mine noise then perhaps approval could be properly considered.
However, the Applicant’s past performance, its current performance in the shadow of
this proceeding, its continued lack of transparency and the results of the modelling
do not permit that conclusion.

401.

This project should not be permitted to proceed. It was always ambitious to mine so
close to existing residents without destroying the peaceful enjoyment of their
properties. The Applicant has failed to meet its ambitions over a very long period of
time and there can be no confidence that it will not continue to do so in the future.
The conditions stipulated by the CG are not sufficient to protect the surrounding
community from another (at least) 12 years of intrusive and damaging noise.

402.

These submissions make good the above summary under the following propositions:
a) The Applicant’s past and current performance has been very poor;
b) The modelling provided in the EIS is misleading and – on proper analysis –
demonstrates the likelihood of repeated and regular compliance;
c) The Applicant’s TARP plus adaptive management trial has been unsuccessful;
d) The noise standards in the draft EA are unjustifiably high and will not protect
sensitive receptors even if they are complied with;
e) The monitoring and reporting requirements of the draft EA are inadequate to
ensure compliance.

6.2

The Applicant’s past and current performance has been very poor

403.

Of everything that has unravelled for the Applicant in the course of this trial, its
claims made via Mr Denney in reliance on EHP’s Compliance Assessment Report
are probably the most obvious.

404.

What has become clear is that the Applicant perceived that it had a neighbour
problem rather a noise problem, whereas the evidence has demonstrated that it had –
and continues to have – a noise problem.
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6.2.1 The Applicant made bold claims about its past performance
405.

In its opening address to this Court the Applicant relied heavily on an EHP
Assessment Report, noting that: 295
“The EA assessment report – EAP.0012 – relevantly records that the applicant has a good
record of compliance during the period 2010 to 2015, which are the dates between which the
report was assessed. Your Honour, the administering authority carried out a total of 48
inspections, both proactive and reactive, during those five years. There was no enforcement
action taken as a result of any of those inspections. There were 38 reactive site inspections
and, of these, 36 were observations of the blast monitoring. All 36 inspections required no
further action with the activity being in compliance. The remaining two reactive site
inspections also required no further action”.
The assessment report also notes that between those years – 2010 and 2015 – the administering
authority – DEHP at that time – received 19 complaints. Only one episode of non-compliance
was identified and the result was a negotiated outcome. What this means is that New Acland’s
compliance has been good.”

6.2.2 The Applicant failed to reveal the true number of complaints made to it and
exceedances that it knew about
406.

The Applicant either knew or ought to have known that the claims made in the
Assessment Report on which it so heavily relied were wrong. As it turned out, the
Assessment Report numbers were essentially worthless. Mr Loveday (the EHP
delegate) explained that these aspects of the Assessment Report had been prepared
from a Compliance Report put together by EHP’s “Intelligence Unit”. He was then
referred to an analysis 296 prepared by an EHP solicitor who reviewed the
Department’s records. That analysis showed that over the period during which the
Assessment Report identified 10 noise complaints to EHP, there had in fact been 51.
No adequate explanation for this failure was given by EHP. OCAA’s attempt to
analyse the vast amount of documents that have been tendered regarding noise
complaints, actual or potential exceedances, and EHP response, is the table at
Annexure B. 297

407.

Of greater importance than EHP’s lack of understanding is the extent to which the
Applicant was prepared to take advantage of it. It was prepared to open on the claim
that EHP had received only 10 complaints and Mr Denney was prepared to swear an
affidavit that included those figures. The EHP numbers of complaints were repeated
even though the correspondence put before the Court by objectors between EHP and
the Applicant reveals on its face reference to more than 10 noise complaints.

408.

In addition, the Applicant – through Mr Denney or otherwise – failed to place its
own record of complaints in its Complaints Register before the Court. The Court
only has it because OCAA called for it cross-examination of Mr Denney and

295

T1-23, Lines 33-46. Emphasis added.
Exhibit 1226, TMP.0021 (Correspondence between statutory party and T Plant re disclosure (Nov 2015 to
early Feb 2016) SP7.
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tendered it as an exhibit. 298 Under cross-examination Mr Denney agreed that he
knew that there was a complaints register but he could not explain why it was not in
his affidavit. 299
409.

The complaints register revealed many times more complaints about noise than the
EHP Assessment Report indicated. Even so, it has become clear that multiple
additional complaints by at least Mrs Mason and Mrs Harrison 300 were not recorded.

410.

Attached to Mrs Harrison’s Second 301 and Third 302 affidavits are a number of diary
entries that expand over the periods of 2006 to 2010 and include entries relating to
interactions with NAC over this period. Mrs Harrison provided these diary entries as
evidence of past performance of NAC with regards to not only noise complaints, but
also complaints relating to dust, blasting and responsiveness to complaints. 303

411.

Mrs Harrison provides that of these entries 53 complaints were in 2008 and 114
complaints in 2009, which include (but are not limited to):
a) 15 for May;
b) 20 for July;
c) 21 for August; and
d) 14 for September. 304

412.

Mrs Harrison expanded on her diary entries during her oral evidence stating that 25
August 2006 was the first time that she had started to call the mine in relation to the
noise impacts that they had been experiencing. She clarified that although there
seemed to be “only five times in 2006 we rang up, I wouldn’t say that that was all the
noise that we had”. 305

413.

In relation to the complaints received directly by the Applicant, Mr Denney did not
know whether complaints were referred to EHP. 306

414.

The willingness of the Applicant to rely on data from EHP that it should have known
was wrong should be of real concern to the Court. That OCAA had to bring the
deficient Complaints Register to the Court is consistent with the way in which

298

Exhibit 675, OCA.0035 (NAC Complaints Register 2002-2016).
T2-39, Lines 1-8.
300
Proved by diary entries and telephone records.
301
NB: Diary entries for Harrison Second Affidavit are dated between 2006-2010. See Harrison Second
Affidavit, paras 5-6, SP1.
302
NB: Harrison Third Affidavit includes missing extracts of diary entries that were not included in Mrs
Harrison’s Second Affidavit.
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See List of diary entries for various complaints at Exhibit 1803, AH.0032 (Marked up Schedule of Annexures
to Aileen Harrison’s Affidavits).
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T3-65, Lines 35-38.
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monitoring data from near the Mason property in 2014 and 2015 was not revealed in
the EIS 307, in Mr Denney’s affidavit or to the Applicant’s own noise experts and,
along with many other relevant documents, it had to be brought out by the objectors
in this trial largely against resistance by the Applicant. Much of the available source
data was not included in the EIS.
415.

Even Mr Moore’s routine monitoring was only disclosed and made available to the
Court as a result of a request from EDO 308, refused by the Applicant 309 and only
provided after the Court’s orders on 8 February 2016. This monitoring is not
referred to in the EIS.

416.

Mr Moore’s extended monitoring at the Plant/Ward residence in 2011 was also not
referred to in the EIS. Had it been it would have revealed that: 310
The results of the ambient noise level assessment are non-conclusive with respect to mine
noise impact but provide a clear indication that mine noise could only be a potential noise issue
during the night-time.

417.

Whether Mr Denney’s evidence was deliberately misleading or simply incompetently
assembled does not matter. Either way it should not be relied on. His affidavit did
not generally identify where he had sourced his evidence from others, where the
evidence was hearsay on hearsay and where it may have been subject to group
think. 311 This issue was understandably commented on by the court. 312

6.2.3 The experience of the Applicant’s past performance by lay objectors and witnesses
418.

The impacts that noise has had during Stages 1 and 2 over the past 15 years is
evident through the lived experiences detailed in a number of the objectors’ and their
lay witnesses’ evidence.

6.2.3.1 Glenn Beutel
419.

Mr Beutel has made a number of legitimate complaints about the noise impacts that
he has experienced throughout the life of the mine, particularly the impacts that he
suffers from during the evenings. Mr Beutel says that from the early days he was not
very familiar with the complaints process and found it “very stressful to complain”,
especially at night. 313

307

Mrs Mason called for Mason data during cross examination of Mr Denney in March. It was finally disclosed
to OCAA on 27/4/16 after further EDO request 21/4/16 and after Mr Savery had requested it in his IR (Kwan
affidavit 29/4/16 SP 11 and 15.
308
Exhibit 434, OCA.0020 (Affidavit of Andrew Kwan dated 1 March 2016) SP24.
309
Exhibit 434, OCA.0020 (Affidavit of Andrew Kwan dated 1 March 2016) SP26.
310
Exhibit 546, TMP.0038 (Extended Environmental Noise Logger Noise Assessment Adjacent Plant/Ward
Residence, Balgowan Lane, Balgowan) and see T3-44 L10 where this passage was put to Mr Denney by Dr
Plant.
311
T6-58, Line 42 to T6-60, Line 21.
312
T6-72, Lines 25-45.
313
T71-16, Lines 37-42.
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420.

After complaining to EHP on a number of occasions, Mr Beutel explains that EHP
had undertaken some noise testing at his residence and that the tests revealed the
noise levels recorded were non-compliant. However, it was his understanding that
NAC would not accept the results due to the qualifications of the EHP staff. 314
Following this, a second test by a qualified person was undertaken at his property
which also showed non-compliance, 315 followed by a third round of noise testing
some time later, and although it showed compliance, the background noise levels
were increased in the results. 316

421.

The noise impacts suffered by Mr Beutel were and remain extremely stressful and
upsetting for him. This is demonstrated by documents that have come to light since
the commencement of these proceedings.

422.

One such example is when Mr Beutel had called the pollution hotline regarding a
noise complaint stating that “he only called when he thought the mine was exceeding
limits and that the Monday (6/1/14) and Tuesday (7/1/14) were particularly
bad/affected his sleep”. The filenote from EHP dated 10 January 2014 notes: 317
He left a message on the pollution hotline.
The complainant raised concerns, including noise nuisance and a perceived lack of
enforcement by the department.
…
During the phone call, his conversation was often erratic, he would make complaints about the
departments actions (or lack of)/not representing the community and then proceeded to tell me
that it would be easier to – to take a sleeping pills and not wake up again. 318

423.

Mr Beutel then explained in his evidence that:
Generally, yes, I do recall a similar thing, and at the same time, I was also trialling herbal
sleeping pills. But the not wake up again comment is a sign of – possibly not an intention, but a
sign of – perhaps I could call that a cry for help…But there’s no intention indicated in that. It
was a desperation comment rather than an intention to do it. 319

424.

This evidence illustrates the intense stress and desperation a number of objectors and
lay witnesses have been forced to deal with as a result of noise impacts at their
property, especially when they are accustomed to residing in peaceful rural
environments.

425.

When asked to further explain whether he was taking the sleeping pills as a result of
the mine noise or other stressors related to the mine, Mr Beutel bluntly states:
Well, I can’t recollect any other stressors I’ve had other than the mine. 320
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426.

Mr Beutel expanded on this, recalling when he would make complaints in relation to
the mine noise:
With regards to the exceedance levels and everything, I also put in my EIS submission, I think,
or IEIS a table of calls I had made about mainly noise… And after the EHP did testing on my –
at my property, on the nights they did testing and exceedances were recorded – of which they
notified me a long time afterwards, I think – I could then make a subjective sort of analysis of
an objective figure. And I made the comment to myself that I wouldn’t probably – I could have
but I wouldn’t normally have complained on those nights that they did testing. So that was a
subjective assessment of their work compared to my observations and it was very valuable to
me because I had a connection with – with objective noise levels and – and my – my – how
they affected me. 321

427.

At 4:58am on 20 January 2014 Mr Beutel had called EHP “in a very distressed state”
and he “was screaming for the noise to stop”. 322 When asked during crossexamination by Mr Kwan whether this particular instance demonstrates how he
would often feel about the mining noise, and whether this is the point at in which he
felt the need to complain, Mr Beutel replied:
Yes. It was an awful experience. It’s an intrusive thing. 323

428.

Mr Beutel explained his experience of the complaints process:
Policing by complaint does not work unless monitoring is done 24/7 by the administering
authority. Compliance is unlikely unless there are penalties for breaches and the proponent was
given at least 12 months to manage their projects so compliance could be achieved. What is the
point of an EA? 324

429.

He went on:
[I]t feels like we’re permanently living in a courtroom and that they do and understand what
they can do to satisfy legal requirements with their behaviour and are always protective of their
interests, their business interests, their operational interests, and there is no relationship
between stakeholders as neighbours and the company…
…
So if there’s no evidence of noise – real time is the requirement…
…I ring up because that’s now and the noise is a nuisance now and I am angry now. But no
point in me ringing up tomorrow and saying last night it was noisy, and when you ring up now,
they visit you – they do testing tomorrow when the atmospheric conditions are different and
they say they’re compliant. So there’s a mismatch in timing with all this process. There’s no
point in having a complaint on one day and a subsequent testing of – of data on another day
when the environmental conditions are different. So real time is the only time that has any
meaning. And – and if – if you get a report a month later…you have to – you haven’t got
records of – of – necessarily good records of those days, and – and there’s no point in
complaining in hindsight…we haven’t seen any proactive management because they’re always
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defending themselves or hiding the information. You can’t have goodwill in that
relationship. 325

430.

Mr Beutel agreed that the complaints process made him feel frustrated and helpless.
He described it as a “[c]ompletely dysfunctional” process. 326

431.

Mr Beutel explains how he has experienced the inadequacies of NAC’s noise
monitoring :
…there seemed to be no proactive noise monitoring and willing – I’m not – as far as I
understand, there was monitoring for 15 minutes a month.
…And statistically, I just find 15 minutes a month completely and utterly useless when you
have such a variation in climatic changes. And even the – I really appreciate the efforts of the
EHP to do some testing at my place and, generally, I think it was at least about six months
apart. So for them to get exceedances on two nights was extremely fortunate in the sense that
you can go for weeks without any noise because of climatic conditions. So to have 15 minutes
a month isn’t going to give you a picture on the noise impact on any particular place. 327

432.

Mr Beutel’s property is located just over 800 m from the current West Pit operations.
Mr Beutel had made complaints relating to the West Pit (which commenced at some
stage between February and June 2016). Mr Beutel explained that he has made two
complaints to EHP. He explained that both complaints were made on weekends when
he felt the noise was “particularly bad” and that he experienced these noise impacts
in the early mornings. 328

433.

When asked whether EHP had advised him of any outcome in relation to his
complaints or whether any investigations had been undertaken, Mr Beutel responded
“[n]o” and that he “never expect[s] immediate information from them”. 329

6.2.3.2 Aileen Harrison
434.

Mrs Harrison described the increasing impacts that Stages 1 and 2 had in terms of
noise during her evidence-in-chief:
…stage 1 had moved right up fairly close to where we were and stage 2 moved straight into it.
And that is when we started to have the worst problem. The noise at night was just absolutely
unbearable. As the time went on and they got more and more and deeper and deeper into it –
into ’07 and ’08 and ’09 and ’10 – you’d get woken up in the middle of the night as though
there was a couple of big excavators outside your bedroom window. It was at the mine, I
know, but it was just so loud and it’d wake you up. And you first thought it was out there and
you’d, you know, fly out of bed and then realise, no, it was actually at the mine. 330

435.

During Stage 1, Mrs Harrison, along with many others in the local area, was advised
to call the mine at night if she was disturbed by noise. However, Mrs Harrison gave
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evidence that night time was when it was most difficult to get through to the
Applicant to complain. 331
436.

She explained that there was often only a voice message system where, much to her
dissatisfaction, she would leave a message and not get a response. She describes this
experience as a vicious cycle whereby no one would answer the phone at times when
she was suffering so severely from the noise impacts and resulting sleep deprivation.

437.

She gave evidence that “[s]ometimes I’d ring up to at least three times and leave
messages on the answering machine, and they’d never get back until – well
sometimes never”. 332

438.

Mrs Harrison expressed in her evidence her desperation for the mine noise to cease,
stating that she “could not cope with the noise and having to ring during the night”333
when the mine was at its peak in terms of noise impacts on their property.

439.

Mrs Harrison emphasised her concerns during her oral evidence:
I used to wake up at times and I’d think that there was some sort of a demolition going on
outside my bedroom window. You’d just wake up with this terrible noise. The whole place
was just ringing. And we had our windows and doors shut but it – it was just, sort of, coming
in through it and it was just ringing in there and it was in our ears. We couldn’t talk or
anything…And you’d ring up about it…I would ring the mine and I’d get an answering
machine so I’d leave a message…I’d wait for an hour or something like that. There’d be no
answer so I’d ring again and I’d get an answering machine again and I might do that once more
or – or else I’d just go to bed and – and scream with the pain of it all night. 334

440.

During 2006 and 2007 Mrs Harrison made several complaints to NAC in relation to
the noise impacts that they were experiencing at their property. However, as Mrs
Harrsion outlines in her statement, “[n]o action seemed to be taken by them”. 335

441.

She elaborates further on the noise impacts that she and her husband continued to
suffer due to the mine:
…the machinery that they were working, as they went deeper the overburden they would be
loading that onto he trucks, and you’d hear all these rocks and things falling, boom, boom into
the truck. And then eventually they’d have it full and they’d drive it up which was right in
front – well, when I say in front it was right at the back of our house where my bedroom was,
and we looked straight onto that.
…we were only about a kilometre – maybe a bit over a kilometre from the houses. And down
the paddock where the stock was, well, it was less than a kilometre across to – to our
paddock. 336
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442.

Mrs Harrison emphasises that it was at these times, when she could clearly hear what
she describes as loading trucks with overburden, that she would call to complain. It
was only at a point of desperation that she “could not cope with the noise and having
to ring during the night”337.

443.

Due to the noise and other impacts Mrs Harrison and her husband became
“increasingly desperate to move” due to the deteriorating health of her family
members, farm animals and their business.338

444.

In 2010, Mrs Harrison relocated and now lives with her husband Ken on the property
of her daughter and son in law in the Yallangur district, approximately 15 km from
the existing mine and around 7-8 km from the proposed Stage 3 expansion. 339

445.

Mrs Harrison’s new property is not comparable to Bremar. 340 Rather than living out
her years in her dream house conducting her business that she built a lifetime to
achieve, 341 she now resides in a “miner style donga”. 342 NAC has done that to her.

6.2.3.3 The Plants
Dr Tanya Plant
446.

The Plants’ property “Samarai” is approximately 1 km north-west of the current New
Acland Mine.343 If approved and constructed, parts of Stage 3 would be closer to the
property than the existing operations. 344 They are sensitive receptors 4 and 5.

447.

The Plants have been significantly impacted by noise since the commencement of
mining operations in 2002.

448.

In 2010, Dr Plant contacted the mine raising her concerns about the noise, ultimately
leading to NAC including the Plants’ property into their monthly noise monitoring,
with the understanding that they were to receive the results of the monitoring. 345 This
noise monitoring commenced in June 2011. Initially, Dr Plant had received noise
data for June, July and August 2011. After that date, Dr Plant recalls that no further
data in relation to the noise monitoring has been received, even though the monthly
noise monitoring has continued to be conducted at their property. 346 It was not until
these Court proceedings commenced that Dr Plant was able to gain access to the
noise monitoring data (amongst others). 347
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449.

Dr Plant over the years had made several complaints to EHP in regards to the noise
and dust impacts and the effects that they were having on her family. When asked
whether EHP had adequately addressed their concerns, Dr Plant emphasised her
concerns:
No, not at all. No. In that first contact, they indicated that they would do some noise
monitoring and they would – they would – no, I don’t recall for sure whether they – what they
indicated in terms of monitoring of dust, but they were certainly going to collate information
about dust and give me a report on that. But there’s – I don’t think I’ve had anything back
from EHP on the air side of it. And just the – the attitude from EHP on that issue, I was really,
really disappointed. Their handling of – of the whole – the whole issue of impacts from the
mine. 348

450.

In addition, Dr Plant recalls her parents Mr Sid and Mrs Merilyn Plant raising
concerns about noise for a very long time and yet no monitoring at all has been
conducted at their property. As Dr Plant elaborates:
…that’s been part of the – part of the frustration, I guess, is that yeah, we raised concerns
about noise and we met with the staff at the mine and there was an offer for some monitoring
and a few minor things happened, but fundamentally nothing changed in terms of the noise.
And so, yeah. It’s still an issue, the fact that I’m not ringing all the time hasn’t changed that,
it’s – it’s still a concern. 349

451.

It was only after various complaints during 2011 and 2012 that Dr Plant became
more aware of the inadequacies of the current EA and the issues surrounding the
noise conditions.350

452.

Her awareness of the complaints based system was confirmed when she received a
reply from DERM that “these are complaint-driven conditions”. This was in relation
to monitoring that had been undertaken at Mr Beutel’s property which clearly
showed exceedances.351 Yet, because no complaint had been made, the exceedances
were not considered as non-complaint. 352 It was at this point that Dr Plant describes
her feelings of distrust in the Regulator: 353
I anticipated that the company had different interests from mine but to realise that it seemed
that the Government’s interest wasn’t in protecting people but in seemingly having an
environmental authority that effectively required them to do nothing and meant they took no
responsibility was really very upsetting and – and it really put the pressure on – I realised then
that even where the mine was doing monitoring that offered no – offered people no protection
from high levels of noise and dust unless they made a complaint to – to EHP. 354

453.

In cross-examination Dr Plant elaborates on her dissatisfaction on the current EA and
its inadequacies in terms of the noise conditions. Mr Berkman referred Dr Plant to an
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email that she had sent to a Mr Rowland Philip, making specific reference to the
following paragraph: 355
I was horrified in my recent meeting with DERM’s compliance people to realise that not only
don’t DERM do additional monitoring unless there are complaints, but also they don’t take any
actions even when they know the EA limits are being exceeded, eg. the Acland data. 356

454.

She explained further:
I got the impression in terms of compliance, and this was something I only realised later, that
complaints to the mine don’t count in terms of the existing EA, it was only complaints to EHP
and there was no requirement for the mine to forward on complaints to the mine to EHP. So
while the mine at some point developed a – a number you could ring about noise complaints
that – any complaints made there, as I understand it, didn’t – didn’t count in the eyes of EHP in
terms of – as I said in that email from EHP they’ve said that high levels of noise and dust
didn’t count unless they coincided with a complaint and that seemed to be a complaint to EHP.
Now, in terms of my experience with the complaint with – with EHP – well, I guess, I
probably already explained that. I mean, they just had contact with the mine and decided
themselves that everything was fine and didn’t get back to me even until I contacted them
again. 357

455.

Mr Ambrose QC, in his cross-examination of Dr Plant, attempted to explain that the
assessment of noise and dust was a matter for the Regulator. When probed whether
she would accept that, Dr Plant responded “I wish I could accept that completely”
and that she “understood that the Regulator has a responsibility for assessing” West
Pit, but that she no longer had “faith in the Regulator to do that any more”. 358 The
Court would be left with the reasonable impression that the ambiguity in the
conditions and regulatory failure was to the Applicant’s advantage.

456.

Dr Plant went on:
I mean, at each stage in the process we’ve been told even back in stage 1 that there was going
to be strict environmental conditions and everything was going to be fine and it has not been
fine. Even in stage 1 it has not been fine. It’s been noisy even at mum and dad’s place and
stage 2 has been noisy at my place and they still say it’s operated in accordance with strict
environmental conditions and we’ve had now the stage 3 EIS go through the government
regulatory approach and get through the Coordinator-General’s approach and yet we’re still
here in court seeing things that are cause for concern. 359

457.

In addition, during her evidence Dr Plant was asked to explain how the first Court
site visit that took place on the night of 9 March 2016 compared to her experiences
of noise generally. Dr Plant explained that “it certainly wasn’t noisy during the night
of the site visit, obviously” and that “the noise at my place that night was audible but
it wasn’t even comparable to what it has been on a number of occasions”. She
elaborates that once she returned home from that site visit, at approximately 1 or 2
am, that it seemed “similar or marginally louder than when we were there during the
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site visit”. Dr Plant thought that it may have been the wash plant noise that the Court
and the parties had heard on that night rather than the pit operations. This is because
the pit operations on the night of the site visit were “right down the far southern end
of Stage 2”, resulting in them being further away than normal night time
operations.360
Sid Plant
458.

Mr Plant explained that he and his wife have raised concerns with NAC about noise
on a number of occasions and gone so far as to make a number of specific complaints
to them. However, no action has been taken. Mr Sid Plant states that they have also
made complaints to the government, but because the complaints were not on the
correct form, no action has been taken. 361

Dr Steven Ward
459.

In 2012, after making a formal complaint to EHP about the impact that the mine’s
noise was having on his family’s health and wellbeing, EHP undertook monitoring at
the Plants’ residence on two occasions (once in summer 2012 and once in winter
2012). 362

460.

The initial EHP noise monitoring, each lasting 2-3 days and not targeted at or
necessarily coinciding with the highest noise levels, showed noise values just below
the allowable EA limits, whilst the second EHP noise monitoring event demonstrated
a breach of the mine’s 40dB(A) limit on night-time mine noise. 363

461.

Despite these breaches, no enforcement action was taken and the Plants have
continued to suffer noise impacts.

462.

Despite closing their house up to try and block out the constant drone of the mine
plant and constant sounds of dump trucks, Dr Ward describes the noise as still being
able to penetrate into their house. 364

6.2.3.4 Angela Mason
463.

Mrs Mason explains that when Stage 1 began, they were not issued with an afterhours phone number to call to report issues, nor did any emissions monitoring
program exist. 365

464.

When an after-hours phone number was supplied, Mrs Mason had many problems in
making after-hours noise complaints during the late evenings and early morning. She
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explained that the OCE on shift would often not answer the phone meaning that she
would have to stay up all night waiting for the OCE to return her call. 366
465.

In addition, during Stage 1, Mrs Mason gave evidence that the Mine Manager at the
time, Mr Cameron Borias, was either “very slow to respond to our phone calls about
our ongoing issues” or that he just “simply didn’t call back at all”. Her desperation
over how these noise impacts were affecting her and her family is evident in her
witness statement. Mrs Mason states that “[a]s a result of this [we] were forced to
face additional sleepless nights without resolution to a particular issues at the time”.
Mrs Mason asserts that the promises to take action to resolve these issues, which
were made by Mr Borias during Stage 1, have, to this day, never been satisfactorily
resolved. 367

466.

Mrs Mason describes that she felt “demoralised by NAC’s lack of response to our
ongoing issues” and that NAC has “continued to emit nuisance emissions”. 368

467.

In relation to the process for calling the mine at night to make complaints Mrs Mason
said:
…having a phone number to ring during the night was certainly better than not having a phone
number at all, because if you have an issue in the night and it can – you believe that it might be
able to be resolved in the night, well, it’s best that it’s resolved then and not the next day.
Unfortunately, as was explained to me by the OCE, open cut examiner, pit supervisor,
whatever you want to call them, that they’re not allowed to answer the mobile phone while
they’re in the pit. So if you ring while they’re in the pit, you have to leave a message. And so
you would have to wait until the message was returned, which didn’t always get returned, I
have to say, which means that you would have to wait around in the night for someone to ring
you back to see if a matter could be resolved at that time, or, I mean, in – in the – in the case of
that night all – all equipment was already working in the hole. So you – you can’t put
equipment – noisy equipment in a hole to reduce the noise if it’s already in the hole. It’s just
that at that time in 2002 – I mean, they may as well be mining straight on top of my house.
They were that close, and I – I don’t think that there was anything that they could’ve done that
was going to reduce the noise. It was just so close and such a lot – lot of activity. 369

468.

By December 2002, noise monitoring had begun and during a phone call Mrs Mason
had made to David Moore he confirmed that the reading taken on the night of 10
December 2002 was “way over” the limit. To Mrs Mason’s dismay, she explained
that “[t]o this day noise monitoring records only 12 hours of noise each year at their
property Home-Lea, leaving 99.9987% of noise unmonitored. 370

469.

Twelve years on and very little has changed. In June 2014, NAC had placed a noise
logger across the road from their property in response to ongoing noise issues.
During this time, Mrs Mason states that she “phoned NAC twice to report 7 nights of
excessively loud noise” and when she spoke with Mr Tom Sheppard from NAC on
19 June 2014, he told her that the noise was “right up there” when compared to the
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allowable limits. However, despite having the noise logger installed across from their
property and the continuous number of complaints made to NAC, Mrs Mason
declares that the noise has continued to be an ongoing problem. 371
470.

As a result of these proceedings, Mrs Mason has been able to obtain through
disclosure the data for the noise logger positioned across the road from her property.
These were tendered by Mrs Mason during her evidence-in-chief and form Exhibit
1185 – Bundle of 638 monitoring log files regarding noise monitoring across from
Mrs Mason’s house.

471.

The data that was disclosed was for the period of 2014 to 2015 and consisted of a
spreadsheet for the noise data, a spreadsheet and a chart depicting both of the
spreadsheets. This is discussed in more detail below because of its significance as
one of the best data sets in this trial – albeit one that the Applicant did not include in
the EIS or disclose of its own volition.

472.

Mrs Mason experienced the main noise at night as low frequency noises from the
mine noting that the “best way I can describe the noise I hear from the mine during
the night – clearly, when the meteorological conditions mean that I’m receiving it –
is a really low king of guttural roar”. 372

473.

During cross-examination by Dr Plant, Mrs Mason was shown a number of charts
that related to the data.

Figure 6-1:Exhibit 1208, AM.0043 (Noise Met Chart 29 June 2014)
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474.

The chart relating to 29 June 2014 was put to Mrs Mason which shows Leq night of
44.4 dB(A) and the LF of 43.1 dB(A), depicting a graph below and over the period of
10pm onwards.373 When asked whether the graph seemed to be consistent with Mrs
Mason’s understanding of the night time low frequency noises that she experiences
from the mine, Mrs Mason explains:
…it’s a really busy place, the construction site, and there’s lots of pieces of heavy equipment
going about their business. So I say to people it’s like that, only it can be a lot louder. And it –
it feels like it’s coming from all around, not– unless rocks are dropping in – are being dropped
into the hopper bucket or there is a bulldozer on the ROM pad, which I can hear … for hours
on end sometimes, or if a truck has made a delivery to the ROM pad and is taking off, for want
of a better word, then I can hear that noise. But they would be noises that are superimposed
over a constant loud, kind of, low guttural industrial roar. So that’s – that’s my understanding
of what – of what that green line – that low frequency noise, I suppose, just as it’s been
described to me. That’s what it is, sounds like. 374

475.

Another chart that was put to Mrs Mason was one dated 30 June 2014.

Figure 6-2: Exhibit 1865, TMP.0963 (SX55-G1-noisemetchart-20140630)

476.

During cross-examination of Mrs Mason, Dr Plant described the chart as being an
evening period indicating Leq for night time as 45.3 dB(A) and the LF for the night
(presumably averaged over the whole night) as 43.7 dB(A). 375

477.

Dr Plant took Mrs Mason to 10-11pm and onwards indicating that this seemed to be
the “night time period” and the periods of 5-7am which seemed to indicate the
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“morning periods”. When Mrs Mason was asked whether the chart depicts her lived
experiences, she explained:
It’s incredibly quiet. If the mine was not across the road, if it didn’t exist, it’s incredibly quiet
where I live. We’re all in bed. We’re like most people. We – we don’t farm 24 hours a day,
we’re in bed asleep. And…during the day, the activities of life generate noise, generally
there’s more wind, it generates noise, the road is busy during the day, it generates noise. But at
night, now, if the wind – if it’s very still and, clearly, very cold, or if there is a – a wind
blowing in a – from the mine, towards my house, it’s very noisy.
…
The low frequency noise that’s being made and the total noise that’s being made are the same
thing. And if the noise expert says that that green line is measuring the frequency bands for
mining equipment, well, to me that says the noise is coming from the mine. 376

478.

Mrs Mason elaborated about the nature of the noise:
Well, from listening to the experts talking, I now understand that low frequency noise is noise
made by large pieces of diesel powered equipment…
…
My ears would tell me that it’s a – it’s a noisy night, that I would be experiencing a lot of noise
at my residence, based – based on that. 377

6.2.4 The reality of past performance on noise – what the limited monitoring reveals
479.

In the JER Noise, the experts agreed that NAC’s performance in responding to and
investigating noise complaints prior to the TARP, and installation of the real time
Sentinex monitor was not satisfactory. 378

480.

The significance of this agreement should not be lost. This is a site that the
Applicant has been mining for 15 years in the face of regular complaints from many
of its nearest neighbours about noise. Had there been the will then one would have
expected any issues with noise to be resolved over those years. For its performance
to remain “not satisfactory” after more than a decade of operations is telling. It also
stands at odds with the Applicant’s claim in opening that “New Acland’s compliance
has been good”.

481.

The Applicant relied on monitoring by Mr David Moore. Both noise experts agreed
that Mr Moore’s monitoring techniques were essentially worthless for compliance
purposes.379

482.

Again, the significance of this concession should not be overlooked. Mr Moore was
the way in which the Applicant tested what noise it was causing. Even had his

376

T79-74, Line 13-39.
T79-74, Line 41 to T79-75, Line 6.
378
JER Noise, [466].
379
Noise and Vibration JER, [412]-[422].
377
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monitoring not been essentially worthless, it amounted to monitoring of a very
limited extent over the life of the mine. 380
483.

Mr Elkin agreed with a number of damning propositions about the David Moore
monitoring:
“The current noise monitoring program has not been conducted using best practice
methodology, which has prevented NAC and sensitive receptors from having a better
understanding and quantification of the noise emissions from the mine operations, particularly
when dominant extraneous noise levels, such as insects, were present”. 381

and
“That report [a report by David Moore] purported to monitor the background noise level in the
absence of mine noise and compare it to the mine plus background noise level when the mine is
operating. The methodology is flawed and the mine noise results are incorrect”. 382

and
“The poor methodology and incorrect conclusions continued with this new meter”. 383

and
“This lack of analysis meant that in most instances where the LAeq adjusted one hour noise
levels exceeded the noise limit or when numerous discrete exceedances of the noise limits were
manually noted by Mr Moore during the monitoring, the monitoring report invariably reported
that the compliance of the mine was not able to be determined due to extraneous noise
sources”. 384

and
“The incorrect conclusions are due to the failure of Mr Moore’s technology to identifying –
quantify the contribution of insects and other extraneous noise sources in the noise sample.” 385

and
“The omission of one-third octave spectral analysis from the analysis of the noise monitoring
conducted by Mr Moore has rendered most of what he has measured as worthless with respect
to the objective of testing compliance for the mining noise emission levels”. 386

484.

It is hard to imagine a more damning indictment on a monitoring regime than was
given by the two experts in this case.

485.

The Applicant of course suggests that it was entitled to rely on Mr Moore’s expertise.
However, this ignores the warnings that were given by EHP about the problems with
Mr Moore’s data:
a) EHP internal email dated 14/2/12 “I have significant difficulty in interpreting
his reports in those circumstances where he has said that the level of
compliance could not be determined.” (exhibit 1478, TMP.0425)

380
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b) EHP letter to NAC 18/9/13 (exhibit 1535, TMP.0487) – given new NAC
equipment, EHP questioned NAC’s statement that "determination of
compliance has been difficult to date due to extraneous noise impacts and the
inability to measure accurate background noise levels”.
486.

It is of major concern that the Applicant was not capable of identifying that its noise
monitoring regime was defective, particularly as it continued to use Mr Moore’s
reporting to aggressively push back on EHP findings that it was breaching its noise
limits. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that a less than rigorous approach to
noise monitoring was in the Applicant’s interests.

487.

Because of the paucity of monitoring and the fact that much of it was worthless,
there is a lack of measured data as to what noise the mine was causing. For the
purposes of this analysis we put to one side the real time monitor at Acland, which is
discussed below in relation to the failure of the TARP plus adaptive management.

488.

Nonetheless, there is data (albeit limited) available from three sources. First, there is
some assistance to be gained from the David Moore data, limited as it is. Second,
EHP did its own monitoring at times. Third, there was some monitoring done near
sensitive receptors using high quality equipment.

489.

For the above reasons the Applicant’s attempt, in paragraphs 41.55 to 41.56 of its
submissions, to absolve itself of blame with respect to noise emissions because of its
reliance on Mr Moore should be rejected. Even its ongoing inability to meet the
required limits, for example, in Exhibit 980 set out below, indicates that the
Applicant was not interested in questioning Mr Moore’s results or in ensuring
compliance.

490.

Mr Savery set out some of the results of Mr Moore’s monitoring in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3: Moore monitoring from Savery Report 387

491.

An analysis of the David Moore data and the EHP monitoring demonstrates that
there were repeated measurements over 40 dB. See Table 6-1 for a summary of EHP
noise monitoring from 2012 to 2015 – see a detailed analysis at Annexure A
regarding monitoring by the Statutory Party from 2012 to 2015.

492.

All of these sources demonstrate exactly what local residents have complained about
for years, namely regular loud and intrusive noise at night. In particular, high quality
data from Mrs Mason’s property in 2014 shows that the mine was creating levels of
noise well above the existing (generous) night maximum of 40 dB.

493.

This high quality monitoring data was not included in the EIS and Mr Elkin opined
that someone must have decided that it was not relevant. 388 Quite why high quality
monitoring data would be deemed to be irrelevant while only a limited amount of
“essentially worthless” data from Mr Moore would be included in the EIS has not
been explained. Nor has the Applicant’s initial opposition to disclosing it during the
trial.

494.

The best example of the significance of this monitoring is that which was undertaken
across the road from Mrs Mason’s house in 2014. Oddly, this monitor was placed in

387
388

Savery SoE, SP11.
T3-36, Lines 10-24.
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an “acoustic shadow zone” or, in other words, in an area that will be quieter than the
surrounding area because of the topography. Even within that “acoustic shadow
zone” the monitor was measuring regularly above 40 dB for low frequency noise and
the maxima were reading as high as 70 dB. This was not a one-off but a regular
pattern.

Figure 6-4: Noise monitoring data across the road from Mrs Mason’s house in June 2014

495.

A snapshot of these readings can be seen in Exhibit 980 (OCA.0089). It shows low
frequency noise up to 49 dB on a one-hour average at night on 26 and 27 June 2014.
128
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496.

Tellingly, even the data does not tell the whole story of what Mrs Mason and her
family would have experienced. Mr Elkin gave evidence that at night the noise at
Mrs Mason’s house would be 6 dB higher when measured in the acoustic shadow
zone. If 6 dB is added then every measure over these nights was over 40 dB and
there were one-hour averages as high as 57 dB. The LMax is as high as 72 dB
without any adjustment.

497.

It is then not surprising that Mrs Mason describes her experience of noise in this
way:
You know, when operations first started – I live – my house is a traditional sort of Queensland
style – it’s a wooden home. It’s up off the ground on stumps, you know. The excavator – it
was just – it started – only a couple of hundred metres form the edge – end of Cherrys Road,
right on top, right on top of the ground, and it takes a long time to get right down in a hole and
– so to dig that hole, you have to move the overburden somewhere, so they – the overburden
actually came and was placed closer to my house, about 900 metres away was the closest
distance, and you have to understand directly behind that is the CHPP and the ROM pad, all
the noise is concentrated immediately near my home, and when you have a large amount of
big, heavy mining machines working, they make a huge amount of noise. There wasn’t a
single inch of my house that wasn’t penetrated by unbearably loud noise, particularly as I said,
you know, if it’s still in winter, when the air is heavy or when the wind is blowing towards us,
you know, the floor – the floor boards would vibrate, there was so much noise. You know, it’s
so much noise, in fact that we were just denied sleep on a very regular basis and it’s – it’s a
hard way to live to not know if you’re going to be allowed to sleep that night. I mean, I would
have to be doing things like – I would have important things to do the next day. I have to get
in the car and actually drive to Brisbane and you need your sleep to do things like that. You
need – you need a good quality of sleep actually just to – to live a – a life and manage just an
average amount of stress. So it was just unbearably loud…
…as the pit progressed in front of my house it went straight across. It didn’t move backwards.
It actually progressed across and so did the other pit’s spoil dump. It progressed across in front
of me so for about the first six years it – it was – it was just an awfully loud experience and, as
I’ve said, the CHPP and the ROM plants – well, they just never moved. So very, very loud. 389

498.

Rather than acknowledging the force of the data that it had reluctantly disclosed, the
Applicant attempted to explain the very high readings on the basis of the proximity
to the road of the monitor. The irony that it was relying on apparently incompetent
placement of the monitor appeared to be lost.

499.

Specifically, in re-examination of Mr Elkin the Applicant pointed to road surveys
indicating 722 vehicles per day travelling on that road leading to the conclusion that
there were 30 vehicles per hour or “one every two minutes on average”. 390 The
Applicant was content to leave this issue at that point to permit it to submit that the
results from this monitor could be explained by road noise. At no stage did it attempt
to help the court by producing evidence from its road surveys as to how much traffic
travelled that road at night.

389
390

T79-80, Lines 12-40. Emphasis added.
T44-65, Lines l4-l36.
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500.

This state of affairs pressed Mrs Mason to conduct an all-night survey that
demonstrated a pitifully small amount of traffic on that road at night. 391 Certainly
not enough to explain the noise levels monitored on a moving hour-by-hour basis.

501.

Mr Elkin said of Mrs Mason’s description of noise that it could be mid-40s, and that
level is twice the loudness of 37 dBA.392

502.

Mrs Mason’s survey is also consistent with the evidence that was given by her of her
experience of noise. If these very high noise readings were caused by traffic close to
her house then it would be expected that her experiences would have been constant
but they have not been. Equally, it would be odd if Mrs Mason could not
differentiate between road noise and mine noise.

503.

The only rational conclusion from the 2014 Mason data is that the Applicant was
grossly exceeding 40 dB per night on a regular basis and causing very loud
maximum noises on a regular basis. This is – other than the Acland data discussed
below – the best data set available. Although, there is some other data available. 393

504.

The Applicant’s use of this data is relevant in assessing both its willingness and its
capacity to know about the noise problems it causes and to deal effectively with
them.

505.

EHP conducted some limited monitoring at the site which itself – as explained above
– showed exceedances of the limits in the EA. NAC spent considerable effort
disputing any such exceedances relying on David Moore’s “essentially worthless”
reports.

506.

It is telling that over a period when complaints were continuing and its own
monitoring showed exceedances, its monitoring was minimal and decreased. EHP
did the equivalent of just over 11 days’ monitoring in 4 years, and analysed only 55
hours of that monitoring for compliance. A table fully explaining the basis for this
analysis is attached as Annexure A but is captured in the following summary table:

391

Exhibit 1203, AM.0038 (Excel Spreadsheet Noise Data 12 June 2014 (Marked Up)) and Exhibit 1205,
AM.0040 (Excel Spreadsheet Noise Data 18 July 2014 (Marked Up)) explained at T71-62, Line l7 to T71-67,
Line l27.
392
T41-11, Lines 10-18.
393
See Exhibits 546, TMP.0038 (Extended Environmental Noise Logger Noise Assessment Adjacent Plant/Ward
Residence, Balgowan Lane, Balgowan, 12 July 2011) and Exhibit 602, TMP.0102 (Environmental Acoustics
Analysis of Background and Source Noise Logger Data for Plant, Balgowan Road, Balgowan, 7 April 2014).
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Table 6-1: Summary of EHP noise monitoring 2012-2015

Year

Monitoring
Period

Attended/
Unattended

Approx total
Monitoring Time
(inc. any background)

Total Hours
Analysed by
EHP

Exhibit
&
DOC ID

Appprox Total
Monitoring
Hours (inc
background)

2012

10-13/04/12

Unknown

Unknown

3 hrs

Ex. 1171 TMP.0457

unknown

6-8/07/12

Unattended

73.5 hrs

4 hrs

Ex. 1171 TMP.0457

24-29/10/12

Unattended

84 hrs

6 hrs

Ex. 1517 TMP.0468

9-12/07/13

Unattended

70.5 hrs

3 hrs

Ex. 1531 TMP.0483

9-11/07/13

Attended

3.8 hrs

3 hrs

Ex. 1531 TMP.0483

14-15/07/14

Unattended

31 hours

25 hrs

Ex. 688 TMP.0557

15-18/07/14

Attended

9 hrs

9 hrs

Ex. 688 TMP.0557

8-9/10/15

Attended

2 hrs

2 hrs

Ex. 1638 TMP.0597

2013

2014

2015

157.5 hrs

Alliance Inc

5

74.3 hrs

3

40 hrs

0

2 hrs

0

Total EHP Noise Monitoring for 2012-2015: approx. 274 hours = 11.4 days
(total analysed = 55 hrs)

CLOSING SUBMISSIONS BY OCAA
Filed on behalf of the Oakey Coal Action

Total
Exceed
ances

8

Environmental Defenders Office (Qld) Inc
30 Hardgrave Rd, West End, Qld 4101
Telephone: (07) 3211 4466
Email: edoqld@edoqld.org.au
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6.2.5 Lived experience of noise impacts
507.

A final but critical category of evidence is the lived experiences of local residents
and their experience with mine noise. The Applicant has never placed anything like
the weight on these lived experiences that it should.

508.

The below section sets out some of the lived experiences that a number of the
objectors and lay witnesses have experienced since the commencement of mining
operations in 2002. It is important to note that even after 15 years of mining
operations, many of the objectors and lay witnesses in these proceedings still, to this
day, suffer from significant impacts in relation to noise.

6.2.5.1 Frank Ashman
509.

As outlined in the groundwater section above, Mr Ashman’s property Shannonbrook
is located approximately 8 km east of the current New Acland Mine Stage 2 and will
be approximately 5 km from the mine should Stage 3 be approved. 394 Mr Ashman’s
primary place of residence is approximately in the location of sensitive receptor
42. 395

510.

Although Mr Ashman does not claim to be an expert in noise and vibration, 396 he has
been approved as an accredited person with the Queensland Department of Transport
and Main roads, for purposes which include the modification of exhaust systems and
the testing thereof, such as noise levels. 397 Mr Ashman has purchased and uses a
noise metering device which he believes is to be industry best practice and has been
trained for its operational use. His device was calibrated with the National
Association of Testing Authorities, Australia on 10 July 2015. 398

511.

Mr Ashman states that on about 10 occasions over the last 6 months (from the date of
Mr Ashman’s LWS), when he experiences any mine noise he has used his sound
equipment in the manner in which he was trained, to determine the objective sound
level. 399 On at least two of these occasions, Mr Ashman made diary entries of the
measured sound levels in conjunction with the time and wind direction. The results
being:
(a) on 26 April 2015, the mine noise was 40 dBA at approximately 7:30am with
no breeze; and

394
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396
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398
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(b) on 3 December 2015, the mine noise was 39 dBA at approximately 7:00am
with an easterly breeze. 400
512.

From Mr Ashman’s noise measurement observations, he considers that when he
experiences hearing the mine the objective sound level is approximately 39 dBA
LAeq. 401

513.

Mr Ashman states that the noise from the mine is evident from his property and
describes the noise to be “quite annoying”. He expands stating that the mine noise
that he observes is dependent on the weather conditions. He highlights that the noises
that he and his wife experienced and recorded indicated that the peak noise from the
mine usually occurs at approximately 6:30am with a measurement of 40 dbA. Mr
Ashman states that they have recorded this level at this time on a number of
occasions. 402

514.

Of significant concern to Mr Ashman is the fact that he has recorded several
instances that are clearly over the draft EA’s night time limit of 37 dbA LAeq. From
his experience and records taken to date, this would indicate that they are already
experiencing, in Stage 2, noise impacts 3 db higher than the proposed Stage 3 draft
EA conditions. 403

515.

Mr Ashman elaborates:
Presently, we are experiencing noise that comes and goes and experiencing this audible low
frequency sound 24 hours a day. The noise we experience seems to depend on the atmosphere.
The noise characteristic is consistent, although the amplitude seems to come and go. From my
experience I can correlate this to being a result of temperature inversion. In my experience, this
occurs around the hours of daybreak, which can be as early as 4:30am during the summer
periods. 404

516.

And further:
…but there has been increases in the current noise levels in your operation. Not all the time,
but at certain time – when I hear it, and I have a hearing impairment, if I can hear it, the
average person with good hearing can pick it up very, very audibly.
And this is before Manning Vale West Pit moves much close to you?---It may well be but
there has been obvious changes. Yes. 405

6.2.5.2 David Vonhoff
517.

The southern boundary of the Mr Vonhoffs’ property Bryana is located
approximately 7-8 km north-west of the current NAC Stage 2 and, should the Project
be approved, their southern boundary will be approximately 4km from the mine. 406

400

Ashman LWS, paras 72-73, SP10 and Exhibit FA7.
Ashman LWS, paras 74, SP10.
402
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403
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T65-19, Lines 11-17.
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518.

Mr Vonhoff believes there have been changes to the noise levels from the mine since
the development commenced. He describes the sounds as being:
…a constant hum which can grow louder depending on wind movement and atmospheric
temperature. Generally, when the wind is blowing, the hum is less obvious. 407

519.

Mr Vonhoff also describes that “on one occasion there has also been shaking in the
ground”. 408

6.2.5.3 Max Scholefield
520.

Mr Scholefield’s property Coolabah South is located approximately 10 km from the
current mining operations and will be approximately 6 km from the Stage 3
expansion. 409

521.

Mr Scholefield gave evidence that he and his wife Jane have always been able to
hear the mine, from the beginning of Stage 1 through until the present day. 410 He
expands on this during his evidence:
… I am very worried when it – when it gets four or five kilometres closer to me, though, as 10
kilometres away it’s acceptable, but certainly any closer, and I feel it won’t be, but I – I have a
grave fear. 411

522.

When asked to describe the noise impacts that he experiences from the mine Mr
Scholefield explains:
It’s…[a]n annoying bump and grind noise that goes on a lot, but it’s not too loud, so, therefore,
I accept that it’s – it’s there, but – and it could – could get much worse. 412

6.2.5.4 Glenn Beutel
523.

Mr Beutel, who is the last remaining resident of Acland, is currently located just over
800 m from the current Stage 2 mining operations (edge of West Pit), 413 and will be
located approximately “a hundred metres away” 414 from the Stage 3 Manning Vale
East Pit (of which construction has already commenced and which forms the bottom
of West Pit).

406
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Figure 6-5: Exhibit 1841, NAC.0205 (Contour Map Showing the distance of West Pit from Mr Beutel’s house)

Figure 6-6: Exhibit 1842, NAC.0206 (Image 1, showing the measurement of 804.6 m from the West Pit to Mr Beutel’s
house)
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524.

It has become very clear that Mr Beutel has been tremendously affected by the noise
impacts of the mine since it commenced its operations in 2002.

525.

Mr Beutel describes the severe noise impacts that he has continuously suffered from
during his cross-examination by Dr Plant:
It obviously varies depending on the weather – which way the air movement is coming from
and what they're doing.
…it has varied over time, but right from the early days there was quite a lot of noise and the
haul truck when the wind was blowing from the west or the air movement was from the west.
Haul trucks made a whining sound and it’s not always the loudness of the noise but quite often
a combination of the intensity and the type of noise that is upsetting. I always describe it as
groaning and moaning. So when it’s at its worst, it is very upsetting because I sometimes
describe it as being on the tarmac of a[n] airport with many planes’ jet engines roaring. So
there’s variations of the noise. There’s a general roar, there's a banging of – the noise of stuff
going into the back of trucks, probably and the clunk-clunking of probably Caterpillar tracks
and – for me, like, as the sound expert put it, if you were asleep and you're awoken, you don’t
necessarily know what woke you up.
But my house is reasonable with – with the reduction in noise, but if, as I often do, get up in
the middle of the night and go outside or even in waking hours want to be outside and I hear
that noise, sometimes I have trouble getting back to sleep because I find it so intrusive and so
upsetting when I'm familiar with the peace and quiet of a country night without that noise so
that you can hear the mopokes calling or the koalas bellowing. When you struggle to hear a
mopoke calling or a koala bellowing but you – it’s just audible, you really feel like there’s
something wrong and that intrusiveness and the nature of the noise is very upsetting and
there’s no way of dealing with it. 415

526.

In terms of the blasting that occurs, Mr Beutel explains his experiences:
…it’s like someone shaking your house and it’s intrusive, but apart from that, you get a fright
and you think – perhaps I’m sensitive to – to the thing.
…
So sometimes you know they’ve had one and you don’t notice at all, so they’re no worries.
But sometimes they’re just moderate and unremarkable, so they’re no worries. But I do really
– I don’t enjoy them at all if they’re above a certain level. 416

6.2.5.5 Aileen Harrison
527.

Mrs Harrison and her husband Ken were living in their property “Bremar” when
mining began in 2002. Bremar is located approximately 5 km from the mine, 417 with
mining operations moving progressively closer during Stages 1 and 2. 418 By 2007
mining activities from Stage 2 came as close as 1.25 km from Mrs Harrison’s
property. 419

415

T70-47, Line 45 to T70-48, Line 20. Emphasis added.
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528.

Mrs Harrison outlines in her statement that by 2002 when mining commenced, her
and her husband’s quiet place in the country started to become consumed with the
sound of mining noises. This, in combination with the impacts on dust that they were
experiencing, while remaining liveable at the time, was quite unpleasant. 420 Mrs
Harrison recounts that over the next four years, the noise and dust problems steadily
grew as the mining operations progressively came closer to their house. 421 By 2006,
the dust and noise became so bad that it started to negatively affect their business. 422

529.

They were also affected by blasting, with some of the blasts being “exceptionally
large” and that they “would cause the whole house to shake”. 423

530.

By 2007, Mrs Harrison described the noise as becoming so loud at her property that
they were not able to hear the ‘wireless’ (radio) at night. 424 When asked to give the
Court an indication of how loud it was or whether there was anything comparable,
Mrs Harrison explained:
Well, I’m a person, actually, that has always had a wireless go beside the bed, and I have
music on it, and when I’m – things are annoying me, I’ve always been able to sleep through
that, and I used to turn it up and turn it up, and still I couldn’t block out the noise coming from
the mine and – well, it – it was up so loudly that, well, it was too loud to – to be able to be
comfortable with it, and I still couldn’t really hear the music because of the noise of the mine
coming in all the time, and that was in our bedroom, but also in the lounge, which was on the
other side of the end of the house, which was on the northern – not the northern – on the
eastern side of the house. Our bedroom was on the – on the western, and when stage 2 was
going and they actually moved round that corner there – as you know – would realise, it started
straight out in the western side, but it – it moved round to the southwest, and as they was
getting nearer that end, we couldn’t even hear the TV in there with our windows and
everything shut. We very seldom open anything. 425

6.2.5.6 Noel and Grant Wieck
531.

As outlined in the introduction, “The Park” is located 1.6 kms from the proposed
Stage 3 Manning Vale West Pit and about 4-5 kms from the current Stage 2. 426 Mr
Grant Wieck’s house, “Chelmonte” will be approximately 1.5 km from the Stage 3
Project should it be approved with his property being located approximately 4.5 km
west of the New Acland wash-plant. The family homestead in which Mr Grant
Wieck and his young family reside is located approximately 6 km from the nearest
part of the Stage 2 operations.427

532.

The family house in which Mr Grant Wieck and his family live, and a worker’s
cottage located on Chelomonte, have been identified as sensitive receptor 44. 428
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533.

Mr Grant Wieck states in his evidence that the noise to date has not infringed on his
quality of life and believes that this may be due to the natural topography of the
landscape surrounding his property which may shield them from the impacts of
noise. 429 However, he has observed a change in low levels of background noise. He
says that these changes would be consistent with his understanding of how the
locations of the pits and associated activities have progressed. 430

6.2.5.7 The Plants
Dr Tanya Plant
534.

It is very clear from the evidence heard throughout the proceedings that noise is of
significant concern to the Plant family. They have been raising their concerns,
particularly in relation to noise, since the beginning of Stage 1, and it continues to be
a major problem. She describes the noise as being “awful and sometimes…you just
almost can’t bear it anymore”. She expands on this stating that it sounds like
“roaring, just going on outside and it’s just absolutely roaring”. 431 Dr Plant explains
that the noise is so loud that “it often wakes me up and makes it difficult to sleep”. 432

Mr Sid Plant
535.

Mr Sid Plant states that he has been personally affected by the noise from the Stage 1
and 2 development and that his experience with noise varies with the atmospheric
conditions and depends on what kind of operations were being conducted at the
mine. 433

536.

He put it this way:
Initially the noise kept us awake a lot for approximately 2 years until the overburden dump,
between us and the early pit was high enough to make a bit of a barrier from where they were
working them. However it has still continued to wake us up from time to time and be a major
annoyance. 434

537.

When asked in cross-examination whether he had experienced noise impacts at his
residence beyond the first two years of mining operations, Mr Sid Plant replied
“[o]bviously”. 435

538.

He went on:
…things affect different people differently a bit. I had learnt to sleep in some strange places. I
slept within three metres of a major railway line out here near – just near the exhibition
grounds for a fortnight every year for a time. And after the first night, I could – even those
things stopped and roared off from there, I could sleep through it. But this was – it was there
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all the time, but it wasn’t the same all the time. It was changing and sometimes, it was fan
noise. Sometimes it was just accelerating noise and gear change and – but it was just pervasive
enough that I had trouble sleeping and it regularly woke me up. And I think the whole family,
one way or another, complained about the same sort of thing. We’ve got an old Queenslander.
We really haven’t slept with windows open since the mine came and it’s still noisy enough that
we couldn’t – wouldn’t choose to. 436

539.

When NAC undertook blasting his house shook and wobbled. 437

Dr Steven Ward
540.

Dr Steven Ward states that his personal experience in relation to noise impacts has
been more one of annoyance and that he has found it detrimental to the health of his
family, particularly in terms of interrupting his, Dr Plant’s and their two young
children’s sleep. 438

6.2.5.8 Angela Mason
541.

Mrs Mason’s property “Home-lea” is located approximately just over 1 km from the
current Stage 2 mine. 439

542.

Mrs Mason explains that when activities began that they occurred directly across the
road and approximately 1 km from their house. 440 Consequently, from day one, Mrs
Mason describes that they “have borne the brunt of nuisance noise, dust and light
emissions”.441

543.

Mrs Mason recalls that at approval of Stage 1, the mine was to work day shifts only
six days each week and that there was to be no blasting. However, by 2002, just
months after the commencement of Stage 1 operations, the mine began working 24
hours a day, seven days a week. 442

544.

As Stage 1 progressed, the large out-of-pit spoil dump was constructed directly
across the road and approximately 1 km from the Mason’s house. It was at this time
that, as Mrs Mason describes, “NAC used multiple scrapers all with a straight
through exhaust” which operated right in front of the Masons’ house creating what
Mrs Mason describes as “an incredible amount of noise”. 443

545.

Once the night time operations began, Mrs Mason describes the experiences as her
family began “quickly descended into a living hell. Night after night we were blasted
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with incredibly loud noise and showered with dirt”. 444 She expands on her
experience:
Because we have lived at 'Home-lea' for a long time we know that winds can blow from the
south and south west anywhere from late March to early October each year, here and there at
other times of the year and after almost every summer storm. Since mining began these winds
cause loud mine noise at our house. Also, prior to mining if the wind wasn't blowing it was so
quiet we could 'hear a pin drop' outside at night. Since mining began, if the wind wasn't
blowing a constant loud roar from mining operations next door radiated out in all directions.
This started in the afternoon, would go all night and not die down until around 9 o'clock the
following morning. These wind patterns have been ongoing since mining began 13 years ago.
The noise we experience during these winds and still conditions has made living in our house
almost impossible to tolerate at times. 445

546.

When put to Mrs Mason during Dr Plant’s cross-examination as to whether the
description of her family “quickly descending into a living hell” was unnecessarily
strong language for her experience, Mrs Mason maintains the firm opinion:
Not – not at all. It – it was a living hell. I mean, when – when you have no control over –
you’re trying to live a quiet and peaceful life, trying to do the right thing by your neighbours.
We’ve always had a – a way of living that is considerate to others and, well, New Hope’s
activities were regularly on our side of the fence and we had no control over what they chose
to do for operations. And it’s – that’s – that’s a really, really hard way to live especially when
you know that you’re at the very start of a very long project and you’ve got no idea how you
think you can get through it and it was a living hell back then. It – it really was a living hell. 446

547.

She further describes her experience of living next door to the mine:
It’s not an experience that I would recommend for anybody else. It’s been – it’s been a very
difficult experience. I think, you know, we’ve heard a lot of evidence about how noisy it is,
how dusty it is. It’s a huge industrial business. It’s busy. There’s a whole fleet of equipment
over there. It’s industrious, as in very busy, and our area is an area that traditionally quietens
down at night. I note that when I’m in Toowoomba or even here during the night, it’s very
quiet, and we’ve lost that and I think if stage 3 goes ahead, we’ve lost it for another 12 years. I
mean, that’s – how many years is that in total? What, 25, 28 years. Something like that.
That’s a – that’s a – a – a huge chunk out of my life that will be spent having to put up with
something that my neighbours do that I can’t control. 447

548.

Mrs Mason expands on her experiences from the commencement of mining
operations in Stage 1 to how they are presently, particularly in relation to wind
directions:
…so last year [2015] the central pit, if the noise is – wind is blowing from the south or it is
very still, I would get noise from there still and, of course, the infrastructure area, the CHPP
plants, the ROM pads, the – the workshop, the admin area, none of that has moved since it was
first constructed during stage 1, and it’s all directly to the south-west of where I live. So
whenever the wind blows from that direction or if there is no wind at all we hear it, and there’s
no prospect that that’s ever going to change if stage 3 is approved. In fact, if – if un-attenuated
equipment is built there and added to the collection of already existing un-attenuated
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equipment, the simple logic tells me that it will be even louder. So that is – that is the – the
noise that we currently receive. 448

549.

Now that the pits have begun to move further away from Mrs Mason’s property
compared to where they were located during Stage 1, when invited to expand on
whether this has alleviated her concerns in terms of the noise impacts that her and her
family suffer, Mrs Mason bluntly replies “[c]ertainly not”, and that “unfortunately as
far as noise is concerned because the CHPP plants and the ROM hoppers don’t ever
move that noise…has never gone away”. 449

6.2.6 Conclusion from lived experiences
550.

The Applicant’s performance can only be described as very poor. The same may be
said not only its dealings with those affected by its operations, but also its own
attempts to comply with the standards under the EA.

551.

That Mr Denney actually held the opinions about compliance and complaint
management systems that he did suggests that there will be a continuing attitude of
ignoring those that are, and will be, affected by the mining operations if approved.

552.

The Regulator was also regrettably missing in action. Mr Savery said appropriately
that there is a sense that the Regulator was not so keen on being a policeman. 450 The
Court, unfortunately, can have no confidence that if the mine is approved, the EA
standards will be enforced and those around the mine protected.

553.

One of three conclusions can be drawn from the Applicant’s past performance. First,
the Applicant was not interested in noise that it was creating in the homes of its
neighbours. Second, it did not believe its neighbours when they complained of the
noise and employed inadequate systems to realise that its neighbours were right.
Three, it was incapable of running its operation at a level of noise that did not cause
environmental nuisance. Which of these conclusions is correct does not need to be
determined. Any or all of them speak volumes as to whether or not noise nuisance
will continue into the future.

554.

With these things in mind the Applicant now relies heavily on a proposal for
attenuation at sensitive receptors in paragraphs 41.48 to 41.54 of its submissions.
This in itself appears to be an admission that it will not be able to meet the
requirements of the CG and draft EA’s conditions, noting the CG’s conditions cannot
be changed. This begs the question as to why attenuation would be required if the
Applicant could meet the limits imposed.
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6.3

The modelling provided in the EIS is misleading and – on proper analysis –
demonstrates the unlikelihood of compliance

555.

The EIS included noise modelling. The model produced tables and images said to
demonstrate the noise levels that would be experienced at properties surrounding the
mine site in 2019, 2023 and 2029. Both experts agreed that such modelling should
represent a worst case scenario for the obvious reason that if a worst case scenario
demonstrated compliance with a proposed noise level then a decision maker could
have confidence that in (at least almost) no circumstances would mine noise cause an
exceedance.

556.

The model outputs demonstrated compliance and earlier decision makers accepted
those outputs at face value. Although they demonstrated compliance, they revealed
that a number of predictions at particular locations were literally on the cusp of noncompliance:

557.

The evidence in this case has shown that they were wrong to do so. The modelling
outputs here did not represent the worst case scenario and a number of what can only
be described as tricks were used to make the results look compliant when they were
not.
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558.

It is critical to understand that the modellers considered that the modelled results
were as good as the Applicant could hope to achieve. As the Applicant’s modellers
said in the EIS: 451
Reasonable measures to minimise noise for mining operations have been incorporated into the
development of the revised project. The predicted noise levels are considered the lowest noise
levels that can be reasonably achieved through a feasible and viable mining operation.

559.

This comment puts in context the claim regularly made by the Applicant that it can
continue to adjust its operations to reduce noise. Its own modellers did not think so.

560.

If – as is demonstrated below – the modelled results should properly be interpreted as
showing exceedances not compliance then the only conclusion available is that the
Applicant cannot comply with its noise limits while maintaining a “feasible and
viable mining operation”.

561.

The problems with the modelling shown in the evidence are:
a) In an apparent first in noise modelling the modellers reduced every output of
the model by 2 dB.
b) The modellers failed to adjust the model for tonality or impulsiveness.
c) The modellers failed to illustrate the margin of error of +/- 3 dB for the
modelling algorithm used.
d) The modellers’ choice of 2019 as the first output year ignores the construction
period of the mine and assumes the existence of noise attenuating overburden
dumps.
e) Rather than providing a realistic worst case prediction of noise levels, the
modellers aimed the model at the proposed noise limits thus assuring that is
what it would predict.

6.3.1 -2 dB adjustment
562.

The modellers reduced every output of the model by 2 dB on the basis of what
became known as the utilisation rule although, as became clear, describing it as a
“rule” gives it far too much credit.

563.

Mr Savery confirmed in his evidence that he had never heard of or used the 2 dB
utilisation rule, nor had he ever seen it used nationally or internationally; he also said
it was not scientifically valid.452 He gave an example why that was. 453

564.

Mr Elkin agreed in cross-examination that he had never previously applied the -2 dB
utilisation adjustment, he had never seen it before this case, it was unique in his
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experience, 454 he does not know anyone who has done it before 455 and he is aware of
no literature, at any level, on this adjustment or that justifies its use. 456
565.

Given the above, it is (at least) surprising that the uniform 2 dB reduction received
one sentence of justification in the EIS. 457

566.

Notwithstanding the above, Mr Elkin launched a valiant defence of the rule,
although he ultimately conceded that – at the very least – it applies significantly less
to the north and is not supported as a uniform reduction, even though that is how it
was applied in the model. 458

567.

Mr Savery convincingly demonstrated that the 2 dB utilisation rule is invalid
scientifically459 – which is hardly surprising for a modelling approach that has never
been used before and was given one sentence in the EIS.

568.

The cross-examination of Mr Savery did not seriously challenge his position on the
utilization adjustment but centred on the proposition that the Applicant could obtain,
although it would be onerous, another 2 dB through attenuation, including or turning
equipment off, and if necessary, changing to shovels. 460 This needs to be carefully
differentiated from the claimed utilisation rule.

569.

The effect of turning of different ranking sources was also explored in crossexamination of Mr Savery with the conclusion that it is complex process, and a
number of things may be required to achieve such a reduction, and in fact you could
remove 40 sources and get a difference of only 0.2 dB. 461

570.

The -2 dB utilization did not survive the oral evidence and should be rejected. As a
result, the Applicant, cannot achieve the levels required by the draft EA on its own
modelling. Any claim that compliance can be achieved by turning off equipment and
resorting to backpackers with shovels should be rejected as unrealistic. The fact is
that the model represents statements of parameters that establish apparent
compliance by way of “advice” rather than modelling that shows what will actually
happen. 462

571.

As the modellers put it in the EIS: 463
Reasonable measures to minimise noise for mining operations have been incorporated into the
development of the revised project. The predicted noise levels are considered the lowest noise
levels that can be reasonably achieved through a feasible and viable mining operation
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6.3.2 Tonality and impulsiveness
572.

There was agreement between the experts that with any noise project of this kind
there needs to be an adjustment for tonality and impulsiveness. This is because when
a sound is either tonal or impulsive it is perceived as being more intrusive. 464

573.

There are two ways in which tonality and impulsiveness can be recognised. The
limits can be set lower or the measurements can be ‘punished’ by adding an
adjustment if there are tonal or impulsive noises.465

574.

Here, the limits have not been adjusted and there is no requirement in the monitoring
regime to ‘punish’ for tonal or impulsive noises. Mr Elkin did not believe that any of
the measurements being relied upon (for example from Acland) were being assessed
for tonality or impulsiveness.466

575.

This is so even though the modellers indicated in the EIS that there will need to be an
adjustment for tonality and impulsiveness.467

576.

Applying the accepted methodology in the PNCG a limit should be adjusted 2 or
5dBA depending on whether the tonality is just detectable or prominent and the same
for impulsiveness. 468 It follows that the effect of a proper adjustment for tonality or
impulsiveness would be between 0 dB and 10 dB.

577.

In the context of modelling it is standard practice to add at least 2 dB to the outputs
to cater for the possibility that noise will be tonal or impulsive. 469 Mr Elkin agreed
that applying this 2 dB safety factor was something that he had “almost always” done
in the past. 470 He agreed that nothing had been added in the model for tonality or
impulsiveness.471

6.3.3 Margin of error
578.

The algorithms in the SoundPLAN model have a prediction accuracy of +/- 3 dB.472
The outputs presented by the modellers and relied on as showing compliance could
in fact be 3 dB higher or 3 dB lower.

6.3.4 Use of 2019 for the first model output ignores the construction phase
579.

Mr Savery gave evidence that was not seriously challenged that the choice of 2019
(recalling that the model assumed a construction start date in 2017) as the first
modelled noise output had the effect of ignoring the initial construction period.
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580.

As Mr Savery put it in the Noise JER at 45 – 46:

6.3.5 There were significant omissions from the model which had the effect of artificially
reducing modeled noise emissions
581.

Mr Savery identified a number of significant exclusions from the modelling, all of
which had the effect of artificially reducing the modelled outputs.

582.

For example, the model used 113 for the 100T track dozer. The SLR database says
that it is 112 to 124 473 which was at the bottom of the range, requiring it to stay in
first gear and there is no commitment to do so.474

583.

Further, Mr Elkin agreed with Mr Savery that the exclusion of the basalt plant was a
deficiency in the model. By adding it in the predictions for the northwest sensitive
receptors have gone up significantly – some twice as loud as modelled in the EIS.
This impact which only became known during the trial may well have changed
people’s mind about objection. Mr Elkin did not know if the person at sensitive
receptor 11 has been told that the failure of the modellers to include the basalt plant
and that the effect of the error was that the EIS under predicted the impact at his
property such that the noise would in fact be twice as loud. 475
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584.

Mr Elkin also agreed that the figure used for the conveyor was 78 but should have
been at least 82.476 Again, the modelling in this regard did not present a worst case
scenario.

585.

In relation to the noise levels at Acland Mr Elkin agreed that truck noise will be
assessed as part of the mine noise because the public road will be internalised to the
mine lease. Those trucks independently cause noise above 40 dB, 477 the same trucks
are to be used 478 and there is no attenuation planned or documented. 479

586.

Finally, the modelling assumes that all equipment will be attenuated from the
beginning of the project whereas the EIS suggests that this will be a program
operating over 5 years. In a similar vein, Mr Elkin initially claimed that attenuated
equipment should provide a 7 dB benefit, but when pressed he could not say how
much of that benefit was already being used to stay below the current criteria of 40
dB.480

6.3.6 Applicant’s submissions on modeling being designed to meet criteria, utilization
factor, and tonality and impulsiveness
587.

Although the Applicant strenuously tries to submit otherwise, it is clear that the issue
of whether the model was designed to meet the criteria, discussed in paragraphs
41.37 to 41.40 of its submissions, should be answered in the affirmative. Mr Elkin
admitted as much. 481 As we have already noted, the adjustment of -2 dBA was
originally supported by Mr Elkin, without any theoretical support, but was largely
abandoned by him in his evidence. It also did not include any adjustments for
tonality or impulsiveness. This could adversely affect the figures by up to 12 dBA
without taking into account the margin of error, which could add another 3 dBA,
being 17 dBA.

588.

Despite Mr Elkin’s effective abandonment of the -2 dBA utilization factor, the
Applicant in submissions on the issue still argues for it in paragraphs 41.128 to
41.35. The suggestion that even if it is added in it would have had little impact
should be rejected, given that the Applicant’s own modelling already puts it on the
cusp of non-compliance at some sensitive receptors.

589.

The Applicant in paragraphs 41.141 to 41.143 seems to minimize the adjustment that
needs to be made on the basis of tonality or impulsiveness on the basis that it is
‘only’ 2 dBA for both and these things can be managed. The Applicant has not
managed its noise performance over the last 15 years; it has done anything but. It is
also the case that the adjustments are 2 – 5 dBA for each of the elements of tonality
and impulsiveness. For these factors then the adjustment is between 0 and 10 dBA.
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6.3.7 Conclusion on modeling – the mine cannot comply with its noise limits
590.

At the very least all of the modelled outputs need to have 4 dB added to them to
remove the effect of the “utilisation rule” and to add in at least 2 dB safety margin
for tonality or impulsiveness (again being generous that these are not occurring
concurrently).

591.

This is a generous approach given the overwhelming evidence that noise from the
mine is obviously impulsive (for example, the commonly described sound of rocks
crashing into hoppers). On a proper basis the model (or the limits) would be adjusted
by 5 dB.

592.

In addition, the margin of error of +/- 3 dB should be overlaid.

593.

It follows that the model should properly be understood as predicting significant noncompliance with the proposed limits. For example, on the best case scenario for the
Applicant it predicts noise levels 4 dB over the limits proposed in the draft EA at
Acland and up to 7 dB. Given that “[t]he predicted noise levels are considered the
lowest noise levels that can be reasonably achieved through a feasible and viable
mining operation” 482 the modelling predicts failure not success.

594.

This is without accounting for the other significant omissions from the modelling
identified by Mr Savery or the complete failure to model the construction period.

595.

In paragraphs 41.145 to 41.146 of its submissions the Applicant addresses Mr
Elkin’s further modelling with another 4 dB which he said also incorporated a
number of matters Mr Savery said had been excluded. Even this “advice” showed
that there would be exceedances by 4 dB at a number of sensitive receptors, a
number of which the Applicant tries to exclude as being relevant but such exclusion
is contrary to the CG’s conditions.

596.

The Applicant, in paragraphs 41.122 to 41.127 and 41.136 to 41.140, asserts that the
modelling was sufficient for the approval process, that the time periods modelled
were adequate as were the sound power levels and noise sources. In light of the
concessions made by Mr Elkin, and referred to above, it is sufficient to say the
criticisms made by Mr Savery were justified.

597.

Finally, the modelling fails the common sense test. Taking Acland as an example, it
is inconceivable that the worst case scenario will be 37 dB at night when the
Applicant has been consistently failing to comply with 40 dB. There has been no
adequate explanation given as to why a bigger mine, closer to Acland, with more
plant and equipment, will produce less noise than a smaller mine further away. The
same issue exists in the north where significant new fixed plant will be closer to
sensitive receptors yet the model predicts less noise than they have had historically.
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6.4

The Applicant’s TARP plus adaptive management trial has been unsuccessful

598.

The Applicant has consistently sought to draw a distinction between its past
performance on noise and its new approach represented by the TARP plus adaptive
management.

599.

In opening it was put by the Applicant in this way: 483
The applicant has responded to complaints of noise impacts in ways unprecedented in
Queensland. The applicant has introduced, and is perfecting, a trigger action response plan, or
a TARP, system of operations. This complements real time noise monitors and it allows
trained mine staff to monitor real time noise levels, which are analysed along with weather
data, to assess whether the noise measured is attributable to the mine and that no adverse
weather conditions exist at the time of measurement which might exacerbate the noise.

and
He [Mr Denney] also explains that when noise levels are approaching the limit, and upon
consideration of weather conditions, the monitor is able to communicate operations to start
shutting down, relocating, or modifying the operating conditions so as to ensure that noise
levels reduce. He explains that some 998 hours of reduced machine hours have taken place
from February 2014 to September 2015. That’s as a result – a direct result – of the application
of the trigger action response plan

and
the extensive program that the applicant has undertaken to reduce the potential for noise
nuisance has been successful where applied, and that this will continue to be the subject of
improvement as the TARP is further refined and new equipment is purchased with noise
attenuating features.

600.

Mr Elkin gave evidence about the TARP plus adaptive management system that has
been in place using a real time monitor in Acland since early 2014.

601.

In Mr Elkin’s evidence in chief he corrected his own “Table 1” 484 which shows the
number of nights between January 2014 and May 2016 when the current night time
limit of 40 dB had been exceeded. On the face of the table as amended it painted a
poor but improving picture.

602.

It showed a total of 131 nights where the night time limit of 40 dB was exceeded at
Acland. 94 of those nights happened in 2014, 33 in 2015 and 4 in the first 5 months
of 2016. It was also revealed that these failures occurred when the mine was in fact
aiming to keep noise below 39 dB. As Mr Elkin put it under cross examination: 485
Mr Holt: “All right. So NAC, on these nights here that we can see with exceedances – unable to
keep the noise, in terms of reported noise, under 30 – under 39. I’m sorry, under –
unable to keep them under 40 when they were trying to keep 39?
Mr Elkin: That’s correct.
Mr Holt: And if this were in a new world with the new draft EA - - -?
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Mr Elkin: Yes.
Mr Holt: - - - right?
Mr Elkin: Yes.
Mr Holt: And if we assume for a moment that the new draft EA said 40 – I know no one’s
suggesting that, but said 40 at night?
Mr Elkin: Yes.
These would all be breaches of the EA?
That’s correct”.

603.

Both the amended Table 1 and the original Table 1 showed a massive reduction in
exceedances from October 2014. The reduction was not – as it may have seemed –
an improvement in performance by the Applicant. Instead, it was caused by a
change in the monitoring equipment used. The change involved no longer relying on
validated equipment but on unvalidated equipment that its own expert ultimately
conceded should not be used for compliance purposes.

604.

Disappointingly, Mr Elkin’s individual report put the reduction in exceedances down
to improved performance rather than to a change in monitoring: 486
This data shows that since the continuous noise monitor was installed and TARP implemented,
there has been a distinct improvement in the management of mine noise and that NAC's ‘live
dashboard’

605.

However, in cross-examination he admitted that the reason for the change was the
change in measurement technique, that he knew that was the only reason for the
change, could not explain why this important information was not in his report but
accepted that – as a result of the change in monitoring equipment – the results were
not convincing. 487

606.

Mr Elkin agreed that that he did not consider it appropriate to inform the Court with
the fact that the unit was not validated 488 even though it was the new equipment that
allowed the radical improvement in reported noise of below 40 dB. 489

607.

The attempt in the Applicant’s submissions to rescue Mr Elkin’s evidence in this
respect falls short. In paragraph 41.147 it relies on his statement in the Elkin IR that
in “October 2014, NAC commenced evaluating their mining noise emissions using a
combination of …”. 490 That passage does not detract from the clear concessions that
he made that improved performance was down to equipment change rather than less
noise being made.
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608.

The evidence also convincingly demonstrated that the Applicant was wrong to rely
on the new monitoring equipment as any indication of its capacity to comply with the
conditions in the draft EA.

609.

Unlike the existing type 1 validated Sentenex monitor, the new directional Quattro
monitor is not validated at all. However, it will be necessary to use type 1 validated
equipment for measuring noise levels at sensitive receptors for compliance purposes
under the draft EA. 491

610.

The low frequency measure from the type 1 validated Sentenex monitor was
described by SLR in a report relied on by Mr Elkin as an “accurate means of
establishing noise contribution from NAC”. 492

611.

It follows that the results obtained from the Quattro directional array are not an
indication of a capacity to comply with the draft EA conditions.

612.

In terms of the attempted validation of the Quattro equipment Mr Elkin agreed that it
appeared to have been done over a matter of 2 hours and 20 minutes during a period
when the mine could not been heard. Unsurprisingly, he agreed that this was not a
good way to attempt to validate the equipment.493

613.

He also agreed that one of the problems with a directional array is that it performs
less well when noise is inconsistent – such as in this setting. 494

614.

Despite earlier saying the directional system could be used for compliance Mr Elkin
changed his position after being read sections of the validation report. It could only
be used as a performance tool and has been inappropriately used by the Applicant for
compliance purposes since October 2014.495

615.

Importantly, Mr Elkin confirmed that the Applicant is currently using the unvalidated
Quattro measurements “to respond to EHP as part of their responses to any
complaints that are being received”. 496

616.

As well as changing equipment the Applicant also employed what has been referred
to as the “2 dB separation rule”. The Applicant seems to want to maintain the 2 dB
rule at night (because it admits that it does not work at other times) in paragraphs
41.152 to 41.155 of its submissions. However, Mr Elkin made it clear that even
during the night it has problems and may be discarded in determining the final tools
to be implemented. It will only work if it is more immersed in mine noise, in which
case it may not be needed.497 The 2 dB rule has very significant limitations,
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particularly during the dawn period, and it should be discarded as Mr Savery
suggested. 498
617.

Emblematic of the failure of the TARP plus adaptive management trial is the first
site visit. The Applicant chose not to assist the court with a report from its expert as
to what the noise levels at Acland were on the night of the first site visit despite
being aware that the court was interested in that data. 499 However, OCAA’s noise
expert Mr Savery did so and provided a report 500 setting out his conclusions.

618.

Mr Savery concluded that on the night of the inspection there were 5 hours and 20
minutes above the 40 dB limit. Even if the Applicant’s “2 dB separation rule” is
applied there were 2 hours and 50 minutes above 40 dB.

619.

On being provided with Mr Savery’s report the Applicant was granted (without
objection) an adjournment of the trial for a day to allow Mr Elkin to respond. His
response was to say that it relied on the directional Quattro measurement only and on
that measure there had not been an exceedance of 40dB.

620.

That response is entirely unsatisfactory. For the reasons discussed above, the
Quattro monitor is not type 1 validated and therefore cannot be used for compliance
purposes. Based on the Sentenex monitor there were clear exceedances of 40 dB.
Indeed, Mr Elkin agreed 501 with Mr Savery’s analysis of the Sentenex data.

621.

It is important to recall that the low frequency measure from the Sentenex monitor is
described in the SLR Report annexed to the Elkin IR as an “accurate measure of the
mine noise”. Even so, the Applicant was not prepared to concede that it could not
even comply with 40 dB on a night as important as the court’s visit.

622.

For compliance purposes under any new EA the type 1 validated Sentenex monitor
would have to be used. The data from that monitor shows that even on the night of
the site visit the mine could not comply with the current limit of 40 dB.

623.

Since then, and as the court knows, the ‘West Pit’ has commenced moving closer to
Acland. It is no surprise then that during the most recent site inspection on 1
September 2016 the mine noise was in excess of the current EA limits at Acland. 502
There was discussion about the application of the impulsiveness adjustment in the
10.31pm sample, Mr Savery was of the opinion that it was likely required whilst Mr
Elkin’s view was that it was borderline. 503 There was also a maximum of 49 dBA,
even during that short sample.504 Importantly, the same levels were recorded at
10.31pm as at 5.04pm despite the management that is meant to be in place. 505 Whilst
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not definitive due to the limited time of the samples, the readings on the second court
inspection had the same flavour as the lived experience and other evidence showing
the Applicant’s inability to comply with the high limits in the current EA.
624.

The above evidence regarding the Applicant’s performance is damning. Its
improvement over time is – if it exists at all – glacial.

625.

In this case, the TARP performance could not even meet the targeted 40 dBA level
on the night of the Court inspection. Mr Elkin’s concessions confirm Mr Savery’s
evidence set out in his Additional Report dated 1 June 2016, 506 and that evidence
should be accepted. The Applicant, in paragraphs 41.165 and 41.166, also seems to
want to ignore Mr Elkin’s concessions, referred to above, in respect of the noise at
the time of the night time Court inspection.

626.

Mr Elkin ultimately accepted two propositions that demonstrate that the Applicant’s
reliance on its TARP plus adaptive management trial at applicant is misplaced:
a) 2 years after the implementation of the TARP there are still regular
exceedances of the 40 dBA limit 507 and there will be no exception under the
new regime, if the development is approved, for trying really hard; 508
b) the TARP, as implemented, and put forward, is not working. 509 Mr Elkin no
longer claims that the TARP is a sophisticated and successful trigger action
response plan as he had previously reported. 510

627.

Quite apart from the demonstrated failure of the TARP plus adaptive management
trial, Mr Savery persuasively explains why adaptive management in the absence of
robust mine planning and modelling is likely to create the same sorts of problems
that have existed for the last 15 years: 511
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628.

The Applicant relies, in paragraph 41.150 of its submissions, on Mr Savery to
support the proposition that its monitoring performance and implementation of
mitigation measures has improved since the implementation of the TARP when in
fact he qualifies his earlier evidence to “improvement” in the context of a
“significant change”. 512

629.

With respect to the monitoring in the Revised Expansion Project, referred to in
paragraph 41.151 of its submissions, the conditions proposed by the Applicant do not
included any requirements with respect to the type of monitoring equipment to be
used.

6.4.1 Lived experience of adaptive management
6.4.1.1 Glenn Beutel
630.

In cross-examination, Mr Job for the Applicant asked for Mr Beutel’s thoughts on
the proposed adaptive management of noise and whether this was alleviate some of
his concerns in regards to the noise impacts. Mr Beutel emphasises his apprehensions
based on what has happened to date:
…that reality hasn’t arrived, and past experience – there’s no effort to sort of achieve proactive
management in the past which you would expect if there was good will from the company to
comply. 513

631.

512
513

The proposition was then put to Mr Beutel that Mr Savery’s evidence supported the
fact that noise can be suitably monitored to determine whether the limits are being
complied with. Mr Beutel responds “[i]t can be…but I’m not sure that it will be”. 514

T47-24, Line 36-44.
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632.

In cross-examination, Mr Job asked Mr Beutel whether the requirements in the Stage
3 draft EA, along with the expert evidence, sufficiently addresses his concerns about
the lag time between complaints and investigations. However Mr Beutel maintained
his position stating: “I don’t think there should be a requirement to complain”. 515

633.

He further expressed his concerns as to inadequate responses to his previous
complaints: “if the monitoring indicates that they’re not complying, what happens
then? Are there any penalties? Is there any sort of incentive to comply?” 516

634.

It is clear from the experiences that many of the objectors have outlined throughout
these proceedings that a complaints driven process in relation to noise (and air) is not
an adequate approach to monitoring and investigating noise impacts from the mine.

6.4.1.2 Dr Tanya Plant
635.

While Mr Denney outlines in his Second Affidavit that the Applicant has developed
a responsive and adaptive noise management program due to community concerns
about noise, raised in submissions on the EIS and AEIS, Dr Plant expresses the view
that people like herself, her parents and Mrs Mason can take no confidence from
this. 517

636.

When asked her views on whether the mine culture has changed since its early
stages, Dr Plant replied:
I haven’t – no…You know, we’ve still – fundamentally, Steve and I have still been frustrated
by the difficulty of getting information about monitoring that takes place at our own residence.
So, yeah, there’s still that – that lack of transparency, and I think, at the end of the day, it’s still
New Hope’s there for New Hope to try and get their mine approved. And I don’t see any –
any proof of a change of culture that changes things for the positive. 518

6.4.2 Lived experience of mitigation measures
6.4.2.1 Glenn Beutel
637.

One of NAC’s mitigation measures to deal with noise is the installation of air
conditioning units so that complainants can close up their houses (should they chose
to) to block out the noise impacts that they experience from the noise. In crossexamination, Mr Beutel responded in this way:
…it doesn’t solve the problem of having amenity of outdoors that I value very highly, and
there’s really nothing – no treatment of my house that I would normally do for myself. So it
would be a waste of their money and – and an interference and intrusion into my life, and I try
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to minimise my power bill. So having a air-conditioner I would think would be counterproductive. 519

638.

6.5

In addition, counsel for the Applicant proposed whether a mitigation measure of
building a 2-3 m fence around Mr Beutel’s property would be an acceptable measure
to decrease the noise impacts that he experiences, Mr Beutel explained that “it would
be very intimidating to have – and imprisoning to have such a fence” 520 and that he
would find it “very constrictive”. 521 To suggest a mitigation measure of building a 23 m fence around Mr Beutel’s house was bizarre and has the character of being one
final insult.
The noise standards in the draft EA are unjustifiably high and based on a
misconstruction of the EPP Noise

639.

There are a number of regulatory and policy documents issued by the Queensland
Government that are intended to help in identifying and setting noise limits. There is
agreement between the noise experts in this case that the night time limit of 37 dB is
derived from the schedule to the EPP Noise and that it represents the highest number
that could have been chosen from the various regulatory and policy documents. 522

640.

The following table 523 shows the limits that would be derived from each source as
well as the limits approved in relation to the Wandoan project that was referred to in
evidence.
Source

Evening

Night

EPP Noise Schedule 1

42

42

37

EPP Noise section 10

40

35

35

PNCG

35

28

28

MMC

35

35

30

-

35

35

Wandoan Conditions

641.

Day

Mr Elkin very frankly acknowledged that the reason why the MMC and PNCG
conditions were problematic is because this mine in this proximity to residential
properties simply could not comply with those levels: 524
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What I would say in that instance is that if you were to apply a PMC or MMC – Planning for
Noise Control and Modern Mining Conditions – you would end up with noise levels that are
unreasonable and unpracticable. You wouldn’t be able to get there based on the position of
this mine in relation to other properties in the area. So it gets back to the general
environmental duty about doing everything that you can in the State of Queensland that’s
reasonable and practicable and, you know, this mine can’t get down to 28 or 30.

642.

The question of what limits were viable was addressed even more starkly in the EIS
where the conclusion was drawn that the modelled results were as low as they could
possibly be and that anything lower was unachievable. The passage warrants setting
out in full: 525
Reasonable measures to minimise noise for mining operations have been incorporated into the
development of the revised project. The predicted noise levels are considered the lowest noise
levels that can be reasonably achieved through a feasible and viable mining operation.

643.

It must be recalled that the predicted levels at some sensitive receptors are at the
limits proposed by the draft EA. It follows that the choice confronting the Regulator
was either to deploy the highest (i.e. the most generous to the mine) possible limits
that it could or to refuse the Project.

644.

Mr Elkin and Mr Loveday gave unconvincing other explanations for why Schedule 1
had been applied rather than section 10, the PNCG or the MMC. This included that
the MMC had been superseded by the PNCG. However, on it being pointed out to
Mr Elkin that the MMC refers to the PNCG he retreated from that proposition. 526

645.

In terms of the PNCG Mr Elkin said in the JER noise that it was not on the EHP
website, the implication being that it no longer applied. However, he accepted that
this was not so given that the PNCG had been re-issued in January 2016. 527 He also
accepted that the PNCG specifically applies to mining. 528

646.

Mr Elkin could, however, give no convincing explanation as to why the residents
surrounding the proposed mine in Wandoan should receive less protection than the
residents surrounding this mine.

647.

As importantly, he agreed that the Wandoan levels were set using both the EPP
(Noise) Schedule 1 (acoustic objectives) and s.10 (background creep) provisions. No
convincing explanation has been given by the Applicant or by EHP as to why the
background creep provision should not be applied here. The obvious explanation is
that to do so would mean that the mine could not proceed and that is not something
that it appears has been within the contemplation of either the Applicant or the
Regulator.

525
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648.

This leads inexorably to a conundrum. If Schedule 1 to the EPP (Noise) is simply
‘the answer’ as the Applicant would have it, then what is the point of section 10
(background creep), PNCG or MMC?

649.

The answer is that the Schedule 1 values serve an entirely different function to all of
the other measures. They set total acoustic objectives not limits for an individual
noise making activity. In other words the Schedule 1 objectives operate from the
perspective of the listener and the total noise environment that the listener
experiences.

650.

By contrast, s.10, PNCG and MMC explicitly refer to an activity or a project and the
noise that the activity or project is permitted to cause.

651.

In this case the Applicant – with the apparent acquiescence of the Regulator – wants
to have the benefit of an objective designed to apply to the combination of all noise
sources and to treat it as a limit that applies only to the noise that it creates. In this
way it wants to both have its cake and eat it.

652.

To make good this submission requires the court to accept that Schedule 1 table is
intended to apply to the whole of the acoustic environment whereas section 10, the
PNCG and the MMC all apply explicitly to noises emitted from an activity.

6.5.1 Schedule 1 of the EPP Noise applies from the perspective of the listener to the whole
of the acoustic environment
653.

The EPP Noise applies in this matter, as follows. Under s. 176(2) of the EPA the
decision maker must have regard to the standard criteria. The standard criteria, (l),
includes any other matter prescribed by regulation. 529

654.

The EPP Noise creates a coherent regime in which section 10 regulates activities and
section 8 – by reference to Schedule 1 – sets objectives for the whole of an acoustic
environment in a particular place.

655.

The EPP Noise makes this clear in the following ways:
a) Section 8 provides for “acoustic quality objectives for sensitive receptors” to
be set in Schedule 1;
b)

“acoustic quality objective” is defined in Schedule 2 in this way: “for an area
or place, means the maximum level of noise that should be experienced in the
acoustic environment of the area or place” (emphasis added);

c) “acoustic environment” is defined in Schedule 2 in this way “the part of the
environment of an area or place characterised by the total amount of noise
that may be experienced there” (emphasis added).

529
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656.

This analysis makes the position absolutely clear. The Schedule 1 values are
intended to apply to all noise experienced by a sensitive receptor. This is a matter of
statutory construction not a matter of expertise. Indeed, it is clear that Mr Elkin
misunderstood how the Schedule is to be used when he said: 530
Mr Holt: Do you still maintain – it sounds like you do. We might have to go through it again.
Do you still maintain that the acoustic quality objectives in schedule 1, and indeed the
WHO – the WHO guideline numbers are intended to say that there are no health
impacts so long as noise from a particular source is kept lower than those guideline
values?
Mr Elkin: That is my position. That’s correct.

657.

However, when pressed with the definitions noted above, Mr Elkin could not justify
the view that Schedule 1 applies to noise from a particular activity rather than the
“total amount of noise”: 531
Mr Holt: Do you want to change your view? You’re welcome to?
Mr Elkin: Because the acoustic quality objectives that I’ve put forward to the court match
other recognised health and wellbeing criteria for the noise source under investigation,
I believe that they’re appropriate for this facility. I realise that’s not what the Act says
– under the EPP for noise says.”

658.

Mr Elkin sought to justify reliance solely on Schedule 1 of EPP Noise on the basis
that it is consistent with the limits supported by the WHO, which are designed to
protect health and wellbeing. The difficulty with that position is that health and
wellbeing are logically only protected if the limits relate to the total noise
experienced. For example, if Schedule 1 related only to noise from this mine but
another very significant noise emitting activity existed then the total noise
experienced by a sensitive receptor could be much higher than the Schedule 1 limit.
Health and wellbeing would then be affected.

659.

The Explanatory Notes to the EPP Noise states that the values and objectives in it
were made have regard to research and recommendations of bodies such as the WHO
and the Government’s own assessment of the Queensland environment. 532 As such, it
is not appropriate to go behind the Government’s policy decision by, for example,
adopting the WHO recommendations, in preference to the EPP Noise. In this regard,
the detailed discussion of the WHO Guidelines and Australian Standard (AS) 2107,
in paragraphs 41.81 to 41.92, is of little relevance.

660.

It is clear in the discussion of the WHO Guidelines in the JER Noise, [193] to [209]
that cumulative or total noise is being considered. That is probably why Mr Elkin
said they were consistent. It is the fact that Schedule 1 does relate ultimately to the
“acoustic environment” that causes the Applicant difficulty, and no doubt has led to
its proposed changes to the conditions that Mr Elkin had previously said were
appropriate.
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661.

The Applicant’s approach to the construction of Schedule 1 leads to the absurd result
that other tools including section 10 (background creep), PNCG and the MMC are
rendered useless. What is the purpose of them if Schedule 1 provides the answer?

662.

By contrast with Schedule 1 (as applied by section 8), section 10 is the only
provision in the EPP Noise that applies to an activity. This in itself confirms – if
confirmation is required – that Schedule 1 refers to total noise. If the Applicant was
correct and Schedule 1 applied to noise from a particular activity under consideration
only then there would be no need for section 10 which would be rendered otiose. It
is trite that all sections and words in a statute or regulation must be given work to
do. 533

663.

President MacDonald said in the Wandoan Case, accepting in part a submission
made about construction of the EPP Noise made in [418], that: 534
… The EPP (Noise) defines an acoustic quality objective as the maximum level of noise that
should be experienced in the acoustic environment of an area or place. Those words are clear
and effect should be given to them.

664.

The Applicant cites this part of the Wandoan Case, in paragraphs 41.93 and 41.94, as
support for the limit proposed because of the different façade reduction agreed (in
essence) by the experts in this case. The Applicant’s reliance, however, ignores the
definitions in the EPP Noise and the very point that the President was making.

665.

The EPR, section 51(c)(iv), requires the management intent to be considered in any
environmental protection policy. Section 10(1) of the EPP Noise provides the
management intent for an activity involving noise. Section 10 provides that:
(1) This section states the management intent for an activity involving noise.
Note— See section 51 of the Environmental Protection Regulation 2008.
(2) To the extent that it is reasonable to do so, noise from an activity must not be—
(c) for noise that is continuous noise measured by LA90,T—more than nil dB(A) greater
than the existing acoustic environment measured by LA90,T; or
(b) for noise that varies over time measured by LAeq,adj,T—more than 5dB(A) greater than
the existing acoustic environment measured by LA90,T.

6.5.2 Properly construing Schedule 1 has profound effects for this project
666.

Once it is understood that the Schedule 1 values apply to all noise not just to mining
noise, the obvious problem for the Applicant is made plain. Its modelling is only of
mine noise. That modelling – even if accepted at face value – indicates that mining
alone will create noise at some sensitive receptors that sits at 37 dB.

667.

It is as well again to recall what was said by the modellers on this topic in the EIS: 535
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Reasonable measures to minimise noise for mining operations have been incorporated into the
development of the revised project. The predicted noise levels are considered the lowest noise
levels that can be reasonably achieved through a feasible and viable mining operation.

668.

On this basis, the best that the mine can do is to cause noise at some sensitive
receptors that is already at 37 dB at night and 42 dB in the day and the evening.
Given the certainty of noise from other sources, this effectively ensures that sensitive
receptors will experience an acoustic environment above Schedule 1 and therefore
WHO levels.

669.

When the problems with the modelling discussed above are added in, the noise that
the mine alone will cause at some sensitive receptors is already over the limits that
are intended to apply to the total noise experienced.

670.

A proper construction of the Schedule also has profound implications for the
monitoring that has been done. For example, Mr Savery’s analysis of the first site
inspection analysed only low frequency noise. Equally, the serious exceedances of
40 dB at the Mason 2014 monitor were based only on low frequency noise. If it is
recognised that Schedule 1 applies to total noise at those locations then total noise is
the appropriate measure. The Applicant’s compliance then looks even worse.

6.5.3 EHP’s position – what does the draft EA condition mean?
671.

It appears that the Applicant has proceeded on the assumption that Schedule 1 values
can be applied to a specific activity. For the reasons noted above it was wrong to do
so.

672.

It follows, to the extent that Schedule 1 has been used to derive activity specific
limits for this mine, that has been done in error. It was for this reason that OCAA
sought, via cross-examination of Mr Loveday, EHP’s view as to how the Schedule 1
limits worked and, as a result, what the draft EA condition F1 meant.

673.

F1 provides (see also D1 of the CG’s conditions): 536
The holder of this environmental authority must ensure that noise generated by the mining
activities does not cause the criteria … to be exceeded at a sensitive place or a commercial
place

674.

Mr Loveday (for the Statutory Party) appeared ultimately to accept that this
condition was intended to refer to the contribution of the mine to total noise level that
exceeded the criteria from Schedule 1, rather than to the mine noise itself exceeding
those criteria: 537
Mr Holt: Again, I’m sorry – it’s probably me, not you, but I feel like I’m bashing my head up
against a brick wall. If NAC causes noise – if NAC causes noise, their contribution
to noise at Dr Plant’s house is 36, for example, right?
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Mr Loveday: Yes.
Mr Holt: Understood?
Mr Loveday: Yes.
Mr Holt: Are they in breach of that condition?
Mr Loveday: They may be in breach of that condition. I can’t make that determination - - Mr Holt: Okay?
Mr Loveday: - - - based on the evidence you’re giving me.
Mr Holt: No, I understand. Thank you. I’m trying to get the structure of it. They could be in
breach of that condition if their contribution of 36 had pushed the total noise
exposure that Mr – that Dr Plant was being – just wait – Dr Plant was being exposed
to over the limit?
Mr Loveday: Absolutely. They could be.
Mr Holt: I understand. And that’s, of course, consistent with the EPP noise and the criteria and
the schedule to the EPP noise which is being used in this case, because those are
about the total acoustic environment, aren’t they? Not about individual people’s
contributions?
Mr Loveday: I believe so, yes.

675.

This answer caused counsel for the Applicant to cross-examine Mr Loveday to
attempt to change his view. Presumably this is because the Applicant realised that if
the criteria applied to the total noise then the Applicant’s own modelling
demonstrates unequivocally that it cannot comply.

676.

The Applicant’s cross-examination sought to establish the point that a condition of
the kind that Mr Loveday appeared to endorse would be difficult to comply with
because a localised noise (for example a leaf blower used by a sensitive receptor)
could lead to a level above the criteria even though mining noise was below the
criteria. The cross-examination also referred to the MMC, which plainly treats the
criteria as applying only to noise generated from the mining activity.

677.

All of that can be accepted. The point that the Applicant continues to miss is that the
reason why the criteria in Schedule 1 are so generous is because they apply to the
whole acoustic environment. By contrast, the MMC contains a method of
determining activity specific limits, which – as is accepted in this case – would have
resulted in a night limit of 30 dBA.

678.

The Applicant is trying to have its cake and eat it too. It wants to use limits that
apply to the whole environment but to pretend that they apply only to its own
activities. It wants to use the structure of the MMC without taking on the obligation
of complying with the limits that a proper application of the MMC would require.

679.

The Applicant now proposes that condition F1 be amended to make clear that mine
noise only needs to not exceed 37 dBA at night. To permit such an amendment
would be to entrench the error made in assuming that Schedule 1 applies only to
noise from mining, not to the total acoustic environment. It would represent a stark
error of law.

162

162

680.

In addition, any such change would be inconsistent with the CG’s noise condition D1
which uses the same “cause” criterion and D3 which refers to “potential”. It is not
surprising then that D5 requires the monitoring of background noise independent of
the mine noise and effects due to any other sources such as traffic noise. It is now
apparent that even limited activity may cause the Applicant to be in breach of this
limit at night, and that the new limits will apply once the removal of overburden
commences.

6.5.4 Appropriate noise limits
681.

The Applicant appears content to ignore section 10 of the EPP Noise, the PNCG and
the MMC in determining the limits to be set. No good explanation has been given
for why that should be so.

682.

Indeed, section 10, PNCG and MCC are all relevant to environmental management
decisions as defined in section 48 of the EPR. 538 Unlike Schedule 1, each is actually
directed to activity specific limits. The reliance on the Court’s observation in the
Wandoan Case that the PNCG was overtaken by the 2008 EPP Noise is clearly
erroneous. 539

683.

On a proper construction, section 10 would be the first step. An application of
section 10 would indicate an activity specific limit of no greater than 35 dB at night.
However, it must be noted that the analysis that led to 35 dB was predicated on an
assumption that the background noise for this area is 30 dB. This assumption is
extremely generous to the Applicant given Mr Elkin’s agreement that the background
level for an environment such as that under consideration sits as low as 20 or 25
dB.540

684.

Section 10 is expressed in mandatory terms. It creates a ceiling over which – in this
case – mining noise must not go but with the qualification: “to the extent that it is
reasonable to do so”. Although awkwardly drafted this can be taken to mean that
noise from this activity must not exceed 35 dB unless it is reasonable to exceed 35
dB.

685.

The problem for the Applicant is that no basis has been put forward for why it is
reasonable to exceed 35 dB. The only potential candidates are a misplaced
preference for the Schedule 1 values or the simple fact that the Applicant cannot
comply with a limit lower than that proposed in the draft EA.

686.

The proposition that an inability to comply with 35 dB at night is a basis to say that it
is reasonable not comply with 35 dB at night should be immediately rejected. An
inability to comply with section 10 is better conceived of as a good reason not to
approve this mine rather than as a reason to be allowed not to comply.
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687.

Again on a proper construction, the next considerations are the MMC and the PNCG
both of which the Queensland Government issues and which are to be considered by
operation of section 48 of the EPR.541

688.

It is telling that applying each of these tools would lead to a substantially lower limit
again. Neither expert had any criticism of the methodology required by these tools.
Indeed, Mr Elkin agreed that the PNCG has a sophisticated methodology, includes
mining, includes an assessment of background noise and also provides a thorough
and sophisticated approach to an assessment of tonality and impulsiveness and how
they are brought into limits 542 and as a matter of acoustic science it is a legitimate
framework and approach. 543

689.

Mr Elkin acknowledged that the PNCG has taken the 1999 WHO limits and analysis
into account,544 that both the PNCG and MCC apply a background plus approach and
that the WHO report recognised the importance of background levels when applying
the levels that became Schedule 1 of the EPP Noise. 545 Background also determines
a person’s reaction probability regarding sleep. 546

690.

The only reason given not to adopt these limits is that they would mean that the mine
could not go ahead. No meaningful consideration has been given to the alternative
solution, namely that this mine not be allowed to go ahead.

691.

Mr Savery ultimately proposes a 35 dB night time and evening and 40 dB for
daytime. Although not as low as PNCG and the MMC would require, he considers it
to be the highest – given the very low background levels of this very rural
community – that should reasonably be considered. It should be noted that these
levels are consistent with Wandoan and reflect the application of section 10 of the
EPP Noise.

692.

Mr Savery describes the impact of his recommendations as follows: 547

693.

This recommendation would have the greatest impact in the evening period. The
evening period deserves protection that the draft EA does not give it. The evidence
demonstrates that the first part of the night is critical to good sleep 548 and for family,
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homework and socialising. It is also important for young children to sleep. Mr
Savery’s proposal is consistent with the WHO community health guidelines which
provide that both the evening and night periods should be 5 to 10 dBA lower than the
12 hour daytime period. 549
694.

In Mr Elkin’s evidence-in-chief it was emphasised that the 2 dB difference between
the night time limit proposed by Mr Savery (35 dBA) and Mr Elkin (37 dBA) was
imperceptible. 550 That might be true when a direct comparison is made. That,
however, that is not what is required. What is required is a standard that those in the
community have to live with. The level of 35 dB was what was imposed in the
Wandoan decision and provides a clear perceptible benefit. 551 None of the standards
say set the level and add 2 dB because it will be barely perceptible to those that have
to live with it.

695.

Mr Elkin admitted that there would be a clearly perceptible difference in a reduction
from 40 to 35 dB. 552

696.

The Applicant extensively attacks the limits proposed by Mr Savery in paragraphs
41.95 to 41.110. The difficulty with the most of these submissions is that they
purport to rely on concessions regarding statutory construction, which are dealt with
above and which cannot be affected by expert evidence.

697.

The other flaw in the assault is that it continually refers to the Draft EA rather than
the fundamentally different EA the Applicant now proposes. The Applicant appears
to want to have a ‘bob each way’ by saying that the Court cannot recommend a
reduction in the limits because they would be inconsistent with the CG’s conditions
but is quite prepared to say that the limits can effectively be increased by changing
the application of the limits to refer to its activities only rather than to it causing the
limits to be exceeded at sensitive receptors, which is an entirely different approach.

698.

The Court should conclude that the wellbeing and health of the community can only
be protected by levels lower than those currently proposed in the Draft EA.
However, it cannot reasonably be argued that such an amendment would not be
inconsistent with the CG’s imposed conditions. Further, it should be recalled that
according to the EIS the emissions could not be any lower and be a feasible and
viable mining operation. It follows that the only option is to recommend refusal.

6.5.5 General and other matters referred to by the Applicant in its submissions
699.

The Applicant spends a great deal of time at paragraphs 41.3 to 41.27 of its
submissions setting out matters of agreement and concession between the experts,
such the ability to comply if things occur in accordance with the model parameters or
that mine noise can be suitably monitored. The difficulty with all of these is that they
must be assessed in the proper legal framework and against the evidence before the
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Court, including the lived experience of the mine, which is wider than the knowledge
of either expert. As Mr Elkin conceded, if the complaints history as suggested is
established, it would shake his confidence in the Applicant’s performance. 553 The
Applicant relies on a number of claims about the future that appear to operate in a
vacuum from the past, for example, it submits that:
a) The noise related conditions in the Draft EA impose greater restrictions upon
the mine than is the case under the existing EA when the Applicant does not
comply with the current EA limits.
b) Risk assessments can be carried out at the beginning of a shift when they either
have not been done to date, done properly or been implemented.
c) Mine noise can be suitably monitored when it has had such a poor monitoring
record for 15 years and in the face of clear indications of problems chose to
ignore complaints and independent monitoring evidence that indicated
something was amiss with its systems; and it proposes loose and untested
monitoring systems at the very end of this trial.
d) With the benefit of monitoring, the Draft EA limits can be complied with when
the Applicant has shown great difficulty in, or unwillingness to, comply with
the current EA, which has higher limits.
e) The Draft EA provides greater protection for the community when it is clear
that the Applicant has essentially ignored the community.
f) Equipment can be attenuated to achieve limits when this has not been done to
achieve current limits or – to the extent that it has – it has failed.
700.

All of the above approaches are theoretically possible but actions speak louder than
words. We have seen the Applicant’s actions speak for themselves and the sensitive
receptors around the mine hear them all the time. Even when you would expect it
might be impeccable, such as on a Court inspection, it could not comply.

701.

With respect to paragraph 41.45 to 41.47 of the Applicant’s submissions, whatever
concessions the acoustic experts might have made with respect to the exclusion of
sensitive receptors at properties related to the Applicant or who have agreements
with it, the definition of “sensitive place” referenced in D1 of the CG’s conditions
cannot be changed in the manner proposed by the Applicant.

702.

Given OCAA’s ultimate submission is for a recommendation of refusal, it is not
strictly necessary to address whether operations should be limited with conditions
(see paragraphs 41.41 to 41.44 of the Applicant’s submissions. However, if there is
to be such a condition as proposed in F11, it should not be limited to permanent
equipment.
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703.

Similarly, it is not necessary to address whether rail noise should be subject to the
same limits as the rest of the non-blasting activities on the mining leases. The
Applicant submits in paragraphs 41.115 to 41.121 of its submissions that it should
not be. In those submissions, it states that Mr Elkin found when modelling the Draft
EA night time limit would still be complied with. It follows that there should be no
difficulty in applying the same night time limit as for general noise in the Draft EA
when the rail noise is from rail activities on the mining lease areas. There appears to
be no evidence for the assertion about the practicality of separating mining lease rail
noise and non-mining lease rail noise in paragraph 41.118.

704.

The Applicant accepts in paragraph 41.120 that the experts agree that where rail
noise can be separated from other mining noise it is included in the overall mining
noise emission criteria. This means, in a compliance situation, that if separate limits
are recommended it would be up to the Applicant to produce evidence to distinguish
the rail noise from the other mining noise. This should be subject of a notation in the
conditions.

6.5.6 Concerns about Stage 3 noise impacts
6.5.6.1 Frank Ashman
705.

Mr Ashman is deeply concerned about the noise impacts prom the Project since it
would bring the mine 3 km closer to his property. This is primarily because he and
and his wife already experience the peak noise limits proposed for the Project (i.e. 37
dbA Leq). They believe that the noise impacts will be far greater than predicted
should the Project be approved. 554

6.5.6.2 David Vonhoff
706.

Along with many of the other objectors and lay witnesses in these proceedings, Mr
Vonhoff is concerned about the increased proximity of the Project to his property and
the resulting increase in noise levels. 555

6.5.6.3 Max Scholefield
707.

Mr Scholefield explains that he has personally been affected by the noise from the
development and that there has been an increase in noise since the development
started. Mr Scholefield goes on to state that “while it does not interrupt our sleep or
cause us to raise our voices, it is constantly there and I find it very annoying”. 556

708.

He is most concerned that if the Project is approved and the mine moves closer, that
the noise will increase dramatically, resulting in exacerbated noise impacts.

709.

Mr Scholefield, along with many of the objectors and lay witnesses in these
proceedings, are farmers who chose the rural life to enjoy peaceful surroundings.
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Unfortunately many experience a completely different lifestyle than the one that they
had envisioned. Mr Scholefield describes his main concern as being:
…a constant noise disturbing the quiet enjoyment of my property. Compared to a busy
highway which has quiet times at night, the noise occurs 24/7 and I fear it will become
extremely unbearable and mind bending the closer it comes to our property. 557

710.

Mr Scholefield goes further and states that “we came here to live in fresh clean air
and it depresses us that we may have to lock the house to keep out the noise and
dust”. 558

6.5.6.4 Aileen Harrison
711.

Mrs Harrison states that the effects from the mine on her are ongoing, and that if the
Project is approved it would “result in the same grief, pain, anguish, and financial
loss” not just for her, but for many other people who are bordering or are affected by
the mine.559

6.5.6.5 Noel and Grant Wieck
712.

One of the Wiecks’ biggest concerns is how their livestock will react to the noise and
vibration from blasting should the Project be approved. 560 Mr Grant Wieck explains
that if they react badly, then their levels of adrenaline will spike and this will have
negative effects on milk production. He describes high levels of adrenaline as having
a significant side effect on other hormones that are essential to milk production and
reproduction of cows. This is a real concern for the viability of their business and the
accreditation of the quality of milk that they produce. 561 Mr Grant Wieck expands on
this point during cross-examination:
…speaking specifically to a diary…any significant disruption to their comfort or happiness, I
suppose, you’d say, stands to reason to have an impact on their production…
…I got a pretty good grounding on the function of the pituitary gland and its role in releasing
oxytocin and prolactin, those hormones and what have you for mammary function, and one of
the standouts that I took out of the particular lecture was that adrenaline was basically a wipeout on those hormones, and an extension from that, well, adrenaline has dire impacts on
conception at joining and mating as well. So looking at it from a dairying perspective, to be
clear for anybody who’s not sure, you know, we expect a cow to calve every year, in terms of
– of, you know, renewing her productive cycle. A cow peaks in lactation quite shortly after
calving and peters off after that over the best part of a year, to put it simply. So any disruption
to that – to that lactation curve, basically means a step down that is more or less unrecoverable.
The textbook will say that it’s ideal to join a cow on a third estrous after calving, which, you
know, all things being equal and the cow not having been mucked up in any other regard,
generally gives you a calf every 12 months, or as close to. So I mean, a cow that can be very
productive in a life and more or less slip under the radar and do it very quietly and as a high
achiever can – basically has a calf on then on the 12 month dot every year and, without any
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other interruptions, is a very profitable animal. So if you’ve got random blasting, well I mean
there’s no way from us to protect a cow from blasting, I suppose. I mean, each cow weights
about half a ton. We’ve got a couple of hundred of them, so we can’t just suspend them and,
you know, even if we had notification of a blast, I mean there’s little we can do about it and the
noise of – of – of such as well. So based on – on – on – on my knowledge of the workings of a
cow and – and the simple expectations that any level-headed human being would take out of
blowing the countryside up with explosives, the two aren’t necessarily going to be a happy
combination. 562

6.5.6.6 The Plants
Dr Tanya Plant
713.

Dr Plant states that she is “very worried about a potential[ly] larger project and the
potential continuation of this for quite a number of years ahead”. 563

714.

She explains that poor compliance with noise limits in the current EA, she remains
unconfident that the proposed EA noise limits would be properly monitored and
enforced.564

715.

Dr Plant shares the same concerns as Mrs Mason, that the Project’s impact at her
property is essentially the same as the Original Stage 3. She highlights her concerns
in her Reply LWS stating in response to paragraph 14 in Mr Denney’s Second
Affidavit that:
…the revised Stage 3 compared with the original stage 3 do very little to address my concerns
and actually, by having the permanent infrastructure and 200,000t coal stock pile located near
us (rather than the proposals in the original stage 3) actually seem likely to make the dust and
noise worse for us than the original proposal. These changes and the positioning of a
“materials handling facility” at Muldu near us were a surprise to me when the EIS was released
and not something I had been consulted on. I refute the suggestion that the applicant spent the
time from being advised that this proposal was unacceptable and releasing their revised EIS in
January 2014 addressing my concerns. 565

716.

Dr Plant expands on her trepidations during her cross-examination by Dr McCarron
stating that “it’s very concerning” and that:
…having a – a larger mine with a lot more infrastructure up that end, closer to me – like, the
wash plant, I think, is just a bit over two k[m] from my house. Dramatically increasing that and
having more production, and also the mine sort of wraps – when it comes back west, it wraps
in, sort of, closer to me than where it’s currently been operating. That’s a real concern to me in
terms of – of noise. 566

Mr Sid Plant
717.

Mr Plant is especially concerned about the low frequency noises that already appear
to impact a great deal on Mrs Plant’s health. He asserts that these low frequency
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noises seem to be increasing, and if the Project is approved, there will be an increase
in production, which he fears will increase the impacts on him and Mrs Plant.
718.

In addition, Mr Plant is concerned that the mine pits will be closer to their property
than they currently are. 567

719.

When asked by Dr McCarron how he envisions his future in terms of health and
wellbeing, Mr Sid Plant responds:
Frankly, I don’t really know. I’m obviously concerned, and if it should go ahead in the
nature of previous approvals, I’m very concerned. I couldn’t express it more
strongly. 568

Dr Steven Ward
720.

Dr Ward, being employed by DNRM in the LNG Enforcement Unit (now the CSG
Compliance Unit) where he remains the Principal Project Officer, has considerable
experience and knowledge in community engagement and industry compliance. 569 In
cross-examination he gave evidence that he ‘absolutely’ had concerns about the
possible increase in noise impacts. He emphasised that:
..the empirical evidence shows, for that monitoring that has been done in and around our place,
that it’s been very close to those Environmental Authority…and has breached that
Environmental Authority triggers that are in there. We’ve got correspondence from EHP that
refers to “environmental nuisance has occurred.” You know, it’s an increase in the amount of
tonnage per year to the extent that [it]’s proposed and the associated noise is definitely a major
concern heading forward. 570

721.

Dr Ward further outlines his concerns in his statement:
I also have concerns that the noise modelling done for the project was inadequate to
appropriately determine the extent of those impacts. For example, based on the noise modeling
the mine admits that despite implementation of mitigation measures, “…the predicted noise
levels from the mining operation will still exceed EHP’s Planning for Noise Control
Guideline’s Planning Noise limit (PNL) at a number of noise sensitive receptors.” The mine
surmises that “By implementing noise management and mitigation measures including reduced
night time operation and using attenuated equipment (noise attenuation of noisier equipment
including excavators, track dozers, loaders and rear dump trucks), the predicted noise levels
from the mining operation will meet EPP (noise) LAeq,adj,1hr (noise level targets) at all noise
sensitive receptors over the life of the revised Project.” There are several key issues with this
admission by the mine, which include:
a.

the mine appears unable to meet appropriate noise levels for their Stage 3 project
under ordinary operating conditions, and
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b.

722.

the elements of noise control proposed by the mine to be implemented has to be
best practice and not fall short of this standard since there appears no margin for
error. 571

Mr Job put to him in cross-examination that with proper adaptive management
measures, the noise criteria contained in the draft EA could be complied with, and Dr
Ward responded that he “wouldn’t disagree with it but I still have concerns about
whether that’s actually implementable”. 572
Mr Job: Well, given the reduced levels, the monitoring and even the reporting that you’re
aware of, and the agreement from Mr Savery that I mentioned to you – that is, suitable
monitoring and compliance able to be achieved – does the combination of those things
reduce the concerns you expressed in your affidavit in December last year? 573
Dr Ward: It doesn’t remove them. It – I still think that there’s – and I’m not saying they’re
wrong, but what I’m saying is that there was modelling and there were experts
involved in stage 2. And we’re still finding breaches. We’re still finding people –
sensitive receptors nearby that are impacted when it comes to the actual operation of
the mine. So while it may reduce concerns a bit, I – I still, you know, have
reservations about whether it’s actually operationally feasible, and whether we are
going – you know, if it goes ahead, I’d still have concerns that there’d be a detrimental
impact on us and other sensitive receptors nearby. 574

6.5.6.7 Angela Mason
723.

When asked by Dr Plant during cross-examination to expand on the impacts that she
has, and continues to suffer, Mrs Mason explains:
I can hear the mine while I’m watching television. So it’s still quite intrusive. As Mr Beutel
says, you know, you want to be able to enjoy the amenity of your property. You want to be
able to go outside and enjoy the amenity. And part of – for me, part of being able to enjoy
amenity is to have a peaceful environment. 575

724.

Mr Denney outlines in his Second Affidavit that “the plan moving forward was to
load up the ROM pads operations could continue full steam ahead at night on the
ROM pad when the pit was closed down.” Yet Mrs Mason responds to this in her
Reply LWS and states that one example of her lived experience (amongst others) was
on the night of 6 January 2016. On this night she described the noise nuisance as
continuing through the night at her residence and that the mine noise that was
dominant consisted of trucks, dozers, ROM pad and CHPP. This was despite the
reduced mining activities between the hours of 1 am and 6 am. 576

725.

When asked to expand on how Mrs Mason sees her family’s future if the Project is
approved, Mrs Mason’s evidence was that, in terms of adaptive management, while it
may be shown the Acland monitoring and adaptive management has purportedly
worked well she maintains that:
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…it’s not fabulous for me, and already over 12 years – that’s 4380 nights, potentially, we’ve
been exposed to noise, and if stage 3 goes ahead, that’s another 5110 nights, potentially, that
we could be exposed to noise, depending on the wind conditions or the lack of wind. 577

726.

Mrs Mason is of the view that the Applicant’s past performance leaves her with very
little confidence in any cultural change in the way that it operates, particularly in
terms of adaptive management. In particular, Mrs Mason voices her concerns about
the obvious fact that there are no strict conditions in the Draft EA or the Coordinator
General’s Report that indicate mandatory monitoring for noise and dust to the north.
This causes Mrs Mason great concern regarding the future noise and dust impacts at
her property, and whether these impacts with be adequately monitored and
managed. 578

727.

Mrs Mason has made a large number of complaints over the years about the dust and
noise being emitted from the mine. Despite the Applicant’s claimed new approach in
dealing with complaints Mrs Mason gave evidence that noise continues to be a
significant issue, even – and concerningly – throughout the course of the trial. 579

6.6

The monitoring and reporting requirements of the draft EA are inadequate to
ensure compliance and the Applicant’s last minute changes have come too late to
be properly assessed

728.

In its opening address the Applicant submitted that the Draft EA conditions removed
ambiguity and provide certainty as to when there has or has not been a breach of the
conditions. It was said that “with the applicant’s commitment to real time
monitoring, there will be no room in the future for debate about compliance
issues”. 580

729.

The evidence has demonstrated this claim to be wrong. The Applicant has real time
monitoring currently and there remains profound disagreement as to what the noise
levels caused by the mine were at Acland even on the night of the site inspection.

730.

As the evidence has demonstrated, the Draft EA conditions are wanting. Most
fundamentally, they contain no conditions requiring monitoring of any sort, let alone
at any particular sensitive receptor. There is no conditioned requirement for a
monitoring network at all and in particular nothing requiring the TARP to be
continued or expanded.

731.

Monitoring at or very near to sensitive receptors creates genuine privacy concerns.
There is no reason why a neighbour to this mine should have to live with mine
employees having the capacity to listen in on the household. There are equally
significant problems with any attempt to use monitoring in more central locations
and then attempt to extrapolate the results. The scope for disagreement and
ambiguity is obvious.
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732.

In its written submissions at pages 488 to 491 the Applicant now proposes radical
changes to the Draft EA conditions to create a conditioned monitoring and reporting
regime. The proposals raise more questions than answers. They were not proposed
at a stage that permitted evidence to be given on them and questions asked by the
parties and the Court. Equally, EHP did not have the opportunity to comment on the
regime and advise whether or not it is supported.

733.

An obvious question is why the proposed conditions draw a distinction between
“performance” monitoring in F8 which is said to be “real time” and “compliance”
monitoring which is said to occur monthly in accordance with F5 and Table F3. Is it
intended that the real time “performance” monitoring will not be done with type 1
validated equipment? Is it proposed to use equipment that will show the mine is
performing better than it is?

734.

Further, because of the lateness of the Applicant’s proposal there is no evidence as to
how the locations chosen will (or can) be extrapolated to determine noise levels at a
particular sensitive receptor location. For the same reason, there has been no
opportunity to understand how the Applicant intends to differentiate mine noise from
other noise to determine compliance or otherwise.

735.

In terms of what is proposed, the following non-exhaustive observations are made
with respect to the ability to impose the proposed conditions:
a) F1 is inconsistent with D1 of the CG’s conditions.
b) F2 is inconsistent with D2 of the CG’s conditions.
c) The Applicant’s Annexure C proposes to effectively change the Draft EA and
CG’s conditions from an instantaneous measure for LAmax to a different
parameter (maxLpA) altogether. 581 The current conditions do not provide a time
parameter and accordingly they are an absolute prohibition. This is admitted in
paragraph 41.113 of the Applicant’s submissions. The proposed change would
be inconsistent with D1 condition set by the CG.
d) F5(a) in the Draft EA cannot be changed in the way proposed because of D5 of
the CG’s conditions, however, an additional monitoring requirement could be
imposed. It would not be inconsistent to say: LAN, T where N equals the
statistical level of 1, 10, 90, and T 60, with 4 samples of 15 minutes, as
monitoring should be for a minimum of 1 hour in each of the day, evening and
night periods each day (24 hours), and LAeq, adj. 15 min will also be monitored in
each of those periods.
e) F5(b) is internally inconsistent as the LAmax parameter proposed in F1, and in
D1 of the CG’s conditions, apply across the whole night, however, the
monitoring is proposed for 30 minutes so it should be for 9 hours.
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f) F5(i) requires a limit in F1 otherwise it is meaningless.
g) F9 requires constant requests by occupiers.
h) F10/Table F3 do not provide for the type of monitoring equipment, which
should be type 1. The equipment for F8 should also be type 1.
i) Table F3 is inconsistent with D5 of the CG’s conditions in terms of what is
required to be monitored (i.e. constant monitoring). It also suggests that the
monitoring that occurs other than in the Table will not be of a quality sufficient
for compliance, nor does it specify any period or length.
j) The definition of “sensitive place”/ Amendment to Figures re sensitive places
is contrary to the definition in the CG’s conditions.
k) Amendment to Figures re Figure 1 means that the Applicant determines the
commencement of the more restrictive noise limits and does not provide for
any other party’s input into its effect.
l) They do not address tonality or impulsiveness.
m) There is no mention of the qualifications of or the numbers for those to be
monitoring the noise emissions.
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7

AIR QUALITY MODELLING AND MANAGEMENT

7.1

Introduction

736.

There is extensive lay witness evidence in this case demonstrating that the
Applicant’s past performance on management of dust impacts has been poor.
Objectors such as Mrs Harrison, Dr Plant and Mrs Mason all report having
experienced days of heavy dust at their properties.

737.

The Applicant’s past monitoring of its mining operations, particularly of suspended
particles, has been grossly inadequate. Until the EIS was prepared, the Applicant had
monitored PM10 for just 1.5% of its operation, and PM2.5 and TSP for just 0.8%.
As a result, the Applicant has failed to document in the EIS any appropriate review
and demonstrated learnings about its previous operations. Given monitoring
regarding complaints was done after the event, and on an extremely limited basis, it
is no surprise that the Applicant claims a good compliance history.

738.

The only continuous monitoring of air quality has been done at the JRLF, where the
coal is loaded on to rail. This facility has also been a cause of community concern
on air quality. While the emissions from that activity are different to the mine,
analysis of some of the data shows that operations have not been able to be
effectively managed to prevent exceedances, despite an apparent alarm system
having been implemented.

739.

Against that background, the key starting point is that the experts agree there is a
high risk of the mining activities exceeding air quality limits. This would be so even
when all normal dust control measures are implemented.

740.

The only way the Applicant can reduce the risk is through effective forecasting and
adaptive management, which would see the progressive shutdown of operations to
mitigate dust impacts. However, the Applicant’s forecasting and adaptive
management system is yet to be seen: it is undeveloped, untested and unproven. The
Applicant essentially asks to be trusted to implement the key tool required to prevent
exceedances without the Regulator or the community properly understanding what
that tool is. At the very least – if approval was to be given – the Applicant should
not to be permitted to commence any operations until that system is appropriately
proven.

741.

The Applicant’s EIS modelling of the predicted dust impacts has – contrary to the
claims made by the Applicant – not been conducted conservatively and therefore
underestimates potential impacts. Even so, it predicts dust levels at or exceeding
draft EA limits unless the untested and unproven forecasting system is deployed.

742.

Dr Taylor’s further modelling, albeit only for PM10 and for 2019, which actually
models on a conservative basis, shows very significant exceedances. If approval were
to be recommended, at the very least the modelling needs to be re-done properly
before any commencement of operations so that more accurate impacts can be
properly understood.
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743.

Notwithstanding the Applicant’s agreement to conduct additional PM10 monitoring
as an attempt to offset the inadequate modelling, the issue of a single PM2.5 monitor
is a live one. It is a pollutant of grave concern for human health, but the Applicant
has not a single day of monitoring where it can say “this is the PM2.5 impact from
our mine”. There should be both a PM2.5 limit and a requirement to monitor PM2.5
at least for long enough to establish a site specific relationship between PM2.5 and
PM10.

744.

In addition, the annual PM10 limit from the NEPM Air should also be imposed to
reflect the latest scientific understanding, to protect against the health impacts of long
term particulate exposure.

745.

The conditions of the draft EA also would need tightening to ensure impacts are
prevented or minimised, and to ensure enforceability in the event of exceedance – a
characteristic that has been left wanting in the EA conditions to date.

746.

Given the Applicant’s past reluctance to provide information and data to the
community, its poor management in preventing dust impacts, and high risk of
exceedances, the Applicant must be required to make any forecasting and real time
monitoring available online to the community in – at least – close to real time. This
is done by other similar industries in Australia, and there is no substantiated risk or
cost to the Applicant that would warrant otherwise.

747.

In the event that the Court was minded to recommend approval on such tightened
conditions, there is the real risk that the changes or additions to the draft EA
conditions necessitated by the evidence would be inconsistent with the conditions
stated by the CG. In that event, the applications should be refused.

7.2
748.

Past performance has been poor
The Applicant’s past performance regarding air quality management and impacts can
only be described as poor for the following reasons.
a) Surrounding landholders have had to endure numerous episodes of dust
nuisance, of concern to their health.
b) There has been no investigation in the EIS or otherwise of past operations with
respect to validating previous modelling predictions, or reviewing
commitments that reveal failings.
c) Monitoring of mining operations, particularly for suspended particles, has been
grossly inadequate.
d) Where appropriate and continuous monitoring has occurred at the JRLF, it has
shown an inability to manage operations to avoid exceedances, even when only
a subset of that data was examined.
e) There has been no application of a forecasting and adaptive management
system to control emissions, that could have been tested before a proposed
expansion to a larger-scale project.
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7.2.1 Surrounding landholders have lived experience of nuisance and health impacts
749.

A major concern for a number of the objectors and lay witnesses in these
proceedings relates to air quality. The impacts that dust has had during Stages 1 and
2 over the past 15 years is evident through their lived experiences.

7.2.1.1 Aileen Harrison
750.

As outlined in the noise section above, Mrs Harrison’s property Bremar is located 5
km from the mine, 582 with mining operations by 2007 coming within 1.25 km from
her property. 583

751.

One of Mrs Harrison’s primary concerns that she has raised during these proceedings
are the dust impacts that she has experienced since Stage 1 commenced. She declares
that she began witnessing dust clouds since the first year of mining operations, back
in 2002. 584

752.

Mrs Harrison recalls that she has increasingly observed heavy dust storms at her
property, Bremar, stating that “[a]t times we could hardly see through them and they
lasted for up to 10 days at a time depending on the winds”. 585

753.

While still living at her property Bremar, Mrs Harrison experienced heavy dust
nearly every night, with it being “so thick you could see it on the grass and in the
water the animals had to drink” and that “[d]ust could be seen rising off the grass as
the stock grazed”. 586 Expanding on this point during her evidence, Mrs Harrison
explains that “at night we used to get a bit of noise and suddenly there was dust
hanging around at night that we’d never had before”. 587

754.

Over the years Mrs Harrison has taken several photos illustrating these dust clouds
which she describes as occurring after mine blasting events.

582

Harrison First Affidavit, para 18, SP2.
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Figure 7-1: Exhibit AH7 to Harrison First Affidavit - Mine Blast on 12-06-09 (Exhibit 462, AH.0007)

Figure 7-2: Exhibit AH15 to Harrison First Affidavit - Mine Blast on 12-06-09 (Exhibit 470, AH.0015)
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Figure 7-3: Exhibit AH4 to Harrison First Affidavit - Blast on 28-05-07 (Exhibit 459, AH.0004)

Figure 7-4: Exhibit AH3 to Harrison First Affidavit - Dust on 07-08-07 (Exhibit 458, AH.0003)

755.

While these are just some examples of what Mrs Harrison has experienced during her
time living next to NAC’s mine, it is clear from the evidence presented throughout
these proceedings that a number of other lay witnesses and objectors have
experienced similar dust clouds.
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756.

An example of this is evident in Mr Frank Ashman’s evidence where he describes:
I have experienced plumes from blasting on occasions. This is evident particularly on a still
day; the dust clouds will be present for three quarters of an hour. When a breeze is present the
effect of the dust spreads to the surrounding neighbourhood depositing unwanted
overburden. 588

Figure 7-5: Exhibit FA-5 of Ashman LWS – Photo of a blast plume taken in 2015

757.

Mr Ashman goes on to describe this photo in his oral evidence:
That is a residue dust after we assumed to be a blast from the mine. We looked – where that
photograph was taken is basically where our living abode is, and it looks in an easterly
direction. And all of a sudden it just appeared, and it was just – on that particular day there was
very, very little wind. So it just sat and it just hovered. And that would be the remnants of a – a
blast at the mine. 589

758.

Mrs Harrison also describes the impacts that dust had on her home, Bremar:
Occasionally in the summertime, it just got so hot and stuffy, you’d – you’d go out and open
things up, and next thing the house was full of dust, so that – you could see it in the – all in the
house, but everything was always covered with dust anyway, that very fine dust. Our
windowsills – I used to clean them. Well, I tried to clean them nearly every morning, and it
had this fine, fine powder that was just lying there, and you’d push it all up into a – a little heap

588
589

Ashman LWS, para 64, SP9.
T65-13, Lines 5-10.
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and – and brush it off, and it was just so fine. It was just a – a little – I can’t explain. It was –
it was just, well, like a powder, I suppose you would say, and it’d get on your fingers and
you’d sort of do like this ... and you could still see it on your fingers, so that was there most
mornings, which I presume now would have been that 2.5 dust, but at that stage, I didn’t know
any of those differences, anyway. 590

759.

A picture of Mrs Mason’s roof covered in dust provides one example of the dust
impacts that she suffered from at her property Bremar:

Figure 7-6: Exhibit AH10 to Harrison First Affidavit - Bremar roof covered in dust 26-11-08 (Exhibit 465, AH.0010)

760.

As outlined in the noise section, attached to Mrs Harrison’s Second 591 and Third 592
affidavits are a number of diary entries that expand over the periods of 2006 to 2010
and include entries relating to interactions with NAC over this period. Mrs Harrison
provided these diary entries as evidence of past performance of NAC with regards to
not only noise complaints, but also complaints relating to dust, blasting and
responsiveness to complaints. 593

590

T79-6, Lines 22-32.
NB: Diary entries for Harrison Second Affidavit are dated between 2006-2010. See Harrison Second
Affidavit, paras 5-6, SP1.
592
NB: Harrison Third Affidavit includes missing extracts of diary entries that were not included in Mrs
Harrison’s Second Affidavit.
593
See List of diary entries for various complaints at Exhibit 1803, AH.0032 (Marked up Schedule of Annexures
to Aileen Harrison’s Affidavits).
591
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761.

Mrs Harrison expands on her diary entries during her oral evidence stating that on 28
October 2006 she called the mine to complain about the dust impacts that she was
experiencing that day. She explained further some of the diary entries during her oral
evidence:
…when we came up from…shearing at the shed about 7 o’clock. And the whole house – I’d
left it open, and the whole house was at – you know, just after dark it was just full of dust
from…the mine going on there. 594

762.

She elaborates further on the dust impacts that she and her husband continued to
suffer due to the mine:
15 June 2007:
Dust in most of day. Noise bad and too cold to ring.
It was a freezing cold night:
The dust from mine was bad this afternoon. After we got home the mine got very noisy, but it
was far too cold to get up and ring. So we will ring in the morning.
…
5 July 2007.
We rang the mine first up at 6 am about the noise all night. Rang mine about dust. I got a –
about dust. Bad dust afternoon again. I rang the mine and have been awake most of the night.
…
Lady from the mine rang to say the dust was not from the mine.
But it was. I added that myself. It was. We could see it coming off the mine. Maybe there was
dust everywhere else round, but it was probably coming off the mine. I don’t know. But we
could see it. Close enough to see it actually blowing up off the mine. Yes. 595

763.

Mrs Harrison goes on to describe the smell that she experienced since the mining
operations began:
25 June 2009:
I rang at 7:15pm, and got Tim from the mine about the smell…It was like carbide. Very strong
and I could not breathe…
The smell when I put my head outside made me cough and dry reach. Sick all day. Rang mine
and Laura came over. Marg and I had masks on out – had trouble needling – and had – and I
had trouble needling with them on. So had to take them off as the animals spooked. I could not
see for the glasses fogged over as well. 596

764.

Although this is only a small sample of the complaints that Mrs Harrison has made in
relation to the dust impacts that her and her family have suffered due to mining
operations, it was obviously a significant concern for many years.
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T75-25, Lines 23-28.
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7.2.1.2 The Plants
765.

Dust has also been a major issue for the Plants. Mr Sid Plant witnessed his wife
Merilyn’s breathing becoming severely impacted. He recalls this happening on a
number of occasions while driving home and driving into “dust from the mine”. Mr
Plant states that for an asthmatic these breathing events can be quite serious and as a
result they have complained to NAC. Mr Plant explains that these complaints have
not been followed up, nor have they resulted in any reduction of dust impacts at their
property. 597

766.

From Mr Plant’s experience, the noise and dust impacts vary due to the atmospheric
conditions. Mr Plant recalls the impacts seeming to be at their peak during:
…a still quiet night, when the general drift of the air is [blowing] in our direction. This wind
direction would be a south/south-easterly wind from the current operation. Strong winds tend
to break the noise and dust up making the risk slightly lower. 598

767.

Mr Plant explains that on days that NAC undertake blasting, he is able to identify the
blast clouds and believes it is on these days that he and his family are put at greater
health risks from fumes that the blasts create. 599 He describes the blast clouds during
his evidence as being an “orangey-yellow dust cloud” that “rises quite high” and
“even seems to disperse”. 600

768.

In addition, Dr Plant illustrates her experience when asked in cross-examination by
Mr Plant:
Just the experience of, sort of, driving through it when the air is cooling…and there’s a – sort
of a body of – of dusty air settled in a valley or something like that, or sometimes I’ve seen it
from up, actually, at your place looking back south towards my place. 601

769.

Dr Plant has expressed her concerns about the impact that the dust from the mine has
on her children throughout these proceedings. However, although she has
complained to NAC on several occasions, when asked during cross-examination
whether there has been any adequate response and action taken by NAC to address
these concerns, Dr Plant states that they have not “solve[d] my concerns” and that
she has “not been satisfied with the outcomes of our engagement with the mine”. 602
She expands on her concerns:
770. …the particular difficulties I’ve had in not being able to access information about noise and
dust levels that were measured at our place has had me far from satisfied in that regard. 603
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771.

PM2.5 is critical in terms of health impacts and it should be monitored to assess the
likely dust impacts on residence that live close to the mine. However, to date, NAC
have been oddly reluctant to include PM2.5 into the dust monitoring.

772.

Dr Plant addressed this reluctance in her evidence:
…I don’t understand the reluctance to measure that and, you know, the only PM two and a-half
monitoring that seemed to be the one in the EIS at Balgowan if I’ve recalled correctly – and
maybe I don’t but my recollection was that the PM10 levels there seemed to be lower than at
some other places so, you know, I wasn’t at all convinced that that was sort of the worst of the
PM two and a-half in the district.
…
…if stage 3 is approved it seems it will come back a lot closer to us and with more
infrastructure closer to us and I’m worried about it. 604

7.2.1.3 Angela Mason
773.

Since Stage 1 began in early 2002, Mrs Mason and her family have “endured
constant interference with our ability to cleanly and quietly enjoy our farm” and that
they “have already borne the full brunt of mining as the Stage 1 pit is located directly
across the road from our farm”. 605

774.

Mrs Mason describes the dust she has experience in this way:
On 9th September 2002 I arrived home in the late afternoon and could barely see oncoming
traffic on Oakey-Cooyar Road due incredibly thick dust emitting from the mine. The dust was
also incredibly thick at our house. 606
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T73-61, Lines 14-26.
Mason First Affidavit, para 44, SP49
606
Mason First Affidavit, para 19, SP4.
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Figure 7-7: Photo of mine dust taken by Mrs Mason 9 September 2002

607

775.

In Mrs Mason’s view, there is an insufficient amount of air monitoring being
conducted at their property with only 24 hour sampling periods conducted each
quarter, totaling 96 hours of sampling each year. To Mrs Mason’s dissatisfaction, this
leaves 99.98% of PM10 emissions unmonitored at her property Home-Lea, leaving
her to conclude that it is impossible for NAC to claim compliance at their property
with maximum PM10 and M2.5 emissions levels. 608

776.

When Mrs Mason was asked how she felt when she learned that PM10 for Stage 1
was measured at her house at 148 ug/m3 when the limit in the 2008 EPP Air was 50
ug/m3, Mrs Mason responded “[w]ell I felt angry, and I was upset”. Mrs Mason also
voiced her concerns surrounding PM2.5 admitting that she is extremely concerned
about PM2.5 and smaller particles which appear to have more of an insidious
affect. 609 Mrs Mason highlights her concerns further:
…as time progresses and our knowledge about it is expanded to know just – just what will
happen but, as I said, the science is telling me that I – I should be paying attention to that and,
as I said, I was – I was angry. I thought, you know, if that limit has come down has my family
been knowingly and – exposed to that. I would – I would have expected a company like New
Hope group – they pride themselves on integrity – to – to make sure that people like my family
and other closely settled neighbours aren’t exposed to things that are over the limit just in the

607

Mrs Mason describes it as depicting “very thick mine dust at my house - the dusty trees in the back of the
picture are about 50 metres from where I took the photo. There is another stand of trees about 200 metres
further away. The dust makes them invisible.”
608
Mason First Affidavit, para 26, SP5.
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course of their operations. 610

777.

Mrs Mason emphasises her concerns about the inequity that many residents have
faced regarding dust. An example of this inequity is outlined in her First Affidavit: 611
Regarding a letter to Highfield Country Herald on 12 August 2014 where COO Bruce
Denney states in relation to relocating the JRLF:
“New Hope has listened to the (Jondaryan) community and has acted to
minimise impacts from mining activities on the local area and its residents.”
In the Toowoomba Chronical dated Thursday, 29 May 2014, a New Hope Group
Spokesman said:
“…the company did not believe it had exceeded limits for air quality
associated with its rail loading facility near Jondaryan”.

778.

Mrs Mason questions why NAC agreed to spend $60 million to relocate the JLRF
facility. When she put this question to Mr Randell and whether relocating up to
200,000t of coal directly to the south-west of her property would minimise dust and
noise impacts for them, Mr Randall did not respond. Mrs Mason believes – with
obvious justification – that these impacts will, in fact, increase significantly should
Stage 3 be approved. 612

7.2.1.4 The Wiecks
779.

While the dust from the mine has not had a significant impact on the Wieck family to
date, it is evident that they hold real concerns for the impacts that dust might have on
their property should Stage 3 be approved. This is primarily due to the location of the
proposed Manning Vale West Pit site, which will be located far closer to the Wieck’s
property than NAC’s mining activities to date.613

780.

Mr Noel Wieck expands on his concerns during his evidence:
You know, a lot of people say dust travels certain ways and that, but we had a feedlot
established on Balgowan 1.4 kilometres from our house in the early 1980s. You know, feedlots
are not a very pleasant place, and if they’re poorly managed they’re a shocking place. We
didn’t know it existed, 1.4 k away. Our neighbours two to three k southwest of us, they cursed
it every night in the summertime. So position is - prevailing winds are very critical to impacts.
Now, we know the Manning Vale West Pit is in that area, which will be a wind-bearing area.
So we have to expect impacts. No matter how careful, how well they manage their mine, there
will have to be some dust at certain times. Just – especially with hot weather. 614

781.

When pressed as to whether Mr Noel Wieck thinks that the Stage 3 expansion may
impact his dairy cattle or their productivity, he responds:
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Yes. No matter how careful the mine is, they can’t keep all dust down. I mean, I’ve been in
this court quite a number of days. We go home past the mine about 7.30 at night, and it’s quite
often that there’s a lot of dust floating about. 615

782.

While the Wieck’s have not been impacted personally by the mine, Mr Grant Wieck
recalls his experience from the blasting clouds coming from the mine stating that he
has observed “some interesting coloured clouds [that] appear over the horizon” 616
and that he has experienced on his drives home:
…when the sun is low and there’s no breeze, the dust I suppose, I’ve seen elevating out of the
pits, particularly, and just the way it snakes around below the ridge line and what not, it’s really
been startling. I can’t say I’ve seen it a lot…but particularly late in the year when I come up
over Greenwood Hill there and I notice the workings just to the – just by Lagoon Creek…
…coming home later in the afternoon was probably my best chance to observe that. Other than
that, I suppose, I haven’t ventured out too much. You know, early in the morning and late in
the afternoon, being dairy farmers, to when the air’s still and the atmosphere’s quite... 617

783.

Mr Grant Wieck is also concerned about the potential serious health impacts that dust
may cause his livestock:
…an interesting figure a lot of people may be alarmed by is a cow requires 8 to 900 litres of
blood to flow through the udder to produce a litre of milk. Given that they are also mammals,
they’re not very – well, they’re quite similar to our respiratory system so, therefore – I mean,
they’re an athlete in terms of production so it’s only obvious, then, that they require a certain
standard of clean air also. 618

7.2.1.5 Frank Ashman
784.

If approved, the Stage 3 expansion will be moving 3 km closer to Mr Ashman’s
property. Mr Ashman, as well as many others in the district, has valuable land and
the pasture and cattle on the land is, as Mr Ashman declares, “of high value”. Mr
Ashman believes that the dust will detract from the quality of the pasture and is
extremely concerned that it may impact on the health of their cattle. 619

785.

When asked whether he has concerns that the blasting dust could contaminate his
cattle’s water, Mr Ashman explained:
…the potential for dust should the mine move another three kilometres closers to us, that dust
factor, particularly when the blasting occurs and the removal of – of overburden starts, the
potential is certainly there for it. 620

786.

He went on:
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…we do have a problem there. The – we know that plant matter and the web, if you like,
relevant to the grass matter, if it’s affected by sufficient amounts of dust – yep – it’ll effectively
stop the grass from growing, so it’s – we need grass to feed cattle.
And are you worried about – you’ve got stud cattle there. So you’re virtually doing a lot of
breeding and that sort of thing. Would you be worried about your calves and things like that if
they’re going to get those toxins from both the blasting and the overburden moving and the
mine itself which is going to have – well, I’ve seen where you are, and I know that you’re
going to get a lot of dust down there in that area you will be in.
Does that concern you about your stock?---I have a lot of worries…that’s one of them I
have... 621

7.2.1.6 Mr John Cook
787.

Mr John Cook with his sister Patricia, jointly own the farming properties “Holibook”
and “Yakka Munga”. “Erin Grove” is owned by Patricia Cook and all properties are
located within a general radius of 8 km of each other. 622 Holibrook is located
approximately 30 km south of the current New Acland Mine Stage 2. Mr Cook also
owns a property at 38 Campbell Street, Oakey which is approximately 8 km from the
proposed Stage 3 and is Mr Cook’s principal place of residence. 623

788.

Yakka Munga and Erin Grove are located approximately 25-30 km away from NAC
Stage 2 mine.624 Should the Stage 3 expansion be approved, Holibrook and Yakka
Munga will be located approximately 30 km away. 625

789.

Mr Cook is another local farmer who has concerns about the impact that the dust
from the mine will have on his property. While Mr Cook has not experienced any
immediate impacts from the dust from NAC on their property, he has observed dust
clouds driving on the roads around the mine. 626

7.2.1.7 Jondaryan Air Quality Monitoring
790.

Mr Cook helped organise the application to set up the Jondaryan Dust Monitoring
Program. He states that the application process was very laborious and took many
hours of time over the years, including for himself, up to six months from 2013 to
2014.

791.

The application was made on behalf of OCAA, with the program being set up in
March 2014 through until May 2015. Now that the monitoring has been set up, the
results from the Jondaryan monitor are published on both the OCAA and DEHP
websites. 627
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792.

Mr Cook notes that he is aware of the dust monitor in Jondaryan “consistently
detect[s] dangerous levels of air quality particles”. An example of the Jondaryan Air
Quality Monitoring is attached as exhibits JC-4 and JC-5 of Mr Cook’s LWS. 628

Figure 7-8: Exhibit JC-4 of Cook’s LWS – OCAA website printout showing Jondaryan Air Quality monitoring for
August 2014

793.

628

It has also been evident that a number of complaints have been made in relation to
the dust impacts people have experienced at Jondaryan. Some of these examples
have only come to light through the disclosure process in these proceedings. A small
snapshot of these examples include:

See Exhibits JC-4 and JC-5 of Cook LWS, SP34-42.
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a) Exhibit 1370, TMP.0305 (Email Complainant to EHP, 24 September 2014)
Complaint attaches log of noise and other health impacts from (complainant) in
Jondaryan (2013-2014). Complainant talks about strong chemical odour from
the stockpile, impact of air on breathing etc.
Note: This was not in the EHP Summary Complaints Index
b) Exhibit 1594, TMP.0551 (Email Complainant to EHP, 15 October 2014)
Complainant outlining results from Jondaryan Dust Monitoring Program,
which showed results of 31 exceedances in TSP and 12 days of exceedances of
PM10 (between March to October 2014).
Note: This was not in the EHP Summary Complaints Index
c) Exhibit 1599, TMP.0343 (QLD Government Complaints Report, 24 September
2014)
Complaint regarding exceedances of air quality measurements from Jondaryan.
d) Exhibit 1322, TMP.0253 (Service Request Form JRLF, 11 August 2012)
Complaint regarding dust, particles, odour, plume, smoke. The dust makes
“everything gritty, black surfaces” and that “dust pollution last 24 hours 7 days
a week”.
e) Exhibit 1320, TMP.0251 (Email S Horton to R Brown Regarding Dust
Complaint, 5 July 2012)
Letter to pollution hotline regarding coal dust. States that the complainant finds
the coal dust and pollution in the Oakey/Jondaryan area appalling. Always gets
nasal congestion and coughing.
794.

An analysis of documents provided by EHP relating to air quality complaints and
possible exceedances (from limited monitoring data) is at Annexure C.

795.

It is clear from the above that a number of lay witnesses and objectors have been
impacted by dust from the mine since it commenced its operations. While many of
them have complained about the impacts that they have been experiencing, many
believe that the actions of both NAC and DEHP have inadequately addressed their
concerns. To date, many of these witnesses are still suffering from the same impacts
that they have been experiencing since the commencement of mining operations,
over 15 years ago. It leaves them with very little confidence that these problems will
be adequately addressed should Stage 3 be approved.

7.2.1.8 Applicant’s attitude to landholder experience
796.

Reflective of the Applicant’s attitude regarding the experience of surrounding
landholders was Mr Welchman’s following response to Mr Holt:
190

190

Mr Holt: So you don’t think Mrs Mason’s experience of dust being blown off the ungrassed
overburden pit directly in front of her house and what it does to her clothes and what it
does to her hair and what it does to her house is of any real relevance in assessing how
dust is being deposited from the mine?
Mr Welchman: It’s not relevant to determine whether a level exceeds a value.” 629

797.

This is consistent with Mr Welchman’s and the Applicant’s views that a dust
nuisance, as experienced by a landholder, was not a nuisance unless it was
accompanied by a complaint and subsequent monitoring showing exceedance. This is
despite the Applicant acknowledging in the Stage 2 EIS that:
“It appears that current dust levels are causing a continuing nuisance to some nearby residents.
Given that Stage 2 operations will progressively move closer to a number of sensitive
receptors, NAC should begin negotiations with affected landholders with the aim of
investigating and implementing suitable dust reduction measures to minimise the nuisance at
these dwellings.” 630

7.2.2 The Applicant failed to review and learn from its own past performance to understand
potential impacts for Stage 3
798.

The Applicant’s EIS work on air quality used for its Stage 2 approval process was
discussed in the evidence. In particular, its modelling predicted much higher PM10
impacts at a number of sensitive receptors, at around the current EA daily average
limit of 150 ug/m3. Further, a number of the Applicant’s commitments regarding
monitoring were also reviewed.

799.

During cross examination by Mr Holt, Mr Welchman was taken to the Applicant’s
proposed dust mitigation measures in the Stage 2 EIS. 631 Mr Welchman stated that:
a) he had not made enquiries into how well the Applicant had done the following:
“maintain a register of dust complaints, promptly investigating dust complaints
and implementing appropriate management measures to reduce dust nuisance,
including avoiding or limited the activity in question when the sensitive
receptor is downwind”; 632
b) had the Applicant met its commitment to monthly PM10 monitoring to assess
the validity of the modelling and effectiveness of suppression measures, he
agreed that would be a “reasonable practice” and there would be four times the
amount of data about sensitive receptors from that point forward, because
monitoring had instead been done about three occasions per year; 633 and
c) he did not know whether any examination had been done about how PM10
predictions of up to 150 ug/m3 at sensitive receptors for Stage 2 were suddenly
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predicted for Stage 3 at around 50 ug/m3, without adaptive management, but
despite Stage 3 being a bigger operation. 634
800.

If the Applicant had been serious about its performance, and genuinely interested in
understanding the dust nuisance that it had caused, it would have had its consultants
examine these sorts of issues to inform both its Stage 2 operations and Stage 3
proposal. It would seem that the Applicant was not interested in properly
understanding its own previous performance.

7.2.3 Past monitoring of mining operations has been grossly inadequate, particularly for
suspended particles, which pose the greatest health risks
801.

The Applicant has placed weight on the fact that, on the Applicant’s available data
between 2003 and 2015, the experts noted no exceedances of the current EA PM10
24 hour average limit of 150 ug/m3, and three exceedances of the draft EA and
current EPP Air limit of 50 ug/m3.635 However, if you hardly monitor anything and
do not target worst case conditions, it is hardly difficult to claim compliance success.

802.

The EIS shows that the Applicant’s monitoring of its past mining activities has been
severely inadequate. It documents the following, which was not challenged by the
Applicant during the course of evidence.
a) There were 27 days of PM10 monitoring at up to 9 locations, which was more
routinely about 5 locations on each monitoring date, over approximately 9.5
years (Mar 2003 to Sep 2012). 636
b) There were 27 days of monitoring of TSP, PM10 and PM2.5 at Balgowan from
December 2011 to April 2012.

803.

The 54 total days of PM10 monitoring equates to just 1.5% of the period documented
in the EIS. 637 Mr Welchman agreed that it was a small amount of monitoring over
the course of the mine, but did not agree with Dr Taylor’s description as being “very
limited and completely inadequate”; he did not “see the value in calling it very
limited or expressing that opinion” as the data has utility in that it “provides
information on dust levels over time”, but he obviously conceded it did not provide
benefit for the days when monitoring was not conducted. 638

804.

On the evidence, the 27 days of Balgowan data is the only TSP and PM2.5
monitoring near the mine since the Applicant commenced mining in 2002. Even
applied to the same (reduced) period of PM10 monitoring used in the EIS, that
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amounts to just 0.8% of days. The proportion of days is completely inadequate for
assessing potential impacts from these suspended particles. Additionally, the experts
believe that monitoring did not include any influence from mining activities, and is
instead likely to be indicative of background (without mining) concentrations. 639
Given the experts’ views, it can be safely concluded that the Applicant has not done
any monitoring of TSP and PM2.5 to understand the impacts from its mine, let alone
at any sensitive receptor.
805.

This critical lack of data means an inability for anyone to determine whether or not
the Applicant has exceeded any limits in at least 98.5% of the time of the mine’s
operation. This major limitation was agreed to by Mr Welchman in cross
examination:
Mr Holt: So there’s every prospect, though, isn’t there – although you can’t tell us one way or
the other – that the people who live around this mine site may well have been
experiencing levels of PM10 higher than the limits that are imposed to protect their
health for who knows how long?
Mr Welchman: Not based on the monitoring data.
Mr Holt: I see. The 27 days?
Mr Welchman: Yeah. 640

806.

The Applicant contends that it has not been required to monitor for either of TSP or
PM2.5 under its existing EA. Why then, if it proposed TSP monitoring as part of the
EIS for Stage 3, would it not have got a sense of how it was performing with current
operations? Any diligent operator would surely want to know – as would a diligent
regulator. Further, the Applicant and Mr Welchman dispute the need for any PM2.5
monitoring at all, including for Stage 3, on the basis that PM2.5 is typically not a
pollutant of concern from coal mining and that PM10 monitoring is an effective
surrogate. This issue is discussed in section 7.5.2 below.

807.

On any reading, however, failure to monitor at least 98.5% of the period of
operations, in the face of continued and apparently genuine complaints, can only be
termed grossly inadequate.

7.2.4 Monitoring at the Jondaryan rail load out facility reveals exceedances and
inadequate management of air quality impacts
808.

There have been numerous community complaints about impacts on air quality from
operations at the mine’s rail coal loading facility at Jondaryan (the JRLF). As a
result, in 2014 the government set up continuous air monitoring to assess those
impacts. 641

809.

Given that – extraordinarily – no continuous monitoring data had been collected
around the mine site, Mr Welchman agreed that the only comprehensive data
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available regarding the Applicant’s broader operations was at the JRLF, run by the
Applicant’s related company, APC, under a different EA. 642 He also noted the
differences between the nature of emissions of the mine and the JRLF:
Mr Holt: …the concerns about particulate matter down there are really about material that’s
coming from the stockpiles, train-loading and so on at the rail facility, not from haul
road use, wind erosion from overburdened piles – all of those other things that happen
on the mine site proper?
Mr Welchman: Yes. That’s correct. 643

810.

Nevertheless, Mr Welchman said that he had never asked the Applicant why similar
comprehensive monitoring had not been done at sensitive receptors around the mine,
nor had he ever proposed to the Applicant that such monitoring should be usefully
done to validate the modelling. 644

811.

Of some concern is that the Applicant had kept Mr Welchman ‘in the dark’ about
APC’s JRLF data, given that he only became aware of it when a subset was
eventually disclosed to the experts, at OCAA’s request, on 30 May 2016. 645 This is
despite the Applicant’s Mr Denney having cited in his December 2016 statement of
evidence the apparently successful performance at Jondaryan of a real time
monitoring and alarm system, 646 and then in his January 2016 statement of evidence
having relied on findings from APC data in reply to objector evidence about
concerns with JRLF emissions.647

812.

Mr Welchman agreed that the JRLF dataset was not referred to in the EIS. 648 He
also said that the Applicant had not provided him with any of the earlier JRLF data
for consideration (the monitoring reports available online went back as far as
2011 649, with the EA issued on 13 August 2010 650), beyond the subset that was
provided to the experts. 651

813.

At some point though, Mr Welchman decided it was in fact relevant for him to
appropriately analyse the JRLF data, as Dr Taylor had extensively done in Appendix
C to his further statement of evidence. However, Mr Welchman only left it until his
evidence in chief to produce new analysis tables of the JRLF data, 652 most of which
were based on the DSITI data that the experts had had since EHP disclosed it in
February, more than four months earlier. He agreed that he could have done five out
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of the seven tables of his analysis anytime since receiving the data, or Dr Taylor’s
analysis, but simply did not. 653
814.

As a result of his analysis, Mr Welchman dismissed all reliance on the APC reports
attached to Mr Denney’s reply lay witness statement 654, and which he had relied on
in his individual report.655 Instead of the two exceedances of the TSP limit of 80
ug/m3 that APC had reported, he concluded that his new analysis, agreeing with Dr
Taylor’s finding of 40 exceedances over a slightly different time period, should be
preferred. 656 Not only does that reflect poorly on the abilities of APC to have
managed air quality at Jondaryan, but also on its ability to analyse and report data
accurately.

815.

Dr Taylor’s analysis that showed extremely high levels of TSP hourly average
concentrations were recorded, in some instances for consecutive hours, in association
with winds in the direction of the JRLF. 657 The relevant figure (Fig C-1) from Dr
Taylor’s report is reproduced below.658 Mr Welchman agreed with Dr Taylor’s
findings that:
a) those concentration spikes were associated with lower wind speed conditions
in the JRLF wind direction; 659 and
b) certain hourly spikes were high enough to breach the relevant 24 hr limit.660
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Figure 7-9: Hourly averaged suspended particulate concentration vs wind direction as recorded at the DSITI
monitoring station at Jondaryan between 12 March 2014 and 31 December 2015.
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816.

Mr Welchman also stated he did not know of any other sources than the JRLF that
could have caused those high concentrations, with the likely cause being loading the
train with coal using front-end loaders. 661

817.

Importantly, Mr Welchman could not explain why APC’s claimed alarm, real-time
monitoring and adaptive management system did not avoid or mitigate the extreme
concentration spikes, 662 and admitted that he had not asked the Applicant for any
explanation either.663

818.

Nevertheless, Mr Welchman denied that the Applicant’s past failure in this regard
would “shake his confidence” in the Applicant’s future ability to deliver adaptive
management because of the conditions requiring monitoring and monthly
reporting 664.

819.

However, this is not at all confidence-building for the Court. Monitoring and
reporting (albeit annually) is exactly what the JRLF EA also requires. 665 The experts’
analysis of a limited sample of data reveals some significant performance issues: a
disregard for, and/or inability to, appropriately manage operations to prevent air
quality impacts; and an inability to accurately analyse and report on monitoring of
those operations. It should be taken that the lack of confidence is reinforced given
that the experts only analysed a subset of the total dataset available, and the
Applicant brought no evidence regarding broader performance at the JRLF since the
EA was issued in August 2010.

820.

It is clear that in relation to the JRLF, the Applicant wanted to have its cake, and eat
it too. On the one hand, the Applicant was entirely content to rely on its operations
in lauding its ability to manage Stage 3 air quality. However, on the other, it has
wanted to avoid scrutiny of the operation’s past performance. That performance has
been shown to be wanting, even on just a portion of the period the JRLF has been
operating. It is of no surprise then, that both the government and the Applicant have
received numerous complaints about air quality at Jondaryan.

7.2.5 Complete lack of any past forecasting and adaptive management strategy at the mine
821.

During his evidence, Mr Welchman stated that, as far as he was aware, the Applicant
had not used any adaptive management strategy for controlling emissions from the
mine site’s operations; he said that the strategy has been developed for Stage 3 and it
is “[n]ew as compared to what’s been happening in stages 1 and 2”.666 There was no
other evidence that suggested otherwise. This was because the Applicant has not had
any continuous monitoring around the mine site that it can react to.
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822.

It is not entirely apparent how, if at all, the Applicant has even attempted to manage
its dust impacts in a quantifiable way to avoid nuisance or health impacts in its past
operations. Again, in the absence of (1) anything approaching an appropriate amount
of past monitoring and (2) any attempts to validate, or even discuss in the EIS, its
stage 1 or 2 modelling predictions, little confidence can be gained from the way in
which the Applicant has in fact managed operations. Why has the Applicant not had
any formal forecasting and reactive management in the past? Why would it only be
with Stage 3, some 15 years after commencing operations, would it attempt to
implement such measures? In any event, there remains great uncertainty about any
such tools, given the Applicant’s distinct failure to apply them in the past (see section
7.3.2).

823.

The Applicant’s lax attitude to managing its dust emissions is also reflected in poor
installation and management of its only onsite weather monitoring station.
a) While standard installation of an anemometer (wind speed instrument) is at a
height of 10 metres, the instrument was installed at two metres. 667
b) The rainfall gauge is installed close to the anemometer, that is likely to affect
wind speed measurements.668
c) Data loss has occurred due to limited memory capacity, and a failure to
manually download it regularly results in overwriting older data. 669

7.3
824.

High risk of exceeding air quality limits
If the Project was to go ahead, there would be a high risk that operations would
exceed air quality limits for the following reasons.
a) Even on the basis of the modelling in the EIS, which is deficient, the predicted
concentrations exceed air quality limits. Those predictions assume all typical
dust mitigation measures have already been applied.
b) The only way in which the high risk of exceedances can be reduced is through
adaptive management, which would effectively mean the progressive shut
down of plant and equipment.
c) Adaptive management, and avoidance of the high risk, would be completely
dependent on an undeveloped, untested and unproven forecasting system.
d) Due to the deficient modelling, and lack of subsequent analysis, it is unclear to
what extent adaptive management is required and equipment would have to be
shut down. It may be as much as 50% of the hours in a year. If the extent were
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to be financially unviable or unfeasible, exceedances may not be able to be
enforced as breaches.
7.3.1 Normal or typical mitigation measures are not enough to comply
825.

The crucial starting point in considering the likely air quality impacts from the
Project is that there would be a high risk that dust from mining activities could
exceed air quality limits.

826.

This premise, arising from the Applicant’s air quality modelling conducted for the
Revised Stage 3 EIS, was not in dispute between the experts.670 Mr Welchman, the
Applicant’s air quality expert, agreed that typical dust control measures documented
in the AQMP 671 had already been applied in the modelling and therefore would need
to be implemented to achieve the modelled predictions. 672 However, he was unsure
of the extent to which those measures were currently in place with existing
operations.673

827.

To illustrate the extent of the risk, it is important to review the extent and magnitude
of exceedances in the EIS predictions, which assume all normal mitigation measures
are being applied.

828.

However, during the cross-examination of Mr Welchman, it was revealed that those
EIS predictions contained an extensive number of errors. 674 Mr Welchman then
produced revised tables, with the errors corrected, during his evidence. 675

829.

In summary, almost a quarter of the values in the EIS were wrong. 676 Mr Welchman
explained that the error the EIS consultants made was in referring to wrong columns
of data in a spreadsheet. 677 He agreed that, at least with respect to the 24 hour values
for PM2.5 in the 2029 adaptive management scenario, it was an obvious error that
was not detected by the consultants.678 He did not know what process failure with the
EIS consultants might have led to the series of errors. 679

830.

It is of particular concern that the CG relied on the erroneous values in the EIS, and
indeed did not detect the errors during his assessment. If the EIS analysis had not
been raised and investigated by the experts as part of OCAA’s objection, then the
errors would very likely have gone unchecked.
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831.

In any event, the corrected tables are reproduced below, with relevant exceedances
highlighted in yellow. As notated, the light shading indicates corrected values. It
should be noted that the air quality objective for ‘Maximum 24-hr PM10’ is listed as
‘N/A’, but in OCAA’s submission this must be read as a limit of 50, and the ‘5th
highest 24-hr PM10’ column ignored (see the discussion in section 7.5.3.3). In some
instances, particularly for sensitive receptors west of the mine (35 and 36) in 2023
and 2029, the PM10 24 hour value is approaching, and in one instance (SR25 in
2029) is exceeding, double the proposed limit of 50.
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200

832.

680
681

Despite the fact that the 2019, 2023 and 2029 modelled years already incorporate
“typical mining industry dust control measures”, the 2029 predicted outputs for some
sensitive receptors are right on the PM10 24 average hour limit of 50 ug/m3, even
with forecasting and adaptive management. 680 The corrected table is reproduced
below, with the values at, or closest to the limit, highlighted in yellow. 681

T52-31, lines 26-28.
Ex.1053
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833.

While Mr Welchman stated that, in his experience, a model is not simply designed to
comply with whatever the relevant limits are, 682 he explained the intent of the
modelling as follows:
“…so this scenario, the mitigation scenario, has made some assumptions to investigate the
feasibility of achieving the standard. And it equally could have gone further and reduced
emissions further, adding additional measure. It simply did it demonstrate that it is feasible
[sic]. It could – that – that changes to activities could occur that would achieve the
outcome.” 683

834.

Mr Welchman said such further additional measures could be changing where
dumping occurs,684 curtailing hauling material 685 and overburden activities as per the
EIS’s ‘Hierarchy of Dust Control Actions’.686 He offered that, based on the EIS
modelling, the Applicant would not need much additional work to get “a little bit
lower than 50” and that the adaptive management hierarchy was “more
sophisticated” than shutting equipment down to having ‘backpackers and shovels’
doing the mining. 687 However, he agreed that there had not been any modelling of
the extra adaptive management controls that would be required to lower
concentrations down further.
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7.3.2 “Trust us”: compliance would be completely reliant on an undeveloped, untested and
unproven forecasting and adaptive management system
835.

It is clear that the high risk of exceedance would only be reduced if the Applicant
were to successfully implement ‘adaptive management’ of its operations.
Essentially, adaptive management would equate to the sequential shutting down of
equipment, to the point where operations may cease. To this end, the Applicant’s
proposal is to develop a weather forecasting and adaptive management system as a
key tool in meeting air quality limits.688.

836.

Crucially, the Applicant has not developed, tested and proven the weather forecasting
and adaptive management system. This needs to be compared to the Applicant’s
approach to noise, where at least the TARP and live dashboard (notwithstanding its
failure) has been trialled for approximately the last 2.5 years. The vague and remote
language during Mr Welchman’s evidence in chief about the system is indicative:
what is ‘envisaged’, what is ‘likely to be involved’, that the forecast could
‘conceivably go out a couple of weeks’ and “typically that’s the sort of information
that might be available”. 689 This is despite his evidence that such systems have, in
fact, been around for some time:
“The concepts have been around for – you know, I suppose – well, the concepts have been
around for much longer, but in this context, you know, for perhaps 10 years these systems have
been under development and been used and optimised, and I suppose 5 (years) with
improvements in computing power and so on some of these systems are becoming, you know,
really quite – you know, a lot more usable. So the detail of forecasts is improved with the
ability to make a lot of predictions, I suppose.” 690

837.

However, neither Mr Welchman nor Dr Taylor were aware of the Applicant having
trialled, identified or purchased the forecasting system, 691 nor did the Applicant bring
any evidence of that having occurred. As a result, neither of the experts could review
or otherwise interrogate what would be used. While Dr Taylor was legitimately
concerned about how the system would work and the reliability of its outputs, 692 Mr
Welchman simply ‘took comfort’ that the forecasting system and monitoring would
enable the Applicant to comply. 693 He appeared to base his confidence partly on an
Australian Coal Association Research Program (ACARP) report discussed in the
joint expert process, 694 but Dr Taylor noted that the report was primarily about a
regional dust index and evidenced concerns about large uncertainties in the
estimates.695

838.

The only other evidence that Mr Welchman referred to was an article from a coal
industry magazine, spanning a few pages, with a very limited description of a system
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at a Hunter Valley coal mine.696 Even then, the article described the system as: a
“first for the Hunter’s coal mining industry”, a tool to ‘assist’ in managing noise and
dust, and “not the be all and end all”. This is hardly a resounding endorsement,
particularly when the Applicant would be replying on the system as “the be all and
end all” in order to comply, and not just a tool to assist compliance. In any event, the
Applicant did not call a representative of that mine, or an expert that had designed or
used the specific system, to give evidence and be cross examined; as such, that
evidence should be given no weight.
839.

In addition to those critical uncertainties, a further question that must be asked is this:
even if such a system were to be effective, why is the Applicant only proposing
forecasting now, and has not implemented it sometime in the past five years? When
asked by Mr Holt, Mr Welchman did not answer the question. 697

840.

Dr Taylor notes that despite Mr Denney lauding a monitoring and alarm system
having been installed for managing air quality at the JRLF, it appears it has not been
successful given the number of exceedances recorded by DSITI. 698 In fact, Mr
Welchman could not explain why adaptive management was not applied to reduce
very high emissions from the JRLF. 699 Dr Taylor also confirmed Mrs Mason’s
concern about the inability for the Applicant to adaptively manage if the forecasting
or monitoring systems were not functioning or broke down. 700 There is no evidence
before the Court as to how the Applicant would deal with any such contingency,
even if indeed it technically could.

841.

Essentially, the Applicant is asking the community to “trust us” on its journey into
the unknown, despite a high risk to surrounding landholders of continuing to being
subjected to dust nuisance and potential adverse health impacts. Given the
Applicant’s poor track record, it should not be simply awarded that trust. If the Court
was minded to grant approval, then conditions must be considered that ensured both
the forecasting system was developed and proven well before any commencement of
operations.

7.3.3 Extent and financial feasibility of adaptive management shut down is uncertain
842.

It is important to highlight that draft condition B1 would only require the Applicant
to employ dust mitigation measures to meet air quality limits that are ‘reasonable and
feasible’. When asked by Mr Holt about measures that were ‘reasonable and
feasible’, Mr Welchman thought that the Applicant “would not have to shut the mine
entirely”, 701 but did not know if that was feasible. 702 However, he said that it is
feasible for the Applicant to meet the PM10 24 hour limit “because that’s what the
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EIS has determined through its modelling”. 703 It logically follows then, that any
uncertainty in the modelling leads to uncertainty in the feasibility of meeting relevant
limits.
843.

In any case, these comments highlight the key issue regarding ‘feasibility’: while
technical feasibility of achieving or implementing a measure is one consideration,
financial or economic feasibility is another. It is no real surprise that the Applicant
has addressed the first aspect; obviously stopping the operation of machinery is
technically possible, which Mr Welchman highlighted with the actions hierarchy and
counsel for the Applicant simplified with the ‘backpackers with shovels’ analogy
(albeit regarding noise). However, the Applicant has brought no evidence on the
second aspect – that is, as to the financial or economic feasibility of measures being
implemented.

844.

For what it is worth, Mr Welchman’s practical interpretation of the ‘reasonable and
feasible’ aspect of Condition B1, is that it allows for circumstances that are unusual,
and not things that are achievable. 704 On that basis, he thought the condition should
not change to be worded like the more strict noise draft EA condition F1. However,
when asked about when such circumstances would arise, and where the mine caused
the exceedance, he could not think of any other than when there was elevated
background concentrations like bushfires. 705

845.

While the required frequency of such shut down of equipment was an area of dispute
between the experts late in the hearing, Dr Taylor gave evidence it could be for “over
50 per cent of the hours” per year based on additional modelling he produced in his
examination in chief, and there may be times when the Applicant may have to “shut
virtually all activities”. 706 In his late supplementary statement of evidence, Mr
Welchman’s analysis of Dr Taylor’s modelling states that the Applicant would need
to shutdown at least some equipment for one or more hours per day for 178 days per
year (approximately 50%), equating to almost 19% of the hours per year
(significantly down from Dr Taylor’s figure of 50%). 707

846.

However, the Court should prefer Dr Taylor’s evidence in this regard, and only place
low weight on Mr Welchman’s figures, for two reasons.
a) Firstly, despite his inability to find any justification for Dr Taylor’s conclusion
about adaptive management hours, Mr Welchman did not then go to explain
the basis of his own calculations. This is the case even though he had the
benefit of more than six weeks between receiving the data and finalising his
report on the penultimate day of the hearing. 708 Neither the Applicant, nor Mr
Welchman, explained why it was provided so late in the evidence. The Court
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can comfortably assume that it was open for Mr Welchman to have contacted
Dr Taylor during that time to discuss the issue, but did not. The Applicant’s
counsel also chose not to challenge or otherwise question Dr Taylor about, or
call for, details of Dr Taylor’s calculation method. This is of no surprise,
however, given that the numbers demonstrate the practical extent of the
problem the Applicant would face to be in compliance.
b) Secondly, given that the Applicant provided Mr Welchman’s report the day
before the close of evidence, OCAA had no realistic opportunity to cross
examine Mr Welchman without further extending the timetable of the case.
OCAA is therefore left to make assumptions about the method of his
calculations. In taking that path, OCAA assumes that Mr Welchman did not
use the Applicant’s proposed operational 1 hour average trigger level for
PM10 709, which Mr Welchman extolled in his evidence in chief:
“….the continuous monitoring element which would lead to a reactive strategy in the
event that the measurements show elevated levels. And the management plan sets
trigger values for TSP and PM10, measured at a one hour averaging period. And the
trigger values are set equivalent to the 24-hour average limit that’s specified in the
conditions. So, for example, there is a limit of 80 micrograms per cubic metre for TSP
as a 24-hour average as a compliance limit, but there is a trigger level set as a one-hour
average. So if for one hour that number is exceeded, then that would trigger some effort
to reduce dust levels.” 710

c) Instead, it appears Mr Welchman did his calculations on the basis of achieving
the 24 average limit of 50 ug/m3. While the Applicant would have some
indication of how it is performing with respect to that criterion towards the end
of any 24 hour period, Mr Welchman’s apparent approach is based on perfect
hindsight of the individual hourly impacts. In other words, he would be relying
on faultless forecasting of meteorology and emission rates, and with effective
adaptation applied at the necessary times. Of course, in reality, all that the
Applicant would have to rely on would be a guide.
847.

Further, the Applicant did not bring any evidence of the financial implications of
adaptive management shutdowns that would be necessary to comply with air quality
limits; it simply calculated an externality cost of air quality impacts on the
community in its CBA. 711 In the absence of such evidence, the Court has no
indication as to the broader reasonableness, or feasibility, of such measures on the
Project’s viability. This is critically relevant given draft EA condition B1 only
requires the Applicant to employ ‘all reasonable and feasible avoidance and
mitigation measures’ to avoid causing exceedances.

848.

Therefore, would it be economically reasonable, feasible and practical for the
Applicant to shut down equipment that would otherwise be active, for a minimum of
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one or more hours over at least half the number of days in a year? What would be the
effect on its production, particularly when considered in combination with shutdowns
required due to similar noise adaptive management?712 Given that the undisputed
evidence is that normal mitigation measures would not be enough to prevent
exceedances, what if financially feasible shutdowns are not enough to prevent
exceedances? These questions will remain unanswered for the Court. If the Project
did proceed, and the Applicant could ultimately show that such shutdown measures
were not financially reasonable and feasible, then the real danger is that operations
could continue with high risk of exceedances, and the regulator would have no
ability to intervene. The lived experience of those surrounding the mine over the
past 15 years would be repeated, with human health at sensitive places being put at
risk. Given this issue is unresolved by the evidence, the Court should recommend
refusal. It would be untenable for the Project to be approved if ultimately the
Applicant could cause exceedances, unchecked, because the only solutions available
to be in compliance were not financially reasonable, feasible and or practical to the
overall Project and/or the Applicant.
7.4
849.

Air quality predictive modelling
The EIS air quality predictive modelling is deficient for the following reasons.
a) The meteorological data used in the model is not from the mine site, but from a
weather station approximately 12 kilometres away that does not use wind
speed instruments with the ability to adequately detect low wind speeds, which
are of greatest concern for local dust impacts.
b) The terrain of the landscape is not at a resolution recommended by the model
guidelines, and is too coarse, and does not include up to 30 metre high, 130
hectares in area, overburden dumps.
c) No impacts from the construction period of the mine have been modelled,
including dust emitted from the large overburden dumps referred to above.
d) The geographical spread, or ‘domain’, of the model does not meet model
guidelines and therefore does not capture wider landscape features.
e) It presents PM10 predictions on the fifth-highest exceedance, which is an
erroneous application of a rule that should be used to allow for exceptional
circumstances such as dust storms and bushfires.
f) Various other model inputs, such as the ‘sigma’ parameters used, vehicle
emissions, pit retention factors, particle size fractions and areas exposed were
inadequate, omitted, or wrong.
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g) As a result, the model is not conservative as claimed, and underpredicts
impacts.
850.

By incorporating basic site meteorological data, and by addressing the deficiencies
raised above, Dr Taylor’s remodelled year 2019 for PM10 shows much greater
impacts than those predicted by the EIS modelling. Further modelling should be
done on a similar basis, for other years and for TSP and PM2.5, so that the full and
proper extent of possible impacts can be assessed.

851.

Mr Welchman’s proposed application of ACARP emission factors to the modelling,
which substantially reduce emissions from certain sources, should be given minimal
weight. This is because those factors require site-specific validation, and in any event
do not result in conservative predictions.

852.

The Applicant’s agreement to include additional PM10 monitoring cannot account
for the modelling deficiencies with respect to adequately understanding potential
PM2.5 impacts, which are of the greatest health concern.

7.4.1 Not conservative, impacts are underpredicted
853.

In his evidence in chief, Mr Welchman stated that the intent, and general practice, of
air dispersion modelling process is to be conservative; in other words, it is more
likely to over-predict impacts than under-predict. 713 However, he did not make any
comment about whether the EIS modelling specifically was, in fact, conservative and
had over-predicted impacts. In re-examination, he also downplayed the commonlycited accuracy of models as being a factor of two because modellers took
approaches, or choices, to ensure conservative outcomes. 714

854.

Nevertheless, under cross-examination Mr Welchman agreed with issues raised by
Dr Taylor that there were a number of choices made by the EIS modellers that had
the effect of lowering or underestimating, as opposed to overestimating, the Project’s
predicted impacts. These included that:
a) the size of the ‘sigmas’, a parameter of the dust emission plumes, were bigger
than what he would have chosen, and therefore made a weakness in the
modelling that underestimated emissions impacts closer to the source; 715
b) the particle sizes used for PM10 failed to include the zero to PM2.5 fraction,
which was a departure from standard practice; he would not have done it that
way, and the model is biased towards predicting slightly lower levels; 716
c) the failure to include vehicle PM10 emissions in the PM2.5 to PM10 fraction
would underestimate PM10 emissions by 7 per cent.717
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855.

Mr Welchman agreed that the modelling issues identified above by Dr Taylor led to
the EIS having under-predicted impacts, but contended only to ‘a small degree’. 718
Mr Welchman admitted there was nothing wrong with Dr Taylor’s re-modelling
presented in the joint expert report. 719 Despite this, he responded by seeking to apply
much lower emission factors from a single NSW ACARP study that would predict
lower levels of dust by ‘substantially’ reducing haul roads emissions.720 He did so
noting the caveat provided by the ACARP study authors that for the lower emissions
for bulldozers operating on coal, the emission factors are not defined with
“confidence”, and are “interim only and subject to additional verification”. 721

856.

Further, Mr Welchman observed that the Applicant has not measured site-specific
emissions, 722 even though he advocated the need for “site specific attributes” in
differentiating recommendations about wind erosion emission rates in his own
consultancy’s best practice study for NSW. 723 He also dismissed Dr Taylor’s
criticism of the ACARP study that heavy rainfall would have lowered recorded
emissions at the time of the study by saying that, even though there was rain, haul
roads dry out with traffic not long after. 724

857.

Mr Welchman said that he applied the ACARP numbers because it was important to
“demonstrate that there’s give and take in the system” and to “investigate the
relativities in significance of changes”. 725 Quite how this fits with his expressed
view that modelling should be conservative was never explained. The Court should
accept that Mr Welchman applied unreliable, substantially lower emission factors
simply to lower the predicted worse air quality impacts from Dr Taylor’s corrected
version of the EIS modelling.

858.

Dr Taylor also identified a number of other concerns with the modelling that showed
that predictions were not necessarily conservative. In particular, he was concerned
that the modelling did not quantify any dust impacts from activities during the early
construction or development phase of the Project. 726 This was because these
activities would occur before 2019, which was the first year out of the three
operating scenarios modelled (the others being for years 2023 and 2029). 727 This is
despite the EIS having stated: “These operating scenarios were considered to be
representative of potential air quality impacts over the life of the revised Project from
2017 to 2029”.728
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859.

In particular, the choice not to model any scenario earlier than 2019 meant that the
EIS did not predict the dust from construction of overburden dumps of
approximately 130 hectares in area, and of up to 30 metres high. 729 Coupled with
this omission was that the area of disturbed land surface that would be exposed to
wind erosion had been underestimated at only about 15% of the pit plan area when,
typically, that area would be exceeded when pre-stripping and rehabilitation take
place. 730 This was particularly important in light of the complete failure of the model
to include any erosion from exposed, elevated overburden stockpiles. 731

860.

Mr Welchman assumed that the dump areas would be rehabilitated with vegetation
and then would not be a source of dust emissions from wind erosion. 732 In any case,
he also contended that wind erosion is “a relatively small contributor to overall
emissions” and therefore “would be unlikely to change the outcome of modelling to
the north”. 733 This is despite him acknowledging that his consultancy’s 2011 report
for the New South Wales Government on international best practice on measures to
prevent or particulate emissions from coal mining (‘Katestone best practice report’)
indicated the second highest source for emissions of TSP and PM10 in coal mining
were from the erosion of overburden. 734 While Mr Welchman said it would be
‘unusual’ to model as frequently as the mine’s two-yearly operational plans, he
agreed that he has not seen an equivalent mining operation in Queensland located
near people, and who have lived through existing mining activities. 735

861.

Both experts’ views are that low wind speed conditions are when highest dust levels
are likely to occur for near sensitive receptors, and therefore of greatest concern for
air quality impacts. 736 Dr Taylor noted that the modelling predicted fewer low speed
wind conditions at the mine than recorded by DSITI at Jondaryan. He also observed
that the instruments DSITI used at Jondaryan have a higher capability in measuring
low wind speed conditions than those BoM uses at its Oakey station.737 Given that
the meteorological model appeared to underpredict the frequency of low wind
speeds, the dispersion model would also underpredict emissions to local receptors.

7.4.2 Modelling should be refined to reduce uncertainties
862.

While Mr Welchman and Dr Taylor agreed that the modelling was “generally in
accordance with regulatory requirements”, 738 they also agreed it could be improved.
The Applicant’s Written Submissions do not include this in stating the ‘Key areas of
agreement’. 739 In the Air Quality, Dust and GHG JER, they stated:
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The experts agree that the results of the air quality dispersion modelling that was conducted for
the EIS could be refined to reduce uncertainties and analysed further to enhance the
Applicant’s understanding of the activities and conditions that are more likely to lead to
elevated dust levels. From that additional analysis, the Applicant could enhance its
understanding of the reactive management responses that could be implemented to ensure that
the limits specified in the Conditions of Approval and the Draft EA are met. 740

863.

This was largely due to their agreement that alternative inputs “should have been
adopted to configure the dispersion model: some of which may have resulted in
higher dust levels and others resulting in lower levels”. 741 While Mr Welchman
concludes that, “[o]n balance, predictions are a reasonable representation of the
likely outcome742, the Court should not be satisfied with that approach given the
Applicant’s past performance with respect to monitoring, and the lived experience of
local residents regarding dust nuisance and health impacts. If the Court were to
recommend approval, then what is important is that the most accurate modelling is
conducted so that exceedances can be managed and avoided in the first place, rather
than from detection through monitoring; changes that result in what may be a lower
impact at one sensitive receptor, may of course actually be a higher impact at
another. Further conditions requiring improved additional monitoring would be
appropriate, particularly when the Applicant will need to develop additional
modelling for its forecasting system.

864.

Mr Welchman agreed that meteorology is a critical feature of the dispersion model
and is “really important” to the outputs. 743 However, he was initially unaware that
the Applicant had site-specific meteorological monitoring when Dr Taylor raised this
during the joint expert meeting process. 744 Mr Welchman said that he would have
used meteorological data from the Applicant’s onsite station for dispersion modelling
if the Applicant had installed the wind monitor at the recommended standard height
of 10 metres, and not at two metres, as is the case. 745 He agreed onsite data would be
better than the EIS using data from the Oakey Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) station
12 kilometres away because “it would be roughly in the centre of the modelling
domain” and so would give better data about local conditions.746 Dr Taylor also said
that using site data would “remove some of the uncertainty of the modelling
exercise”. 747

865.

The Applicant finally provided OCAA with its onsite meteorological data on 30 May
2016. Dr Taylor then ‘upscaled’ the two metre measurements to 10 metres. He
found that the upscaled data correlated well with other sources, and that the results
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indicated that the EIS model may have underestimated the frequency of light wind
conditions at the mine site, therefore underestimating predicted impacts. 748
866.

However, not only did Mr Welchman argue against any reliance on Dr Taylor’s
upscaling of the Applicant’s two metre wind data, but also against any need for the
Applicant to further obtain appropriate data at 10 metres. While he did acknowledge
Dr Taylor had upscaled the data correctly, he said that there were problems about the
realism of the outputs. 749 He also argued that because the Oakey BoM data is a
reasonable dataset, and the modelling has used that data in a competent way, there is
a ‘reasonable representation of what’s going on’ and therefore unnecessary. 750 This is
hardly a conservative approach to predicting impacts.

867.

Ultimately, Mr Welchman’s view was that “…in broad terms, the modelling is used
as the correct model, has been configured in an appropriate way. So I don’t see any
reason to discard the meteorological modelling that was done”. 751 If the Project
were to receive approvals, OCAA does not contend that the meteorological
monitoring should be discarded. Rather, it submits that the Applicant should be
required to improve the modelling with appropriately-collected onsite data, prior to
any commencement of the Project. This is, in essence, what Mr Welchman
expressed in his further statement of evidence. 752

868.

Dr Taylor noted that the EIS modelling did not meet the CALPUFF model guidance
recommendations on resolution of the terrain details, nor the domain (i.e. size) of the
area in the landscape. 753 He said that, given the close proximity of houses to
operations, the terrain resolution of landforms in the EIS modelling was “insufficient
to capture those sort of primary influences on the direction of [air] flow” and that the
domain could have been bigger to assess influences from “a little bit further
afield”. 754 During cross-examination by Mr Holt, Mr Welchman also agreed with Dr
Taylor’s concern that the geographical ‘terrain’ in the model did not include the
overburden dumps for any of the years modelled, 755 nor did it accurately represent
the terrain of the existing dump to the northeast of the mine lease. 756 Despite this, he
did not agree with Dr Taylor that those omissions, combined with other modelling
concerns raised by Dr Taylor, may mean greater impacts on northern sensitive
receptors. 757
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7.4.3 Dr Taylor’s further modelling appropriately demonstrates the potential for much
greater impacts than the deficient EIS modelling
869.

While Dr Taylor did attempt to ascertain the extent of any influence of those
omissions by conducting further modelling, Mr Welchman did not. When Dr Taylor
made adjustments to those parameters, together with incorporating onsite
meteorological data and other inputs such as increased wind erosion, his modelling
indicated that for the year 2019, PM10 impacts to sensitive receptors would be
higher than those predicted in the EIS and higher than those in both experts’
modelling presented in the joint expert report. 758

870.

The result of Dr Taylor’s modelling759 is reproduced below. In particular, the
number of sensitive receptors where the PM10 limit of 50ug/m3 would be exceeded
is increased, particularly to the east and west, and slightly to the north. It represents
all typical dust mitigation measures, but no application of adaptive management
shutdown.

Figure 7-10: Dr Taylor's dust modelling outputs
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871.

While Mr Welchman did not in his evidence believe that using a greater resolution of
terrain would have changed the outcome,760 and despite having Dr Taylor’s
additional modelling data for more than six weeks before his supplementary report,
he did not address the issue or conduct any further modelling. He simply seemed
content to conclude, but without any modelling results to substantiate the conclusion
that: “The differences in approach would result in differences in the modelling
outputs, such that Dr Taylor’s modelling would result in higher concentrations of
PM10 (and the other dust metrics) than if my approach was applied.”761 However,
no evidence has been produced to validate his claim.

872.

The Applicant has criticised Dr Taylor for the ‘lateness’ of producing the modelling
results, and for not advising Mr Welchman that he was attempting further
modelling. 762 As Dr Taylor stated in cross-examination by Mr Job, delay was due to
the time the model took to run, and the delay in the Applicant advising of the site
wind data height.763 He was also unsure as to whether or not the modelling would be
finished in time for his evidence. 764 However, this argument is – at best – difficult for
the Applicant to sustain in light of the significant period, being more than six weeks,
that Mr Welchman had to reply.

873.

It is important to note that Dr Taylor’s re-run model only represents PM10
concentrations for 2019, not other parameters such as TSP and PM2.5, and not for
other years. As such, further revised modelling is required to obtain a proper
consideration of more realistic impacts across a number of operations scenarios,
including during construction.

7.4.4 Modelling is still a live issue, despite potential additional monitoring
874.

It is clear from the evidence that the EIS modelling contained shortcomings that
mean the predicted impacts have been underestimated, and is therefore not
conservative. The potential repercussions may relate more to some sensitive
receptors than others, but the extent of that uncertainty remains unresolved. This is
despite Dr Taylor’s additional, adjusted modelling of PM10 for 2019. While Mr
Welchman believed that the predicted impacts would only be slightly worse with
appropriate modelling adjustments, it is important to note that the EIS modelling
predicted results right at, or very close to, the allowable limits for a number of
sensitive receptors. Even ‘slightly worse’ would mean modelled exceedances, unless
the Applicant shut down even more plant and equipment.

875.

It must also be kept in mind that the tables in the EIS with predicted concentrations,
as relied on by the Coordinator-General, contained numerous errors that only came to
light during the cross-examination of Mr Welchman (see section 7.3.1).
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876.

The Applicant relies on the fact that it has offered to accept changes to the draft EA
to reflect additional PM10 monitoring, which Dr Taylor proposed to compensate for
the modelling deficiencies. However, the Court will note that the Applicant still
disagrees with Dr Taylor’s proposal for a single PM2.5 monitor at Acland. In the
main, the problems with the modelling also apply to predicting PM2.5 levels, and not
just PM10. The experts did not attempt re-modelling of PM2.5 with even the agreed,
appropriate changes. While PM2.5 is a subset of PM10, the Applicant’s lack of
monitoring means there is not any site-specific data on the ratio of PM2.5 to PM10
from operations on the Project site (see discussion on PM2.5 in section 7.5.2.2). Dr
Taylor’s opinion is that PM2.5 will also disperse differently to PM10, in different
conditions.765 Therefore, no direct conclusions regarding PM2.5 impacts should
necessarily be drawn from the corrected PM10 modelling. On that basis, concerns
with the modelling still remain a live issue for the Court to consider, and cannot be
put to bed simply because the Applicant has proposed to accept changes to the draft
EA monitoring requirements.

877.

Given the highly-expedited nature of this matter, the experts only had time to
remodel the year 2019 for PM10; they did not attempt to remodel, with appropriate
inputs, other years for PM10 (2023 and 2029), or indeed the other parameters
modelled in the EIS (PM2.5, TSP and dust deposition). How severe are the
increased impacts for sensitive receptors regarding these other parameters, and for
other years of operation when appropriate corrections are made to model inputs?
The Applicant is essentially asking the Court to turn a blind eye to these
considerations, and to simply put trust in its undeveloped, untested and unproven
forecasting and adaptive management system (see section 7.3.2).

7.5
878.

Conditions are currently inadequate
Despite the Applicant’s adoption of additional PM10 monitoring proposed by Dr
Taylor, the Applicant’s proposed amended draft EA conditions remain inadequate for
the following reasons.
a) No PM2.5 monitoring is included.
b) The NEPM Air annual PM10 standard of 25 ug/m3 should be included to
protect health.
c) The qualification in condition B1 to employ ‘all reasonable and feasible’
mitigation measures should be removed.
d) Reference to the exception “for no more than 5 exceedances” in condition B1
should be removed.
e) The daily dust nuisance measure of TSP 80ug/m3 should be added as a
compliance limit in condition B1.
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f) Condition B3, regarding the AEMP, should include further details as to what
the AEMP must include, a process for review and validation of the forecasting
system, and a requirement to be implemented from the commencement of any
operations.
g) The monitoring locations required in Table B1 should be updated to monitor at
sensitive receptors impacted in revised modelling, and at sensitive receptors
particularly concerned about dust.
h) Modelling should be reviewed and rerun prior to commencement of activities,
with appropriately collected site meteorological data, and for an increased
number of operational scenarios (e.g. including construction).
i) Development, peer review and testing of the forecast system should be
required before commencement of any operations.
j) Real time forecasting and particulate monitoring should be required to be
published online.
879.

Given that the Applicant is prepared to adopt proposed amendments to the air quality
conditions, two important questions arise.
a) Are the Applicant’s proposed amended air quality conditions inconsistent with
the CG’s conditions? This question is addressed at section 7.5.6 below.
b) Do the additional air quality conditions proposed by the Applicant adequately
address all the issues?

880.

Should the Court be minded to recommend approval, it should only do so with
changes to the draft EA conditions as discussed below. Central to the
recommendation of further or amended conditions is the issue of consistency with
the CG’s Stated conditions.

7.5.1 The NEPM Air PM10 annual standard should be applied as reflecting the latest
science
881.

Notwithstanding the experts’ agreement that the EPP Air 766 standards are
appropriate, 767 it is critical to note that the Court must not only lawfully consider the
application of the EPP Air, but also the standards in the NEPM Air. 768 As Mr Holt
pointed out in response to a question by Mr Brown, for the Statutory Party, the EPP
Air standards are not mandatory, and it is open to the Court (and ultimately the
departmental decision maker) as to what standards apply in a particular case. 769
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882.

The EPP Air is a relevant criterion in the Court’s decision given that, under s. 191(g)
of the EPA, the Court must consider the standard criteria. The standard criteria, (l),
includes any other matter prescribed by regulation. Sections 48 and 51(1)(c) of the
EP Regulation then require the quality objectives in Schedule 1 of the EPP Air to be
considered.

883.

However, the standard criteria, (b), also require consideration of “any
Commonwealth or State government plans, standards, agreements or requirements
about environmental protection or ecologically sustainable development”. The
NEPM Air is clearly such a Commonwealth government standard about
environmental protection: Part 3 sets “national environment protection standards”,
including for PM10 and PM2.5. 770 The NEPM Air is the result of negotiation, input
and agreement between the Australia’s states and territories.771

884.

One key difference between the EPP Air and NEPM Air is that the NEPM Air
contains a PM10 annual standard of 25ug/m3, whereas the EPP Air does not.772 The
draft EA conditions also do not include that standard, and that may be because the
NEPM Air was only varied to include it in February 2016, after the EHP issued the
draft EA in August 2015. It should be noted that the table comparing the NEPM Air
with the draft EA conditions, tendered by the Applicant during the examination in
chief of Mr Welchman, erroneously states the NEPM Air PM10 annual standard as
20ug/m3.773

885.

The NEPM Air PM10 annual standard of 25ug/m3 should also apply to any approval
for the Project. As stated in the explanatory statement when the NEPM Air was
recently amended:
“The purpose of the proposed variation is to update the [NEPM Air] to ensure that it reflects
the latest scientific understanding and will allow for an adequate level of health protection
against the impacts of particle air pollution for the Australian community.” 774

886.

While section 7 of the National Environment Protection Council (Queensland) Act
1994 requires Queensland to implement the NEMP Air, Queensland has not yet done
so through amending the EPP Air. EHP’s Mr Loveday indicated that advice he had
received was that any changes would not occur until 2018. 775 The NEPM Air
explanatory memorandum indicates:
“[NEPM Air] standards are health based. The standards in the [NEPM Air] are not intended to
be applied as an environmental standard by jurisdictional environmental regulators without
consideration of regulatory impacts. Section 7 of the NEPC Acts allow jurisdictions to
implement the [NEPM Air] by such laws and other arrangements as are necessary. The
implementation of the [NEPM Air] does not preclude jurisdictions from adopting tighter or
complementary standards or goals for their own policy or regulatory purposes. In doing this,
jurisdictions may utilise a risk-based approach in determining environmental standards
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appropriate for their own circumstances or conditions, along with improvement strategies for
regulated and non-regulated sources and exposure reduction strategies.” 776

887.

With those considerations in mind, it is open to the Court to recommend inclusion of
the annual PM10 standard in any approval of the EA application. While it would
also be open to EHP to subsequently amend any EA issued for the Project to reflect a
later amended EPP Air, 777 Mr Loveday could not state with any certainty how long
that could take, despite acknowledging a process did exist for that to occur. 778 OCAA
submits that the Court should recommend inclusion of PM10 annual standard to
apply from the commencement of operations, if it were to recommend approval. To
this end, it should be noted that despite the EPP Air being amended in 2009 to
change the PM10 24 hour average objective from 150 to 50 ug/m3, EHP has never
amended the Applicant’s EA to reflect that change. Otherwise, sensitive receptors
surrounding the mine may find that they are subjected to a number of years of
operation without the longer term PM10 annual standard as a safeguard to their
health.

888.

This is particularly so in the specific circumstances of this application, given the poor
past performance of the Applicant and the lived experience of surrounding
landholders that are close to the mine. The following exchange between Mr Holt and
Mr Welchman is apt to refer to in this regard:
Mr Holt: I asked you what wins between feasibility and the health of children that live near a
mine?
Mr Welchman: My response is that it’s for the State to decide that trade-off, whether to tighten
the standard or not tighten the standard.
Mr Holt: Or whether, in a particular case, to impose particular standards or not or particular
monitoring requirements or not, depending on the particular circumstances of that
mine and the people who live around it?
Mr Welchman: Yes.” 779

889.

The Applicant or indeed EHP may reply by stating it is for the Queensland
Government to implement the NEPM Air in a whole of government response (such
as by amending the EPP Air), and not in a piecemeal way by imposing additional
regulation on individual operations such as the Applicant’s proposal. However, all
of the relevant circumstances of the applications must be taken into account,
including the character, resilience and values of the receiving environment (standard
criteria (e)). If the Project were to proceed, the health-based annual PM10 standard
would be appropriate to apply given the site’s unique history and uncommon (at least
of coal and other mines in Queensland) proximity to sensitive receptors.
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7.5.2 Additional monitoring is required
7.5.2.1 Adoption of additional PM10 monitoring is appropriate
890.

Given the uncertainties in the modelling and forecast system, and lack of past
monitoring, Dr Taylor proposed additional PM10 and PM2.5 monitoring at sites
around the mine. 780 It consisted of three additional PM10 compliance monitors, three
PM10 trend monitors, and a single PM2.5 monitor at Acland. Despite the Applicant
having accepted the additional PM10 monitoring should be conditioned on any
approval, it remains opposed to the PM2.5 monitor. 781 Mr Welchman remains in
disagreement with Dr Taylor on the need for any of the additional monitoring, 782 but
assumes it “would be taken up as a condition of approval” to give confidence in what
NAC must do.783

891.

Given Dr Taylor’s evidence, OCAA also submits that the additional PM10
monitoring is recommended to be included in any approval. It also notes that the EIS
and CG Report figure references as footnoted to Table B1 would need to be updated
to reflect new, appropriate figures.

7.5.2.2 A single PM2.5 monitor at Acland is required for compliance against the EPP Air
standard
892.

Dr Taylor and Mr Welchman agreed that “….PM2.5 monitoring in parallel with
PM10 monitoring is typically unnecessary for mining activities to demonstrate
compliance with both PM10 and PM2.5 objectives for normal mining operations”. 784
However, given the considerable uncertainty in EIS assessment of PM2.5 impacts,
Dr Taylor believed a single PM2.5 compliance monitor at Acland would be
required.785

893.

Both Mr Welchman and the Applicant remain opposed to this requirement.
Nevertheless, Mr Welchman acknowledged that PM2.5 is more dangerous to human
health than PM10, and that the research and knowledge is increasing which is
informing the setting of limits:
“…we should be more cautious about our approach to PM2.5 in light of that uncertainty?---If
that means setting standards to protect against health effects, yeah, that’s – I agree with that.
Yes.” 786

894.

Despite this, Mr Welchman maintains that PM2.5 monitoring is unnecessary given
the surrogate (or proxy) relationship with the PM10 standard. 787 While he
acknowledged the EPP Air has a separate PM2.5 standard, he explained that it was
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because the EPP Air follows the NEPM Air. 788 He also stated that the proposed open
cut mining activity itself is not “atypical or abnormal”. 789
895.

Dr Taylor was concerned about the predicted concentrations of PM2.5 in light of the
data from the 27 days’ monitoring at Balgowan. In relation to that data, Mr
Welchman agreed:
a) that it was the only PM2.5 data from the entire life of the mine, given that the
other 27 days of PM10 monitoring were not informative specifically for
PM2.5; 790
b) there is no data that can be confidently said to be a single measurement of
PM2.5 from the mine, and is likely more representative of background; 791 and
c) it shows a PM2.5 to PM10 ratio of greater than 50% on six occasions. 792

896.

On Mr Welchman’s own calculations using the Balgowan data as background, he
predicted a PM2.5 annual concentration of 7.7 ug/m3. 793 He agreed that is 96% of
the EPP Air limit of 8 ug/m3 and is over the NEPM Air 10 year goal of 7ug/m3, but
still did not think a monitor was necessary. 794 However, he relied on the contention
that the concentrations would be lower under an adaptive strategy. 795

897.

In addition to the above, it is difficult to understand why a PM2.5 monitor should not
be required in any approval, given the following factors.
a) The NPI 2015 data for the Toowoomba region reports coal mining as the single
biggest source of PM2.5, with the Applicant’s mine being the leading source
facility. 796
b) Mr Welchman estimated a cost of just $50,000 for the monitoring equipment,
and less than double that for installation and running costs, which would be
done in conjunction with other monitoring. 797
d) Mr Welchman is still committed to his consultancy’s Katestone best practice
report which states that the broad aim of monitoring is quantitative
measurement of performance, with secondary aims including determining long
term trends and providing scientific data for the community. 798 Mr Welchman
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still stands by those comments in the report as monitoring PM2.5 and PM10
would be duplication. 799
c) Mr Loveday (for the Statutory Party) stated that, had he known the Balgowan
PM2.5 to PM10 ratios, it was reasonable to assume a PM2.5 limit and
monitoring may have been imposed in the draft EA. 800
d) While the PM2.5 to PM10 ratio has been noted as less than 20% at
Jondaryan, 801 the JRLF activities are different to those at the mine, and the
very limited PM2.5 data at Balgowan was unlikely to have measured any
mining activity impact.
e) Despite the fact the CG’s Report states that “The proponent must achieve
compliance with the EPP (Air) objectives throughout all project stages” 802, the
CG did not discuss the need for or impose a PM2.5 monitoring or compliance
condition.
f) If the EPP Air was to be applied strictly, as the Applicant contends regarding
the interpretation of the ‘5 exceedances rule’, then monitoring is appropriate to
measure compliance with both the 24 hour average and annual PM2.5
standards.
7.5.3 The need for improved certainty
898.

Despite improvements in the Applicant’s proposed air conditions over both the
current and draft EAs, several areas of uncertainty still remain that need to be revised
for clarification.

7.5.3.1 Condition B1
899.

OCAA agrees with the changes proposed to have conditions B5-B7 cease to apply,
given the potential for confusion as to which PM10 standard applies at any one time
and inability measure separate emissions, the inconsistency of the 150 limit in B6
with the EPP Air, and the clear intention for PM10 50 limit to apply for Stage 3. 803

900.

However, it submits that conditions B1-B4 should simply commence from the date
of issue of the EA, with B5-B7 deleted. This approach would also be consistent with
the CG’s Conditions. OCAA does not agree that conditions B8-B12 should be
deleted, but note they may be inconsistent with the CG’s conditions. The
Applicant’s submissions at paragraph 44.24 state that the conditions would not be
workable, but there is no reason why this would be the case (as opposed to the
conflicting limits in conditions B1 and B6).
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901.

OCAA also agrees with correcting the apparent typographical error to state EA
‘holder’.

902.

OCAA notes that Mr Welchman was under the impression that Table B1 monitoring
requirements would be enforceable limits, which he repeated numerous times during
his evidence. 804 This was particularly in relation to the TSP daily limit of 80ug/m3.
For example, he listed it as a limit in his table comparing the draft EA with the
NEPM Air, 805 and reiterated his understanding of it as a limit in his evidence in
chief:
So you’ll see there is an annual average total suspended particulate limit of 90 micrograms. So
in addition to what is there for as an annual average, the draft EA also includes a 24-hour
average limit for TSP of 80 micrograms per cubic metre. 806

903.

However, Mr Welchman did not then agree that the TSP daily limit of 80 should be
conditioned as a limit.807 He gave reasons such as it not being in the EPP Air, that it
was secondary to health in importance and that not all exceedances would be a
nuisance. 808 This is despite agreement with Dr Taylor, reaffirmed in his evidence in
chief, that the appropriate air quality objectives were used in the EIS, including the
TSP daily limit of 80.809 He also noted that at the JRLF, the TSP daily limit became
“probably the most critical pollutant”.810

904.

When pressed under cross-examination, Mr Welchman ultimately did not come up
with a good reason why it should not be an enforceable limit 811. The Applicant fails
to mention in its written submissions this final evidence on the issue from Mr
Welchman.812 The fact that Mr Welchman agreed to it being an appropriate nuisance
standard is sufficient for the Court to consider it, particularly as the EPP Air is just
one of the criterion the Court is to consider.

905.

Given this evidence, the TSP 24 hour average nuisance of 80ug/m3 should be
applied to any conditions of approval, particularly given the lived experiences of dust
nuisance from surrounding landholders such as Mrs Harrison and Mrs Mason, and
the findings of the experts regarding this limit at Jondaryan (see section 7.2.4).

7.5.3.2 Condition B3
906.

Mr Welchman emphasised the apparent obligation on the Applicant to continuously
improve. 813 This understanding was based on condition B3, which requires an Air
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Emissions Management Plant (AEMP) to be implemented that must “incorporate a
program for continuous improvements for the management of dust resulting from
mining operations”. While this may be a noble commitment by the Applicant, Mr
Holt pointed out that such a notion of continuous improvement could almost
certainly not be enforced, despite Mr Welchman stating that EHP would have access
to the Applicant’s data.814 Continuous improvement is not something that can be
readily made quantifiable and therefore enforceable.
907.

In any case, draft condition B3 does not give EHP any control of being satisfied with
the content or wording of the AEMP that would allow for enforceability and
adequacy of content – but it should. The importance of the AEMP should not be lost
– the experts stated that the ability for the Applicant to comply hangs on application
of an ‘appropriate’ AEMP, which would include the crucial forecasting and adaptive
management system. 815 Without any oversight whatsoever of the development and
implementation of the forecasting system, all trust would be placed in the Applicant.
Given the Applicant’s past performance, it would simply not be appropriate. The
condition should be tightened in this regard to include the following amendments:
a) the draft AEMP be submitted to EHP for approval, with no commencement of
Stage 3 activities until the AEMP has been approved and implemented 816;
b) the draft AEMP must include:
i.

results of testing and validation of the forecasting system; and

ii.

an independent review by an appropriately qualified and experienced
person of the likely effectiveness of the forecasting system; and

c) replace “aimed to avoid elevated levels of dust” in B3(d) with “to avoid or
minimise dust”.
7.5.3.3

“No more than five exceedances per year” for PM10 in the draft EA condition B1
should be removed

908.

Another key difference between the NEPM Air (superseded and current), and the
EPP Air and draft EA conditions, relates to ‘permissible’ exceedances of the relevant
PM10 limits. This can be summarised as follows.
a) The recently superseded NEPM Air stated that the PM10 24 hour average
standard could be exceeded a maximum of five days a year, and that, where
possible, a description of the causes of exceedances (including natural events
and fire management) must be reported. 817
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b) The current NEPM replaces the ‘five exceedance day’ rule with an
‘exceptional event’ rule. 818
c) The effect of s.8(3) and Schedule 1, Column 5 of the EPP Air is similar; an
environmental value may be protected or enhanced if the PM10 24 hour
objective is not exceeded for more than 5 days each year.
d) The draft EA, condition B1(b), generally states the PM10 24 hour objective is
to be complied with “no more than 5 exceedances recorded each year”.
909.

Mr Welchman commented that the EPP Air is silent on needing a reason for allowing
the five exceedances, and does not expressly reflect the NEPM Air intention of being
for bushfires, dust storms, fires etc. 819 He stated: “The way it has been used in the
past and prior to the model mining conditions was for – did allow for those five
exceedances to occur”, not only for bushfires and other extreme events. 820 He also
tried to justify it as a ‘modelling sense’, and was vague as to how the Applicant
might practically apply the wording in condition B1 and whether the rule could be
used as ‘trick’. 821

910.

The EIS also relied on that interpretation by presenting the predicted impact results
showing the fifth highest exceedance in both tables and figures for 2019, 2023 and
2029. 822 However, there was no discussion at all in the EIS about using the rule in
that way. Further, the CG’s report then perpetuated as what OCAA submits is an
erroneous use of the rule by only citing those figures, thereby under-representing the
true impacts to sensitive receptors. 823 This is particularly so because the model only
includes emissions from the mine, and not from bushfires, dust storms or other
sources.824

911.

There is, contrary to Mr Welchman’s interpretation, evidence from Queensland as to
how the EPP Air five exceedance days is interpreted in line with the NEPM’s
intention.
a) The MMCG state:
“The five exceedances for the PM 10 standard outlined in B4(b) were introduced to account
for the impact of bushfires, dust storms and fuel reduction burning for fire management
purposes. The five exceedances are in essence arbitrary in that the number was chosen as it
is difficult to determine exactly the number of times these events may happen in any one
year. More than five exceedances as a result of one or more of these events would not be
considered to be a breach of condition.” 825
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b) The Queensland Government agency, Simtars, states this in its reports from the
PM10 monitoring around the mine.
“The national 24-hour goal for PM10 in the Air NEPM is 50 μg/m3. This is similar to the
2008 Queensland EPP (Air) Air Quality Objective, being a 24 hour average PM10
concentration of 50 μg/m3, (with allowance of 5 higher days for regional events such as
bushfires or dust storms each year).” 826

912.

In any case, and as highlighted above, the Court (and the EHP decision maker) is not
strictly bound to the EPP Air or its precise wording in making a decision; the
objectives of the EPP Air are just one of the standard criteria it must consider, with
another equal criterion being the NEPM Air.

913.

To avoid any confusion with compliance with any EA for the Project, and to avoid
any delay associated with the implementation of the NEPM Air, the Court could
recommend inclusion of a similar ‘exceptional event’ clause to that found in the
NEPM Air. However, in OCAA’s submission that would be unnecessary given the
condition limits the Applicant’s obligation to ‘all reasonable and feasible’ measures.

7.5.4 Forecasting system and revised modelling review pre-commencement
914.

While the proposed additional monitoring would assist adaptive management if
operations were to commence, a critical pre-condition to any commencement must
be to:
a) conduct revised modelling to address deficiencies in the EIS modelling,
whether as part of the forecasting system or otherwise; and
b) develop, test and validate the forecasting system.

915.

As stated above at section 7.4.2, the experts agreed the modelling could be refined to
reduce uncertainties and to enhance the Applicant’s understanding of operations and
conditions. 827 This was also reaffirmed by Mr Welchman: “And you both agreed
that the modelling can be refined to reduce uncertainties so as to enhance the
applicant’s approach to proposed adaptive management regime?---That’s correct.” 828

916.

Also, Mr Welchman’s view was that “a purpose built dust generation and dispersion
model could be developed”. 829

917.

It appears that these matters would fall under the AEMP requirements in condition
B3. To that end, OCAA reiterates the necessary changes to condition B3 detailed in
section 7.5.3.2, including EHP approval of the AEMP prior to any commencement of
Stage 3.

826
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7.5.5 Local residents deserve online live forecasting and air quality data
918.

Dr Taylor and Mr Welchman disagreed on the appropriate air quality reporting
requirements for the Project. 830
a) Dr Taylor believed “real-time meteorological and ambient air quality
monitoring data should be available online to demonstrate the openness and
commitment of NAC to manage air quality”, and to provide the information to
the community to understand potential impacts.
b) Mr Welchman was satisfied with the requirement for online monthly reporting
of monitoring results to inform people, which was more than the MMCG
requirements, and disagreed that live/real time monitoring and forecasting was
necessary. 831

919.

The poor past performance of the Applicant with regard to managing air quality
impacts, including the relative unavailability of data from mining operations, is a
strong basis for the Court to recommend Dr Taylor’s approach if Stage 3 were to
proceed. That poor performance far outweighs the apparent problems Mr Welchman
raised with such an approach.

920.

Mr Welchman’s opposition to additional reporting can be summarised as follows.
a) It is onerous, and not something generally required in the Queensland mining
industry, and may divert the mine from the normal activity of managing the
activity. 832
b) The information is potentially ‘spurious’ that ‘might create a wrong
impression’ or be misunderstood with a lack of context, until a proper quality
assurance process is possible.

921.

Nevertheless, Mr Welchman did agree:
a) the idea of online real-time air quality data is not new, and is increasingly
becoming normal; 833
b) while he said that the example of Mt Isa Mine was a special circumstance
given its history, he was not aware of any similar mine to Acland in
Queensland with regard to proximity to sensitive receptors; 834
c) after being shown examples of online data, which he was aware of, the ‘sky
hasn’t fallen in’ because of data being available online for Jondaryan and in
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Hunter Valley, and that he was not aware of resources being diverted as a
result of the data. 835
d) the websites for Hunter Valley836 and Mt Isa 837 monitoring include explanation
of the reporting data available, the validation process, and quality assurance
procedures; 838
e) that online data can assist in education as it will help people understand the
effects of the mine and may have the benefit of reduced contact by the
relatively small number of landholders to the Applicant. 839
922.

Despite being aware of these and other examples for Brisbane’s Airport link tunnel,
Queensland Alumina Limited refinery and Kalgoorlie Consolidated Goldmine, Mr
Welchman maintained that simply “because the data is available” it “would perhaps
spark peoples’ interest” 840 and there will be more calls to the mine, potentially
“questioning the mine about, you know, what’s causing exceedances, things like
that.” 841 The Applicant has failed to refer in its submissions to those industry
examples 842 put to Mr Welchman, which are run by the respective companies
themselves. 843

923.

While both Mr Welchman and the Applicant have attempted to distinguish the Mr Isa
Mines example of online reporting on the basis of being a different pollutant (sulfur
dioxide), 844 the principle behind the example remains: to inform the community
about management activities in a transparent and timely way.

924.

Ultimately, despite concessions, Mr Welchman was not prepared to change his
opposition to such monitoring because of the associated ‘unknown’ cost, and that
“[i]t is new for the mining industry” in Queensland.845

925.

In OCAA’s submission, none of the concerns Mr Welchman raised outweigh the
benefits that would flow from such information being available online, particularly
given the history of the mine and its neighbours. In any case, the Applicant would be
likely to need a similar online portal for its internal use as part of its forecasting
system that could be adopted for public use.
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7.5.6 Inconsistency with CG’s Conditions
926.

The Applicant has made no submissions on whether its proposed amended air quality
conditions may be inconsistent with the CG’s Conditions.

927.

In OCAA’s submission:
a) The test of inconsistency, as stated and applied in the Wandoan Case, does not
allow significant departure from the CG’s Conditions.
b) Following the Applicant’s submission that the proposed amended groundwater
conditions are an ‘enhancement’ of the CG’s Conditions, then the proposed
additional PM10 monitoring conditions are also an enhancement. Therefore,
those conditions amount to being ‘more comprehensive’ monitoring that the
President in the Wandoan Case considered was inconsistent with the CG’s
Conditions and, as a consequence, impermissible. The additional conditions
OCAA submits are necessary in section 7.5 only add to the CG’s Conditions
being more comprehensive.

928.

If the Court accepts this position, it is left with no option, in OCAA’s submission but
to recommend refusal of the Project. The Applicant’s air quality impact assessment is
so deficient, and the extent of the impacts so uncertain, that a precautionary approach
is required. To address this uncertainty and remedy such extensive deficiencies
would require recommendation of additional conditions that would necessarily, in
OCAA’s submission, be impermissible under s190(2)(b) of the EPA.

929.

Should the Court take a different view in this case from the approach in the Wandoan
Case, OCAA submits that the Court should recommend the imposition of the
additional conditions proposed as is necessary to address, to the extent possible, the
issues raised in section 7.5.
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8

GROUNDWATER

8.1

Introduction

930.

Groundwater is fundamental to the existing agricultural land use in the Acland area,
so a proper understanding of the Project’s impacts on groundwater is essential to its
assessment – Annexure D provides sets out just some of the concerns of local
landholders involved in agricultural enterprise. Yet the evidence in this case has
demonstrated the profound unreliability of the Applicant’s groundwater modelling as
a predictive tool. Without any reliable capacity to predict groundwater impacts the
Project should not be recommended for approval.

931.

The Applicant accepts in its submissions that the model does not predict with
certainty the extent of the impact at the objectors’ properties and, surprisingly, that
this is not what the model was designed to do. Despite this the Applicant invites the
Court to accept that the predicted lateral extent of the drawdown – supposedly the
most important aspect at this stage of the modelling – is somehow disconnected from
the model’s inability to predict changes in groundwater heads and should be relied
on.

932.

In essence, the Applicant’s position can be summed up as follows: Of course the
Project will impact groundwater; The model has its problems, and significant
uncertainty in its impact predictions, but this is industry standard and meets the
expectations of the Regulator at this stage of a Project; Any uncertainty is not a
problem because Mr Irvine thinks the impact predictions are big, from his
experience, and Mr Durick says the modelling is conservative; The conditions and
make good agreements will deal with modelling uncertainty later, and make sure
impacts are dealt with.

933.

The Applicant’s numerical groundwater modelling, and the underlying
hydrogeological conceptualisation are central to the Court’s and other relevant
decision makers’ understanding of this Project’s impacts, and the evidence in this
matter has given cause for serious concerns about the reliability of each of these
aspects of the groundwater impact assessment.

934.

A number of the issues with the Applicant’s modelling are embedded in the
conceptualisation that underpins the predictive numerical modelling. Perhaps the
most obvious of these is the conceptualisation of faulting, which shows a clear
disconnect between what is known about faulting around the Project and what has
been modelled:
a) The primary experts for OCAA and the Applicant on groundwater
conceptualisation (i.e. other than Mr Barnett) agree that the conceptualisation
of faulting is inadequate, 846 and that there are significant concerns about the
locations 847 and properties 848 of the modelled faults. The faults are modelled in
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See section 8.6.2.
See section 8.6.4.
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some places as a series of short impermeable “walls” in the model, with gaps
inserted in a manner so unorthodox that the primary modelling experts
believed it to be an error.849 In other places they are modelled as a complete
barrier to flow, and some fictional faults have been included in a manner that is
clearly inconsistent with the available geological evidence.
b) These problems with the modelling of faults have major implications for the
reliability of the Applicant’s model, given the potential influence of faulting on
groundwater behaviour both in the real world and in groundwater modelling. 850
This is reflected in the IESC’s ongoing concern about the Applicant’s approach
to modelling of faults, which it reiterated as recently as December 2015. 851
c) The Applicant sought to justify the flawed approach to modelling faults by
introducing an additional expert witness, Mr Barnett, whose earlier decisions
on the approach to the use of faults in the model are the basis of the modelled
faults in the current model. Quite aside from the flaws in Mr Barnett’s
justification for the approach taken to modelling faults, 852 his evidence is of
limited, if any, value in in the present case, given that he has had no
involvement in the modelling presently relied on by the Applicant. 853
935.

There is an extraordinary paucity of on-site data underlying the Applicant’s
conceptualisation, which undermines the credibility of the conceptualisation and the
reliability of the modelling outputs:
a) Notwithstanding that it has been operating on this site for 15 years, the
Applicant has failed to collect the most basic data regarding on-site aquifer
properties to inform the conceptualisation that underpins its groundwater
modelling.
b) For example, it is agreed that there is no reliable on-site data in relation to
aquifer storage properties, 854 vertical connectivity and vertical conductivity, 855
and where there is available data the Applicant’s own expert has given
evidence that it is the “bare minimum”.856 It is uncontested that the
hydrogeological conceptualisation is fundamental to the reliability of the
numerical model and that on-site data is essential for developing a groundwater
conceptualisation.857 In OCAA’s submission the Applicant has failed to meet
even this basic requirement.
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See section 8.6.5.
See section 8.6.6.
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c) Of even greater concern in respect of the Applicant’s numerical modelling, the
available data and evidence from the Applicant’s expert indicates that the input
values chosen for various parameters in the Applicant’s numerical modelling
are inconsistent with even the limited field data 858 and other available
information.859 The evidence from field data and the Applicant’s
conceptualisation expert is that the conductivity values adopted in the model
are too low, which suggests the drawdown predictions have been
underestimated.860
d) Further, the Applicant’s own modelling report identifies that the model is
sensitive to conductivity and storage values.861 This highlights the importance
of having good on-site data to support the selection of model parameters, the
potential effect on the model predictions of unrepresentative parameter
selection, and the uncertainty caused by inadequate data or poor choice of
parameters.
936.

The Applicant’s model does not include any groundwater users, notwithstanding that
there is clearly significant groundwater use in the area and a substantial amount of
information available about the approximately 11GL/year of existing allocations to
found a reasonable estimate of groundwater extraction to apply in the model. 862 The
Applicant’s modelling expert initially asserted that the major omission in the water
balance was no problem, 863 but ultimately accepted under cross-examination that the
basis of this view was unfounded and that the failure to include any groundwater
users in the model would affect the modelled drawdown predictions in unpredictable
ways. 864

937.

The evidence has also drawn out other serious issues with the model calibration.
a) In this case, the Applicant’s approach to calibration is a Monte Carlo
simulation. The calibration is effectively a process of elimination by which the
original population of model realisations (2980) is reduced to the final set of
realisations (only 18) that together comprise the predictive model. Two
calibration targets were relied on here – pit inflows and a statistical measure of
‘goodness of fit’ (SRMS error). Major concerns emerged in the underlying
data and methodology employed in applying each of these calibration targets.
b) The ‘goodness of fit’ (or SRMS error) calibration target is affected massively
by data from one bore, 865 which, it emerged, was likely to be affected by
groundwater extraction at the Oakey Abattoir, 866 and also appears to be in a
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different aquifer from what is assumed by the modelling. 867 The Applicant’s
modelling expert accepted that this would affect the calibration and could
result in the model generating very different impact predictions. 868
c) With respect to the pit inflows target, which was the primary influence on the
model calibration process,869 evidence emerged that showed the data relied on
as the basis for this target is highly unreliable and was suitable only as a
“sanity check”, 870 but this was not investigated by the Applicant’s experts at
any stage. 871 Once again, it is accepted that this will have an entirely
unpredictable effect on the modelled drawdown. 872
938.

The consequence of the issues with the data, conceptualisation and calibration is that
the model predictions are subject to an unknown and, in OCAA’s submission,
unacceptable level of uncertainty. The extent and gravity of the issues exposed in the
hearing of groundwater evidence was such that the Applicant’s own modelling expert
conceded that he had lost confidence in the model’s predictive capacity. 873

939.

Additionally, Mr Loveday, as the delegate who approved the Draft EA on behalf of
the Statutory Party, gave evidence that Mr Durick’s evidence here concerned him, as
did the fact that that these proceedings were necessary to properly understand the
model.874

940.

To the extent that the Applicant accepts there is uncertainty in the model predictions,
it asserts that make good agreements provide the necessary protection for potentially
affected landholders. In OCAA’s submission, make good agreements are an
inadequate remedy, since landholders are left in an unacceptably weak position
regarding the enforcement of make good agreements until the Applicant’s modelling
is dramatically improved and sufficiently reliable. 875

941.

In OCAA’s submission, the proposed conditions are completely inadequate to
address the shortcomings of the modelling, and the groundwater impact assessment
overall, and the Court should recommend refusal. Should the Court decide to
recommend approval, OCAA’s groundwater experts have provided a set of
recommended conditions that seek to address the numerous short fallings, of the
groundwater impact assessment.
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8.2
942.

The importance of groundwater conceptualisation
It is uncontested that reliable hydrogeological conceptualisation is important as a
basis for numerical groundwater modelling, and that it typically relies on sitespecific data. 876
a) Mr Irvine accepts that the numerical model is only as good as the assumptions
that go into it. 877
b) He acknowledged that the quality and extent of data underpinning the
conceptualisation should be “as rigorous as possible” and that this was
particularly the case given the importance of groundwater to land use
surrounding the mine. 878
c) His evidence under cross-examination affirms that on-site data is the key to
avoid embedding structural problems, 879 and that the quality of that data is
central to the conceptualisation.880
d) Mr Irvine accepted that poor conceptualisation can embed structural problems
that can’t be addressed though parameter optimisation in calibration,881 as set
out in the Groundwater Modelling Guidelines. 882
e) He agreed that the primary way to avoid embedding structural problems in the
conceptualisation is to “[make] sure your data is really good”, and that “the
best data you can get for a local area is local data”. 883

943.

Mr Durick reaffirmed this position in his cross-examination, where he agreed that no
matter how good the modellers were, they were dependent on the quality of the
available – ‘rubbish in, rubbish out’.884

8.2.1 Groundwater modelling guidelines on conceptualisation
944.

The importance of adequate conceptualisation is addressed in the Groundwater
Modelling Guidelines, which note that collection of “as much data as feasible” is the
only way to avoid “conceptual surprise”.
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Figure 8-1 Groundwater Modelling Guidelines on “conceptual surprise” 885

945.

The Groundwater Modelling Guidelines also make clear that alternative conceptual
models should be developed to test the effect of conceptual uncertainty on model
predictions, and this is particularly the case where there is “uncertainty about the
hydrostratigraphy or aquifer heterogeneity, or the influence of key processes”. 886

946.

Mr Irvine accepted the risks associated with conceptual surprise887 and that
alternative conceptual models should be considered to explore the significance of the
uncertainty associated with different views of how the system operates. 888 However,
he also gave evidence that:
a) No alternative conceptualisations were created or considered for this project. 889
b) Alternative conceptualisations would probably have resulted in different
drawdown predictions, but we do not have the benefit of such information in
this instance. 890

947.

Mr Irvine accepted that, as recommended by the Groundwater Modelling Guidelines
and in line with good practice, the conceptual model should be iteratively updated in
light of numerical model outputs, further investigations and inquiries.891 He accepted
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that there had been no revision of the conceptualisation throughout the EIS and AEIS
for the Stage 3 expansion. 892
948.

This is the backdrop against which the Court must consider the adequacy of the
conceptualisation relied on by the Applicant. As the evidence in this matter has
progressed, it has become clear that the extent and reliability of on-site data is of
critical concern in respect of both the aquifer properties applied in the Monte Carlo
analysis and the modelling of faults.

8.2.2 The Jacobs CHM
949.

The conceptual hydrogeological model used by Jacobs in the modelling prepared for
the Applicant in this case is represented in Figure 3-1 of the AEIS Groundwater
Addendum (Jacobs CHM), which is reproduced below as Figure 8-2.

Figure 8-2: Jacobs CHM 893

892
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T8-37, lines 5-19.
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 72.
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Figure 8-3: Cross section through model, showing adoption of Jacobs CHM 894

950.

The adoption of the stratigraphy from the Jacobs CHM in the model is represented in
a cross section through the model, as shown in Figure 4-2 of the AEIS Groundwater
Addendum and reproduced above as Figure 8-3.

951.

In addition to the basic stratigraphy shown in Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3, the
conceptualisation adopted in the predictive modelling also requires consideration of:
a) The aquifer parameters input into the modelling, such as vertical and
horizontal conductivity and storage properties;
b) Groundwater flow patterns and fluxes, i.e. recharge, discharge and
groundwater moving into and out of the system; and
c) Structural features such as faulting that can affect the flow of groundwater both
in the model and the real world.

952.

Table 5.1 in the AEIS Groundwater Addendum 895 sets out the various aquifer
properties and parameters that were the basis for the Monte Carlo analysis used to
predict the impacts of the Project on groundwater. Table 5.1 is shown below at
Figure 8-4.

953.

Notably, the windmills on Figure 8-2 may be taken to indicate that the
conceptualisation includes groundwater use. However, as discussed at 1115 below,
no groundwater use is included in the model.

894
895

AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 72.
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 79.
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Figure 8-4: Table 5.1 – Parameter Bounds assigned for Monte Carlo Analysis 896

8.3

OCAA’s evidence on the inadequacy of the groundwater conceptualisation and
available data

954.

Dr Currell’s opinion, as initially stated in the Groundwater JER, is that there a
number of deficiencies in the conceptualisation, including:
a) the role of faulting;

896

AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 95.
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b) the nature of stratigraphic contacts between units;
c) the degree of vertical connectivity between aquifers;
d) the horizontal connectivity of aquifers;
e) the aquifer properties (horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity,
storativity, stream-groundwater connectivity); and
f) the groundwater flow directions. 897
955.

Dr Currell concludes that “These deficiencies create an unacceptably high level of
uncertainty in the hydrogeological conceptualisation, and thus groundwater impact
assessment.” 898

956.

Having heard Mr Irvine’s oral evidence, Dr Currell noted that he still held these
concerns:
If anything, it has probably heightened my concern about the lack of the evidence base for the
conceptualisation and the numerical model. There was some detail that has come out in the last
couple of days which probably leans me towards thinking there’s even less solid basis in field
data supporting this conceptualisation and this model. 899

957.

Dr Currell’s opinion on the quality of the data relied on by the Applicant is set out in
some detail in the Currell SoE. He identifies a number of data deficiencies,
including:
a) a lack of information and data collected and presented about the geology of the
region (see paragraphs 2.1 – 2.4 of the Currell SoE);
b) a lack of field data used to determine aquifer properties and connectivity
(paragraphs 3.1-3.9 of the Currell SoE);
c) inadequate baseline water level data (paragraphs 4.1 – 4.5 of the Currell SoE);
d) inadequate baseline groundwater quality data (paragraph 2.18 of the
Groundwater JER); and
e) inadequate field data used to determine the nature and impact of faulting in the
region (paragraphs 4.4 of the Currell SoE).

958.

Dr Currell gave a frank appraisal of the data in his examination in chief:
Mr Holt: And in terms of the field data – the local field data that’s been used to inform this model
– how good or otherwise is that from your perspective?
Dr Currell: It’s terrible, I think. It’s not good enough. Yeah. I think that there are a number of
areas, which I’ve raised in my individual report, where the field data is deficient.
…Geologically systems are heterogeneous, and they’re complex by nature, so you are
always needing to do some level of simplification when you produce a conceptual
model. That’s not a problem. The problem here is that, you know, the conceptualisation
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here has a number of obvious errors which means that it’s not just that it’s simplifying
the real world; it’s obviously not faithful to what actually happens in the real world.
…by saying that this layer has a hydraulic conductivity of x or y, where, actually,
within that layer you’ve probably got zones with different hydraulic conductivity, so
you’re simplifying, but your parameter estimates that you put into that model still need
to be consistent with field data that’s been collected, and there always needs to be this
cross-checking; if you’re getting something you can’t explain in the modelling, well,
you need to go back to the field and do some additional fieldwork to make sure you
understand why you’ve got that response in the model and why it might not be faithful
to other aspects of the field data. 900

959.

OCAA’s concerns are reflected in the advice from the IESC:
a) In the IESC 2014 Advice, the IESC noted that its confidence in the predictive
capacity of the Applicant’s numerical model was low for a variety of reasons,
including:
i.

hydraulic conductivity (in particular, the low vertical hydraulic
conductivities assigned to aquifers) and recharge values, and the lack of
sensitivity testing of the model to these parameters;

ii.

the exclusion of other groundwater users within the model domain; and

iii.

the absence of any justification for the use of flow barriers to simulate
faults in the model. 901

b) In the IESC 2015 Advice, the IESC noted that the matters raised in the IESC
2014 Advice were not adequately addressed in the AEIS:
A number of key matters raised in the IESC’s advice of April 2014 remain unresolved,
including evidence for the existence and justification of hydraulic properties of faults;
representation of model domain boundaries, final voids and groundwater users in the
groundwater model; identification of surface water quality objectives; and appropriate
identification of GDEs. The unresolved matters, particularly regarding the chosen
hydrogeological conceptualisation (specifically the representation of faults) and model
calibration approach, which may be contributing to bias and over-prediction of
groundwater heads, result in continued uncertainty in the proponent’s groundwater model
and hence impact assessment. 902

960.

8.4
961.

The Applicant’s ongoing failure to address the IESC’s concerns is considered at
8.17.1 below.
Inadequate data on aquifer properties
The suitability of the aquifer properties applied in the model (alternatively referred to
as parameters) is integral, as it is the properties or parameters that dictate the
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drawdown extent. 903 It bears noting once again that the Applicant’s experts accepted
that on-site data are integral to the reliability of a groundwater conceptualisation. 904
962.

The starting point to consider any contest over the adequacy of aquifer parameters is
the respective views of Mr Irvine and Dr Currell in the Groundwater JER:
There was disagreement as to whether there are adequate data to make a reasonable
conceptualisation of aquifer properties and cross-aquifer connection. DI believes that the data
provided on aquifer properties are adequate (as a bare minimum), but MC believes further field
data would be required to properly assess the properties of multiple aquifers, and their level of
hydraulic connection. 905

963.

The extent of available data for various aquifer properties is considered in detail
below, but it is important to note that the Applicant’s own expert considers that the
data on aquifer properties are only a bare minimum.
a) Under cross-examination, Mr Irvine gave evidence that the local data on
aquifer properties presented in Chapter 6 of the EIS was “around about two or
three” on a scale of 1 to 10.906 Mr Irvine’s evidence here was freely given, not
“at the insistence of Mr Holt QC”, as submitted by the Applicant.907
Furthermore, this evidence from Mr Irvine was in relation to the Applicant’s
data on aquifer properties in general, not simply the “number of pump tests
that had been done and their duration”, as submitted by the Applicant. 908 The
fact that the Applicant had at that stage only done two pump tests (of an
inadequate duration) 909 is, in our submission, just one reason why Mr Irvine
reflected so poorly on the data on aquifer properties. Clearly there are other
ways to collect data on aquifer properties that the Applicant did not undertake
to inform its modelling.
b) The Applicant appears to have gathered almost no additional data after the EIS
to inform the AEIS. Mr Irvine could not say whether additional local data was
gathered for the preparation of the AEIS, but he accepted that if there was any,
it was minimal:
Mr Holt: I want to know this: what extra local data given the inadequacy of it in the
first model – chapter 6 – what extra local data was used to inform values
in relation to the update for [the AEIS Groundwater Addendum]? Extra
local data?
Mr Irvine: At that stage, probably a minimum.
Mr Holt: Any?
Mr Irvine: I’m not sure but I’d say probably minimal. 910
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c) Mr Durick described in examination in chief the minimal data incorporated in
the AEIS. 911 This was referred to in the introduction of the AEIS Appendix F
and includes:
i.

the most recent LiDAR topographic information – Mr Durick later
accepted that the updated LiDAR probably would not have been
substantially better than in the earlier model; 912

ii.

an updated geologic model (this appears to be a basin-wide 3D
geological model prepared by SRK 913); and

iii.

some bore logs from DNRM, landholders and from on-site.914

964.

Mr Irvine later gave evidence that he didn’t know whether “any local field data [had]
been used to inform values” in the Applicant’s model. 915

965.

This evidence from Mr Irvine is telling, notwithstanding any parallel claims that the
conceptualisation is adequate or that the model is ‘fit for purpose’. The reliance on
‘bare minimum’ data and failure to gather further data between the EIS and AEIS is
consistent with the Applicant’s approach to a number of issues in its groundwater
impact assessment. That is, the Applicant apparently takes the view that it should be
granted an EA and ML on the basis of sub-standard hydrogeological work because it
will gather required data later either as required by conditions or commitments it has
made.

966.

In light of Mr Irvine’s concessions about there being only the ‘bare minimum’ data
on aquifer properties, the Applicant submits that “the key question is when is the
appropriate time” to collect more than the bare minimum. 916 In OCAA’s submission,
if a model is to be considered reliable for the purpose of impact assessment and
approval, the answer to the Applicant’s rhetorical question must surely be ‘before the
modelling and impact assessment is done’.

967.

It has become clear that the parameters adopted for the Applicants modelling, as set
out in Figure 8-4, are not based on any available site specific data, but are in fact
taken directly from the Surat Underground Water Impact Report prepared by the
Queensland Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment (OGIA Report). 917

968.

The Applicant’s complete reliance on parameters from the OGIA is troubling in a
number of respects.
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a) Mr Durick’s evidence indicates that values from the OGIA Report were used
because there wasn’t enough on-site data:
[I]t was appropriate to use this as a starting point. If there was not enough data at site to be
used. 918

b) Mr Irvine had not interrogated the basis of the hydraulic conductivity values
taken from the OGIA Report,919 and he appeared to be largely unfamiliar with
the OGIA Report when he commenced cross-examination. 920
c) The parameters taken from the OGIA Report are based on a variety of testing
and data from across the Surat basin. However,
i.

Mr Durick gave evidence in chief that the parameters from the OGIA
Report are “more representative of the basin as a whole, so we’re
talking about parameters that are not only shallow but also deep”, 921
and that he “wouldn’t expect that the average across that basin would
be representative of the conditions at [Acland].” 922

ii.

Mr Irvine similarly accepted that there may be regional variation in the
values taken from the OGIA Report.923

d) The hydraulic conductivity applied for the WCM across the Surat Basin as a
whole will be lower than the appropriate value in the area of Acland. 924 This is
considered in more detail at 8.5 below.
e) Based on the above, the Applicant’s expert’s preference for on-site data925 and
pumping testing data, 926 it is submitted that the Court should not accept any
submission that the parameters used in the OGIA Report can justifiably be
adopted in the model instead of any available on-site data.
969.

The lacking evidence base for key parameters is considered below in relation to :
a) Vertical and horizontal hydraulic conductivity values;
b) Storage parameters; and
c) Recharge.

8.4.1 Vertical conductivity and connectivity
970.

Vertical conductivity and connectivity are integral in determining how drawdown
will propagate vertically, within and between aquifers.
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971.

As a general principle, higher vertical conductivity in an aquifer will result in a
greater propagation of drawdown into adjacent aquifers above and below a
dewatered aquifer. 927
a) Mr Durick described the vertical conductivity values as the parameters that
“define how layers in the model talk to each other.” 928
b) Mr Irvine gave evidence that vertical conductivity – both the absolute value
and the relationship between the horizontal and the vertical conductivity values
– is crucial in determining the likely extent of drawdown in the aquifers above
and below the target coal seams. 929
c) Similarly, he accepted in cross-examination that the connectivity between
aquifers was critical.930

972.

Dr Currell and Mr Irvine agreed in the Groundwater JER that there is a lack of
reported field data to make judgements about vertical connectivity between
aquifers 931 and, specifically, that the pumping test data presented in the EIS and
AEIS were not sufficient to look at vertical interaction between different units. 932

973.

Both of the Applicant’s experts confirmed in cross-examination that there is no data
from pumping tests or permeability testing specific to stage 3 that tells us anything
about connectivity between the WCM and the units above and below units. 933 Mr
Irvine gave evidence that:
a) The available slug testing data only assesses horizontal conductivity; 934 and
b) No testing has been done to determine the vertical conductivity of any of the
relevant strata. 935

974.

Instead, the vertical conductivity values have been determined by simply applying a
multiplier (or a multiplier range) to the horizontal conductivity to reflect the general
rule that vertical conductivity is lower than horizontal conductivity. 936

975.

In addition to the absence of data, there is no analysis of flow between aquifers in the
AEIS, 937 yet Professor Werner and Mr Durick agreed in the Groundwater JER that
the model should include an analysis of flow between aquifers. 938
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931
Groundwater JER, soft page 3, para 2.3(a).
932
Groundwater JER, soft page 3, para 2.5(a). Mr Irvine reaffirmed this in cross-examination – see Transcript 746, lines 34 to 43; 7-51, lines 4 to 12.
933
T9-2, line 43 to 9-3, line 3; T23-40, line 21.
934
T7-23, lines 32-34.
935
T7-22, line 46 to 7-23, line 10; T8-99, lines 36-39.
936
T7-23, lines 12-28.
928
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8.4.1.1 Sensitivity of model to vertical conductivity
976.

The AEIS Groundwater Addendum indicates that the model outputs are sensitive to
the conductivity values:
The results of the updated model calibration sensitivity analysis show that the model calibration
is highly sensitive to the horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivities used for the Upper
Walloon Coal Measures, and relatively sensitive to the horizontal and vertical hydraulic
conductivities used for the Lower Walloon Coal Measures and the horizontal and [vertical]
hydraulic conductivities of the alluvium and basalt. 939

977.

Mr Irvine’s cross-examination in response to this passage helpfully explains the
significance of conductivity value selection in the context of high model sensitivity:
Mr Holt: What that means is that the outputs of the model are heavily influenced by the
conductivity values that are given to the upper Walloon?
Mr Irvine: Yes.
Mr Holt: Those – the choice of those numbers, horizontal and vertical, really matter, if I can put
it that way?
Mr Irvine: Yes.
Mr Holt: The model is highly sensitive?
Mr Irvine: Yes.
Mr Holt: So the choice – it follows then, doesn’t it, logically that the choice of those values is a
really important determinant of the ultimate predictions of the model?
Mr Irvine: That’d be correct, yes. 940

978.

In OCAA’s submission, it is concerning that the model is recognised to be sensitive
to conductivity values, yet the Applicant has done no on-site testing capable of
informing the vertical conductivity values adopted in the model. Further, the
Applicant’s own experts have given evidence indicating that the mean vertical
conductivity values adopted in the model are lower than should be expected. 941

8.4.2 Horizontal conductivity
979.

The Applicant has gathered some on-site data for horizontal conductivity in the
Upper WCM, but at the time of the groundwater modelling this was limited to two
pumping tests, which Mr Irvine described as being adequate only as a “bare
minimum” – that is, “the minimum amount of data has been presented to get an idea
of the relevant aquifer properties”.

980.

Not only was this data the “bare minimum”, but Mr Irvine also accepted that it had
probably not influenced the selection of WCM horizontal conductivity values in the

937

Groundwater JER, soft page 19, para 2.52(a); T25-2, line 34.
Groundwater JER, soft page 19, para 2.52(a).
939
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 16.
940
T9-3, lines 31-42.
941
See below at 8.5.1.
938
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model in any way. 942 He had earlier agreed that an explanation would be warranted if
values from on-site data weren’t reflected in the model parameters, 943 yet no such
explanation was forthcoming from the Applicant.
981.

The Applicant has since gathered some additional data from slug testing carried out
while drilling monitoring bores as part of the GMIMP, 944 but this data has clearly not
informed the modelling in any way, since it was not available at that time. There is
very little or no evidence about the availability of data to support the chosen
horizontal conductivity values other than the WCM.

982.

The available horizontal conductivity data and the implications of these data for the
modelling predictions are addressed in more detail at 8.5.2 below.

8.4.3 Storage
983.

Storativity (or the storage coefficient; specific yield in an unconfined aquifer) is in
simple terms the volume of water an aquifer releases as a consequence of a change in
head.945 This is one of the fundamental properties incorporated into a groundwater
model for each geological unit.

984.

Dr Currell and Mr Irvine agreed in the Groundwater JER that there are not reliable
site-specific estimates of storativity and that this does create uncertainty in the likely
extent of drawdown.946

985.

Under cross-examination Mr Irvine sought to imply that there was data to underpin
the chosen storativity value, 947 but ultimately reaffirmed the view that there are no
reliable site specific estimates of storativity. 948

986.

Despite the lack of data, Mr Irvine and Mr Durick asserted that the storativity value
adopted was a source of conservatism in the model. They propose in the
Groundwater JER that, notwithstanding the absence of local field evidence on this
vital aquifer parameter, the value adopted for tertiary basalt in the model “would
represent the lower end for this parameter, resulting in a larger (i.e., conservative)
predicted drawdown.” 949

942

T8-110, lines 1-10. Note that Mr Irvine’s agreement was in relation to the pumping test results, however, the
slug testing relied on by the Applicant, from the Drilling Completion Report (Exhibit 719, NAC.0059),
had not been done when the AEIS modelling was done.
943
T8-41, lines 3-8.
944
Exhibit 719, NAC.0059 (NAC S3 Project GMIMP Bore Drilling and Installation Program).
945
In the Irvine/Durick SoE, it is defined in the following terms:
Storativity means the volume of water an aquifer releases from or takes into storage per unit surface area of the
aquifer per unit change in head. It is equal to the product of specific storage and aquifer thickness. In an
unconfined aquifer, the storativity is equivalent to the specific yield. Also called storage coefficient.
946
Groundwater JER, soft page 7, para 2.14.
947
T9-17, lines 18-20; T9-18, lines 19-28.
948
T9-18, lines 30-32.
949
Groundwater JER, soft page 26, para 3.8(a).
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987.

Under cross-examination, Mr Irvine could not substantiate this claim that the storage
values applied in the model are at the low end:
Mr Holt: But if you’ve got no site-specific estimates of storativity on what basis do you say that
it’s at the low end? Isn’t this the whole problem with this – is that this entire model
appears to be based on assumptions about things rather than data?
Mr Irvine: I can only – the information that I’m provided is – and that I’m aware of is that
they’ve utilised a lower end. There’s specific reasons again. I would prefer you to
speak to Mr Durick about that, because he’s a better understanding as to the reasons to
why those parameters were chosen”. 950

988.

He gave evidence that storativity values were in the order of 10-6, and that this was
“accepted across the board in general literature” as being at the bottom end of
storativity for confined aquifers. 951 However, he could not identify these storativity
values anywhere in the evidence, and admitted that he was relying entirely on Mr
Durick’s review of the material. 952

989.

In OCAA’s submission, it is troubling that Mr Irvine, as the Applicant’s expert on
conceptualisation, was unable to assist the Court with respect to such a fundamental
conceptual issue as the storativity value applied in the model. Further, it is damaging
to Mr Irvine’s credibility that he would seek to assert the conservatism of the model
based on this value, yet he was unable to defend this position.

8.4.3.1 Sensitivity of model to storage parameters and effect on calibration
990.

Importantly, the AEIS Groundwater Addendum indicates that the model outputs are
sensitive to the specific yield of the Upper WCM and the basalt.953

991.

Mr Irvine agreed that an unrealistic storage parameter could have the unintended
consequence of un-calibrating the model, and he refused to comment on whether this
was the case for a supposedly low value:
Mr Holt: Well, again, this might be a question for Mr Durick and Professor Werner, but in
actual fact, if you start playing around with values like that, you can entirely
[uncalibrate] a model?
Mr Irvine: That could happen, yes.
Mr Holt: And in fact you’ve got no idea whether a wrong storativity value, even if it’s low,
uncalibrated the model more generally?
Mr Irvine: I’m not going comment on that. 954

992.

He ultimately accepted that, even in the case of supposedly conservative values, you
do not know whether the allocated storage parameters have uncalibrated the
model. 955

950

T9-17, line 44 to T9-18, line 3.
T9-18, line 43 to T9-19, line 11.
952
T9-42, lines 35-42.
953
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 16.
954
T9-19, lines 26-31.
951
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8.4.4 Recharge
993.

Mr Durick gave evidence that recharge is a very important input into a model, and
that it is really important to understand how much water is entering the model as
recharge, 956 because recharge can be a serious source of uncertainty and potential
error. 957

994.

Despite this, there is no justification in the AEIS for the recharge value chosen in the
model. 958

995.

Professor Werner and Mr Durick agreed on a number of important points with
respect to recharge in the model:
a) that the DNRM value of 12.7% is about twice the maximum used in this
study; 959
b) that conceptual statements about recharge sources seem not consistent with the
modelling approach; 960
c) that there is little difference between recharge to the different geological zones,
when in reality they likely differ more so, and in general, the approach to
assigning recharge to different geological zones is unclear; 961
d) that more investigation is needed into the insensitivity of recharge 962 and that it
should be evaluated through sensitivity analysis (to explore changes in model
output with changes in recharge), because it is an unusual model
characteristic. 963

996.

Notwithstanding the above agreement, Mr Durick’s opinion provided later in the
Groundwater JER is “that the recharge ranges adopted in the model are reasonable
and align to expert opinion of similar geologies.” 964

997.

However, Mr Durick gave further evidence regarding the insensitivity of the model
to recharge:
a) He has never seen a model entirely insensitive to recharge; 965
b) He was unsure whether there had been a change in the distribution of the
recharge parameter after the Monte Carlo distribution,966 which is the indicator

955

T9-20, lines 1-9.
T25-22, lines 39-42.
957
T25-23, lines 13-15.
958
T25-23, lines 38-39.
959
Groundwater JER, soft page 18, para 2.47(a).
960
Groundwater JER, soft page 17, para 2.46(a).
961
Groundwater JER, soft page 17, para 2.46(c).
962
This is apparent in Figure 5-8 of AEIS Groundwater Addendum, because the calibrated models have
minimum and maximum values that are the same as the input minimum and maximum.
963
Groundwater JER, soft page 18, para 2.48(a) and (b).
964
Groundwater JER, soft page 33, para 3.25(a).
965
T25-24, lines 8-11.
966
T25-24, lines 22-28.
956
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of sensitivity. The relevant box and whisker plot, reproduced at Figure 8-5,
shows clearly that there was no change in the recharge range for each
geological unit as a consequence of calibration to heads, and very little change
as a consequence of calibration to pit inflows.967
c) While he agreed that insensitivity to recharge should be investigated further,
this has not been done. 968

Figure 8-5: Figure 5-8 from the AEIS Groundwater Addendum - Recharge box and whisker plot 969

998.

Mr Durick also states in the Groundwater JER that the recharge estimation is not
overly simplistic “for the approach being undertaken”, 970 however, Mr Durick does
not make clear what this qualification means or precisely what about the “approach
being undertaken” justifies such a simplistic approach.

967

AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 114.
T25-24, lines 30-44.
969
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 112.
970
Groundwater JER, soft page 33, para 3.24(a).
968
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8.4.4.1 Implications for calibration
999.

Recharge is intrinsically linked to conductivity in modelling. As Mr Durick
described in his evidence, recharge and conductivity parameters are generally wholly
correlated. 971

1000.

Mr Durick agreed that if recharge is in fact wrong, then this will necessarily have an
effect on the calibration of other parameters, which will necessarily change to
compensate for the incorrect recharge, and will ultimately change the final 18 models
that are the basis of the predictive modelling. 972

1001.

He agreed that recharge could be another source of uncertainty in the model’s
predictions. 973

8.5
1002.

Available data on aquifer properties indicates drawdown has been underestimated
As set out below, a number of the values adopted in the model do not reflect the
available on-site data.
a) Mr Durick gave evidence that this is not an approach you would expect from a
competent modeller. 974
b) Similarly, Mr Irvine gave evidence that “if additional information is identified
that's pertinent to revising or updating the model, then you would incorporate
that”, and that this approach is an “industry standard process”. 975

1003.

The failure to incorporate the minimal available on-site data into the model, in our
submission, calls into question the competence of the modellers and whether this
model meets even the (apparently low) industry standard for coal mines.

8.5.1 Vertical conductivity
1004.

Mr Irvine initially did not know what vertical conductivity values were ultimately
adopted in the model, 976 but after reviewing the relevant material he agreed that the
vertical conductivity values adopted in the model are low, and that this will result in
the underestimation of vertical drawdown propagation.977 That is, the spread of
drawdown into overlying and underlying aquifers will be artificially muted in the
model predictions.

1005.

Further, he agreed that:
a) The low values are something that should be investigated further;

971

T23-65, lines 37-40.
T25-25, lines 1-7.
973
T25-25, lines 12-13.
974
T24-35, lines 29-31.
975
T7-8, lines 7-14.
976
T8-54, line 44 to T8-55, line 7.
977
T8-98, lines 16-41; T8-99 line 4 to T8-100, line 2; T8-111, lines 17-18.
972
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b) That hasn’t been done; and
c) It is something that can be incorporated into the “further assessment” for the
project. 978
1006.

This is again demonstrative of the Applicant’s, and its experts’, apparent view that it
should be granted approval on the basis of an unreliable impact assessment,
notwithstanding that a proper assessment will likely show greater impacts.

1007.

Specifically in relation to the Upper WCM:
a) The range for vertical conductivity in the Upper WCM is essentially an order
of magnitude lower than the multiplier ranges for all the other units. 979
b) Mr Irvine was not aware of any justification for this.980
c) He confirmed again that the effect of this will be to artificially dampen the
propagation of the drawdown into the aquifers overlying the Upper WCM, 981
namely the Alluvium and the Basalt aquifers.
d) He also confirmed that, if anything, the Upper WCM should have a higher
conductivity multiplier than the lower WCM, because it is understood to
behave more as an aquitard. 982

1008.

In relation to the Alluvium:
a) The Alluvium conductivity values in OGIA Report and the Applicant’s model
should be consistent, since there is no depth dependence for those values. 983
b) In this light, it is concerning that the calibrated vertical conductivity values (i.e.
those that the predictive modelling is based on) are significantly lower than the
value in the OGIA Report, as shown in Mr Durick’s second affidavit. 984
c) Mr Durick accepted that the lower vertical conductivity value would have the
effect of dampening the propagation of drawdown in the Alluvium. 985

1009.

We note again that the Applicant’s own reporting highlights the sensitivity of model
outputs to conductivity values, 986 which means the outputs of the model will be
heavily influenced by the adoption of low vertical conductivity values.

1010.

It is of grave concern that:

978

T8-99, lines 4-12.
See Figure 8-4 – the rows labelled ‘Kz (m/d)’ show the maximum and minimum multipliers for each of the
strata, and indicate that the value is ‘tied’ to the horizontal conductivity value (Kh) for that unit.
980
T8-101, lines 12-14; T8-102, lines 1-13.
981
T8-101, lines 16-23; T8-101, lines 17-19.
982
T8-101, lines 25-38.
983
T23-46, lines 11-22.
984
Durick Correction Affidavit, Exhibit AD7, soft page 154.
985
T24-39, lines 9-13.
986
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 16.
979
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a) The Applicant has done no on-site testing capable of informing the vertical
conductivity values adopted in the model.
b) The Applicant’s own experts hold the view that the mean value assigned to the
model is lower than should be expected, which will artificially lessen the
modelled drawdown predictions.
c) The sensitivity of the model to these parameters reinforces that the choice of
parameters is important, and that the effect of poor choice of parameters on the
reliability of model outputs will be considerable.
8.5.2 Horizontal conductivity
1011.

Mr Durick agrees that modellers should aim to use parameters as close as possible to
the actual conductivity value, and that pumping tests and slug tests can be used to
ascertain an appropriate value. 987 However, the available data from slug tests and
pumping tests shows higher on-site conductivity values than those adopted in the
Applicant’s modelling.

1012.

Mr Irvine agreed that the available information from pumping tests and slug test data
give a good indication of higher in situ horizontal conductivity in the WCM than the
values that were used in the OGIA Report, as shown in Figure 8-4 and applied
directly to the model. 988

8.5.2.1 Slug tests
1013.

The Applicant tendered a Drilling Completion Report 989 through Mr Irvine that
describes the results of slug testing undertaken between February 2015 and
December 2015. The slug testing is undertaken to determine a value for horizontal
hydraulic conductivity for particular strata, 990 and the majority of the data in the
Drilling Completion Report is from the Upper WCM.

1014.

The slug test results presented in the Drilling Completion Report are copied below at
Figure 8-6.

1015.

Mr Irvine initially gave evidence that this Drilling Completion Report demonstrates
that the Applicant has undertaken the additional slug testing that Dr Currell says is
necessary, among other testing, in order to properly understand the aquifer
properties.991

1016.

However, when cross-examined on the disparity between the slug test data and the
mean value adopted in the Applicant’s model, he subsequently gave evidence on

987

T23-63, lines 29-37.
T8-110, lines 32-36.
989
Exhibit 719, NAC.0059 (NAC S3 Project GMIMP Bore Drilling and Installation Program), Table 1, soft page
8.
990
T7-22, lines 5-13 and T7-22, lines 33-35.
991
T7-18, lines 25-36.
988
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more than one occasion that he considers further testing is necessary to validate the
hydraulic conductivity data derived from the slug testing. 992
1017.

Additionally, Mr Irvine accepted that there are errors in the Drilling Completion
Report for which he was unable to provide an explanation. 993

Figure 8-6: Slug test results from Drilling Completion Report 994

1018.

The slug test data indicate that the on-site horizontal conductivity in the Upper WCM
is significantly higher than the mean value adopted in the Applicant’s model:
a) Mr Irvine accepted that the mean horizontal conductivity value of 0.08m/day
for the Upper WCM, as adopted in the Monte Carlo simulation and shown in

992

T7-33, lines 35-38; 7-42, lines 31-43.
T7-37, line 30 to T7-38, line 5.
994
Exhibit 719, NAC.0059 (NAC S3 Project GMIMP Bore Drilling and Installation Program), soft page 14.
993
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Figure 8-4, is “something like an order of magnitude lower” than the results of
the slug tests.995
b) When pressed on the implications of higher horizontal conductivity values in
the Upper WCM, Mr Irvine sought to downplay the significance and reliability
of the slug test results:
i.

He accepted that the monitoring bores are installed by experts and are
designed to give reliable slug testing. 996

ii.

However, he stated that “any of the Walloon Coal Measure data that
[is] in excess of one metre [per day] I would ignore because it’s
unrealistic.” 997

iii.

Taking Mr Irvine’s approach would result in discarding seven of the
sixteen slug test results – or 43.75% of the results – from the Upper
WCM.998

c) He gave evidence that there are two possible explanations for what he
considered were unusually high conductivity values:
i.

The bore may have been installed in the wrong sequence, 999 although
he later gave evidence that the bores appear to be tapping the correct
strata. 1000 Mr Irvine also admitted that he had not reviewed the relevant
bore logs in detail and had given them only a “cursory appraisal”. 1001

ii.

The bore may intercept a fracture such that the slug test is giving
permeability data for the fracture. 1002

d) While Mr Irvine speculated that conductivity values in excess of 1m/day might
reflect fractures,1003 at no point did he discuss that such extensive fracturing
could require an increase in the bulk conductivity value, adopted in the model.
i.

This is the case notwithstanding that more than 40% of the results
appear to be affected by fractures in Mr Irvine’s view.

995

T7-26, lines 14-16.
T7-35, lines 14-34.
997
T7-27, lines 27-29. See similar evidence from Mr Irvine at T7-34, lines 26 28.
998
Mr Irvine described that the bores described as “Acland sequence” and “Waipanna sequence” are in the
Upper WCM. These include the following bores as identified in the Drilling Completion Report:
2014_GW06B, 2014_GW08B, 2014_GW09B, 2014_GW10, 2014_GW12B, 2014_GW13B, 2289U,
111PGC_L, 3316WB, 113PGCA, 113PGCB, 114P, 116P, 118P, 119P, 111PGC_U.
999
T7-36, line 17.
1000
T7-38, lines 37-40.
1001
T7-37, lines 10-12.
1002
T7-40, lines 27- 47.
1003
T7-27, lines 34-41.
996
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ii.

He later accepted that it is perfectly reasonable to assume on that basis
that this is a heavily fractured part of the WCM. 1004

e) Mr Irvine accepted that, excluding the ‘outliers’ with values above 1m/day,
there is nothing to suggest that the conductivity values derived from slug
testing are wrong, and that they are representative of horizontal conductivity at
those locations.1005 Of the nine remaining values for the Upper WCM that Mr
Irvine accepted, which are set out below, six are higher than the mean of 0.08
m/day adopted in the modelling:
i.

0.52 m/day - 2014_GW06B;

ii.

0.24 m/day - 2014_GW08B;

iii.

0.01 m/day - 2014_GW10;

iv.

0.16 m/day - 2014_GW12B;

v.

0.54 m/day - 2014_GW13B;

vi.

0.04 m/day - 111PGC_L;

vii.

0.16 m/day - 114P;

viii.

0.30 m/day - 116P; and

ix.

0.0042 m/day - 3316_WB.

f) Subject to establishing the validity of the data, and ignoring those ‘outliers’
with values above 1m/day, Mr Irvine accepted that the data raises serious
conceptual issues about whether the parameters in the model actually reflect
the real world. 1006
1019.

Mr Irvine’s evidence here is concerning.
a) On the one hand, he sought to rely on the slug test data to indicate that Dr
Currell’s concerns had been addressed;
b) He retreated from this position when it was pointed out to him that the Upper
WCM horizontal conductivity values from the slug test data were significantly
higher than the mean value input to the Monte Carlo simulation,
notwithstanding that this appears to be some of the best on-site data available
for the Upper WCM at Acland;

1004

T8-95, lines 10-21.
T7-41, lines 5-11; T7-41, lines 37-41.
1006
T7-34, lines 33-40.
1005
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c) Instead, he asserted that more testing is necessary to ascertain these
conductivity values rather than accept these data, which would suggest underprediction of drawdown impacts by the Applicant’s model.
1020.

The Drilling Completion Report includes data from only two bores in the Lower
WCM (i.e. the Balgowan sequence). 1007 The conductivity values from these tests are
0.1 and 0.6 m/day – each is more than an order of magnitude greater than the mean
value of 0.01 applied in the modelling, which again suggests drawdown propagation
will be greater than predicted.

8.5.2.2 Pumping tests
1021.

In relation to pumping tests, Mr Irvine gave evidence that:
a) Pumping tests are better than slug tests and would give preferable data with
regard to hydraulic parameters. 1008
b) Only two pumping tests have been conducted for the Stage 3 expansion
Project, both in the WCM and for only six hours each. 1009
c) The two pumping tests for which data is provided in the EIS and AEIS are
“valid for assessing the conductivity value within the Walloon Coal
Measures.” 1010
d) As a general proposition, the quality of the data collected does not matter
unless it actually informs the conceptual model. 1011 However, Mr Irvine didn’t
know the conductivity values derived from these two tests 1012 or whether the
derived values were the basis of the conductivity values applied in the
model.1013

1022.

It is uncontested that:
a) Longer pumping tests will give better data on aquifer properties;
b) The six hour duration of the only two pumping tests undertaken for the purpose
of the Stage 3 expansion “is very, very much at the low end in terms of the
number of hours of pumping”. 1014

1023.

The Applicant acknowledges Mr Irvine’s evidence in cross-examination accepting
the very poor data on aquifer properties, and seek to justify the fact that this wasn’t
used on the basis that “data from a pump test is only relevant at a very localised level
and it is difficult to extrapolate this data to the scale of this model”. 1015 This
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T7-20, line 44 to T7-21, line 6; T7-25, lines 22-28.
T7-42, lines 35 to 37.
1009
T8-34, lines 16-22; T8-92, lines 12-16.
1010
T7-47, lines 5 to 7.
1011
T8-40, lines 37-39.
1012
T7-47, lines 16-21.
1013
T8-34, lines 29-34; T8-36, lines 9-11; T8-75, lines 23-29.
1014
T8-92, line 43 to T8-93, line 2.
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Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.89(b).
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submission is directly contradicted by Mr Irvine’s own evidence that good
conceptualisation is reliant on good site-specific data and that data from pumping
tests provide preferable data. 1016
1024.

Dr Currell was criticised in cross-examination for having referred to the British
Colombia guidelines, rather than the Australian Standard, and for his opinion on the
inadequacy of 6 hour pumping tests. 1017
a) In respect of the choice of guideline, Dr Currell noted that he had referred to it
because it was easily accessible, and that:
“I don’t think that the basic principles of conducting a good pumping test
for the purpose of determining aquifer properties differ across the world.
They’re the same principles.” 1018
b) It was put to Dr Currell, and he accepted, that the duration of a pumping test is
ultimately a matter for the professional judgment of the hydrogeologist. 1019
Further to this, he gave evidence that “if the proposed use of the well is
determining the properties of an aquifer like the Walloon Coal Measures, then
I’d suggest you ask any hydrogeologist. I’d stand by that. They’d tell you that
you need to pump for significantly longer for six hours.” 1020
c) The Australian standard indicates, in accordance with Dr Currell’s evidence,
that:
i.

Where testing is being done for the purpose of aquifer investigation, the
duration of the pumping test depends on the nature of the investigation;

ii.

In respect of a medium or high usage bore, “[t]he reliability of the
prediction of well performance will increase with the duration of the
test. A test duration nearer the upper limit is recommended if the
consequences of failure to perform as predicted are severe.” 1021

d) Dr Currell’s ultimate view on the pumping test results is:
“As a [bare] minimum, what you could potentially get from that is a
transmissivity result. Not the storage coefficient, and not the leakage
behaviour. You could get a reasonable estimate of transmissivity using a
six hour test if you’re lucky and the drawdown curve behaves
predictably.” 1022

1016

See paragraph [942], [946], [1021.a) above.
T10-78, line 4 to T10-79, line 15.
1018
T10-78, lines 44-47; T10-89, lines 41-44.
1019
T10-78, lines 4-17.
1020
T10-79, lines 12-25.
1021
Exhibit 729, OCA.0044 (AS 2368 - 1990 Australian Standard Test Pumping of Water Wells), soft page 14.
1022
T10-92, line 45 to T-93, line 2.
1017
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e) This appears to accord with Mr Irvine’s evidence. 1023
1025.

The conductivity values derived from the two six-hour pumping tests were first
considered by Mr Irvine in cross-examination.
a) Pumping tests provide data on the transmissivity of an aquifer.
b) A transmissivity value can be converted to a horizontal conductivity value by
dividing it by the thickness of the aquifer or, in the case of a bore screened in
an aquifer, dividing by the thickness of the screen. 1024
c) Details of bore screen thickness and transmissivity values are shown in Figure
8-7. The relevant values are transposed into Table 8-1. The calculated
horizontal conductivity values shown in Table 8-1 were confirmed with Mr
Irvine in cross-examination.1025
d) Each of the calculated conductivity values are higher than the mean value of
0.08 included in Table 8-1.
e) Additionally, the pump test conductivity values are over or very close to 1.
This lends further credibility to the slug test conductivity values greater than
1m/day previously disregarded by Mr Irvine, particularly in light of his earlier
evidence that pumping tests give preferable data with regard to hydraulic
parameters.

Figure 8-7: Table 2.1 and 2.2 in the EIS Aquifer Testing Report – Bore Details and Transmissivity Values 1026

1023

T7-46, lines 34-43; T7-51, lines 4-12.
T8-109, lines 19-31. The equation is: Horizontal K (m/day) = Transmissivity (m2/day) ÷ screen thickness (m)
1025
T8-109, lines 33-45; T8-110, lines 33-36.
1026
Exhibit 52, EHP.0052 (EIS - Appendix G4.1 Aquifer Testing Report), soft pages 11 and 25.
1024
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Table 8-1: Pump testing results and calculated conductivity values
Horizontal K (m/day) = Transmissivity (m2/day) ÷ screen thickness (m)

Bore

Transmissivity Screen thickness Horizontal conductivity
(m2/day)
(m)
(m/day)

120WB

6.5

10

0.65

117PCG

8.2

10

0.82

121WB

47

7

6.7

113PCGA

31

7

4.4

1026.

Mr Irvine agreed that this information along with the slug test data give a good
indication of higher in situ horizontal conductivity in the WCM than the values that
were used in the OGIA Report, as shown in Figure 8-4 and applied directly to the
model. 1027

1027.

He accepted that the pumping test conductivity values had probably not influenced
the selection of WCM conductivity values in the model in any way. 1028

1028.

Again, we note Mr Irvine’s evidence that an explanation would be warranted if
values from on-site data were not reflected in the model parameters. 1029 Once again,
the Applicant has given no explanation for the failure to adopt pump test data into the
model.

8.5.2.3 Lower horizontal conductivity values lessens drawdown predictions
1029.

Similar to the general principle for vertical conductivity values, higher horizontal
conductivity will allow more extensive drawdown in the horizontal plane of an
aquifer, if all other things remain equal.

1030.

Mr Irvine accepted, somewhat reluctantly, that a higher horizontal conductivity could
result in more horizontally extensive drawdown. 1030 His reluctance is somewhat
disconcerting, given the clear agreement between Mr Durick and Professor Werner
that higher hydraulic conductivity usually results in more extensive drawdown. 1031

1031.

He also agreed that using a higher mean horizontal conductivity value in the model
would lead to a higher predicted draw-down in the aquifer above. 1032

1027

T8-110, lines 32-36.
T8-110, lines 1-10.
1029
T8-41, lines 3-8.
1030
He sought to qualify this by reference to other factors that might influence drawdown, such as boundaries,
storage potential and recharge – see Transcript T7-28, lines 6-16.
1031
Groundwater JER, soft page 15, para 2.38(a).
1032
T8-110, lines 38-43.
1028
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8.5.2.4 Sensitivity of model to horizontal conductivity
1032.

As noted above for vertical conductivity and storage properties, the model is “highly
sensitive” to the horizontal conductivities used for the Upper WCM, and “relatively
sensitive” to the horizontal conductivities used for the Lower WCM, the alluvium
and basalt. 1033

1033.

This serves once more to highlight the importance of having good on-site data to
support the selection of model parameters, the potential effect on the model
predictions of unrepresentative aquifer properties, and the uncertainty caused by
inadequate data or the selection of unrepresentative parameters.

8.6
1034.

Faulting in the model is unjustified and affects model predictions
A great deal of evidence was heard about faulting, including the introduction of an
additional expert by the Applicant to seek to justify the faulting pattern applied in the
AEIS model. It is most important to recognise at the outset that the faulting approach
taken by Mr Barnett, and the justification he gives for the faulting applied in the EIS
model, is of limited relevance to the AEIS model, on which the Applicant currently
relies.
a) Mr Barnett was only involved in modelling for the Applicant until the EIS
model, and has not been involved since 2013. 1034
b) Although the faulting conceptualisation, locations and properties 1035 applied in
the AEIS are essentially the same as in the EIS, there are significant
differences between the EIS and the AEIS model, including:
i.

In 2009, at the point at which most of the faults were incorporated into
the model, the mode was only a steady state model, whereas the later
EIS and AEIS models underwent transient calibration.1036

ii.

The EIS model underwent deterministic calibration (this is the process
in which Mr Barnett says it became necessary to implement much of
the faulting now in question), 1037 whereas the AEIS model is calibrated
by stochastic Monte Carlo analysis.

1033

AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 16.
T29-3, line 3-7; T29-3, lines 24-28.
1035
T9-26, lines 19-25; T25-47, line 40 to T25-48, line 5; Barnett SoE, paragraphs 5.1(f), soft page 2-3; Further
Groundwater JER, soft page 6, item 13.
1036
T28-83, lines 31-32; Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report, soft pages 32 and 35.
1037
Barnett SoE, paragraphs 5.1(b) and (c), soft page 2.
1034
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iii.

The EIS modelled the impacts in the WCM and the Basalts together,
whereas the AEIS separated the impacts in these strata into different
model layers. 1038

c) Mr Durick, Mr Irvine and Mr Barnett each gave evidence that there has been
no change in the faulting conceptualisation between the revised stage 3 EIS
and the AEIS, which is evident in the legacy of faulting carried into the
AEIS. 1039
d) Mr Durick agreed, as the Applicant’s primary expert on modelling and the
expert for the Applicant familiar with the AEIS modelling, that the approach to
faulting should have been reconsidered after the model layers were separated
between the EIS and the AEIS. 1040
1035.

In this light it is apparent that the validity and implications of the faulting applied in
the AEIS modelling must be considered independent of Mr Barnett’s justification.
Notwithstanding this, the AEIS faulting and the issues with Mr Barnett’s evidence
will be considered in turn.

8.6.1 Significance of faulting
1036.

It is uncontested that faults (or fractures) can have various different and significant
influences on groundwater flow. For example, they can act as a complete barrier to
flow or as a conduit to flow. 1041

1037.

Mr Durick gave evidence that faults that have been modelled where they probably do
not exist will have a significant impact on the way water behaves in the model
around that area. 1042

1038.

Dr Currell and Mr Irvine agreed that:
a) the assumption that the major fault to the south of the mine acts as a barrier to
groundwater flow has major implications for the predicted extent of the
Project's impacts. 1043
b) there is uncertainty regarding the role of faults in the propagation of drawdown
from the Project. 1044

1039.

The IESC’s December 2015 advice also raised significant concerns about faulting. It
identified the unjustified hydraulic properties of faults as one of the unresolved
matters raised in its 2014 advice, and noted that the representation of faults is one

1038

See combined drawdown mapping in Exhibit 56, EHP.0056 (EIS - Appendix G4.5 Groundwater Numerical
Modelling Report), soft pages 25-29.
1039
T9-26, lines 19-25; T25-47, line 40 to T25-48, line 5; Barnett SoE, paragraphs 5.1(f), soft page 2-3.
1040
T25-46, lines 38-43.
1041
Mr Irvine, see Transcript 7-39, lines 12-24; T29-8, lines 6-31.
1042
T25-44, lines 18-19.
1043
Groundwater JER, soft page 4, para 2.8(a).
1044
Groundwater JER, soft page 4, para 2.8(b).
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issue that “result[s] in continued uncertainty in the proponent’s groundwater model
and hence impact assessment.” 1045
8.6.2 Adequacy of faulting conceptualisation
1040.

Mr Irvine gave evidence that both Jacobs and AGE (the consultancy he and Mr
Durick work for) considered the earlier EIS model to be deficient 1046 and, as noted
above, it is agreed that the conceptualisation of faulting has not changed between the
EIS and the AEIS. 1047

1041.

Specifically in relation to the AEIS, Mr Irvine’s evidence was that the groundwater
conceptualisation is not appropriate as it relates to the role of faulting. 1048
a) He agreed that the conceptualisation applied in the model appeared to be that
faults, conceptualised as complete barriers to flow, almost completely
surrounded the mine. 1049
b) More specifically, the faulting pattern correlates more with the mining lease
than anything else, and that it “appears to wall off most of the mining
lease”. 1050
c) The impact of that conceptualisation would be significant, and would prevent
drawdown propagation outside the fault pattern. 1051
d) He does not agree with this conceptualisation 1052 and, in respect of faulting, he
agreed that “the conceptualisation is just rubbish” 1053 and “very, very
wrong”. 1054

1042.

Mr Irvine agreed, having acknowledged that he had never seen a fault of that kind,
that the appropriate response would have been to revisit the conceptualisation. 1055
There is no evidence that this has happened, aside from Mr Durick rerunning the
model with no faults (see 8.6.8 below). 1056

1045

Currell SoE, soft pages 62-63.
T8-25, lines 19-23.
1047
T9-26, lines 19-25; T25-47, line 40 to T25-48, line 5; Barnett SoE, paragraphs 5.1(f), soft page 2-3; Further
Groundwater JER, soft page 6, item 13.
1048
See Groundwater JER, soft page 35, para 3.31(a). Mr Irvine’s evidence here is that the conceptualisation of
the hydrogeology is largely appropriate, “although with the exception of the role of faulting.”
1049
T9-26, line 44 to T9-27, line 20.
1050
T9-28, lines 35-44; T9-29, lines 20-39.
1051
T9-27, lines 22-29, and lines 35-43; T9-28, line 44 to T9-29, line 11.
1052
T9-34, lines 20-23.
1053
T9-34, lines 38-41.
1054
T9-35, lines 4-5.
1055
T9-33, lines 25-40.
1056
T9-33, lines 42-43.
1046
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1043.

Mr Irvine also agreed that the only way to understand the actual impact of faulting,
noting that it “will make a real difference to [the] propagation maps”, would be to
model the faults in their known locations. 1057
a) He initially seemed content that this would be addressed in the next model
revision, which is only required within 2 years of the commencement of box
cut operations.1058
b) He subsequently gave evidence, in response to questions from His Honour
Member Smith, that remodelling based on the known faulting in the area
would address a number of concerns and should be done at the earliest
opportunity. 1059

1044.

Mr Durick accepted that faulting is essentially a conceptual issue that has modelling
implications, 1060 but he did agree that his primary consideration in modelling faults
would be evidence of their location and direction. 1061 Additionally, he agreed that the
absence of field work in relation to faulting is quite extraordinary. 1062

8.6.3 Location and impact of faulting
1045.

Figure 4-1 from the AEIS Groundwater Addendum, reproduced as Figure 8-8 below,
shows the location of faults applied in the model in the context of the full model
domain.

1046.

AGE’s response to the IESC included a map showing the respective locations of the
faults as mapped and included in the model. This is reproduced below as Figure 8-9.

1047.

OCAA produced a map combining various information sources to show the location
of the faulting and the drawdown patterns in the WCM, and in relation to the
objectors’ properties. This is reproduced below as Figure 8-10.

1057

T9-36, lines 17-23.
T9-36, lines 25-26.
1059
T10-31, lines 8-31.
1060
T25-27, lines 38-43.
1061
T25-30, lines 15-26.
1062
T25-50, lines 12-13.
1058
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Figure 8-8: Figure 4.1 from the AEIS Groundwater Addendum, showing modelled fault patterns 1063

1063

AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 78.
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Figure 8-9: Mapped and modelled faults 1064

1064

2016 IESC Response, Figure 3.0, soft page 12.
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Figure 8-10: Modelled faults and WCM drawdown 1065

1065

Exhibit 822, OCA.0068 (Map Groundwater Model Faults).
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1048.

Figure 8-10 shows the extensive influence of faulting where it has been modelled as
a continuous barrier to flow. For example, as accepted by Mr Durick:
a) It created a discontinuity of drawdown from 20m on one side to 2m on the
other side of the ‘dog-leg’ fault – i.e. the fault just south of the proposed MLA
that runs west from the centre of Figure 8-10. 1066
b) The drawdown flows to a greater extent down the gap between the two northsouth oriented faults to the south of the mine. 1067

8.6.4 No basis for fault locations
1049.

Figure 8-9 shows quite clearly that there is no discernible relationship between most
of the modelled faults and the mapped faults.

1050.

The Applicant’s experts agreed that faults have been modelled where there is no
evidence of faults,1068 and not modelled where there is evidence of faults. 1069

1051.

By way of example:
a) There is a fault modelled just to the north of the MLA, directly between the
mine and the Plants’ property, Samarai, that is modelled as a complete barrier
to flow (i.e. it has no gaps in it) and does not correlate at all with any mapped
faults. Mr Irvine had no explanation for the modelling of that fault. 1070
b) There are two faults to the south of Oakey that are modelled as a complete
barrier to flow and do not correlate at all with any mapped faults. Mr Irvine
had no explanation for the modelling of these faults. 1071

1052.

Similarly, the continuous faulting that surrounds the word ‘Spoil’ in the middle of
Figure 8-10, does not align with the mapped faulting in the area of the mine, which is
an area where faulting is heavily investigated and very important for the Applicant to
understand.1072 When Mr Durick was asked if there is “a conceivable justification for
that pattern of faulting”, he could refer only to Mr Barnett’s justification that it was
to achieve calibration.1073 Again, we note that this was a completely different process
of deterministic calibration undertaken in relation to a different modelling process
during the EIS in 2009. Mr Barnett’s evidence makes clear that at the stage of model
development the faults were added, he was attempting a ‘steady-state’ calibration in
a model that did not even include any mining activities. 1074

1066

T25-28, line 25 to T25-29, line 2.
T25-29, lines14-25.
1068
T25-44, lines 15-16. Mr Durick specifically agreed that they are modelled “where it’s at least highly unlikely
that they really exist”.
1069
T9-34, lines 43-47.
1070
T9-37, lines 7-17.
1071
T9-37, lines 37-47.
1072
T25-43, line 42; T25-44, lines 1-3.
1073
T25-43, lines 25-26.
1074
Barnett SoE, soft page 25.
1067
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1053.

Mr Durick gave evidence that, as a general proposition, he would not change the
location or direction of a mapped fault without geological evidence, as has evidently
been done here. 1075

8.6.4.1 The south-western fault and ‘dog-leg’
1054.

Figure 8-9 shows that the mapped fault and the south-western fault do align for the
southernmost portion of the mapped fault, however, the modelled fault can be seen to
‘dog-leg’ to the west just south of the Stage 3 MLA boundary.

1055.

Figure 8-10 shows clearly that this fault has had a pronounced effect on the
drawdown propagation.

1056.

Mr Irvine agreed that:
a) There is no evidence of the fault ‘dog-legging’ to the west. 1076
b) There is no evidence of a fault running along the western boundary of the
MLA, as modelled and shown in Figure 8-9. 1077
c) Conversely, where the mapped fault continues through the south-west corner
of the MLA, no fault is modelled. 1078

1057.

Mr Durick agreed that it is at least highly problematic to not model this fault where it
is known to exist.1079 He gave evidence that if he was modelling that fault he would
just follow the mapped fault, and that he had seen no justification for the location of
that fault.1080 It is noteworthy that Mr Durick had at this stage already read Mr
Barnett’s justification for faulting1081 and he evidently did not agree with that
justification.

8.6.4.2 Evidence base for mapped faults is unclear
1058.

The evidence from the Applicant’s experts does not demonstrate any actual
knowledge of what data underpins the fault mapping relied on in this matter.
a) When discussing the fault mapping shown in Figure 8-9, Mr Durick stated
“[t]he exact data collection that’s gone into that, I don’t know”. 1082
b) Also, he did not disagree with Mr Holt’s observation that “[w]e’re not sure
entirely where [the fault mapping] comes from”. 1083

1075

T25-31, lines 5-30.
T9-30, line 39 to T9-31, line 2.
1077
T9-31, lines 7-11.
1078
T9-31, lines 4-5.
1079
T25-41, lines 38-39.
1080
T25-42, lines 3-11.
1081
Durick Correction Affidavit, Exhibit AD11, soft page 2, paragraph 4.
1082
T25-40, line 44.
1076
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c) When asked in cross-examination how old the data for the mapped faults was,
and what was its source, Mr Irvine could only identify that he was provided the
data in about December 2015, and that he was not aware of the timing of any
testing that underpinned the data. 1084
d) Mr Irvine in cross-examination gave evidence that he had concerns about what
evidence there was to substantiate some of the modelled faults. 1085
e) Mr Irvine agreed that the mapped faults have been identified by investigation
on the site, but did not elaborate any further on this. 1086
8.6.4.3 Substantial additional unmapped faulting in the area
1059.

Mr Irvine gave evidence, 1087 and Dr Currell later agreed, 1088 that:
a) The Applicant has not undertaken any investigation of faults outside the MLA
to his knowledge;
b) We can assume there are faults outside the MLA; and
c) They would have a significant impact on the way in which groundwater
propagates, depending on the nature of the fault.

8.6.5 No basis for fault properties
1060.

Mr Irvine gave evidence, having taken into account field data on the head
variation, 1089 that every fault in the model at the EIS stage is conceptualised as being
a complete barrier to flow, 1090 and that there was no change in this conceptualisation
between the EIS and the AEIS. 1091

1061.

He also agreed that no modelling has been done to test alternative conceptualisations,
such as faults providing a conduit to flow or a partial barrier to flow. 1092

1062.

It was agreed between the experts in the Groundwater JER that:
a) There is little field evidence to justify the conceptualisation of the major fault
to the south of the mine as being a barrier to groundwater flow; 1093

1083

T25-21, line 25.
T9-33, lines 45 to T-34, line 5.
1085
T8-56, lines 40-42.
1086
T9-30, lines 30-37.
1087
T9-32, lines 1-27.
1088
T10-48, lines 1-16.
1089
T8-75, lines 4-21; T9-20, lines 11-31.
1090
T9-22, lines 30-31.
1091
T9-26, lines 19-25.
1092
T9-31, lines 39-44.
1093
Mr Irvine reaffirmed this in cross-examination – see T9-21, line 39 to T9-22, line 17.
1084
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b) More broadly, there was insufficient justification of the faulting in reporting
the conceptual hydrogeological model. 1094
1063.

Mr Durick, Professor Werner and Dr Currell agreed in the Groundwater JER that:
a) evidence for fault locations and properties is lacking;
b) faults are usually leaky rather than impermeable; and
c) faults can provide enhanced vertical pathways for groundwater flow, which has
not been modelled in the aquifer but may nonetheless have important
implications for the behaviour of the aquifer system. 1095

1064.

Mr Irvine’s evidence under cross-examination was that the limited data he was aware
of on faulting was inconclusive, and related only to the major fault to the south-west
of the mine and fault mapping of the area of the current mine, 1096 but that the faulting
(particularly the major fault to the south-west of the mine i.e. the ‘dog-leg’ fault) has
major implications for the predicted extent of the project’s impacts. 1097

1065.

The major fault to the south of the project is currently conceptualised as a barrier to
groundwater flow, Dr Currell and Mr Irvine agree that the preliminary data (e.g.
pumping test analysis) is not consistent with the presence of a nearby flow
barrier. 1098

1066.

In cross-examination Mr Irvine agreed that the faults were conceptualised as
complete barriers to flow at the time of the EIS and the AEIS. 1099

1067.

Mr Irvine agreed with the IESC’s advice that “[e]vidence, characterisation and
validation of the role of faulting with regards to lateral extent and magnitude of
impacts to groundwater resources is needed”. 1100 He also detailed the sort of testing
that could be undertaken to determine the properties of the faults, noting that this
would be worthwhile and would need to be done prior to the next round of
modelling. 1101

1094

Groundwater JER, soft page 4, para 2.7(a).
Groundwater JER, soft page 11-12, para 2.28. Mr Irvine agreed in cross-examination that faults can have
various effects on groundwater flow, including: acting as either a complete or partial barrier to flow;
having little or no effect on flow; or facilitating enhanced vertical flow by creating a preferred flow path –
see T9-22, lines 19-28.
1096
T9-22, line 45 to T9-23, line 5.
1097
T9-23, lines 26-35.
1098
Groundwater JER, soft page 6, para 2.9(a).
1099
T9-21, lines 1-4; T9-27, lines 5-19.
1100
T9-23, line 37 to T9-24, line 10; Currell SoE, soft page 63.
1101
T9-39, line 46 to T9-40, line 16; T9-40, lines 32-43.
1095
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1068.

Mr Durick was not entirely certain of the conductance of the faults in the model, 1102
but accepted that the drawdown patterns in Figure 8-10 demonstrate that they are
operating as a complete barrier to flow in the model. 1103

8.6.5.1 F5 Fault
1069.

WSA 2013 provides evidence that one of the faults intersected by the South pit – the
F5 Fault – was a source of significant volumes of water into the pit.
Of note was the occurrence of the F5 Fault observed in the northwest corner of the South Pit.
Significant groundwater discharge was occurring from and around this fault. 1104

1070.

The model is based on the F5 Fault being a complete barrier to flow, which Mr
Durick accepted was contrary to the information in WSA 2013 about it acting as a
conduit.1105

1071.

Similarly, WSA 2013 includes information about the F5 Fault aligning two different
water bearing units in the WCM (the Acland-Sabine sequence and the Balgowan
sequence), which may allow flow in both directions, 1106 but this is not reflected in
the model.1107

1072.

Mr Durick also gave evidence that there is no field data to justify the way the F5
fault has been modelled 1108 and that this is a source of uncertainty in the model
predictions. 1109

1073.

Mr Barnett also agreed that the F5 Fault acted as a conduit to flow and that it
appeared to be the primary source of water into the pit. He knew about this at the
time of the remodelling in 2013, but he did not recall whether it was ever modelled
on this basis.1110

8.6.6 No basis for modelling approach – considered an error
1074.

Mr Durick and Professor Werner agreed in the Groundwater JER that “faulting has
not been modelled in accordance with the MODFLOW manual” and they both
considered this to be an error. 1111

1075.

Professor Werner describes in the Werner First Supplementary SoE the effect of the
approach of leaving small gaps in the faults as a supposed means of increasing the
permeability of the faults:

1102

T25-35, line 29 to T25-36, line 14.
T25-35, lines 13-21.
1104
Exhibit 817, OCA.0063 (Waste Solutions Australia 2013), soft page 10.
1105
T25-33, lines 4-10; T25-34, lines 5-27.
1106
Exhibit 817, OCA.0063 (Waste Solutions Australia 2013), soft page 15.
1107
T25-34, line 42 to T25-35, line 11.
1108
T25-32, lines 37-42.
1109
T24-20, lines 11-14.
1110
T29-9, lines 12-27.
1111
Groundwater JER, soft page 11, para 2.27.
1103
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Essentially, the modeller has rendered the representation of faults to an unpredictable and
mathematically unspecified representation. There is no way to know what leaving gaps in the
[horizontal flow barrier] faces will do… Using an approach such as that suggested by [Mr
Barnett] for modelling leaky faults contradicts the original intention of the HFB package, in
which conductance is a user-specified parameter, whereas [Mr Barnett’s] method offers
virtually no control over the mathematical behaviour of the fault. 1112

1076.

Mr Durick confirmed this in cross-examination, noting that there is actually no
reason to model faults this way. 1113 He agreed that the approach of using small
impermeable walls with gaps in between:
a) is “not orthodox” compared with the approach of simply changing the
conductivity value of a continuous fault, which allows the modeller to control
the flux over the fault with real precision; 1114
b) is “about as crude as you can get”, which is why he has never used that
approach and thought it was an error. 1115

1077.

Mr Irvine in cross-examination gave evidence that he had concerns about how the
faults were derived and what the evidence was for those faults, 1116 and that:
a) the faults are not modelled properly, and instead are modelled in error; 1117
b) “the faults are not been implemented correctly [sic]”; 1118 and
c) he has never seen a fault modelled in that manner. 1119

1078.

Mr Irvine did raise the possibility at one point that the modeller may have had “an
intention to implement the faults incorrectly”. 1120 Dr Currell confirmed in his
evidence in chief that if it was done intentionally, there are more appropriate ways to
do that in MODFLOW, and that it appeared to be an error. 1121

8.6.7 Information required – IESC Concerns
1079.

The 2015 IESC advice set out the kind of information required to adequately
understand the role of faulting:
Evidence, characterisation and validation of the role of faulting with regards to lateral extent
and magnitude of impacts to groundwater resources is needed, with particular emphasis on
faults to the south and east of the proposed open cut pits. Assessment data and monitoring
bores are required to validate the assumptions made regarding faults. Monitoring bores need to

1112

Werner First Supplementary Report, soft page 17 and 18.
T25-37, lines 15-33; T25-38, lines 32-33.
1114
T25-48, lines 14-27.
1115
T25-48, lines 35-43.
1116
T8-56, lines 40-42.
1117
T9-12, lines 34-37.
1118
T9-21, lines 25-26.
1119
T9-33, lines 25-34.
1120
T9-35, lines 18-19.
1121
T10-46, line 30 to T10-47, line 26.
1113
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be strategically positioned so that the influence of faults on groundwater head and flow can be
determined. 1122

1080.

Dr Currell’ statement of evidence identifies the kind of investigations required to
respond to the IESC’s concerns.1123
a) Mr Irvine and Mr Durick, in their analysis of the IESC’s concerns, noted that
the fault could be further assessed using the approach suggested by Dr Currell,
but considered that this is not “the best option to accurately locate the
fault.” 1124
b) Instead, they suggest that the best approach is, in effect, to simply start mining
and see what happens:
The best opportunity for assessing the hydraulic properties of the faults would be from a
large scale “pumping test” over an extended period, which would be achieved through
monitoring the responses to groundwater levels from active depressurisation of the
Walloon Coal Measures as mining progresses into this aquifer. 1125

c) Mr Durick accepted that this was essentially the approach proposed to be taken
to determining the accuracy of the model as a whole, and gave evidence that he
considered this was acceptable. 1126
d) This is yet another indication of the Applicant’s implicit attitude that it is
entitled to be given approval, whether or not the impact assessment at this
stage is reliable, and that it is acceptable to take steps understand the Project’s
impacts after approval has been granted, or even after they have happened.
8.6.8 AGE’s modelling without faults and the Applicant’s post fact justifications
1081.

Mr Irvine agreed that the remodelling done by Mr Durick is itself “wrong” or
“incomplete” 1127 because it excludes known faults that will have a significant impact
on groundwater.

1082.

Mr Durick agreed in cross-examination that the consequence of running the model
without faults is that, essentially, we now have two wrong models, which is not
particularly helpful.1128

1083.

Similarly, Dr Currell’s view is that the Applicant’s response has simply resulted in
two versions of this model which are both based on incorrect conceptualisations of
the geology, 1129 neither of which should be relied on.

1122

Currell SoE, soft page 63.
T10-47, lines 31-47.
1124
Durick Correction Affidavit, Exhibit AD11, soft page 206.
1125
Durick Correction Affidavit, Exhibit AD11, soft page 206.
1126
T24-60, lines 34-41.
1127
T9-36, lines 13-15.
1128
T25-49, line 45 to T25-50, line 2.
1129
T10-48, line 46 to T10-49, line 6.
1123
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1084.

Mr Durick also agreed that:
a) The remodelling without faults shows some “reasonably significant
differences” in the drawdown predictions, that could be “very significant” for
objectors with bores north of the mine. 1130
b) The effort should have been put into modelling the faults correctly.
c) The faults are likely to have a significant influence on groundwater movement
in the area, and improvement in the modelling of faults will improve the
reliability of the predictions.1131
d) To properly reproduce modelling without faults would require the modelling
process to start again, since the structural changes made by removing the faults
may change the calibration and the selection of models for the drawdown
predictions. 1132

1130

T25-51, lines 1-6.
T25-50, lines 1-10.
1132
T25-50, lines 19-36.
1131
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Figure 8-11: Basement Gravity Survey with faulting and MLA overlay 1133

1085.

The Applicant seeks to rely in its submissions on gravity mapping, reproduced as
Figure 8-11, as justification for the approach to modelling faults, and claims this
corroborates the location of an unmapped fault, because of the alignment of the
“steeply dipping basement to the west of the mine” with the location of a fault. 1134
However, the gravity mapping was not part of the reason Mr Barnett included that
fault, 1135 and in OCAA’s submission, it represents nothing more than a post-fact
justification for the modelling of faults in locations inconsistent with the mapped
faults.

1086.

The Applicant’s submissions claim that Mr Barnett believes that the gravity mapping
is consistent with the location of a fault.1136 However, a simple inspection of Figure
8-11 shows that original orientation of the fault better matches the orientation of the
gravity contours,1137 which Mr Barnett did not dispute in his response, 1138 and in re-

1133

Exhibit 836, NAC.0087.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.161.
1135
T29-19, lines 25-41.
1136
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.161.
1137
Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report, soft page 11, paragraph 8.1.
1134
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examination Mr Barnett indicated that he thought the gravity map was evidence of
only part of that unmapped fault, and that there was otherwise no strong
correlation.1139
1087.

Professor Werner was criticised for having conceded that gravity mapping was not
strictly an area within which he held expertise, but he offered assistance to the Court
on this evidence to the extent he was able. 1140 However, the literature included in the
Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report reinforces Professor Werner’s
concerns about the Applicant’s reliance on gravity mapping here:
Without auxiliary information the interpretation of gravity anomalies is ambiguous, because
the same anomaly can be produced by different bodies. An independent data source is needed
to restrict the choices of density contrast, size, shape and depths in the many possible gravity
models. The additional information may be in the form of surface geological observations.
Seismic refraction or reflection data provide better constraints 1141

1088.

The Applicant also seeks in its submissions to rely on the Hillier diagram with the
faulting pattern overlaid (reproduced below as Figure 8-12) as evidence that
observed steep gradients somehow justify the faulting pattern used here, again,
simply on the basis that it shows steep groundwater gradients. 1142

1138

Barnett Response Report, soft page 14, response to item 8.
T29-86, lines 42-45.
1140
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.168.
1141
Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report, soft page 12.
1142
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.170 to 39.171.
1139
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Figure 8-12: Hillier diagram with fault and MLA overlay 1143

1089.

It is undisputed by OCAA, as is identified in Professor Werner’s evidence, that
faulting can indeed be a good explanation for steep gradients. 1144 However:
a) Mr Irvine gave evidence that the confluence of groundwater contours in the
Hillier diagram is possibly due to the mine; 1145 and
b) Mr Barnett admitted he did not have the Hillier diagram at the time he added
the faults, and that it was a post-fact justification for the location of some of
the faults, 1146

1090.

In OCAA’s submission, Figure 8-12 goes no way towards justifying the approach
taken to modelling faults, and Mr Barnett’s evidence ultimately reaffirms this.

8.6.9 Brian Barnett’s evidence
1091.

Mr Barnett confirmed in cross-examination that his involvement in the Project
ceased before the finalisation of the EIS Report in 2013. 1147 As such his evidence is
of little or no probative value in this case, since he had no direct input into the AEIS
model.

1143

Exhibit 834, NAC.0085.
T27-87, lines 37-44.
1145
T8-76, lines 25-26.
1146
T29-39, line 46 to T29-40, line 10.
1147
T29-3, line 3-7; T29-3, lines 24-28.
1144
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1092.

The Applicant submits that “a great deal of comfort can be taken” from Mr Barnett’s
involvement in the modelling, and that Mr Barnett’s evidence somehow answered
the supposedly “broad allegations” made by Mr Holt, that Mr Durick and Mr Irvine
could not defend. It is submitted that, in reality:
a) Mr Barnett’s evidence can give the Court no confidence in respect of the
numerous specific criticisms of the Applicant’s model that Mr Durick and Mr
Barnett were not able to defend. His evidence was limited to the faulting
decisions he made in preparing the EIS more than 3 years ago, 1148 prior to the
preparation of substantially different 1149 AEIS modelling.
b) The Applicant expects the Court to take comfort from Mr Barnett’s
explanation that the application of faults to the model in 2009 was justified and
necessary to calibrate the model, despite no other expert agreeing with Mr
Barnett’s approach.1150 Mr Barnett’s evidence allows no such confidence:
i.

In his expert report, Mr Barnett concludes “that there was limited
confidence in the faults included in the model in 2009.”

ii.

Beyond this point, Mr Barnett conceded that he could not recall the
reasons or process by which faults were removed for the 2013
model.1151

iii.

Mr Barnett’s other concessions, for example that his approach was
“crude and ill-advised” 1152 further undermine the Applicant’s baseless
reliance on Mr Barnett’s involvement.

c) The Applicant’s submission is essentially that we should disregard Mr
Barnett’s own evidence in this respect, and the criticism of the other experts,
and simply have confidence in the fact that he was involved. This is
reminiscent of Mr Durick’s hollow defence of other inexplicable inputs into
the model on the basis that “obviously someone has put some thought into
it”. 1153
d) Mr Durick and Mr Irvine, having both been responsible for preparing the
Durick Peer Review of the Applicant’s model, 1154 should have been ideally
positioned to defend any defensible criticism of the model.

1148

Mr Barnett gave evidence that his involvement ceased before the 2013 EIS report was finalised – see T29-2,
line 44 to T29-3, line 4. The EIS Groundwater Numerical Modelling Report, authored by Mr Barnett, is
dated 23/08/2013 – see Exhibit Exhibit 56, EHP.0056 (EIS - Appendix G4.5 Groundwater Numerical
Modelling Report), soft page 3.
1149
See paragraph 1034.b) above.
1150
See 8.6.4 and 8.6.6 above. Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraphs 39.151(a), 39.159.
1151
T28-87, lines 39-47.
1152
See paragraph 1096 above.
1153
See 1235.b) above.
1154
T8-10, lines 9-21.
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1093.

In summary, Mr Barnett’s evidence is that he was unable to get the earlier model to
adequately calibrate back in 2009, and so through some ill-defined and unreported
process of trial and error he arrived at a faulting pattern different from what was
understood to exist, but that apparently assisted in calibration of the model.

1094.

Mr Barnett relied on Figure 2 in his statement of evidence as demonstrative of the
steep groundwater gradients that he asserts required the addition of faults to the
model. This is reproduced below at Figure 8-13. However, as shown in Figure 8-13,
Mr Barnett relied on water levels in different aquifers.

1095.

Mr Barnett agreed that he had added “fictional faults” without any geological
evidence, 1155 which is clearly evident in the comparison of the mapped and modelled
faults shown above in Figure 8-9. Yet Mr Barnett seemed to consider he had licence
to add faults that do not exist if it seemed necessary to calibrate the model. 1156

1096.

Despite his ardent defence of the justification, that the other experts did not accept as
legitimate, 1157 Mr Barnett ultimately accepted:
a) His approach was “a pretty crude method”. 1158
b) In isolating one bore, he said it was “crude and ill-advised”. 1159
c) In other respects it was not particularly good modelling practice. 1160

1097.

Additionally, he agreed in cross examination:
a) Modelling faults in the way he did was something that should only ever be
done as an absolute last step. 1161
b) A modeller should “explain very clearly, very articulately, very properly, in a
level of detail” that decision and the reasons for it. 1162
c) He did not do that. 1163

1098.

The Applicant’s submissions seek to justify Mr Barnett’s approach of including
fictional faults around the MLA, by referring to another earlier modelling report,
which “saw fit to model faults in an even more restrictive way than Mr Barnett”. 1164
In OCAA’s submission, another modeller’s crude, ill-advised, poor modelling
practice cannot provide any justification for Mr Barnett’s approach.

1155

T29-12, line 41 to T29-23, line 10.
T29-38, lines 26-30; T29-39, line 4-8.
1157
See above at 8.6.4 and 8.6.6 above, and paragraphs [1099]-[1103] below.
1158
T29-38, lines 32-35.
1159
T29-38, lines 37-41.
1160
T29-38, line 43 to T29-39, line 2.
1161
T29-5, lines 19-23.
1162
T29-5, lines 34-40.
1163
T29-5, line 42.
1164
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.152.
1156
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Figure 8-13: Barnett Figure 2 –modelled faults and groundwater levels with source aquifer annotations 1165

1099.

Mr Durick does not accept or support Mr Barnett’s justification for the approach he
took to faulting.
a) He agreed that Mr Barnett’s explanation of Figure 8-13 provides no
justification for the location of the ‘dog-leg’ fault, 1166 which had the most
marked influence on drawdown predictions.

1165

Exhibit 849, Exhibit OCA.0077 (Figure 2 Barnett – Annotated Strata). Reproduced from Barnett SoE, soft
page 27. Strata are identified as follows: Basalt – B; Alluvium – A; Walloon Coal Measures – W;
Marburg Sandstone – M.
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b) He gave evidence that, as a general proposition, he would not change the
location or direction of a mapped fault without geological evidence. 1167
c) He agreed that the integration of multiple layers (i.e. they were “connected
horizontally”) provides an “obvious” or “logical” explanation for
discontinuities and water levels at different points in Figure 8-13. 1168 This is
consistent with Dr Currell’s evidence on this question. 1169
d) He also accepted that, even if Mr Barnett’s justification was accepted, once the
stratigraphic layers were separated (as was done in the preparation of the AEIS
modelling), the placement of faults on this basis should have been
reconsidered.1170
1100.

Mr Durick accepted that Mr Barnett’s justification “doesn’t stand up to even five
minutes worth of questioning”, 1171 and his evidence clearly undermines the
Applicant’s submission that Professor Werner was “the odd one out” in criticising
Mr Barnett’s modelling approach. 1172

1101.

Mr Irvine noted in cross-examination, referring to the AEIS Groundwater
Addendum, that a loose reference had been made to the faulting justification adopted
by Mr Barnett, but he had not at that stage gone back and reviewed any relevant
water level data to consider whether that justification was reasonable. 1173 It is telling
that Mr Irvine did not later agree with Mr Barnett’s justification in the Further
Groundwater JER.

8.6.9.1 Visualisation of fault permeability
1102.

Mr Barnett’s evidence is that the gaps were left in faults as a visual representation of
the semi-permeable portions of the faults:
This approach was implemented in the New Acland Coal Mine Stage 3 model as it has the
advantage of providing a means of visually distinguishing between impermeable and semipermeable faults. 1174

1103.

Both of the other modelling experts agree that the different permeability could
simply be distinguished by applying different colours, 1175 whereas Mr Barnett has
adopted an approach that removes control over the effective permeability across the
modelled faults. 1176

1166

T25-45, lines 14-32; T25-46, lines 1-4.
T25-31, lines 5-30.
1168
T25-46, lines 13-18 and 27-36.
1169
Currell First Supplementary Report, page 10, paragraph 1.5.
1170
T25-46, lines 38-43.
1171
F25-47, lines 25-34.
1172
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.165.
1173
T9-38, lines 1-21.
1174
Barnett SoE, soft page 29.
1175
T25-38, lines 28-33; Werner First Supplementary Report, soft page 17-18.
1176
See [1075]-[1076].
1167
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1104.

Despite each of the other modellers having disavowed Mr Barnett’s justification for
applying faulting in the way he did, the Applicant persists in its submissions to rely
on Mr Barnett’s explanation that he could add fictional faults if he thought it would
assist calibration, and remove known faults “because they did not help with the
model calibration”.1177

8.6.9.2 Analysis of Mr Barnett
1105.

Some comment on Mr Barnett’s evidence is warranted in response to the Applicant’s
submission that he was “by far, the most impressive of all of the groundwater
experts”, and “that a great deal of comfort can be taken, from the fact that Mr Barnett
has been involved in the modelling for most of its development.”1178

1106.

Far from giving the court ‘a great deal of comfort’, OCAA submits that Mr Barnett
was brought into this case to defend his reputation in circumstances where neither of
the Applicant’s original experts were willing or able to defend or support the
approach he had taken to faulting in the model.

1107.

Mr Barnett was an ill-prepared witness.
a) Mr Barnett gave evidence that in the Barnett SoE he failed to mention much of
what he did in preparing the EIS groundwater numerical modelling report 1179
in 2013 because he “didn’t think it was important”. 1180
b) The reality, as he later conceded, is that he couldn’t recall the reasons or
process by which faults were removed for the 2013 model. 1181 He apparently
did not go to sufficient effort in preparing for his evidence to assist the court
with this.
c) Mr Barnett did not appear to even realise that he had authored the 2013 EIS
groundwater numerical modelling report. He is clearly identified as the author
of this document. 1182 When asked in cross-examination whether he authored
this document, he answered only that he had authored the calibration report,
which he identified as the different report annexed to his statement of
evidence, and indicated that his involvement ceased before the 2013 EIS report
was finalised.1183
d) He failed to mention in his statement of evidence much of what he did in
preparing that report because he “didn’t think it was important”. 1184

1177

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.159.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.19.
1179
Exhibit 56, EHP.0056 (EIS - Appendix G4.5 Groundwater Numerical Modelling Report).
1180
T29-7, lines 1-45.
1181
T28-87, lines 39-47.
1182
Exhibit 56, EHP.0056 (EIS - Appendix G4.5 Groundwater Numerical Modelling Report), soft page 3.
1183
T29-2, line 44 to T29-3, line 4.
1184
T29-7, line 1-45.
1178
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1108.

Mr Barnett was evasive in his answers. For example, when asked whether he should
have sought out more field data at the “problematic stage” of modelling when they
began adding fictional faults, Mr Barnett refused to answer the question twice, only
offering that it would have been “useful”. 1185

1109.

Mr Barnett gave inconsistent evidence, for example:
a) Despite his evidence that the approach he took to modelling faults would be an
absolute last step, 1186 he initially admitted that he did not know whether they
modelled the F5 Fault as a conduit to flow, notwithstanding that he had field
evidence showing this was the case. 1187
b) In the same answer, he went on to describe that enhanced conductivity was
apparently modelled and removed, 1188 despite the field evidence of its
conductivity. 1189

1110.

Mr Barnett gave evidence that was simply incorrect.

1111.

For example, he gave evidence, and confirmed a number of times, that in the 2009
model, the drawdown in the WCM did not reach the modelled faults. 1190 Figure 2 in
the Currell/Werner Supplementary SoE, reproduced as Figure 8-14, shows that the
drawdown does reach most of the faults, and that it is clearly influenced by the
faulting pattern. Mr Barnett responded to this evident mistake in the Barnett
Response Report:
a) He acknowledged, as Dr Currell and Professor Werner pointed out, that “the
1m drawdown contour extends to the locations of most of the faults” 1191 – this
should be sufficient for a responsible witness to simply accept that his contrary
oral evidence was wrong.
b) Rather than simply acknowledge that his evidence in cross-examination was
incorrect, by reference to Figure 8-14, Mr Barnett states that his earlier
statement “is mostly correct”, when in fact it is completely incorrect.
c) Additionally, he makes this patently false assertion by reference to only the
oral evidence where he indicated that the drawdown does not reach “most” of
the faults, and ignores the three other occasions on which he indicated that it
did not reach the faults at all, two of which were in response to a question
specifically addressing those faults closest to the MLA boundary. 1192

1185

T28-13, lines 12-38.
T29-5, lines 19-23.
1187
T29-9, lines 12-27.
1188
T29-9, lines 29-37
1189
T29-10, lines 35-46.
1190
T29-14, lines 27-30; 38-42; T29-16, lines 29-36; T29-21, lines 1-3.
1191
Barnett Response Report, soft page 10, item 6.1.
1192
T29-14, lines 27-30; 38-42; T29-16, lines 29-36.
1186
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d) As if to accentuate the misleading nature of his characterisation of earlier
cross-examination, he goes on to state that it “would have been more correct if
I had qualified my statements by referring to drawdown in excess of 5 m was
predicted not to reach most of the faults.” 1193
e) For reasons that remain unclear, he also reproduces a second smaller
drawdown map from SKM 2009, which also shows that drawdown in 2042
reaches most of the modelled faults. 1194

Figure 8-14: 2009 SKM modelling figure showing the extent of drawdown and the influence of faulting 1195

1112.

Mr Barnett claimed the reporting is compliant with the Groundwater Modelling
Guidelines, 1196 but on any sensible reading it clearly is not:
a) The Groundwater Modelling Guidelines require that:

1193

Barnett Response Report, soft page 10, item 6.1.
Barnett Response Report, soft page 12, Figure 4.
1195
Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report, soft page 10.
1196
Barnett SoE, soft page 25.
1194
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All steps and assumptions should be clearly and thoroughly detailed in each report to
render the information accessible to all stakeholders and any other interested
parties. 1197

b) Mr Barnett reproduced this exact text in the Barnett SoE. 1198
c) All experts agreed in the Second Groundwater JER that “Inadequate reporting
of the 2009 and 2013 modelling referred to in the Barnett Memorandum does
not allow a proper appreciation of the steps and assumptions that led to the
ultimate approach to modelling faults in the AEIS.” 1199
d) Some of Mr Barnett’s reporting actually indicated that the hydraulic
conductivities of the faults had been varied, when this was not done. 1200
e) Contrary to the Barnett SoE, Mr Durick accepted the characterisation of Mr
Barnett’s reporting as “hopeless”. 1201
f) We also note that the Applicant makes contrary submissions on this issue, both
relying on Mr Barnett’s evidence that the reporting requirements of the
guidelines were met, 1202 and elsewhere acknowledging that Mr Barnett
“readily conceded that the reporting of the 2009 and 2013 models that he was
involved with had inadequacies, they were not particularly comprehensive
reports and it is difficult to go back through those reports and understand
exactly the steps and assumptions.” 1203
8.6.10 Conclusions on faulting
1113.

At the close of evidence, the Applicant is left with:
a) a conceptualisation that is considered inappropriate by both experts in
groundwater conceptualisation, and that bears no resemblance to reality with
respect to faulting; and
b) an approach to modelling faults:
i.

that is considered appropriate only by their additional expert, who has
not been involved in this project since the EIS and was brought into
this case to defend the approach he took in the modelling;

ii.

which was considered by all the other experts in this case to be an
error; and

iii.

that is crude and ill-advised, by Mr Barnett’s own admission.

1197

Groundwater Modelling Guidelines, soft pages 47 and 119.
Barnett SoE, soft page 24.
1199
Further Groundwater JER, soft page 3, Points of agreement in item 5.
1200
T29-54, line 36 to T29-55, line 14.
1201
T25-47, line 4.
1202
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.138.
1203
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.7(c).
1198
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1114.

Knowing what we do about the potential influence of faulting on groundwater flow
and the likely existence of more extensive faulting at and around the mine site,
neither the Court nor the affected landholders can have any confidence in the
Applicant’s model’s predictions.

1115.

The evidence above bears out the following comments in the IESC 2015 Advice:
A number of key matters raised in the IESC’s advice of April 2014 remain unresolved,
including evidence for the existence and justification of hydraulic properties of faults… The
unresolved matters, particularly regarding the chosen hydrogeological conceptualisation
(specifically the representation of faults) … result in continued uncertainty in the proponent’s
groundwater model and hence impact assessment. 1204

1116.

8.7

OCAA submits that the views of such a preeminent body as the IESC, in addition to
the detailed evidence on faulting set out above, reinforce the need to resolve the
uncertainty caused by the approach to faulting taken in the modelling.
No groundwater use included in the model – water balance is wrong

1117.

Professor Werner, Dr Currell and Mr Durick agreed in the Groundwater JER that
groundwater use by users in the surrounding area is a missing component of the
water balance. 1205 In simple terms, as accepted by the Applicant’s experts, no
groundwater users are included in the model, 1206 yet each of the groundwater experts
agreed that this should be included. 1207

1118.

Mr Irvine accepted that problems with the water balance is one of the reasons the
IESC expressed low confidence in the model predictions in both the IESC 2014
Advice and the IESC 2015 Advice, and no groundwater use has been added to the
model in response to these concerns.1208 He agreed with the IESC that the exclusion
of other groundwater users within the model domain further limits confidence in the
model’s predictions.1209

1119.

Similarly, he agreed 1210 with the IESC 2015 Advice that:
The proponent does not include its surrounding groundwater user abstraction data in the
groundwater model. All groundwater fluxes should be represented in the model and
differentiation of mine and landholder induced impacts on groundwater levels is needed for
assessment of impacts on specific areas or bores. 1211

1120.

This is understandably of concern to the potentially affected landholders, who rely on
the water excluded from the model, and are supposed to rely on this assessment of

1204

Currell SoE, soft pages 62-63. Emphasis added.
Groundwater JER, soft page 20, para 2.53(a).
1206
T8-20, lines 21-25; T9-51, lines 17-21; T25-2, lines 30-32.
1207
Groundwater JER, soft page 19, para 2.52; T9-47, line 25.
1208
T25-4, lines 1-12.
1209
T8-53, lines 27-31; T8-54, lines 1-4.
1210
T9-47, line 25.
1211
Currell SoE, soft page 63. Emphasis added.
1205
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impacts to enforce any make good agreement in the future. 1212 Dr Plant put her
concerns to Mr Irvine in this way:
Dr Plant: I’m trying to figure out what exactly I should make of the model, basically, because,
at best, it predicts what would happen to the water if there was no other water used
by the mine or anyone else. Is that correct?
Mr Irvine: I’d say that’s correct, yes. 1213

1121.

Notwithstanding that the model should include groundwater users, Mr Durick sought
to downplay the significance of this omission. His evidence in the Groundwater JER
is “that the model predictions (of net effects, such as drawdown) will not have been
adversely impacted by this assumption”. 1214

1122.

His explanation for this is essentially that the water balance error is the same in both
the null and predictive models used to predict drawdown, that is, the groundwater use
is excluded from each, so it is effectively cancelled out and won’t ultimately affect
the model’s predictions.1215 For ease of reference, we refer to this as the
Null/Predictive defence.

1123.

As detained below, Mr Durick ultimately accepted under cross-examination that the
Null/Predictive defence does not apply in complex models such as this, since it is
likely that the absence of groundwater users will affect the null and predictive
models differently.

8.7.1 Water balance is fundamental to modelling
1124.

When asked to explain the importance of the water balance, Mr Durick replied “The
water balance is the water balance. You know, it has to be correct.” 1216

1125.

He also agreed that “the whole point of the modelling is that it forces that to
balance… So making sure that the right things are coming in and the right things are
going out is really important”. 1217

1126.

The water balance in a model is essentially the balancing of:
a) water entering the model, either from recharge or lateral flow across the model
boundaries; and
b) water leaving the model, either as discharge to the surface or flow across the
model boundary, and water taken out of aquifer storage where mine
dewatering occurs. 1218

1212

See [1390].
T9-94, lines 17-21.
1214
Groundwater JER, soft page 34, para 3.29(a).
1215
T24-46, lines 1-6; T25-9, lines 6-16.
1216
T25-2, lines 42-45.
1217
T25-3, lines 21-30.
1218
T25-2, line 47 to T35-3, line 19.
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8.7.1.1 Absence of pumping necessarily affects calibration of aquifer properties
1127.

Unsurprisingly, given the importance of the water balance in a model, any significant
omission from the water balance will have an effect on the model more generally.
a) Mr Durick accepted that in a complex model like this, the consequence of
omitting a component of the water balance, assuming it is non-trivial, is that
the model needs to compensate in ways that have unknowable effects on other
parameters. 1219
Mr Holt: So, in other words, we know that the model has to compensate for something
missing out of the water balance, but in a complex model we don’t often know
quite how it’s done that; is that right?
Mr Durick: Sure. Yeah. 1220

b) Mr Durick speculated that the groundwater use missing from the water balance
was being compensated for by over-prediction of some water levels and
additional water leaving the model to surface drainage, but he accepted this
was a very simplified explanation 1221 and that he had no idea of the extent to
which either was occurring. 1222
c) In fact, the missing pumping is likely to have affected the conductivity and
storativity values in the calibration process:
Mr Holt: But that, in terms of the calibration process, could well have affected other
parameters as well, couldn’t it? It could have affected K. It could have
affected storativity. In fact, it’s likely to have?
Mr Durick: Sure. 1223

1128.

Mr Irvine also accepted that the failure to account for groundwater extraction in the
model will require the model to account for this in other ways, 1224 and that such
changes in the calibration could result in the under-prediction of drawdown by the
model. 1225 He could not comment on what would have changed in this model to
compensate for the missing groundwater use. 1226

1129.

Additionally, Mr Irvine agreed with the proposition that the exclusion of
groundwater users within the model domain limits confidence in the model’s
predictions 1227 and calibration:
Mr Holt: So the point, as I understand it, the [IESC] are making – and I want to see if you
agree with it or not – is that when you’re calibrating to 300 to 400 megalitres of pit

1219
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inflow a day, right, and you’ve got a potential water-balance error in the region of
nine gigalitres, as the [IESC] are saying, or possibly as high as 11, that’s a real
concern in terms of the capacity for the model to be properly calibrated?
Mr Irvine: It certainly would – it’s something that needs to be incorporated in the model, I
agree. 1228

8.7.1.2 Huge volumes of pumping omitted – potentially as much as the volume of recharge
to the entire model
1130.

Mr Irvine gave evidence that there is significant groundwater use in the area of the
Project, and comparatively intensive groundwater reliance for agricultural use. 1229

1131.

He accepted that groundwater use in the modelled area is something approaching 11
GL per year, and that this is roughly the amount of groundwater extraction that is not
accounted for in the model. 1230 The AEIS Groundwater Addendum notes that there
are maximum allocations totalling around 11 GL per year within eight kilometres of
the Project, but this figure does not include other extraction including from
unregistered bores, stock watering, domestic use, etc. 1231

1132.

Mr Durick accepted 11 GL per year as a reasonable upper bound, but noted that this
figure might have increased somewhat because of increasing allocation in Oakey
Creek. 1232 He described this as “a fair component” of the water balance 1233 – it’s
certainly not trivial.

1133.

By way of comparison, this is almost equivalent to the total amount of recharge
into the model included in the water balance of 12.9 GL/year. 1234

1134.

Mr Irvine agreed that the failure to include such a large volume of water in the model
may have the result that the water balance is “completely stuffed”:
Mr Holt: But when you’re dealing here with an absent value, an unknown absent value –
because no-one’s bothered to check: an unknown absent value – where the allocations
might indicate that it could be up to 11 gigalitres per year and recharge’s 12 gigalitres
per year, that doesn’t indicate a potential problem with the water balance; it indicates
it’s completely stuffed, doesn’t it?
Mr Irvine: I – on – on the face value, you – you – that – that may be the case, yes. 1235

8.7.1.3 Data are available, should have been included, and any reasonable estimate would be
preferable
1135.

Dr Currell’s evidence is that estimates of water usage could be obtained from
DNRM, and that you’ll get a “much, much better water balance by including

1228
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licenced groundwater usage… [T]here’s plenty of good data that could be
incorporated into this model to improve it… I think that data can be requested from
the department.” 1236
1136.

Mr Irvine gave evidence that he had made inquiries of both the Applicant and its
consultants, Jacobs, as to the number of unregistered bores in the vicinity, but neither
had given him an answer. 1237 It is troubling that the Applicant would not simply
provide such basic data to its own expert witness.

1137.

Mr Irvine agreed that if he had been working on the project earlier, he would have
expected the Applicant to do an assessment of the neighbours’ water use. 1238 He
noted that he would expect, and he had seen in other projects he had been involved
with, the proponent to do what was necessary to properly understand neighbouring
water use. 1239

1138.

Mr Durick gave evidence that:
a) he (or possibly the modellers) didn’t have the data available in relation to
groundwater pumping; 1240
b) as a competent modeller, he would have included pumping in the model, and
described how he would go about obtaining the relevant groundwater
extraction data and that he had done this for clients before. 1241
c) establishing an upper bound and establishing a rate of extraction below that
bound “is just good conceptualisation data gathering”. 1242

1139.

The fundamental point here, as accepted by Mr Durick, 1243 is that any reasonable
approximation of groundwater extraction is better than assuming the extraction is
zero.

1140.

Clearly, no such approximation was made.

1141.

The Applicant seeks in its submissions to claim a concession from Professor Werner
that “he had not actually concluded or demonstrated that there were any errors with
the water balance”. 1244 Professor Werner’s evidence was, instead, that any question
about the integrity of the water balance was already answered by Mr Irvine’s
agreement that it was ‘stuffed’. 1245
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8.7.2 Null/Predictive defence does not apply here – non-linearity of even very simple
groundwater models
1142.

Mr Durick’s evidence was initially that the failure to include groundwater use would
not adversely impact model predictions 1246 because the water balance error is the
same in both the null and predictive models used to predict drawdown, and is
effectively cancelled 1247 (the Null/Predictive defence).

1143.

Professor Werner gave evidence in the Groundwater JER 1248 and his individual
report 1249 that the failure to include groundwater users in the model may have a
significant influence on the predicted drawdown because of the non-linear behaviour
of the model.

1144.

Professor Werner’s opinion can be summarised as follows:
The model is a relatively complex one, as most real-world models are, and as such, non-linear
behaviour is common (e.g. changing a stress such as pumping by 20% does not cause a 20%
change in drawdown, as it would for a model showing linear behaviour). … In the absence of
linearity (i.e. for models showing non-linear behaviour), the theory of superposition, which is
required for the assertions of [Mr Durick] to hold, is violated. Given this, it is not valid to
neglect important aspects of the system, but instead, both the no-mining and mining
simulations ought to be as representative as possible of the actual stresses occurring within the
system. Perhaps this is rather an intuitive recommendation – i.e. to develop the most accurate
models possible. … It is my view that pumping may well modify the “mine” and “no mine”
scenarios in significantly different ways due to the complex conditions of the study area. 1250

1145.

In effect, Mr Durick accepted Professor Werner’s position in cross-examination, and
the Null/Predictive defence was demonstrated to be unfounded.
a) Mr Durick first accepted that the omission of pumping would most likely have
some effect on the model close to where the pumping was not included. 1251
b) Mr Durick accepted that the calibration of the null model, which is
independent of the predictive model, would be affected by the water balance
error “to an unknown degree”. 1252
i.

The calibration process selects models with parameters that have to
compensate for that water balance error – that is, it selects models that
would not have been selected if there was no water balance error.

ii.

He agreed that the whole process of model selection “is messed up” by
the water balance error. 1253
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c) The consequence of this is that the critical process of selecting the final 18
models during the Monte Carlo model calibration is affected by an error, which
could have changed the drawdown predictions in unpredictable ways. 1254
d) Mr Durick accepts that we do not know what effect the water balance error has
had on the null model, such that we don’t know how wrong it is even before it
is compared with the predictive model. 1255
1146.

The Applicant’s submissions completely ignore Mr Durick’s concessions in respect
of the Null/Predictive defence, maintaining that he considers the model predictions
“will not have been adversely impacted by the model failing to account for other
groundwater users.” 1256 The Applicant suggests that Mr Durick conceded only “that
there may be some non-linear areas at a very local scale, but in terms of the regional
impact, there is likely to be linearity and the difference would likely be
insignificant”, 1257 which is clearly inconsistent with the concessions set out above.

1147.

The reality is that Mr Durick’s Null/Predictive defence cannot be applied in a
complex model such as this one, as was demonstrated in Mr Durick’s crossexamination. Mr Durick agreed that:
a) The Null/Predictive defence requires a linear relationship within both the null
and predictive models.1258
b) In all but the simplest models, relationships are non-linear. 1259
c) This is a complex model 1260 so, consistent with Professor Werner’s evidence,
the relationships in this model are not linear. 1261
d) Where there is no linear relationship, we have no idea of the different ways in
which the water balance errors have affected the null model versus the
predictive model.1262

1148.

Once again, the Applicant relies on remodelling and inadequate conditions as a
response to this issue.1263 As a consequence, we are left with no explanation or
justification for the very significant water balance error in the model, and no way of
knowing what drawdown would be predicted if the applicant had corrected this error.
This is yet another source of uncertainty that further undermines the reliability of the
Applicant’s model’s predictions.
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8.8

Calibration and the importance of field data

1149.

In its most recent advice, the IESC noted that the model calibration approach results
in “continued uncertainty in the [Applicant’s] groundwater model and hence impact
assessment.”

1150.

This concurs with OCAA’s concerns about the Applicant’s calibration, which was
addressed at length in the experts’ oral evidence. Before addressing this further, it is
necessary to consider in general terms the approach taken by the Applicant and the
relevance of issues considered above regarding the paucity of available on-site data.

1151.

The calibration approach relied on in the Applicant’s modelling presented in the
AEIS is a Monte Carlo analysis. This approach can be contrasted with the more
commonly understood ‘deterministic’ approach to calibration. Professor Werner
provides a helpful explanation of these two approaches:
Model calibration is the activity by which model parameters are “tuned” so that the model
ideally reproduces historical field measurements. The more field measurements available, the
more confidence the modeller has in the predictions made by the calibrated model(s). Also,
with more field measurements, the modeller has more confidence that the parameters of the
model(s) are a reasonable reflection of the real-world parameters of the aquifer and the stresses
and forces that act on it.
In the current project, calibration was carried out by selecting “the best” models from a rather
large set of models comprising random parameter combinations, with the aim of choosing
models that best fit the field measurements. This is commonly referred to as a “stochastic
approach” to calibration. A “deterministic approach” to calibration would be to seek a model
(or models) that have been incrementally modified such that they ideally reproduce the field
measurements and have the closest match to known aquifer parameters possible.
The stochastic approach allows for several calibrated models to be chosen, which may have
several advantages, because the modeller is almost always unsure if one calibrated model is a
particularly better representation of the aquifer system than another, especially in the absence
of adequate field measurements. With the stochastic approach, the modeller can choose to
show the largest drawdown, or the smallest drawdown, obtained from any of the calibrated
models, or any other statistical results from the model predictions (e.g. the median drawdown
and drawdown distributions representing one standard deviation from the median have been
reported in this project). 1264

1152.

While the Applicant seeks to make much of the extensive “practical” or industry
experience of Mr Durick, he admitted in cross examination that he has never done
modelling of the kind relied on by the Applicant (i.e. a constrained Monte Carlo
analysis), nor has he reviewed one before the peer review he conducted for the
Applicant. 1265 His unfamiliarity with this approach was apparent:
a) He did not know how the parameter distribution values in Figure 8-4 would be
selected; 1266
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b) While he accepted that 18 realisations was a small number of calibrated models
to achieve calibration, when asked why he thought this was the case he could
only point to this being a small percentage of the original population, 1267 and
he admitted that he could not assist the court in terms of whether or not this
was a statistically representative sample. 1268
c) He gave unclear and inconsistent evidence about whether the choice of
unrealistic mean parameter values mattered in the Monte Carlo outputs, first
saying that it was a really important choice, but then saying it probably makes
no difference whether a conductivity value of 0.08m/day or 1.5m/day was
chosen.1269 He ultimately admitted, when asked what was the point of that step
in the process, that he did not know. 1270
d) He was confused about the cause and representation of the model’s
insensitivity to recharge. 1271
8.8.1 Calibration targets are vital
1153.

In this instance the field measurements used for calibration were:
a) Groundwater head measurements in identified bores, which were weighted for
calibration purposes; 1272 and
b) Pit inflows.

1154.

The calibration in this case commenced with a pool of 2980 randomly generated
models, or realisations, which was reduced by discarding all but the models that meet
the calibration targets for head calibration (1836 calibrated models), and
subsequently pit inflows (only 18 models). 1273 The final 18 realisations that satisfy
the calibration criteria are, in effect, the predictive model. 1274

1155.

The modelling experts agreed that, of the 2980 model realisations randomly
generated at the outset, any that fail to meet the calibration targets (presumed to be
based on field observations) have been discarded 1275 and play no part in the
predictive modelling, so the choice of calibration targets is critical. 1276
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1156.

Furthermore, it is uncontested that the calibration to pit inflows effectively drove the
selection of the final 18 models on which the drawdown predictions are based, 1277 so
this target and the underlying field data bear particular significance in the calibration.

1157.

The choice of calibration targets is based on the modelling outputs the modeller is
most interested in.1278
a) It is unsurprising that pit inflows are the primary calibration target, since
miners are concerned with what volume of pit inflows they need to deal with
during mining. 1279
b) Mr Irvine accepted that if the Applicant was really interested in getting the
model that best replicates drawdown, historical draw-down could have been
chosen as a calibration target. 1280
c) Mr Durick gave evidence that, alternatively, if the main interest was to
understand the impacts on water levels in landholder bores surrounding the
mine, then the model could be calibrated to head levels in these and, given the
issues with the pit inflows calibration target, this could be used as a second
calibration target following a general calibration to groundwater heads. 1281
d) However, in this instance, the opposite has occurred – the calibration was
weighted in favour of the Applicant’s bores, such that the model has a bias in
terms of its capacity to predict water levels near the mine. 1282

1158.

Each of the calibration targets is considered in more detail in Sections 8.10 and 8.11
below.

8.8.2 Sufficient field data is vital to good calibration
1159.

The goal of calibration of groundwater models is to address model non-uniqueness
and reduce uncertainty. The Applicant’s experts agreed that the successful calibration
is entirely dependent on the availability of field data for model parameters, 1283 that is,
the availability of data for all model parameters, not only those field measurements
relied on as calibration targets.

1160.

For example, if you have good data for all but one parameter, you can expect
calibration to assist greatly in reducing the uncertainty around that parameter, but if
there is insufficient field data to constrain a number of parameters, the less reliable
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the calibration will be. 1284 In simple terms, Mr Durick agreed that “the more of those
uncertainties you have, the less calibration can help you to get it right”. 1285
1161.

As noted in section 8.4 above, there is no site-specific data on which to base the
choice of model parameters adopted in the Applicant’s model, as shown in Figure
8-4. Even more concerning, and as addressed in section 8.5, the available data in
relation to conductivity values is not reflected in the mean values adopted.

1162.

On Mr Durick’s evidence, this has concerning implications for the reliability of the
calibration and the extent to which it can help resolve uncertainty and nonuniqueness in the model.

8.8.3 The mean matters
1163.

The Applicant’s response to concerns about the appropriateness of the aquifer
parameter values applied in the model, in particular the absence of on-site data and
the adoption of values from the OGIA Report irrespective of any available on-site
data, was that, in effect, this did not matter because the model adjusted for this in
calibration.1286
a) The range of conductivity values applied in the final 18 models (i.e. those that
met the calibration criteria) is in many cases higher than the mean values
adopted from the OGIA Report, because the OGIA mean values are
considerably lower than the values derived from on-site conductivity
testing. 1287 This shift is described in exhibit AD5 to Mr Durick’s second
affidavit. 1288
i.

Table 5.5 in the AEIS Groundwater Addendum incorrectly reported the
shift in conductivity values for every shift as a consequence of
calibration.1289

ii.

In fact, Table 5.5 reports the complete opposite of the calibration
results, and Mr Durick had to correct this error in the Applicant’s EIS
material. 1290

b) This is not in any way a conscious decision by the modellers to adjust for the
recognised difference between parameter values at Acland and in the broader
Surat Basin, it is simply a consequence of calibration. 1291
1164.

However, both of the Applicant’s experts conceded in cross-examination that the
choice of mean is a really important choice, because the random generation of
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models in the Monte Carlo simulation will select more parameter values closer to the
mean. 1292
1165.

Mr Durick agreed that you would not expect a competent modeller to select a mean
value that they did not think was truly representative. 1293

1166.

Mr Durick’s evidence demonstrates how the choice of mean affects the final
selection of 18 models:
a) For example, the mean for the Upper WCM around Acland, in the area
modelled, is higher than the Surat Basin value applied in the model (as per
Figure 8-4). 1294
b) Calibration has increased the conductivity parameters applied in the final 18
models,1295 which accords with the available on-site data. 1296
c) However, applying a more realistic mean would have had an effect on the
calibration process, in that more than just 18 simulations would have been used
as the basis of the predictive modelling. 1297
d) This stands in contrast to the Applicant’s submission that the inappropriate
selection of mean conductivity values does not matter because “calibration
would ultimately still fit the model to the observed data.” 1298

1167.

Mr Durick’s evidence accords with Professor Werner’s explanation of the
importance of the mean:
So the best way to describe this is like a dartboard. So a bullseye to the dartboard is the mean,
and the standard deviation is the scatter of darts and where they land on the dartboard. So if the
standard deviation is bigger, you’ll have a spray of darts all over the dartboard. Moving the
mean is like moving the dartboard. So if you put the mean – let’s say we put the dartboard in
the wrong place or it’s the wrong mean, it means you’re throwing darts at a dartboard and
you’re going to land around the dartboard whereas if the mean is somewhere up the wall and in
fact, the dartboard should have been two feet higher, then … your darts aren’t going to be
landed on the parameters that the field data actually suggests. …
The idea of doing 3000 runs and remembering that there’s some computational effort here
that’s limiting how many you can do, is to find as many possible models that you can that are
as close to the real setting that you’re trying to study. So if you have parameters that are not as
close as they could be to the field value, then you’re throwing darts unnecessarily down at
parameters that you don’t want. … So all of those parameters that were lower, then the mean
that is here – they may have not been struck if the mean had have been higher. … So by having
a mean that was higher, if we had have – if that had been closer to the real value and if that had
subsequently have obtained us more models that we want to use, then we would have ended up
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with more than 18. And every model you obtain more than 18 means that you better inform the
range over which the predicted drawdowns in the future are likely to occur. 1299

8.8.4 Small number of calibrated models relied on, but not all calibrated models presented
1168.

Professor Werner and Mr Durick agreed that 18 is a small number of realisations to
rely on for predictive modelling. 1300

1169.

Despite retaining such a small number of realisations for making predictions, not all
of these predictive model realisations are relied on for in presenting the potential
range of drawdown impacts. Instead, the impact predictions from the 18 calibrated
realisations were arbitrarily constrained to include only one standard deviation from
the median, with the consequence that only 68% of the modelling results are
captured. 1301

1170.

No justification is provided for this:
a) The AEIS Groundwater Addendum gives no justification for this
representation, but simply describes that this is what is presented in Figures 632 to 6-42.1302
b) Mr Durick notes in his individual report that in his experience “the default
presentation is two standard deviations.”1303 However, he concludes that this
limited presentation of results is acceptable, relying on “the inherent
conservatism built into the model”. 1304 Such claims of conservatism are dealt
with at 8.13 below, where we submit that they are without a reasonable basis.
c) Mr Durick notes in the Groundwater JER that he relied on discussions with
Jacobs modellers to arrive at this conclusion. They communicated to him that:
the overriding objective in this decision was to select a range that could provide a
reasonable assessment of the most probable range of impacts. Adopting one standard
deviation is to neither understate nor overstate the predicted extents as there is too
much uncertainty associated with the fringe results to be considered defensible. 1305

d) It is telling that Jacobs modellers themselves considered that these “fringe
results” – that is, the 32% of the modelling results excluded from the predictive
outputs – are considered too uncertain to be relied on, despite having been
calibrated to both pit inflows and measured groundwater heads.
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1171.

Professor Werner’s evidence is that, if the calibration was sufficiently reliable, as the
Applicant asserts, then the predictions of all 18 models should have been presented.
[I]n accordance with NAC’s own statements about the success of the calibration process to
constrain parameters (“The level of constraint calibration has provided on parameter values is
evident in the level of uncertainty indicated in the predictive results … uncertainty in the
predictive results is considered minor”), all 18 models ought to have at least been adequately
head-calibrated (which they were not) and therefore not omitted from the presentation of
predictive variability. This was not a conservative approach to reporting the modelling
uncertainty. 1306

8.9

Model is poorly calibrated

1172.

OCAA submits that the calibration data provided in the Applicant’s assessment
material demonstrate that the model has such poor predictive capacity as to
undermine its reliability.

1173.

It is uncontentious that a model’s ability to predict current water levels is central to
its reliability. 1307

1174.

Dr Currell described the ability to replicate observed groundwater heads as
“fundamental.” 1308 He summarised his opinion on the importance of calibration as an
indicator of predictive capacity in examination in chief:
Mr Holt: How badly does this model predict observed heads?
Dr Currell: It’s a very poor fit. I – I was shocked to see those calibration hydrographs and
how many of them the observed levels of ground water compared to the model
levels mismatch and by how much.
Mr Holt: Why does that matter when you’re trying to figure out what drawdown is in the
future?
Dr Currell: Drawdown is essentially just a prediction of what the future water levels are
going to be once you engage in that activity – so mining. If your model can’t
replicate water levels in the current state then it is not going to be a good predictor
of future water levels, i.e. future drawdowns in that model. 1309

1175.

Mr Irvine agrees that the model replicates measured water levels worse than most he
has worked with. 1310 He agreed that this inability to match measured groundwater
heads is a very strong indicator of the lack of reliability in a ground water model, and
that is should have caused an investigation of why the model produces an error of
this kind. 1311
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1176.

Professor Werner and Mr Durick agreed in the Groundwater JER that there no
explanation for poorly calibrated bores in the modelling reports 1312

1177.

They also agreed that there is significant bias in some calibration hydrographs shown
at Appendix A.1 of the AEIS Groundwater Addendum, 1313 which is in agreement
with the IESC’s advice of 10 December 2015:
Calibration hydrographs indicate the groundwater model has bias which results in frequent
over-prediction of groundwater head in the alluvium and Walloon Coal Measures, when
compared to observed data in monitoring bores. …
The unresolved matters, particularly regarding the chosen hydrogeological conceptualisation
(specifically the representation of faults) and model calibration approach, which may be
contributing to bias and over-prediction of groundwater heads, result in continued uncertainty
in the proponent’s groundwater model and hence impact assessment. 1314

1178.

Mr Durick accepted in the Groundwater JER that “the calibration may be considered
weak”. 1315 The highest praise Mr Durick gave the calibration, in his peer review, was
that “Subjectively, it can be concluded that the model is adequately calibrated.” 1316
In cross-examination, he could not assist by explaining what he meant by this. 1317

8.9.1 Calibration maps and hydrographs
1179.

The poor calibration of particular bores are best represented in two series of
graphics:
a) Calibration maps for each of the modelled strata shown at Appendix A2 to the
AEIS Groundwater Addendum 1318; and
b) Calibration hydrographs for a series of individual bores in each of the
modelled strata, 1319 which show the discrepancy between the measured and
modelled heads over time.

8.9.1.1 Calibration maps
1180.

An example of the calibration maps is reproduced at Figure 8-15, showing the best
model calibration result for each of the calibration bores in the basalt.

1312

Groundwater JER, soft page 12, para 2.30(d).
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, from soft page 168.
1314
Werner SoE, soft page 105-106.
1315
Groundwater JER, soft page 31, para 3.19(a).
1316
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, from soft page 236. Emphasis added.
1317
T24-21, lines 10-15.
1318
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft pages 194-199.
1319
AEIS Groundwater Addendum – Alluvium hydrographs from soft pages 169-175; Basalt hydrographs from
soft pages 176-182; Upper WCM hydrographs from soft pages 183-188; Lower WCM hydrographs from
soft pages 189-190; Marburg hydrographs from soft pages 191-193.
1313
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Figure 8-15: AEIS Figure A2.2 - Calibration map for the Basalt 1320

1320

AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft pages 196.
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1181.

The coloured dots on the map represent the best calibration result (as a % Scaled
Root Mean Square error, or SRMS error), which is a standard statistical measure of
‘goodness of fit’.
a) The four bands of SRMS error measure represented in the maps are:
i.

< 5% SRMS (dark green);

ii.

5 - 10% SRMS (light green);

iii.

10 - 25% SRMS (yellow);

iv.

25 - 50% SRMS (red).

b) Mr Irvine accepted in cross-examination that 5% SRMS is generally used as
the SRMS target in calibration, or the “cut-off for [reliability]”, in
calibration.1321
c) The implication is that any dots other than those shown in dark green on the
calibration maps are beyond the usual measure of reliability and should be
considered unreliable.
1182.

Figure 8-15 shows a number of bores in the basalt that do not meet the 5% SRMS
calibration target immediately to the north-west of the mine, which indicates
questionable reliability of the model’s predictions very close to where a number of
the objectors live, including those reliant on the basalt aquifer. 1322 Additionally, the
basalt map shows a calibration error of 10-25% SRMS, which Mr Irvine agreed was
“a very high error”. 1323

1183.

There are a number of concerning features on these maps:
a) The Upper WCM calibration map 1324 shows another very high error (10-25%
SRMS) to the north-east of the existing mine.
b) The Marburg sandstone calibration map 1325 shows relatively few bores
achieved the 5% SRMS target:
i.

Only 13 of the 29 bores are within the 5% SRMS target;

ii.

Seven of 29 bores have very high error (10-25% SRMS);

iii.

One bore to the south of the site (near the Oakey abattoir) 1326 has an
extreme error of 25-50% SRMS.

1321

T8-82, lines 20-22.
See Figure 8-16 for property locations. See Annexure D regarding Groundwater impacts on agricultural
enterprises.
1323
T8-81, lines 38-47.
1324
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 197.
1325
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 199.
1322
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c) Given that these maps present the best calibration result for each of the bores,
there is no evidence as to how much worse the calibration results are for each
of the other 17 model runs that satisfied the calibration criteria and were
ultimately used in the predictive modelling.
8.9.1.2 Calibration hydrographs
1184.

The series of maps prepared by OCAA 1327 show the locations and calibration
hydrographs of some of the poorly calibrated bores in the model layers, relative to
the predicted drawdown contours and the locations of objectors’ properties near the
mine.

1185.

The map showing hydrographs for the basalt in relation to the drawdown is shown
below at Figure 8-16.
a) As Mr Durick accepted in cross-examination, this map demonstrates that the
model purports to be able to predict drawdown of one or two metres in places
where it is not within tens of metres of replicating previous measured
groundwater levels. 1328
b) Similarly, where drawdown predictions are between 10 and 20m, the model
has not replicated historical levels within 20 or 30m. 1329

1326

See below at 8.10.2.
Exhibit 818, OCA.0064 (Map 2 – Alluvium drawdown, property boundaries and hydrographs); Exhibit 819,
OCA.0065 (Map 2 – Basalt drawdown, property boundaries and hydrographs); Exhibit 820, OCA.0066
(Map 2 –WCM drawdown, property boundaries and hydrographs); Exhibit 821, OCA.0067 (Map 2 –
Marburg drawdown, property boundaries and hydrographs).
1328
T24-57, lines 40-43.
1329
T24-58, lines 4-6.
1327
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Figure 8-16: Basalt calibration hydrographs, drawdown and property boundaries 1330

1330

Exhibit 819, OCA.0065 (Map 2 – Basalt drawdown, property boundaries and hydrographs).
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1186.

Examples of the Basalt hydrographs further demonstrate the significance of the poor
prediction shown in these hydrographs.
a) The monitoring bores 109P, 83425 and 42231603 are the three bores to the
immediate northwest of the proposed mining lease that are indicated in the
calibration maps as having SRMS values of 10-15% (see paragraph 1181
above), which Mr Irvine accepted was a “very high error”. 1331
b) The reproduction of these hydrographs in OCAA’s map shows that these bores
with a very high error are very close to the Wiecks’ and the Ashmans’
properties.1332 In fact, by reference to Figure 8-16, bores 83425 and 42231603
appear to be on or immediately adjacent to the Wiecks’ and the Ashmans’
properties.
c) The extent of the calibration errors speak for themselves:
i.

All measured heads at bore 42231603 are more than 30m above the
predicted median; 1333

1331

T8-81, lines 38-47.
Exhibit 819, OCA.0065 (Map 2 – Basalt drawdown, property boundaries and hydrographs).
1333
AEIS Groundwater Addendum soft page 182.
1332
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ii.

All measured heads at bore 83425 are more than 30m above the
predicted median; 1334

iii.

Almost all measured heads at bore 109P are more than 35m above the
predicted median, and there is no deviation in the predicted head to
reflect the 10m increase between 2009 and 2013. 1335

d) In OCAA’s submission, these calibration hydrographs demonstrate that the
model is unable to replicate existing groundwater levels in the basalt,
particularly in this area that is of most concern for some of the objectors. Mr

1334
1335

AEIS Groundwater Addendum soft page 178.
AEIS Groundwater Addendum soft page 177.
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Irvine tacitly accepted this in cross-examination, euphemistically stating that
the model has “difficulties” in this respect. 1336
1187.

The extent and significance of the uncertainty around the predicted impacts in the
basalt aquifer is largely uncontested, and is addressed further at 8.12.2.1.

1188.

The concerns about poor calibration are not confined only to the basalt.
a) The consistent over-prediction of groundwater heads in the alluvium is also
evident in these hydrographs, and Mr Irvine did not know what was causing
this over-prediction.1337
b) In addition to the bias in the alluvium, Mr Durick gave evidence in crossexamination he was also concerned about the other strata in the model. 1338 He
acknowledged that some bores are “maybe 50 metres” or “miles out”, but
resolved that after various attempts at calibration “this is as good as we’ve
got”. 1339

1189.

When asked whether he was concerned about these hydrographs when undertaking
his peer review, Mr Durick could not even remember whether the hydrographs were
part of his peer review. 1340

8.9.2 Applicant relies on conditions to address poor calibration
1190.

No satisfactory explanation for the poor calibration has been proffered by the
Applicant.
a) Mr Durick gave evidence, similar to his defence of the failure to include any
groundwater users in the water balance, that the use of a null and predictive
model meant that the predictions of drawdown were reasonable, despite the
poor calibration demonstrated in the hydrographs. 1341 This justification was
thoroughly refuted later in Mr Durick’s cross-examination – see at 8.7.2 above.
b) Mr Irvine, during cross-examination on this issue, speculated again on one
possible explanation, but accepted that good modelling practice demands
further investigation to better explain the poor match between observed and
modelled heads, which the Applicant has not done:
Mr Holt: But if that’s what’s explaining the – what I’m going to suggest to you is an
extraordinary inability of this model to replicate observed head levels –
extraordinary inability for it to do that – if that’s the reason for it then surely
good modelling would dictate that you would go back and say, “Well, let’s

1336

T8-87, lines 11-19.
T8-84, lines 36-47; T8-83, lines 34-38.
1338
T24-42, lines 35-36.
1339
T24-47, lines 38-40; T24-49, line 12; T24-49, line 37 to T24-50, line 7.
1340
T24-53, lines 17-21. Mr Durick’s peer review in Appendix includes the full set of hydrographs, indicating
that they clearly were available.
1341
T24-59, lines 21-28.
1337
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investigate that really well with local site specific data” and figure out whether
that’s right or not?
Mr Irvine: I agree.
Mr Holt: And that hasn’t been done?
Mr Irvine: To date, to correct these, that hasn’t been done but it’s - - Mr Holt: To be done two years after the mining activity associated with the box cut?
Irvine: It’s in accordance with … the imposed conditions. 1342

1191.

Mr Irvine then appeared to be satisfied with the conclusion that “at least there’s a
process in place for review and update of the model.” 1343 This indicates yet again the
Applicant’s implicit attitude that approval should be granted on the basis of poor
modelling and unreliable impact assessment.

1192.

In submissions, the Applicant refers to Mr Durick’s excuses for the observed poor
calibration in each model layer and posits that these constitute a “reasonable and
appropriate explanation”, 1344 apparently neglecting that these four layers together
represent the entire model being unable to replicate existing water levels. In
OCAA’s submission, these obvious and significant discrepancies between the
modelled and observed groundwater levels quite clearly call into question the
reliability of the Applicant’s predictive modelling and impact assessment.

1193.

Some explanation for the poor calibration results came out in evidence, however
these are not explanations that can give the Court any confidence. Each of the
calibration targets – SRMS error calculations and pit inflows – appear to have a
questionable basis in the field data. These are now considered in turn.

8.10 SRMS calibration target is unreliable and too broad
1194.

The calibration of the model to the weighted groundwater head measurements relies
on a statistical measure of “goodness of fit” referred to as the scaled root mean
square error (SRMS error).

1195.

In this case a SRMS error value of 5% was applied as the calibration threshold. That
is, any of the models that had a SRMS error greater than 5% were discarded and not
relied on in the drawdown predictions. The calibration to SRMS error discarded 1144
models out of the initial 2980, leaving 1836 – a reduction of only about 38%.
a) Mr Durick described in cross-examination that calibration to groundwater
heads was “loose”, 1345 and reiterated that he thinks this is intentional to avoid
restricting the parameters too much.1346

1342

T8-89, lines 13-24.
T8-90, lines 4-5.
1344
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.202 and 39.203.
1345
T24-11, lines 16-18; T24-15, line 7-9; T24-24, line 6.
1346
T24-10, lines 37-45.
1343
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b) Professor Werner agrees that the 5% SRMS error value is a reasonable cut-off
for selecting “calibrated models”, however, he considers the 5% SRMS
statistic does not guarantee that models are well calibrated because other
calibration measures ought to be considered in deciding whether models
provide a reasonable match to field data. 1347
1196.

The evidence demonstrates that there are fundamental problems with some of the
data that are integral to the calculation of the SRMS error.

8.10.1 Range is integral to the calculation of SRMSE
1197.

In very simple terms, the SRMS error is a calculation of the total error divided by the
range of values.1348 More specifically, in this instance the average error is calculated,
and then divided by the total range of observed heads. 1349

1198.

The basis of a SRMS error calculation is often presented as a scatter plot diagram
such as Figure 5-4 from the AEIS Groundwater Addendum, which is reproduced
below as Figure 8-17. This is the scatter plot for the transient calibration, which is the
basis of the first calibration target for the Monte Carlo simulation.1350
a) The error for each data point is the distance between the blue dot and the
line; 1351
b) The range is the difference between the most extreme blue dots along the xaxis. 1352
c) The range of values is particularly important in calculating the SRMS error,
since a larger range will result in a smaller error. 1353 Mr Durick agreed that:
i.

The inclusion of the more extreme values on either end of the x-axis
will lead to a smaller (i.e. more favourable) SRMS error percentage. 1354

ii.

Removing the more extreme values on either end of the x-axis will lead
to a larger (i.e. less favourable) SRMS error percentage. 1355

d) In this context, Mr Durick agreed that the SRMS error, and which of the 2980
model realisations meet that criteria, will essentially be determined by what

1347

Groundwater JER, soft page 31, para 3.18(a).
T24-25, line 3.
1349
T24-25, lines 26-39.
1350
T24-27, lines 37-44.
1351
T24-26, lines 9-11.
1352
T24-26, lines 13-14.
1353
T24-26, lines 19-21.
1354
T24-27, lines 5-6.
1355
T24-27, lines 8-9.
1348
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bores are included at the extremities of the scatter plot (i.e. the highest and
lowest head measurements).1356

Figure 8-17: Scatter plot for transient calibration from the AEIS Groundwater Addendum 1357

1199.

Some general features of this scatter plot are immediately apparent:
a) The most significant errors are in the range of 400 to 450mAHD, which is
where most of the bores around the mine site actually are. 1358
b) The range is approximately 450m, from 180mAHD to 630mAHD. 1359

1200.

Mr Durick noted that 450m was a large range, which he had not sought to justify,
and that:
a) He didn’t know what the lower data points were, specifically those between
175mAHD and 250mAHD.
b) He knew of no observations that would match those measurements. 1360

1201.

Despite this being central to the model calibration, which he accepts is a “key aspect
of this model”, Mr Durick had obviously not considered this in his peer review, and

1356

T24-27, lines 20-33.
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 107.
1358
T24-28, lines 7-22.
1359
The range reported in the AEIS Groundwater Addendum is 449.7m – see soft page 106.
1360
T24-29, line 24 to T24-30, line 4.
1357
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gave evidence that “it is a strange number and I – I don’t know why that’s there. I
don’t – I can’t answer that.” 1361
1202.

The Applicant seeks in its submissions to characterise this as simply being simply a
“drafting error” and an example of Mr Holt’s “adversarial cross-examination”
causing Mr Durick to become “confused”. 1362 Further, it complains that this issue
should properly have been raised in the joint expert process so that Mr Durick could
“consider the material in full”. 1363 All of this begs the question – why was Mr Durick
not amply familiar with this material and why was this concerning feature of the
scatter plot not identified by Mr Durick earlier, given that this was the subject of the
Durick Peer Review?

1203.

Professor Werner gave evidence in re-examination that he would want to look at that
bore in more detail for a number of reasons:
The fact that it’s so low would make me want to look at that bore. The fact that its range is so
enormous would make me want to look at that bore, and the fact that it sits on a line that shows
some linear correlation to the model makes me even more nervous.” 1364
…
“So something is doing something to the groundwater system there that’s rather extreme. 1365

1204.

The Applicant submits that this so-called “drafting error” made no difference to the
results of the model. 1366 However, a relatively simple interrogation of the data behind
the lower data points on the scatter plot show that they are highly questionable and
should not have been included, and Mr Durick’s own evidence spells out the
concerning implications for the model calibration.

8.10.2 Range is extended significantly by reliance on RN87205 (abattoir bore)
1205.

The Applicant relied on the bore report for bore RN87205 1367 to justify the lowest
data points in the scatter plot, between 175mAHD and 250mAHD. 1368 The AEIS
Groundwater Addendum notes the inclusion of bore RN87205 in the set of
calibration bores, and that it is understood to be screened in the Marburg
sandstone. 1369

1206.

By reference to one of OCAA’s maps 1370 and a Google Earth screenshot, shown
below at Figure 8-18, it is evident that Bore RN87205 is within 600m of both the
Oakey Abattoir and bore RN83211.

1361

T24-30, lines 27-28.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraphs 6.95 and 39.11.
1363
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 6.95.
1364
T28-58, lines 39-42.
1365
T28-60, lines 2-3
1366
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 6.95.
1367
Exhibit 837, NAC.0088 (Bore Report RN87205).
1368
T28-29, line 13 to T28-30, line 47.
1369
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 99.
1370
Exhibit 821, OCA.0067 (Map 2 – Marburg drawdown, property boundaries and hydrographs).
1362
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1207.

There is no dispute from OCAA, as the Applicant suggests in its submissions, that
bore RN87205 exists, 1371 however, as Mr Durick’s evidence makes clear, the data at
the low end of the scatter plot is unusual. 1372 Available information about both the
Oakey Abattoir and RN83211 sheds some light on why the water levels in this bore
are so low and variable.

Figure 8-18: Google Earth image showing location of RN87205, RN83211 and Oakey Abattoir 1373

8.10.2.1 RN87205 is screened in Precipice Sandstone, not Marburg Sandstone
1208.

The Bore report for RN87205 reports that the bore is drilled into the Marburg
Sandstone at a depth of 745-760m,1374 and the modellers have evidently assumed that
it is in the Marburg Sandstone.1375

1209.

However, the bore report for the nearby bore RN83211 suggests otherwise.
a) The bore reports for RN87205 and RN83211 show that the bores were drilled
only 11 days apart and that the bore casing details at 500m deeper are
identical 1376 which indicates that these bores are tapping the same aquifers.

1371

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.212(b), 39.226.
T24-30, lines 27-28.
1373
Exhibit 847, OCA.0075.
1374
Exhibit 837, NAC.0088 (Bore Report RN87205), page 5; T28-60, lines 5-17.
1375
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 99.
1376
Exhibit 837, NAC.0088 (Bore Report RN87205), pages 1-2; Exhibit 846, OCA.0074 (Bore Report RN3211),
page 1.
1372
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b) Bore report for the nearby bore RN83211 reports that the bore enters the
Precipice (or Helidon) Sandstone at a depth of 660m, not the Marburg
Sandstone, and that it is also screened the Precipice (or Helidon) at a depth of
660-692m and 745-760m. 1377
c) This contradicts the bore report for RN87205, 1378 and suggests that the aquifer
at a depth of 660-692m and 745-760m in RN 87205 is the Precipice (or
Helidon) Sandstone, not the Marburg Sandstone.
1210.

The evidence also indicates that the Marburg Sandstone is typically 200-300m thick
and lies at a depth of approximately 150 m below ground surface at Acland, 1379
which further suggests that the Precipice (Helidon) Sandstone is the relevant aquifer
at this depth, consistent with the bore report for RN83211.

1211.

Together this information supports the conclusion that the bore RN87205 is in fact
tapping the Helidon sandstone, not the Marburg Sandstone, in which case the data
taken from bore RN87205 has been modelled in the wrong hydrogeological unit.

1212.

This also provides additional insight into the nearby water use that may contribute to
the enormous variation in the water levels.

8.10.2.2 87205 affected by significant drawdown from abattoir that lowered water levels,
1213.

At the very least, in line with Professor Werner’s evidence, the above bore reports
indicate that pumping from bore RN 83211 at the Oakey Abattoir is taken from the
same unit as the readings taken for RN87205.1380

1214.

EIS Chapter 6 notes that the Oakey Abattoir extracts approximately 1.2GL of water
per year from the Helidon Sandstone, and is the main local source of groundwater
extraction.1381 Mr Barnett agreed that the 1.2 GL used at the Oakey Abattoir is an
“extremely significant” volume of water, 1382 and it would be expected to affect
groundwater levels nearby. 1383

1215.

The Applicant seeks to completely gloss over any concerns about the integrity of the
data from bore RN87205, noting only that “Mr Holt QC and Professor Werner
sought to criticise the data from that bore as being compromised” and submitting
“that this an example of an OCAA expert attempting to create confusion and
uncertainty rather than clarity.” 1384 Once again, the Applicant appears content to

1377

Exhibit 846, OCA.0074 (Bore Report RN3211), page 4, see ‘Aquifer Details’ records numbered 5 and 6.
Note that the Precipice Sandstone and the Helidon Sandstone are laterally equivalent, and are referred to
interchangeable – see Exhibit 24, EHP.0024 (EIS - Chapter 06 Groundwater Resources), soft page 8.
1378
Exhibit 837, NAC.0088 (Bore Report RN87205), page 5, see ‘Aquifer Details’ records numbered 5 and 6,
which indicate Marburg Subgroup at tis depth, rather than the Precipice (or Helidon).
1379
Exhibit 24, EHP.0024 (EIS - Chapter 06 Groundwater Resources), soft page 12.
1380
T28-68, lines 19-34.
1381
Exhibit 24, EHP.0024 (EIS - Chapter 06 Groundwater Resources), soft pages 18 and 56.
1382
T29-81, line 34.
1383
T25-9, lines 18-31.
1384
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.206.
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brush off any and every flaw in its modelling, no matter what the consequences or
implications for the model’s reliability.
8.10.3 Consequence for SRMS error calibration filter
1216.

The data from bore RN87205, at best, will have been affected by “extremely
significant” volumes of water being extracted less than 1km away or, at worst, is
actually taken from the wrong aquifer. The information from the bore reports and
other relevant information about surrounding groundwater use does not provide
justification for including bore RN87205 in the calculation of range for the SRMS
calibration target, as submitted by the Applicant.1385

1217.

As Professor Werner noted in his cross-examination, all relevant bores should be
considered for calibration, but some bores may not give reliable readings – clearly
RN87205 provides unreliable readings of water levels in the Marburg for the purpose
of calibration. The Applicant relies in its submissions on Professor Werner’s
evidence that, despite the ‘red flags’ raised by the calibration scatter plot, he would
include the data from RN 87205 in the model, but fails to mention that this evidence
was given before any of the above issues called into question the source aquifer for
RN87205, or the influence of groundwater take from the Oakey Abattoir. 1386

1218.

Mr Durick confirmed that the consequence of including data from RN87205 is to
increase the range and lower the SRMS error. 1387 Professor Werner calculated that
removing these data points would result in a 50% larger SRMS error. 1388

1219.

Mr Durick accepted that this would cause the calibration to include additional model
realisations. 1389 However, we do not know how this would affect the selection of the
final 18 models relied on in the predictive modelling. Mr Durick agreed that it could
have resulted in an entirely different set, or some different combination of models,
and very different drawdown propagation maps. 1390

1220.

OCAA makes no suggestion that RN87205 “did not in fact exist”, as the Applicant
suggests in its submissions.1391 Rather, it is submitted that the data from this bore
was clearly anomalous in the context of other regional data, should have been
subjected to greater scrutiny given the implications for the SRMS calibration target,
and ultimately should have been omitted from the model.

1221.

The Applicant appears to suggest in its submissions that the exclusion of these data
points may improve the SRMS calibration outcome because of the very high error,
and insinuated that Mr Holt somehow sought to downplay this possibility. 1392 The

1385

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.228.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.226(f).
1387
T24-32, lines 41 to 46.
1388
T28-58, lines 14-20.
1389
T24-30, lines 6-12.
1390
T24-33, lines 5-12.
1391
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.11.
1392
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.226(e).
1386
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Applicant even goes so far as to calculate a supposed alternative SRMS result based
on a different range, 1393 for which there is absolutely no support in the evidence and
that is, in OCAA’s submission incorrect. The clear evidence from both Professor
Werner and Mr Durick is, on the contrary, that exclusion of the removal of the
inexplicably low head data (supposedly, but apparently not taken from the Marburg
Sandstone) would result in a worse calibration result and very different impact
predictions. Once again, this creates uncertainty and undermines the reliability of the
model’s predictions.
8.11 Pit inflows calibration target is unreliable
1222.

As set out above, the pit inflows calibration was far more discerning than the
calibration to head measurements. By comparison:
a) The calibration to heads reduced the number of realisations to 1836 of the
initial 2980 – about two-thirds of the original population. 1394
b) Of the 1836 models that were calibrated to head measurements, only 18 were
calibrated to pit inflows 1395 – less than 1%. 1396

1223.

This fact is also reflected in the role each calibration target played in determining the
range of calibrated parameters.

8.11.1 Calibration to pit inflows effectively determined the entire range of parameter
values – box and whisker plots
1224.

The respective influence of the two different calibration targets on the final model
parameters can be seen in the box and whisker plots in Figures 5-5 to 5-10 of the
AEIS Groundwater Addendum.1397 As an example, the box and whisker plot of
horizontal conductivity values is reproduced at Figure 8-19, but the same trends are
evidence in respect of every model parameter.
a) Each set of three box and whisker plots represents a specific parameter range
for one of the five geological units. 1398
b) The starting range for each parameter is shown by the full extent of the
‘whiskers’ (i.e. the lines extending above and below the box).
c) The box shows the range of values that remained after calibration to the
relevant target. 1399 Conversely, the whisker shows the range of values that was
removed by calibration.1400

1393

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.229.
T23-69, lines 34-39. A more precise calculation shows this is a reduction of approximately 38%.
1395
T23-70, lines 35-41.
1396
T23-76, lines 27-30.
1397
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, s5.4.3, soft pages 109-114.
1398
T23-44, lines 18-21.
1394
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i.

The first of each three is for calibration to heads;

ii.

The second is for calibration to pit inflows; and

iii.

The third is for both calibration targets combined. 1401

Figure 8-19: AEIS Figures 5-5 - box and whisker plots for horizontal conductivity 1402

1225.

Mr Durick gave evidence in chief that the second and third in each of the sets of box
and whisker plots are exactly the same, 1403 which indicates that pit inflows
determined the range of calibrated parameter values for every parameter in the
model. Mr Durick agreed that this was essentially the case, 1404 that is, that the pit
inflows almost entirely determined the calibrated range of parameters for the final 18
models. 1405

1399

T23-44, lines 21-25.
T23-44, lines 45-47.
1401
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, s5.4.3, soft page 108.
Mr Durick accepts that this is what the AEIS Groundwater Addendum reports at section 5.4.3. – see T24-12, line
33 to T24-13, line 8. Based on discussion with the modellers, he disputes that the second column
represents only the pit inflows, but he accepts that the third column would otherwise be redundant – see
T24-13, lines 10-11; T24-8, lines 24-32.
1402
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, s5.4.3, soft page 109.
1403
T23-45, lines 15-19.
1404
T23-77, lines 31-35.
1405
T24-6, line 38 to T24-7, line 4; T24-8, lines 34-37.
1400
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1226.

Mr Irvine also accepted that the calibration to pit inflows effectively drove the
selection of the final 18 models on which the drawdown predictions are based. 1406

8.11.2 Vital calibration target not investigated by Applicant’s experts
1227.

The pit inflows calibration target of 300-400m3/day (this converts to 300-400
kL/day) is described in the AEIS Groundwater Addendum as being based on
“estimated observed pit inflows” for years 2011 and 2012.1407

1228.

Both of the Applicant’s experts accepted that the validity of pit inflows target is vital,
since it has almost entirely determined the final calibrated model parameters, but
neither interrogated the data relied on as the basis of this target.
a) Given how central pit inflows were to the calibration, Mr Irvine accepted that
the validity of the pit inflows targets is “really important”, or “critical”, and is
“one of those things you really want to know well”. 1408 However, Mr Irvine
did not investigate the validity of the 300-400m3/day calibration target. 1409
b) Mr Durick accepted that, as a consequence of the above, the pit inflows
estimate of 300-400m3/day is a vital piece of data, however he did not know
what the basis of this calibration target was, nor had he interrogated at any
stage. 1410 Instead he simply “took it on face value”. 1411

1229.

Mr Durick corrected himself in his evidence in chief, acknowledging this as an
estimate rather than a measure. 1412 He later expressed that pit inflows are estimated
rather than measured because “you can never exactly measure it”, 1413 but he clearly
did not appreciate, nor did he inform the court, how uncertain these estimates of pit
inflows are.

8.11.3 Data behind calibration target is highly unreliable – “sanity check only”
1230.

Professor Werner identified in his individual report that the pit inflows calibration
target was “a rather crude approximation”,1414 yet Mr Durick did not consider the
data behind this calibration target before giving evidence. 1415

1231.

The EIS Groundwater Numerical Modelling Report notes that the data set for the
estimated pit inflows is from WSA 2013 1416 and Mr Durick accepted that the basis
for the pit inflows estimate hasn’t changed since the EIS. 1417

1406

T8-47, lines 19-22.
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 94.
1408
T9-43, lines 40-46; T9-45, lines 18-21 and 42-47.
1409
T9-46, line 38 to T-47, line 3.
1410
T23-77, lines 37 to T23-78, line 11; T23-87, lines 3-16.
1411
T23-78, lines 3-11.
1412
T23-55, lines 45-46.
1413
T23-59, lines 3-38.
1414
Werner SoE, soft page 16.
1415
T24-15, lines 17-27.
1407
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1232.

WSA 2013 describes the basis of the pit inflows data in the following terms, and
makes clear, even before considering the actual values for water extraction rates, that
the available data do not provide a reliable measure of actual pit inflows:
NAC provided daily water truck extraction records from the NAC mine pits. … These rates
give some indication of the approximate rate of groundwater inflow into the pits as mining
progressed. However, it can be seen that periods of high rainfall coincide with higher
extraction rates (during February and March 2012). In contrast, the high extraction rate in
November 2012 was at a time of moderate rainfall. For simplicity, rainfall volumes into the
pits and evaporation have not been examined in detail. No extraction records exist for the 2010
calendar year.
… While the volume of rainfall into the pits has not been determined, the data shows that
significant volumes of water have been removed from the pits, with approximately 204ML of
water extracted from the South Pit over the course of operations (from September 2011 to
December 2012). Table 1 shows that the water extraction rates from the pits are highly variable
and are dependent on rainfall and groundwater discharge into the pits. Groundwater discharge
is likely to be variable due to progression of the pit excavations and individual intersections of
aquifer compartments (which has been identified in these coal seams), and the effect of faults
across the site. 1418

1233.

Table 1 from WSA 2013, referred to in the passage above, provides monthly water
extraction rates from the pits and is copied at Figure 8-21 below.
a) Mr Durick accepted that the data in that table is the source of the calibration
data in the EIS, which is reproduced below in Figure 8-20; 1419
b) This data is apparently the only basis of the 300-400m3/day calibration target
for 2011 and 2012 the current model; however, the data relied on only covers
13 months out of those 2 years. 1420

1416

Exhibit 56, EHP.0056 (EIS - Appendix G4.5 Groundwater Numerical Modelling Report), soft pages 10 and
15.
1417
T23-80, lines 4-9.
1418
Exhibit 817, OCA.0063 (Waste Solutions Australia 2013), soft pages 10-11. Emphasis added.
1419
T23-82, lines 15-24.
1420
T24-22, lines 24-28.
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Figure 8-20: Figure 7 in the EIS Groundwater Numerical Modelling Report 1421

1234.

It is clear from Figure 8-20 and Figure 8-21 that only one of the measurements, from
September 2012, falls within the calibration target range of 300-400m3/day.
a) Mr Durick claimed that this was not an issue because the calibration target was
an average over a year. 1422
b) However, when asked how May, June and July of 2012 had been dealt with, he
gave evidence that he did not know and he had not inquired in his
conversations with the modellers. 1423

1421

Exhibit 56, EHP.0056 (EIS - Appendix G4.5 Groundwater Numerical Modelling Report), soft page 15.
T23-80, line 30 to T23-81, line 15.
1423
T23-81, lines 17-34.
1422
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Figure 8-21: Table of monthly water extraction rates from WSA 2013 1424

1235.

Mr Durick’s response to the demonstrated uncertainty in the data that underpinned
the pit inflows calibration target was to simply speculate about what may have
happened and conclude that there was no problem with the target, but on the basis of
no additional information:
a) When asked about the legitimacy of the calibration target, given the
uncertainty expressed in WSA 2013, Mr Durick responded that he was not
concerned because “Well, it’s – it’s an estimate of the inflow. That’s what’s
available. That’s what has been used in the model.” 1425
b) When asked why this piece of data would be chosen, given the uncertainty, he
responded “Because it’s – obviously someone has put some thought into it and
come up with an appropriate value for the model. … I don’t know how they’ve
come up with the 300 to 400. They must have allowed for rainfall
somehow.” 1426

1424

Exhbit 817, OCA.0063 (Waste Solutions Australia 2013), soft page 10.
T23-83, lines 7-15.
1426
T23-83, lines 19-37.
1425
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c) Mr Durick had also noted that data from the central pit should not be included
in calculations of pit inflows, 1427 but he did not know whether such data had in
fact been used.1428
1236.

The reliability of the pit inflows data is explicitly addressed in a report prepared by
Mr Barnett, dated 8 August 2013 – Calibration to Observed Drawdown Responses –
which is Annexure AD1 to Mr Durick’s affidavit of 11 April 2016 (2013
Calibration Report). 1429
a) The 2013 Calibration Report states:
Note that the observed rate of water removal from the pit shown in Figure 4.2 is not
necessarily equal to the groundwater inflow to the pit. The figure includes rainfall and
runoff accumulation in the pit as well as evaporation and leakage processes. The
“measured” pit inflows therefore include significant uncertainty and its use in
calibration should be viewed as an approximate target (i.e. a sanity check) only. 1430

b) When faced with this opinion of Mr Barnett, in addition to all the above
uncertainty, Mr Durick reluctantly admitted that he still did not know how the
calibration target had been derived, and accepted that a wider calibration
range should have been applied in the Monte Carlo process. 1431
1237.

Mr Durick accepted that the necessary data to inform this calibration target could
have been measured, and that if the Applicant was “truly interested in knowing and
calibrating a target this specific – having a calibration target this specific, you could
measure this sort of water and know.” 1432

1238.

Clearly this has not been done.

1239.

Nor has any more recent data been considered, notwithstanding that, as Mr Durick
agreed:
a) It would be “really useful data… [to] hopefully deal with some of these really
significant data evidence problems with the pit inflow data”. 1433
b) It “would have given you a much better understanding of what sort of target
you were going to calibrate to”. 1434

1240.

Mr Durick ultimately accepted that the calibration target range of 300-400m3/day
should have been wider:

1427

T23-80, lines 17-21.
T23-84, lines 1-7.
1429
Exhibit 815, NAC.0079 (Affidavit of Andrew Durick (Durick First Affidavit)), soft page 7.
1430
Exhibit 815, NAC.0079 (Affidavit of Andrew Durick (Durick First Affidavit)), soft page 17. Emphasis
added.
1431
T23-87, lines 1-9.
1432
24-18, lines 37-42.
1433
T24-23, lines 1-20.
1434
T24-23, lines 25-27.
1428
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Mr Holt: This is an unbelievably small range - - -?
Mr Durick: Yeah.
Mr Holt: - - - to use as a calibration target in a Monte Carlo analysis, right, 300 to 400
kilolitres per day?
Mr Durick: If that’s what the data suggests, then that’s what it is.
Mr Holt: I mean, it’s not what the data suggests. The data is so uncertain that any reasonable,
with respect – any reasonable hydrogeological modeller doing this would have taken
a broader range so as to ensure that the ultimate predictions were not unduly
restricted?
Mr Durick: Probably, yeah.
Mr Holt: Right?
Mr Durick: Yeah. 1435

1241.

The Applicant criticises Professor Werner because he did not “establish that they
were wrong, nor did he suggest a more appropriate figure.” 1436 The reality, in
OCAA’s submission, is that the necessary data to rely on this calibration target
simply have not been collected, and it is ludicrous for the Applicant to level criticism
at others for this failing on its part.

8.11.4 We have no idea what the predictions might have been if calibration target was
appropriately chosen
1242.

After accepting that the calibration range for pit inflows should have been wider than
300-400m3/day, Mr Durick agreed that we have “no idea what that would have done
to the predicted drawdown”. 1437

1243.

Mr Durick earlier agreed that if there were issues with the calibration target for pit
inflows, such that a greater number of models met the pit inflows calibration criteria,
we would expect the range of model predictions to be wider. 1438 However, no
analysis or representation of this kind of potential impact is provided. 1439

1244.

Similarly, he agreed that if the pit inflows calibration target was not relied on at all,
and the uncertainty of drawdown predictions was presented in accordance with
standard industry practice, “we would expect to see a significantly greater range of
drawdown”. 1440

1245.

Having recognised the unreliable basis for the pit inflows calibration target, Mr
Durick accepted that it is critical to know what the drawdown predictions would be if

1435

T24-12, lines 4-14.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.190.
1437
T23-12, lines 9-17.
1438
T23-47, lines 5-10.
1439
T23-47, lines 12-13.
1440
T23-74, lines 15-29.
1436
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we considered all 1836 of the models calibrated to head levels 1441 – i.e. if only the
head calibration target was relied on.
1246.

The inappropriate and opaque selection of this critically important calibration target
compromises any confidence in the calibration of the Applicant’s model.

1247.

Taken together with the problems with the calculation of SRMS error, this provides
some explanation of the poor calibration outputs outlined at 8.9 above, but only
serves to further undermine the reliability of the drawdown predictions generated by
the model, and the confidence the Court, other relevant decision makers and affected
landholders can have in these predictions.

8.12 There is major undisclosed uncertainty in model predictions
1248.

It appears to be common ground between the experts that what really matters in
groundwater modelling is that it allows a proper understanding of uncertainty – i.e.
how wrong a model is – and that in some ways this is most important
consideration.1442 In other words, all models are wrong but some models are useful.

1249.

Mr Durick accepted “absolutely” that the degree of uncertainty in a groundwater
model is the “golden question” in groundwater modelling. 1443

1250.

OCAA’s position is not (and never has been), as submitted by the Applicant, 1444 that
the model should be “100% certain at this stage” – no model can ever provide such a
degree of certainty. However, OCAA submits that there must be some minimum
level of reliability to provide decision makers with confidence to rely on modelling,
but, most importantly, the degree of uncertainty must be adequately assessed,
understood and reported.

1251.

The Applicant’s submissions ignore the significance of uncertainty, notwithstanding
the agreement of its experts in this respect and the modeller’s abject failure to
meaningfully address uncertainty in the Applicant’s assessment material. Instead
they assert, without any supporting evidence, that “Dr Currell and Professor Werner
saw their role in these proceedings as being to cast as much uncertainty over the
modelling as possible, through speculation.”

1252.

On the contrary, in OCAA’s submission, the Applicant’s experts sought to downplay
the undisclosed uncertainty in the model at every opportunity. Mr Durick openly
accepted that, when addressing the various issues or sources of uncertainty in the
Applicant’s model, his response was to speculate in favour of the validity of the
Applicant’s model. 1445

1441

T24-10, lines 4-6.
T25-16, lines 29-33.
1443
T23-64, lines 27-29.
1444
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 6.93.
1445
See 8.13.1 below.
1442
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1253.

The Applicant’s disregard for the importance of understanding uncertainty in the
modelling is perhaps most clearly demonstrated by the following submission:
In response to the suggestion by OCAA's experts that, there is some uncertainty associated
with the impacts predicted by the model, Mr Irvine noted in his cross examination that it is
clear that the model predicts impacts outside of the area of the Revised Expansion Project site,
which is far preferable to a model that incorrectly predicts that no impacts will arise. 1446

1254.

There can be no dispute that the mine will have an impact and, in OCAA’s
submission, it is absurd to rely on Mr Irvine’s evidence that the model is useful
simply because it rules out the possibility ‘that no impacts will arise’.

1255.

In OCAA’s submission, and as set out in detail below, the assessment material relied
on by the Applicant:
a) drastically understates the degree of uncertainty associated with the model with
a sweeping generalisation about there being “minor” uncertainty, creating a
false sense of confidence in the predictions; and
b) fails to recognise or acknowledge a significant number of sources of
uncertainty highlighted, and largely accepted by the Applicant’s experts, in
these proceedings.

8.12.1 Modeller claims minor uncertainty; Applicant’s expert accepts unquestioningly
1256.

Professor Werner gave evidence regarding his serious concerns about the degree of
certainty expressed in the AEIS report. In particular, the following statement in the
Summary and Conclusions of the AEIS Groundwater Addendum:
The level of constraint calibration has provided on parameter values is evident in the level of
uncertainty indicated in the predictive results. Given that calibration is considered within
acceptable limits and the level of uncertainty in the predictive results is considered minor, in
hydrogeologic modelling terms, it is then concluded that the calibration process has provided
enough rigor for predictive results to be considered fit for purpose and suitable for the
assessment of potential impacts associated with the proposed project. 1447

1257.

Mr Durick states in the Groundwater JER that he “recognises” Professor Werner’s
concerns in this respect, but apparently takes comfort on an assumed conservatism in
the model outputs. In OCAA’s submission, and as set out in detail at 8.13 below,
such claims of conservatism are a baseless distraction from the very serious issues
with the Applicant’s model, that do not stand up to scrutiny.

1258.

Despite being the peer reviewer of the Applicant’s model, Mr Durick appears to have
not formed his own opinion regarding the degree of uncertainty in the model.

1446
1447

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.41.
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, see Summary and Conclusions on soft page 165. Emphasis added.
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a) He gave evidence that, in effect, only the modeller is in a position to make an
assessment of the uncertainty. 1448
I know that Professor Werner is concerned about some of this in terms of it
understating the uncertainty, but I – I sort of – I’m guided by the – the modelling
guidelines, which indicate that it’s really up to the – to the modeller that’s done the
work to determine from their experience what that – what that level of uncertainty
should be, what they want to – what – uncertainty they want to project based on – on
what they know. 1449

b) He reaffirmed this position on other occasions in his evidence:
Mr Holt: Do you still think it’s legitimate to describe the uncertainty in the
drawdown predictions this model makes – those pretty diagrams we saw a little
while ago – as being minor?
Mr Durick: Again, I’m going to say that it’s up to the modeller that did the work,
that spent time with the data to make that assessment. 1450

1259.

Mr Durick’s reliance on the modeller’s one-line statement on “minor” uncertainty of
the model is troubling for a number of reasons.
a) The modeller is also the person who wrote the report that Mr Durick accepts is
“hopeless”1451 and contains “very substantial reporting deficiencies”, 1452
recognised errors, omissions and inadequacies. 1453
b) The modeller appears not to have taken into account the significant issues,
such as the problems with the calibration targets in understanding the
uncertainty of the model predictions. 1454
c) The modeller does not address structural or conceptual uncertainty at all. 1455
d) The errors and data issues discussed in Mr Durick’s cross-examination all
contribute to the uncertainty inherent in the model predictions. 1456
e) The recognised structural uncertainty, such as connectivity between aquifers
and the issues around faulting, appear not to have been properly recognised or
considered by the modeller. 1457

1448

T24-16, lines 35-45; T25-17, lines 1-2.
T23-52, line 43 to T23-53, line 2.
1450
T25-16, line 45 to T26-17, line 2.
1451
T25-47, line 4.
1452
T24-20, lines 36-38.
1453
T25-16, lines 4-7; T25-56, lines 4-6.
1454
See above at 8.9 to 8.11.
1455
T25-17, lines 6-24.
1456
T25-16, lines 39-45.
1457
T25-17, lines 26 to T25-18, line 18.
1449
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f) In his peer review, Mr Durick assessed that the model failed to satisfy all but
one of the criteria with respect to uncertainty, and none of these issues have
been fixed. 1458
1260.

Mr Durick’s acceptance of “minor” uncertainty contrasts with his agreement in the
Groundwater JER that measurement error and some fixed model characteristics (e.g.
homogeneity, treatment of faults, other groundwater users, flooding) are not
considered in the uncertainty analysis, but that some of these may have a significant
impact on uncertainty. 1459
a) In cross-examination, Mr Durick could not reconcile this statement with the
conclusions about minor uncertainty in the AEIS Groundwater Addendum.
Mr Holt: And you hold that view still?
Mr Durick: Yeah. Yeah.
Mr Holt: Well, if that’s so, again, how conceivably can you agree with the conclusion
about minor uncertainty in the AEIS?
Mr Durick: I don’t have an answer. 1460

b) In re-examination, when Mr Ambrose QC sought a further response, Mr
Durick simply reaffirmed that there were “deficiencies in the model and …
[things] that are possibly missing”, 1461 and he relied on the model review and
proposed conditions to address this. OCAA’s concerns about the reliance on
conditions are addressed at 8.17.4 below.
1261.

It is also noteworthy that Mr Durick, when asked in examination in chief how
reliable the model is, was not able to give a straight answer. 1462

1262.

The reality, OCAA submits, is that there are a considerable number of unreported
sources of uncertainty in the modelling that cast serious doubt on the reliability of the
model predictions, and are not apparently accounted for in the Applicant’s assertions
of only “minor” uncertainty.

1263.

When addressing the uncertainty of the model in its submissions, the Applicant
asserts that “In fact, the limitations of the model at this stage of development were
expressly acknowledged in the AEIS.” 1463 However, the reference for this
submission provides no analysis or insight into model uncertainty at all. 1464

1264.

A number of these sources of uncertainty are discussed above, and accepted by the
experts for the Applicant, including:

1458

T25-22, lines 7-21. AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 249.
Groundwater JER, soft page 15, para 2.38(a); soft page 19, para 2.52(b).
1460
T25-22, lines 31-34.
1461
T26-35, lines 10-15. Note that the word ‘things’ has been added to give meaning to Mr Durick’s response in
a relatively neutral way, as this part of the transcript was recorded as indistinct.
1462
T23-59, lines 20-37.
1463
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.34.
1464
See AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 108.
1459
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a) The various issues with calibration, such as:
i.

the inappropriate selection of the pit inflows calibration target; 1465

ii.

the unjustifiable extension of the measurement range, which affects the
SRMS error calculations; 1466

iii.

the apparent inability of the model to reproduce even the existing
groundwater levels. 1467

b) The failure to include the groundwater users in the model; 1468
c) The unjustified approach to faulting; 1469
d) The inadequacy or complete absence of data in relation to important aquifer
properties.1470
8.12.2 Additional sources of uncertainty in predicted impacts
8.12.2.1 Likely impacts on the basalt
1265.

All the experts agreed in the Groundwater JER that there remains uncertainty as to
the likely impacts on the basalt, in particular, the extent and magnitude of drawdown
likely to be experienced.1471

1266.

Mr Irvine reaffirmed this uncertainty in cross-examination, and noted that the basalt
aquifer is extremely difficult to replicate. 1472

1267.

The Applicant’s experts claim in the Irvine and Durick SoE that this uncertainty is of
no concern because the homogeneity of the aquifer properties applied in the model
does not take account of compartmentalisation in the basalt aquifer and, as a
consequence, the predicted drawdown in the basalt is ‘conservatively
overestimated’.1473

1268.

Professor Werner and Dr Currell dispute that the model is inherently conservative in
this respect because any compartmentalisation and the heterogeneity of the basalt
aquifer will likely lead to greater localised drawdown than the model predictions

1465

See [1240] to [1245].
See 8.10.3.
1467
See Section 8.9.1.
1468
See [1145].
1469
See Section 8.6.1.
1470
See Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.3.
1471
Groundwater JER, soft page 23, para 3.4(a), soft page 36, para 3.33(a).
1472
T8-61, lines 31-33; T8-86, lines 19-22.
1473
Irvine/Durick SoE, soft page 45-46, column 4.
1466
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based on the assumption of a homogenous basalt aquifer. 1474 Dr Currell expects this
will be the case particularly to the north-west of the mine. 1475
1269.

Mr Irvine effectively reneged on his previous claims of ‘conservatism’ in crossexamination, accepting that we don’t know what the impacts in the basalt are going
to be, and that the model outputs give us only an “order of magnitude understanding
of what may occur there.” 1476
Mr Holt: So isn’t the short answer … that we don’t know what the impacts in the basalt are
going to be?
Mr Irvine: It’s – it’s – it’s – yes. You could say that there’s uncertainty in exactly – in exactly
what’s going to happen but if you’re going to look at it in a – in a – in the context of
what is being predicted you can get an order of magnitude understanding of what
may occur there.
Mr Holt: So do I understand you right that the outputs of this model permit us to do no more
than get an order of magnitude understanding of impacts in the basalt?
Mr Irvine: I – I would - - Mr Holt: You’re the hydrogeologist. I’m - - -?
Mr Irvine: Yes.
Mr Holt: - - - asking - - -?
Mr Irvine: Well, I – okay. As a hydrogeologist and looking at what’s been done and looking at
the impact assessment that’s been undertaking and the predicted impacts that are –
that are presented in the [AEIS], I would say that there’s a – that provides a useful
indicator – well, if – it provides advice as to what the impact’s going to be.
Mr Holt: Going to be?
Mr Irvine: Yes.
Mr Holt: Well, could – could possibly be?
Mr Irvine: Well – okay. 1477

1270.

The supposed ‘conservatism’ of the model, as claimed by Mr Irvine and Mr Durick
in this regard, is addressed at 8.13 below. Compartmentalisation in the basalt as a
source of conservatism is specifically addressed at 8.13.4 below.

1271.

Further, it is concerning that the Applicant understands the basalt aquifer so poorly
as to have proposed and attempted to install two essential basalt monitoring bores in
areas where there is in fact no basalt. 1478 The evidence surrounding the Applicant’s
misunderstanding of the basalt on Mr Ballon’s property is similarly concerning.
a) Both the bore report 1479 and the OGIA aquifer attribution report 1480 for Mr
Ballon’s bore 1481 indicate that Mr Ballon’s bore is sourcing water from the

1474

Groundwater JER, soft page 23-24, para 3.4(a) and (b).
Groundwater JER, soft page 24, para 3.4(b).
1476
T8-86, lines 24-44.
1477
T8-86, lines 24-44.
1478
See below at 8.17.3.1.
1479
Exhibit 1035, OCA.0103.
1475
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Basalt. This is inconsistent with the Applicant’s conceptualisation and the
model construction, which assume that there is no basalt at the location of Mr
Ballon’s property. 1482
b) The Applicant submits that the OGIA attribution report should be given little
weight, 1483 however, Mr Ambrose QC accepted in the course of objecting to
evidence that it is evidence of OGIA’s understanding of the bore. 1484 Given the
reliance placed by the Applicant on other material prepared by OGIA, 1485 and a
number of other bore reports,1486 this submission as to weight is
unsubstantiated.
1272.

In OCAA’s submission, the Applicant’s apparently poor understanding of the
location of the tertiary basalt further demonstrates the uncertainty of the predicted
impacts on this aquifer.

8.12.2.2 Modelled drawdown does not include any existing or future drawdown from Stage 1
and 2
1273.

Mr Durick agreed with Professor Werner in the Groundwater JER that:
a) the impact assessment has not properly analysed the impacts of existing mining
operations.1487
b) “clearer explanation is warranted on the modelling approach, in regards to
differentiating the effects of Stage 1-2 and Stage 3 mining operations”. 1488
c) “it would be beneficial to illustrate the drawdown (past and future) attributable
to Stages 1-2, and the same for Stage 3, and then the cumulative
drawdown.” 1489

1274.

Mr Durick expanded on this cross-examination, giving evidence that the drawdown
predictions presented in the AEIS don’t include Stages 1 and 2, and so the total
drawdown likely to be experienced would actually be larger where Stages 1 and 2
have an impact.
Mr Holt: This isn’t telling [Mr Noel Wieck] that the model predicts that in the future, as an
absolute change from what he presently has, they’re predicting a five-metre

1480

Exhibit 1036, OCA.0104.
Mr Ballon accepted in cross-examination that each of these reports are prepared in relation to his bore – see
T49-54, lines 10-25; T49-58, lines 32-35.
1482
The location of Mr Ballon’s property is shown at Exhibit DKB1 on sp7 of the Ballon Affidavit. The AEIS
Groundwater Addendum, page 141 shows no basalt has been modelled in the area of Mr Ballon’s bore,
yet the mode at his property is identified as a basalt bore.
1483
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 64.7.
1484
T49-59, lines 6-8.
1485
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraphs 39.88(d), 39.89(c).
1486
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraphs 39.206, 39.227.
1487
Groundwater JER, soft page 33, para 3.21(a).
1488
Groundwater JER, soft page 15, para 2.40(c)(i).
1489
Groundwater JER, soft page 15, para 2.40(c)(ii).
1481
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drawdown. To understand that you’d need to add the five-metre drawdown
prediction from stage 3, to whatever the drawdown that’s going to occur from – still
to occur from stages 1 and 2?
Mr Durick: That’s correct, yes.
Mr Holt: … And they would be, as a matter of logic, bigger – that is, greater extent, greater
depth of drawdown than we see here?
Mr Durick: Potentially, yes.
Mr Holt: …Okay. So the real world, though – not this predicted model, less null model world
that we see in this diagram – in the real world Dr Plant’s bores, or Mr Wieck’s
bores, or Mrs Mason’s bores, will actually be impacted by both stages 1 and 2 and
stage 3, right?
Mr Durick: Potentially, yes.

1490

1275.

In short, Mr Durick accepted that the drawdown predictions presented in the AEIS
Groundwater Addendum are “not going to be the complete story”. 1491

1276.

This is yet another indication that the Applicant’s model does not provide reliable
predictions of the actual outcomes of the Project for local groundwater users.

8.12.3 Poor reporting of uncertainty
1277.

Aside from the concluding statement about the uncertainty in the model predictions
being ‘minor’, the representation of uncertainty in the predicted drawdown is
extremely limited.

8.12.3.1 Uncertainty in drawdown contours is underrepresented – only 1 standard deviation
shown for 5m contours
1278.

Figures 6-32 to Figure 6-42 in the AEIS Groundwater Addendum are intended to
show the “potential impact zones” 1492 and are the only representation of the
uncertainty of the drawdown predictions shown in the AEIS Groundwater
Addendum. 1493
a) Each of these maps for the basalt, WCM and Marburg sandstone is based on
the median 5m drawdown prediction, and also show one standard deviation
above and below the mean to supposedly represent the potential uncertainty in
the predicted drawdown.
b) Figure 8-22 below shows the predicted median 5m drawdown for the WCM in
2030 (yellow); one standard deviation above the median (green), and one
standard deviation below (orange).

1490

T24-4, line 27 to T24-5, line 4.
T24-6, lines 6-9. Mr Irvine also noted in his cross examination that the previous underground mining hasn’t
been considered in the modelling – see T9-103, lines 7-17
1492
AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 120, Figures on soft pages 151-161.
1493
T23-74, line 47.
1491
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1279. Mr Durick gave evidence that these maps (and the single graph showing the
uncertainty of pit inflows) 1494 are the only reported indication of uncertainty associated
with the predicted impacts.1495
1280. Mr Durick agreed that the drawdown predictions included in the AEIS Groundwater
Addendum present a narrower range of possible drawdown than is standard “industry
practice”. 1496 In his experience of industry practice, such representations of uncertainty
would normally present two standard deviations away from the mean. 1497
a) He agreed that if standard industry practice had been followed in this respect,
the potential drawdown impact would be more extensive, but we have no way
of knowing how much greater the area of potential impact would be. 1498
b) Also, while it would be good for the landholders to have more information
about the uncertainty in the potential impacts, they do not have this.1499
1281.

The Applicant relies on evidence from Professor Werner that the question of whether
the modellers present one standard deviation or two “comes down to an agreement
between client and modeller.” 1500 That there would be such an agreement – i.e. to
present an unusually certain and lesser prediction of impacts – is, in our submission,
unsurprising given the Applicant’s interests.

1282.

The AEIS Groundwater Addendum provides no representation of uncertainty in
relation to lesser drawdown contours, such as the 2m or 1m contours for the basalt,
WCM and the Marburg sandstone. 1501 As such, we have no indication of the full
extent of drawdown of this magnitude.

1494

AEIS Groundwater Addendum, soft page 117.
T25-21, lines 45-47.
1496
T23-73, lines 28-33.
1497
T23-73, lines 28-33.
1498
T23-73, line 3 to T23-74, line 1.
1499
T23-75, lines 36-46.
1500
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.207.
1501
T23-74, lines 31-45.
1495
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Figure 8-22: Representation of drawdown uncertainty in the AEIS Groundwater Addendum 1502

1283.

1502

This further reinforces the inadequacy of the Applicant’s assessment material for the
purpose of impact assessment. Not only are there a significant number of sources of
uncertainty that appear not to be considered in the assessment that the model

AEIS Groundwater Addendum, Figures 6-38, soft page 157.
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uncertainty is ‘minor’, the only useful representation of the uncertainty in the
drawdown predictions falls short of usual practice, leaving the Court and the affected
landholders with a limited understanding of the recognised uncertainty.
1284.

In response to this failure to present uncertainty in accordance with standard industry
practice, Mr Durick was again prepared to excuse this shortcoming on the basis of
the “inherent conservatism” of the model. 1503

8.13 Claims of ‘conservatism’ are baseless and misleading
1285.

Mr Durick and Mr Irvine claim at a number of points in their evidence that certain
features of the model are conservative – that is, they consider these features are likely
to lead to the over-prediction of impacts. This rationale is deployed in defence of
various problems or errors with the model. 1504 The assertion is that such problems
shouldn’t ultimately affect the reliability of the modelled impacts because the
conservatism presumed by Mr Durick and Mr Irvine is supposed to compensate for
those problems or errors.1505

1286.

Mr Durick went so far as to say in his examination in chief that the model is
“definitely conservative”, having listed a number of factors he considers contribute
to this conservatism.1506

1287.

Professor Werner and Dr Currell dispute these particular claims on conservatism. Dr
Currell challenged the supposed conservatism of the Applicant’s model in the
following general terms:
I don’t think that this model is that the stage where it’s ready to make
reasonable predictions, and so I don’t accept that the model is a conservative
estimate of what might happen in terms of impacts to groundwater. 1507

1288.

Features of the model described by Mr Durick or Mr Irvine as conservative (or likely
to cause over-prediction of drawdown) are:
a) The storativity (or specific storage) value; 1508
b) Higher vertical conductivity or connectivity between the aquifers, and
particularly the WCM and the basalts; 1509

1503

DI and AD SoE, soft page 70, See column 4 at (b).
See, for example, Groundwater JER, soft page 27, para 3.12(a); soft page 28, para 3.14(a); DI and AD SoE,
soft page 7, Paragraph 5.9; Appendix C, item 40, column 4, soft pages 77-81.
1505
T25-11, lines 18-25.
1506
T23-59, lines 28-45.
1507
T10-54, lines 8-11.
1508
Groundwater JER, soft page 26, para 3.8(a).
1509
Groundwater JER, soft page 39, para 3.39(a); DI and AD SoE, soft page 7, paragraph 5.9; soft page p80,
column 4.
1504
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c) Modelling the strata homogeneously (i.e. not allowing for
compartmentalisation and heterogeneity); 1510
d) The parameters assigned to the WCM, in light of the proportion of the unit that
is in fact coal; 1511
e) The approach of modelling faulting with gaps in MODFLOW. 1512
1289.

To remove any doubt about conservatism being a reasonable answer to the various
issues addressed in the evidence, each of these is dealt with in turn from sections
8.13.2 to 8.13.6 below.

8.13.1 Assertions of conservatism amount to speculation in favour of the Applicant
1290.

Having been challenged on specific assertions of conservatism, as discussed below,
Mr Durick accepted in cross examination that the supposed sources of conservatism
he identifies are, in effect, simply other errors that he thinks will make the model
conservative. 1513
Mr Holt: So the thing that we’re supposed to have confidence in is the existence of other errors
to compensate for the errors that I’m identifying?
Mr Durick: Sure. Yeah.
Mr Holt: … But if there had been a real effort made to get local field data here, right – if there
had been a real effort made to do that – field data, including aquifer properties,
connection between aquifers, local user pumping, we wouldn’t have to be guessing
whether errors are conservative or not conservative, would we, because we’d have a
more accurate model?
Mr Durick: Sure. 1514

1291.

Mr Durick criticised Professor Werner in his evidence-in chief for “speculating” in
his assessment of the Applicant’s model. 1515 However, under cross-examination Mr
Durick accepted that he was repeatedly speculating, and that every time he did so it
was in the Applicant’s favour.
Mr Holt: [I]n the absence of any investigation, you’re speculating - - -?
Mr Durick: Sure.
Mr Holt: It’s exactly the thing you’ve been suggesting Professor Werner’s been doing, you’ve
been speculating. And, again, with the greatest of respect, every time you
speculate, you speculate in favour of the validity of this model, when other
alternatives are available, don’t you?

1510

Groundwater JER, soft page 23, para 3.4(a); soft page 36, para 3.33; DI and AD SoE, soft page 7, paragraph
5.9; soft pages p45 to 46, row 5, column 4.
1511
T23-59, lines 33-40. Note that this new source of conservatism had not been identified by Mr Durick in any
of his evidence before examination-in-chief.
1512
Groundwater JER, soft page 11, para 2.27(b); DI and AD SoE, soft page 7, paragraph 5.9.
1513
T25-11, lines 23-31.
1514
T25-11, lines 33-42.
1515
T23-60, lines 11-15.
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Mr Durick: Sure. 1516

1292.

Mr Durick accepted that he was speculating in this fashion on a number of
occasions,1517 including about the conservatism as a consequence of the extent of
connectivity between aquifers. 1518

1293.

In addition to the factors listed at paragraph 1288 above, Mr Durick very briefly
claimed that the pit inflows calibration target range was probably too high, and that
this was somehow conservative, but he immediately agreed that this was not the case
when challenged on this assertion. 1519 This is, in OCAA’s submission, a clear
example of the Applicant’s experts’ speculative and baseless assertion of
conservatism to defend problems with the model. Despite Mr Durick reneging on this
assertion, the Applicant still seeks to rely on this in its submissions.1520

1294.

In OCAA’s submission, this startling admission from Mr Durick not only
undermines the claims of conservatism in the model, but more broadly calls into
question his credibility.

1295.

The Applicant submits that Mr Durick’s assertions of conservatism were only “with
respect to the lateral extent of the drawdown (which is the most important aspect at
this stage of the modelling)”, 1521 and apparently not with respect to the magnitude
(i.e. extent of the drop in head) at any given location. In OCAA’s submission, and on
a detailed review of Mr Durick’s evidence, this is clearly not the case, 1522 and we
dispute the Applicant’s assertion that drawdown magnitude is somehow of lesser
concern. This appears to be a defensive response to concessions from Mr Durick that
some supposed sources of conservatism may result in a greater drawdown in a
bore. 1523 However, this does not assist the Applicant regarding Mr Durick’s
concession that these are simply errors and/or speculation on his part.

8.13.2 Storativity
1296.

Storativity is ascribed conservatism at various places in the Applicant’s evidence. 1524

1297.

Professor Werner and Dr Currell’s view on this, as stated in the Groundwater JER, is
that “the high degree of uncertainty in the storage coefficient and other aquifer
parameters (e.g., transmissivity and vertical hydraulic conductivity) in multiple

1516

T25-26, lines 17-22.
T24-38, line 34 to T24-39, line 7; T-25-8, lines 23-39; T25-13, line 39 to T25-14, line 23; T52-26, lines 117.
1518
T25-51, line 46 to T25-53, line39.
1519
T24-16, lines 9-33.
1520
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.188.
1521
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 6.105.
1522
For example, see Groundwater JER, soft page 26, para 3.8(a).
1523
For example, see below at 8.13.4.
1524
Specifically with respect to the basalt, see Groundwater JER, soft page 26, para 3.8(a). DI and AD SoE, soft
page 7, Paragraph 5.9.
1517
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aquifers means that it is not possible to assess whether predictions of drawdown
extent are indeed conservative.” 1525
1298.

As detailed at 8.4.3 above, the Applicant accepts that it has no useful data to inform
storage values in the model. Equally it accepts that the application of unrealistic
storage values, whether high or low, can affect the calibration of other parameters
and the reliability of the model predictions.

1299.

In OCAA’s submission, as supported by the Applicant’s experts’ evidence in crossexamination, there is no basis to claim storage values are conservative, there is
simply an absence of data.

8.13.3 High vertical conductivity or connectivity between the aquifers
1300.

This supposed conservatism is described in the Irvine and Durick SoE as “Amplified
(greater than expected) vertical connectivity”. 1526 This was also discussed in crossexamination as greater than expected conductivity. 1527

1301.

When asked about the evidence base for this position in cross examination, Mr
Durick responded “Obviously, there’s not a lot of field data collected”, 1528 which
reflects Mr Irvine’s evidence on the complete absence of on-site vertical conductivity
and connectivity data. 1529

1302.

Mr Durick also accepted that:
a) The best field work and on-site data available on the connectivity between the
WCM and the basalts indicates there is connectivity between these aquifers,
but has not been incorporated into the model; 1530
b) While data could have been collected to establish the extent of connectivity,
this had not been done in the Applicant’s 15 years at this site; 1531
c) His position with respect to connectivity between aquifers is based on
assumptions; 1532 and
d) Mr Durick accepted that, again, he was speculating about the connectivity in a
way that supports the validity of the model. 1533

1303.

Additionally, contrary to any assertion of low conductivity:

1525

Groundwater JER, soft page 26, para 3.8(a).
DI and AD SoE, soft page 7, Paragraph 5.9.
1527
T25-54, lines 29-33.
1528
T25-51, lines 17-18.
1529
T25-54, line 35 to T25-55, line 2. See above at 8.4.1.
1530
T25-52, lines 6-47.
1531
T25-52, lines 34-44.
1532
T25-51, line 46 to T25-52, line 2.
1533
T25-53, lines 31-41.
1526
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a) the model incorporates low vertical conductivity values in the WCM, and it is
accepted that this will result in the underestimation of vertical drawdown
propagation; 1534 and
b) the multiplier range for the Upper WCM is lower than for all the other units
without any justification.1535 This will artificially dampen the propagation of
the drawdown into the Alluvium and the Basalt aquifers. 1536
8.13.4 Homogeneity and compartmentalisation
1304.

Conservatism as a consequence of modelling a heterogeneous system with
homogenous geological units was asserted at different times in slightly different
ways:
a) In the Groundwater JER, Mr Durick and Mr Irvine acknowledge the
uncertainty about impacts in the basalt, but fall back to the position that
drawdown estimates in the basalt are “probably overestimates, due to
compartmentalisation of the aquifer. 1537
b) This is restated in the Irvine and Durick SoE, which describes it as
“homogeneity (i.e. non-variation in aquifer parameters)” and asserts that
drawdown in the basalt is “conservatively overestimated, given the simulation
does not account for aquifer compartmentalisation”. 1538

1305.

However, Mr Irvine gave evidence in cross-examination that the drawdown predicted
in the Wiecks’ basalt bore on Chelmonte could result in the loss of water supply,
because of compartmentalisation:
Mr Holt: That two-metre draw-down in this model, if it’s within a compartment, is not
conservative, is it: because if it’s within a compartment, it will be more than two
metres, because the model assumes that the compartment has in fact been fed
laterally?
Mr Irvine: That – that would be correct [indistinct] it’s the assumption that there’s a direct
hydraulic connection underneath, then that compartment could be de-watered or
drawn down greater than – than – than was predicted.
Mr Holt: And if you’re dealing with a five-metre basalt – as Mr Wieck has at least at one point
– part of his property, as he describes it in his affidavit – then that could be the
difference between there being any water in his aquifer and no water in that – where
that bore is that he’s using?
Mr Irvine: If that situation were to occur, then I would have to agree with that, yes. 1539

1306.

Mr Irvine accepted that, if we assume compartmentalisation in the basalt as he and
Mr Durick do, the model is not in fact conservative where there is connectivity

1534

See 8.5.1 above. T8-98, lines 16-41; T8-99 line 4 to T8-100, line 2; T8-111, lines 17-18.
See 8.5.1 above. T8-101 lines 12-14; T8-102, lines 1-13.
1536
T8-101 lines 16-23; T8-101, lines 17-19.
1537
Groundwater JER, soft page 31, para 3.20(a); soft page 36, paragraph 3.33.
1538
DI and AD SoE, soft page 7, Paragraph 5.9; See also Soft page 53, column 4.
1539
T9-15, lines 5-16.
1535
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between the WCM and the Basalt. 1540 This is because any given “compartment”, as
described by Mr Irvine, is not connected to other productive parts of the aquifer, so
there is no flow of water into that compartment to replace the water removed by
drawdown. 1541
1307.

Similarly, Mr Durick accepted where there is connectivity with the underlying
aquifer, drawdown in the basalt is likely to be greater than has been modelled. 1542 He
accepted that the best available field work and on-site data indicates there is
connectivity between the WCM and the basalts, but has not been incorporated into
the model.1543 This suggests that the drawdown in parts of the basalt will be greater
than modelled.

1308.

Taken together, Mr Durick and Mr Irvine’s evidence makes clear that the predicted
drawdown in the basalt could in fact be substantially underestimated, and cannot be
considered conservative. The Applicant no longer contests this.

8.13.5 Conductivity values for the WCM
1309.

In his evidence in chief, Mr Durick suggested for the first time that the parameters
assigned to the WCM were a source of conservatism, in light of the proportion of the
unit that is in fact coal; 1544

1310. As is Vset out in some detail at 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 above:
a) Mr Irvine considers that the vertical conductivity values adopted in the model
are low, and that this will result in the underestimation of vertical drawdown
propagation. 1545
b) Mr Irvine agreed that the horizontal conductivity values adopted in the model
for the Walloon Coal Measures are lower than indicated by the available
pumping test data and slug test data. 1546 Adopting higher conductivity values
increases the extent of the predicted drawdown. 1547
1311.

Mr Irvine’s earlier evidence directly contradicts Mr Durick’s impromptu assertion of
yet more supposed conservatism.

1540

T9-13, lines 40-45; T9-15, lines 18-24.
T9-13, lines 15-30.
1542
T25-54, lines 9-25.
1543
T25-52, lines 6-47.
1544
T23-59, lines 33-40. Note that this new source of conservatism had not been identified by Mr Durick in any
of his evidence before examination-in-chief.
1545
See [1004] above.
1546
See [1026] above.
1547
See [1029]-[1031] above.
1541
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8.13.6 Approach to Faulting
1312.

Mr Durick made this claim on the assumption the gaps left in the modelled faults
were an error. Having accepted Mr Barnett’s evidence that the gaps were left
intentionally, Mr Durick abandoned this earlier claim of conservatism. 1548

8.13.7 Conclusions on conservatism
1313.

Rather than giving the court confidence that the modelled impacts capture the likely
real-world impacts of the Project, in OCAA’s submission, these persistent claims of
conservatism simply demonstrate the willingness of the Applicant’s experts to
overlook the potential implications of significant problems with the Applicant’s
model. Mr Durick and Mr Irvine accepted in cross-examination that the supposed
sources of conservatism in the model are not necessarily conservative, and they had
overlooked issues that tend to underestimate the modelled impacts.

8.14 Mr Durick lost confidence in the model’s predictive capacity
1314.

As noted above, at the commencement of his cross-examination Mr Durick agreed
with the assessment in the AEIS Groundwater Addendum that there is only “minor”
uncertainty in the model predictions 1549 and that the model is “definitely
conservative”. 1550

1315.

After lengthy cross-examination addressing many of the issues above that create
uncertainty in the model predictions, Mr Durick conceded that he had low confidence
in the modelling, in line with the serious concerns expressed by the IESC that it has
low confidence in the model’s predictive capacity:
Mr Holt: I won’t go through these in detail because we did with Mr Irvine and they’re before the
court, but do you understand that the IESC, the Independent Expert Scientific Committee,
has described the confidence in the predictive capacity of this numerical groundwater
model as low?
Mr Durick: I’ve read that. Yes.
Mr Holt: Yeah. Do you agree with that given everything we’ve been through in the last day or two?
Mr Durick: For what – yeah. For what that one was being used for, I – I – I think it – I think it’s still
matching a class 2 model.
Mr Holt: Yeah. That just wasn’t my question, Mr Durick?
Mr Durick: No, I know, but what are they – what are they – I’m wondering what they’re suggesting
is low as in where does that sit on the scale of class 1, 2 or 3.
Mr Holt: Well, I don’t think they’re saying that. They’re saying that the confidence in the predictive
capacity of the numerical groundwater model is low. Do you agree with that? Do you
have low confidence in the predictive capacity of a numerical groundwater model given
what we’ve talked about in the last couple of days?

1548

Durick Correction Affidavit, Exhibit AD7, soft page 2, para 4; soft page 58; soft page 137, row 70.
T24-17, lines 2-6.
1550
T23-59, lines 28-45.
1549
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Mr Durick: Sure. My confidence is wavering a little bit. 1551

1316.

It is a grave concern that Mr Durick – the peer reviewer relied on by the Statutory
Party’s delegate in deciding to issue the Draft EA, 1552 and brought by the Applicant
to defend its groundwater modelling – has lost confidence in the Applicant’s model
to this extent.

1317.

The Applicant submits that Mr Holt, somehow inappropriately, conducted crossexamination in a way that “led to the Court being invited to infer that the lack of
explanation meant a flaw with the modelling, or that the Applicant's experts were
losing confidence with the model.” 1553 On Mr Durick’s evidence, no inference is
required – he says it directly.

1318.

It stands as a further indictment on his earlier peer review that the many issues that
ultimately shook his confidence were not uncovered in his earlier investigations.

1319.

Mr Durick’s reversion to the classification of the model as class 2 confidence level
is, in OCAA’s submission, misguided and does nothing to restore confidence in the
modelled predictions, or to address the uncertainty in these.

8.15 “Class 2” or “Industry standard” is no answer to unreliable modelling
1320.

It is agreed that fitness for purpose is not a general assessment of whether a model is
class 2 or class 1 or class 3. Fitness for purpose is how well or otherwise it answers
the questions that are implicit in the objectives that are set. 1554

1321.

Mr Durick’s appraisal that the model is fit for purpose, particularly in his peer
review, must be viewed with a degree of scepticism:
a) The Durick Peer Review was based on limited information. Mr Durick gave
the following evidence regarding his peer review:
Mr Holt: So those – so you were dealing with a report with very substantial reporting
deficiencies, without looking at the modelling files, right?
Mr Durick: Correct.
Mr Holt: Supplementing that with some discussions with Brian Rask?
Mr Durick: Yes.
Mr Holt: And that’s how you come to the conclusion the model’s fit for purpose?
Mr Durick: Correct. 1555

1551

T25-57, lines 18-36.
EHP Assessment Report, soft pages 121-123.
1553
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 6.118.
1554
T8-43, lines 1-3.
1555
T24-20, lines 40-45.
1552
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b) Serious problems with the conceptualisation and modelling have been
identified through these proceedings, which led Mr Durick to question the
predictive capacity of the model.1556
1322.

The Applicant relies in its submissions on Mr Durick’s evidence that agreement with
stakeholders about the appropriate confidence classification is essential. 1557
However, the Applicant does not appear to recognise the landholder objectors as
stakeholders in this regard.

1323.

Notwithstanding Mr Durick’s agreement with the IESC’s “low confidence” in the
model, the Applicant essentially seeks to rely on the view he originally expressed in
the Groundwater JER that the model is “fit for purpose”, 1558 in large measure
because it meets the criteria for a class 2 model as described in the Groundwater
Modelling Guidelines:
AD is of the opinion that the model, in the way it has been developed and the way it has been
used, is ‘fit for purpose’. The model meets the criteria of a Class 2 model as described by the
[Groundwater Modelling Guidelines], making it suitable for estimating mine dewatering
requirements and associated impacts in relation to the proposed Stage 3 mine expansion. 1559

1324.

Whether framed in terms of compliance with the requirements of a Class 2 model or
‘industry standard’, it is apparent on the evidence that either benchmark is based on
weakness and that a more reliable model should be expected in the present
circumstances.

8.15.1 Class 2 is based on weaknesses
1325.

Mr Durick agreed, as is apparent in the relevant table in the Groundwater Modelling
Guidelines, 1560 that most of the things that characterise a model as having Class 2
confidence are weaknesses, or what it can’t do, which mean the model isn’t able to
provide a higher level of confidence. 1561 For example:
a) “Groundwater head observations and bores may not provide adequate coverage
throughout the model domain”;
b) “Validation is either not undertaken or is not demonstrated for the full model
domain”;
c) “Calibration statistics are generally reasonable, may suggest significant errors
in parts of the model domain”. 1562

1556

See Section 8.14 above.
T23-55, lines 24-33, Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.112(a).
1558
Applicant’s Written Submissions at paragraphs 39.29, 39.109(iii) 39.113-39.114.
1559
Groundwater JER, soft page 38, para 3.38(a).
1560
Groundwater Modelling Guidelines, soft page 32.
1561
T25-58, lines 1-17.
1562
Groundwater Modelling Guidelines, soft page 32.
1557
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1326.

In short, as Mr Durick accepted,1563 a Class 2 confidence level is not something to
aspire to, but is accepted in appropriate circumstances.

8.15.2 Better than Class 2 confidence model is warranted
1327.

Mr Durick relied on the fact that the Groundwater Modelling Guidelines identify
some specific uses for a class 2 model, which include “Providing estimates of
dewatering requirements for mines and excavations and the associated impacts”, as
justification that Class 2 is appropriate, 1564 but he accepts it is not prescriptive in this
sense. 1565
a) However, when the basis for this justification is interrogated in the
Groundwater Modelling Guidelines, it is apparent that the confidence level is
accepted in relation to a mine-dewatering model “due to a lack of useful time
series data that can be used for calibration. The level of confidence is expected
to increase once mining starts and model validation can be undertaken.” 1566
b) Mr Durick accepted that in this instance we have “pretty decent time series
data” over at least seven or eight years, and given the number of DNRM bores
in the area, there is in fact a “terrific data set” available. 1567 The Applicant now
seeks to distance itself from Mr Durick’s evidence here. 1568
c) Mr Durick confirmed the availability of time series data in re-examination. 1569

1328.

Mr Irvine’s evidence as a conceptual hydrogeologist is “if additional information is
identified that's pertinent to revising or updating the model, then you would
incorporate that”, and that this approach is an “industry standard process”. 1570

1329.

The value of the aquifer(s) to be affected is also a key consideration in the distinction
between Class 2 and Class 3 in the Groundwater Modelling Guidelines.
a) Class 2 model relates to “prediction of impacts of proposed developments and
medium value aquifers”, whereas high-value aquifers are referred to only in
the context of Class 3 models.1571
b) Mr Durick couldn’t give any assistance on what constitutes a medium or high
value aquifer, 1572 but in re-examination he confirmed that a Class 3 confidence
model is required for a high-value regional aquifer system. 1573
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c) He also confirmed:
i.

That the size of the region for high-value regional aquifer system would
be “the same size as – as what we’ve got here.” 1574

ii.

That a high-value aquifer “will have significant irrigation licences
supplying agriculture”, 1575 as is known to be the case in the area
surrounding the Project.

1330.

Mr Durick accepted that in the present circumstances, given the intense agriculture,
strategic cropping land and the number of registered bores, “better than a bare class 2
model” might be appropriate. 1576

1331.

He ultimately accepted that there is little justification for a Class 2 model.
Mr Holt: We’ve actually got a terrific data set, right?
Mr Durick: Sure.
Mr Holt: The justification for a class 2 model based on that is actually pretty low, isn’t it?
Mr Durick: Yes. 1577

1332.

True to form, the Applicant’s submissions simply ignore Mr Durick’s acceptance
here and disagree with its own expert’s evidence. 1578

8.15.3 Modelling is only fit for purpose “for further investigation”
1333. Mr Barnett gave evidence that further calls into question the Applicant’s submission
that the model is fit for purpose. His opinion is that the model is fit for purpose for further
investigation.
Mr Wieck: Do you still believe that you’re – the models that have been put
forward for this project are still fit for purpose for the stage 3
mining?
Mr Barnett: Well, that wasn’t something that was – wasn’t something that I
included in my evidence. I’d say they’re certainly fit for purpose
for – for further investigation. 1579
1334. In its submissions, the Applicant seeks to characterise this concession from Mr Barnett
as being somehow intended as a completely uncritical reference to the “usual practice (at
least since the Court’s decision in the Hancock Case)” of EA conditions requiring
ongoing investigation. Nothing in Mr Wieck’s question provides this context, and it
should be apparent from the manner of Mr Barnett’s testimony that this was not his
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intended meaning. Additionally, there is no indication that Mr Barnett has experience in
any relevant Queensland project to which this recent and supposedly “usual” practice
would apply, so the Applicant has no basis to assert that this was his intended meaning
here.
1335. In OCAA’s submission, this is a weak and transparent attempt to mischaracterise a
damning criticism from the expert the Applicant apparently considers the most
impressive and credentialed. Contrary to the Applicant’s assertion, it is an indictment that
the Applicant’s own expert witness considers that the modelling on which this Court is
supposed to rely is not fit for purpose, but only fit for further investigation.
8.16 The Applicant’s Written Submissions
1336.

In OCAA’s submission, the evidence taken as a whole demonstrates serious
shortcomings in the model and significant data deficiencies, some of which the
Applicant no longer disputes. This fact is evident in the additional conditions
proposed.

1337.

The Applicant’s nearly countless references to what is acceptable or appropriate “at
this stage” effectively signpost the extent of the issues with its groundwater impact
assessment, and the extent to which the Applicant has sought to backload into
conditions the kind of work that is necessary for a proper understanding of
groundwater impacts.

1338.

In its attempts to look past or deny the compelling evidence against its case on
groundwater, the Applicant’s Written Submissions contain assertions that are either
not supported by evidence or are completely contradicted by their experts’
concessions in cross-examination. This is evident in the very high number of
assertions in the Applicant’s submissions that are unreferenced.

1339.

The Applicant routinely invites the Court to simply ignore its own experts’ evidence,
and repeatedly references the DI and AD SoE, 1580 notwithstanding that its experts
made numerous significant concessions in respect of the positions they took in this
earlier in evidence. The following are just some specific examples of the applicant
closing its eyes to the evidence of its own experts.
a) The Applicant simply denies Mr Durick’s acceptance that there’s a “terrific
data set” available 1581 and that the justification for a class 2 model is in fact
low; 1582
b) The Applicant maintains that Mr Durick considers the model predictions “will
not have been adversely impacted by the model failing to account for other
groundwater users”, 1583 whereas his concessions set out at paragraph 1145
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show this to be completely false. Similarly, it asserts there will be only very
local non-linearity and only “insignificant” differences in predictions as a
consequence of the errors of the water balance, 1584 whereas Mr Durick
accepted that the relationships in this model are not linear, 1585 because of its
complexity, 1586 and so we have no idea of the different ways in which the
water balance errors have affected the null model versus the predictive
model.1587
c) Mr Durick’s evidence was that applying a more realistic mean conductivity
value would have had an effect on the calibration process, since more than just
18 would be calibrated,1588 yet the Applicant asserts that a higher value “would
not make a difference”. 1589
d) The Applicant’s experts clearly indicate that some of the IESC’s concerns
remain unaddressed,1590 yet the Applicant asserts that “all of these issues have
been addressed”. 1591
e) Mr Irvine very clearly agreed with Mr Holt that he had changed his opinion on
certain matters that were agreed to in the Groundwater JER, and despite Mr
Irvine’s agreement, the Applicant simply submits that this is not the case. 1592
f) Mr Durick immediately agreed that pit inflows calibration target range was not
in fact a source of conservatism in the model when challenged on this
assertion, 1593 yet the Applicant maintains this position with no other supporting
evidence. 1594
g) The Applicant submits that removing the low data points from the SRMS
calculation could improve the SRMS target, 1595 whereas Mr Durick confirmed
that the effect would be the opposite. 1596
1340.

In OCAA’s submission, the number and significance of the concessions from the
Applicants experts that are ignored in its submissions necessarily calls into question
either the reliability of the Applicant’s experts or its submissions. Instead of
acknowledging the number and significance of the concessions made by the
Applicant’s experts throughout the case, the Applicant invites the Court to accept
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that the “general position of the Applicant's experts did not change throughout the
course of the proceedings.” 1597
8.16.1 Analysis of experts
1341.

The evidence set out above, and the Court’s experience of each witness, provides
ample basis for the Court to form its own opinion of the reliability of each expert’s
evidence. However, in the interest of clarity, we dispute the Applicant’s submission
that its experts were more reliable than OCAA’s experts, and will briefly dispel some
of the Applicant’s hyperbole about Professor Werner and Dr Currell.

1342.

The Applicant complains that Professor Werner and Dr Currell “express a burning
desire to have every single piece of data associated with the various iterations of the
model over the last 7 years as if to complete their need to see a perfect exam
answer.” 1598 That OCAA’s witnesses are concerned to properly understand the
underlying data and modelling assumptions, as any good scientist should, is hardly a
criticism of them. This is particularly salient when compared to the relative
disinterest in data that was characteristic of the Applicant’s experts.
a) The Applicant seeks to accredit Mr Irvine and Mr Durick for their respective
concessions about the poor local data available and that the myriad issues
raised in this case caused earlier confidence to waver. 1599
b) While such frank concessions were warranted and of assistance to the Court,
they highlight the significance of the issues that were not identified or
addressed by the Applicant’s experts in the Durick Peer Review (which was in
fact conducted by both experts together) 1600.
c) Whether Mr Durick and Mr Irvine were incapable of or unwilling to highlight
such issues in the Durick Peer review is unclear, but this demonstrates, in our
submission, their preparedness to provide uncritical review in light of some
notional ‘industry standard’ that doesn’t stand up to genuine scrutiny.
d) The Applicant makes much of Mr Durick’s practical experience, and notes that
70-80% of his work over the past 10 years has been assisting coal miners get
approval. Contrary to the Applicant’s submissions, such an overwhelming
reliance on one industry might be expected to drive down the standard of work
expected, to help clients meet bare minimum approval requirements in a
competitive commercial setting.

1343.

When considering Mr Barnett’s supposed justification for inserting ‘fictional faults’
and disregarding the mapped faults, the Applicant decried the fact that “OCAA's
academic experts, who have never had to make judgement calls in these types of
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circumstances, could not understand any reasoning that could not be found in a
textbook”. 1601 Similarly, in relation to Dr Currell, the Applicant submitted:
When faced with the problem of calibration, Dr Currell’s answer is to put his pencil down,
which is an impracticable response for a hydrogeologist and a good reason for him to remain at
University and leave the practice of the profession to others whose evidence would be
preferred on such points. 1602

1344.

These are just two examples of the Applicant seeking to paint the picture that the
field of hydrogeology or groundwater modelling is somehow different in practice as
a consultant than it is in other settings. In OCAA’s submission, the difference
apparent in such criticisms, and in the evidence, is the propensity for the Applicant’s
industry hydrogeologists to overlook modelling and data deficiencies in the interests
of commercial expediency, and to satisfy timeframes and budgets.
a) The ‘judgement call’ referred to in the Applicant’s criticism 1603 is Mr Barnett’s
decision, in the face of his inability to calibrate the earlier model, to apply
fictional faults and not include known faults, rather than seek out additional
data, which he reluctantly accepted would have been ‘useful’ in resolving his
calibration difficulties.1604
b) Mr Barnett’s approach is not only foreign to textbooks, but completely
inconsistent with the available geological knowledge, yet the Applicant’s
submissions lament the cost and timeframes involved in collecting further
‘useful’ data. 1605

1345.

In contrast to practice in industry, the long list of peer reviewed publications on each
of Dr Currell’s and Professor Werner’s CVs are testament to the regular scrutiny to
which their work is routinely subjected. Peer review in the conventional sense, as it
relates to scientific literature rather than a review under the Groundwater Modelling
Guidelines, does not allow for ‘judgement calls’ without an evidence base. The
Applicant’s experts appeared unaccustomed to such ‘judgement calls’ or the relevant
evidence base being scrutinised.
a) For example, the Applicant submits repeatedly that Mr Holt “confused” Mr
Durick and Mr Irvine in cross-examination by “throwing data at them that they
had not considered before in the joint expert process”, yet the only examples
the Applicant refers to in this regard relate to sections of the AEIS
Groundwater Addendum – the very document that was the basis of the Durick
Peer Review. 1606 To the extent that Mr Irvine and Mr Durick were ‘confused’,
it is submitted that this reflects poorly on the thoroughness of their peer review
and the reliability of their evidence.
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1346.

The Applicant’s criticism that OCAA’s experts have little practical experience in the
modelling of coal mines 1607 is perfectly answered by Dr Currell’s evidence that
“there’s not some different form of hydrogeology you do when you’re looking at a
coal mine to other hydrogeological problems.”1608

1347.

The Applicant is critical of OCAA’s experts, and particularly Professor Werner, for
“grandstanding and being highly argumentative”, and for being an advocate for some
unspecified ‘cause’, 1609 although they provide no examples of Dr Currell’s supposed
grandstanding. Such criticism is clearly unfounded. A brief review of Professor
Werner’s experience demonstrates that he is genuinely a leader in his field, and his
evidence was a genuine effort to assist the court with highly technical evidence.

1348.

Professor Werner was perfectly clear in cross-examination that he did not set out to
look for errors in the reporting. 1610 Given the numerous concessions made by the
Applicant’s experts and the concrete issues addressed at length in the evidence, it is
untenable to claim, as the Applicant does, that OCAA’s experts “saw their role in
these proceedings as being to cast as much uncertainty over the modelling as
possible, through speculation.”1611 The very many sources of uncertainty in the
Applicant’s model 1612 should have been apparent on any thorough review of the
material.

1349.

The Applicant submits that “Ultimately, Professor Werner’s evidence amounted to
an opinion that there was a definite possibility of a real potential maybe that the
model might be insufficient.” 1613 The absurdity of such a statement should be selfevident, but Professor Werner explained his careful use of language that the
Applicant lampoons:
Hydrogeology is a science that is not an exact science. So as a hydrogeologist I’m trained not
to use absolute language because one never knows when one may be proven wrong, and I can
give you plenty of examples where the intuition of many have been proven wrong by the
science of the few. So my language is intentionally – involves may, might, could, probably
because that’s – that’s my training, and I think that’s entirely valid for an uncertain science. 1614

1350.

Whatever criticisms the Applicant might make of OCAA’s experts, both its experts
and the Applicant ultimately came to accept significant shortcomings of the model
identified by Professor Werner and Dr Currell.

8.16.2 Significant acceptance of the model’s shortcomings
1351.

The Applicant’s makes the following concession in its submissions about the
Model’s ability to predict impacts:
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“it is noted that not one level 2 objector before the Court in these proceedings, has argued that
the model has not predicted groundwater impacts to their property, such that they will not be
afforded the protection of a make good agreement. Their arguments seek to make the point that
the specific extent of the impact at their particular properties has not been predicted with
certainty by the model. The Applicant agrees with this, on the basis that this is simply not what
the model was designed to do. At this stage, what is important is that the model has predicted
that impacts may occur with respect to the bores on these properties, and that the groundwater
conditions provide for a process for identifying the specific impacts on these bores and
ensuring that, if impacts are such that bores have an impaired capacity, this impact is made
good through a make good agreement.” 1615

1352.

Staggeringly, the Applicant accepts that, in effect, the model cannot be relied on to
predict the severity of the likely drawdown at any given location, but somehow
expects the Court to rely on the model’s predictions of the lateral extent of the
drawdown, as though these two things are disconnected.
“Mr Durick conceded that, at a local level, it is possible that the actual drawdown may differ
from that predicted by the model given that some of the specific parameters at that local level
are not known, however, because the requirement to enter make good agreements is
determined based on the lateral extent of predicted drawdown, any drawdown at a local level
that differs from that predicted by the model will be addressed by those make good
agreements.” 1616

1353.

The ‘lateral extent’ and the ‘actual drawdown’ simply cannot be treated as though
they are separate elements of any model’s predictions, and the Applicant’s
submission here is illogical.
a) The lateral extent and total magnitude of drawdown are intimately related and,
in fact, inseparable, since drawdown propagates in three dimensions, not two.
b) The Bore Baseline Assessment Program is predicated on undertaking an
assessment of bores on “properties located within the 2 m drawdown
extent”. 1617 In OCAA’s submission this highlights that if, as the Applicant
submits, the model cannot (and was not designed to) assess the drawdown at a
particular property, the Court and landholders cannot assume it has the
capacity to assess the extent of 2m drawdown.
c) This is similar to the Applicant’s expectation that the Court and parties should
rely on Mr Irvine’s intuitive expectations about the “surprising” extent of
drawdowns over a 21km diameter. 1618 If it were appropriate to rely on
evidence of this kind, there would be no need to ever undertake groundwater
modelling.

1354.

Despite this major concession about the model’s performance, and apparently its
intended purpose, the Applicant persists on referring to “any alleged uncertainty”
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associated with the model’s predictions, to seek to downplay the significance of the
demonstrated shortcomings of the model. 1619
1355.

The Applicant’s submissions go further, and invite the Court to accept that underprediction of either the lateral extent of the drawdown or the magnitude of the
drawdown at a bore are dealt with by make good agreements, the conditions, or the
impending changes under WROLA. 1620 Quite apart from the question of whether
these contingencies do in fact address the shortcomings of the model, the Court
cannot, in OCAA’s submission, accept this position for a number of reasons:
a) A reliable groundwater impact assessment is essential to the Court’s ability to
discharge its duties in objections proceedings such as these, and the ability of
other decision makers to properly perform their functions under the EP Act.
b) The decisions of affected landholders to exercise their objection rights in
proceedings such these are necessarily based on the Applicant’s assessment of
likely impacts.
c) It sets a dangerous precedent and would invite other proponents to undertake
poor impact assessment with impunity.

1356.

Further, the Applicant now contends that predicting drawdown at a location “is
simply not what the model was designed to do”. However, the AEIS Groundwater
Addendum identifies “regional changes to groundwater levels during mining and
post-mining” includes as one of the two specific outputs required from the model. 1621
This clearly indicates that the magnitude of drawdown (i.e. the change in
groundwater level) was a modelling objective.

1357.

Despite all the concessions about various aspects of the model, and this dramatic
shift in what the model is supposed to be able to predict, the Applicant doggedly
persists with the position that its experts consider the model is ‘fit for purpose’ and
an adequate basis for impact assessment.

1358.

Mr Irvine accepted that a model’s ‘fitness for purpose’ is a question of how well it
meets the objectives that are set. 1622 Since the Applicant now submits that the model
does not satisfy one of two stated objectives, we can only assume that the model’s
asserted ‘fitness for purpose’ is in relation to some other unspecified objectives.

8.16.3 Data availability
1359.

The Applicant’ refers to the Adani Case in its submissions to seek to justify the fact
that the Applicant has collected so little data over the last 15 years. 1623 What the
Applicant fails to mention in those submissions is that the very same paragraph
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provides the justification that limited data was available “because mining has not
commenced”. 1624
1360.

It makes the contradictory submission that, as “freely conceded” by its experts, more
data would improve the modelling, yet somehow it considers this is relevant only to
the number of pump tests conducted. 1625 Pumping tests, if properly designed and
conducted, could certainly have added a great deal of valuable data to the
conceptualisation and modelling, but the conceptualisation and modelling are
affected by parameter uncertainty and data deficiencies in relation to a number of
issues, including: horizontal conductivity; 1626 vertical conductivity and aquifer
connectivity; 1627 recharge; 1628 storage properties; 1629 faulting locations and
properties; 1630 pit inflow rates; 1631 information on groundwater users; 1632 and other
details of bores relied on in calibration (such as the source aquifer). 1633 To suggest
that no further data other than pumping tests is required is, in OCAA’s submission,
misleading hubris.

1361.

The Applicant submits, in respect of a number of data deficiencies, that it is
unrealistic to expect an applicant to gather such data without having the certainty of
an approval, including the following contribution: 1634
“In this regard, it can be seen that the focus of the regulators (at both a Commonwealth and
State level), is on conditioning projects to ensure that the identified issues (many of which
require the application of significant resources) are more appropriately addressed post grant, as
part of the iterative modelling process, and importantly when a proponent has the necessary
certainty in respect of its approvals.” 1635

1362.

We submit that the Applicant’s position in respect of the “focus of regulators” is
baseless, and the broader position completely betrays the underlying purpose of an
impact assessment and approval process, demonstrating once again the Applicant’s
sense of entitlement to approval and its treatment of the Court as a rubber stamp.

1363.

Had it collected the data required for a reliable impact assessment, the Applicant may
indeed have a greater entitlement to approval, such as it assumes at present.
Conversely, if information that actually allows an understanding of the likely impacts
of a project is not required for assessment and approval, since this can be addressed
in conditions, what is the purpose of the impact assessment, objections proceedings
and this Court’s decision?
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1364.

The Applicant’s position appears to be, no matter what the groundwater impacts or
the degree of uncertainty surrounding those impacts, approval should be granted and
it can be trusted to resolve the numerous issues later, notwithstanding its poor track
record of groundwater investigation.

8.16.4 Proposed amendments to conditions
1365.

It is highly significant that the Applicant has proposed additional conditions in its
submissions, in tacit acceptance of the inadequacy of the groundwater conditions in
the Draft EA and the CG’s Report.

1366.

The detail of these conditions and their consistency with the conditions in the CG’s
Report are considered in detail at 8.17.4 below.

8.16.5 Comparison with Adani Case and the Hancock Case
1367.

The Applicant has undertaken a facile and highly selective comparison with the
Adani Case and the Hancock Case 1636 and invites the Court to consider material that
is simply not in evidence.

1368.

It is submitted that, when one considers the extensive and detailed evidence heard on
groundwater impacts in objection proceedings such as these, no meaning factual
comparison can be made. Evidentiary detail and factors such as the nature of the
water resources concerned, the extent and intensity of their use, and the extent and
value of the surrounding land use provide context necessary for any meaningful
comparison to be made. The absence of such detail confounds the Applicant’s
attempt to assist it’s case through selective comparison.

1369.

Factual matters, such as particular expert evidence referred to in the judgement or the
IESC advice relevant to those cases (which is neither in evidence nor reproduced in
the judgements) can be given no weight by the Court in these proceedings. Yet the
Applicant has simply included URLs to the Adani IESC Advice in its
submissions.1637

1370.

Equally, the conditions imposed by either the Regulator in the Draft EA or the Court
in either case are without relevance and, in the case of the former, any evidentiary
basis in these proceedings. The Applicant has also included URLs to the Adani EA in
its submissions, although this is not in evidence. 1638

1371.

In OCAA’s submission, the Applicant’s approach to this material and previous cases
can only be taken as an attempt to distract from the evidence in this case that is
clearly unfavourable to its case. Additionally, if the evidence from these cases was
actually available, a number of the Applicants submissions related to these cases
would be shown to be clearly incorrect. For example, OCAA submits that the
Applicant’s assertion that in the Hancock case there was no drawdown impact
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outside the MLA 1639 is simply wrong, but there is no evidence available in this case
to support submissions either way.
8.17 The Court should recommend refusal
1372.

The evidence in this case demonstrates, in OCAA’s submission, that the Applicant
has not collected the necessary data to produce groundwater modelling that can be
relied on to predict the likely impacts of the mine. The Applicant’s submissions
assert that the conditions, in the amended form proposed by the Applicant, and the
requirement to enter make good agreements are the panacea for any and all problems
with the modelling and impact assessment done to date.

1373.

The Applicant’s model is demonstrably incapable of simulating even the existing
groundwater heads, as seen in the appallingly bad calibration results. As some kind
of post-fact justification, the Applicant now concedes that the model cannot, and
supposedly was never intended to be able to, predict the magnitude of the impact at
any given location.1640 In OCAA’s submission, this late change of position is an
effective admission of the indefensibility of many aspects of the modelling addressed
in cross-examination. The serious issues with the model calibration provide some
explanation for this poor predictive capacity and, in OCAA’s submission, lay bare
the need for more reliable groundwater impact assessment before the project can be
approved.

1374.

In this context, it is concerning to consider Mr Durick’s evidence that the approach
proposed to be taken to determining the accuracy of the model as a whole was to
treat mining like a large scale pumping test, and that he considered this was
acceptable.1641 The Applicant’s approach, as reflected in Mr Durick’s evidence here,
is at odds with the precautionary principle.

1375.

The risk inherent in this approach is even more apparent when one reflects on the
Applicant’s earlier modelling for Stages 1 and 2 and its failure to predict drawdown
in the order of 10m in bores 81P and 82P. 1642
a) The observed drawdown was only replicated through later changes in
horizontal and vertical conductivity, specific yield, recharge, conductivity of
modelled faults. 1643
b) Additionally, not all other drawdown was able to be replicated through a
concerted effort to achieve this through deterministic calibration, and Mr
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Durick accepted that none of these issues have improved through the stochastic
calibration done for Stage 3. 1644
1376.

The Applicant essentially expects it to be taken on trust that it will engage in good
faith with affected landholders to ensure appropriate make good agreements are in
place and that the remaining uncertainty with the groundwater modelling and impact
assessment will be dealt with after approval is granted. This is difficult to accept at
face value, in light of the Applicant’s complete failure to gather adequate data in its
15 years on site, and its willingness to bemoan the “exorbitant” cost, impractical
timeframes, and the difficulty in gaining landholder consent to gather further
data. 1645

1377.

As is set out in detail below, the Applicant has failed to adequately respond to the
issues raised by the IESC in relation to both the current and earlier iterations of the
modelling, and the conditions proposed to address the remaining inadequacies in the
modelling and impact assessment are simply inadequate. It is understandably
difficult for the affected landholders to accept on face value that all their concerns
will be addressed in the future, when the Applicant has made so little effort to
address the uncertainty in its impact assessment to date and the inadequate modelling
is supposed to provide the basis for negotiation of make good agreements.

8.17.1 Applicant failed to address IESC concerns
1378.

The IESC is comprised of preeminent geologists and hydrogeologists, and Mr Irvine
accepted that it is a body that warrants and deserves respect in terms of the views that
it expresses about groundwater models.1646

1379.

It twice provided advice on the groundwater impact assessment for the Project in
April 2014 and December 2015, and each of these contained significant criticisms of
the Applicant’s model, its reliability and predictive capacity. 1647 Mr Irvine gave
evidence that he agrees with most of the IESC’s criticisms in its 2014 advice. 1648 In
this light it is clear, we submit, that the Court should disregard the Applicant’s
assertions that the IESC’s concerns are based on unrealistic or ‘aspirational’
expectations.1649

1380.

Dr Currell was asked whether he had seen any evidence of the Applicant reviewing
its data in response to the IESC identifying errors:
No. And, in fact, what has concerned me all along with my assessment of this project has been
that, particularly, between the first advice of the IESC in 2014 and its more recent advice a year

1644

T24-63, lines 10-17; T24-63, line 34 to T24-64, line 6.
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and a half later last December, I can find almost no evidence of additional fieldwork being done to
address those shortcomings that were identified in that report. 1650

8.17.1.1 Response to Court’s request
1381.

The Court asked that Mr Irvine and Dr Currell provide an assessment of how the
Applicant responded to the issues raised by the IESC in both its 2014 and the 2015
advices. 1651 Dr Currell and Professor Werner provided a response that discretely
addressed each issue raised by the IESC in 2014 and 2015, as requested by the
Court.1652 This analysis is not reproduced in full.
a) Dr Currell and Professor Werner note where issues have been addressed,
partially addressed, or not addressed.
b) A considerable number of the IESC’s concerns have either not been addressed
or only partially addressed.

1382.

The Applicant submits that Dr Currell and Professor Werner’s response
“inexplicably” addressed the IESC 2014 advice. 1653 However, in truth it is
‘inexplicable’ that the Applicant so badly misconstrued the Court’s request “to, in
effect, mark up a copy of those two IESC reports showing the response” to the
various issues raised.1654 The Applicant also submits this is “a clear example of how
OCAA's experts exaggerated in an attempt to lead the Court to believe that the
uncertainties associated with the groundwater modelling are far worse than is the
case in reality.” 1655 We submit that this is an obvious example of the Applicant’s
repeated attempts in submissions to discredit OCAA’s diligent, honest and highly
credentialed witnesses, where there is simply no basis to do so.

1383.

It was in fact Mr Durick who completely mischaracterised the Court’s request as a
request to “review the Applicant's Response to the 2015 IESC Advice and detail
whether that response adequately addresses the requirements outlined in the 2015
IESC Advice.” 1656

1384.

The Applicant, in response to the Court’s request, has entirely failed to consider the
IESC’s 2014 advice. Instead, the response provided as exhibit AD11 to the Second
affidavit of Andrew Durick 1657 addresses only the December 2015 advice and does
so almost entirely by reference to the earlier response prepared by AGE. 1658

1385.

The Court can only infer from the Applicant’s unwillingness to respond to the
Court’s direct request on this issue that it has not in fact responded to the IESC’s
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concerns in a number of instances – concerns with which Mr Irvine agreed. 1659 We
submit that the evidence from Dr Currell and Professor Werner, that the Applicant
has not responded to a significant number of the IESC’s original concerns, stands
unchallenged.
8.17.1.2 Applicant’s experts confirm IESC concerns have not been addressed
1386.

Notwithstanding the clear evidence from Dr Currell and Professor Werner that the
IESC’s concerns had not been addressed in many cases, the Applicant asserts that
“all of these issues have been addressed”. 1660 This stands in complete contrast to
evidence from the Applicant’s own experts that these issues have not been addressed,
for example:
a) Mr Irvine accepted the IESC’s concerns about the exclusion of other
groundwater users within the model domain, first raised in the IESC 2014
advice, 1661 further limits confidence in the model’s predictions, and that this
hasn’t been rectified at any stage by including groundwater users in the
model. 1662
b) The IESC identified in its 2014 advice that a comparison between observed
and modelled potentiometric heads, presented in a series of maps, was needed
to enable better assessment of the reliability of the groundwater flow
model.1663 Mr Irvine accepted in cross-examination that maps such as these
were important to assess how well the model replicates measured groundwater
heads, which is a key indicator of the performance of a model, but that they
haven’t been prepared at any point since the IESC’s request in 2014. 1664 He
accepted, in fact, that a figure prepared by Dr Currell in his SoE is the best
available comparison of observed and modelled heads. 1665 Mr Irvine could
proffer no reason as to why this had not been done, but said it was not because
the necessary data was not available. 1666
c) Mr Irvine agreed with the conclusion in the IESC 2015 Advice that the
“[c]alibration hydrographs indicate that groundwater model has bias which
results in frequent over-prediction of groundwater head in the alluvium and
coal measures when compared to observed data in monitoring bores.” 1667 As
demonstrated above, this has clearly not been addressed in the AEIS. 1668

1387.

Importantly, the IESC 2015 Advice concludes that the matters raised in its 2014
advice had not been adequately addressed in the updated information provided by the
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Applicant. 1669 When taken to this passage in cross-examination, Mr Irvine agreed
with the IESC’s conclusion.1670
1388.

This is emblematic of the Applicant’s attempts to contradict its own experts’
evidence where it does not suit its case.

8.17.1.3 Comparison with other IESC advices
1389.

There is no evidence in these proceeding to allow the kind of comparison between
the IESC 2014 Advice, the IESC 2015 Advice and its advice in respect of any other
project, yet the Applicant invites the Court to do so on a number of occasions. 1671
The Court can clearly have no regard to any such submissions made by the
Applicant.

8.17.2 Make good agreements – modelling provides no reliable basis, leaving affected
landholders exposed
1390.

Mr Irvine accepted in cross-examination that the drawdown predictions generated by
the Applicant’s modelling are the basis of both the Bore Baseline Assessment
Program and any make-good agreements between the Applicant and affected
landholders 1672 and that, as a consequence, if the drawdown predictions are wrong
“or, more importantly, if we don’t know how wrong they are, then that’s a real
potential problem”. 1673 The Applicant disagrees with Mr Irvine’s evidence here:
…because to the extent that the model predicts a drawdown at a bore but under predicts the
amount of this drawdown, that is adequately dealt with as the requirement to have a make good
agreement will have already been triggered and the make good agreement will require any
impaired capacity (which will be determined, not solely on the model, but based on
investigations and monitoring required to be undertaken pursuant to that agreement) to be
made good. 1674

1391.

The Applicant asserts in submissions, once again without any basis in the evidence
and in disagreement with Mr Irvine, that:
A make good agreement will require make good measures to be implemented if there is
impaired capacity to the bore whether or not the model predicted the extent of the drawdown
impact. 1675

1392.

The Applicant submits that any affected bore can simply be drilled deeper into an
unaffected aquifer, so it doesn’t matter if the drawdown predictions are wrong. 1676
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1393.

What this submission neglects is that an affected landholder’s right to seek redress
under the Applicant’s draft make good agreement template requires that their bore
has an “impaired capacity”, which is, unsurprisingly, only the case where the
Applicant’s activities are the cause of the decline in groundwater:
“Impaired Capacity, for a Bore, means:
(a) in respect of a Bore in existence on the Commencement Date, there is a decline in the
Water Level of the aquifer at the location of the Bore because of the exercise of NAC's
Underground Water Rights;
(b) in respect of a Bore not in existence on the Commencement Date, after the Bore came into
existence, there is a decline in the Water Level of the aquifer at the location of the Bore
because of the exercise of NAC's Underground Water Rights; and
(c) because of the decline, the Bore can no longer provide a reasonable quantity or quality of
water for its Authorised Use or Purpose.” 1677

1394.

OCAA takes no issue with the definition of impaired capacity in the draft make good
agreement, but submits that it clearly demonstrates the central importance of
properly understanding the cause of any impact on a bore. The Applicant relies in its
submissions on the fact the agricultural land use in the region will itself cause
“significant groundwater drawdown”, and on examples of bores going dry as a
consequence of agricultural use. 1678 Thus, there needs to be a way to readily
distinguish between the various causes of any observed impact on groundwater
levels.

1395.

The Applicant’s position appears to be that the modelling is of no relevance to make
good agreements, and that monitoring is all that matters. 1679

1396.

In OCAA’s submission, the reliability of modelling predictions will be imperative in
determining the causes of impacts. Under cross-examination from Dr Plant, Dr
Currell’s evidence demonstrates the importance of a good model for resolution of
disputes under make good agreements:
Dr Plant: I did have access to water. The mine starts, and then I don’t. In terms of how as a
land holder I actually tease out whether or not, you know, that’s because of the mine
or just what – how would that work?
Dr Currell: So this is – this is one of the primary reasons we have to have a good model
working. And it needs to be able to replicate field conditions. Because – I’ll be
honest with everyone. As hydrogeologists, sometimes we find it hard to explain
water level trends that we might see in a bore hydrograph. It’s notoriously difficult
to actually untangle a bore hydrograph and attribute this much change to this effect,
such as a rainfall effect versus a pumping effect versus something like plant water
usage, which can impact water levels versus something like mining. So that process
of what we would call deconvoluting the influences that cause changes in water
level – in order to do that properly you first and foremost need to have a good model
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that can tell you what amount of water level change is likely to be attributable to the
mining, as opposed to the other influences. 1680

1397.

Dr Currell rightly points out that the “investigations and monitoring” relied on by the
Applicant to counter the poor model predictions 1681 are no substitute for reliable
modelling, first and foremost.

1398.

The pivotal significance of determining ‘impaired capacity’ and the question of
causation is clear on the face of the draft make good agreement:
a) The Applicant is obliged to undertake make good measures only where a bore
assessment demonstrates an impaired capacity. 1682
b) An affected landholder can request an emergency water supply from the
Applicant where it considers its bore has an impaired capacity, but the request
must include “reasonable details on which the Landholder bases its claim.”1683
This immediately raises concerns about the potential for the Applicant to
dispute the cause of any decline in the water quality or quantity, particularly
where the modelling does not predict an impact of the magnitude experienced.
c) Additionally, if the Applicant demonstrates there was no impaired capacity in
relation to emergency supply of water under a make good agreement (i.e. the
Applicant was not the cause), the landholder is required to reimburse the
Applicant for the cost of any emergency supply. 1684
d) Once the Applicant has determined and notified a landholder of its view that
there is unlikely to be any impaired capacity (i.e. no decline in water quality or
quantity caused by the Applicant) on their bore after the end of the mining
lease, the landholder has a meagre 10 business days to provide “reasonable
details on which it bases” any disagreement with the Applicant’s position,
otherwise the make good agreement is terminated.1685

1399.

Another concerning feature of the Applicant’s draft make good agreement is that it
contemplates a bore assessment being carried out when the Applicant’s monitoring
program already has an impaired capacity. 1686 This simply highlights the real
possibility that a landholder could find themselves in a situation where water quality
or quantity has failed and their future water supply depends on an assessment of the
cause, in circumstances where:
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a) OCAA’s experts have concerns about the adequacy of the proposed monitoring
network; 1687
b) The Applicant holds any relevant monitoring data and there is no clear
obligation for this to be provided to potentially affected landholders;
c) The Applicant’s model must not have predicted the impact, otherwise a bore
assessment would presumably already have been conducted;
d) The onus appears to rest with the affected landholder to demonstrate, contrary
to the Applicant’s modelled predictions, that the Applicant’s operations and
exercise of underground water rights are the cause of the decline in quantity or
quality.
1400.

Furthermore, the draft make good agreement explicitly limits the Applicant’s make
good obligations to return the affected bore to the “state or condition equivalent to
that existing… immediately prior to the time NAC first exercised its Underground
Water Rights”. 1688

1401.

This leaves the affected landholder further exposed where there is no information
available (or contested information) about the state of the water resource before the
Project commences and begins to affect groundwater, or any dispute with the
Applicant as to the cause of the impact on water quality or quantity.

1402.

We note again Mr Durick’s agreement that the impact assessment has not properly
analysed the impacts of existing mining operations, 1689 and submit that this is a clear
example of the proposed make good arrangements. The Applicant would have the
Court believe that any Stage 1 and 2 impacts not captured in the modelling are not an
issue, since, under the make good agreement and baseline assessment, “the Applicant
will still effectively be making good those impacts.” 1690 The Applicant’s draft make
good agreement clearly indicates the contrary:
a) As noted above, ‘impaired capacity’ for which the Applicant is obliged to
make good, is defined by reference to only impacts caused by exercise of the
Applicant’s Underground Water Rights, 1691 which is the take or interference
with groundwater “in the area of the New Mining Leases” – i.e. MLA 50232
and MLA700002.1692
b) The limitation referred to above explicitly excludes any obligation on the
Applicant other than to return the affected bore to the “state or condition
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equivalent to that existing… immediately prior to the time NAC first exercised
its Underground Water Rights”. 1693
c) It is clearly incorrect for the Applicant to submit that it “will still effectively be
making good those impacts” of stage 1 and 2, 1694 when the draft make good
agreement clearly contradicts this. It is precisely this kind of uncertainty and
exclusion of impacts, and the Applicant’s approach to submissions about their
implications, that leave landholders legitimately concerned about the utility of
make good agreements and the likelihood of disputes arising in the future.
1403.

Mr Irvine accepted that, unless a landholder has the capacity to retain a
hydrogeologist to assist in any dispute under a make good agreement, the
information basis for resolving any such dispute will be the Applicant’s predictive
modelling outputs.1695 In effect, a landholder is left with no option but to accept the
mine’s impact predictions unless they have the support of a consultant to challenge
the Applicant’s assessment of the cause of the impact on their groundwater. Mr
Irvine’s evidence is that this will involve “substantial expense” for landholders. 1696

1404.

In OCAA’s submission, the expense of retaining a hydrogeologist puts any affected
landholder at an immense disadvantage in terms of enforcing their rights under any
make good agreement, and this is considerably exaggerated by the unreliability of the
Applicant’s modelling. Further, it is not difficult to conceive of a circumstance where
the cost to the Applicant of supplying emergency water is less than the anticipated
cost of a dispute about the cause of, or the extent of any contribution to, an impact on
a bore. The Applicant has demonstrated in its submissions a reluctance to direct its
resources into more reliable groundwater modelling, 1697 and we submit there is no
reason to expect it would not make similar commercially driven decisions in respect
of resolving disputes under any make good agreement. Such an approach is arguably
required of the Applicant where this will maximise returns for shareholders.

1405.

This highlights the fundamental problem with the Applicant’s absolute reliance on
having make good agreements with potentially affected landholders, where its
understanding of likely impacts is based on the flawed conceptualisation and
modelling outlined above. Landholders are left in an unacceptably weak position
regarding the enforcement of make good agreements until the Applicant’s modelling
is dramatically improved and sufficiently reliable.

1406.

The Applicant, in response to criticisms of its draft make good agreement, submits
that “these matters are purely matters for negotiation between the Applicant and the
relevant landowners.” 1698 The Applicant cannot, it is submitted, rely on make good
agreements as the panacea for all the flaws in its groundwater impact assessment in
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the way it has, and simultaneously brush off criticism of its proposed make good
agreement.
8.17.3 Monitoring proposed in GMIMP is inadequate
1407.

Figure 3-1 in the Applicant’s June 2015 Groundwater Monitoring and Impact
Management Plan (GMIMP) shows the location of the proposed monitoring bores
for the Project. See Figure 8-23 below. Concerns about the proposed monitoring were
raised by Dr Currell in the Currell SoE, and by the IESC.

1408.

The IESC 2015 Advice recommended “enhancements” to the GMIMP, but also
expressed concerns that “it is difficult to determine the appropriateness of the
management and mitigation measures” proposed while its concerns about the
groundwater model remain unaddressed. 1699 Mr Irvine acknowledged that additional,
more detailed monitoring would be required to address the IESC’s concerns. 1700

1409.

As noted in the GMIMP, and reaffirmed by Mr Irvine in cross-examination, 1701 the
GMIMP is entirely reliant on the Applicant’s numerical modelling and the proposed
bore monitoring locations have been chosen on the basis of the predicted
drawdown. 1702 The GMIMP states that “Proposed additional monitoring bore
locations have been chosen based on model drawdown predictions and presence of
aquifers and receptors of interest.” 1703 It is not clear what ‘receptors of interest’ are in
this context.

1410.

The monitoring network that has recently been installed by the Applicant, and is
supposed to be relied on to detect all groundwater impacts of the mine, is designed
based on the impacts predicted by the Applicant’s numerical modelling, and so the
assessment of where monitoring is required is affected by all the conceptual and
modelling deficiencies outlined above.

1411.

Mr Ambrose QC for the Applicant appeared to place great faith in the CG’s imposed
condition 10, and particularly 10(c)(vii), which requires that the GMIMP is
developed “to ensure all potential groundwater impacts from mine dewatering and
mine water and waste storage facilities (artificial recharge) are identified, mitigated
and monitored.” In relation to this requirement, the question was put to Dr Currell:
Mr Ambrose: What more could you ask for?
Dr Currell: Well, I would ask that – because you need to design that groundwater monitoring
and impact management plan based on some assessment of what is likely to take
place and in this case we have a monitoring network and a series of proposed, you
know, timelines for monitoring of water levels and water quality that is
predominantly based upon what’s been predicted in this model. I think prior to
saying that you can ensure or potential groundwater impacts will be identified,
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with the model and the understanding of the area and the lack of baseline data that
we currently see, it’s very difficult to design a good program that can ensure that
you do – you know, you do pick up all of those impacts….
Mr Ambrose: How could you ask for anything more?
Dr Currell: I guess the concern that I have with that is that at the moment there’s very little
confidence in the [model’s] prediction to actually identify those impacts as I said,
and so I think that before you could have the confidence to design your monitoring
and management program to really get those impacts you would need to have that
model done appropriately first so that you can then design a good impact
management plan… and then I guess the real concern is that there doesn’t seem to
be any requirement between now and potentially two years after the onset of
mining to address those issues which are issues that are fundamental to your
understanding of this groundwater system … how it responds to change and how
you might monitor and mitigate that as required in the condition. 1704

1412.

Dr Currell’s response highlights the problems with designing such a monitoring and
management program without reliable predictions of the likely impact, and reinforces
the IESC’s concerns.

1413.

In light of the numerous issues identified with the Applicant’s predictive modelling,
the Court and the affected landholders can have no confidence that the proposed
monitoring network is adequate to identify all potential impacts of the project. Mr
Irvine gave evidence that the CG’s imposed conditions provided an adequate basis
for the location of any additional monitoring bores. 1705 This appears to be part of the
Applicant’s reason for proposing some of the additional conditions.

1414.

This issue relates to both the Bore Baseline Assessment Program and the
groundwater monitoring network – in OCAA’s submission, each of these, if they are
to serve their intended purpose, need to be
a) Based on new and reliable groundwater modelling; and
b) Established and operating before box cut commences to ensure it is capable of
detecting all impacts of the Project.

1704
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Figure 8-23: Proposed monitoring bore locations from June 2015 GMIMP 1706

1706

Exhibit 5, EHP.0005 (Applicant's response to Information Request), Figure 3-1, soft page 298.
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1415.

In addition to this general concern regarding the basis of the GMIMP, specific issues
warrant attention in relation to each of the relevant aquifers, and additional
monitoring proposed by Dr Currell.

8.17.3.1 Monitoring in the Basalt
1416.

Dr Currell gave a general indication in his SoE as to where additional monitoring is
required, as shown in Figure 8-24, to ensure the potential impacts in the basalt are
detected. This contrasts with the relative sparse coverage proposed by the Applicant,
as shown in Figure 8-23.

Figure 8-24: Additional groundwater monitoring recommended by Dr Currell 1707

1417.

1707
1708

In contrast, Mr Irvine gave evidence that the monitoring network for the basalt
aquifer, as proposed in the GMIMP, was sufficient to detect impacts to the west of
the mine, because any impacts would be picked up by the row of monitoring bores
along the western boundary before they propagated further. 1708 He described the

Currell SoE, Figure 5, soft page 19.
T9-59, lines 4-14.
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monitoring network installed under the GMIMP as a “generous coverage around the
mine.” 1709
1418.

In giving this evidence, Mr Irvine failed to recognise that two of the basalt
monitoring bores proposed to be installed under the current GMIMP (2015_GW12A
and 2015_GW13A, as shown in Figure 8-23) were not installed since nearby drilling
found there was no basalt in that location, 1710 as the Applicant had previously
assumed. Dr Currell expressed concern that, contrary to Mr Irvine’s evidence, “there
are in fact no monitoring bores in the basalt to the west of the mine, which is an area
where basalt draw-down is predicted.”1711

1419.

The Applicant’s proposed amended EA conditions include changes to the Draft EA
in relation to the basalt monitoring, which ultimately result in one less monitoring
bore in the basalt, and no useful information for the Court on the proposed location
of the two remaining basalt bores.
a) Three basalt monitoring bores have been removed from the proposed
monitoring, two of which were the bores reported to have not been installed
because there was no basalt. 1712
b) The one additional bore removed from the Draft EA list of monitoring bores in
the Applicant’s proposed EA amended conditions is the only bore to the south
of the mine (2014_GW07A, as shown in Figure 8-23).
c) In the place of these three basalt bores proposed to be removed from the Draft
EA conditions, only two additional basalt bores are to be included in the
Applicant’s proposed amended EA conditions.1713
d) The Applicant has unhelpfully provided no useful information on the location
of the two proposed bores basalt bores, other than the northing and easting
coordinates.1714
e) Whatever the location of these two remaining bores, it is clear that the
applicant proposes less monitoring in the basalt than is included in the Draft
EA.

1420.

Despite the uncertainty about the monitoring locations, the Applicant’s proposed
amended EA conditions propose less monitoring in the basalt either to the west or the
south of the Project.
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1421.

Importantly, these monitoring requirements are Stated Conditions in the CG’s
Report,1715 and the Applicant’s proposed amended conditions are clearly a
weakening of the monitoring required in this Stated Condition.

8.17.3.2 Monitoring in the Alluvium
1422.

As shown in Figure 8-24, Dr Currell is of the opinion that more monitoring is
required in the alluvium.

1423.

Mr Irvine agreed with Dr Currell in the Groundwater JER that the alluvium
monitoring proposed in the current GMIMP is inadequate, at least to the extent that
he considers one additional monitoring bore is required in the alluvium. 1716 Mr Irvine
also noted in the Groundwater JER that he has previously recommended to the
Applicant that “an additional monitoring bore should be considered into the Lagoon
Creek alluvium where it exists in the south-west corner of the MLA and where a 2 m
drawdown response is predicted at the end of mining in 2030”. 1717

1424.

Mr Irvine’s oral evidence identified that the monitoring bore 2014_GW09A, as
shown on Figure 8-23, is the only monitoring bore in the alluvium, and that an
additional alluvium monitoring bore should be included in the south-west of the
MLA, near the WCM monitoring bore labelled 120WB in Figure 8-23. 1718

1425.

It is concerning that the Applicant appeared not to have taken this advice on board or
acted on advice from its own expert witness prior to these proceedings. 1719

1426.

The Applicant now includes the additional alluvium monitoring bore in its proposed
amended EA conditions, but has once again provided no useful information for the
Court in terms of where the additional bore is proposed to be located, only northing
and easting coordinates. Further, a single additional bore falls well short of the
monitoring Dr Currell considers is necessary.

8.17.3.3 Monitoring in backfilled areas
1427.

Dr Currell and Mr Irvine agree in the Groundwater JER that there should be more
than just the single monitoring bore currently proposed in the backfilled areas of
mining to monitor future recovery and mounding of groundwater, and they agree
there should be more contingency for additional monitoring of the Stage 2 and Stage
3 backfilled areas (given there are multiple areas of backfill). 1720

1428.

Despite this agreement between Dr Currell and Mr Irvine, the Applicant’s proposed
amended EA conditions include no further monitoring in the backfilled areas.

1715

CG’s Report, Table E1 – Groundwater monitoring locations and frequency, soft page 188.
Groundwater JER, soft page 7, para 2.12(a).
1717
Groundwater JER, paragraph 2.12, page 7.
1718
Transcript 7-14, lines 10-18,
1719
Groundwater JER, soft page 7, para 2.12(b).
1720
Groundwater JER, soft page 10, para 2.23.
1716
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8.17.3.4 Monitoring in the WCM and the Marburg Sandstone
1429.

The Applicant appears to have unintentionally ended up with one additional
monitoring bore in the Marburg Sandstone (2014_GW11B) when compared with the
earlier proposed monitoring, 1721 because a bore intended to be drilled into the WCM
was drilled in an area where there was no WCM.1722 However, this falls well short of
the additional Marburg Sandstone monitoring proposed by Dr Currell, as shown in
Figure 8-24.

1430.

The Applicant’s proposed amended EA conditions indicate three additional
monitoring bores in the WCM but, once again, there is no useful information for the
Court regarding the locations of additional monitoring bores, only northing and
easting coordinates. There is no way to determine whether these align with what Dr
Currell has suggested, but it appears unlikely given that only three additional bores
are proposed.

8.17.3.5 Conclusions on proposed monitoring
1431.

The broader concerns regarding the reliability of the Applicant’s modelling, in
OCAA’s submission, flow through to the monitoring proposed by the Applicant,
since the GMIMP is developed on the basis of the impact predictions from the model
– until the model is sufficiently reliable, the monitoring designed with this as its basis
will be equally unreliable.

1432.

Dr Currell’s evidence that additional monitoring is required is in some respects
agreed to by Mr Irvine, specifically in relation to the monitoring in the alluvium and
the backfilled areas. However, the Applicant provides no useful information on
where it intends to locate the new monitoring under the proposed amended EA
conditions, and the additional monitoring proposed doesn’t even adopt the additional
monitoring in the backfilled areas that its own expert agrees should be done.

1433.

The Applicant has not provided the Court useful information on the location of the
additional monitoring proposed in the WCM and the basalt, but the additional
monitoring proposed here is far less comprehensive than that suggested by Dr
Currell.

1434.

Most concerning is that the basalt monitoring under the proposed amended EA
conditions is less than what was originally proposed in the Draft EA and required by
the CG’s Stated Conditions. In OCAA’s submission, this is clearly inconsistent with
the CG’s conditions, and by no measure can this be considered an ‘enhancement’ of
the CG’s condition.

1721
1722

See Bore 7B Exhibit 105, EHP.0105 (AEIS Appendix H GMIMP), soft page 30.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, Annexure B, page 472; Exhibit 719, NAC.0059 (NAC S3 Project GMIMP
Bore Drilling and Installation Program), Table 1, soft page 8.
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8.17.4 Conditions are inadequate to address issues with modelling
1435.

It is apparently uncontested now that the conditions in the Draft EA are inadequate to
address the issues with the model, given that the Applicant has itself proposed
amendments to conditions.1723 Two important questions flow from this:
a) Are the Applicant’s proposed amended groundwater conditions inconsistent
with the CG’s conditions? This question is addressed at 8.17.6 below.
b) Do the proposed additional groundwater conditions proposed by the Applicant
adequately address all the issues with the model?

1436.

As detailed at 8.17.3 above, the monitoring proposed in the amended EA conditions
is still based on flawed modelling of impacts, and doesn’t provide the level of
coverage suggested by Dr Currell. In this respect, the additional monitoring
conditions are not adequate to address all the issues with the model.

1437.

Each of the other substantive changes in the Applicant’s proposed amended
conditions are considered in turn.

8.17.4.1 Timing of model review
1438.

The Applicant now proposes an additional condition on ML50232 to require the
collection of 12 months’ monitoring data and data from the Bore Baseline
Assessment Program, and a review of the model, and it claims it “always considered
that the model was required to be reviewed well prior to the date referred to in
Imposed CG Condition 12(b)”, 1724 although it notes elsewhere that this wold be
“prior to the date referred to” in the CG conditions. 1725 This is essentially an
assertion that the Applicant believed it was required to do more than the CG’s
conditions actually imposed, which is, in OCAA’s submission, somewhat difficult to
accept on face value given the Applicant’s previous reluctance to do anything
beyond the ‘bare minimum’.

1439.

This change is said to be in response to questions from the Court to Mr Irvine and
recommendations in the IESC 2015 Advice. It also reflects Mr Durick’s concession
that the timing for revision of the model to incorporate additional field data (i.e.
within two years after box cut) was too late, and his suggestion that this should be
done after the Bore Baseline Assessment Program. 1726

1440.

The proposal to bring forward the model review is a welcome concession from the
Applicant, but a model review post-approval is still, in OCAA’s submission, too late.
The inherent assumption made by the Applicant is that it is appropriate to approve
the Project without a reliable understanding of the impacts, which it asserts will be

1723

Applicant’s Written Submissions, Annexure B, page 470. See also paragraphs 39.68 to 39.71.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, Annexure B, page 484; paragraph 39.70.
1725
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.10.
1726
T25-26, lines 36-46.
1724
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provided by an updated model, and irrespective what groundwater impacts a proper
impact assessment reveals.
8.17.4.2 Additional field data requirements
1441.

1442.

When the CG’s Imposed Condition 12 Groundwater model review is considered in
light of the numerous deficiencies set out above, it provides little confidence that
these issues will be resolved, given the loosely defined requirements as to what the
revised model must include. The CG’s Imposed Condition 12(c) requires that “The
revised model must include:
i.

review of the hydrogeological conceptualisation used in the previous
model;

ii.

an update of the predicted impacts;

iii.

revised water balance model;

iv.

review of assumptions used in the previous model;

v.

predictions of changes in groundwater levels for a range of scenarios;

vi.

information about any changes made since the previous model,
including data changes;

vii.

a report outlining the justification for the refined model and the outputs
of the refined model; and

viii.

an evaluation of the accuracy of the predicted changes in groundwater
levels and recommended actions to improve the accuracy of model
predictions.”

With respect to faulting, the Applicant has sought to clarify that monitoring is
required to include a sufficient number of bores to “further investigate” and
“validate” the nature and existence of the faulting, but this new data is only proposed
to be incorporated into the model in the review required within 2 years of box cut
(i.e. under the CG’s Imposed Condition 12), not in the earlier review under the
Applicant’s proposed amended conditions (i.e. the proposed Condition 2 under ML
50232). 1727 Further, OCAA is concerned about the apparent subjectivity in
determining what is a “sufficient number of bores” in this respect and how this will
be determined.
a) As noted previously, the Applicant’s submissions criticise Dr Currell’s
suggestion that the Applicant gather additional data to better identify and
characterise faults, because of the exorbitant cost and time required. 1728 Rather
than accepting the cost and time impost after approval, the Applicant might
determine that the additional monitoring bores proposed in its submissions are
a ‘sufficient number’ to satisfy the proposed additional EA condition D15(d).

1727
1728

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph at Annexure B, page 478.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.178.
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b) In the absence of any further review or approval requirements, OCAA submits
that the Applicant has even less reason to conduct the necessary through work
in the future than at this stage of the Project, since future outcomes for the
Applicant are ultimately unaffected by the quality of the data collection. In
short, no adequate checks and balances exist.
1443.

With respect to data from the Bore Baseline Assessment Program, the Applicant has
also sought to ensure through the proposed amended Condition 2 under ML 50232
that monitoring data and data from the Bore Baseline Assessment Program are
required to be incorporated into the model review. 1729

1444.

While this is, again, a welcome and warranted concession, it is indicative of what
OCAA submits is much a greater concern, that conditions regarding the groundwater
model review appear to require certain improvements when, in fact, no such
improvements or changes are required. For example:
a) Mr Irvine was of the opinion that the CG’s conditions required incorporation
of landholder bores in future model revisions. 1730 As the Applicant notes in
submission, it took Mrs Mason to identify that this is not in fact required, 1731
yet Mr Ambrose QC and Mr Irvine in re-examination both appeared to
maintain the understanding that the incorporation of landholder bore water use
was a requirement of the conditions in the EA.
b) Evidence considered at 8.4.1 above demonstrates the central importance of
vertical conductivity and connectivity between aquifers. Mr Irvine’s evidence
is that a review and assessment of potential connection between different
aquifers will be provided in accordance with the CG’s imposed conditions
10(c)(i) and (ii), and 12(c)(i) (shown below). 1732 However, on a proper
inspection of the most relevant elements of these conditions, they require no
such review or assessment.

1445.

The CG’s imposed Conditions 10 and 12 are as follows:

1729

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph at Annexure B, page 484.
T8-48, lines 31-45; T8-57, lines 15-26; T10-23, lines 26-30
1731
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.87.
1732
T7-12, lines 39 to 42.
1730
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1446.

The “review” of the conceptualisation and assumptions required in Imposed
Condition 12(c)(i) and (iv) implies there is no requirement to make necessary
changes to the conceptualisation, and suggests less than a full revision of these
aspects of the modelling, which is necessary in OCAA’s submission.

1447.

The great confidence suggested by Mr Ambrose QC in the requirement under
Condition 10(c)(vii) 1733 is, in OCAA’s submission, misplaced. There is clearly
significant dispute in this matter about what is required “to ensure all potential
groundwater impacts … are identified, mitigated and monitored”, and to expect such
lofty outcomes is unrealistic of a monitoring program developed on the basis of
inadequate modelling.

1733

See paragraph 1411 above.
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1448.

In OCAA’s submission, neither the CG’s conditions nor the Applicant’s proposed
amended conditions require the model review to address concerns such as:
a) The adequacy of data to properly inform the parameters adopted in the model
for the properties of each aquifer, including vertical and horizontal
conductivity, and storativity;
b) The absence of any useful data on vertical connectivity between the aquifers;
c) The lack of reliable data on pit inflows – in fact the CG’s Imposed Condition
10 requires an estimation of pit inflows to be made “using the groundwater
model”, rather than requiring this data to be part of the data to be gathered;
d) The absence of groundwater level contour maps showing flow patterns around
the site presently; and
e) The inability for the model to replicate groundwater levels in many monitoring
bores and areas surrounding the site.

1449.

In OCAA’s respectful submission, in light of all the preceding evidence, the Court’s
question of Mr Irvine about “a special condition requiring significant or
comprehensive baseline data” 1734 should properly be taken as a reference to data
collection of the kind necessary to provide adequate field data on the relevant aquifer
properties, not just the Bore Baseline Assessment Program.

1450.

In the absence of such data, it seems that the Applicant, in preparing these proposed
amended conditions, maintains the view that the Project can be used as a large scale
pumping test, as advocated by Mr Durick, 1735 rather than doing the necessary field
work to ascertain such fundamental data before the model review.

8.17.4.3 Conclusion on Applicant’s proposed amended conditions
1451.

The Applicant’s proposed amended conditions represent tacit acceptance by the
Applicant of at least some of the shortcomings of the impact assessment to date and
the inadequacy of the CG’s conditions and the Draft EA to address these, and they
are testament to the validity of the concerns expressed by OCAA’s groundwater
experts.

1452.

However, the Applicant still expects that approval should be granted for the Project
before the issues with the groundwater impact assessment have been resolved and
reliable modelled predictions are available to decision makers, such as this Court. In
addition, even if this is considered an appropriate basis for approval, the proposed
amended conditions, the CG’s conditions and the EA conditions together do not
address significant data deficiencies addressed above.

1734
1735

T10-30, lines 7-8.
T25-55, lines 15-29.
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1453.

A key concern, in OCAA’s submission, is that there is no adequate review process in
place to ensure that the conditions are complied with or that adequate data is
incorporated into future modelling. The subjectivity of what is actually required
under the conditions confounds any real possibility of enforcement, should the
applicant fail to comply.

1454.

The Applicant’s proposed amended conditions do not, in OCAA’s submission and
contrary to the Applicant’s submissions, 1736 properly address the issues with the
conceptualisation or the modelling raised by OCAA’s experts.

8.17.5 Professor Werner and Dr Currell’s recommended conditions
1455.

Professor Werner and Dr Currell appended to the Currell/Werner Second
Supplementary Report a list of recommended conditions to address the most
significant inadequacies with the Applicant’s modelling. 1737

1456.

It should be noted that their primary opinion is that the Project should not be
approved, but that these conditions are suggested to improve the hydrogeological
conceptualisation, groundwater model and the GMIMP in the event that the Court’s
decision is to recommend approval. 1738

1457.

The recommended conditions are not reproduced here in full, but include the
following: 1739
a) The proponent must revise and update the hydrogeological conceptualisation
of the project area and surrounding region prior to any Stage 3 mining activity
associated with the first box cut. This must include additional site-specific field
data, resulting in a number of specified improvements to the conceptualisation,
including in relation to faulting, aquifer parameters, aquifer interconnectivity,
pit inflows and water levels.
b) The IESC should provide further review of the updated conceptualisation
before any Stage 3 mining activity associated with the first box cut.
c) The proponent must revise and update the groundwater model to take into
account the additional field data and update other specified conceptual
elements.
d) All matters raised by the IESC in their advice of 2014 and 2015 must be
addressed in full, through the collection and presentation of appropriate data
and modelling outputs. This should be assessed and approved by the IESC
prior to any Stage 3 mining activity commencing.

1736

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.69.
Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report, soft pages 13-20.
1738
Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report, soft pages 2-3.
1739
Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report, soft pages 13-20.
1737
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e) The monitoring network designed as part of the GMIMP should be revised in
light of the results of the updated conceptualisation and modelling to ensure
monitoring is sufficient to detect all drawdown and water quality impacts, with
specific focus on “strategic impact areas” in proximity to landholders.
f) Annual reporting of groundwater levels and groundwater sampling from the
monitoring network will be supplied to potentially impacted landholders and
relevant statutory bodies.
1458.

The Applicant is critical of OCAA’s witnesses for failing to demonstrate “any
familiarity with the nature of the groundwater conditions that are often imposed on
projects of this nature in Queensland at this stage of the approval process” 1740 and for
the form of the recommended conditions they proposed in the Currell/Werner Second
Supplementary Report, which are “not written in the form of regulatory
conditions”.1741
a) We note that the Court explicitly stated that precise, technical drafting of
conditions was not expected of the experts, as the Regulator might prepare:
His Honour: And, finally, I asked questions about the draft EA and how it could be made
better. Now, I note that you haven’t ever drafted conditions for environmental
authority?
Dr Currell: That’s true, yes.
His Honour: I’m not asking you so I’m clear for precise technical drafting of a condition,
but more – I want [indistinct] conceptual – more theoretical issues that should
be addressed in the environmental authority. In what ways do you think the
environmental authority can be improved? 1742

b) The recommended conditions clearly identify, with more precision than was
required in response to His Honour Member Smith’s question, the kinds of
data deficiencies that need to be addressed to develop an adequate
conceptualisation, and the improvements required in monitoring. We
respectfully submit that these recommended conditions are clearly responsive
to His Honour’s inquiry, and no criticism on the basis of their form should be
entertained.
c) It might be suggested that these proposed conditions are more similar to the
form of terms of reference, 1743 which in OCAA’s submission is unsurprising
since they address issues fundamental to a proper impact assessment, and that
should have been addressed by the Applicant before there was any need to
consider how they might be incorporated into conditions of approval.

1740

Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 6.90.
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 6.91; Currell/Werner Second Supplementary Report, soft pages
13-20.
1742
T10-90, lines 28-35.
1743
Albeit, more fine grained. For example, see Exhibit 46, EHP.0046 (EIS Appendix D – Final Terms of
Reference) soft page 42-46.
1741
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1459.

OCAA’s experts are criticised for suggesting in their proposed conditions that, if the
approval is granted on amended conditions (which, in their opinion, it should not be
because of the extent of the shortcomings in the assessment), the IESC have a further
role in reviewing any additional impact assessment or modelling. 1744
a) This is not, as the Applicant submits, because of any misunderstanding of the
relationship between the Queensland and Commonwealth approvals processes.
b) It is instead, in OCAA’s submission, a consequence of the Applicant’s abject
failure to respond to earlier IESC concerns and properly assess the Project’s
groundwater impacts, and demonstrates Dr Currell and Professor Werner’s
opinion that, should the Court recommend approval, any further assessment in
accordance with conditions requires some independent, specialist oversight.
c) In OCAA’s submission, while this is unconventional, it is a justified response
to the Applicant’s demonstrated inclination to do the ‘bare minimum’ work on
assessing groundwater impacts, and the number of issues that have gone
undetected by the Regulator in assessing the Project to date.

8.17.6 Inconsistency with CG’s conditions
1460.

In light of the decision of this Court in the Wandoan Case: 1745
the Court has power under the EPA to recommend conditions for the draft EA dealing with the
same subject matter as conditions imposed by the CG, provided that the Court's recommended
conditions do not contradict or lack harmony with the CG's conditions. 1746

1461.

This general approach was applied in the Wandoan Case with respect to groundwater
monitoring requirements, and the Court’s findings are instructive in the application
of the general approach:
a) Despite the President’s finding that the monitoring program was inadequate in
the shallow and alluvium aquifers, to recommend more comprehensive
monitoring in those aquifers would have been inconsistent with the CG’s
conditions, since the CG had recommended conditions in the same aquifers. 1747
b) With respect to the deep aquifers, despite there being a low threat of damage
and in light of the high environmental value associated with the use of
groundwater in these aquifers, the President recommended additional
conditions in the EA to provide for additional monitoring. The President was
not precluded from this recommendation because the CG’s conditions included
no monitoring in the deeper aquifers. 1748

1744

Applicant’s Written Submissions, para 6.91.
Xstrata Coal Queensland Pty Ltd & Ors v. Friends of the Earth - Brisbane Co-Op Ltd & Ors, and
Department of Environment and Resource Management [2012] QLC 013.
1746
Wandoan Case at [47].
1747
Wandoan Case at [264]-[265].
1748
Wandoan Case at [260]-[261].
1745
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1462.

The Wandoan Case was applied in the Hancock Case 1749 and the Adani Case 1750 and,
while there is minimal additional guidance to be taken from these cases,
recommendations were made in the Hancock Case on the basis that they were
“complementary to the Coordinator-General conditions, and not inconsistent with
them.” 1751

1463.

Equivalent provisions to those applied in the Wandoan Case are relevant in these
proceedings under s190(2)(b) of the EPA.

8.17.6.1 The Applicant’s submissions on inconsistency with CG’s conditions
1464.

The Applicant makes almost no submissions on whether the proposed amended
groundwater conditions may be inconsistent with the CG’s conditions.

1465.

It outwardly adopts a different test in its submissions regarding the proposed
amended conditions regarding the timing of the model review and the additional field
data – the test applied is whether the recommendation “enhances the CG’s
conditions.”1752

1466.

It is noteworthy that this passage does not refer to the proposed amended EA
conditions on monitoring, which, as noted at paragraphs 1418 to 1421 above, would
result in less monitoring than proposed by the CG’s Stated Conditions.

8.17.6.2 OCAA’s submissions on inconsistency with CG’s conditions
1467.

In OCAA’s submission:
a) The test of inconsistency, as stated and applied in the Wandoan Case, does not
allow such significant departure from the CG’s conditions as the Applicant
proposes in its submissions.1753
b) The Applicant’s submission that the proposed amended conditions are an
‘enhancement’ of the CG’s conditions is akin to the ‘more comprehensive’
monitoring that the President in the Wandoan Case considered was
inconsistent with the CG’s conditions and, as a consequence, impermissible.
c) It is clearly impermissible for the Court to recommend the Applicant’s
proposed amended monitoring in the basalt, which is less comprehensive than
the monitoring proposed in the CG’s Stated Conditions and can in no way be
considered consistent with these.
d) The conditions recommended by Dr Currell and Professor Werner to address
the issues with the Applicant’s conceptualisation and modelling go further than

1749

Hancock Coal Pty Ltd v Kelly & Ors and Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (No. 4)
[2014] QLC 12.
1750
Adani Mining Pty Ltd v Land Services of Coast and Country Inc & Ors [2015] QLC 48.
1751
Hancock Case at [340].
1752
Applicant’s Written Submissions, paragraph 39.31.
1753
See at section 3.7 above.
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the Applicant’s proposed amended conditions, and so are also ‘more
comprehensive’ and impermissible in light of the approach in the Wandoan
Case.
1468.

If the Court applies the test of consistency as it was applied in the Wandoan Case, it
is left with no option, OCAA’s submission but to recommend refusal of the Project.
The Applicant’s groundwater impact assessment is so deficient, and the impacts so
uncertain, that a precautionary approach is required. To address this uncertainty and
remedy such extensive deficiencies would require recommendation of extensive
additional conditions that would necessarily, in OCAA’s submission, be
impermissible under s190(2)(b) of the EPA.

1469.

Should the Court take a different view in this case and apply the test of inconsistency
differently from the Wandoan Case, OCAA submits that the Court should at least
recommend the imposition of the additional conditions proposed by Dr Currell and
Professor Werner, as is necessary to address, to the extent possible, the many issues
with the Applicant’s groundwater impact assessment.

1470.

Ultimately, however, in OCAA’s submission, the extent of the uncertainty about the
Project’s impacts is such that it would be inappropriate for the Court to address this
uncertainty by simply imposing additional conditions,1754 and the Court should
recommend be refusal.

1754

See section 3.8.2 above.
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9

ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT

9.1

Summary

1471.

The court has to consider economic impacts as part of the broad criteria under the
EPA.

1472.

Economic impacts also form an important part of the weighing of the positives and
negatives required in considering the public interest (Sinclair v Mining Warden)
under both the EPA and MRA. Indeed, ensuring an appropriate financial return to the
State from mining, is one of the principal objectives of the MRA. 1755

1473.

The court must also apply s5 of the EPA to exercise its power in the way that best
achieve the purpose of the act, which is protecting Queensland’s environment while
allowing development which improves total quality of life in Queensland without
undermining the capacity of the ecosystem to support life.

1474.

We have identified above some significant negative impacts and risks associated
with the physical environment, groundwater, noise and dust.

1475.

These negative impacts must be weighed against the benefits of the project for
Queensland in reaching the correct or preferable decision having regard to the
statutory criteria, however it is not a mandatory requirement that a “net benefit” be
shown.1756 Nonetheless, if the Court was to conclude that there were likely to be
minimal economic benefits to this project and a risk (we would say certainty) of
continuing substantial harm then it would be difficult to rationally justify approval.
If not for economic benefits – it can be asked – then why would this open cut coal
mine in the Darling Downs ever be approved.

1476.

It will be demonstrated in the following section that the benefits which would
typically justify a project of this type are minimal, absent or negative, in summary:
a) This project is not about royalties. The mine would deliver approximately
$500 million less royalties than an equivalent mine in Queensland that did not
the benefit of pre-1910 land titles. The resultant estimated royalties of $39
million do little to justify the harm caused to the surrounding area.
b) The project is not about jobs:
i.

1755
1756

The jobs stated in the EIS should be disregarded entirely because the
economists agree that they were overstated due to the unrealistic
assumptions of I/O Modelling;

MRA, s 2(e).
Coast and Country Association of Queensland Inc v Smith & Anor; Coast and Country Association of
Queensland Inc v Minister for Environment and Heritage Protection & Ors [2015] QSC 260 at [24].
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ii.

The new estimate of 680 net jobs at peak production produced by Dr
Fahrer’s CGE modelling is - as he accepted – a very small number
because “these projects are not about jobs”;

iii.

Dr Fahrer concedes that net jobs are not a significant benefit of the
project and not something significant weight should be placed on.

c) While the net number of jobs are not significant they do mask distributional
impacts as labour is drawn away from local agriculture to the project.
d) It is uncontroversial that the impact of the Project on real income the Local
Region would be negative if not for the purported ‘terms of trade effect’. This
effect, has an unreal quality about. It is premised on the assumption that the
continuation of a coal mine will cause regional changes in prices of things like
milk, trousers, woolly jumpers and tomatoes resulting in the implausibly large
gain of $1.47 billion dollars to the local region. The unreal nature of the
assumption is such that little weight should be placed on it to reach the
conclusion that local benefits are positive rather than negative, as they would
be under Dr Fahrer’s CGE model, without the ‘increase in purchasing power’.
e) The majority of economic income from the project accrues to shareholders
which, on the best available breakdown, are located in NSW.
f) The net economic benefits of the project for Queensland are negative on
current coal prices if benefits to coal fired power stations in Asia are excluded.
Dr Fahrer confirmed “if we exclude consumer surplus, which is a third of the
benefits, and if we assume a low price, then we get a negative – a negative
number.” 1757
g) Dr Fahrer agrees “the global scope of the CBA means that it does not present a
result of change in economic welfare for the Queensland community.” 1758
h) The CGE model was also premised on replacing alternative suppliers of coal,
Dr Fahrer agreed that:

1477.

i.

If the project replaces another coal mine in Queensland then the net
economic impact for Queensland would be relatively close to zero; 1759

ii.

if the project replaces another coal mine in Australia, then the
economic impact to Australia as a whole would essentially be nil. 1760

In our submission the Applicant has not identified any significant or reliable benefit
to Queensland or Queenslanders from the approval of mine, sufficient to warrant the
continued expected impacts on the local community.

1757

T13-45, Lines 25-27.
CBA JER 16 February 2016 (NAC.0028) [400] SP6 at issue 31. See also T13-30, Lines 17-26.
1759
T12-39, Lines 8-28 using the term ‘benefit’ and T12-44, Lines 23-31 using the term ‘impact’.
1760
T12-39, Lines 30-35.
1758
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1478.

9.2

If the court it is minded to recommend approval, it can only be on the basis that the
modelling is required to be rerun with more realistic assumptions and sensitivity
tests, such as coal prices current at the time of the economists evidence at current
exchange rates and excluding benefits that accrue overseas or interstate.
Preliminary matters

9.2.1 Evidence this court is to consider
1479.

The Court is to consider the material received into evidence during these
proceedings.

1480.

Evidence closed on 12 August 2016, with the exception of the site inspection on 1
September 2016.

1481.

Nonetheless, the Applicant has sought to impermissibly introduce new evidence by
way of Annexures to its submissions, in particular:
a) Annexure G – CG’s draft Guidelines;
b) Annexure H – “Surge in coal prices”;
c) Annexure J – New Hope 2016 Sustainability Award.

1482.

These documents are not tendered through any witness or otherwise received as an
exhibit. Their accuracy or authenticity was not sworn or affirmed by anyone.
Accordingly no witness was made available for cross-examination on them and no
other witness, such as OCAA’s economic experts, were given the opportunity to
comment on them.

1483.

As such no weight can be placed on them without causing manifest unfairness to the
parties resulting in reviewable error. It is an invitation to ‘frolic’ that should not be
accepted.

1484.

Also the Court has not been afforded with the explanation from any witness which
may explain the purpose and context of the document. For example in relation to coal
prices no witness is made available to explain whether the ‘surge’ is sustained or
temporary, the underlying causes, the exchange rate or any other countervailing
factors. For example in Annexure F article from Wood Mackenzie, the industry
analyst which the Applicant relies heavily on, modelled thermal coal price would
decline to less than $US50 a tonne post-2020 and Australia's exports of an estimated
210 million tonnes in 2016 could fall to 135 million tonnes by 2035. If the Court is
to put any weight on the Applicant’s annexed coal prices, which we say would be in
error, then we submit it should also consider at least these more recent comments of
one of the Applicant’s preferred analysts.

1485.

There was also no opportunity to update the Court with the JFY contract price upon
which Dr Fahrer placed substantial reliance, with any opportunity to ask a witness
about it.
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1486.

The Applicant concedes “it would be telling if Mr Campbell still holds that view
given that the current spot price (at the time of these submissions)”. 1761 As it turns
out, such evidence would be “telling” but not in the way that the Applicant assumes.
However, the Applicant has sought to introduce evidence in a manner that denies any
witness the opportunity to comment.

1487.

In relation to the document in Annexure G which the Applicant has entitled “CG
draft Guideline”, and is marked “DRAFT for preliminary informal consultation
only”, no witness was available to assist the court with its source, authenticity,
current status or intended use. The Court has the benefit of a close to joint view
between Dr Fahrer and Professor Quiggin that input/output analysis is based on
flawed propositions is open to abuse and should not be used. Quite why a draft
preliminary informal policy from the CG should be preferred over those opinions is
not explained and for good reason.

1488.

Theses Annexures are not the only instance of the Applicant seeking to introduce
evidence through submissions.1762 Each of these instances must be identified and
ignored lest the Court be led into error.

9.2.2 Unreferenced assertions in Applicant’s submissions to be treated with great caution
1489.

Despite this Court’s request that the parties’ submissions be appropriately referenced
to the evidence, OCAA has found numerous claims by the Applicant in their
submissions to be made without reference to supporting evidence. Once the evidence
is had regard to these claims are often found to be wrong or massively overstated. 1763

1490.

Accordingly the Court should have great caution in adopting statements which are
not appropriately referenced to the evidence and form its own view, once the relevant
evidence is considered.

9.3
1491.

This project is not about royalties
Section 8(2) (Crown’s property in minerals) of the MRA provides as follows:
Coal—
(a) on or below the surface of land that was acquired by the Crown as provided in the
Agricultural Lands Special Purchase Act 1901 and subsequently alienated in fee simple
by the Crown is the property of the Crown;
(b) on or below the surface of land (other than land referred to in paragraph (a)) is the
property of the Crown except where that land was alienated in fee simple by the Crown

1761

Paragraph 36.60(j) of the Applicant’s Submissions.
Paragraph 36.60(s) of the Applicant’s Submissions, SP145, asserting, without reference to the evidence, that
“it was subsequently reported that the [JFY contract] price was agreed at US$61.60”. Also see website
reference in footnotes to applicants submission.
1763
See for example paragraph 36.16 of the Applicant’s submissions which are considered in detail below.
1762
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before 1 March 1910 and the grant of that land did not contain a reservation to the
Crown of the property in that coal. 1764

1492.

Accordingly the State generally holds property in coal in Queensland except where a
fee simple title was granted before 1 March 1910 without reserving property in that
coal.

1493.

The vesting of coal resources in the State serves to ensure the exploitation of our
natural resources serve the best interests of Queensland.

1494.

Royalties are effectively the price paid for our coal and are the primary direct public
benefit of allowing its exploitation. Money from Royalties can and is used to be build
schools, roads and hospitals and to fund essential services.

1495.

Mr Campbell gave unchallenged evidence that “Coal royalties make up between 2%
and 8% of Queensland’s revenue depending on the year”. 1765

1496.

The royalty rate for coal is, if the average price per tonne of the coal sold, disposed
of or used in the return period is $100 or less - 7% of the value of the coal. 1766

1497.

Therefore, ordinarily the exploitation of 80 to 104 Mt of coal at a coal price of
$AUD78 would nominally yield approximately $436 1767 to $568 million 1768 over the
life of the project.

1498.

However approximately 93% of the land the subject of Stage 3 was granted under
pre-1910 land titles, meaning that the coal in those titles does not belong to the
crown and royalties do not have to be paid to the State. 1769

1499.

Consequently this mine will yield approximately only $39.9 million in royalties to
the State of Queensland.1770

1500.

The equivalent production from almost any other coal mine in Queensland would
yield over half a billion more financial benefit to the State of Queensland. 1771

1501.

Conversely, if this mine replaces the equivalent amount of coal from other
Queensland mines it would result in a loss of royalties to the State by approximately
$500 million over the life of this mine.

1502.

Dr Fahrer failed to see the significance of this issue because he claimed that the
benefits of a project were the same regardless of how they were distributed. To Dr

1764

Emphasis added.
CBA JER 16 February 2016 (NAC.0028) [400] SP6 at issue 32.
1766
Mineral Resources Regulation 2013, Schedule 3, Item 5 (Coal) (1)(a).
1767
80 million tonnes x $78 x 0.07 = $436 million.
1768
104 million tonnes x $78 x 0.07 = $568 million. See also Campbell Economic SoE at SP16.
1769
Campbell Economics SoE, SP16 relying on the letter from the Applicant attached at SP43.
1770
Campbell Economics SoE, SP16.
1771
Campbell Economics SoE, SP17.
1765
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Fahrer royalties money flowing to New Hope is the same as royalties money flowing
to the Queensland Government.
1503.

In respect of the CGE Analysis it was put to Dr Fahrer that “[t]he methodology does
not discusses royalties or any other fiscal benefits to the State.” Dr Fahrer says
“[t]rue, but irrelevant, as the royalties to be received by the state have very little
effect on the economic impact of the Project.” 1772

1504.

In respect of the CBA Dr Fahrer states “What matters in a CBA is total benefits.
Royalties and taxes are just a component of benefits, amongst others. Separate
calculation of royalties and taxes does not and cannot change any of the conclusions
of a CBA.” 1773

1505.

Dr Fahrer says “Royalties and taxes are not a separate benefit as they form part of
revenues.” 1774

1506.

However he accepts that “The royalties to be received by the Queensland
Government from the Project will be unusually small, because of the peculiar title of
the land to be mined.”1775

1507.

Dr Fahrer said royalties were estimated and “I think – I suspect I probably got those
from – well, I must’ve got those from New Hope. Or either that or an estimate which
was a small proportion given the nature of the land title”. 1776

1508.

One might be forgiven for thinking that the absence of half-a-billion in royalties due
to their peculiar circumstances was a “secret” or at least something that the Applicant
is hoping will not be noticed. This might explain why it receives no reference in the
EIS, AEIS 1777 the CG Report 1778 or the Denney Affidavits.1779

1509.

Dr Fahrer incorporated the royalty flows into his model 1780 but did not include
royalties as a separate line in his model categories “because it’s not a significant –
not a significant input as far as I was concerned”. 1781

1510.

When asked why Dr Fahrer did not differentiate between the royalties going to New
Hope and the State he answered:

1772

Updated JER Economics – 09-02-16 (NAC.0032) [404] SP6 re issue 22(b)
CBA JER 16 February 2016 (NAC.0028) [400] SP6 at issue 32
1774
Dr Fahrer, SP68 HP39, para 231.
1775
Fahrer SoE, SP47 HP18, footnote 38.
1776
T12-64, Lines 23-33.
1777
Which only in response to submissions mention that royalties were excluded from the I/O analysis. It goes
on to mention the ‘benefits’ of State royalties without disclosing the calculation. See Exhbit 92, Doc Id.
EHP.092, AEIS, Chapter 5, Responses to Submissions, SP114-116.
1778
Which makes no mention of royalties.
1779
In response to objections Mr Denney states “There will be approximately $44 million paid to the State
Government in royalties from the Revised Expansion Project” but does not mention the $500 million in
royalties avoided by the peculiar land title circumstances – Denney Second Affidavit, para 167(g) SP53..
1780
T12-65, Lines 38-39.
1781
T12-64, Lines 44-45.
1773
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well, the number’s pretty small, for a state. Secondly, it’s part of a distribution of
income, not that [indistinct] total income, which I’ve reported. I don’t think it’s any
secret that the royalties going to the state are a small number. 1782

1511.

Dr Fahrer did accept that in the case of the Acland mine royalties, other than at a
very small level, are not available for the state government to compensate the local
community, for example in response to health impacts. 1783 This is a point about
which Mr Campbell agrees. 1784

1512.

We submit that the lack of approximately half a billion in royalties from this project
to Queensland is a significant lack of a core benefit that could be expected of a
typical project, and a factor that weighs against approval of this project.

1513.

It is also a financial benefit to this state which is absent by comparison to a typical
project of equivalent size where royalties would be paid in the ordinary way. This is
important given Dr Fahrer’s insistence in his modelling on the concept of “perfect
substitution” or, to put it another way, that this mine will displace other supply if it
goes ahead or will be replaced by other supply if it does not. This assumption also
underpins the Applicant’s submissions on climate change.

1514.

The logical corollary of that submission (which is not accepted by OCAA for reasons
discussed in detail later) is that this project would displace production from another
coal mine with a high likelihood that the alternative mine would be in Queensland.
That other mine is unlikely to have the “peculiar” land title arrangements that this
one does. It follows that approving this mine – as well as not providing the royalty
benefits that it would usually do – carries a real risk on the Applicant’s own analysis
of actually depriving the State of Queensland of half a billion dollars in revenue.

1515.

To put this into context, half a billion dollars would provide 6249 years of full time
equivalent salaries of $80,000. This would amount to 520 jobs per year for each of
the 12 years that this mine plans to operate.

1516.

Mr Loveday for EHP was not even aware of the issue when he gave evidence. The
significance of this should not be lost sight of. The delegate who approved the draft
EA was obliged to consider the costs and the benefits to Queensland in the same way
that this Court is. Yet he did so without apparent knowledge that the primary direct
benefit to the State of Queensland was almost completely missing.

9.3.1
1517.

Reply to Applicant’s submissions on royalties
The Applicant asserts that OCAA’s focus on royalties to the State is too narrow and
regard should be had to payments to the Queensland Government through rail
charges.

1782

T12-67, Lines 1-3.
T13-40, Lines 14-29. See also T13-41, Lines 17-23.
1784
Campbell Economics SoE , SP17.
1783
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1518.

None of the Applicant’s submissions detract from the fact that, if not for the pre1910 royalties the State would directly receive approximately $500m more, in
addition to whatever other rail charges the Queensland Government may be entitled
to. 1785

1519.

We also submit that it is safe to assume that Queensland Rail would not sit idle if it
did not have New Hope as a customer, but rather would find alternative customers
for its rail services. This would give a substantial return to the State even accepting
the substitution may not be ‘perfect’ as Dr Fahrer suggests. 1786

9.4

This project is not about jobs

9.4.1 Overstated EIS jobs estimates should be disregarded entirely
1520.

Until this case commenced, the public, the CG and EHP relied upon the information
in the EIS for the estimate of the jobs impacts of the project.

1521.

The mine originally claimed an average 3,550 net FTE jobs per year for Australia 1787
but after public submissions reduced that claim to 1,556 FTE per year jobs, 1788 after
excluding ‘induced impacts’. 1789

1522.

Dr Fahrer accepted that when the induced impacts were removed the job numbers
dropped by half, but were still more than twice his analysis estimates. 1790

1523.

The CG Report stated:
“The ‘input output’ assessment methodology for this project has been modified to
specifically exclude any elements that could overstate the economic benefits for this
project”. 1791

1524.

Dr Fahrer said in evidence that “if we’re talking about the word “any”, if it was up to
me, I would replace that with “some”” 1792 that would be the advice Dr Fahrer would
have given the CG.1793

1525.

Both the EIS and AEIS relied on I/O analysis 1794 based on I/O tables containing
multipliers. 1795

1785

Dr Fahrer described this as ‘absolutely correct’ at T12-68, Lines 40-41.
T12-68, Line 34-38.
1787
T12-25, Lines 1-10. See EIS (EHP.0035) [35] Chapter 17, Table 17-19.
1788
T12-25, Lines 1-10. See AEIS (EHP.092) [92] Table 5.1.11-C.
1789
T12-25, Line 5. See AEIS (EHP.092) [92] page 119.
1790
T12-25, Lines 30-34.
1791
CG Report, (EHP.0016) Section 6.1 soft page 62. Emphasis added.
1792
T12-26, Lines 45-46.
1793
T12-27, Lines 1-4.
1794
T12-14, Lines 41-43.
1795
See, for example, Professor Quiggin at T15-32, Lines 30-36.
1786
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1526.

I/O tables have legitimate uses such as determining the degree to which a particular
industry or activity is integrated into the economy. 1796

1527.

Their constraining assumptions however make them inappropriate for economic
analysis in the form of I/O analysis or I/O modelling 1797 of the kind undertaken for
the Applicant.1798 Professor Quiggin’s evidence was that, as opposed to I/O tables,
there are no legitimate applications of I/O models or I/O analysis. 1799

1528.

The EIS acknowledges some of these constraining assumptions under the heading
“Limitation”:
“The basis of this report has been prepared under the assumption that the IO modelling
provides an estimate of supported output, value added, employment and household
income from the revised Project’s construction and operation. Estimates derived from
the IO model do not necessarily constitute generated/induced economic impacts, since
IO modelling and derived multipliers reflect static impacts from observed industry
linkages, and do not account for a fixed supply of labour and capital in the domestic
economy. Therefore it is not known whether (for example) employment impacts from
the revised Project constitute generated employment, or supported employment
(employment transferred from other industries / developments). This applies not only to
employment, but to estimates of output, value added and household income
impacts.” 1800

1529.

A key assumption of I/O analysis is lack of resource constraints such as the
availability of labour.

1530.

In a typical economy most skilled labour is drawn from other workplaces by higher
pay rather than off the unemployment lines. Thus the jobs are not typically
‘generated’, ‘created’ or new to the economy but are at the expense of other mines or
industries that cannot compete on wages for the labour.

1531.

Dr Fahrer agreed that I/O models effectively assume that the labour market is wholly
unconstrained.1801

1532.

The I/O model, in effect, assumes that all the jobs are additional to those already
employed, as if the skilled labour came off the pool of unemployed workers. 1802

1533.

This assumption Dr Fahrer has previously described as is akin to conditions in the
Great Depression, and in these proceedings put it in terms of a “period of permanent

1796

See, for example, Professor Quiggin at T15-32 to T15-32 and T15-62.
See, for example, Professor Quiggin at T15-32, Lines 30-36.
1798
T15-54.
1799
T15-53, Lines 13-23.
1800
(EIS Chapter 17 (EHP.0035) [35] SP20 HP17-18); The last sentence is quoted by Dr Fahrer (Dr Fahrer
Statement of Evidence, 19 February 2016 (NAC.0047) [419] SP35 HP6, para 19). Emphasis added.
1801
T11-22, Lines 36-39.
1802
T11-22, Lines 40-45.
1797
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slack or near permanent slack in the economy” 1803 “equivalent of a period of
recession”. 1804
1534.

Dr Fahrer agreed a period of slack, or deep recession, was an “unrealistic
assumption” at present in the context of the Australian economy, 1805 which has not
been in a recession for a long time. 1806 This unrealistic assumption results in I/O
modelling overstating jobs and real income effects. 1807

1535.

Dr Fahrer did not consider the I/O analysis assumption of a wholly unconstrained
labour market was reasonable 1808 and agreed it was a fair comment to say he is not
the outlier in this view. 1809 Certainly Professor Quiggin agreed that the multiplier
used in I/O tables:
was invented during the great depression and – and it’s applicable in that context. But as
a way of taking a project, which will start and operate under economic conditions of
which we don’t know much, but we assume will be more or less following the normal
business cycle, it – it’s valueless. 1810

1536.

Under normal market conditions for a semi-constrained labour market, the new or net
employment effect of the project is much smaller than estimated by the I/O model in
the EIS.

1537.

The result, Dr Fahrer agrees, is that “Input/Output modelling necessarily overestimates the indirect jobs said to be created by the Project such that the net jobs
actually produced by the project may be as low as zero.” 1811

1538.

Dr Fahrer agrees it is comparatively cheap to use I/O tables and multipliers and “it
has a tendency, known to economists for a very, very long time, to overstate benefits,
especially employment benefits – overstate impacts, especially employment
impacts”. 1812

1539.

In cross-examination Dr Fahrer confirmed that he maintained the view expressed in
evidence given in 2013 in the Ashton case1813 that I/O Modelling “always makes the
amount of output income jobs bigger than would likely be the case unless you’re in
the Great Depression”. 1814 Dr Fahrer also agreed that the conclusion of the court that
“The evidence before me suggests the predicted economic benefits identified in the

1803

T11-23, Lines 4-23, see also T12-17, Lines 4-11.
T11-23, Line 24-26, see also T12-17, Lines 10-11.
1805
T12-17, Lines 15-16.
1806
T11-23, Lines 30-37.
1807
T12-17, Lines 18-31.
1808
T11-23, Line 39-47.
1809
T11-24, Lines 1-2.
1810
T15-63, Lines 27-30.
1811
Updated JER Economics – 09-02-16 (NAC.0032) [404] SP4 re issue 20(d). See also T12-26 lines 7-10, at
which Dr Fahrer clarified “Obviously, I don’t think the net jobs is zero, although if you – under my preferred
assumptions, but under my strict assumptions, then you get zero.”
1804

1812
1813
1814

Hunter Environment Lobby Inc v Minister for Planning and Infrastructure (No 2) [2014] NSWLEC 129.
T12-18, Lines 4-25.
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Director General’s report were substantially overstated, particularly in relation to
predicted employment.” was consistent with the views he had given in evidence. 1815
1540.

Inappropriate use of I/O tables lead the ABS to stop publishing multipliers,1816
stating:
Production of multipliers was discontinued for several reasons. There was considerable
debate in user community as to the suitability for the purposes to which they were most
commonly applied, that is, to produce measures of the size and impact of a particular
project to support bids for industry assistance of various forms.

1541.

In respect of the limitations on I/O multipliers expressed in the ABS publication Dr
Fahrer said “I agree with all of that. All of it.” 1817

1542.

The ABS limitations include in their opening paragraph: 1818
while their ease of use makes IO multipliers a popular tool for economic impact
analysis, they are based on limiting assumptions that result in multipliers being a biased
estimator of the benefits or costs of a project

and their concluding remarks; 1819
While IO multipliers may be useful as summary statistics to assist in understanding the
degree to which an industry is integrated into the economy, their inherent shortcomings
make them inappropriate for economic impact analysis.
These shortcomings mean that IO multipliers are likely to significantly overstate the
impacts of projects or events.
More complex methodologies such as those inherent in computable general equilibrium
models are required to overcome these shortcomings.

1543.

Dr Fahrer agrees that the assumption relied on in the EIS and AEIS of an unlimited
pool of labour is unrealistic 1820 and that the figures in the EIS and AEIS are based on
this unrealistic assumption. 1821

1544.

Dr Fahrer agreed that his lower estimates of employment numbers were “using what
I think to be a better technique”. 1822

1545.

Consequently the Applicant has presented no evidence in support of the high job
figures in the EIS, 3550, and AEIS, 1556, and its only witness on the estimate of jobs
repudiates the foundational assumptions of that methodology.

1815

T12-25, Lines 27-41. See also Hunter Environment Lobby Inc v Minister for Planning and Infrastructure (No
2) [2014] NSWLEC 129 at 461.
1816
Quiggin Economic SoE SP114 and T12-20, Line 31.
1817
T12-21, Line 21.
1818
Quiggin Economic SoE, SP114.
1819
Quiggin Economic SoE, SP115.
1820
At least in the context of the Australian economy T12-17, Lines 15-16.
1821
T12-25, Lines 12-14.
1822
T12-25, Line 40.
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1546.

Professor Quiggin, more bluntly, considers that “[t]he economic analysis from the
EIS, based on input-output modelling, should be discarded in its entirety”. 1823

1547.

It is submitted therefore that the estimates of jobs in the EIS preceding the
commencement of this objection process should be disregarded in its entirety and
without reservation.

9.4.2 Job impacts wrongly described as ‘benefits’ in EIS
1548.

Despite not considering the outputs to be realistic, Dr Fahrer attempts to excuse the
use of the I/O modelling in the EIS by asserting that “The purpose of the IO
modelling reported in the EIS was not to estimate the benefits of the Project”. 1824

1549.

In examination in chief Dr Fahrer is asked “Well, does an input/output model address
the net economic benefit of a project?” and he answers “No, it does not”. 1825 By
‘benefit’ Dr Fahrer means a welfare judgement or economic wellbeing judgment
which I/O modelling does not do. 1826 In doing so he draws the distinction with
‘economic impact’ which he says I/O modelling can be used for if the limitations are
spelled out 1827 as they were in the AEIS. 1828

1550.

However this is contradicted by the expressions actually used in the EIS and AEIS,
for example:
project expenditure provides economic benefits through contribution to employment and
household income; 1829

and
“5.1.11.2 Update to estimates of economic benefits of the revised Project -The following
tables provide adjustments to the estimates for the revised Project’s contribution to
economic output, value added, household income and employment in the regional study
area, Queensland and Australia.” 1830

1551.

It is submitted that this semantic distinction drawn by Dr Fahrer, even if accurate,
does not detract from the highly unrealistic nature of the jobs numbers in the EIS. It
preserves their usefulness to a purely academic exercise of what the job ‘impact’ of
the project would be in a depression, or deep recession, which Australia has not seen
for decades and is highly unlikely to see during the life of this project. Such an
abstract academic assessment can be of no use to a decision maker concerned with
the likely impact of the project under real world conditions expected during the life
of the project.

1823

Quiggin Economic SoE, SP8.
Updated JER Economics – 09-02-16 (NAC.0032) [404] SP4 re issue 20(c) and repeated in the Fahrer SoE
SP34 HP5, para 16.
1825
T11-10, Lines 9-10.
1826
T12-16, Lines 21-23.
1827
T12-16, Lines 25-27.
1828
T12-16, Lines 29-30.
1829
EIS Chapter 17 (EHP.0035) [35] SP20 HP17-18, last line of third paragraph under 17.3.1. Emphasis added.
1830
AEIS Chapter 5.1 (EHP.0092) [92] SP116 HP177. Emphasis added.
1824
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9.4.3 Quiggin’s criticism is the unrealistic assumptions, not the lack of ‘net benefit’
1552.

The Applicant’s submissions assert “Professor Quiggin takes issue with the use of
the I/O modelling on the basis that, in his view, it does not demonstrate that the
Revised Expansion Project will have a net benefit”. 1831 As is regrettably typical for
the Applicant’s submissions, they do not provide a reference for that assertion. It is
incorrect.

1553.

As demonstrated from the submissions above Professor Quiggin’s view was that I/O
modelling is ‘valueless’ because it is based on I/O multipliers that are only applicable
in the depression.1832

1554.

It is a criticism he shares with Dr Fahrer, as demonstrated above from his dismissal
of the lack of labour constraints as an unrealistic assumption which overestimates the
benefits.1833

1555.

It is clearly also true that, I/O modelling does not demonstrate a ‘net economic
benefit’. This is a matter of agreement between Dr Fahrer and Professor Quiggin, in
response to the Applicant’s notice of additional issues. 1834

1556.

But this is not the sole basis of criticism by either Dr Fahrer, or Professor Quiggin, as
the Applicant asserts.

1557.

To avoid confusion it is worth noting that “net benefit” test articulated in the
Hancock Case was as follows:
the applicant’s second primary submission in respect of the Land Court decision was
that it needed to be satisfied that the grant of a mining lease and of an environmental
authority met all statutory requirements, including that the proposed mining activity
would produce a net benefit taking all the relevant criteria into account. The approach
was sought to be justified, not so much by the statutory language, but from case law
which it was submitted combined with the statutory requirements to establish a need for
the Land Court to be affirmatively satisfied that the possible economic benefits of
allowing a private company to exploit public resources justified a decision in favour of
the cost of allowing that exploitation in spite of the environmental harm that may be
caused by it. 1835

1558.

The ‘net economic benefit’ concept articulated by Dr Fahrer and Professor Quiggin
address a different point of weighing up the economic ups and downs to reach a net
economic benefit rather than attempting to ascertain an overall net benefit
considering all the criteria. This is the evidence from Dr Fahrer about his analysis:

1831

Paragraph 36.6 of the Applicant’s Submissions.
T15-53, Lines 13-2; T15-63, Lines 27-30.
1833
T12-17, Lines 18-31; T11-23, Line 39-47.
1834
JER Economics, p 2, issue 9.
1835
Coast and Country Association of Queensland Inc v Smith & Anor; Coast and Country Association of
Queensland Inc v Minister for Environment and Heritage Protection & Ors [2015] QSC 260 at [18].
1832
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In this report I estimate the economic impact and net economic benefit of Project, using
two methods of evaluation: Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) modelling and
Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)”. 1836

1559.

Neither analysis sought to produce a net value “taking all the relevant criteria into
account”, as required by the ‘net benefit’ test in Hancock, so the term ‘net economic
benefit’ is not on all fours with the test sought to be applied in Hancock.

1560.

Further evidence that Dr Fahrer uses the term ‘net benefit’ in a way different from
the sense in which it was used in Hancock is gained from the following exchange:
Mr Holt: And is that an important distinction, from your perspective, that I-O modelling
would be used to identify impact but not net benefit?
Dr Fahrer: Yes.
Mr Holt: And is that because – is that because, as we’ve discussed, the limitations of IO modelling mean that it essentially counts the ups but it doesn’t count the
downs, if I can put it in really simplistic terms?
Dr Fahrer: Largely. But the benefit is really measured by cost-benefit analysis. Benefit
here, or as I intended it, meant welfare judgment –economic wellbeing
1837
judgment which I-O modelling does not do.

1561.

Finally it must be borne in mind that the Hancock Appeal was a judicial review
which determined it was not a invalidating error to fail to take into account ‘net
benefit’ as defined. It does not support the proposition that it would be invalidating
for the Court to consider ‘net benefit’ in its discretionary function. It also does not
preclude an argument on the merits that a factual scenario which produces greater net
benefits should be preferred to an alternative factual scenario which produces lesser
net benefits or indeed negative benefits. These are matters that remain within the
Court’s absolute discretion.

1562.

The Applicant appears to acknowledge that it is open to the court consider ‘net
benefit’ as it is concept upon which it relies. 1838

9.4.4 Net jobs may be as low as zero - these projects are not about jobs at all
1563.

Dr Fahrer agreed in the I/O JER with the issue: “Input/Output modelling necessarily
over-estimates the indirect jobs said to be created by the Project such that the net jobs
actually produced by the project may be as low as zero”. 1839

1564.

Dr Fahrer’s opinion is that “employment is a non-issue”. 1840

1836

CGE & I/O JER, SP16, para 11 of the attached Report. Emphasis added.
T12-16, Lines 16-23. Emphasis added.
1838
For example Paragraph 36.21 of the Applicant’s Submissions, p 127.
1839
CGE & I/O JER SP4 re issue 20(d). Dr Fahrer clarified somewhat under crossexamination at T12-26, Lines
18-20 as follows “I mean, do we mean specific – exactly
zero? That’s very unlikely. But quite a small number relative to the size of the labour force? Yes.”.
1840
Fahrer SoE, SP86 HPC-3,Attachment C issue 1.8.
1837
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1565.

The position of Dr Fahrer was made abundantly clear in the following exchanges
with Mr Holt:
Mr Holt: “… But you also understand, don’t you, that in relation to these projects – this
project in particular – much is made both by regulators and by proponents of
the jobs that mines produce?”
Dr Fahrer: “I do and, as I said in my report, I think that’s regrettable. I don’t think these
– these projects are really about jobs at all.” 1841
…
Dr Fahrer: “…the numbers are very small. As I have said, my – my view on
employment – the employment effects of these projects is that they should be
deemphasised. It’s not, in my opinion, very important at all. It’s not – it’s not,
in my – in my opinion, as I’ve set out, something that – numbers where a lot of
weight should be attached.”
Mr Holt: “Because these projects, in your opinion, are not about jobs?”
Dr Fahrer: “Correct”. 1842

1566.

It is respectfully submitted that the Court should accept the expert opinion of Dr
Fahrer and place minimal weight on the net jobs effect of the project. Rather, it is
submitted, the particular economic costs and benefits and their distribution should be
carefully weighed by this Court in reaching a conclusion as to the total impact.

9.4.5 IO modelling not required by Terms of Reference
1567.

Dr Fahrer states that the I/O modelling “in the EIS was in response to the Terms of
Reference for the revised Project, which did not specify a modelling approach.” 1843

1568.

However nothing in the Terms of Reference 1844 required I/O modelling so the
Applicant is not assisted by it.

1569.

It is submitted that the lack of specified methodology in the Terms of Reference
cannot be taken as a command to provide estimates that were unrealistic, nor can it
serve as any excuse for providing unrealistic estimates.

9.4.6 IO Modelling is inappropriate to estimate impacts and should be disregarded entirely
1570.

While Dr Fahrer acknowledged the unreasonable assumptions of I/O modelling that
made it inappropriate for modelling benefits, he attempts to salvage it as having
some role in providing ‘indicative’ results while not predicting ‘benefits’. Professor
Quiggin’s more blunt assessment is “[t]he economic analysis from the EIS, based on
input-output modelling, should be discarded in its entirety”. 1845

1841

T11-17, Lines 20-21 Emphasis added, see also lines 39-40.
T11-21, Lines 36-42.
1843
Fahrer SoE, SP34 HP5, para 16.
1844
The Terms of Reference is EHP.0046 see in particular 7.2 SP69.
1845
Quiggin economics SoE, SP8.
1842
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1571.

In either case the I/O modelling was effectively abandoned and no witness was called
in support of it. The only witness available on job numbers was Dr Fahrer who
relied on his CGE model.

9.4.7 CGE revised job assessment – not a very big difference
1572.

Despite Dr Fahrer describing this Project as being ‘not about jobs’ and ‘net jobs may
be as low a zero’, in response to the objections, Dr Fahrer did recalculate jobs using
Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) model on more realistic assumptions.

1573.

The Fahrer Report, dated 22 January 2016 and attached to the Fahrer SoE and I/O
JER states the project “will lead to a peak increase of around 430 jobs, with the great
majority located in the Local Region.” 1846

1574.

In examination in chief on 1 April 2016 Dr Fahrer corrected those statements 1847
with exhibit 731 which provided, in respect of the various versions of his report:
delete "430 jobs, with the great majority located in the Local Region" and in lieu insert
"680 jobs".

1575.

This correction was explained by Dr Fahrer as “I received a request to provide more
detailed employment data and in the course of making those investigations I
discovered that the incorrect employment data had – I had put in – in my original
report.”1848 The request was from OCAA. 1849

1576.

Dr Fahrer admitted that it was only because of the review following the request from
OCAA the error was identified. 1850 If the OCAA had not requested the calculation
the Court would have been left to rely on the erroneous number. 1851

1577.

Dr Fahrer accepted that the change is a 58% increase in the number of jobs as result
of the identification of the error but stated:
That’s true. But these are jobs in – in the nation where there are 11 million jobs. So, you
know, in the scheme of things I don’t think it’s a – it’s a – it’s a very big, you know,
difference, depending on how you look at them, of course. 1852

1578.

The fact alone that the estimated net jobs can jump up by 58% in response to a mild
inquiry for a breakdown, demonstrates the degree of instability in the prediction.

1579.

We submit that the number is tiny with respect to the Queensland economy and
miniscule relative to the 11 million jobs Dr Fahrer identified.

1846

Fahrer SoE SP50 HP21, para 21
T11-8, Lines 19-42.
1848
T11-8, Lines 32-35.
1849
T11-16, Lines 1-3.
1850
T11-18, Lines 38-40.
1851
T11-20, Lines 10-17.
1852
T11-17, Lines 14-16. See also T11-18, Lines 24-26.
1847
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1580.

The artificiality of the net figure is underscored by analysis of the breakdown of jobs
effects including an assumption that it will create 174 ‘Government services’ jobs at
peak outside Queensland. 1853

1581.

It also masks significant reductions in jobs in other industries as will be discussed in
more detail below when particular local impacts are considered.

9.5

Negative economic impacts on local community and agriculture

9.5.1 CGE predicts local job losses created by project
1582.

While the net effect on jobs from the project are, in Dr Fahrer’s words, ‘very small’
and ‘should be de-emphasised’, 1854 the change in the distribution of jobs effects can
have significant localised impacts.

1583.

Dr Fahrer agreed that the predicted net peak jobs effect of 680 jobs estimated by his
CGE model is an aggregate of the direct jobs together ‘ups and downs’ of effects on
jobs other than those directly employed at the mine. 1855

1584.

This is to be contrasted with I/O multipliers which assume unlimited resources to,
give only give the ups not the downs.1856

1585.

These ‘ups and downs’ were not disaggregated in Dr Fahrer’s original report 1857 but
were provided in response on Wednesday, 30 March 2016, to OCAA’s request, 1858
just prior to Dr Fahrer giving evidence on 1 April 2016.

1586.

The disaggregated job figures were tendered through Dr Fahrer as Exhibit 732 titled
‘Change relative to the reference case for jobs table’. 1859

1587.

The Applicant’s reliance on net jobs masks a substantial hidden reallocation of jobs
which was brought to light by OCAA’s request.

1588.

For example it can be seen from the first few columns of Exhibit 732 that the ‘direct
employment (construction and operation)’ 1860 in the Local Region 1861 is 243 and 382
in 2017 and 2018 respectively however the indirect employment in the Local Region
is -103 and -156 for those same years. 1862

1853

Exhibit 732.
T11-21, Lines 36-42.
1855
T11-15, Lines 10-16 and 37-41.
1856
T12-24, Lines 4-6.
1857
T11-15, Line 43-45.
1858
T11-16, Lines 1-3.
1859
OCA.0045.
1860
Noting that ‘direct employment’ mainly includes those employed on the mine but also includes employment
derived from the spending estimates per T11-27 to T11-28.
1861
The local region is defined as the Jondaryan, Crows Nest, Rosalie and Toowoomba Statistical Area per
Fahrer SoE, SP10, and confirmed by Dr Fahrer at T11-29, Lines 30-46 and T11-30, Lines 1-5.
1862
T11-28. Lines 21-24.
1854
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1589.

Dr Fahrer explains that “the mine has to get its workers from somewhere. It might
get them from another – another – another enterprise within the local region”. 1863

1590.

The net employment figures in Dr Fahrer reports mask the negative effects on other
industries. The mine, in effect, draws workers away from industries such as
agriculture.

1591.

For example, Dr Fahrer agreed that his CGE model shows for the Local Region, in
2031, 35 less jobs in ‘crops’ and 34 less jobs in ‘livestock’. 1864

1592.

In respect of ‘construction’ the employment effects for the Local Region in 2017,
2018 and 2019 are estimated at -61, -98 and -126 jobs respectively. 1865 Dr Fahrer
agreed that it was a ‘fair call’ that this effect would be because the skill set required
for the construction industry and the skill set required for mines are pretty similar. 1866

1593.

In respect of ‘processed food’ the employment effects for the Local Region in 2017,
2018 and 2019 are estimated at -35, -47 and -54 jobs respectively. 1867 Dr Fahrer did
not know why. 1868

1594.

In respect of Government services in the Local Region they peak at 13 in 2019 and
then drop to -24 jobs in 2030.1869 Dr Fahrer could not account for the differences
between the positives and negatives. 1870

1595.

Similarly for the Rest of Queensland there were negative employment effects in
‘crops’, ‘livestock’ and ‘coal’. 1871 The effect on Government services in the Rest of
Queensland is positive until 2023 and then increasingly negative. 1872

1596.

For the Rest of Australia Government services peak at 174. 1873 Dr Fahrer agreed that
a significant part of the net figure of 680 jobs is for jobs in government other than
in the State of Queensland. 1874 In other words a significant proportion of the ‘up’
in the ‘ups and downs’ that make up the net 680 jobs are government jobs in NSW,
ACT, Victoria and the rest of Australia excluding Queensland. 1875

1597.

The disaggregated jobs effects shows that the project effectively draws labour away
from other enterprises in the Local Region such as livestock, crops and food
processing and increases labour in mining and related sectors.

1863

T11-28, Lines 33-35.
Exhibit 732 and T11-31, Lines 9-12.
1865
Exhibit 732 and T11-31, Lines 40.
1866
T11-32, Lines 1-5.
1867
Exhibit 732 and T11-32, Lines 44-47.
1868
T11-33, Lines 1.
1869
Exhibit 732.
1870
T11-33, Lines 10-13.
1871
Exhibit 732.
1872
Exhibit 732. T11-34, Lines 43-45.
1873
Exhibit 732,
1874
T11-35, Lines 15-18.
1875
T11-35, Lines 28-41.
1864
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1598.

This mirrors the broader effect on the economy which sees the mining boom at the
expense of agriculture and manufacturing, as seek from the following figure from
Exhibit 773 from the Reserve Bank of Australia publication titled The Effect of the
Mining Boom on the Australian Economy.

Figure 9-1: Exhibit 773 from the Reserve Bank of Australia publication 'The Effect of the Mining Boom on the
Australian Economy'

1599.

Certainly the lived experience of many land holders who gave evidence in these
proceedings was an experience of a reduction in farming related business in the area.

1600.

Mr Noel Wieck, whose family has been farming in the district for nearly 100 years,
outlines that the agricultural economy in the area has suffered immensely since the
commencement of the mine, such as fuel and fertiliser businesses. 1876

1601.

Mr Wieck goes on to state that during a successful period of business that they would
“contribute in excess of $1,000,000 to businesses in the local area, with
approximately 15% of this spent in the immediate Oakey district with the balance
being distributed from Toowoomba to Dalby”. 1877 While he states that their business
is a lot bigger than others in the district, he emphasises that, due to the significant
reduction in farming enterprises in the district being displaced or moving away as a
result of the mine, “hundreds of thousands of dollars of expenditure from farms in
the local area that’s not there anymore”. 1878

1876

N Wieck LWS, para 30, SP4.
N Wieck LWS, para 106, SP14.
1878
T68-54, Lines 4-8; T68-59.
1877
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1602.

An example that came up with several objectors was the Oakey stock and station sale
yards.

1603.

Mr Cook recalls the thriving Oakey stock and station yard sales which now no longer
exist. These cattle and stock yards were a regular occurrence in Oakey up until
around the year 2000, with many farmers in the district selling their cattle there.
However, it is Mr Cook’s view 1879 that there seems to be a correlation between the
depletion of farms in the district (particularly the loss of the farms around the Acland
area) and the significant decrease in the supply in the numbers of pigs, cattle and
calves for those yards. This ultimately led, in Mr Cook’s opinion, to the closing of those
stock yards. 1880

1604.

It is a view shared by Mr Vonhoff, 1881 who also pointed observe “[w]ith the
disappearance of the farms, many grain harvesters, contract people and spray
contractors who would have worked in the area are no longer required”. 1882

9.5.2 Applicant assertion of no negative job effects contradicts their own witness
1605.

The Applicant asserts that “The objectors did not produce any evidence that one job
would be lost if the Revised Expansion Project proceeds”. 1883

1606.

Leaving the lived experience of long term local landholders to one side, expert
evidence of the negative job effects of the Project proceeding was demonstrated by
the CGE model of the Applicant’s own witness, Dr Fahrer.

1607.

As outlined above, Dr Fahrer’s model estimates significantly fewer jobs in ‘crops’,
‘livestock’ and many others as a consequence of this Project proceeding. Whether the
‘fewer jobs’ are a result of slower growth or faster losses depends on future market
conditions. However, whatever the market conditions are, the jobs in ‘crops’ or
‘livestock’ are expected to be fewer if the project proceeds.

1608.

It is expert evidence that matches and validates the lay witness evidence perfectly.

9.5.3 Purchasing power a.k.a terms of trade ‘benefit’
1609.

It was common ground that for the local region the real income estimated by the
CGE model would be negative if not for the ‘increase in purchasing power’
effect. 1884

1610.

Dr Fahrer’s CGE model shows a gain in real economic output within the local region
of $4.647 billion, the net income transfer out of the local region is $4.853 billion,

1879

Note: This view is shared by a number of other objectors and lay witnesses. See for example Dr Plant’s
evidence at T73-45, Line 46 to T73-46, Line 22; Scholefield LWS, para 58, SP8 and T66-77, Line 45 to T66-78,
Line 6.
1880
T64-87, Lines 31-47.
1881
Vonhoff LWS, para 23, SP3; T50-117, Lines 6-17.
1882
Vonhoff LWS, para 90, SP11; T50-118, Lines 7-27.
1883
Paragraph 24.8 of the Applicant’s Submissions, SP113.
1884
T13, Lines 36-47.
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leaving a negative real income for the local region if it were not for the ‘increase in
purchasing power’ of $1.47 billion.1885
The terms of trade benefit (described in the report as an Increase in purchasing power)
arises (in each region i.e. the Local Region, Queensland and Australia) as the sum of
(a) Effect on real incomes of an increase in the ratio of the Gross Income deflator to the
Gross Product deflator as a result of the Project; and
(b) The value-weighted percentage increase in ratio of price of exports for each of the
41 commodities produced and consumed, relative to the price of imports of those 41
commodities, and on the relative export and import prices of the bundle of goods used
by the New Acland project. 1886

1611.

Part of this modelled benefit is the assumption that the exchange rate appreciates and
things become cheaper. 1887 Dr Fahrer later explained that this is not a prediction of
the Australian dollar exchange rate but rather an implicit exchange rate with is
relative prices of goods.1888

1612.

In response to a question from Mr Holt QC, Dr Fahrer clarified as follows:
Mr Holt: This increase in purchasing power, which is pretty important, especially for
the local region, you explained or agreed, I think, had two components, one of
which was this appreciation of the exchange rate component?
Dr Fahrer: No, no. Not for the local region like that. No. I said only for – I mean, the –
this could all be occurring within Australia for all I know. I mean – well, not –
they won’t all be, but largely could be. This is about – forget the exchange rate.
The Australian dollar, X price of something that the region exports, milk,
divided by the Australian dollar price of something that it imports, trousers. 1889

1613.

For the local region Dr Fahrer explained this as follows:
Okay. The local region, like all – like the other regions – there’s 42 industries. Every
one of those industries, to some extent, exports, sells things, to outside the region. It
also imports things from outside the region. The model estimates the price effects of all
42 exports, all 42 imports, and the resulting effect on incomes is that $1,470,000. 1890

1614.

Dr Fahrer explained this effect on income in practical terms as follows:
Well, if you’re – because your real income, well, I mean, the price of a woolly jumper
that you buy at, you know, downtown Toowoomba will go down by a little bit. 1891

1615.

In response to Dr Plant, Dr Fahrer clarified “Well, I didn’t mean literally you could
buy a jumper cheaper in Toowoomba. That was an example of one of the prices that
might change.” 1892

1885

Fahrer SoE, SP48 Table 3; T12-97, Line 27, to T12-98, Line 7; and T13-6, Lines 36-38.
Updated JER Economics – 09-02-16 (NAC.0032) [404] SP8 re issue 25
1887
T12-98, Lines 39-46.
1888
T12-108, Lines 30-31.
1889
T12-108, Lines 37-41.
1890
T12-101, Lines 6-10.
1891
T12-101, Lines 15-17.
1886
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1616.

When Mr Holt QC asked “So the one point whatever billion dollars we’re talking
about locally – that’s about things being cheaper than they were previously?” Dr
Fahrer replied:
Well, it’s partly that, but it’s also partly because if I’m an exporter of – and I’m just
making this up – you know, tomatoes out of the region, it may be – and I don’t know –
but it may be that, you know, the way that all the forces pan out, tomato prices have
gone up and then I get to get a bit more income that way. 1893

1617.

Under cross-examination by Dr Plant, Dr Fahrer accepted that if beef prices are set
on global markets they would not experience the ‘terms of trade effect’ Dr Fahrer
described for tomatoes etc. 1894

1618.

It is submitted that the purported ‘terms of trade effect’ which is relied on for the
$1.47 billion of purported benefit to the local region has an unreal quality about. It is
premised on the assumption that the continuation of a coal mine will cause regional
changes in prices of things like milk, trousers, woolly jumpers and tomatoes resulting
in the implausibly large gain of $1.47 billion to the local region. The unreal nature
of the assumption is such that little weight should be placed on it to reach the
conclusion that local benefits are positive rather than negative, as they would be
under Dr Fahrer’s CGE model, Table 3, without the assumed ‘increase in purchasing
power’.

1619.

It must be remembered that the models Dr Fahrer uses are not actually built to
forecast the future, as was apparent from the following exchange:
Mr Holt: What I’m trying to find is like we might have with a hydrogeological model or
a dust model or a noise model or an air model, something of that kind. Is
some actual – something that actually tells us how good it is by comparing –
by making it predict the future from a point in history, or predict the
difference between two scenarios from a point in history and then asking how
well it did?
Dr Fahrer: But it’s not – well, if you’re asking what is the absolute forecasting
properties of the model, I – of these kinds of models, I don’t know. And I
don’t think – they’re not built for that – for that purpose. 1895

9.5.4 CBA assumes locals can be compensated for impacts, but provides no mechanism
1620.

The physical impacts on the surrounding community from impacts on groundwater,
noise and dust will be discussed in other sections.

1621.

From an economic perspective some of these impacts were recognised by Dr Fahrer
as ‘externalities’, meaning costs that are borne by third parties.

1622.

Dr Fahrer assumed that to extent that local people bear the burden of these
externality costs, they can be compensated. 1896

1892

T13-60, Lines 6-7.
T12-101, Lines 25-30. See also T13-59, Lines 26-30.
1894
T13-59, Lines 32-41.
1895
T12-107, Lines 24-31.
1893
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1623.

However Dr Fahrer was unsure as to the mechanism of compensation, relying
predominantly on either the goodwill of the Applicant or conditions recommended
by this Court to motivate a bargain.

9.5.4.1 Externality costs from local groundwater impacts depend on modelling
1624.

Dr Fahrer is not an expert in groundwater.

1625.

He nonetheless attempted in his CBA a “conservative approach” adopting “a
methodology that exaggerates the possible externality cost by assuming a worst case
scenario” which, in summary: 1897
a) Assumed that all of the 22,000 ha of farmland within the 1m drawdown (for
2030 estimated in the AEIS) would be rendered valueless;
b) Assumed from the Oakey Real Estate website that farm land is worth a median
price of $6,000 per hectare;
c) From these assumptions derived the externality cost of $8000*22000ha = $176
million.

1626.

Dr Fahrer acknowledged under cross examination that he made an error in those
calculations and should have used $6000/ha by 22,000 to derive an externality cost
of $132 million.

1627.

Regarding (a) above we now know the 1m Walloon Coal Measures drawdown is
based on faulty modelling and is essentially worthless as a predictive tool. 1898

1628.

Regarding (b) above:
a) the data Dr Fahrer relied on from the Oakey Real Estate website 1899was not
disclosed and was not able to be replicated by Professor Quiggin;
b) the use of the market value the land as a measure of future income streams for
the landholders:
i.

effectively applies a market discount rate of 6-18%, 1900 higher than the
range of discount rates Dr Fahrer has used in his report (2.5-7%);

ii.

is inconsistent with the method of valuation of the applied to the project
by Dr Fahrer which estimated net present value of the Project of around
$2.2 billion. It the same method were to be applied to the Project as Dr

1896

See for example Fahrer SoE paragraph 5.1(cc) on SP5, paragraph 185 on SP62 and footnote 74 on SP63..
From Fahrer SoE, para 218.
1898
See, for example, section 8.16.2.
1899
Fahrer SoE, para 218.
1900
Per Mr Campbell from T14-33, Line 43 to T14-34, Line 22.
1897
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Fahrer applied to agricultural land, the market value of the Project
would be around $1 billion based on its market capitalisation; 1901
iii.

does not accord with the lived experience of landholders in the area, for
example the value of for active cropping or high value beef/dairy; 1902

iv.

does not accord with the experience of farmers who place a high value
on the income stream into the infinite future, including for future
generations. 1903

1629.

Dr Fahrer had assumed that any impact on groundwater can be compensated. 1904

1630.

However, as described above, make good agreements have multiple barriers to
providing adequate compensation, in particular:
a) They require the impacted farmer to determine that the company’s exercise of
groundwater rights is the cause of the ‘impaired capacity’ on their bore;
b) This is impossible without an expensive groundwater model;
c) The groundwater model prepared by the Applicant has been shown to be
unreliable for this purpose;
d) The Applicant can readily terminate a make good agreement after the period of
the mining.

Reply to Applicant assertion of Quiggin’s agreement with Dr Fahrer
1631.

The Applicant asserts that “Professor Quiggin ultimately conceded that, Dr Fahrer's
approach, which was to assume that the price one pays for land represents the profits
that might accrue from its use, was correct”. 1905

1632.

Once the evidence from the transcript is considered in context 1906 it is clear that what
Professor Quiggin actually said was:
a) He agreed that Dr Fahrer assumed that the price one pays for the land
represents the profits that might accrue from its use; 1907
b) “it’s inconsistent with the procedure [Dr Fahrer] adopted in relation to
evaluating coal mines”; 1908

1901

Campbell CBA T14-34, Lines 24-41.
G Wieck LWS, para 38, SP8; N Wieck LWS, paras 95-98, SP13 paras 109-112, SP14-15 and T68-14, Lines
33-38; G Wieck LWS, para 39, SP8; Vonhoff LWS, paras 79- 81, SP10; Ashman LWS, para 25-26, SP4.
1903
Refer to section 11 on Intergenerational Equity below.
1904
See for example Fahrer SoE paragraph 5.1(cc) on SP5,
1905
Paragraph 36.56(g) of the Applicant’s Submissions.
1906
T15-58, Line 35 to T15-59, line 11.
1907
T15-58, Line 36-37.
1902
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c) “if you do an analysis and valuate costs using one criterion and benefits using
another that the results will be wrong”; 1909 and
d) He accepted “as a matter of fact” that “The price one pays for land represents
its profits that might accrue from its use”, adding “There are multiple
evaluations, as we’ve seen, and that’s one”. 1910
1633.

Accordingly the fact that the price one pays for land represents future profits was not
in contention between Dr Fahrer and Professor Quiggin, it was the fact that this
methodology was inconsistently applied in the CBA between the benefits and the
costs, making the results wrong, that was Professor Quiggin’s issue with Dr Fahrer’s
approach.

1634.

This position was not resiled from by Professor Quiggin so the Applicant does not
make good, on the evidence, the proposition that Professor Quiggin “ultimately
conceded that Dr Fahrer’s approach … was correct”.

9.5.4.2 Externality costs from local dust impacts have no compensation mechanism
1635.

Dr Fahrer assumes the costs of dust emissions to have been internalised if the CG is
correct in his conclusion that the dust emissions can be suitably managed by the
measures the Applicant has proposed. 1911

1636.

The measures proposed by the Applicant, and the conditions imposed by the CG
(which are reflected in the draft EA) are designed to reduce emissions to a licenced
limit, not remove them entirely.

1637.

Dr Jerimijenko cited a 2013 WHO report stating “The health effects of PM10 and
PM2.5 are well documented. There is no evidence of a safe level of exposure or a
threshold below which no adverse health effects occur.” 1912 If this is accepted, there
may be impacts, and thus externalities, even if the draft conditions of approval are
complied with.

1638.

‘To be conservative’ Dr Fahrer attempts to put a price on the externality of health
impacts at about $1,200 per person per year, totalling $6.5 million. 1913

1639.

Mr Campbell’s opinion is Dr Fahrer provides no justification or reference for some
of his calculation and $6.5 million may be an underestimate. 1914

1640.

Dr Fahrer agreed that, if the conditions do not fully internalise the costs, this cost
would initially be borne by the people living at the sensitive receptors. 1915

1908

T15-58, Line 39-40.
T15-59, lines 5-6.
1910
T15-59, Lines 8-11.
1911
Fahrer SoE, paras 220 to 221.
1912
Jerimijenko SoE, paragraph 3.52.
1913
Fahrer SoE, para 221, SP66; T13-47, Lines 30-40.
1914
Campbell CBA, SP18.
1909
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1641.

It must be remembered that prices put on these impacts are approximations in the
abstract. When asked by Dr Plant “And what about your kids? What if they were
coughing all the time for months on end? What price would you put on that?” Dr
Fahrer replied “I don’t think I could put a price on it, I think”. 1916

9.5.4.3 Externalities costs from local noise impacts have no compensation mechanism
1642.

Dr Fahrer’s approach to noise is that: 1917
a) the CBA includes the cost of noise monitoring and mitigation in the operating
costs of the mine; and
b) if the residents suffer an economic loss because noise mitigation strategies do
not reduce noise to an acceptable level, then they should be compensated for
their loss.

1643.

Dr Fahrer agreed that if there are exceedances of noise levels in the future, the people
who are exposed to the noise will bear the costs, 1918 at least initially, but they could
be compensated by the company.

1644.

Dr Fahrer would expect a company to want to negotiate to have good relationships
with the community, but he did not have experience of New Hope in particular. 1919

1645.

Alternatively Dr Fahrer identified that this Court may bring New Hope to the
bargaining table through conditions. 1920

1646.

Given the Applicant’s past performance in respect of noise, this Court cannot have
any confidence that noise levels will be complied with or that any effective action, or
compensation, will be forthcoming when they are exceeded.

1647.

The Applicant has no legal obligation to compensate neighbours for noise impact and
the only legal recourse those neighbours have for exceedances are costly
enforcement actions in the Queensland Planning and Environment Court.

9.5.5 Neither CGE nor CBA include presumptive impacts on Acland
1648.

Before Stage 3 was approved the Applicant made many preparations on the
presumption of approval. These included destroying a town by – in effect – picking it
up and moving it away. Extraordinarily, the impact on and cost to the community of
that action that were was not assessed in any EIS. The Applicant’s actions included:
a) Buying properties such that locals have left the area;

1915

T13-48, Lines 7-11.
T13-73, Lines 1-3.
1917
CBA JER 16 February 2016 (NAC.0028) [400] SP10 at issue 35e.
1918
T13-49, Lines 9-12.
1919
T13-75.
1920
T13-74.
1916
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b) Removing houses;
c) The commencement of mining of ‘West Pit’.
1649.

Mr Beutel and others have attested to the impacts these, admittedly lawful,
preparatory steps have had.

1650.

As demonstrated in the Introduction above Mr Beutel has established that Acland
was growing not declining before the Applicant bought out and removed the majority
of the residences.

1651.

Mr Beutel recalls that the Applicant has acquired approximately 40 farms in the
district, which he remembered mostly as dairies, and leading to approximately 70
farming families and residents moving away from the area. 1921

1652.

Mr Grant Wieck observes:
Millions of dollars of rural enterprise has been lost to the local area, as many farming families
have left since the mines development. I do not believe the mine has gone beyond “par” in
terms of employment when compared to what existed previously in the area, not to mention the
loss of rural commerce in the township of Oakey. 1922

1653.

Those observations were echoed by Mr Vonhoff:
…there [are] farming operations that are very successful and – and operating really well. I
would also like to say that there were a number of farming operations that are no longer
operating that the mine have taken over. Farming operations that were of a similar scale to
what we’ve been doing and had the passion for farming in – in a similar manner. 1923

1654.

However because these impacts were not a consequence of the Stage 2 approval and
did not require the Stage 3 approval to be done, they have fallen outside of the
impacts ever attributable to a mining lease or environmental authority, and thus
considered by this Court.

1655.

As a result, no economic assessment was undertaken for reduction of the town of
Acland to its sole remaining resident. The Applicant essentially seeks gets the
removal of a Queensland town for free. It should not do so. The Court should – to
the extent possible – weigh into the mix the fact that the Applicant has destroyed a
town as a direct result of its desire to proceed with the Project.

1656.

The Applicant should not get the benefit of removing this town in anticipation of this
approval.

1921

T70-27, Lines 25-44. See Exhibit 1186, BEU.0022 (Bundle of 70 Pages – Rosalie Shire Council) SP5-7
which has been marked up by Mr Beutel depicting the number of residents that were still living in Acland in
1978. See also T70-29, Line 1 to T70-32, Line 37.
1922
G Wieck LWS, para 47, SP9.
1923
T50-105, Lines 21-29.
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9.6

Negative economic impacts to Queensland

9.6.1 Summary
1657.

While the Court is understandably concerned with local impacts it is ultimately a
creation of Queensland legislation with a jurisdiction to make recommendations
under two State Acts.

1658.

This Court is entitled to accept, for example, that local impacts are outweighed by an
overall benefit to Queensland or vice versa.

1659.

However, benefits and impacts that accrue outside of Queensland are outside of the
Court’s consideration unless they create an indirect impact or benefit within
Queensland.

1660.

In this case a significant proportion of the benefits of this project claimed by the
Applicant and its experts accrue to shareholders outside Queensland, mostly in
Sydney, and the owners of power stations overseas.

1661.

These benefits should be given no weight. When that is done, and the distraction of
overseas and interstate benefits are removed, the benefits remaining to Queensland
will be seen to be minimal, if any.

9.6.2 CGE demonstrates most benefits accrue outside Queensland
1662.

Leaving aside the jobs effects, discussed above, the CGE model makes a number of
predictions regarding the benefits of the project.

1663.

Such predictions are only as good as the data that is used in the model inputs and the
assumptions that underpin it.

9.6.2.1 CGE Modelled economic incomes mostly accrues outside Queensland
1664.

Dr Fahrer accepted in his SoE that “only a small proportion of the returns to the
Project (including royalties and taxes) will accrue to local residents, a significant
portion of the wealth generated by the economic activity is transferred outside of the
Local Region (primarily to shareholders elsewhere in Australia)”. 1924

1665.

Dr Fahrer agreed in the CBA JER “There is no assumption that NAC is 100%
Australian owned. The CGE model is based on New Hope (NAC’s parent company)
being 85.9% owned. This is set out in Jerome Fahrer’s report, footnote 54”. 1925

1666.

Dr Fahrer assumed in his SoE “20 per cent of New Hope’s Australian shareholders
living in Queensland”. 1926 Dr Fahrer agreed that he had distributed ownership
essentially according to the population distribution of Australia. 1927

1924
1925

Fahrer SoE, SP46 HP17, para 93.
CBA JER SP8 at issue 34. See also T12-50, Lines 40-44.
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1667.

Under cross examination Dr Fahrer was asked “Did you seek to test that assumption
at all with New Hope as to whether that was an appropriate assumption?” and Dr
Fahrer responded “I asked – I believed I asked, and I was told that you couldn’t
really find out that information”. 1928 Dr Fahrer later clarified “I think Mr Du Preez
provided me with a high level Australia versus not Australia. And I asked, is this
available in more detail? And I think what he said was not as far as he’s aware or
words to that effect. And I didn’t pursue it further”. 1929

1668.

He was later provided with the shareholder breakdowns from New Hope Corporation
Limited, Washington H. Soul Patterson and Company Limited, Brickworks Limited
that OCAA tendered in cross-examination of Mr Denney. 1930 That was the extent of
the documentation Dr Fahrer had available to him at the time he gave oral evidence
on 4 April 2016. 1931

9.6.2.2 Best available evidence has lower local shareholding than modelled
1669.

In response to a request from OCAA during the cross examination of Mr Denney, the
Applicant produced a more detailed breakdown of shareholding dated 10 July 2015
and titled Orient Capital – Sharetrak. 1932

1670.

In Dr Fahrer’s did not think he had seen that document,1933 it might have been sitting
in his inbox but he was pretty sure he had not seen it before. 1934

1671.

Dr Fahrer agreed that when he was asking New Hope for more information, he was
thinking of something like this Sharetrak document, 1935 because he would have
imagined it could make a difference to the assumptions in the model. 1936

1672.

Dr Fahrer agreed that this Sharetrak document showed a Brisbane shareholding of
2.38% 1937 and Regional Queensland shareholding of 0.39% 1938 meaning a total
Queensland shareholding less than 3% on those documents.

1673.

Dr Fahrer stated that the actual ultimate geographic spread of shareholding by
individuals may be different as some of the companies listed are investment
trusts. 1939

1926

Fahrer SoE, SP48 HP19, para 96, see also T12-51, lines 1-2.
T12-50, Lines 46-47.
1928
T12-51, Lines 11-13.
1929
T12-58, Lines 13-20.
1930
Exhibit 530, OCA.0033, see T12-54, Lines 1-8.
1931
T12-54, Line 30.
1932
Orient Capital – Sharetrak document dated 10 July 2015 – Top 50 Share Register document OCAA.0034.
Exhibit 674.
1933
T12-53, Line 40.
1934
T12-54, Lines 36-39.
1935
T12-59, Lines 20-21.
1936
T12-59, Lines 23-25.
1937
T12-58, Line 36.
1938
T12-58, Line 38.
1939
See T12-55, Lines 40-43 and T12-56, Lines 6-9.
1927
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1674.

That may be so, and it may be that more or less shares are owned in Queensland, but
the best available evidence in these proceedings is of a less than 3% Queensland
shareholding, which renders the assumption of 20% shareholding obviously unsafe.

9.6.2.3 Lower local shareholding results in significantly lower benefits to Queensland
1675.

Dr Fahrer states that it is the economy’s real income, rather than economic output,
that provides “a better indication of the economic welfare of the residents of a
region”. 1940

1676.

He states “The change in a region’s real income as a result of a project or policy
(often referred to by economists as a ‘shock’) is the change in real economic output
plus the change in net external income transfers plus the change in the region’s
purchasing power”. 1941

1677.

Shareholder income is part or all of the “net external income transfer” which is why
Dr Fahrer says “The Local Region also sees a large ($4,853 million) transfer of
income out of the region – there are not many New Hope shareholders in the
region.” 1942

Figure 9-2: Table 3 from Fahrer SoE

1678.

The break down in Table 3 (reproduced as Figure 9-2 above) shows $766 million of
the $4.8 billion leaving the Local Region as staying in Queensland, 1943 about 16% of
the total share revenue. 1944 We submit that this benefit to Queensland would be
much lower if Dr Fahrer had chosen to use the best available evidence of 3%
shareholding in Queensland.

1940

Fahrer SoE, SP45 HP16 para 83.
Fahrer SoE, SP45 HP16 para 85.
1942
Fahrer SoE, SP48HP19 para 102.
1943
Fahrer SoE, SP48 HP19 Table 3.
1944
$766 million / $4853 = 15.78 %
1941
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1679.

In other words the lion’s share of the part of the real income for the project, that is
income transfers, is profits to shareholders apparently 99% outside this local region,
97% outside this state and mostly (59.7%) to Washington H Soul Pattinson in
Sydney. 1945

9.6.2.4 Coal Price
1680.

Dr Fahrer said in evidence that coal price is a key assumption for the CGE and CBA
models. For the CGE model it is a key assumption “Because it’s a determinant of the
income that is received from the mine”. 1946 Dr Fahrer agreed it is a significant driver
of income. 1947

1681.

The price New Hope will receive for their coal is a key assumption in the CGE. Dr
Fahrer stated:
The third key assumption is about the price that New Hope will receive for its coal.
New Hope provided me with a time series of expected prices over the life of the Project.
My understanding is that these prices were estimated early in 2014. These prices are in
effect a small premium (about 5 per cent) over the JFY contract price prevailing at that
time. Since then, JFY prices have fallen considerably, as have other coal prices. I
assume that the prices to be received by New Hope for New Acland Stage 3 coal have
decreased. 1948

1682.

After a request from OCAA the coal prices provided to Dr Fahrer were disclosed and
shown to be $US100 per tonne in 2017, $US102 per tonne in 2018, and $US105 per
tonne for the remaining period of the project (2019 to 2031). 1949

1683.

When Mr Williams for the Applicant was shown these figures he agreed they are
dramatically higher than the coal price and no-one is now seriously contending we
are going to have a price of $US100 in a year’s time. 1950

1684.

At the time Dr Fahrer was provided these figures, December 2015, the spot price for
Newcastle thermal coal was about $US55 per tonne. 1951

1685.

Despite this, Dr Fahrer adjusted these prices to around $US71/tonne for the life of
the project 1952 which he claimed was ‘very conservative’ 1953 or probably on the low
end. 1954

1945

Exhibit 674, Which is 42.72% owned by Brickworks Limited, per Exhibit 530, SP4, which is itself 44.23%
owned by Washington H Soul Pattinson and Company, per Exhibit 530, SP6.
1946
T12-69, Lines 13-14.
1947
T12-69, Line 27.
1948
Fahrer SoE, SP41 HP12, para 58.
1949
Confidential Exhibit 528 and Open Exhibit 754 Schedule of prices provided by New Hope to Dr Fahrer,
proven by Dr Fahrer at T12-71, Line 10.
1950
T15-92, Lines 1-9.
1951
Dr Fahrer agreed at T12-71, Lines 45-46.
1952
Fahrer SoE, Attachment B and T12-75, Line 1.
1953
Fahrer SoE, SP42 HP14, para 61.
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1686.

Dr Fahrer adjusted the figures he was given on two erroneous assumptions, that:
a) all product coal was above benchmark quality of 6000 kcal/kg NAR;
b) all product coal was sold at a price 5% above JFY prices.

Coal quality
1687.

Coal is a container of energy. Its price is largely determined by its energy content
per kilogram, measured in kcal/kg. 1955 This can be expressed as gross as received
(GAR) or net as received (NAR) where GAR is approximately NAR plus 300
kcal/kg. 1956 For example, 6000 kcal/kg NAR is approximately equivalent to 6300
kcal/kg GAR 1957 and 5500 kcal/kg NAR is equivalent to 5800 kcal/kg GAR. 1958

1688.

Mr Denney gave evidence that the coal quality was 5800 to 6300 kcal/kg 1959 but did
not initially specify whether it was GAR or NAR.

1689.

Only during oral evidence did Mr Denney reveal that it was GAR. 1960 Arithmetically
this would make the coal quality approximately 5500 to 6000 kcal/kg when
expressed at NAR. 1961

1690.

Dr Fahrer had relied on the quality of 6300 but was unaware of the NAR/GAR
distinction when comparing it as being of higher quality that IEA prices for coal at
the 6000 kcal/kg quality NAR (which is in fact of equivalent, not superior, quality to
6300 kcal/kg GAR).

1691.

Accordingly Dr Fahrer relied on his incorrect assumption that the coal was of
superior quality to the IEA benchmark to justify a premium to prices for 6000
kcal/kg NAR coal.

1692.

Dr Fahrer also applied this premium price to the entirety of the product coal from the
project.

1693.

In fact the Applicant intends to produce coal of different qualities, as explained in the
EIS:
NAC currently describes the different coal products it produces as Gold or Bronze depending
on the product quality. The gold product is the better quality coal and is predominantly sold to

1954

T12-83, Lines 21-23. Noting that under cross-examination Dr Fahrer did not maintain the ‘very
conservative’ description for 2017 but rather stated ‘the further out we go the more very conservative they
become’ at T13-5, Line 40 to T13-6 Line 4.
1955
As will be demonstrated below by the relative prices for coals of different energy contents.
1956
See Exhibit 756, SP3. It is noted that the actual conversion figure is 270 kcal/kg but we submit that the
difference between 300 kcal/kg and 270 kcal/kg is not material in these proceedings which concern coals
between 5,000 and 6,000 kcal/kg.
1957
Mr Williams agreed to this conversion at T16-3, Lines 16-19.
1958
Mr Williams also agreed this conversion was ‘close enough’ at T16-4, Lines 19-23.
1959
paragraph 85(c) of his Second Affidavit [NAC.0020 SP24].
1960
T1-76, Lines 36-37.
1961
5800 – 300 = 5500; 6300 – 300 = 6000.
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export markets. Bronze coal is a higher ash product with export markets also established by
NAC. 1962

1694.

And the following Table 3-5 is reproduced (as Figure 9-3) below:

Figure 9-3: EIS Coal Quality

1695.

In fact Mr Denney told the Court that “gold coal makes up, at the moment, about a
third of our production… And, going forward, it will make up closer to half of our
production.” 1963

1696.

It was this ‘gold’ coal that is around 6300 kcal/kg GAR, 1964 with only a small
proportion above it.

1697.

Mr Denney agreed that the other “half” would be the lower quality ‘bronze’ coal in
the following exchange:
Mr Holt: The bronze coal which you expect to come to half of it has – will be, presumably,
toward the bottom of that energy range that we were describing?
Mr Denney: Yes. 1965

1698.

The bottom end of the energy range Mr Denney was describing, what we now know
is ‘bronze’ coal, is around 5800-5900 kcal/kg GAR. 1966 Arithmetically we now know
this is around 5500-5600 kcal/kg NAR.

1699.

Dr Fahrer did not estimate a price for the lower quality coal, which will be half of the
Applicant’s production.

1700.

With half of coal production at around 6000 kcal/kg NAR and half at around 5500
kcal/kg NAR a simple average of the coal quality for the entirety of the product coal
would arithmetically be 5750 kcal/kg NAR. 1967

1701.

Rather than relying on the coal qualities provided by the Applicant through Mr
Denney, Mr Williams assumed the coal qualities for New Acland to be those report
in a 2010 publication by the Australian Coal Association Research Program. 1968
Based on that reported Mr Williams assumed the qualities of the ‘gold’ coal

1962

EHP.0021 [Exhibit 21] Volume 1.03 1401 Project Description sp19 3.5.5 Product Coal Ratings.
T1-78, lines 39-42.
1964
T1-81, lines 40-42
1965
T1-81, lines 40-42
1966
T1-76, lines 34-37; T1-77, lines 5-13; T1-79, lines 28-32.
1967
(6000 + 5500)/2 = 5750.
1968
Exhibit 756.
1963
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produced by New Acland to be slightly higher than as stated by Mr Denney. 1969 We
submit that this Court should place far greater weight on the direct evidence from the
Applicant’s employee as to the energy content of its coal rather than the assumptions
made by My Williams based on an industry publication which pre-dates the EIS.
Benchmark prices
1702.

In determining the likely price the coal from this project will sell for a number of
benchmarks and reporting indices were relied on in these proceedings, including:
a) Japanese Fiscal Year/ Japanese Power Utility - Contract Prices, at 6000 kcal/kg
NAR;
b) IEA modelled prices;
c) GlobalCoal Spot price - at 6000 kcal/kg NAR;
d) Argus API 5 - at 5500 kcal/kg NAR;
e) Index Mundi Spot prices- at 6000 kcal/kg NAR; and
f) Futures Market - at 6000 kcal/kg NAR.

1703.

It useful to consider the coal from the project by reference to these benchmarks to
assist in understanding where the coal is likely to sit relative to projected prices for
these benchmarks.

Benchmark - JFY
1704.

Dr Fahrer chose to rely on the JFY contract prices 1970 which is the highest of those
indices listed. Apparently because these were closest to the very high prices he was
given by NAC.

1705.

Dr Fahrer expressed the view that his coal price derived from the JFY “very
conservative” by comparison to the IEA. 1971 Dr Fahrer stated the IEA “Prices are for
coal with energy content of 6000 kcal/kg. The coal from the Project will on average
be around 6300 kcal/kg and so should attract a higher price than the IEA estimates,
other things being equal”. 1972

1706.

However Dr Fahrer did not know the difference between Gross As Received (GAR)
and Net As Received (NAR). 1973 He did not know that the 6300 kcal/kg for the

1969

T16-3 to T16-7.
Fahrer SoE, para 58, SP41.
1971
Fahrer SoE, para 61, SP42.
1972
Fahrer SoE, Footnote 24, page 13.
1973
T12-78, Lines 13-14.
1970
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project ‘Gold’ coal is was GAR and is essentially equivalent to 6000 NAR, as
expressed in the IEA document he refers to. 1974
1707.

He applied a premium of 5% based on the erroneous understanding that the totality
of the product coal was a higher quality than the 6000 kcal/kg NAR index.

1708.

Dr Fahrer did not know the proportions between gold and bronze coal that NAC was
planning on selling its coal at, was half and half. 1975

1709.

Once he was made aware of these facts Dr Fahrer agreed he would have expected the
half of expected production that is bronze coal towards 5800 kcal/kg GAR to sell at a
discount to the Newcastle benchmark. 1976

1710.

But instead in his report Dr Fahrer applied an erroneous 5% premium to the 2015
JFY price of $US67.80 to derive his price of around US$70 per tonne. 1977

1711.

After evidence has closed the Applicant has impermissibly sought to introduce new
evidence that JFY contract prices was agreed in 2016 at US$61.60. 1978

1712.

While this Court cannot rely on evidence that has not be made through witnesses or
given the opportunity for relevant witnesses to comment on, even if this figure is
accepted it is damning to their case.

1713.

If today Dr Fahrer was to repeat the method used to derive his US$70 price for the
life of the mine, it would be 10% lower because the current JFY contract price, his
starting point, would be 10% lower. Even then it would too high because of the
erroneous assumptions that the coal was all higher than 6000 kcal/kg NAR rather
than on average 5750 kcal/kg.

Benchmark - IEA
1714. Dr Fahrer compared his price of 5% premium on the 2015 JFY price to prices from
the IEA. 1979
1715. Tellingly the Applicant seeks to ignore Dr Fahrer starting with the JFY, because it no
longer suits its argument, and instead asserts that Dr Fahrer relied entirely on the
IEA. 1980 This revised view of Dr Fahrer’s approach does not ultimately assist their
case.
1716. Dr Fahrer relied on the IEA prices of the OECD steam coal import price, not the
price expected for coal to Asian markets as intended for the coal from this mine. Mr
Williams for the Applicant confirmed that the graph related to a different market
1974

T12-78, Lines 16-19.
T12-77, Lines 35-38.
1976
T12-78, Lines 32-41.
1977
Fahrer SoE, para 59, SP41.
1978
Paragraph 36.60(s) of the Applicant’s Submissions, SP145.
1979
Fahrer SoE, paragraph 61.
1980
See, for example, paragraphs 36.16, 36.56(a) and 36.60(o) of the Applicant’s Submissions.
1975
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from the one we are interested in. 1981 Mr Campbell gave evidence that he expected
those OECD prices to be considerably higher than the Australian Newcastle free on
board benchmark. 1982
1717. Mr Campbell observed that IEA does not forecast coal prices but rather model the
price under various scenarios.1983
1718. If they were taken to be forecasts they would be poor ones, having consistently
overestimated the coal prices for the last decade.
1719. Mr Campbell showed the equivalent graph of OECD steam coal import price from
2011 (copied below) which estimated the thermal coal price in 2016 as ranging from
approximately $US100 to $US110 under a range of scenarios, comparted with the
current Newcastle spot price. 1984

Figure 9-4: 2011 World Energy Outlook average OECD steam coal import price by scenario

1720.

The IEA’s over estimation of coal prices may in part be due to its consistent
underestimation of growth in renewable energy as shown by Professor Quiggin. 1985

1721.

It may also be due to its reliance on old data, with the 2015 WEO relying
predominantly on data from 2013, 1986 with some from 2014 where possible. 1987

1722.

Dr Fahrer also relied exclusively on the WEO rather than the more recent IEA 2015
Medium Term Coal Market Report (MTCMR), 1988 which states:

1981

T16-38, Lines 7-12.
T14-39, Lines 3-15.
1983
per quote in World Energy Outlook 2015, p35 extracted in Campbell’s CBA report OCAA.0032, SP10.
1984
Campbell’s CBA report OCAA.0032, SP11. Figure 1.
1985
Quiggin Economics Report, SP 26 Figure 6.
1986
See T12-85, Lines 44-45 and T12-86, Lines 1-10.
1987
See Mr Williams at T16-37, Lines 28-35. See also Quiggin I/O & CGE, SP26.
1988
Quiggin Economics Report, SP135.
1982
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Some sudden changes emerge in 2014
For the first time since the 1990s, global coal demand growth halted in 2014. This was the
result of a combination of some structural and temporal factors, mostly in China, where half of
global coal is used. In 2014, Chinese gross domestic product (GDP) grew 7.4%, while power
demand grew 3.8% after a decade of an almost one-to-one relationship between GDP and
electricity demand in China. 1989

1723.

When Dr Fahrer was asked “You know that’s the first year that GDP and energy use
decoupled since the boom began in China?” he replied “I believe that’s right.
Yes”. 1990

1724.

The Medium Term Coal Market Report (MTCMR) acknowledged:
Given the economic rebalancing in China and ongoing structural decline in OECD
countries, even with the continuation of growth in India and ASEAN countries, a
downward trend in global coal consumption in 2015 is likely. 1991
This year’s edition of the IEA Medium-Term Coal Market Report presents, for the first
time, a Chinese “Peak Coal” case, which explores the factors that could cause coal use in
China to enter a structural decline. 1992
…
For the first time since the Medium-Term Coal Market Report was first produced in 2011, a
“peak coal scenario” in China is probable. 1993
…
These factors explain trends to the present, but given the dramatic fall in the cost of solar
and wind generation and the stronger climate policies that are anticipated, the question is
whether coal prices will ever recover. While a price forecast is not the aim of this
publication, it is apparent that the continuous pressure from shale gas in the United States,
stronger climate policies, and especially, the overcapacity and slowdown in China all
contribute to the oversupply. This glut will be even more acute if a peak coal demand in
China becomes real. 1994
…
Most of the thermal trade growth comes from India, and this brings a great uncertainty
because demand for imports is closely interlinked with the performance of Coal India 1995

1725.

Even in relation to India, the IEA may be slow to catch up. Recent data is that India
is now declining – “coal imports to India have fallen around 30 per cent in the past
year”. 1996 Mr Williams was aware of this fact. 1997

1726.

In large measure because Coal India is massively increasing its output:

1989

Quiggin Economics Report, SP135.
T12-86, Lines 35-36.
1991
Quiggin Economics Report, SP135. Emphasis added.
1992
IEA 2015 Medium Term Outlook – Copied in Quiggin OCAA0024 SP142 last para. Emphasis added.
1993
IEA 2015 Medium Term Outlook – Copied in Quiggin OCAA0024 SP136. Emphasis added.
1994
IEA 2015 Medium Term Outlook – Copied in Quiggin OCAA0024 SP138 centre page.
1995
IEA 2015 Medium Term Outlook – Copied in Quiggin OCAA0024 SP138 second sentence.
1996
Campbell Coal Markets report OCAA.0023 SP6 last sentence.
1997
T16-48, Lines 15-16 and T16-49, Lines 25-27.
1990
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Coal India, the state-run company that is the largest coal producer in the country, plans
to double its production to 1 billion tonne by 2020. 1998
India shipped in 16.11 million tonnes of coal last month, a 28.6 percent decline
from the same month a year ago. 1999

1727.

Mr Williams agreed that the performance of Coal India “has a pretty big factor on it.
I think Coal India make 82 per cent of India’s coal production” 2000 and
acknowledged that India intends to massively expand its domestic production of
coal. 2001

Response to Applicant’s assertion on IEA
1728.

Before moving to evidence on the structural changes in global coal market one
assertion of the Applicant should be swiftly dealt with.

1729.

The Applicant asserts, without reference to the evidence, that “The OCAA experts
simply dismiss the fully considered lEA long term price forecasts used by Dr Fahrer
that actually cover the project period, and quibble over semantics in relation to
whether or not the lEA prices are appropriately referred to as a "forecast".” 2002

1730.

As shown above, the actual evidence was that Professor Quiggin and Mr Campbell
took issue with Dr Fahrer’s sole reliance on one graph from on IEA report because:
a) It was a graph relating to the European OECD market, not the Asian market
intended for coal from this project;
b) The IEA model scenarios rather than forecast prices;
c) The IEA have historically overestimated the prices of coal on all scenarios;
d) The IEA have historically underestimated the growth or renewables;
e) The IEA rely on data that is years old; and
f) The IEA have since published the MTCMR which significantly revises
downwards its outlook for coal.

1731.

Further, Dr Fahrer applies his 5% premium to the JFY/OECD prices for 6000 kcal/kg
NAR coal, when in fact New Hopes coal averages at the lower quality of 5750
kcal/kg NAR and such that average price should be discount to the benchmark for
6000 kcal/kg NAR coal. In these circumstances the Applicant simply cannot

1998

Campbell Coal Markets report OCAA.0023 SP31 second sentence.
Campbell Coal Markets report OCAA.0023 SP37 second sentence.
2000
T16-47, Lines 7-12.
2001
T16-47, Lines 17-18.
2002
Paragraph 36.17 SP125 of the Applicant’s submissions. See also paragraph 36.53 of the Applicant’s
submissions.
1999
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maintain their assertion that Dr Fahrer’s coal price assumption was
“conservative”. 2003
1732.

The dramatic and structural changes in the thermal coal market have been picked up,
not just by major banks and financial analysis, but also now the IEA itself in the
MTCMR. The Applicant seeks to distance itself from the more recent MTCMR
analysis by the IEA by suggesting it is “completely” different to the World Energy
Outlook, apparently on the basis of different forecasting periods. This distinction
falls apart once regard is had to the language of the MTCMR which is “a peak coal
scenario in China is probable” and “the question is whether it will ever recover”.
This language is unconstrained to 2020 and reflect the most current views of the IEA
that will no doubt be adopted in their next World Energy Outlook later this year.

Macquarie Wealth Management
1733.

In its publication titled “Research – Macquarie Wealth Management – Australia All
signs point down – IEA outlook sinks coal further” dated 18 December 2015 –
Macquarie Wealth Management states: 2004
The International Energy Agency (IEA), often referred to by coal producers due to its
bullish outlook, today released their Medium-Term Coal Market Report to 2020. They
have cut their total global 2020 demand for coal by 500Mtce to 5.8bn Mtce and slashed
their 5 year growth in Chinese coal demand from 2.6%pa to 0.8%pa.
…
This release marks a major pull-back from the IEA’s prior numbers, and supports our
general outlook that demand for thermal coal is in structural decline.
…
India can’t save producers either: The IEA is forecasting that India will increase its
thermal coal imports to 204Mt by 2020, a staggering 73Mt increase over their estimate
of imports for 2014. Though we certainly think India will increase production, it will
come primarily from domestic sources as Coal India looks to increase production.

Bank of America Merrill Lynch
1734.

In its publication titled, Global Energy Weekly, dated 30 November 2015, Bank of
Merrill Lynch says, under the heading “From bad to ugly for global coal”: 2005
Chinese is cutting imports and India cannot absorb it.
…
Chinese imports are contracting by a record 50 million tonnes to 85 this year. We expect
further declines by 2017.
…

2003

See, for example, paragraph 36.51(a) of the Applicant’s Submissions.
Exhibit 736, OCA.0046 (MacQuarie Research – All signs point down) SP1.
2005
Exhibit 760. OCA.0061 (BoAML Global Energy Weekly – From Bad to Ugly for Global Coal). See also the
discussion in T16-47 to T16-51.
2004
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The other major importer, India, is still expanding imports, albeit at a slowing pace, yet
India cannot save the coal market. India’s imports will likely peak at 175 million
megatonnes in 2016 and then remain flat to slightly down as domestic production gains
traction.
…
For years now, forecasters have been looking at India’s potential to possibly offset
China’s waning interest in seaborne thermal coal and thus save the global coal market.
…
India’s seaborne imports have seen a substantial acceleration since the second half of
2014, but since July, this process has reversed and imports have fallen by 14 per cent on
an annual rate.

Benchmark - historical spot prices
1735.

The historical trend of where prices have gone is a rational starting point for where
prices may go in future.

1736.

The Newcastle spot price has dropped since 2011 as shown by the graph included in
Professor Quiggin’s report and reproduced below. 2006

Figure 9-5: Coal, Australian thermal coal Monthly Price - US Dollars per Metric Ton 2007

Summary table of current estimate and future price forecasts
1737.

In evidence in chief NAC sought to introduce new evidence from Mr Williams as to
a range of price predictions.2008 The relevant table was titled “Table 2 Various Price
Forecasts – Supplement April 2016”.

1738.

These price forecasts were challenged in cross examination and the results displayed
below:

2006

Quiggin’s I/O & CGE SoE, SP22 Figure 5.
Quiggin I/O & CGE SoE, SP22, Figure 5.
2008
Exhibit 751.
2007

418

418

Table 9-1: Update of Williams Table 2 under cross-examination

1.

Wood Mackenzie
(Woodmac H2, 2015)

2015 - 2035

2.

BP Energy Outlook
(BP Energy Outlook 2035,
2015)

2035

3.

IEA (lEA WEO 2015)

2014 - 2040

4.

ACIL AIlen (Fahrer SoE,
2013
Attachment B)
Campbell

2017 - 2031
2017 - 2031

US$54 flat; 0.73 x
rate
(my
conversion)

Goldman Sachs
(The Tiger and the Dragon,
Sept 2015)

2015

US$58 to US$50;

UBS
(UBS

2015 - 2019

5.

6.

7.

Thermal
Coal
Markets, Sept 2015)

US$60 - US$92; JPU
contracts
;No price forecast
available.

- "long
term"

This is the JFY/JPU contract price
which typically sits above the spot
2009
price.
Superseded by 2016 BP Energy
2010
Outlook,
which reports ‘coal
suffers a sharp reversal in fortunes’.
Mr Williams had seen the updated
2011
report
but didn’t update the
2012
Court.

Current
Policies
US$74 to US123
New
Policies
(Central Thesis)
US$74 to US$l08
450 Case
US$74 to US$78
US$68 to US$71

Q1 2016 Update
US$49 to US$42.50
US$59 to US$89

Mr Campbell’s estimate was based
current price and by reference to
Commonwealth Treasury long term
forecast from 2014 to 2030 of
2014
Mr Williams had not
AUD$80/t,
reviewed the Australian Treasury
2015
price.
2016
Latest estimate of US$42.50
for
2017
the long term
Mr Williams accepted that UBS has
dropped its long-term thermal coal
price forecast by 33%, to $US55 per
2018
tonne.

2009

T15-76, Line 20 to T15-77, line 8.
Exhibit 752.
2011
T15-78, Lines 36-39.
2012
T15-79, Lines 1-3.
2013
Mr Williams confirmed this reference at T15085, Lines 5-6.
2014
Campbell CBA SoE, SP12.
2015
T16-27, Lines 21-24.
2016
T18-53, Line 8.
2017
T16-27, Line 37.
2018
T16-28, Line 27.
2010

419

419

8.

OCE
(OCE,
Resources
and
Energy
Quarterly,
September 2015)

2015 - 2020

9.

Macquarie Research
(Coal in a hole, Sept 2015)

2020

10.

BofA ML
(BofA ML, Global Energy
Weekly, March 2015)

11.

Morgans

12.

(http://www.fnarena.coml
index2.cfm
?type=dsp
_newsitem&n=7CCOABB6
-9EOO-2D
D50569EBOB2CDC 15B7 )
CITI (Platt's 5 Oct 2015.)

1739.

2015 - 2016

2015 - "long
term"

2015 - 2016

US$60 to US$61

- ; No price forecast
available.
In 'All signs point
down’ they use
US$48.50 in 2020.
US$57 to US$52

Superseded by December quarter
2019
report, which Mr Williams knew,
but did not update the court.
Also updated during the hearing on 8
April
2016,
projecting
prices
2020
increasing to $US56 in 2021.
Mr
Williams also did not inform the
Court that these are JFY/JPU prices,
which are typically higher than spot
2021
prices.
18 December 2015 update “All signs
point down” estimating $US48.50
2022
and
USD thermal prices in 2020
stating “India can’t save producers
2023
either”
Updated BofA ML (18 February 2016)
shows forecast Newcastle thermal
coal prices to average $47/metric
tonne in 2016 and $45/ metric tonne
2024
in 2017.

US$65

Mr Williams was unaware whether
2025
this was Morgan Stanley
or
2026
Morgans the brokers

US$56 to US$60

“For Newcastle 6,000 kcal/kg NAR
thermal coal, Citi's analysts are
forecasting an average price of
$56/mt FOB for the immediate
October/December
period, and recovering slightly to
$60/mt for the 2016 year.”

Four additional sources were suggested to Mr Williams for inclusion in his table and
summarised below:

2019

T18-53, Lines 15-16.
Exhibit 757, see discussion at T16-14, Lines 45-47.
2021
T16-16, Line 42 to T16-17, Line 9.
2022
Exhibit 736.
2023
Exhibit 736; T16-30, Line 9.
2024
T16-31.
2025
T16-31.
2026
T16-31, Line 24-27.
2020
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420

Table 9-2: Additional sources for Williams table

1.

Platts –Coal Trader

2016-2018

International December
2015 2027

Forward curve of $US45-46 for 6000 kcal/kg
NAR 2029
5 April 2016

$US49.92 was accepted by Mr Williams. 2031

New Hope provision to
Dr Fahrer

2017-2031

US$100 to US$105, 2032 Mr Williams conceded they
appear to be a bit high compared to a lot of other
forecasts. 2033

Argus Coal Daily
International 2034

5 January
2016

$US39.27 for API5, 5500 kcal NAR on 5 January
2016 2035 and forward to $US36.70 by 2017. 2036

2.

Globlal Coal Newcastle
Index (Australian
Financial Review, 7
April 2016) 2030

3.

4.

$US40.25 for Newcastle Free on Board, 20% Ash,
5500 kcal/kg NAR. 2028

1740.

Given the significant reductions in many of the prices once challenged in cross
examination 2037 we submit that this late evidence does not help this Court at all.

1741.

Under cross-examination Mr Williams explained that date of the document, April
2016, this was apparently, intended to convey the date on which he turned to the
document in to a PDF, not when he prepared it. 2038 Apparently Mr Williams did not
know the table was going to be tendered by the Applicant. 2039 Whatever subjective
intent of Mr Williams or the Applicant, the objective consequence of the decision to
present the evidence in this way was to significantly overstate the range of price
predictions for coal as at April 2016 in a document provided to this Court.

1742.

Leaving the misleading nature of the table to one side, the updated values also paint a
consistent pattern of being revised downwards where more recent forecasts were
available. It is a pattern consistent with the long-term trend since 2011 and the
structural decline in coal.

2027

Exhibit 759, OCA.0060 (Platts, Coal Trader International 30 December 2015), SP2..
See T16-23.
2029
See T16-24.
2030
Exhibit 753.
2031
T15-84, Line 46.
2032
T15-91, Lines 11-20; Mr Williams offered “They could go into this table as another forecast”.
2033
T15-91, Line 46-47.
2034
Exhibit 758.
2035
T16-20; T16-22.
2036
T16-20, Line 40.
2037
In particular, UBS, OCE and BofMLA
2038
T15-83, Lines 26-34.
2039
T16-16, lines 2-6.
2028

421

421

1743.

Under cross-examination by Mr King, Mr Williams agreed to a number of factors
that would have a downward pressure on the price of coal, all other things being
equal: 2040
a) Increasing efficiency of coal fired power stations;
b) Increasing power generation from gas; and
c) Increasing power from renewables.

1744.

The range of forecasts eventually provided and updated by Mr Williams demonstrate
that the prices provided to Dr Fahrer by New Hope are at the extreme upper end of
the range even before a discount is applied to reflect the lower quality (on average)
of the Applicant’s coal.

1745.

Dr Fahrer, sensibly adjusted those figures down, but derived a value of US$74 or
AUD$104 which is still at the upper end of the range of forecast sources provided by
Mr Williams, once they were properly updated to assist the court. Dr Fahrer also
made the erroneous assumptions that the New Hope coal was all better quality than
the Newcastle 6000 kcal/kg NAR benchmark when in fact half will be at benchmark
and half will be at what Mr Williams accepts is API5 lower quality benchmark.

1746.

Mr Campbell on the other hand uses the moderate Australian Treasury long term
forecast of AUD$80, which is at the centre of the range provided by Mr Williams for
Newcastle benchmark coal.

1747.

Once the price is further adjusted downward to account for the fact that half the coal
is lower quality (Mr Williams accepted the Argus forecast for API5 out to 2017 was
US$36.70), 2041 then the rational price is significantly lower than the optimistic
prediction of Dr Fahrer.

1748.

We have submitted above that the Applicant’s annexure to its submissions about
recent increase in thermal coal prices must be given no weight because it is not
evidence in the trial. Nonetheless, it is worth reflecting on the fact that even the
thermal coal price it annexes, at the current exchange rate of $0.75 represents an
AUD coal price of approximately $88 which would then need to be further
discounted for the coal quality issues. This is a long way short of Dr Fahrer’s
AUD$104 per tonne on which his analysis was based.

9.6.2.5 Reply to Applicant’s characterisation of OCAA’s witness on coal price
1749.

In their submissions the Applicant asserts “In relation to the coal price issue, the
experts for OCAA in their statements of evidence rely on the current spot price and
the short term forecasts of Goldman Sachs”.2042 In doing so they conveniently omit
the comparison Mr Campbell, OCAA nominated expert in coal markets, provides to

2040

T16-73.
See item 4 of Table 9-2 above.
2042
Para 36.16 of the Applicant’s Submissions. See also paragraph 36.53 of the Applicant’s submissions.
2041

422

422

the Australian Treasury long term forecast to 2030, 2043 presumably because it does
not suit its argument. It also ignores Mr Campbell’s reasoned analysis of both the
IEA 2044 and JFY prices.2045 Mr Campbell notes the Goldman Sachs price forecast as
the most recent 2046 but did not use it in his estimates. Mr Campbell did not, as the
Applicant asserts, say that Goldman Sachs as “more appropriate” or “his preferred
forecaster”. 2047 Similarly Professor Quiggin does not, as the Applicant asserts,
suggest that “a short term forecast by Goldman Sachs should be preferred over the
long term IEA projections”. 2048
1750.

Mr Campbell’s adjustment of Dr Fahrer’s report was only to test it against the actual
coal price at the time Mr Campbell wrote his report. 2049 An approach that can hardly
be considered unreasonable when Dr Fahrer relied on current exchange rates and
JFY prices, projected forward for the life of the project, in his report.

1751.

The long term nature of the Australian Treasury forecast relied on by Mr Campbell
was apparently acknowledged when the Applicant itself tendered, through Mr
Williams, Coal Markets forecast tables which acknowledge Mr Campbell’s forecast
period to 2031. 2050

1752.

Despite this knowledge of the long term forecast of the Australian Treasury the
Applicant asserts, again without any reference to evidence:
Mr Holt QC also made reference to numerous other forecasts, however, none of those forecasts
purport to predict the price of coal past 2021 (only one forecast went to 2021 with the rest
extending to 2020 only) and therefore have little relevance to the Revised Expansion
Project 2051

1753.

The Applicant later goes on to submit “No coal would be produced from ML 50232
for sale until mid-2018. On this basis, it is submitted that it is futile to place emphasis
on short term forecasts, particularly those that do not extend well past mid-2018”. 2052

1754.

As can be seen from Table 9-1 above, the forecasts Mr Holt QC made reference to
were largely the forecasts that the Applicant itself tendered in evidence through its
witness Mr Williams. It is surprising that the Applicant would seek to criticise
counsel for making reference to the Applicant’s own evidence. It is another example
of the Applicant seeking to criticise OCAA for referring to evidence and assertions
the Applicant itself has made. If the Applicant considers the forecasts to 2020 and

2043

Campbell CBA SoE, SP12.
Campbell CBA SoE, SP11.
2045
Campbell CBA SoE, SP13.
2046
Campbell CBA SoE, SP11.
2047
See paragraph 36.60(i) of the Applicant’s Submissions, SP142.
2048
See paragraph 36.78(c) of the Applicant’s Submissions, SP150. Cf section 3.3.1 of the Quiggin I/O & CGE
SoE, SP21-22, which compares the Fahrer price to the 5yr trend, the current price of US$53, futures
markets and the Goldman Sachs example.
2049
Campbell CBA SoE, SP6.
2050
Exhibit 751.
2051
Para 36.16 of the Applicant’s Submissions. See also paragraph 36.60(k) of the Applicant’s submissions,
SP142.
2052
Paragraph 36.60(l) of the Applicant’s Submissions, SP143.
2044

423

423

2021 completely irrelevant to their operations in 2018, it is curious that it sought to
tender the table relying on them through its own witness, Mr Williams.
1755.

Leaving to one side the reliance by OCAA on the long-term Treasury Forecast, the
Applicant seeks to dismiss all references to the coal price current during the hearing
of evidence in these proceedings 2053 because they do not suit its argument.

1756.

We submit that there is nothing extreme or unrealistic about relying on the actual
price of coal available during the course of the evidence particular given that it
reflects are proved and sustained long term trend.

1757.

It is entirely reasonable to test the assumptions of the economic models with the
currently available data on coal price and exchange rate. If the model fails on the
conditions which presently exist, then it can hardly be considered robust and reliable
for an unknown future. It is telling that the Applicant is unprepared to test its model
against those conditions. A model that cannot describe the present cannot possibly
hope to describe the future.

1758.

While seeking to dismiss the relevance of the coal price current during the evidence,
the Applicant seeks to impermissibly introduce the coal price after the evidence has
closed, as soon as it appears to suits the Applicant’s ends and at a point where OCAA
has no opportunity to explore and explain the reasons for a short-term price bounce.
In any event, as discussed above, the new coal price that the Applicant wants to
embrace is still dramatically less than that relied on by Dr Fahrer.

9.6.2.6 CGE Modelled 30% more coal than Stage 3 – multiply results by 80%
1759.

Dr Fahrer stated in his report “Data on key inputs for the modelling (projected
production volumes and production costs) were provided by New Hope.” 2054 He
confirmed in oral evidence that the volume of coal was provided to him by New
Hope. 2055

1760.

The production is to come from three pits Manning Vale West, Manning Vale East
and Willaroo.2056 As can been seen from Figure 2.1 from the Coordinator General’s
Report (reproduced below at Figure 9-6), 2057 Manning Vale West is entirely within
the new MLA area MLA50232. Manning Vale east and Willaroo both partially
within the existing ML50216.

2053

See, for example, 36.42 of the Applicant’s Submissions.
Fahrer SoE SP44 HP15, para 76.
2055
T12-60, Lines 31-32.
2056
Exhibit 19, EHP.0019, EIS, Volume 1, Introduction, 1.4 Revised Project Description, SP6.
2057
CG’s Report, Figure 2.1, page 2.
2054
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Figure 9-6: New Acland Stage 3 Pit Areas from CG Report

1761.

Figure 3-8 (Life of Mine Schedule) from the EIS 2058 (reproduced below at Figure
9-7) shows that Manning Vale east and Willaroo both commence within ML50216 in
FY2017-18 and extend into MLA50232 in later years. This is confirmed in the EIS
as identifying the location of the revised project:
“Figure 3–8, Figure 3–9 to Figure 3–15 identify the location of the mine pits and working areas
over the life of the revised Project in 2015, 2017, 2019, 2021, 2023, 2025 and 2029,
respectively.” 2059

2058
2059

Exhibit 21, EHP.0021, EIS, Volume 1, Chapter 3 (Project Description), Figure 3.8 in soft page 24.
Exhibit 21, EHP.0021, EIS, Volume 1, Chapter 3 (Project Description), soft page 23.

425

425

Figure 9-7: Stage 3 Mine Sequence

1762.

Table 3-4 of the EIS provides the product coal volumes for the revised Project as
follows:

426

426

1763.

As can be seen from the final row the total volume of product coal from all three pits
in the revised project is 80.4 million tonnes.

1764.

This figure of 80.4 million tonnes is consistently referenced throughout the EIS as
the total volume of production for the revised project, for example:
a) “The key components of the revised Project are: expansion of the existing
mining activities into parts of the Manning Vale and Willeroo resource areas
within MLA 50232, located to the south and west of the current MLs 50170
and 50216;… production of up to 80.4 Mtpa of product coal over the life of the
revised Project;” 2060
b) “The key components of the revised Project are: continuation of the existing
mining activities into parts of the Manning Vale and Willeroo resource areas
within MLA 50232, located to the south and west of the current MLs 50170
and 50216;… production of up to 80.4 Mtpa of product coal over the life of the
revised Project;” 2061
c) “The key elements of the New Acland Stage 3 EIS - revised Project include:
expansion of the existing mining activities by the addition of the Manning Vale
and Willeroo resource areas within MLA 50232 (presented in Figure 2-2);
production of 80.4 Mt (up to 7.5 Mtpa) of product coal over the life of the
Project from 2017 to 2029 through truck-and-shovel mining from three active
pit areas;” 2062
d) “The mine will consist of the following key components: continuation of
existing mining activities to progressively extend to parts of the Manning Vale
and Willeroo resource areas within MLA 50232, located to the south and west

2060

Exhibit 18, EHP.0018, EIS, Volume 1, Executive Summary, 2.2 Project Description, SP13.
Exhibit 19, EHP.0019, EIS, Volume 1, Introduction, 1.4 Revised Project Description, SP6.
2062
Exhibit 20, EHP.0020, EIS, Volume 1, Project Justification, SP10.
2061

427

427

of current MLs 50170 and 50216; …production of up to 80.4 Mt of product
coal over the life of the revised Project;” 2063
e) “The mine will consist of the following key components: continuation of
existing mining activities to progressively extend to parts of the Manning Vale
and Willeroo resource areas within MLA 50232, located to the south and west
of current MLs 50170 and 50216;… production of up to 80.4 Mt of product
coal over the life of the revised Project;”. 2064
1765.

This characterisation was repeated in the sworn statement of the then Chief
Operating Officer, Mr Denney, his affidavit as follows:
The Revised Expansion Project will consist of the following key components:
(a) continuation of existing mining activities to progressively extend to parts of them Manning
Vale and Willeroo resource areas within MLA 50232, located to the south and west of
current MLs 50170 and 50216;…
(c) production of up to 80.4 Mt of product coal over the life of the Revised Expansion
Project; 2065

1766.

Despite the abundance of evidence of that the total production of the revised project
was 80.4 million tonnes, it was revealed in evidence that the total volume of
production that Dr Fahrer had modelled as key assumption was 104 million
tonnes. 2066

1767.

Mr Denney confirmed that this data must have been provided by the Applicant and
Mr Denney expected it would have been run past him, given its importance. 2067

1768.

Mr Denney initially confirmed in cross examination on 13 March 2016 that the
product coal over the life of the mine was ‘up to’ 80.4 million tonnes 2068 and when
the 104 million tonnes was pointed out to Mr Denney under cross examination Mr
Denney said:
Okay. Well, there appears to be a bust in the numbers. 2069

1769.

In a subsequent exchange Mr Denney could not explain the discrepancy between his
evidence of coal volumes and those used by Dr Fahrer:
Mr Holt: Yes. A 30 per cent – appears – it appears – and I’ll ask Dr Fahrer about this - -?
Mr Denney: Sure.

2063

Exhibit 21, EHP.0021, EIS, Volume 1, Project Description, SP5.
Exhibit 100, EHP.0100, AEIS, Appendix, Revised Project Enivoronmental Management Plan, Section 2.1
Mine Development, SP19.
2065
Denney Second Affidavit, para 78, SP 21.
2066
By summing the first row in Attachment B of Fahrer SoE. Dr Fahrer said of this calculation “I think that’s
right” at T12-60, Line 47.
2067
T1-66, Lines 1-5.
2068
T1-61, Lines 9-18 and T1-62, Lines 8-9.
2069
T1-67, Lines 12-13.
2064
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428

Mr Holt: - - - I promise you; but it appears that Dr Fahrer’s modelling a project which
has something like 30 per cent more coal than the actual coal that New Hope
expects to be under the ground, if I’m right about my maths. Let’s just
assume I am?
Mr Denney: Yeah. That – that – it doesn’t ring true. And I’m sure such a fundamental
error would not have been made. There must be a simple answer to the
question, and - - Mr Holt: Well – because I’ve got to ask Dr Fahrer these questions and you won’t be
here – or you might be. I don’t know. I may not be able to ask you those
questions again. What do you reckon they might be?
Mr Denney: I don’t know, but I think there could be a mixup between ROM coal and
product coal, what the yield numbers have been used. I don’t know. The yield
numbers aren’t down there, but, yeah, it – I can’t explain it.
Mr Holt: Well, I’m going to press you a touch on that. I know I can’t go too far because
it’s not your document. My friend will get up. But stage 3 product coal
appears to be the description for that row; right?
Mr Denney: Yes.
Mr Holt: So not stage 3 ROM coal, not other product coal, but stage 3 product coal?
Mr Denney: Correct.
Mr Holt: And as you’ve already discussed, it looks to be, in terms of the product coal
numbers you would expect, a plausible ramp up, then, sitting at about seven
and a-half megatonnes a year?
Mr Denney: Yes. I agree.
Mr Holt: Right. So, on that basis, it looks like a pretty plausible explanation for the state
3 mine expansion, doesn’t it?
Mr Denney: Yes, it does.
Mr Holt: So anything else you can think of that might be an explanation for a 30 per
cent increase?
Mr Denney: No, I don’t – I can’t – I can’t give you an explanation; easy as that.” 2070

1770.

In re-examination on 23 March 2016 Mr Denney was told “You gave evidence on
Wednesday of last week in cross-examination of Mr Holt that the coal reserves in
MLA50232 allowed for extraction up to 80.4 Mt of coal, do you recall that?”

1771.

However the evidence of Mr Denney had not been restricted to MLA50232.

1772.

In re-examination Mr Denney was asked to read ‘to himself’: 2071
The revised Project involves the extension of the Mine’s operating life to approximately 2029
with the inclusion and progressive development of two new resource areas within MLA 50232.
These resource areas are termed the Manning Vale and Willeroo resource areas. The revised
Project will include mining in three new pits, namely, the Manning Vale West, Manning Vale
East and Willeroo pits. The key components of the revised Project are: continuation of the
existing mining activities to progressively extend to parts of the Manning Vale and Willeroo

2070
2071

T1-67.
T6-73 to T6-74.

429

429

resource areas within MLA 50232, located to the south and west of the current MLs 50170 and
50216… 2072
The life of mine schedule is outlined in Figure 3–8. Figure 3–9 to Figure 3–15 identify the
location of the mine pits and working areas over the life of the revised Project in 2015, 2017,
2019, 2021, 2023, 2025 and 2029, respectively. The life of mine schedule has been modified to
allow an exclusion zone around Acland, increase the buffer distance from Oakey and to avoid
disturbance of Lagoon Creek, Figure 3–16 provides the proposed conceptual final landform
including the locations of the elevated landforms (former out-of-pit spoil dumps) and the
depressed landforms (former residual voids). 2073

1773.

Mr Denney was then taken to Figure 3-8 (Life of Mine Schedule) from the EIS 2074
(copied above at Figure 9-7) and in response to targeted questioning identified that
the northern areas of the Manning Vale East and Willaroo pits are on the existing
ML50216.2075

1774.

Mr Denney was asked to read the following paragraph to himself: 2076
Mining economics have also been updated within the southern resource areas based on New
Hope Corporation’s latest prediction of long term coal prices and operating costs. This has
resulted in additional areas included within the mine design, previously not considered
economically viable. 2077

1775.

Mr Ambrose QC asked:
“So if there are only 80 million tonnes in the MLA area can you give an explanation now for
the additional tonnage modelled for the revised expansion project.” 2078

1776.

The premise of Mr Ambrose QC’s question, that ‘there are only 80 million tonnes in
the MLA’ was never established in evidence.

1777.

Mr Denney replied:
“It appears that the additional tonnage would have included those tonnage in – in the northern
end of – of both of those pits that actually sit – sit on stage 2.” 2079

1778.

With respect, it is difficult to reconcile that final observation of Mr Denney,
extracted under heavily leading re-examination, with the EIS which makes it
abundantly clear the revised project includes the commencement of those pits within
ML50216 and that the total expected volumes of those pits of 80.4 is not limited to
the MLA50232, particular see Table 3-4 reproduced above.

2072

Exhibit 19, EHP.0019, EIS, Volume 1, Introduction, 1.4 Revised Project Description, SP6.
Exhibit 21, EHP.0021, EIS, Volume 1, Chapter 3 (Project Description), soft page 23.
2074
Exhibit 21, EHP.0021, EIS, Volume 1, Chapter 3 (Project Description), Figure 3.8 in soft page 24
2075
T6-74, Lines 35-40.
2076
T6-75, Lines 9-21.
2077
Exhibit 49, EHP.0049, EIS, Volume 3, Appendix G1, Land Resources, SP12.
2078
T6-75, Lines 30-33.
2079
T6-75, Lines 30-33.
2073
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1779.

Further, it can be seen from the Figure 1-6 above of the Stage 2 EIS, that the Stage 2
proposal did not include any overlap with the pits now proposed (Manning Vale
East, Manning Vale West and Willaroo).2080

1780.

Rather than overturn the weight of evidence from the EIS and earlier affidavit of Mr
Denney, we submit that the premise of the question to Mr Denney (which was then
assumed in his answer), that there is 80.4 million tonnes on MLA50323, was simply
incorrect. The EIS should be preferred as evidence that the entirety of Stage 3 is
80.4 million tonnes. Consequently Dr Fahrer has modelled a project at 104 million
tonnes which is approximately 30% larger than is actually proposed.

1781.

However, even if the Court accepts Mr Denney’s evidence that the 104 million
tonnes modelled by Dr Fahrer includes approximately 24 million tonnes from Stage
2, this leads to the same conclusion. The Court is considering the application for
Stage 3 and should not count any benefits from Stage 2 unless it was to also count
the impacts from coal taken during Stage 2. 2081 Consequently the inclusion by Dr
Fahrer of Stage 2 coal in his assessment does not assist the Court and should be
disregarded.

1782.

Weeks after Mr Denney gave evidence Dr Fahrer stated was not aware of the 80.4mt
total when he was preparing his report 2082 but “probably read it in the transcript of
Mr Denney’s evidence”. 2083 Dr Fahrer did not however, seek to verify the scale of
the project. 2084 He did however state his understanding “from discussions with New
Hope executives” was "understanding was though that some of the numbers that –
especially in the early years were the old project which was being rolled over into the
new project and, properly so, because the stage 2 project, what remains of it, would
not go ahead if the stage 3 project is refused a licence”. 2085

1783.

In doing so Dr Fahrer does little more that restate the assertion of New Hope
executives 2086 made to him, so little weight should be placed on this hearsay. It also
contradicts the latter evidence that, far from the coal on State 2 MLs requiring Stage
3 approval, that coal is now being actively mined by West Pit prior to Stage 3
approval.

1784.

In any case it supports the view that the 104 million tonnes provided to him includes
coal approved to be mined in Stage 2 and now already being mined. It is therefore
not appropriately included in the assessment of Stage 3.

1785.

Dr Fahrer agreed that if we assume the revised project is 80.4 million tonnes then the
first approximation 2087 for the CGE model was ‘multiply everything by 0.8’. 2088 Dr

2080

Exhibit 871, TMP.0827, New Acland Coal Mine Stage 2 Expansion Project paves 2-2, Figure 2-1.
For example, the impacts of West Pit.
2082
T12-61, Lines 1-3.
2083
T12-61, Lines 5-13.
2084
T12-62, Lines 14-18.
2085
T12-62, Lines 20-25.
2086
In that instance, Mr Andre Du Preez, who did not directly give evidence in these proceedings.
2087
Dr Fahrer agreed this could also be described as ‘back of envelope’ or ‘ball park’ at T12-63, Lines 31-32.
2081
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Fahrer agreed that to sensitivity test the model for different amount of product
“wouldn’t be a problem”. 2089
9.6.2.7 No approval is sought for more than 80.4 million tonnes
1786.

Even if this court accepts the submissions of the Applicant that the 80.4mt on the
Stage 3 lease area (MLA50232) was intended to be combined with 24mt tonnes from
the existing Stage 2 lease areas (ML50216 and ML50170) as part of an ‘integrated
Stage 3 mine plan’, it is of little relevance to this court because:
a) No approval is sought or required as a matter of law for the 24mt on the
existing Stage 2 lease area; and
b) Some or all of that 24mt has been or is being mined prior to the
commencement of mining on areas where approval is require, that is the Stage
3 lease area.

1787.

Accordingly, at most, this Court is being asked to recommend approval for
MLA50232 containing 80.4mt. That is the relevant economic analysis which should
have been provided to this court and has not been.

1788.

Mr Boyd gave evidence in cross-examination that the 80.4 million tonnes referred to
in the EIS was the coal to be produced from MLA50232 once granted. 2090

1789.

Mr Boyd understood ‘Stage 3’ to mean this MLA50232 area. 2091 Once ‘Stage 3’ was
approved it would be integrated with 24 million tonnes from the existing leases
(ML50216 and ML50170) as part of an ‘integrated stage 3 mine plan’ totalling
104mt.2092

1790.

Mr Boyd agreed that some of the 24 mt that was on the existing leases “has been
(and is being) mined”. 2093

1791.

Mr Boyd agreed it was fair to say that about 5-7 mt of the 24 mt had been mined
already. 2094

1792.

Mr Boyd gave evidence that there is ‘in the order of’ 14 million tonnes, out of the
24mt, which can be mined “from today to what we say is the end of the economic
life of stage 2 without access to the stage 3 leases”. 2095 About 5 million tonnes is

2088

T12-63, Line 23-32. See also T14-2, Lines 20-25.
T13-24, Lines 41-46.
2090
Boyd Second Affidavit, para 6, SP2; T77-40, Lines 10-12.
2091
T77-40, Lines 34-39.
2092
Boyd Second Affidavit, para 5, SP2; T77-41, Lines 1-15.
2093
Boyd Second Affidavit, para 5, SP2; T77-41, Lines 30-35.
2094
T77-42, Lines 37-38.
2095
T77-42, Lines 9-10.
2089
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from West Pit, 2096 including that part of Manning Vale East that is on ML50216, 2097
which has already commenced being mined.
1793.

That leaves “three to five million tonnes, of that order” that would not be mined if
Stage 3 approval was not granted. 2098 Partly the northern end of Willeroo Pit and the
North-eastern end of Manning Vale East Pit which straddles the Stage 2 / Stage 3
lease boundary. 2099

1794.

However, practicalities aside, Mr Boyd believes that New Hope is legally entitled to
extract the entire 24 mt on existing lease, subject to any existing conditions. 2100

1795.

It is the 80.4mt on MLA50232 which Mr Boyd acknowledged required the grant of a
mining lease 2101 and amendment to the environmental authority. 2102

1796.

Mr Boyd understood 80.4 mt to be referred to in the EIS because that was what
required approval. 2103

1797.

Accordingly we submit that even on the Applicant’s evidence, the approvals this
court is being asked by the Applicant to recommend approving are at most
authorising an additional 80.4 mt. It is this amount that should have been
appropriately included in the economic assessment of the impact of the approvals,
not coal from existing leases which does not require approval and has already been
mined.

1798.

By modelling 104 mt Dr Fahrer has modelled a project that is 30% larger than what
this Court is being asked to approve. It does not assist the court with the actual
benefits of the approvals if granted.

9.6.2.8 Reply to Applicant’s submissions regarding coal tonnage
1799.

The Applicant attempts to downplay this significance of Dr Fahrer modelling the
wrong coal volumes on two basis:
a) Mr Boyd asserts that Dr Fahrer “also included the costs associated with mining
that coal in his modelling”; 2104 and
b) A new argument that Dr Fahrer had moved the mining schedule such that the
24mt which was not part of Stage 3 were in the first two years of
production. 2105

2096

T77-43, Line 12 and Line 46.
T77-43, Lines 20-29.
2098
T77-42, Lines 18-26.
2099
T77-42, Lines 28-30.
2100
T77-42, Lines 40-47.
2101
T77-44, Lines 12-13.
2102
T77-44, Lines 15-17.
2103
T77-44, Lines 22-24.
2104
Boyd Second Affidavit, paragraph 5, SP2. See also paragraph 36.27 of the Applicant’s Submissions.
2097
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1800.

Neither of these arguments detract from the fact that Dr Fahrer modelled 30% more
coal than that for which approval was sought, or that, if he had modelled the correct
amount he would multiply evening thing by about 80%.

1801.

It is telling that the applicant did not lead any of this evidence from Dr Fahrer
himself in his supplementary report of 17 June 2016 or subsequently.

1802.

The only evidence is from Mr Boyd, in his Second Affidavit from 15 July 2016,
which passively says:
It can be seen from Annexure B of Dr Fahrer's report that Dr Fahrer has also included the costs
associated with mining that coal in his modelling so that both the benefits and the costs
associated with mining that coal that was originally intended to be mined under the integrated
2106
Stage 3 mine plan have been included in Dr Fahrer's modelling.

1803.

However all the costs in Dr Fahrer’s appendix are expressed in an annual amount,
not a per tonne basis, so it cannot be seen on what tonnage those costs were based.

1804.

Dr Fahrer stated in his report “Data on key inputs for the modelling (projected
production volumes and production costs) were provided by New Hope.” 2107

1805.

As these costs were provided by New Hope, Mr Boyd could have positively asserted,
it if were true, that the costs provided to Dr Fahrer included the costs associated with
the 24 mt the Stage 2 coal which has been and is being mined. Mr Boyd did not give
that evidence but rather invites the Court to infer a conclusion from Dr Fahrer’s table
that is not open on the face of the document.

1806.

This invitation to go beyond the evidence should not be accepted.

1807.

The Applicant’s second assertion without basis arises from the Applicant’s
submissions, which invite the Court to conclude that years 2017 to 2018 of Dr
Fahrer’s Appendix are not “Stage 3 Product coal” as clearly labelled but rather are
the “Stage 2” coal from the existing MLs which has been and is being mined.

1808.

This proposition is without any evidentiary basis. The Applicant asserts, without
reference to the evidence, that the mining schedule provided to Dr Fahrer was for the
period FY2015 to FY2029. This proposition is not in evidence and should not be
accepted in circumstance where no witness is made available for cross-examination
on it.

1809.

Even if this Court were to accept these two submissions, despite the absence of
evidence to support them, they lead the Applicant nowhere. They do not provide any
basis on why this Court should place any weight on 24 mt of coal in circumstances
where, of that 24mt:
a) about 5-7 mt of which has already been mined;

2105

Paragraph 36.28 of the Applicant’s submissions.
Boyd Second Affidavit, para 5, SP2. Emphasis added.
2107
Fahrer SoE SP44 HP15, para 76.
2106
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b) ‘in the order of’ 14 mt will be mined within the economic life of Stage 2
without access to Stage 3; and
c) ‘in the order of’ 3-5 mt can be lawfully mined without the approvals this Court
is considering.
1810.

Neither of the Applicant’s submissions detracts from the fact that Dr Fahrer
modelled the economic impact of 104 mt rather than the 80.4 mt for which approval
is sought. Nor do these submissions detract from Dr Fahrer’s approximation that if
this Court wanted to conclude the actual benefits of the proposal it would need to
multiple everything by 80%.

9.6.2.9 The Exchange rate is not a ‘cushion’
1811.

Dr Fahrer asserted:
If coal prices turn out to be stronger (weaker) than the prices I have used in my analysis,
the exchange rate will be stronger (weaker), thus cushioning the effects on coal prices
measured in Australian dollars, and hence cushioning the effects on the benefits of the
Project. 2108

1812.

However he also asserted that “it has long been established that the best forecast of
an exchange rate is its current value” 2109 also agreed that exchange rate are a
“random walk”. 2110

1813.

The assumption that a low coal price would correlate with a lower exchange rate is
not even being seen in the thermal coal market at the time that Dr Fahrer gave
evidence as he agreed in the following exchange:
Mr Holt: But right now, right now, we’ve got coal prices at something around US$53 to
US$55 a tonne, right?
Dr Fahrer: Yes.
Mr Holt: And it’s in that environment that we see, for example, the Queensland
Resources Council talking about half of Queensland coal miners operating at
a cash loss?
Dr Fahrer: Yes.
Mr Holt: Right. So the exchange rate hasn’t been sufficient to cushion from lower US
dollar coal prices such as to stave off that and hold prices steady for – in
Australian dollar terms, has it?
Dr Fahrer: Apparently not. 2111

1814.

Mr Campbell’s graph (Exhibit 739) shows that there is some historical correlation
between US thermal coal price and the AUD-US exchange rate. However it does not
show a significant cushioning to the AUD price.

2108

Fahrer SoE, SP43 HP14, para 69.
Farhere SoE, SAP42, HP13, para 68.
2110
T12-81 at :Line 47.
2111
T12-96, Line 44 to T12-96 Line 6.
2109
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Figure 9-8: Exhibit 739 – Graphs of Exchange Rates – Thermal Coal

1815.

These graphs were put to Dr Fahrer followed by this exchange:
Mr Holt: And what we can see is that over time, in fact, the Australian and US dollar prices for
thermal coal have followed each other rather than the Australian dollar price being
cushioned to any significant degree by the exchange rate. That’s just what that
actually shows us. And lag doesn’t come into it when we’re looking at that time
scale. That’s right, isn’t it, Dr Fahrer?
Dr Fahrer: It shows – it shows an imperfect cushioning. What – I didn’t – I don’t think at any
point I said there was a – I said it would – did I – I think the words I used was offset
to some degree, or something like that, wasn’t it? 2112

1816.

2112
2113

The Court asked Dr Fahrer to sensitivity test his model “so that we could check it
against what was happening in world coal markets and what we’re seeing in actual
terms to be the case in a number of months’ time”. 2113 Rather than check his model
against actual coal prices and actual exchange rates Dr Fahrer instead choose some
coal prices and made some assumptions about his assumed ‘cushioning effect’
exchange rates.

T13-11.
T14-22, Lines 19-23.
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1817.

In, in his Supplementary Report dated 5 July 2016, Dr Fahrer assumes that:
a) If the coal price is US$60, the exchange rate will be 0.6867;
b) If the coal price is US$50, the exchange rate will be 0.6; and
c) If the coal price is US$40, the exchange rate will be 0.5.

1818.

Arithmetically this results in coal prices in Australian dollars of $87.37, $83.33 and
$80. 2114

1819.

Mr Campbell’s Supplementary Report dated 5 July 2016 points out that the lowest of
these coal prices is higher than the actual AUD coal price had been since September
2015.2115

1820.

Mr Campbell observed that, at the date of his report, the current coal price was
$US54.82/tonne and the current exchange rate was 0.724.2116 Arithmetically this
made the current coal price AUD$75.70, 2117 and outside the range of prices Dr
Fahrer ‘sensitivity tested’ for.

1821.

We submit that a ‘sensitivity test’ that does not have current observed facts within its
range is of no value. A model that cannot reproduce the present cannot possibly
describe the future.

1822.

Rather than using the coal price and exchange rate current at the time of his evidence
Dr Fahrer:
assumes that changes in the coal price are almost completely offset by changes in the exchange
rate. This would make sense only if Australia depended almost entirely on coal for export
income. In reality, coal accounts for about 10 per cent of total exports. 2118

1823.

Despite coal only accounting for 10 per cent of exports Dr Fahrer assumed that a
US$40 coal prices would be paired with an exchange rate of $0.50, which is outside
the extreme range of historical observations.2119

1824.

Dr Fahrer’s extreme assumptions on exchange rate are paired in a way that obscures
what may be the effect of a range of coal prices, and as a result, is of no value. 2120

1825.

It also must be reiterated that New Hope coal is, on average, lower quality than the
6000 kcal/kg NAR benchmark. Accordingly, to be realistic, Dr Fahrer needed to
sensitivity test not just for lower global price for 6000 kcal/kg NAR coal but also for

2114

The Applicant appears to agree at paragraph 36.60(g), SP156.
Campbell Supplementary SoE, SP4.
2116
Campbell Supplementary SoE, SP4.
2117
Campbell Supplementary SoE, SP5.
2118
Campbell Supplementary SoE, SP4.
2119
Campbell Supplementary SoE, SP4.
2120
Campbell Supplementary SoE, SP4.
2115
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New Hope receiving a lower prices than the global benchmark for 6000 kcal/kg NAR
coal.
9.6.2.10 Replacement coal
Replacement coal is an assumption
1826.

Dr Fahrer’s first ‘key assumption’ is that “if the Project does not go ahead, then the
presumed buyers of the coal, power stations in Japan and elsewhere in Asia who are
existing New Hope customers, and who currently purchase coal mined from the New
Acland Stage 2 Project, will instead buy the coal they need from coal mines
elsewhere in the world, including possibly other coal mines in Australia”. 2121
No Evidence brought in support of assumption

1827.

Dr Fahrer states in his report that NAC executives confirmed that his assumption was
commercially realistic. 2122 Dr Fahrer explained “as I understand the coal business, no
coal mine is ever going to start producing coal unless it has customers already signed
up”. 2123 Although he later qualified this to say “..or could be confident they could get
[contracts for the sale of coal]”. 2124 Specifically he modelled this mine on the
assumption of contracts being in place because of discussions Dr Fahrer had with
New Hope executive, 2125 however he did not think “there was any mention of long
term - the length of the contract”. 2126

1828.

Dr Fahrer stated that “– if New Hope told me well, they don’t actually have any –
any committed – any customers for this, they’re just going to build a – a new mine
and see what happens, then I would have modelled an outward shift to the supply
curve. But that’s not what they told me.” 2127
Assumption is contrary to basic microeconomics

1829.

Professor Quiggin describes basic microeconomics as follows:
The supply curve for an industry is a graph of the relationship between the market price and the
aggregate amount producers are willing to supply, under given industry conditions. A change
in the market price implies a movement along the supply curve. Any other change in industry
conditions represents a shift in the supply curve. This distinction is one of the basic points in an
introductory microeconomics text. 2128

1830.

Professor Quiggin reproduced “The standard diagrammatic illustration, found in all
economics textbooks, as follows in Figure 9-9:

2121

Fahrer SoE, SP36 HP7, para 36. See also T11-13, Lines 7-12 and T12-35, Lines 1-6.
Fahrer SoE, SP37 HP8, para 38, see also T12-36, Lines 17-20.
2123
T12-36, Lines 26-28.
2124
T12-37, Lines 5-9.
2125
T12-38, Lines 16-21.
2126
T12-37, Lines 23-25.
2127
T13-24, Lines 28-33.
2128
Quiggin, I/O & CGE, SP13.
2122
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Figure 9-9: Diagram of supply curve shift

1831.

Consistent with basic microeconomics, Dr Fahrer agreed with Dr Plant that if it a lot
of supply were restricted worldwide, the price would go up and impact on demand to
an extent. 2129

1832.

Dr Fahrer also accepted that the 60 per cent fall in coal price since 2011 was as a
result of oversupply in the market. 2130 In other words, increasing coal supply faster
than demand resulted in decline in the coal price, consistent with basic
microeconomics.

1833.

Professor Quiggin explained that, consistent with these general observations, if new
supply is added, the price would go down (as in Figure 9-9 above) and demand and
consumption would increase, all other things being equal. He represents that for the
Project in the standard diagram reproduced below at Figure 9-10.

2129
2130

T13-85,
T12-36, Lines 30-38.
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Figure 9-10: Standard microeconomics diagram of the Project

1834.

When it was put to Professor Quiggin that 7.5mt wold have little or no impact on
price, because it represents 0.67% of the seaborne thermal market, Professor Quiggin
explained as follows:
Well, .67 per cent, of course, is, as a percentage, a small amount. But if you looked at a .67 per
cent reduction in the price of coal, that’s around about 50 cents a tonne. That would cost
Australia $200 million a year. 2131

1835.

Professor Quiggin went on to explain:
what we’d need to do is multiply that by an elasticity, a number between zero and one. I mean,
I think – Dr Fahrer, I think, in his thing, refers to a number of 0.3. So you could take that $200
million I just estimated and multiply that by 0.3. You get 60 million a year. That’s significant
in the context of an evaluation. 2132

1836.

The absolute value of impact is not the point of these calculations. As Professor
Quiggin clearly states he is merely pointing out that a small percentage number does
not imply that the impact of such a change, a change of that order of magnitude, is a
small impact that can be safely disregarded. 2133

1837.

Dr Fahrer, on the other hand, would see the refusal of this project as a contraction of
supply by the Applicant and, essentially, that supply would then be replaced by
alternative suppliers who would increase their supply in order to meet the ‘shortfall’
of seven and a half million tonnes a year. 2134 Because of this assumed substitution of
supply Dr Fahrer does not model a shift outward in the supply curve. 2135

2131

T15-57, Lines 4-6.
T15-57, Lines 17-21.
2133
T15-57, Lines 12-15.
2134
T12-35, Lines 13-16.
2135
T12-35, Lines 18-22.
2132
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1838.

This assumption is built into Dr Fahrer’s economic model as a perfect substitution of
coal between New Hope and alternative suppliers. 2136 Dr Fahrer in fact models an
assumed shift in preference for coal from the rest of the world to a shift in preference
to coal from New Hope,2137 without any price signal.

1839.

This confounds two variables. Rather than modelling the Project against the counter
factual of no project (as he has done for his CBA) Dr Fahrer models the project
against its assumed perfect substitute to derive no effect on coal price or
consumption.
Even if correct – assumption leads to unmodelled consequences for Australia

1840.

In absence of any evidence of the likely source of the replacement coal the economic
model contained an important assumption about where this ‘replacement coal’ would
come from that have undisclosed consequences for the outputs of the model.

1841.

Dr Fahrer agreed that if the alternative mine supplying the replacement coal was in
Australia it would have a very substantial effect on his modelling. 2138

1842.

Dr Fahrer agreed that if all of the ‘replacement coal’ was provided by a coal mine
down the road in Queensland then the net economic impact for Queensland would be
relatively close to zero.2139 Dr Fahrer also agreed that if all the ‘replacement coal’
came from elsewhere in Australia, such as the Hunter Valley, then the economic
impact to Australia as a whole would essentially be nil.2140

1843.

The assumption Dr Fahrer actually made was that the alternative supplies would be
located in in proportion to the existing production of coal in the world. 2141 Put
another way, the coal from New Acland Stage 3 was modelled as demand “via a
preference shift by electricity consumers in the Rest of the World at the expense of
all other coal suppliers”. 2142

1844.

Dr Fahrer agreed that the model assumed that the Australia was a fairly small part of
existing production in the world. 2143

1845.

Nonetheless Dr Fahrer states “I agree that New Acland’s additional supply will be
partly offset by reduced supply from other Australian producers”. 2144

1846.

Dr Fahrer said he would have to defer to the coal market experts as to whether
Japanese coal fire power stations would in fact see Australia as the first port of call

2136

T12-35, Lines 40-42.
T13-18, Lines 10-11.
2138
T13-19, Lines 43-45.
2139
T12-39, Lines 8-28 using the term ‘benefit’ and T12-44, Lines 23-31 using the term ‘impact’.
2140
T12-39, Lines 30-35.
2141
T12-40, Lines 1-30.
2142
Fahrer SoE, SP82 HPA-12. See also T12-40, Lines 9-25.
2143
T12-41, Lines 10-13.
2144
Updated JER Economics – 09-02-16 (NAC.0032) [404] SP9 re issue 20(c).
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for alternative supply. 2145 But he did agree that if some significantly greater
proportion of coal was going to come from Australia or Queensland, then it would
reduce the outputs of the model. 2146
1847.

We submit that it is likely that any replacement sought would have similar qualities
to New Hope coal, therefore the Applicant would be likely to replace other
production in Queensland. This impact on other Queensland coal producers has not
been modelled.

1848.

Despite the importance of the assumption of replacement coal mostly being from
outside Australia, this assumption in the model was not sensitivity tested.2147

9.6.2.11 No sensitivity analysis
1849.

A large number of the parameters and assumptions relied on by Dr Fahrer are
questionable and obscure what may be the true benefits, if any from the project.

1850.

Standard economic theory is that key variable should be sensitivity tested.

1851.

OCAA submits that if the Project is to proceed with any public confidence, it would
be appropriate to sensitivity test some of the key assumptions in the CGE analysis
and CBA undertaken by Dr Fahrer, prior to commencement.
1)

First key assumption for CGE and CBA – perfect substitution of supply

1852.

Dr Fahrer refers to his first key assumption for the CGE analysis and CBA is that “to
the extent that New Hope contracts its supply of coal to the world market (because,
say, the New Acland Stage 3 Project does not receive regulatory approval), then
other producers will expand their supply by the same amount”. 2148 On this basis Dr
Fahrer does not model the approval of Stage 3 as an addition of supply affecting the
world price of coal.

1853.

In contrast Professor Quiggin has given evidence that this assumption is inconsistent
with basic microeconomics and the analysis should be redone assuming a shift in the
supply curve. 2149

1854.

We submit that remodelling the approval as a small increase in the global supply
curve, depressing coal prices slightly, would assist the public in understanding the
consequences of Dr Fahrer’s modelling assumption.

2145

T12-41, Lines 18-21; See also T12-42, Lines 23-35.
T12-42, Lines 41-44.
2147
T12-44, Line 45.
2148
NAC.0047 paragraph 37 at soft page 36.
2149
OCA.0024 soft page 13.
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2)

Third key assumption for CGE and CBA – the coal price

1855.

Dr Fahrer has assumed a coal price for all of the coal from the project to be around
$US70 for the life of the project, 2150 based on the assumption that the coal quality is
at least as good as the Newcastle high quality benchmark of 6,300 kcal/kg GAR. 2151

1856.

The spot price for 6,300 kcal/kg GAR coal during the evidence was accepted by Mr
Williams to be around $US50, and the coal market experts agree there is
considerable uncertainty as to the future of coal prices.

1857.

Mr Denney gave evidence in Court that approximately half of the product coal from
the project is expected to be around the lower quality benchmark of 5,800 kcal/kg
GAR.

1858.

Accordingly we respectfully agree with the original request of His Honour that the
CGE analysis and CBA be rerun for coal prices of $US60, $US50 and $US40
constant for the life of the Project, but discounted for the lower quality coal.
3)

Fourth key assumption for CGE and CBA – the exchange rate

1859.

Dr Fahrer’s statement of evidence provided that “The fourth key assumption is that
the $US/$A exchange rate over the life of the Project will be 0.6867, which is what it
is at the time of writing this report”. 2152

1860.

When requested by His Honour to sensitivity test the coal price, Dr Fahrer responded
that he would need to “think about what would be the appropriate corresponding
exchange rate“. 2153

1861.

Dr Fahrer earlier appeared to agree that exchange rates were a random walk. 2154

1862.

We submit that it the most appropriate sensitivity test in the circumstances is to
recalculate the models at the exchange rate prevailing at the time of the report.

1863.

The ‘sensitivity test’ undertaken by Dr Fahrer, did not test against the current
exchange rate and did not even vary the exchange rate independently of coal price so
that the magnitude of the effect can be isolated.
4)

1864.

Other important assumption for CGE and CBA – coal volumes

It has become apparent from the evidence that Dr Fahrer has modelled a project with
coal volumes of 104mt despite the Stage 3 approval sought is for a coal volume of
80.4mt.

2150

NAC.0047, paragraph 59, soft page 41.
NAC.0047, footnote 24, soft page 42, however we note that Dr Fahrer was not aware at the time of his report
that the 6300 kcal/kg reported by New Hope was GAR rather than NAR.
2152
NAC.0047, paragraph 67, soft page 42.
2153
Transcript 6 April 2016, Page 14-22 Line 5.
2154
Transcript 4 April 2016, Page 12-81 Ln44 to Page 12-82 Ln17.
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1865.

Dr Fahrer gave evidence that a first approximation of the impact of that assumption
would be to multiply everything by 0.8. 2155

1866.

We submit it would be appropriate for the public to be assisted by a more accurate
sensitivity test of the model, if it were only for the coal proposed for the Stage 3
approval, i.e. 80.4.
5)

Other important assumption for CGE – share distribution

1867.

Dr Fahrer assumed in his CGE model that approximately 20 per cent of New Hope’s
Australian shareholders live in Queensland.2156

1868.

Dr Fahrer subsequently gave evidence that he had asked for more detail but was
advised to the effect that it was not available and didn’t pursue it further. 2157

1869.

In the course of evidence in the proceedings Exhibit 674 (ShareTrak New Hope
Corporation) was tendered and Dr Fahrer agreed that it was something like what he
wanted.2158

1870.

Now that more detailed information is available we submit it would assist the
decision maker for Dr Fahrer to be given the opportunity to adjust his analysis in
light of the best available information.

1871.

Accordingly, if the project is recommended for approval it should be on the basis of
a condition requiring the economic model to be sensitivity tested to for its core
assumptions so that the public can have confidence in the resilience of its estimates.

9.6.3 Issues with the Cost Benefit Analysis
9.6.3.1 Global scope obscures local impacts
1872.

The CBA is modelled at a global level. It models aggregate benefits but does not
identify how those costs and benefits are distributed. 2159

1873.

In the CBA JER Dr Fahrer agrees “Area of agreement – the global scope of the CBA
means that it does not present a result of change in economic welfare for the
Queensland community.” 2160

1874.

The summary of the results of the global are in Table 2 of the Fahrer SoE,
reproduced below.

2155

Transcript 4 April 2016, Page 12-63 Ln26.
NAC.0047, paragraph 97, soft page 48.
2157
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2158
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1875.

It can be seen that approximately $3-4 billion of the ‘benefits’ of the project are
‘consumer surplus’ (CS).

1876.

In the context of this project, consumer surplus is the benefit to the owners of coal
fired power stations, predominantly in South-east Asia, receiving coal from this
project. 2161

1877.

The $4.4 billion benefit (at Dr Fahrer’s preferred discount rate of 2.5%) to power
stations was included on the basis that the cost benefit was conducted at a global
level. 2162 However, the Applicant has never made the case for why decision makers
in Queensland under two Queensland Acts should put any weight on the financial
benefits to owners of power stations outside its jurisdiction. The best they are able to
argue is that the MRA Criteria and EPA Criteria do not expressly prohibit assessment
of benefits outside of Queensland. 2163

1878.

Dr Fahrer accepts that “The question still arises whether only the welfare of people
living in Queensland should count in a CBA of a Project that takes place in
Queensland. The Draft NSW Guidelines state that only the benefits and costs
attributable to NSW should count in a CBA of a NSW-based project.” 2164

1879.

Nonetheless Dr Fahrer simply states “I conclude that, in terms of economic analysis,
all the benefits and costs of a Project should count in the CBA. There should be no
truncation based on geographic boundaries.”2165

2161

T13-29, Lines 20-24.
T13-30, Lines 13-15.
2163
Paragraph 36.56(c) of the Applicant’s Submissions.
2164
Fahrer SoE, SP59 HP30, para 161-162.
2165
Fahrer SoE, SP59 HP30, para 166.
21622162
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1880.

Dr Fahrer’s view is that any distributional inequities can be dealt with through
compensation 2166 and taxes. 2167

1881.

Mr Campbell’s opinion is that, if the economic analysis is global it should not just
aggregate at a global level, but disaggregate at (at least) a Queensland level to
provide information relevant to Queensland decision makers. 2168

1882.

Dr Fahrer mischievously describes this as a “pick-and-mix” of the appropriate scope
of the CBA2169 but misses the point that, regardless of the scope, the analysis should
provide information at the relevant scale for the decision maker. 2170

1883.

We submit that this Court should place most weight on the impacts to the local area
and to Queensland. To the extent these impacts can be disaggregated from the model
they are negative, which explains why the Applicant has not attempted the task.

9.6.3.2 Consistency with guidelines
1884.

Mr Campbell’s view is that “Dr Fahrer’s approach to CBA is contrary to government
guidelines, standard practice and fails to provide much useful information to decision
makers”. 2171

1885.

When asked what guideline Dr Fahrer is contrary to, Mr Campbell explained “the
Queensland and New South Wales government guidelines place a clear emphasis on
state-level analysis”. 2172

1886.

When asked to identify the section in the Queensland guideline Mr Campbell
identified the paragraph that said “for Queensland Government projects the
appropriate special area would be the state of Queensland”. 2173

1887.

Mr Campbell was then asked how Dr Fahrer “contravened” that guideline, and Mr
Campbell clearly answered:
“So he hasn’t provided a net – net benefit figure, he hasn’t compared the costs and
benefits of the project to Queensland. He hasn’t calculated royalties flowing to the
Queensland government. I mean, that’s the primary financial benefit of the project, to
the Queensland Government, and he hasn’t calculated it. I’ll leave it to you lawyers to
assess whether or not in a legal sense a guideline has been contravened, but, here, it’s
saying – what I take out of it as a non-lawyer, as an economist, is, generally, we want
state-level cost-benefit analysis, and Dr Fahrer and I have agreed that he hasn’t provided
that…. And – I mean, just to continue, almost exactly the same situation exists in New
South Wales, where there’s a strong preference for state-level analysis, and in the
Ashton case in the Hunter Valley, in which both Dr Fahrer and I appeared and he did

2166

See, for example, Fahrer SoE, SP62 HP33, para 185, and SP5 para 5.1(cc).
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2168
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exactly the same thing with his cost-benefit analysis, and her Honour Judge Payne [sic],
in her judgment, said that it was regrettable – and I remember that word distinctly –
regrettable that Dr Fahrer had not complied with New South Wales guidelines. So the
re’s two guidelines that – I admit I’m not a lawyer, and so maybe, legally, he hasn’t
breached any guidelines. As an economist, I think he’s breached at least two, and I think
the national handbook has also been in front of the court: I’d argued he’s breached that
as well. Maybe breach is a – is a wrong word to use in a legal context, but I don’t think
Dr Fahrer comes anywhere near complying with these state-level guidelines, and her
Honour Judge Payne certainly agrees with me on that.” 2174

1888.

Mr Campbell is not a lawyer and makes it clear that he is not using the term “breach”
in a legal sense of a legal duty to comply. OCAA does not contend that the
Applicant was legally required to comply with the Queensland Government Project
Assurance Guidelines.2175

1889.

Those guidelines do however demonstrate that Mr Campbell’s view that a Cost
Benefit Analysis in Queensland involving a public resource, such as coal, 2176 should
consider the impacts at a State level, is not an unusual or unreasonable position to
take.

1890.

We submit that in approving a project in Queensland under two Queensland Acts this
Court should put considerable weight on the benefits to Queensland and little if any
weight on benefits that accrue outside its jurisdiction, outside its control and outside
the scope of the approval being considered, to owners of coal fired power stations
overseas.

9.6.3.3 Most of the benefit is to owners of coal fired power stations in Asia
1891.

Dr Fahrer includes consumer surplus as a benefit “because it is (the sum of) the
difference between what buyers are willing to pay for each unit of the good that they
buy (as represented by the demand function) and what they actually pay”. 2177 Mr
Campbell agrees with that description, describing it as “the difference between what
customers of New Hope might be willing to pay and what they actually pay at the
price in [Dr Fahrer’s] assessment.” 2178

1892.

In the CBA JER Dr Fahrer agrees “most consumer surplus from this project would
accrue to owners of coal-fired power stations in Asia.” 2179

1893.

Mr Campbell explains consumer surplus as a theoretical benefit to Asian power
stations which is not measured but assumed. If the buyers of coal are unwilling to
pay above the market price, which may be reasonably assumed, then there will be no
consumer surplus.2180

2174

T14-73, Lines 37-44.
Contrary to paragraph 36.56 of the Applicant’s submissions.
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1894.

The example Mr Campbell gives is that he bought breakfast for $16, he may have
been willing to pay more if he was hungry but he did not really know, it was very
difficult to measure what his consumer surplus may be. Mr Campbell explains:
So there’s a lot of measurement problems with it, which is why – and particularly with a
commodity that’s fairly uniform over a long period of time – I think it’s very unlikely
that buyers will pay far over – would be willing to pay far over the market price.
2181
There’s very few studies of this. It’s very difficult to measure.

1895.

Given the theoretical nature of consumer surplus Mr Campbell finds it surprising that
Dr Fahrer provides no working to support the value of $3.9 billion in consumer
surplus assumed for the CBA. 2182

1896.

Mr Campbell explains that this is the reason consumer surplus is excluded under
some state guidelines regarding State Projects, such as those for Queensland and
New South Wales NSW. 2183

1897.

Mr Campbell concludes that:
If any consumer surplus from the project does exist, it accrues to New Acland’s
customers, coal-fired power stations in Asia. In my opinion, theoretical benefits to
Asian coal-fired power producers are of limited relevance to Queensland’s decision
makers and community. 2184

1898.

Dr Fahrer acknowledges “for completeness, in keeping with the NSW Guidelines
which exclude CS, I also estimate net benefits without CS.” 2185

1899.

Dr Fahrer asserts that “advice from the Australian Government’s Department of
Finance and Administration, which states that consumer surplus is a benefit to be
counted”. 2186

1900.

However he could not point to that requirement in the document under cross
examination, the highest he could put it was that the guidelines he used were “silent
on the question of where you draw the geographic boundaries”. 2187

1901.

Nothing in the Queensland, NSW or Commonwealth guidelines require this Court to
place any weight on benefits outside its jurisdiction and outside Australia.

9.6.3.4 Conclusion on consumer surplus and reply to the Applicant
1902.

Dr Fahrer agreed that consumer surplus, estimated at $3.9 billion, is the benefit to
coal fired power stations in Asia. Mr Campbell’s opinion, as discussed above, these
benefits should be ignored because:

2181
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a) They are theoretical not measured;
b) Have not been demonstrated to exist by any working;
c) Are of limited relevance to Queensland decision makers and community.
1903.

As will be discussed below, Mr Cambell also considers that if a global scope is to
drawn for the model to include benefits to owners of Asian power-stations, it should
also note the $11 billion in damage caused by those power-stations in burning the
coal, according to externality price Dr Fahrer applies to greenhouse gas emissions.

1904.

In contrast the Applicant seeks to assert, without any reference to the evidence, that:
Mr Campbell's main reason for contending that consumer surplus that accrues to
overseas interests (being foreign power stations) should not be counted in the CBA for
the Revised Expansion Project is that the burning of the coal will create GHG emissions
which is contrary to Mr Campbell's position on climate change. 2188

1905.

This is not a proposition the Applicant provides evidence for and is not made out.

1906.

It was clear when that proposition was put to Mr Campbell in cross examination, that
Mr Campbell’s reason was:
in my opinion, the scope of the CBA should have been limited to benefits to
Queensland, or perhaps to Australia. I – in my opinion, decision-makers in Australia or
in Queensland making decisions about projects that impact Queensland’s citizens and
dig up Queensland’s resources should be primarily concerned about costs and benefits
that accrue to Queenslanders…. Because I’m primarily concerned with Australian or
Queensland’s benefits, I’m not very interested in saving this to Japanese power station
owners. So, you know, in some ways I think – so that’s why I’ve largely ignored the
issue of consumer surplus as Dr Fahrer has estimated it. 2189

1907.

The Applicant may be confusing that position with the further point Mr Campbell
makes that if the decision maker wishes to take into account the $3.9 billion in
theoretical benefits to owners of Asian power stations, it should also note the $11
billion in global damages produced by those power stations in burning the coal. Mr
Campbell put it this way:
I think that’s a great example of exactly what I’m talking about, of when you do
economic assessment you come across this amazing situation where a huge part of the
benefits of this project, at least according to Dr Fahrer, are savings to Japanese or Thai
or something, you know, generally Asian coal-fired power station owners. And so
maybe he does want to include that in the bottom line of his cost-benefit analysis. Okay.
But I think it’s useful to say to a decision-maker we’ve got a national – and I’m not sure
about Queensland, but certainly New South Wales state policy to address climate
change. And if this project is delivering billions of dollars worth of benefit to some of
the key causes of climate change in a – and they do that in a way that in general in
practice doesn’t account for climate and environmental damage, I think it’s absolutely
the obligation of a good economist to say, well, here’s what’s going on my CBA, but,

2188

Paragraph 36.17 of the Applicant’s Submissions. See also paragraph 36.56(i) of the Applicant’s submissions,
SP138.
2189
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you know, here’s the key nugget of information: by billions of dollars of benefits are
largely accruing to somebody who you might not be interested in who is undertaking a
practice that is potentially inflicting $11 billion worth of damage on society. I think
that’s a pretty important thing to put in your analysis. 2190

1908.

This point is more about the scope of the CBA that consumer surplus per se.

1909.

In contrast the Applicant provides no evidence or argument to demonstrate why this
Court should put any weight on the benefits to owners of coal fired power stations far
outside its jurisdiction.

9.6.4 CBA uses inconsistent assumptions to CGE
1910.

The CBA was prepared on inconsistent assumptions to the CGE, about the real
world.

1911.

Although Dr Fahrer thought the mine would substitute other coal and described it as
a key assumption for both models, he conceded that there were different ‘without
project’ scenarios for the CGE and CBA. 2191

1912.

The CBA did not apply the same assumption that if the coal is not mined here it will
be mined somewhere else. 2192 In reality CBAs are always done against the counterfactual of no project. 2193

1913.

Dr Fahrer’s argued that comparing project A and project B not being logical because
if they are both positive they should both proceed. 2194 However this argument did not
meet the assumption of the CGE model head on, which is that the demand for coal
will be met from either one coal mine or another such that the same amount of coal
will be burnt. The assumption of the CGE is not that both coal mine could proceed,
producing twice the emissions. Accordingly if Dr Fahrer were to be consistent he
would either assess, as per the CGE, against the counter factual of an equivalent
sized project or, as per the CBA, against no project.

1914.

Dr Fahrer gets himself caught up in the logical inconsistencies he has created when,
despite purportedly assessing assessing the CBA on the counter-factual of no project,
he relies on an alternative project being crowded out by the emissions from this
project to assert there would be no additional emissions, and therefore no $11bn in
externality damage caused by them. 2195

1915.

We submit that Dr Fahrer cannot have it both ways. If this project does not proceed
then either:

2190
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a) An equivalent amount of coal will be produced from an alternative project or
projects such that no different amount of coal is burnt, as he has done for the
CGE analysis, and therefore there is no additional benefit to those owners of
power stations; or
b) There is no alterative project, as he assumes for his CBA, and therefore no
replacement of the emissions from this project.
1916.

Dr Fahrer asserted that Deloitte Access Economics report for Mt Owen used the
same assumptions as him, however he was not able to point to an explicit reference
for this, only the close association of two lines in one graph. 2196

9.6.5 CBA is highly sensitive to coal prices and is negative on current prices if consumer
surplus is excluded
1917.

Dr Fahrer agreed with Mr Ambrose QC that the price of coal and costs of production
“are important determinants of – of the benefits and – and the costs”. 2197 He also
agreed with Mr Holt QC that this CBA is sensitive to the price of coal. 2198

1918.

Dr Fahrer conducted a sensitivity analysis in respect of coal prices and found that the
coal price would have to be below A$52 for the costs to outweigh the benefits.

1919.

However this sensitivity analysis included the $4.4 billion ‘consumer surplus’ benefit
to coal-fired power stations in South-east Asia. 2199

1920.

Mr Campbell effectively re-did Dr Fahrer’s sensitivity test without the consumer
surplus. 2200 And found that for the project’s benefits to outweigh its costs, excluding
consumer, it requires a coal price of $AUD77.53 per tonne. 2201 Dr Fahrer did not
dispute the accuracy of this calculation. 2202

1921.

The coal price at the time Mr Campbell prepared his report was $AUD71.03, 2203
making the CBA negative on prices during these proceedings if consumer surplus is
excluded. Dr Fahrer accepted this in the following exchange:
Mr Holt: In other words, once we take consumer surplus in the form of benefits to the
owners of coal-fired power stations overseas out of the equation, at current coal
prices your CBA would give a negative result?
Dr Fahrer: But I don’t think current coal prices are the appropriate prices. So - - Mr Holt: Is the answer to my question, nonetheless, “Yes”?
Dr Fahrer: Yes. Arithmetically, yes.

2204
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1922.

Dr Fahrer later confirmed “if we exclude consumer surplus, which is a third of the
benefits, and if we assume a low price, then we get a negative – a negative
number.” 2205

1923.

Even assuming 100% of the coal sold at the high quality benchmark spot prices, the
CBA would be negative on prices at the time Dr Fahrer gave his evidence, excluding
consumer surplus.

9.6.6 CBA is sensitive to coal volumes and modelled on higher volumes than the project
1924.

Once consumer surplus is excluded the economic benefits of the project become
negative, or close to it, on current prices as Mr Campbell demonstrated.

1925.

This makes the question of whether benefits are net positive or net negative much
more sensitive to externality costs. Many of these costs, including groundwater,
noise and dust, were discussed above, but not the largest externality, which is the
cost of climate change from the burning of the coal.

9.6.6.1 Largest externality cost excluded by choice of scope
1926.

Dr Fahrer agreed that carbon pollution is the classic unpriced externality. 2206

1927.

Dr Fahrer accepted and applied a social cost of greenhouse case emissions (that is a
cost borne by the community but not reflected in costs of burning) of $71.62 per
tonne of carbon dioxide. 2207

1928.

He applied this to Scope 1 and 2 emissions but not Scope 3. 2208

1929.

Mr Campbell calculates the total social cost of the Scope 3 emissions from the
project, using Dr Fahrer’s cost of $71.62 per tonne, at $11.9 billion in present day
value. 2209 Dr Fahrer did not dispute that calculation, 2210 but did not think it
appropriate to include Scope 3 emissions within the Scope of his model.

1930.

This unpriced externality is larger than the net benefits of the project with or without
consumer surplus.2211 Mr Campbell estimates that the environmental costs of the
emissions from the burning of coal would be greater than the value of the electricity
produced.2212 This leads Mr Campbell to conclude as follows:

2204
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These are broad estimates that demonstrate a simple point – coal fired electricity is, or
soon will be, economically unviable in most of the world if cost estimates such as those
used by Dr Fahrer are accurate.
Such calculations are not part of a formal CBA, but provide important information to
decision makers and the community. Dr Fahrer’s decision not to provide such analysis
2213
is inappropriate in my view.

1931.

These estimates support the statement the Mr Campbell made earlier in the joint
report:
The carbon costs used by Dr Fahrer suggest that the costs of producing and consuming a
tonne of coal far outweigh its benefits. The economic logic of this and its potential
impact on policy and coal markets and therefore this project, should be discussed. 2214

1932.

Mr Campbell never put it more highly than that this is an issue that should be
identified, discussed and considered by decision makers. It is the wicked problem in
relation to any pricing of the coal to electricity value chain. Mr Campbell did not, as
Dr Fahrer asserts, say that the cost of the burning of coal should be necessarily
included in the CBA of the mine. 2215 On the contrary Mr Campbell acknowledged
they were not part of the formal CBA but rather were of such magnitude and
consequence that they should be brought to the attention of the decision maker.

1933.

Dr Fahrer made a modelling choice to draw the boundaries of the model at a point
which includes the benefits to owners of coal fired power stations in south-east asia
(ie consumer surplus) but excluded the $11.9 billion in unpriced costs to the global
environment from burning the coal.

1934.

To avoid the consequences of these boundary issues we submit that this court should
put little, if any, weight on the costs and benefits that accrue outside its jurisdiction,
including unpriced carbon pollution impacts (to the extent they fall outside of
Queensland) and benefits to coal fired power station owners in Asia.

9.7

Reply to miscellaneous criticisms of the Applicant

9.7.1 Onus is not on the objectors to undertake modelling
1935.

The Applicant repeatedly criticises OCAA’s economic witnesses on the basis that
they did not do their own modelling. 2216

1936.

As discussed in the statutory context above, the objectors do not bear a legal onus in
these proceedings. It is for the court to be satisfied on the statutory criteria.

1937.

There is also no rule in law or logic which prohibits expert economists pointing out
deficiencies in an economic model unless they have constructed an alternative
model.

2213
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1938.

It would was be an unreasonable impost on objectors to ‘the people’s court’ to expect
them to match the economic modelling capabilities of the applicant in circumstances
where they:
a) would not have access to much of the data available to the Applicant, certainly
not before the proceedings commenced and perhaps not after depending on
what disclosure is ordered;
b) do not have the financial resources of the Applicant; 2217 and
c) have limited time compared to the 7 years the Applicant has been preparing its
various EIS documents.

1939.

As Professor Quiggin responded, when it was put to him that he had not undertaken a
CGE model, “It’s a major exercise which is not within the scope of the resources
available to me, no”. 2218

1940.

In any case, when it was put to Mr Campbell by Mr Ambrose QC that he hadn’t done
a cost-benefit analysis, Mr Campbell demonstrated that in some ways he has. 2219
After going through the elements in his table and commentary in his report Mr
Campbell firmly concludes:
So, yes, I have conducted a cost-benefit analysis of this project at current benchmark coal
prices and it comes back negative. 2220

9.7.2 Conclusions flow from reasoning, reasons do not flow from conclusions
1941.

The Applicants did not challenge the expertise of Mr Campbell or Professor Quiggin
as economists.

1942.

Professor Quiggin was clearly the most qualified economist in these proceedings,
with over 30 years’ experience, holding the most prestigious fellowship, and placed
among the top 5% economists in the world.

1943.

It was also no secret that their expert economic analysis had led them to
independently conclude that generally the costs of coal mining to society outweigh
the benefits.2221 They have both contributed that economic expert perspective to the
broader public policy debate.

1944.

The reasonableness of these global positions were not challenged by the Applicant,
and are not relevant to the task of this Court in assessing the impacts of this mine
against the statutory criteria.

2217

OCAA held approximately $5,844 and could not afford the standard rates of experts: see Ashman Affidavit,
para 16 - 21; Professor Quiggin appeared pro-bono in these proceedings – Quiggin I/O & CGE SoE, SP3.
2218
T15-60, Lines 39-40.
2219
T14-63, Lines 26-46.
2220
T14-63, Lines 44-46.
2221
For example taking into account the $11 billion in damage that would result from the burning of coal from
this mine, as Dr Fahrer accepted in using a cost of $71/tonne for emissions.
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1945.

Despite failing to demonstrate any relevance of those public comments, or any
disconnect between their rational economic analysis and the conclusions drawn, the
Applicant seeks to impugn the character of OCAA’s witnesses, apparently on the
basis that their public positions 2222 are “anti-mining” or “anti-development” in some
philosophical or ideological sense rather than a conclusion within their area of
expertise. These claims are, as is typical for the Applicant’s submissions,
unreferenced to any of the evidence.

1946.

The Applicant could not, point to any fault in the reasoning of Professor Quiggin or
Mr Campbell or any view held for other than the most rational economic reasons.
This is a classic case of playing the person and not the ball.

1947.

The Applicants submissions appear to rest on the assumption that climate change
does not exist or cause damage such that any reference to it in relation to burning
damaging coal is an ideological rather than factual position. This puts the Applicant
at odds with its own witness Dr Fahrer who estimated the externality cost, that is the
unpriced costs imposed on third parties by market failure, 2223 at $71.62 per tonne,
clearly a damaging cost to third parties.

1948.

It also puts the Applicant at odds the IEA which, entirely consistently with the
reasoning of Professor Quiggin and Mr Campbell, states “carbon dioxide (CO2)
reduction is imperative”. 2224

1949.

Worse still, the Applicants appear to assert some racist motivation on the part of Mr
Campbell, saying he “displayed an obvious contempt of "Asian" coal fired power
stations”.2225 It is an extraordinary allegation to be made expert witness who has
given their time to assist the Court, in circumstances where the allegation was not
even made to the witness directly in the witness box, so that he could have an
opportunity to respond. It is a submission which should properly be withdrawn
immediately and, in any event, disregarded by this Court.

1950.

Name-calling by the Applicant does not assist the Court in considering the evidence
against the statutory criteria.

1951.

If the Applicant were able to argue the points against it on the evidence alone, it
would do so. As it cannot, it is forced to argue ad hominem – and by doing so it
diminishes its own position.

9.7.3 The role of this court is not to set broader policy
1952.

We have set out the role of this Court within the Statutory Framework in great detail
above.

2222

See, for example, para 36.13 of the Applicant’s submissions.
Fahrer SoE, para 181, SP62.
2224
Campbell Coal Markets SoE, SP8.
2225
Paragraph 36.45 of the Applicant’s submissions.
2223
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1953.

It is not, and never has been – nor could it be, the case that OCAA seeks this court to
set policy. It seeks a recommendation on the evidence against the statutory criteria in
respect of the proposal before it.

1954.

Despite this, the Applicant sought to cross examine Mr Campbell at length 2226
regarding a Frequently Asked Question section of his employer’s website regarding a
public policy proposal for a moratorium on new coal mines.

1955.

It is not a document or a proposal that had been relied upon at any previous point in
the proceedings. 2227

1956.

It was a document that Mr Campbell had not worked on much directly himself but he
recognized as the work of his office. 2228

1957.

Mr Campbell was asked by Mr Ambrose QC to explain the hypothetical
consequences of a moratorium on coal for new investors, in particular “What
investors are you talking about here in this last paragraph?”. 2229 Mr Campbell
responded to that hypothetical policy scenario as follows:
All sorts of investors. Investors in renewable energy; investors in the coal industry;
investors in all parts of the energy industry. If you’re – if you’re considering buying the
New Acland Mine and, you know, if his Honour endorses this proposal and a
moratorium on new coal mines even just in Australia is adopted and you’re thinking of
buying the New Acland Mine, you realise that you have another 15 years of coal supply
with less competition given to you which I think provides certainty for investors in the
coal industry. And, yes, it would provide certainty – again, might not be a great – is
there ever certainty? It’s probably a philosophical point. Does it provide certainty of
some degree for investors in renewable energy? I mean, it certainly sends a strong
signal that renewable energy will increase and coal will decrease. So, yes, I suppose it
does provide some certainty for investors in renewable energy, in coal, and probably in
all sorts of other ways that I haven’t thought about yet. 2230

1958.

Mr Campbell is clearly responding to the hypothetical that was put to him and
replied on the basis that: 1) this court endorses this mine proposal; and 2) a
moratorium is adopted. Despite these plain facts the Applicant attempts to assert that
Mr Campbell is “suggesting here that, the Court should be considering in this case,
whether to endorse a proposal for a moratorium on new coal mines or expansions of
existing coal mines”. 2231

1959.

That is not a conclusion that is reasonably open on Mr Campbell’s evidence. In
explaining the FAQ section of his employers’ website, not once did Mr Campbell or
OCAA suggest that this was a position which was open for this Court to take.

2226

T15-6 to T15-11.
Other than obliquely by Dr Fahrer in Fahrer SoE, para 48, SP40.
2228
T15-6, Lines 11-13.
2229
T15-10, Lines 30-39.
2230
T15-10, Line 39 to T15-11, Line 4. Emphasis added.
2231
Paragraph 36.49 of the Applicant’s Submissions.
2227
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1960.

2232

Importantly, Mr Campbell also made it clear in re-examination that none of the
analysis he performed of the break-even prices of the mine, in his Table 1,
incorporated externality cost of emissions or any global moratorium on coal. 2232

T15-16.
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10

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

10.1 Summary
1961.

It is common ground that analysis in the EIS, which estimated agricultural loss at
approximately $30 million in perpetuity, is inadequate to meaningfully assess the
project’s economic impact on agricultural production.

1962.

It was also common ground that the Acland district falls within the 1.5% of
Queensland that is arable with rainfall above 600-odd millimetres. The mine and
surrounds is also listed by the Queensland government as strategic cropping land
(meaning land that is, or is likely to be, highly suitable for cropping).

1963.

The objectors with an intimate knowledge of the local area within the mine and
surrounds attested to it productive capacity.

1964.

The impacts of the Project on the land are three fold:
a) 457 ha of strategic cropping land that is to be mine voids will be permanently
lost to production. Temporarily securing an equivalent area during the term of
the lease, as required by the coordinator general conditions, does not create
additional strategic cropping land and cannot be consider an offset to the loss.
b) A further 923ha of strategic cropping land within the mining lease area will be
destroyed. Only 50% of the land that was cropping has to be return to
marginal cropping and only 50% of the land that was grazing, has to be
returned to grazing.
c) A further 20,000 ha of strategic cropping land surrounding the mine will be put
at risk by permanent groundwater impacts (based on the current extent of the
modelled 1m drawdown contour).
This risk is of significant concern to the neighbouring objectors, who
attested to significant dependence on groundwater for their substantial
agricultural enterprises. See Annexure D.
The failings of the groundwater modelling described above gives little
confidence in the likely magnitude and extent of ground water impacts.
Dr Perkins valued the present value of impacts within the drawdown
area at $137.93 million, and accepted the impact was significant at the
local scale.
A $137.93 impact shared by some of the objectors within the 1m
drawdown contour in these proceeding should be significant concern to
this Court that is not ameliorated by arbitrary comparison to the scale
of the Toowoomba region.
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Considering the failings of make good agreement process identified in
the full submissions, the Court cannot have confidence these impacts
will be internalised to the Applicant.
1965.

Considering what this Court has heard regarding the reliability of estimated impacts
on groundwater, and the lack of confidence surrounding landholders have in the
make good agreement process to compensate those impacts, this Court should
consider the potential external cost of this mine of $137.93 million on surrounding
landholders as significant impact on those farmers, militating against approval of this
project as an appropriate use of this land.

10.2 Areas of agreement
1966.

No witness supported the calculations of the present value of loss of agriculture, in
perpetuity, from the Revised Project presented in the AEIS of about $30 million in
March 2014 dollars.2233 The lowest estimate provided by Mr Perkins was $46.36
million, in present value at the high discount rate of 7%. 2234 We submit that this is
the lowest value of impact open to this court to find, in terms of agricultural loss.

1967.

It was not contested that the 437.5 ha of strategic cropping land that would be
converted to voids 2235 would end up being rendered useless in terms of
agriculture, 2236 they “will generate no future revenue” to in the words of Mr
Perkins.2237

1968.

It was agreed between the Agricultural Economics Experts that the further 923.5ha of
strategic cropping land converted to grazing 2238 within the mine lease area, with only
50% of the cropping land required to be restored to ‘marginal’ cropping land.

1969.

It was also agreed between the Agricultural Economics Experts that “the statement
that Agriculture brings $155 billion to the Australian economy and creates 1.6
million jobs is based on input/output modelling which is no longer accepted as
valid”. 2239

1970.

The dispute centred on the broader impacts of the project on the area surrounding the
mine, predominantly from impacts on groundwater.

2233

AEIS, Chapter 5, Section 5-1, EHP.092, Exhibit 92, SP129, Table 5.1.11-M.
T17-67, line 35 to T17-68 line 9.
2235
AEIS, Chapter 5, Section 5-1, EHP.092, Exhibit 92, SP129, Table 5.1.11-N.
2236
T17-66, lines 25-34; T17-67, lines 1-2.
2237
T17-70, line 2.
2238
AEIS, Chapter 5, Section 5-1, EHP.092, Exhibit 92, SP129, Table 5.1.11-M.
2239
Agricultural JER, SP5, para 2.6.
2234
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10.3 Impacts within proposed mine lease area
1971.

The impacts within the proposed mining lease area, excluding the voids, (totalling
923.5 ha) was assessed by Dr Perkins on the basis of it going from strategic cropping
land to being returned to low value grazing. 2240

1972.

The CG’s imposed conditions, only require “at least 50 per cent of the total area of
disturbed land originally meeting or exceeding the criteria for either class 3 grazing
land or class 4 cropping land, still meet or exceed those classifications”. 2241 That is
how Mr Perkins understands those conditions.2242

1973.

The class system is defined in the Revised Stage 3 EIS as follows: 2243
Class 1 - Suitable land with negligible limitations and is highly productive requiring only
simple management practices;
Class 2 - Suitable land with minor limitations which either reduce production or require
more than simple management practices to sustain the use;
Class 3 - Suitable land with moderate limitations which is moderately suited to a proposed
use but which requires significant inputs to ensure sustainable use;
Class 4 - Marginal land with severe limitations which make it doubtful whether the inputs
required to achieve and maintain production outweigh the benefits in the long term; and
Class 5 - Unsuitable land with extreme limitations that precludes its use.

1974.

Mr Perkins agreed that the CG condition for rehabilitation of disturbed land can be
complied with by returning just 50% of the land to ‘class 3’ grazing land which is
“[s]uitable land with moderate limitations which is moderately suited to a proposed
use but which requires significant inputs to ensure sustainable use”. 2244

1975.

For cropping land, the Applicant could comply with the CG condition 7 by returning
50% to ‘class 4’ which is “[m]arginal land with severe limitations which make it
doubtful whether the inputs required to achieve and maintain production outweigh
the benefits in the long term”. That is how Mr Perkins understands the condition. 2245

1976.

This court should put little weight on the stated ambition of the Applicant to return
land to the same high value strategic cropping land prior to disturbance as this is not
required by the conditions of approval and has not be demonstrated to be feasible on
this site.

10.4 Agricultural production values put at risk by groundwater drawdown
1977.

The experts agreed with OCAA’s issue that, in so far as it deals with the analysis in
section 5.1.11.5 of the Additional Information to the EIS, “no value is attributed to

2240

T17-70, lines 4 -27.
EHP.0016, SP170, condition 7.
2242
T17-71, lines 16-21.
2243
Revised Stage 3 EIS, Volume 1, Chapter 4 (Land Resources), EHP.0022, SP46-47.
2244
T17-72, lines 33-39.
2245
T17-72, lines 27-30.
2241
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the loss of production on strategic cropping land or other agricultural land in the
surrounding area, outside of the direct mining operations footprint, as a result of
groundwater drawdown”. 2246
1978.

Separate calculations were prepared by the experts with differing outcomes in terms
of impacts of groundwater drawdown outside of the direct mining footprint.

1979.

Whether or not there is an impact is a matter for the groundwater experts. 2247 Mr
Perkins agreed that “any conclusions that are drawn based on that drawdown are
obviously subject to the validity and veracity of the outputs of that model”. 2248 As
has been demonstrated above there, are grave uncertainties as to the reliability of the
magnitude and extent of expected drawdown from the mine.

1980.

As demonstrated by Annexure D, a large number of objectors have significant and
valuable agricultural enterprises within the predicted 1m drawdown that are highly
dependent on groundwater.

1981.

For the purposed of the assessment of Agricultural Economic impacts the experts
assumed that the area within the 1m drawdown zone of the Walloon Coal Measures
is permanently impacted from the perspective of a drawdown of groundwater and
mitigation measures to be implemented for the Revised Expansion Project are not
implemented

1982.

The area of strategic cropping land within the predicted 1m drawdown was attached
to Professor Quiggin’s Agricultural Economic SoE 2249 and is reproduced below.

2246

Agricultural JER, SP2, para 2.1(a).
Agricultural JER, SP2, para 2.2(a).
2248
T17-67, Lines 30-31.
2249
Quiggin Agricultural Economics SoE, Attachment C, SP97.
2247
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Figure 10-1: Strategic cropping land within the predicted 1m drawdown
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10.5 Quiggin estimates $843.42 million in agricultural productivity put at risk
1983.

Professor Quiggin calculates the potential loss from agricultural productivity within
the 22,249 ha drawdown area 2250 at $843.42 million in present day values, at a 2.5%
discount rate. 2251

1984.

This figure compared assumed the ongoing productivity would be zero, however
Professor Quiggin conceded in examination in chief that, after consulting further
with hydrologists, he was incorrect to assume groundwater drawdown would affect
rainfed agriculture in this region. 2252 Professor Quiggin’s reasonable concession
underscores his reliability as a witness.

10.6 Dr Fahrer’s use of market values is inconsistent with the approach to the mine
1985.

Dr Fahrer made the same assumption as Professor Quiggin in estimating the potential
impact of groundwater loss on surrounding farms, that approximately “22000
hectares of farmland will become completely worthless immediately the Project
begins operations in FY2017”. 2253

1986.

However Dr Fahrer applies a very different methodology to calculate the extent of
that impact. He assumes the current market value of the land to be the present value
of all future agricultural production, estimates the market value from a the Oakey
real estate website at $6000 and multiplies it by the 22,000 ha rendered worthless to
derive the estimated potential impact of $132 million. 2254

1987.

However this approach for estimating the value of agricultural production is
inconsistent with the manner in which he valued the production from the mine.

1988.

As Professor Quiggin puts it “Dr Fahrer assumes that the market value of land is
equal to the discounted present value of the flow of net production from the
land”. 2255

1989.

This approach, in effect, assumes a substantially higher discount rate than the 2.5%
Dr Fahrer preferred 2256 in his evaluation of the production from the mine.

1990.

Therefore a comparison between the benefits of the mine calculated by Dr Fahrer, at
his preferred discount rate of 2.5%, 2257 with the agricultural losses calculated at a
substantially higher discount rate, is not comparing “apples with apples”. 2258

2250

Assuming that the area within the 1m drawdown zone of the Walloon Coal Measures is permanently
impacted from the perspective of a drawdown of groundwater and mitigation measures to be implemented
for the Revised Expansion Project are not implemented.
2251
Quiggin Agricultural SoE, SP7.
2252
T17-27, lines 9-17.
2253
Fahrer SoE, SP66, para 218.
2254
Fahrer SoE, SP66, para 218, noting that the report contained a calculation error by using $8000 to derive
$176 million, this was acknowledged as an error under cross examination by Mr King with the correct
calculation being $132 million, at T14-11, line 45 to T14-12, line 4.
2255
Quiggin Agricultural Economics SoE, SP7.
2256
Fahrer SoE, SP61, para 179.
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1991.

To make a fair comparison either:
a) the mine should be valued in the same way as Dr Fahrer has done for
agricultural land, that is by present market value, which would put the upper
bound estimate of the value of the mine at $1.1 billion rather than the over $6
billion estimated by Dr Fahrer using a 2.5% discount rate; 2259 or
b) assessment of agricultural losses should be by applying the same discount rate
of 2.5% to future income streams, as Professor Quiggin has done, giving a
potential loss of $843.42 million in present day values.

1992.

As Dr Fahrer’s ‘market value’ approach was based on values he obtained from the
Oakey Real Estate website 2260 that were unable to be verified or replicated, 2261 we
submit the later approach of Professor Quiggins assessment of lost agricultural
production is to be preferred.

10.7 Mr Perkins estimates $137.93 million potential loss to agricultural production
1993.

The main difference between Mr Perkins and Professor Quiggin’s estimates is the
effect on rainfed cropping. 2262

1994.

Mr Perkins considers rainfed cropping within the 1m drawdown area to be
unaffected. Professor Quiggin considers that the drawdown of groundwater may
affect water available to root zone of plants.

1995.

Based on Mr Perkins assumptions he estimates the present value of loss, in 2014
dollars, at $137.93 at a 2.5% discount rate or $49.26 million at a 7% discount
rate. 2263

1996.

Mr Perkins acknowledged “I am not qualified to give an opinion on the appropriate
discount rate” 2264 and deferred to Dr Fahrer and Professor Quiggin in terms of the
appropriate discount rate. 2265

1997.

Accordingly we submit that Mr Perkins’ estimate calculated at the 2.5% discount rate
preferred by Dr Fahrer and Professor Quiggin is to be given greater weight.

1998.

Accordingly, depending on the effect of the assumed drawdown on rainfed cropping,
the present values of loss in agricultural production is either $843.42 million on
Professor Quiggin’s assumptions or $137.93 million on Mr Perkins’ assumptions.

2257

Fahrer SoE, SP61, para 179.
Quiggin Agricultural Economics SoE, SP8.
2259
Quiggin Agricultural Economics SoE, SP8.
2260
Fahrer SoE, SP66, para 218.
2261
Quiggin Agricultural Economics SoE, SP8.
2262
See, for example, T17-63, lines 23-36.
2263
Perkins Supplementarly SoE, SP4, Table 3.
2264
Perkins SoE, SP6, para 3.22.
2265
Perkins Supplementarly SoE, SP2, Table 2, note 13.1. See also T16-78, lines 14-16.
2258
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Either way it is a substantial loss of in agricultural production for those locally
affected farmers.
1999.

However Mr Perkins asserted that his “present value calculations are not relevant,
because in isolation there is no measure as to their significance”. 2266 His preferred
approach was to take annual ongoing loss, which he calculates at $3.38 million, and
compare them to the value of agricultural production in the Toowoomba region of
$663.9m to conclude that the losses are not significant. 2267

2000.

Of course, at a sufficiently large scale any impact of fixed quantity can be rendered
into insignificance, so the choice of scale is of critical importance.

2001.

When asked why he decided that the appropriate comparison was with the
Toowoomba Council Regional area, Mr Perkins replied:
I was looking for – I was looking for a statistical area where I could obtain reliable data for the
same time period to be able to make a comparison – to be able to make a regional comparison.
And that Toowoomba Regional Council was the nearest subset of data that I could obtain for
June 2011 to get a comparative estimate of what the gross value production was. 2268

2002.

However when Mr Holt QC asked “if we think about it not with the denominator of
the Toowoomba region, this activity – that is the mining of this land – will have,
won’t it, a significant impact on this area of Queensland strategic cropping area?”,
Mr Perkins agreed “That’s right. At a local level”. 2269 He later confirmed “That’s
right. As I said before, at a local level, the impacts are significant.” 2270

2003.

It is clear that the potential loss of agricultural production from 22,249 ha of strategic
cropping land is significant at a local scale.

2004.

Only 923 ha of that affected area is within the mining lease application, leaving
approximately 21,326 ha of losses of strategic cropping land outside the mining lease
and, as can be seen from Attachment C to Professor Quiggin’s report, relevantly
affecting significant parts of the properties of:
a) Noel Wieck (level 2 objector);
b) Grant Wieck (level 1 objector);
c) Max Scholefield (level 1 objector and OCAA member);
d) Frank and Lynn Ashman (level 1 objector and OCAA members);
e) Sid Plant (level 2 objector);

2266

Perkins SoE, SP6, para 3.23.
Perkins SoE, SP7, para 3.23.
2268
T17-81, line 13-18.
2269
T17-83, lines 28-31.
2270
T17-86, lines 19-20.
2267
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f) Merilyn Plant (level 2 objector);
g) Tanya Plant (level 2 objector);
h) Steve Ward (level 2 objector); and
i) Angela Mason (level 2 objector).
2005.

We submit that the observation that the losses in agricultural production is not
significant at a regional scale, even if correct, is cold comfort to the objectors in these
proceed who own properties in the potentially affected area. 2271

2006.

But assessing significance by reference to some unspecified threshold percentage the
total agricultural production of the Toowoomba Regional Council area is a test
designed to fail because very few, if any, single projects could consume a large
percentage of the agricultural production of entire Council area. Mr Perkins could
not even specify the threshold level in terms of area 2272 or percentage 2273 at which the
impact on agricultural production would be significant.

2007.

We submit that Mr Perkins’ comparison of the loss to a regional scale is of little
assistance to this Court because it is a test designed to fail and bares no relationship
to the statutory criteria.

2008.

This court, in our respectful submission, should consider the objections, and whether
the project is an appropriate use of the land.

2009.

This project puts at risk strategic cropping land worth $137 million in present terms
on their own experts estimation. This includes impacts on the substantial agricultural
production of objectors in these proceedings.

10.8 Any discount rate devalues sustainable production
2010.

Discounting is a method commonly applied by economists to reduce the valued of
future income on the basis that income received sooner can be invested (the time
value of money) and the future is uncertain.

2011.

While discounting at a rate greater than zero makes perfect sense for investment,
such as the share market, it is at odds with considering the most appropriate use of
the land, and intergenerational equity. 2274

2012.

This was illustrated by Dr Fahrer’s responses to the questions from the Court. 2275

2271

See Annexure D for summary of potential impacts on agricultural enterprise.
T17-86, lines 27-32.
2273
T17-86, lines 34-41.
2274
See, for example, Fahrer SoE, para 168, SP60.
2275
T14-24 to T14-25.
2272
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2013.

Leaving discounting to one side. If the revenue from the mine is $750 million per
year over 12 years it would equal $9 billion. If the revenue that would be lost from
agriculture from the mine proceeding was $21 million it would equal the revenue
gained from mining in approximately 430 years. If the revenue lost from agriculture
was $3 million per annum it would equal the revenue from mining in approximately
3,000 years.

2014.

Without discounting the sustainable revenue stream from agriculture over the infinite
future would arithmetically be infinite, and therefore greater than the revenue that
could be extracted over the short term from mining at the expense of that agricultural
production.

2015.

This approach would favour maintaining and enhancing the productive and option
values of the land, even if comparatively low, consistent with the principle of
intergenerational equity discussed in more detail below.

2016.

It is an approach that seems particularly appropriate for land that produces the
necessities of life such as the food product from this strategic cropping area.

2017.

However once even a small discount rate of 2.5% is used to devalue the future, short
term exploitation is favoured, placing the economic concept at odds with some of the
broader principles this Court it to consider.

10.9 Externality value of food productions uncounted
2018.

We submit that economics is only one lens through which to view whether this is an
appropriate use of the land. This Court is not restricted either expressly or by
implication from the MRA or EPA to confine its assessment of the loss of strategic
cropping land to its monetary value. On the contrary the court must consider
intergenerational equity which is at odds with the discount rate, or time value of
money, typically applied in economic analysis.

2019.

Intergenerational equity considerations are discussed more fully below.

2020.

Going beyond the purely monetary value of agricultural production, there are values
that have not been accounted for in Mr Perkins’ assessment.

2021.

Professor Quiggin gave evidence that in so far as it deals with the analysis in section
5.1.11.5 of the Additional Information to the EIS:
inadequate account is taken of the fact that the market prices for food production that the mine
would displace do not accurately reflect the social value of these commodities. The production
of food contributes to reductions in world hunger and has an ethical value that is not
necessarily captured in market prices. The values of the broader Australian community in these
respects are not considered in the analysis. 2276

2276

Agricultural JER, SP6, para 3.1(a)-(b). See also T17-43, lines 31-39.
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10.9.1 Comparisons of areas of SCL to administrative areas are of little assistance
2022.

Mr Perkins points to the small area of strategic cropping land relative to the total area
of the Toowoomba Regional Council to conclude “[f]rom a production perspective
the area that is impacted is not significant within the region”. 2277

2023.

With respect, this is not comparing apples with apples.

2024.

The Court heard that the Acland district falls within the 1.5% of Queensland that is
arable with rainfall above 600-odd millimetres.2278

2025.

Any absolute loss of such high quality land is significant and the Court is not assisted
by arbitrary comparisons to local government administrative areas.

10.10 Unrelated rises in agricultural productivity do not ameliorate impacts of mine
2026.

Mr Perkins points to the increase in productivity in Australian Agriculture from
1977/78 to 2001/02 to assert that the lost agricultural production do to the
disturbance of SCL is ameliorated by increased productivity elsewhere. 2279 Mr
Perkins agreed that the increase in agricultural productivity would not be
consequence of the mine but would occur in the background regardless of whether
this mining project goes ahead. 2280

2027.

Professor Quiggin rejects this assessment stating: “I do not believe it is appropriate to
offset the damage caused by the project by taking account of unrelated benefits from
general technological progress”.2281

2028.

We submit that the impact this court is to assess is the impact of this mine relative to
a no mine scenario and is not assisted by the unrelated trend of increased
productivity.

10.11 Value in the restoration of farming land from cessation of mining uncounted
2029.

Under cross examination from Dr Standley, Professor Quiggin agreed that land that
has already been lost from production was not taken into account in the assessment
of impacts. 2282 However, to the extent that it could be restored to production if Stage
3 didn’t go ahead, it would be correct to take into account that potential benefit of
refusing the EA and ML applications. 2283

2277

Agricultural JER, S6, para 3.1(c).
T35-30, lines 35-46.
2279
Agricultural JER, SP6-7, para 3.2.
2280
T17-69, line 25-29.
2281
Agricultural JER, SP7, para 3.2(b).
2282
T17-45, lines 25-28.
2283
T17-45, lines 29-42.
2278
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11

INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY

11.1 Legal requirement to consider intergenerational equity
2030.

As discussed above in respect of the statutory tests,2284 this Court must consider the
principle of intergenerational equity, defined as:
The present generation should ensure that the health, diversity and productivity of the
environment is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future generations. 2285

2031.

President MacDonald in the Adani Case cited from the judgment of Preston CJ in
Telstra which applied the same definition from the IGAE 2286 as applicable under the
EPA standard criteria.

2032.

Preston CJ further considered the principle and identified three fundamental
principles underpinning the principle of intergenerational equity in an extra-curial
article (footnotes omitted): 2287
5.2 Fundamental Principles of Intergenerational Equity
There are three fundamental principles which form the basis of intergenerational equity, and
hence are integral to sustainable development. First, the “conservation of options” principle
requires each generation to conserve the diversity of the natural and cultural resource base in
order to ensure that options are available to future generations for solving their problems and
satisfying their needs. Second, the “conservation of quality” principle holds that each
generation must maintain the quality of the earth such that it is passed on in no worse condition
than it was received. Third, the “conservation of access” principle provides that each
generation should give its members “equitable rights of access to the legacy of past generations
and should conserve this access for future generations”. These principles have been explored
and expanded upon by Edith Brown Weiss, and may be summarised as follows:
(i) Conservation of options
This principle rests on the premise that diversity contributes to robustness. It is argued that
while diversity may lead to change in the biological population, biodiverse ecosystems will
remain robust. Thus, destructive activities such as clearcutting tropical trees, developing crop
monocultures and exhausting non-renewable resources such as oil must be avoided to ensure
that future generations have a diverse natural and cultural resource base comparable to the
status quo. Future generations are more likely to survive, attain their goals and be capable of
solving problems that may arise if they have a variety of options available.
(ii) Conservation of quality
This principle requires that the present generation leave the quality of the natural and cultural
environments in at least the same condition as they were received. It is foreseeable that the
environment will change, and trade-offs may be inevitable. For example, using non-renewable
natural resources and causing some pollution may be permissible provided higher levels of
capital and knowledge are passed on to future generations to find substitutes and solutions.
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(iii) Conservation of access
This principle holds that the present generation should have a reasonable and equitable right of
access to the natural and cultural resources of the earth. Provided the present generation
upholds its duties to the future generations, each member of the present generation ought to be
entitled to the resources that would improve their own economic and social well-being. In this
way, this principle of intergenerational equity encompasses the concept of intragenerational
equity.

2033.

These principles were cited by Pain J in Gray v The Minister for Planning and Ors
[2006] NSWLEC 720 at [119], in applying the principle of intergenerational equity
under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) (EP&AA). 2288
The EP&AA includes in its objects at s 5(a)(vii) the encouragement of ecologically
sustainable development (“ESD”). Under s 4 of the EP&AA, ESD has the same
meaning as in s 6(2) of the Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991
which is in identical terms to the definition in the EPA cited above. 2289 Her Honour
also noted that the decision maker in that case must act in the public interest and
“[f]ollowing the decision of Telstra v Hornsby Shire Council [2006] NSWLEC 133;
(2006) 146 LGERA 10, consideration of the public interest means that the principles
of ESD must be considered by a decision-maker”. 2290 Public interest is also a
requirement for this court to consider under both the MRA 2291 and EPA.2292

2034.

Further consideration was given to the principle of intergenerational equity under the
IGAE by Preston CJ in Taralga Landscape Guardians Inc v Minister for Planning
and RES Southern Cross Pty Ltd, 2293 as follows:
“The principles of sustainable development are central to any decision-making process
concerning the development of new energy resources. One of the key principles underlying the
notion of sustainable development is the concept of intergenerational equity. Intergenerational
equity is premised on the idea that “the present generation should ensure that the health,
diversity and productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of
future generations”: Australian Government, 1992 Intergovernmental Agreement on the
Environment at 3.5.2. The definition of conservation provided by the World Conservation
Strategy in 1980 also sums up the purpose of intergenerational equity:
The management of human use of the biosphere so that it may yield the greatest
sustainable benefit to present generations whilst maintaining its potential to meet the
needs and aspirations of future generations.”: IUCN, UNEP and WWF, World
Conservation Strategy: Living Resource Conservation for Sustainable Development
(Gland, Switzerland: 1980), s 1(4).
The attainment of intergenerational equity in the production of energy involves meeting at
least two requirements. The first requirement is that the mining of and the subsequent use in
the production of energy of finite, fossil fuel resources need to be sustainable. Sustainability
refers not only to the exploitation and use of the resource (including rational and prudent use
and the elimination of waste) but also to the environment in which the exploitation and use
takes place and which may be affected. The objective is not only to extend the life of the finite
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resources and the benefits yielded by exploitation and use of the resources to future
generations, but also to maintain the environment, including the ecological processes on which
life depends, for the benefit of future generations. The second requirement is, as far as is
practicable, to increasingly substitute energy sources that result in less greenhouse gas
emissions for energy sources that result in more greenhouse gas emissions, thereby reducing
the cumulative and long-term effects caused by anthropogenic climate change. In this way, the
present generation reduces the adverse consequences for future generations.”

2035.

For the Applicant, soil expert Mr Thompson offered the following under cross
examination from Mr Wieck: 2294
Mr Wieck: Yeah. Okay. We get to a point now that I’ve – where I’ve got often in this hearing
that – the intergenerational equity principle. Now, what do you understand by that?
Mr Thompson: The intergenerational equity principle has been around since the 1970s. It,
basically, is one of those motherhood principles that – that suggests that we should
try and hand the assets that we do have, that we’re responsible for, that I’m
responsible for, on to the new generation that’s – that comes after me. I’ve not
seen it defined in any better way than what I’ve just said.

2036.

While Mr Thompson’s characterisation captures some elements of the definition,
particularly passing assets to future generations, it misses many elements of the legal
definition which is a matter of law for this court to consider.

2037.

We submit that s 191(g) of the EPA provide that this court must consider the
‘standard criteria’ which includes, by definition, 2295 the principle of intergenerational
equity “as set out in the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment”. 2296

2038.

Accordingly this Court must consider the principle that:
The present generation should ensure that the health, diversity and productivity of the
environment is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future generations.

11.2 Objector grounds and evidence on intergenerational equity
2039.

Ground (d) of OCAA’s EA Submission, 2297 which was converted to an objection, 2298
is as follows:
“Approval of the application and construction of the mine expansion would be contrary to
intergenerational equity, which is a principle of environmental policy as set out in the
Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment and, therefore, part of the standard criteria
for the decision.”

2040.

Without regard to the legal definitions many objectors had a felt sense of the
principle of intergenerational equity, having themselves been the beneficiaries of
custodians that went before them.
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2041.

In addition, many of the lay witnesses in this case expressed concern about the
proposed mine preventing farmers from passing their farms on to their children or
grandchildren, as demonstrated by the following examples.

11.2.1 David Vonhoff
2042.

David Vonhoff, who has been on his present farm for 32 years, 2299 gave evidence
that “[m]y family have been farmers for four generations. My father and
grandparents were farmers in the local area around Crows Nest (from around the
early 1920s) and Oakey (from around the late 1950s)”. 2300 Like numerous others in
the area, he voiced his deep concern that the mining of coal in the area is a short-term
gain with negative long-term consequences. 2301

2043.

He, along with a number of other witnesses in these proceedings, had hopes to hand
the running of his farming operations down to his son. 2302 While Mr Vonhoff states
in his evidence that “I’ve been having discussions with my son, Clinton, and we’re
sort of in the process of working out a succession plan”, 2303 he remains pessimistic
about his sons future on the farm and feels disappointed that he may not be able to
pass it down to him should the Stage 3 project be approved due to the uncertainties
of the impacts on their farming enterprise. 2304

2044.

Mr Vonhoff believes that there will also be a “negative impact on food production in
the future, with future generations less able to securely find food”. He, along with
many others, believe that the “area is prime agricultural land and to allow for the
Stage 3 development to go ahead would be detrimental to the long-term viability of
such high quality land”. 2305

11.2.2 Max Scholefield
2045.

Max Scholefield believes that the proposed development will have a negative impact
on his children and his grandchildren. Stating that:
This land could and would have sustained many and varied small, medium and large
agricultural enterprises, supplying produce to burgeoning farmers markets in Toowoomba and
produce for the world from the Brisbane West Airport only [located] a few kilometres
away. 2306

2046.

Under cross-examination Mr Scholefield agreed that one of the biggest problems
with NAC and their proposed Stage 3 expansion was their lack of long-term vision
for the future of the area. 2307 He believes that the company will not be able to
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produce agricultural land that is capable for people living off the land as they have
for the past 165 years. 2308
11.2.3 Noel Wieck
2047.

As mentioned previously, Mr Noel Wieck’s farming property has been in their
family since 1921, with the Wieck family conducting a dairy farming enterprise on
Chelmonte continuously for 94 years. 2309 With Noel’s vast experience in farming
within the district, he believes that the land impacted by the mine is the best
agricultural land in the area, therefore resulting in a definite impact on future
generations.2310 He goes further and emphasises that “[t]he mine will remove the
productive heart from the district and transform it into one big grass paddock
between Oakey and Rosalie Plains”.2311

2048.

Mr Noel Wieck states that:
I might be getting to the end of my working life, and some might say I can move out and move
away, but my grandson is nine years old now and we would want nothing more than to pass
the property on to him as he is keen to look after the place.
I do the best I can so that it makes it worthwhile for him to carry on. That is why we are
putting 100% into our business now because the place has been good to us for nearly 100
years, I want it to be the same for another 100 years. This is an excellent property and you
don’t walk away from a place like this is a hurry! There’s no question. 2312

2049.

He to, is of the view that the project is one of short-term greed for long-term pain for
future generations,2313 and stated during his evidence that “future generations have to
wear the consequences” and that “[i]t’s going to cost us – future generations, for ever
more”. 2314

11.2.4 Desley Spies
2050.

Ms Desley Spies, a level 1 objector, and her husband Kevin have lived in the district
their whole lives, and have lived on their farm “Lutton” for 38 years. 2315 They have 3
adult children and 9 grandchildren. 2316 Desley was born and raised in the district,
with her maternal family having been in the district for 85 years and paternal family
having been in the nearby Goombungee district for over 100 years. 2317
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2051.

When put to her during cross-examination, Mrs Spies agreed with the evidence of Mr
Thompson that the land in the district comprises amongst the top 1.5 per cent of
agricultural land in Queensland.2318

2052.

She is also very apprehensive about the loss of strategic cropping land in the district
and believes it is not just a concern for her and her husband, but also for future
generations.2319 Mrs Spies expands on her concerns during her cross-examination:
For the future, I think it’s – probably the main concerns are more for the future generations
because if there’s no farming land left for them and – if the underground water supply goes,
the farming land is worthless for anything because you can’t do anything without water. And
it’s probably more a worry for future generations than it is for people of my age. 2320

2053.

When asked about her concerns in relation to the uncertainty surrounding the loss of
groundwater at her property, Mrs Spies stated that while her children are not on the
property at present, there will always remain the possibility that one of them could
come home and hopes that their property could be continued as a farming property.
She claims that it would be devastating to lose the water. 2321

11.2.5 John Cook
2054.

Mr John Cook believes that:
The New Acland Mine will also prevent many farmers from handing down their
family properties and businesses to their children, and cause significant displacement.
Succession planning for families will be impossible as properties are purchased by
New Acland Mine and will forever be lost to the families. 2322

2055.

He is concerned that agricultural land and any food from the area may be
contaminated by the Stage 3 mine expansion and affect the future productivity and
use of the land.2323

11.2.6 Simon Wieck
2056.

Mr Simon Wieck states:
I do not believe this good land deserves to be dug up and permanently ruined. I have observed this good
1and being cultivated since I was a child. The most economic activity and the best looking crops seem to
2324
fall quite neatly within where NAC are proposing to put their pit for the Stage 3 expansion.

2057.

In regards to his farming business he states:
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I am proud of what we do and I hope that we can be custodians of our land in order to pass it onto our
kids. Sonya and I would like to provide an avenue to our children if they too wish to become fanners. If
2325
Stage 3 proceeds, these plans for the future may not be feasible.

2058.

Under cross-examination from Mr King, Mr Simon Wieck was asked whether he
would like to continue farming in the district on his current farm, Mr Wieck
provides:
Mr Wieck: We certainly have our – our plans for how we’d like to shape it into the future. Probably like
everybody in the area, we – we like to earn some money and then reinvest it into projects in
the enterprise to make it better.
Mr King: And in investing that, you’d be hoping that one day you’d be passing something on that was of
even greater productive capacity to your children, who could, if they so chose, go and farm it
or could realise the value of it?
Mr Wieck: Absolutely. I – I have that privilege now with a – with a young family that – yeah, if my son
decides that he wants to be a farmer, that I can give him that option.
Mr King: And in – and in your view, all of that stands threatened if the expansion of New Acland is
approved?
Mr Wieck: If we have significant issues with our groundwater and we’re trying to water cattle, we have
2326
significant issues.

11.2.7 Plant Family
2059.

As mentioned previously, the Plants have had their family farm Samarai in their
family for over 60 years with their family farming in the area for 7-8 generations,
since approximately 1860 (over 150 years). 2327

2060.

Mr Sid Plant states that:
This development has largely destroyed my sense of hope for the future on a number of levels.
It has destroyed my confidence of growing old in peace and looking after my family. It has
compromised my ability to achieve what I would like to be able to set my family up into the
future, particularly with regards to a property with a secure water source. I am trying to stay
positive, however the mine makes it very difficult.
…
It is hard to forget about the mine next door or its proposed expansion but when I think about
2328
the mine it fills me with sadness and anger.

2061.

Mr Plant goes on to state that:
The proposal compromises the choices and the resources that will remain for the young
generations. If stage 3 is approved, it will destroy a significant amount of the best farming land
in Australia and drain the aquifers for many hundreds of years ahead, making the water not
available for other purposes such as drinking or agriculture. Any benefit of the project is just in
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the short term. To approve it would be a very selfish act by this generation of decision-makers
2329
and to the detriment of future generations.

2062.

Mr Plant states that;
I grieve for the loss of the farming land after years of major yields of crops, which have been
double cropped most years, and will be lost forever. This is an intergenerational impacts that
2330
concerns me also.

2063.

When Mr Wieck asked “Generally speaking, the Acland district and community will
never recover to what it’s former productive capacity if this mine goes ahead. So
shortterm greed for long-term pain, really, isn’t it?” Mr Plant agreed “Absolutely. I
couldn’t have said it better, really, to be honest”.2331

2064.

Mr Plant’s daughter Dr Tanya Plant hopes that her daughters, should they wish to do
so, could enjoy either working or living on the family farm for years to come.
However, Dr Plant holds great concerns about the longevity of the impacts on the
groundwater, the destruction of the food agricultural land and the impact on the
community. 2332

2065.

When asked whether or not she could just sell up and move somewhere else or
whether doing so would mean that she would lose her sense of attachment to her
farm, resulting in a great loss to her, Dr Plant admits:
Very much so. I feel – I cannot imagine a happy life for me without the farm. I cannot
imagine that – what that would mean for my – my purpose in the world, I guess, and I – even
2333
bigger than that I feel a responsibility to that piece of dirt and – and that part of the world.

2066.

Mr Plant claims that while he and his wife have tried to maintain the farm with the
hope of passing it on to Dr Plant always being at the forefront of their minds, the
increasing impacts of the mine have jeopardised this and also makes them worry
about the situation that she will be left with. 2334

2067.

Some, of the above witness like Mr Noel Wieck and Mr Sid Plant, are fifth and sixth
generation farmers themselves.

12.2.8 Custodian connection to the land
2068.

Highlighting the deep ethical/moral nature of the intergenerational equity principle,
landholders spoke about their spirit being connected to the land in a manner that
made them appreciate the sentiment of the first Australians.

2069.

This is evident in Mr Sid Plant’s evidence. Mr Plant states that as one of many
generations of farmers, he has been brought up understanding that he is a custodian
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of the land for future generations and that the goal of handing his farm on to the next
generation in an even better condition is paramount. 2335
2070.

Mr Plant illustrates his sense of connection with the land as being parallel with the
kind of attachment that Indigenous people feel, as stewardship for the land during his
evidence:
Absolutely. I do. I do try to explain it sometimes. I have used the term being owned by a piece
of land, and that’s, sort of, how I see it, and I do understand something of Aboriginal culture,
but – and if you look at Aboriginal culture from a straight farming point of view, you see them
more as hunter gatherers but, in actual fact, they did farm, and they most certainly care about
the land. It’s just so much part of them that they can’t walk – even people that are, sort of,
second and third generation, haven’t been on their land, it’s just amazing, to me, how they feel
about it. Now, I don’t seek to say that I have the justification of thousands of years to say that
I’m as good as them at that, but I do understand what they feel and I certainly feel the same,
and I believe my family does, as well, and you don’t meet many farmers that don’t, at some
point in their life, say my goal is to leave this place in better condition than I got it. I think – I
2336
can’t imagine a farmer succeeding and not feeling that way.

2071.

It is also evident in the following exchange between Noel Wieck under crossexamination by Dr Plant:
Dr Plant: Right. Okay. Now, in terms of the make good agreements, if we could assume for a
moment that you believed NAC was a trustworthy company or whoever you were
entering into the agreement with was a trustworthy company, are there other things
that would worry you or that you’d need to check out in relation to a make good
agreement?
Mr Wieck: Well, the first thing – I have to be guaranteed that I’m dealing with a company
that’s going to be around – I mean, if we have groundwater issues, it’s permanent.
And, I mean, this is where this intergenerational equity thing comes in.
It’s really serious with me. I mean, we’ve been down there nearly 100 years. I want it
to stay that way. What chance of that continuing?
Dr Plant: Thank you, Mr Wieck. Sorry?
Mr Wieck: We heard your husband yesterday say that the spirit is connected with the land.
Well, I didn’t think it would happen today, but it is happening, I’m sorry.
Dr Plant: No, that’s okay. Everybody has seen me more than a little upset in court so far.
His Honour: Just take your time, Mr Wieck.
Dr Plant: I can join you, if you like?
Mr Wieck: No. Just – just change the subject. I’ll be right. I just think of that 10 year old lad at
2337
home and what he can do and what he’s capable of doing now.

2072.

They considered that if they looked after the land it could produce every year
indefinitely. 2338
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2073.

We submit that the desire of the farmers in this case to maintain and improve their
land for their children and grandchildren is the very essence of intergenerational
equity as it seeks to maintain or enhance qualities of their environment for the benefit
of future generations.

11.2.8 Reply to Applicant submissions regarding lay witness evidence
2074.

The Applicant rather hysterically seeks to dismiss lay witness evidence as “anticoal/anti-development emotion”. 2339 This is not a proposition that is made out, nor
one that should be accepted.

2075.

We agree that this court must consider the evidence against the statutory criteria,
including intergenerational equity.

2076.

However, there is no principle in law that only expert evidence is relevant to consider
or that the lived experience of local farmers must be disregarded.

2077.

The lay witness objectors are not “cranks or busybodies” or outsiders with a bare
intellectual or emotional interest in the issues. They are farmers, many from a long
line of farmers, who have themselves developed the land from its natural state to
food production.

2078.

They know their craft, they know their land and they know this area. The Applicant
does not and could not suggest otherwise.

2079.

While the court must also consider the expert witnesses brought into this area, it
should not dismiss the generations of knowledge that these local farmers bring to this
Court as custodians of this land.

2080.

This is not a question of amenity as considered in Acland Pastoral Co Pty Ltd v
Rosalie Shire Council, which is inherently subjective, or a question of health effects
of electrometric radiation considered in Telstra Corp Ltd v Pine River Shire Council
[2001] QPELR 350 to which lay witnesses can offer little.

2081.

This case involves the productive use of this land which is a matter about which
experienced local farmers have relevant knowledge. In particular, when it comes to
intergenerational equity, the fact that these farmers have been custodians for
generations and the fact that they intend to pass the improved land to their children
are facts that are relevant to this court. Not to supplant expert evidence, but to
complement it with local knowledge.

2339
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11.3 Expert evidence is that Stage 3 expansion does not maintain or enhance the health,
diversity and productivity of the environment is for the benefit of future
generation
2082.

For the Applicant Mr Thompson gave evidence that the Acland district falls within
the 1.5% of Queensland that is arable with rainfall above 600-odd millimetres. 2340

2083.

The area is recognised for its significant value for productivity by the Queensland
government designating much of the MLAs and surrounds as Strategic Cropping
Land (see Figure 10-1 in Agricultural Economics).

2084.

As discussed in respect of Agricultural Economics:
a) the 457 ha of SCL that is to be mine voids will be permanently lost to
production; 2341
b) A further 923ha of strategic cropping land within the MLA will be destroyed,
with only half required by the coordinator general conditions to be returned to
a low standard of grazing or cropping;
c) a further 20,000 ha of SCL will be put at risk by groundwater impact which,
due to the permanent mine voids, could be a permanent impact on the
landscape.

2085.

We submit that a) is a certainty b) is likely and c) is a real risk, and each leaves the
respective area of land less productive for future generations.

2086.

Having regard to the fundamental principles of intergenerational equity set out by
Chief Justice Preston it can also be said:
a) The project removes the option for land that is currently classified as strategic
cropping land to be used for cropping/high value agriculture:
i.

Certainly in respect of 457 ha for mine voids;

ii.

Probably in respect of 923 ha of mine lease area;

iii.

Potentially in respect the 20,000 ha within the drawdown.

b) The quality of the earth is passed on in condition worse that it was received;
c) The future generations will not have access to the mineral resources extracted
by the proposal.

2340
2341

T35-30, lines 35-46.
We note that Condition 9 of the CG Report requires the proponent must ‘secure’ and equivalent area of land
until the mining lease is surrendered, but this does not create new SCL, it merely prevents an equivalent
area elsewhere from being destroyed (whether or not it was ever under threat).
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2087.

It may be suggested by the Applicant that many of the objecting farmers are
choosing to use the land for grazing rather than cropping. However, the important
distinction from an intergenerational equity perspective is that those landholders
have not removed the option for future generations to take up cropping. 2342

2088.

In contrast the proposal will permanently remove this option for at least 457ha, and
possibly up to 22,000 ha.

11.4 The economic analysis does not provide intergenerational equity
2089.

For the Applicant Mr Denney did not consider the intergenerational equity principle
had been compromised on the grounds that:
Well, at the end of the day, you know, we’re putting – we’re mining an area of land, extracting
a volume of coal, generating a significant return out of that process for the betterment of both
the employees and the regional area and the state and at the end of that time we’re then
required to put that land back to agriculture and that’s what we’re doing and that’s what we
2343
intend to do to run that land agriculturally into the future.

2090.

Mr Denney’s evidence appears to be two fold, one that the land would be returned to
similar strategic cropping land and that the extraction of coal would ‘generate a
significant return’.

2091.

The first of these is a matter of faith in the Applicant as it was established that the
CG conditions only require 50% of the land to be returned to its former use as
grazing or cropping, and even then only to ‘marginal land with severe limitations’.

2092.

The second is a question of economic return in exchange for the reduction in
agricultural productivity of the land. This is question Dr Fahrer sought to address,
comparing his estimation of $132 m in potential present value impacts to agricultural
land relative to his billions in benefits estimated for coal production.

2093.

The economic analysis however places as discount rate on benefits in the future to
account for uncertainty. 2344

2094.

Consequently benefits to future generations are given very little weight in the
economic assessment. Conversely future negative impacts such as health from dust
are discounted, although this provides little comfort to those that experience
them. 2345

2095.

The other consequence of applying a discount rate is that the benefits of the mine
over its 15 year life are valued more highly that the benefits a farm may yield over
the infinite future. 2346

2342

See, for example, the evidence of Simon Wieck at T50-85, lines 4-9.
T4-47, lines 34-39.
2344
T13-65 to T13-66.
2345
T13-66.
2346
T13-67.
2343
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2096.

Accordingly an economic analysis applying discount rates permits a net welfare gain
if the land is left to the next generation with fewer options for land use or resource
exploitation and cannot answer the question of whether there has been equity
between generations.

2097.

Whether or not there has been intergenerational equity is a question this Court must
decide separately from the economic analysis.

11.5 Stage 3 does not preserve equity between generations
2098.

It is clear that much of the land in question and surrounding area has been passed
down from successive generations of farmers since the mid-1800s, with several of
them giving evidence in this Court.

2099.

It is in the 1.5% of arable land in the state and recognised by the Queensland
government for it Strategic Cropping Land potential.

2100.

These landholders have intimate knowledge of their farms and the area and have
demonstrated an intention to improve their properties for future generations,
enhancing the options those future generations have, including the option to crop.

2101.

In contrast the mine seeks to earn financial return in the short term with the effect of
removing the option for high quality cropping over hundreds, if not, thousands of
hectares. Of the land outside the voids that was high quality cropping land, it is only
required to return half to marginal cropping or grazing land.

2102.

In doing so this mine offends the principle of intergenerational equity in respect of
this high quality, strategic cropping land.
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12.1

ASSESSMENT AGAINST STATUTORY CRITERIA
MRA s 269(4) considerations for MLA50232 and MLA70002

12.1.1 Section 269(4)(c) – If the land applied for is mineralized, will there be an acceptable
level of development and utilization of the mineral resources within the area applied
for? 2347
2103.

It has been shown under Economics 2348 above that development of the coal resource
in question will:
a) Yield minimal royalties to the State of Queensland;
b) Create minimal jobs nationally and reduce jobs locally in ‘crops’ and
‘livestock’;
c) Cause negative economic impacts in the local region if the unrealistic
assumption of a ‘purchasing power’ effect is removed;
d) Deliver the vast majority of benefits to shareholders outside of Queensland and
power-stations outside of Australia;
e) Cause negative economic impacts for Australia on the coal price current at the
time the economists gave evidence and excluding large theoretical benefits to
coal fired power-stations outside this jurisdiction.

2104.

The minimal, and likely negative, economic returns to Queensland does not reflect
an acceptable level of development and utilisation of our mineral resources in this
instance.

12.1.2 Section 269(4)(d) – Is the land and the surface area of that land in respect of which
the mining lease is sought of an appropriate size and shape? 2349
2105.

The land and the surface area of the land are not an appropriate size and shape for the
mining activities proposed.

2106.

It provides inadequate set backs or buffers to protect Mr Beutel and other
neighbouring landholders from excessive noise and dust impacts.

12.1.3 Section 269(4)(f) – Has the applicant the necessary financial and technical
capabilities to carry on mining operations under the proposed mining lease? 2350
2107.

The Applicant does not have the necessary technical capabilities to carry on mining
operations under the proposed mining leases.

2347

OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection A, SP1.
See section 9.
2349
OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection B, SP1.
2350
OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection D, SP1.
2348
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2108.

This has been demonstrated by its failure to adequately monitor and manage noise
and dust impacts on surrounding residents.

12.1.4 Section 269(4)(g) – Has the past performance of the applicant been satisfactory? 2351
2109.

The above submissions have shown that the past performance of the Applicant has
not been satisfactory.

2110.

In particular with respect to noise, over the last 15 years of operation the Applicant
has created noise at sensitive receptors well above even the generous limits that are
set by the current EA although, it could not say by how much or how often, other
than at least 131 nights at Acland since the start of 2014. It failed to record
complaints, conducted monitoring that was “essentially worthless” and caused
repeated nuisance, distress and disturbance to its neighbours without ever being held
to account.

2111.

In respect of dust, there has been extensive lay witness evidence in this case
demonstrating that the Applicant’s past performance on management of dust impacts
has been poor. Objectors such as Mrs Harrison, Dr Plant and Mrs Mason all report
having experienced days of heavy dust at their properties. Until the EIS was
prepared, the Applicant had monitored PM10 for just 1.5% of its operation, and
PM2.5 and TSP for just 0.8%.

12.1.5 Section 269(4)(i) – Do the operations to be carried out on under the authority of the
mining lease conform with sound land use management? 2352
2112.

The operations to be carried out under the authority of the proposed mining lease will
not conform with sound land use management as they will:
a) Cause unacceptable noise impacts on local residents, without adequate
monitoring to ensure compliance;
b) Cause an unacceptable risk of exceeding air quality limits, even if dust control
measures are implemented, without adequate monitoring, particularly in
respect of PM2.5 particulates;
c) Cause an unacceptable risk to groundwater resources relied on by surrounding
landholders, in circumstances where modelling is unable to be relied on for the
extent of the impacts and landholders will have an unreasonable burden of
proving impacts for any make good agreements;
d) Reduce the total area of strategic cropping land by 457 ha for the mine voids
and by 50% within the remaining 923 ha of lease area;
e) Reduce the options available for future generations to use the land.

2351
2352

OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection E, SP1.
OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection F, SP2.
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12.1.6 Section 269(4)(j) – Will there be any adverse environmental impacts, and if so, the
extent thereof: 2353
2113.

There will be significant adverse environmental impacts, including social and
economic impacts, in particular the Project will:
a) Cause unacceptable noise impacts on local residents, without adequate
monitoring to ensure compliance;
b) Cause an unacceptable risk of exceeding air quality limits, even if dust control
measures are implemented, without adequate monitoring, particularly in
respect of PM2.5 particulates;
c) Cause an unacceptable risk to groundwater resources relied on by surrounding
landholders, in circumstances where modelling is unable to be relied on for the
extent of the impacts and landholders will have an unreasonable burden of
proving impacts for make good agreements;
d) Reduce the total area of strategic cropping land by 457 ha for the mine voids
and by 50% within the remaining 923 ha of lease area;
e) Reduce the options available for future generations to use the land.

12.1.7 Section 269(4)(k) – Will the public right and interest be prejudiced?
2114.

2354

There will be significant adverse environmental impacts, including social and
economic impacts, in particular the Project will:
a) Cause unacceptable noise impacts on local residents, without adequate
monitoring to ensure compliance;
b) Cause an unacceptable risk of exceeding air quality limits, even if dust control
measures are implemented, without adequate monitoring, particularly in
respect of PM2.5 particulates;
c) Cause an unacceptable risk to groundwater resources relied on by surrounding
landholders, in circumstances where modelling is unable to be relied on for the
extent of the impacts and landholders will have an unreasonable burden of
proving impacts for make good agreements;
d) Reduce the total area of strategic cropping land by 457 ha for the mine voids
and by 50% within the remaining 923 ha of lease area; and
e) Reduce the options available for future generations to use the land.

2353
2354

OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection G, SP2.
OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection H, SP2.
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2115.

The economic benefits that would normally counter balance these impacts are
minimal, absent or negative for the Project, in particular it will:
a) Yield minimal royalties to the State of Queensland;
b) Create minimal jobs nationally and reduce jobs locally in ‘crops’ and
‘livestock’;
c) Cause negative economic impacts in the local region if the unrealistic
assumption of ‘purchasing power’ effect is removed;
d) Deliver the vast majority of benefits to shareholders outside of Queensland and
power-stations outside of Australia; and
e) Cause negative impacts for Australia on the coal price current at the time the
economists gave evidence,, and excluding the large theoretical benefits to coal
fired power-stations outside this jurisdiction.

2116.

Accordingly we submit that the public right and interest will be prejudiced.

12.1.8 Section 269(4)(l) – Has any good reason been shown for a refusal to grant the
mining lease? 2355
2117.

Good reasons can be shown for a refusal to grant the mining lease, including the
following:
a) there will be significant adverse environmental impacts, including social and
economic impacts, in particular the Project will:

2355

i.

Cause unacceptable noise impacts on local residents, without adequate
monitoring to ensure compliance;

ii.

Cause an unacceptable risk of exceeding air quality limits, even if dust
control measures are implemented, without adequate monitoring,
particularly in respect of PM2.5 particulates;

iii.

Cause an unacceptable risk to groundwater resources relied on by
surrounding landholders, in circumstances where modelling is unable to
be relied on for the extent of the impacts and landholders will have an
unreasonable burden of proving impacts for make good agreements;

iv.

Reduce the total area of strategic cropping land by 457 ha for the mine
voids and by 50% within the remaining 923 ha of lease area;

v.

Reduce the options available for future generations to use the land.

OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection I, SP2.
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b) The economic benefits that would normally counter balance these impacts are
minimal, absent or negative for the Project, in particular it will:
i.

Yield minimal royalties to the State of Queensland;

ii.

Create minimal jobs nationally and reduce jobs locally in ‘crops’ and
‘livestock’;

iii.

Cause negative economic impacts in the local region if the unrealistic
assumption of ‘purchasing power’ effect is removed;

iv.

Deliver the vast majority of benefits to shareholders outside of
Queensland and power-stations outside of Australia;

v.

Cause negative impacts for Australia on the coal price current at the
time the economists gave evidence, and excluding the large theoretical
benefits to coal fired power-stations outside this jurisdiction.

12.1.9 Section 269(4)(m) – Is the proposed mining operation an appropriate land use
taking into consideration the current and prospective uses of the land? 2356
2118.

Taking into consideration the current and prospective uses of that land, the proposed
mining operation is not an appropriate land use as it will:
a) Cause unacceptable noise impacts on local residents, without adequate
monitoring to ensure compliance;
b) Cause an unacceptable risk of exceeding air quality limits, even if dust control
measures are implemented, without adequate monitoring, particularly in
respect of PM2.5 particulates;
c) Cause an unacceptable risk to groundwater resources relied on by surrounding
landholders, in circumstances where modelling is unable to be relied on for the
extent of the impacts and landholders will have an unreasonable burden of
proving impacts for make good agreements;
d) Reduce the total area of strategic cropping land by 457 ha for the mine voids
and by 50% within the remaining 923 ha of lease area;
e) Reduce the options available for future generations to use the land.

2356

OCAA Objection to MLAs, Ground of Objection J, SP2.
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12.2 EPA s 3, 5 and 191 considerations for EA EPML00335713 in respect of
ML50170, ML50216 and, MLA50232 and MLA700002
12.2.1 Section 3 – Would approval of the application be contrary to the object of the
Act? 2357
2119.

Approval of the application would be contrary to the object of the Act as stated in
section 3 because approval and construction of the mine will not protect
Queensland’s environment while allowing for development that improves the total
quality of life, both now and in the future, in a way that maintains the ecological
processes on which life depends (ecologically sustainable development).

2120.

In particular it will not protect the environment because, the Project will:
a) Cause unacceptable noise impacts on local residents, without adequate
monitoring to ensure compliance;
b) Cause an unacceptable risk of exceeding air quality limits, even if dust control
measures are implemented, without adequate monitoring, particularly in
respect of PM2.5 particulates;
c) Cause an unacceptable risk to groundwater resources relied on by surrounding
landholders, in circumstances where modelling is unable to be relied on for the
extent of the impacts and landholders will have an unreasonable burden of
proving impacts for make good agreements;
d) Reduce the total area of strategic cropping land by 457 ha for the mine voids
and by 50% within the remaining 923 ha of lease area;
e) Reduce the options available for future generations to use the land.

2121.

The development will not improve the total quality of life, both now and in the
future, despite these impacts because economic benefits that would normally counter
balance these impacts are minimal, absent or negative for the Project, in particular it
will:
a) Yield minimal royalties to the State of Queensland;
b) Create minimal jobs nationally and reduce jobs locally in ‘crops’ and
‘livestock’;
c) Cause negative economic impacts in the local region if the unrealistic
assumption of ‘purchasing power’ effect is removed;
d) Deliver the vast majority of benefits to shareholders outside of Queensland and
power-stations outside of Australia; and

2357

OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission A, SP3.
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e) Cause negative impacts for Australia on the coal price current at the time
economists gave evidence, and excluding the large theoretical benefits to coal
fired power-stations outside this jurisdiction.
12.2.2 Section 5 – Would approval be contrary to the requirements provided in section
5? 2358
2122.

Approval of the application would be contrary to the requirement in section 5 of the
Act for the administering authority and the Land Court to perform a function or
exercise its power under the Act in the way that best achieves the object of the Act.

2123.

Of the options this Court has in the exercise of its power (that is to recommend
approval, approval with modified conditions, or refusal), the performances of its
function in the way that best achieves the purpose of the act is to refuse the proposal
such that the negative environmental and economic impacts to Queensland do not
occur in conflict with s 3 of the EPA as set out above.

12.2.3 Section 191(b) – Is approval appropriate given any response for an information
request? 2359
2124.

Approval of the application is not appropriate because the response given for an
information request 2360 did not address the inadequacies in the noise, dust and
groundwater monitoring and modelling discussed above.

12.2.4 Section 191(f) – Would approval be contrary to any relevant regulatory
requirement?2361
2125.

Approval of the application would be contrary to appropriate consideration and
application of the environmental protection policies on noise, air and water.

2126.

In particular, the limits proposed in the draft EA are the highest (that is the least
protective for surrounding residents) that could possibly have been chosen from the
range of standards and policies available. The standard that was chosen from
Schedule 1 of the EPP Noise is – on proper construction – intended to set acoustic
limits for a place from all sources. The lower limits from other standards apply to
the noise generated from a particular source. The Applicant wants to have its cake
and eat it by adopting the higher EPP Noise limits but treating them as if they apply
only to noise from the mine.

2127.

The lack of daily and annual PM2.5 limits in the draft EA is contrary to the EPP Air.

2358

OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission B, SP3.
OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission L, SP3.
2360
Exhibit 5.
2361
OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission I, SP3.
2359
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12.2.5 Section 191(g) – The standard criteria
12.2.5.1

Would approval be contrary to the precautionary principle? 2362

2128.

The approval of the application and construction of the mine expansion would be
contrary to the precautionary principle, which is a principle of environmental policy
as set out in the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment and, therefore,
part of the standard criteria for the decision.

2129.

In particular the Project presents an unacceptable risk of serious or irreversible
environmental damage in respect of noise, dust and groundwater.

2130.

The lack of information provided by the Applicant, in the form of unreliable
modelling and assessment, should not be relied on to postpone adequate assessment
until after approval is granted.

12.2.5.2

Would approval be contrary to intergenerational equity? 2363

2131.

The approval of the application and construction of the mine expansion would be
contrary to intergenerational equity, which is a principle of environmental policy as
set out in the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment and, therefore, part
of the standard criteria for the decision.

2132.

Many of the farmers in these proceedings have benefited from the knowledge and
land passed down from earlier generations and aimed to continue to improve the land
for their children and grandchildren.

2133.

As custodians of the land themselves they had innate sense of the principle of equity
between generations.

2134.

The value of productive farming land into the infinite future is one that economists
discount using discount rates that devalue the future. 2364

2135.

Intergenerational equity has an ethical and moral dimension that favours leaving the
land in the same or better condition than you received it.

2136.

The impacts on the agricultural land identified in Agricultural Economics above may
deliver significant financial benefits to interstate shareholders and overseas powerstations but will not pass the mining lease areas and their surrounds to future
generations in the same or better condition than they are now.

2137.

Accordingly the Project offends the principle of intergenerational equity and weighs
against approval.

2362

OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission C, SP3.
OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission D, SP3.
2364
T14-25.
2363
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12.2.5.3
Would approval be contrary to any Commonwealth or State government plans,
standards, agreements or requirements about environmental protection or ecologically
sustainable development? 2365
2138.

Approval of the application would be contrary to relevant Commonwealth and State
government plans, standards, agreements or requirements about environmental
protection or ecologically sustainable development.

2139.

In particular, the noise limits proposed in the draft EA are the highest (that is the
least protective for surrounding residents) that could possibly have been chosen from
the range of standards and policies available. The standard that was chosen from
Schedule 1 of the EPP Noise is – on proper construction – intended to set acoustic
limits for a place from all sources. The lower limits from other standards apply to
the noise generated from a particular source. The Applicant wants to have its cake
and eat it by adopting the higher EPP Noise limits but treating them as if they apply
only to noise from the mine.

2140.

The lack of an annual average PM10 limit, and lack of a daily and annual limit for
PM2.5, is contrary to the NEMP Air, which is a Commonwealth standard about
environmental protection. The inclusion of five allowable exceedances in draft EA
condition B1 is also contrary to the NEPM Air.

12.2.5.4
Would approval have an adverse effect on the character, resilience and values
of the receiving environment? 2366
2141.

Approval of the application and construction of the mine expansion would have
adverse effects on the character, resilience and values of the receiving environment,
in particular the Project will:
a) Cause unacceptable noise impacts on local residents, given the low background
rural noise character of the surrounds, without adequate monitoring to ensure
compliance;
b) Cause an unacceptable risk of exceeding air quality limits, even if dust control
measures are implemented, without adequate monitoring, particularly in
respect of PM2.5 particulates;
c) Cause an unacceptable risk to groundwater resources relied on but surrounding
landholders, in circumstances where modelling is unable to be relied on for the
extent of the impacts and landholders will have an unreasonable burden of
proving impacts for make good agreements;
d) Reduce the total area of strategic cropping land by 457 ha for the mine voids
and by 50% within the remaining 923 ha of lease area;
e) Reduce the options available for future generations to use the land.

2365
2366

OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission J, SP3.
OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission F, SP3.
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12.2.5.5

Would approval be contrary to the public interest? 2367

2142.

Approval of the application and construction of the mine expansion would be
contrary to the public interest.

2143.

There will be significant adverse environmental impacts, including social and
economic impacts, in particular the Project will:
a) Cause unacceptable noise impacts on local residents, without adequate
monitoring to ensure compliance;
b) Cause an unacceptable risk of exceeding air quality limits, even if dust control
measures are implemented, without adequate monitoring, particularly in
respect of PM2.5 particulates;
c) Cause an unacceptable risk to groundwater resources relied on but surrounding
landholders, in circumstances where modelling is unable to be relied on for the
extent of the impacts and landholders will have an unreasonable burden of
proving impacts for make good agreements;
d) Reduce the total area of strategic cropping land by 457 ha for the mine voids
and by 50% within the remaining 923 ha of lease area;
e) Reduce the options available for future generations to use the land.

2144.

The economic benefits that would normally counter balance these impacts are
minimal, absent or negative for the Project, in particular it will:
a) Yield minimal royalties to the State of Queensland;
b) Create minimal jobs nationally and reduce jobs locally in ‘crops’ and
‘livestock’;
c) Cause negative economic impacts in the local region if the unrealistic
assumption of ‘purchasing power’ effect is removed;
d) Deliver the vast majority of benefits to shareholders outside of Queensland and
power-stations outside of Australia;
e) Cause negative impacts for Australia on the coal price current at the time
economists gave evidence, and excluding the large theoretical benefits to coal
fired power-stations outside this jurisdiction.

2145.

2367

Accordingly we submit that the Project will be contrary to the public interest.

OCAA Amended EA Submission, Grounds for the submission G, SP3.
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RECOMMENDATIONS THE COURT SHOULD MAKE

2146.

The wholly unsatisfactory nature of the Applicant’s evidence on groundwater
impacts and other matters puts the Court in a difficult position.

2147.

Due to the pending commencement of the WROLA removing the requirement for a
water licence, the Court cannot simply adopt the approach in the Hancock Case of
deferring resolution groundwater issues to be resolved under the Water Act.

2148.

However, it is apparent from the decision of Douglas J dismissing the judicial review
proceedings in the Hancock Case that the Court has a wide discretion to craft
recommendations that best suit the circumstances and assist both the MRA Minister
and the EPA administering authority to make appropriate decisions. 2368

2149.

OCAA submits that in considering its recommendations, the Court could take the
approach of making two different sets of recommendations depending on whether the
WROLA removes the requirement for the holder of a mining lease to also hold a
water licence under the Water Act or not.

2150.

Adopting this approach, the Court may make recommendations:
a) on the basis that the relevant parts of the WROLA do not commence and the
requirement for a water licence under the Water Act remains in the future; or,
alternatively,
b) on the basis that the relevant parts of the WROLA commence and the
Applicant will not require a water licence under the Water Act.

2151.

The first of these approaches would allow the Court to make recommendations in a
similar manner to the Court in the Hancock Case, that the applications be refused or,
alternatively, granted subject to groundwater issues being resolved under the Water
Act.

2152.

On the second approach, if the Court considers the groundwater evidence is too
uncertain, the Court would simply recommend that the applications be refused as
there will not be the safety net of a future application under the Water Act.

2368

Coast and Country Association of Queensland Inc v Smith & Anor; Coast and Country Association of
Queensland Inc v Minister for Environment and Heritage & Ors [2015] QSC 260 at [8]-[17] (Douglas J).
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CONCLUSION

2153.

The evidence presented to the Court has changed enormously since the EIS stage and
the Court is far better informed of the likely costs, benefits and risks of the mine to
Queensland that any of the previous decision makers who have assessed these
applications. Even with the far greater amount of information and expert analysis
available to the Court, there remain very grave uncertainties and risks. The trial
process has served to uncover these uncertainties and risks, which had been ignored
or papered over in the EIS and AEIS process by the Applicant and its consultants.

2154.

On the evidence in these proceedings, the impacts and risks presented by the Project,
paired with the paucity of reliable modelling of impacts, fail to meet the threshold
suitable for a recommendation of approval, particularly in the light of the economic
benefits being minimal, absent or negative. Consequently, the Court should
recommend refusal of the mine under both the EPA and the MRA.

2155.

The Applicant’s dominant response to all the issues raised by OCAA, particularly in
relation to air, dust and groundwater, is that they will do better in the future and
should be trusted. Trusted to remodel predicted impacts after approval, trusted to
comply with conditions, trusted to negotiate make good agreements in good faith,
trusted not to again mine closer to the town again without notifying those most
affected.

2156.

In OCAA’s submission the past behaviour of the Applicant has not laid the
foundation for that trust, and the attitude of the Regulator has shown a disinterest in
the impacts and a lack of willingness to enforce compliance. This leaves the onus on
landholders to come back to the courts when conditions are not complied with –
conditions which the Regulator itself agrees are ambiguous in key respects. This
outcome places too much onus on a local community that has suffered enough.

2157.

If the Court is satisfied that approval is warranted it must be on strongly revised
conditions that adequately safeguard the community and give the community the
information and tools they need to properly monitor and enforce compliance without
reliance on the passive Regulator.

2158.

These submissions set out a range of such conditions but, in our submission, many
reasonable conditions cannot be imposed due to inconsistency with the Coordinator
General’s conditions. Therefore this Court and the Regulator are prevented from
imposing reasonable conditions to make the impacts acceptable and the Court is left
with no option but to recommend refusal.
Saul Holt QC
13 September 2016
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ANNEXURE A
EHP Noise Monitoring 2012-2015

Campaign/Year

2012

July
Ex 1171
TMP.0457

October
Ex 1517
TMP.0468

Date

Type of monitoring

Period of Monitoring

Location

Exceedance?

10/04/1213/04/12

Unspecified
(referred to just as
‘previous
monitoring’)

Unspecified

Near Tanya Plant’s
residence

No

1400 6/07/12- Continuously
1530
logging field metre
9/07/12

73.5 hrs

Balgowan Road

7/7/12 @ 0000 – 0.5 dB(A)

1300 24/10/12- Continuously
1500
logging field metre
29/10/12

84 hrs

3km from the nearest
mining activity

25/10/12 @ 0000 – 5.9
dB(A)

(12m north of the home
of unknown)

25/10/12 @ 0300 – 7.2
db(A)
26/10/12 @ 0000 – 1.1
db(A)
26/10/12 @ 0240 – 2.8
db(A)
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Total 2012

157.5 hrs
1130 9/07/13 – Unattended
1000
continuous logging
12/07/13

3 days: 70.5hrs

Complainant’s property –
of only landowner left
residing in the town

09/07/13 @ 2300
10/07/13 @ 0000 – 4
dB(A)

11/07/13 @ 0000-0100 –
4 dB(A)

11/07/13 @ 0100-0200 –
3 dB(A)
2013

Ex 1531

9/07/13

Attended

13:29-14:42: 1hr13min

Nollers Road

N/A (background
monitoring site upwind of
mine)

10/07/13

Attended

22:56-22:59: 3mins

Main gate of mine site

N/A (establish noise
levels)

10/07/13

Attended

23:00-23:05: 5mins

Acland Road near church

None

10-11/07/13

Attended

23:39-01:41: 1hr3mins

Nollers Road

N/A (to calculate the
component noise level)

TMP.0483
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11/07/13

Attended

02:07-02:22: 15mins

Acland Church

Yes – 5 dB(A)

11/07/13

Attended

02:40-02:55: 15mins

Gate 3 Acland-Muldu
road

N/A (monitor noise
experienced to the north
of Acland)

Total 2013

74.3 hrs
14/07/14 –
15/07/14

Unattended
continuous logging

14:46-21:40: 30hrs55mins

Complainants property –
only landowner in Acland

None

15/07/14

Attended

05:11-07:34: 2hrs25mins

Nollers Road

N/A (no relevant criteria)

15/07/14

Attended

20:04-20:55: 51mins

Allen St Acland near tree
plantings

None (but right on
evening limit of 45 dBA

2014

15/07/2014

Attended

21:18-22:06: 46mins

Nollers Road

N/A (no relevant criteria)

Ex. 688

15/07/2014

Attended

22:23-23:08: 45mins

Allen St Acland near tree
plantings

2.5 dB(A) (“but probably
attributable to wind”)

16/07/2014

Attended

18:37-19:51: 1hr14mins

Allen St Acland near tree
plantings

N/A (background
monitoring whilst mine
was not operating)

16/07/2014

Attended

20:04-20:55: 51 mins

Allen St Acland near tree
plantings

None

18/07/2014

Attended

05:04-08:51: 3hrs47mins

Allen St Acland next to
residence

None but exceeded 12.6
dB(A) (“None due to
extraneous noise from
wind and passing

TMP.0557
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vehicles”)
Total 2014

41.56 hrs
8/10/15

Attended

03:40-04:10: 30mins

Muldu Road

None

8/10/15

Attended

23:40-00:10: 30mins

Muldu Road

None

8/10/15

Attended

06:05-06:35: 30mins

“Acland measurement
location”

Removing the wind-gusts
and major extraneous
noises lowers it such that
there is no exceedance

9/10/15

Attended

08:08-08:38: 30mins

“Acland measurement
location”

Removing the wind-gusts
and major extraneous
noises lowers it such that
there is no exceedance

4 measurements of
background noise level –
no specific periods given

Noellers Road

N/A (background noise
measurements)

2015
Ex. 1638;
TMP0597

8/10/15-9/10/15 Attended

Total 2015

2 hours
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ANNEXURE B

Noise Data
Analysis of Complaints During EHP’s Assessment period (2010-2015)
CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

1.

CR67670

14/05/15 14/05/15

Ex. 1378
TMP.0313

2.

CR66029

29/01/15 29/01/15

Ex. 1377
TMP.0312

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)
2015
Email ESR – Toowoomba to Ruth Brown
(EHP)
Email Pollution Hotline to DEHP
See also “20150129 - Complaint about a
mine blast"
Ref: ecotrack CR66029
2014

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref

1 (Blasting)
1(Blasting)

90
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

5.
6.

7.

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1(Blasting)

CR64517

23/10/14 23/10/14

Ex. 1397
TMP.0341

CR64517 Complaint Report
NAC to DEHP

CR64517

24/10/14 23/10/14

Ex. 1590
TMP.0546
Ex. 1372
TMP.0307
Ex. 1370
TMP.0305

Email to R Brown (EHP) - NAC

1 (Blasting)

File Note R Brown (EHP) re complaint re
NAC blast on 23 Sept 2014
Email dated 24/09/14 to EHP which
contains various complaint in summary
table

1 (Blasting)

3.
4.

Doc. Ref

CR64517
29/09/14 23/09/14
101/0007030
24/09/14 23/09/14
19/08/14
18/08/14
29/07/14
28/07/14
08/07/14
30/06/14
29/06/14
06/11/13
101/0007030 23/07/14 21/07/14

8.

101/0007030 21/07/14 21/07/14

9.

12/08/14 11/08/14

10.

101/0007030 21/08/14 20/08/14

Ex. 1366
TMP.0301
Ex. 1380
TMP.0315
Ex. 1368
TMP.0303
Ex. 1585

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
89

88

1 (Jondaryan)

File note (Ref. 101/0007030)
1(Mine Noise)
R Brown
Email S Horton to R Brown – Re. possible
exceedance of noise limit that applies
from 6pm-10pm
Email to R Brown & S Horton Re. noise
1(Mine Noise)
complaint
Email T Sheppard (NAC) to R Brown (EHP) 1 (Mine Noise)

83

85
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

12.

(from NAC
Annexure E
table)
101/0007030 22/08/14 20/08/14
(from NAC
Annexure E
table)
21/08/14

13.

101/0006870 21/08/14 11/08/14

11.

14.

21/08/14

17.

101/0007030 17/06/14 01/06/14
(from AC
06/06/14
Annexure E
10/06/14
table)

18.

10/06/14 10/06/14

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

TMP.0541

re. response to noise complaint

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

Ex. 1586 Letter S Horton (EHP) to resident re. noise
TMP.0542
complaint on 20/08/14

Email to S Horton & R Brown re. two
voice messages received re. noise
complaint on 20/08/14
Ex. 1583
Letter R Brown to Resident re. complaint
TMP.0539
received re. noise at JRLF
Attachment Graph of daily noise monitoring summary
to letter:
Ex. 1584

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref

85

Ex. 1369
TMP.0304

TMP.0540
Ex. 1575
TMP.0529

Ex. 1364
TMP.0299

1 (Jondaryan)
1 (Jondaryan)

Email T Sheppard (NAC) to R Brown (EHP) 3 (Mine Noise)
Re. Various noise complaint (3 in total):
01/06/14
06/06/14
10/06/14
Email PaLM to R Brown Re. Noise
complaint

81, 82

Doc No:
112 [Ex. 1575]

Doc No:
112 [Ex. 1575]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

19.

12/06/14 10/06/14

20.

101/0007030 26/05/14 21/05/14
(from NAC
(received)
Annexure E
table)

21.
22.
23.

24.

25.

26/05/14 18/05/14

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

Ex. 1365 Email N Di Certo to S Horton and R Brown
TMP.0300
(EHP) Re. Noise Complaint
Ex. 1569 Email T Sheppard (NAC) to R Brown (EHP) 5 (Mine Noise)
TMP.0523
Re. Noise complaints
(Docs #14-17)
Dates Include in enquiry:
10/05/14
16/05/14
17/05/14
18/05/14
19/05/14
Ex. 1568
SentineX Graph re. daily noise monitory
TMP.0522
summary
Ex. 1569
TMP.0523
Ex. 1569
TMP.0523

101/0007030 26/05/14 19/05/14
(NAC Annexure
E)
101/0007030 17/05/14 17/05/14 As Above #14 SintineX Graph re. daily noise monitory
(from NAC
Ex. 1569
summary
Annexure E
Including
table)
Attachments
:
TMP.0523
101/0007030 16/05/14 16/05/14 As Above #14

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
Doc No:
112 [Ex. 1575]
77-80

77-80
77-80

Mine Noise
As Above #14

77-80

Mine Noise

77-80
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

(from NAC
Annexure E
table)

26.

27.

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Ex. 1569
Including
Attachments
:

TMP.0523
101/0007030 10/05/14 10/05/14 As Above #14
(from NAC
Ex. 1569
Annexure E
Including
table)
Attachments
:

101/0007030 28/01/14 28/01/14
(from NAC
Annexure E
table)
28. SWR/090536 (pt 20/01/14 20/01/14
6) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

TMP.0523
Ex. 1362
TMP.0297

Ex. 1195
TMP.0296

File Note of R Brown Re. Complaints
regarding NAC

File Note of R Brown Re. Noise Complaint
NAC includes complaints of:
18/01/14
19/01/14 (4:34am)
19/01/14 (9:22pm)
20/01/14
29. SWR/090536 (pt 20/01/14 19/01/14 As Above #19
Complaint on 19/01/14 (4:34am)
6) (from NAC
Ex. 1195

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
As Above #14

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref

Mine Noise
As Above #14

77-80

1 (Mine Noise)

76

4 (Mine Noise)

71-74

Mine Noise As
Above #19

71-74
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Annexure E
table)
TMP.0296
30. SWR/090536 (pt 20/01/14 19/01/14 As Above #19
6) (from NAC
Ex. 1195
Annexure E
table)
TMP.0296
31. SWR/090536 (pt 20/01/14 18/01/14 As Above #19
6) (from NAC
Ex. 1195
Annexure E
table)
TMP.0296
32.
10/01/14 10/01/14
Ex. 1194
TMP.0293
33. SWR/090536 (pt 20/12/13 19/12/13
Ex. 1546
6) (from NAC
TMP.0499
Annexure E
table)
34. SWR/090536 (pt 20/12/13 20/12/13 As Above #24
6) (from NAC
Ex. 1546
Annexure E
table)
TMP.0499

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

Complaint on 19/01/14 (9:22pm)

71-74

Mine Noise
As Above #19

File Note Heidi Case (EHP) Re. Noise
Complaint regarding NAC
2013
Email T Sheppard (NAC) to R Brown (EHP)
Re. Noise complaint
Requests noise data for 16-19/12/13

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref

71-74

Mine Noise
As Above #19
Mine Noise

70

Mine Noise
As Above #24

70

Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

35. SWR/090536 (pt 20/12/13 18/12/13
6) (from NAC
19/12/13
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1358
TMP.0291

File note R Brown (EHP) Re. Noise
complaint
Note complaints = 3 separate calls 1 x
18/12/13 (night)
2 x 19/12/13 (morning + night)

36.

CR60550

11/10/13 11/10/13

Ex. 1396
TMP.0340

Complaint record: CR60550 (see EHP
Table Summary of Complaints)

37.

CR59857

19/07/13 19/07/13

Ex. 1393
TMP.0338

Complaints record CR59857

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
GLEN
70
Doc No:
Mine noise –
86 [Ex. 1528]
asked EHP to ask
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
NAC to provide
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
the data from
1532]
their equipment
90 [Ex. 1533]
behind Acland
91 [Ex. 1534]
Hall – NAC did
92 [Ex. 988]
and it found
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
exceedances on
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
18th and 19th
688] 111 [Ex.
December which
598]
it notified to
DEHP.
1
68
(Vibration –
Blasting)
1
(Vibration –
Blasting)

66
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

38.

CR59857

39.

SWR/090536
OR

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

19/07/13 19/07/13

Ex. 1355
TMP.0288

File note R Brown (EHP) Re. noise
complaint

Vibration –
Blasting
As above Doc #47

09/09/13 Period #1
10/07/13
11/07/13

Ex. 1534
TMP.0486

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
66

Email T Sheppard (NAC) to R Brown + S
These dates
Horton (EHP) RE. Response to July noise
appear to be
monitoring
when monitoring
was carried out

TWB741
Period #2
09/07/13
12/07/13
40. SWR/090536 (pt 13/05/13 13/05/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1352
TMP.0284

File Note of R Brown (EHP) - Complaint re 1 (Mine Noise)
noise

65

Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

41. SWR/090536 (pt 13/05/13 11/05/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

42. SWR/090536 (pt 09/05/13 09/05/13
6) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

As above #40 File Note R Brown (EHP) - Complaint re
Ex. 1352
noise
TMP.0284

Ex. 1350
TMP.0282

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
Noise - NAC

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1 (Mine Noise)

1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
598]
64
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
63
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

43.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

SWR /090724 06/05/13 03/05/13

Doc. Ref

Ex. 1349
TMP.0281

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint Noise 1 (Mine Noise)
- NAC

OR
TWB8010
OR
SWR/090536 (pt
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)
44. SWR/090536 (pt 01/05/13 30/04/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1354
TMP.0287

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
Noise - NAC

1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
62
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
60
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

45. SWR/090536 (pt 01/05/13 01/05/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1354
TMP.0287

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
Noise - NAC

46. SWR/090536 (pt 29/04/13 25/04/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1348
TMP.0280

File Note - R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1 (Mine Noise)

1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
61
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
57
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

47. SWR/090536 (pt 29/04/13 26/04/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1348
TMP.0280

File Note - R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

48. SWR/090536 (pt 29/04/13 27/04/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1348
TMP.0280

File Note - R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1 (Mine Noise)

1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
58
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
59
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

49.

15/04/13 09/04/13

Ex. 1346
TMP.0278

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

50.

15/04/13 11/04/13

Ex. 1346
TMP.0278

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1 (Mine Noise)

1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

51.

15/04/13 12/04/13

Ex. 1346
TMP.0278

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

52.

15/03/13 15/03/13

Ex. 1345
TMP.0277

File note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1(Mine Noise)

1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
56
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

53. SWR/090536 (pt 11/03/13 10/03/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1344
TMP.0276

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

54. SWR/090536 (pt 08/03/13 08/03/13
4) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1343
TMP.0275

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1 (Mine Noise)

1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
55
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
54
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

55.

CR57800

08/02/13 08/02/13

56.

CR57550

08/02/13 08/02/13

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Ex. 1392
Complaints record CR57800
TMP.0336
Ex. 1393 Complaints Record CR57550 (151205 EHP
TMP.0337
Table Summary of Complaints for New
Acland Coal Mine)

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
53

1 (Blasting)

52

57. SWR/090536 (pt 04/02/13 04/02/13
3) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1338
TMP.0270

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
noise - NAC

1 (Mine Noise)

51

58.

Ex. 1337
TMP.0269

File Note R Brown (EHP) Complaint re
Noise - NAC

1 (Mine Noise)

50

SWR/090536

22/01/13 22/01/13

Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

59. SWR/090536 (pt 14/11/12 14/11/12
3) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1335
TMP.0275

2012
File Note R Brown (EHP) re noise
complaint NAC

60.

Ex. 1336
TMP.0268

File Note R Brown (EHP) re noise
complaint NAC

21/11/12 21/11/12

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

1 (Mine Noise)

1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
49

Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
Doc No:
86 [Ex. 1528]
87 [Ex. 1531] 88
[Ex. 1529] 89 [Ex.
1532]
90 [Ex. 1533]
91 [Ex. 1534]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

61. SWR/090536 (pt 16/10/12 16/10/12
3) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1332
TMP.0264

Email Chris Hill to R Brown (EHP) re
complaint NAC

1
References
Blasting but
actually
Mine Noise
(confirmed in
TMP.0265)

62. SWR/090536 (pt 16/10/12 16/10/12
3) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1333
TMP.0265

File Note R Brown (EHP) re noise
complaint NAC

63. SWR/090536 (pt 10/10/12 10/10/12
3) (from NAC
Annexure E
table)

Ex. 1331
TMP.0263

File Note R Brown (EHP) re noise
complaint NAC

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
92 [Ex. 988]
93 [Ex. 1527] 94
[Ex. 1526] 95 [Ex.
688] 111 [Ex.
598]
Doc No:
91 [Ex. 1517]
92 [Ex. 1515]
93 [Ex. 1518]
94 [Ex. 1521]
95 [Ex. 986]
48

1 (Mine Noise)

47

Doc No:
81 [Ex. 1517]
82 [Ex. 1515]
83 [Ex. 1518]
84 [Ex. 1521]
85 [Ex. 986]
Doc No:
81 [Ex. 1517]
82 [Ex. 1515]
83 [Ex. 1518]
84 [Ex. 1521]
85 [Ex. 986]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

?
?

EcoAccess Complaint Form to EPA

Ex. 1327
TMP.0259

Email D Darvall (EHP) to R Brown (EHP)
Re. Acland mine Complaint - NAC

66. SWR/090536(Pt 13/09/12 13/09/12
2)

Ex. 1327
TMP.0259

File note R Brown (EHP) re noise
complaint NAC

1 (Mine Noise)

45

67.

CR55635

31/08/12 31/08/12

Complaint Report - CR55635

1 (Blasting)

44

68.

CR55635

31/08/12

69.

CR58472
Or
TWB8010
CR55435

16/08/12 16/08/12

Ex. 1770
TMP.0736
Ex. 1510
TMP.0460
Ex. 1390
TMP.0344

Email R Brown (EHP) to NAC Re. Noise
complaint re. blasting
Complaint Report – CR58472

1 (Blasting –
Vibration)
1 (Jondaryan –
Blasting)

Complaint Report – CR55435

1 (Mine Noise)

64.

TWB8010
15/09/12 12/07/12
OR
SWR/090724
65. SWR/090536(Pt 17/09/12 16/09/12
2)
(called 3
times)

70.

16/08/12 16/08/12

Ex. 1388
TMP.0332

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1 (Train Loading)
(poss. Jondaryan)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref

46
Mine Noise

Doc No:
81 [Ex. 1517]
82 [Ex. 1515]
83 [Ex. 1518]
84 [Ex. 1521]
85 [Ex. 986]
Doc No:
81 [Ex. 1517]
82 [Ex. 1515]
83 [Ex. 1518]
84 [Ex. 1521]
85 [Ex. 986]

43

Doc No:
107 [Ex. 574]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

71.

CR53824

72.

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

09/03/12 08/03/12

Ex. 555
TMP.0249

Email S Hilton to Resident Re. noise
complaint

CR53824

08/03/12 08/03/12

Ex. 1769
TMP.0735

Complaints Report – CR53824

73.

CR52831

05/10/11 05/10/11

74.

CR52831

05/10/11 05/10/11

Ex. 1768
TMP.0734
Ex. 1768
TMP.0734

75. TWB741 VOL. 22 29/01/10 29/01/10

76.

6

31/05/15 31/05/15

Ex. 1297
TMP.0225

2011
Complaints Report – CR52831
Complaints report

2010
File note R Brown (EHP) re. noise
complaint
Listed in 151207 EHP Table Summary of
Complaints for New Acland Coal Mine to Date 31 Oct 2015.

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)
1 (Mine Noise)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref
37
Doc No:
77[Ex. 1171]
78 [Ex. 572]
79 [Ex. 554]
80 [Ex. 693]
37
Doc No:
77[Ex. 1171]
78 [Ex. 572]
79 [Ex. 554]
80 [Ex. 693]

1 (Blasting)

35

1 (Vibration –
Blasting)

35

1 (Mine Noise)

27

Mine noise

92

Doc No:
97 [Ex. 1496]
104 [Ex. 1496]

TOTAL: 66 Complaints
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Reference

Doc.
Date

Complaint
Date

Doc. Ref

Type of Complaint
(Letter, email, filenote)

Noise Complaint
(eg. blasting/
mine noise etc.)

NAC Exceedance CrossApp.E
Check
Ref

Less Blasting (12) & Jondaryan (5)
= 49
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EXCEEDANCES

No.

Doc.
Date

77. 16/08/12

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

6-9/07/12

Ex. 1171
TMP.0475

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
Comments
Complaint Cross Check
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
Part 1 - EHP Reported Exceedances
2012
Noise Monitoring
Exceedance = 1
[Sp 6]: “during one of the
Doc No: 72 [Ex. 1769] –
Assessment July
0.5 db(A)
analysed periods the source
complaint report
2012 by NAC
@ 12:00am
noise level excluding
[CR53824];
07/07/12
extraneous noises, plus
adjustments for tonal and
Doc No: 71 [Ex. 555] –
impulsive noise was 40.5
email complaint
dB(A) which is above the
[CR53824].
LAr,Ilir 40 dB(A) noise limit
criteria set out in the
environmental authority”
“It is therefore recommended
that EHP write to New Acland
Coal and outline the
exceedence and probable
source of noise. In order to
mitigate noise levels from
mining activities New Acland
Coal will be required to take
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No.

Doc.
Date

78. 16/08/12

79. 16/08/12

80. 19/09/12

Exceedance
Date/Time

6-9/07/12

6-9/07/12

6-9/07/12

Doc. Ref

Ex. 572
TMP.0072

Ex. 554
TMP.0456

Ex. 693
TMP.0716

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
Letter S Horton (EHP) As above (Doc 87)
to T Sheppard (NAC)
0.5 db(A)
Re. 6-9 July 2012
Noise monitoring

Comments

immediate action.”[SP6].
NOTE: Docs in 14 relate to
same exceedance

From DEHP to NAC re
notification of non-compliance
from 6-9 July requiring
immediate mitigation action
to comply with EA limit.
Letter S Horton (EHP) As above (Doc 87) EHP compliance investigation
to Resident Re. 6-9
at Plant residence on 6-9 July
July Noise
0.5 db(A)
found that “during one sample
exceedance
period a maximum adjusted
LAr, I hi. Of 40.5dB(A) was
found, which is above the
environmental authority
MIN100550507 noise limit of
LAr, lhr 40dB(A)”
As above (Doc 87)
Letter from NAC to DEHP
advising of mitigation action
0.5 db(A)
taken re 6-9July 2012
complaint.

Complaint Cross Check

Doc No: 72 [Ex. 1769] –
complaint report
[CR53824];
Doc No: 71 [Ex. 555] –
email complaint
[CR53824].
Doc No: 72 [Ex. 1769] –
complaint report
[CR53824];
Doc No: 71 [Ex. 555] –
email complaint
[CR53824].

Doc No: 72 [Ex. 1769] –
complaint report
[CR53824];
Doc No: 71 [Ex. 555] –
email complaint
[CR53824].
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

81. 16/04/13 24-29/10/12

Doc. Ref

Ex. 1517
TMP.0468

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
Comments
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
Noise Monitoring Exceedances = 4:
EHP noise assessment
Assessment –
5.9 db(A)
conducted in response to
October 2012 by
7.2 db(A)
complaint: “During the
EHP
1.1 db(A)
analysed hour block of 12am
Between 24-29
2.8 db(A)
— lam on 25 October, the
October 2012
mine could be heard
consistently throughout the
[SP 6-7]
hour and registered over
40dBA for all but a few
seconds of the hour. All noise
heard was originating from
the mine …” The total
measured noise level analysed
on all four occasions excluding
extraneous noise, plus
adjustments for tonal and
impulsive noise were above
the LAr,lhr 40 dB(A) noise limit
criteria set out in the
environmental authority.

Complaint Cross Check

Doc No:
61 [Ex. 1332]
62 [Ex. 1333]
63 [Ex. 1331]
65 and 66 [Ex. 1327] –
Email records of Glen’s
phone complaints over
number of particularly
bad months.

4 exceedances of
EA limit in each
sampled period
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

82. 20/12/12 24-29/10/12

83. 17/04/13 24-29/10/12

Doc. Ref

Ex. 1515
TMP.0466

Ex. 1518
TMP.0469

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
on 24 October –
27 October 2012
(see SP.07).
Letter S Horton (EHP) As above ( Doc 91)
to Resident Re. EHP notifies of 4 x
Noise complaint
exceedances to
resident

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

Complaint coinciding with
exceedance period

Doc No:
61 [Ex. 1332]
62 [Ex. 1333]
63 [Ex. 1331]
65 and 66 [Ex. 1327] –

Email records of Glen’s
phone complaints over
number of particularly
bad months.
S Horton (EHP) to As above ( Doc 91) Letter notifying complainant
Doc No:
Resident Re. Noise EHP notifies of 4 x
(Beutel) from noise
61 [Ex. 1332]
complaint &
exceedances to monitoring assessment above
62 [Ex. 1333]
exceedances
resident
that “The analysed data
63 [Ex. 1331]
revealed that the noise limit of 65 and 66 [Ex. 1327] –
LA,-, lhr 40dB(A) defined in
NAC's environmental
Email records of Glen’s
authority was exceeded on all phone complaints over
four sample periods. The limit number of particularly
was exceeded by a range of
bad months.
1.1dB(A) — 7.2dB(A).”
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

84. 29/04/13 24-29/10/12

Doc. Ref

Ex. 1521
TMP.0472

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

COMPLIANCE ENFORCEMENT
ACTION:
“New Acland Coal has been
advised of the outcomes of
the noise monitoring
conducted by EHP and has
been instructed to implement
procedures to reduce noise
nuisance and ensure
compliance with the
conditions of their
environmental authority.”
(SP.02)
Email attaching letter As above ( Doc 91)
Letter from NAC to EHP
Doc No:
dated 24/ April 2013
challenging DEHP’s finding of
61 [Ex. 1332]
- T Sheppard (NAC)
non-compliance- Attachment
62 [Ex. 1333]
to R Brown (EHP)
A is a response compiled by
63 [Ex. 1331]
Re. Response to Pt 3
David Moore stating that the
65 and 66 [Ex. 1327]
noise - NAC
finding of non-compliance was
technically flawed [sp 7]
Email records of Glen’s
because the 40 dB(A) EA limit phone complaints over
is for mine noise only and that number of particularly
extraneous noise has to be
bad months.
determined when the mine is
shut down to assess whether
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

85. 03/05/13 24-29/10/12

86. 08/08/13

11/07/13

Doc. Ref

Ex. 986
TMP.0474

Ex. 1528
TMP.0480

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Comments

the mine is exceeding
40dB(A).
Letter S Horton (EHP) As above ( Doc 91) Letter to complainant (Beutel)
to Resident Re.
advising that “Following
Noise Complaint &
analysis of the noise
Data collected in
monitoring data collected in
Oct 2012
October 2012, the
Department
of Environment and Heritage
Protection (EHP) requested
that New Acland Coal (NAC)
take action to implement
noise abatement measures so
that emissions of noise from
the mining activities do not
result in further
environmental nuisance.”

2013
Email C Puschmann Exceedances = 1
to D Antoine & R

Complaint Cross Check

Doc No:
61 [Ex. 1332]
62 [Ex. 1333]
63 [Ex. 1331]
65 and 66 [Ex. 1327]
Email records of Glen’s
phone complaints over
number of particularly
bad months.
NB: Throughout the
period that it has taken
DEHP to investigate and
respond, Glen Buetel has
been making further
consistent complaints of
noise nuisance to DEHP
on the Pollution hotline
number.

Manned monitoring results Complaints lodged after
show mine not in compliance
2012 round of DEHP
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time
11/07/13 @
2:07am

Doc. Ref

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
Brown (EHP) Re.
6 dB
Manned Monitoring (but decrease by 1
Results - NAC
dB as per
comments)

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

on 11/07/13: “Based on
monitoring at Glen’s:
distance attenuation the
Doc No:
predicted noise level at
35 [Ex. 1358]
complainants property is
40 [Ex. 1352]
46dB. It would be reasonable
41 [Ex. 1352]
to expect a minute amount of
42 [Ex. 1350]
attenuation is provided by
43 [Ex. 1349],
shrubbery in the complaints
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
rear garden —this may
46 [Ex. 1348]
decrease result by 1dB = 45dB. 47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
This results correlates to the 49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
logging results obtained from
52 [Ex. 1345]
the monitoring completed in
53 [Ex. 1344]
the complaints rear garden
54 [Ex. 1343]
and demonstrates that the
55 [Ex. 1392]
Acland Mine is exceeding the
56 [Ex. 1393]
40 dBA LAeq limit as specified
57 [Ex. 1338]
in the EA.”
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
60 [Ex. 1336]
Broader picture:
Glen made at least 6
complaints to
DEHP/PALM pollution
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

87. 15/08/13 9-12/07/13

Doc. Ref

Ex. 1531
TMP.0483

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

hotline before DEHP
conducted first round of
monitoring in Acland.
That round found noncompliance in all of the
sample periods. DEHP
sent compliance letters
requiring mitigation.
NAC responded by
contesting the finding of
non-compliance. DEHP
maintained finding of
non-compliance and
reassured Glen that NAC
were mitigating.
Despite this, Glen had to
make at least another 21
complaints before DEHP
undertook 2nd round of
monitoring at Glen’s
which also found noncompliance.
Compliance
Exceedances = 4 DEHP compliance investigation Complaints lodged after
Investigations – NAC (Only 3 extras)
report in response to NAC’s
2012 round of DEHP
objection to DEHP’s prior
monitoring at Glen’s:
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

11/07/13
2:07-2:22am
10/07/13
11pm-12am

11/07/13
12-1am
11/07/13
1-2am

88. 08/08/13

11/07/13

11pm-12am
12-1am
1-2am

Ex. 1529
TMP.0481

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
5.0 dB

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

finding of exceedance and
Doc No:
breach of EA conditions at G
40 [Ex. 1352]
4.0 dB
Buetel SR. DEHP conducted
41 [Ex. 1352]
another round of noise
42 [Ex. 1350]
4.0 dB
monitoring from 9-12 July
43 [Ex. 1349]
2013 Night time noise level
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
exceeded in all 4 of the 1 hour
46 [Ex. 1348]
3.0 dB
blocks analysed of between 3- 47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
5dB (A).
49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
[SP 9]
52 [Ex. 1345]
53 [Ex. 1344]
54 [Ex. 1343]
55 [Ex. 1392]
56 [Ex. 1393]
57 [Ex. 1338]
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
60 [Ex. 1336]
Email C Puschmann As above Old Doc
Complaints lodged after
to D Antoine & R
16
2012 round of DEHP
Brown (EHP) Re.
Exceedance
monitoring at Glen’s:
Summary of logging already counted
Doc No:
results of 11 July
40 [Ex. 1352]
2013
4.0 dB [SP2]
41 [Ex. 1352]
4.7 dB [SP5]
42 [Ex. 1350]
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

89. 15/08/13 9-12/07/13
&
10-11/07/13

Doc. Ref

Ex. 1532

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
3.9 dB [SP7]

Comments

Letter S Horton (EHP) As above Doc #16 Letter from EHP to complainant
to Resident Re.
(Beutel) stating that [sp 1]
SP37 BEU.0001 Noise Complaints 9- Exceedances
“The analysed data revealed
TMP.0484
12 July 2013 & 10- already counted that the noise limit of LAr, lhr
11 July 2013
=3
40dB(A) defined in NAC's
environmental authority was
exceeded during all three
sample periods taken from the
unattended monitoring and
also during the attended
monitoring conducted in

Complaint Cross Check

43 [Ex. 1349]
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
46 [Ex. 1348]
47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
52 [Ex. 1345]
53 [Ex. 1344]
54 [Ex. 1343]
55 [Ex. 1392]
56 [Ex. 1393]
57 [Ex. 1338]
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
60 [Ex. 1336]
Complaints lodged after
2012 round of DEHP
monitoring at Glen’s:
Doc No:
40 [Ex. 1352]
41 [Ex. 1352]
42 [Ex. 1350]
43 [Ex. 1349]
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
46 [Ex. 1348]
47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

90. 15/08/13 9-12/07/13
&
10-11/07/13

Doc. Ref

Ex. 1533
TMP.0485

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Letter S Horton (EHP) As above Doc #16
to T Sheppard (NAC)
Re. Noise
Exceedance
Monitoring - NAC already counted
=4

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

Acland.”

49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
52 [Ex. 1345]
53 [Ex. 1344]
54 [Ex. 1343]
55 [Ex. 1392]
56 [Ex. 1393]
57 [Ex. 1338]
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
60 [Ex. 1336]
Complaints lodged after
2012 round of DEHP
monitoring at Glen’s:
Doc No:
40 [Ex. 1352]
41 [Ex. 1352]
42 [Ex. 1350]
43 [Ex. 1349]
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
46 [Ex. 1348]
47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
52 [Ex. 1345]
53 [Ex. 1344]
54 [Ex. 1343]

Enforcement letter from DEHP
to NAC requiring them to take
measures to comply with their
EA following findings of 4 noncompliances on 9-12 and 1011 July. Of particular note:
“Although tonal and impulsive
noise could be heard during
the monitoring periods, no
penalties were applied to the
measured noise level for the
presence of tonal and
impulsive noises. Applying
penalties for noise would
increase the measured noise
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

level and therefore the
exceedence by a greater
factor.”

55 [Ex. 1392]
56 [Ex. 1393]
57 [Ex. 1338]
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
60 [Ex. 1336]

NB: the actual results of data
disclosed by DEHP from
documents 17 and 20 show 5
exceedances.
91. 09/09/13 9-12/07/13

Ex. 1534
TMP.0486

Email T Sheppard
(NAC) to R Brown
(EHP) + S Horton
(EHP) RE. Response
to July 2013 Noise
Monitoring

NAC to EHP advising mitigation Complaints lodged after
measures that have been
2012 round of DEHP
recently undertaken to bring
monitoring at Glen’s:
mine into compliance with EA
Doc No:
following AA investigation
40 [Ex. 1352]
report of noise exceedance of
41 [Ex. 1352]
EA.
42 [Ex. 1350]
43 [Ex. 1349]
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
46 [Ex. 1348]
47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
52 [Ex. 1345]
53 [Ex. 1344]
54 [Ex. 1343]
55 [Ex. 1392]
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No.

Doc.
Date

92. 14/11/13

Exceedance
Date/Time

--/07/13

Doc. Ref

Ex. 988

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Letter S Horton (EHP)
to Resident Re.
SP39 BEU.0001
Noise Monitoring
TMP.0494
July 2013

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

56 [Ex. 1393]
57 [Ex. 1338]
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
60 [Ex. 1336]
EHP to complainant advising of Complaints lodged after
EHP compliance enforcement
2012 round of DEHP
measures against NAC.
monitoring at Glen’s:
Doc No:
40 [Ex. 1352]
41 [Ex. 1352]
42 [Ex. 1350]
43 [Ex. 1349]
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
46 [Ex. 1348]
47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
52 [Ex. 1345]
53 [Ex. 1344]
54 [Ex. 1343]
55 [Ex. 1392]
56 [Ex. 1393]
57 [Ex. 1338]
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Comments

93. 08/08/13 10-11/07/13

Ex. 1527
TMP.0479

Email C Puschmann
to D Antoine & R
Brown (EHP) Re.
Ambient Noise
Monitoring Results

Ambient monitoring for 10-11
‘July 2013- used to justify the
exceedances.

94. 06/08/13 10-11/07/13

Ex. 1526
TMP.0478

Email C Puschmann
to D Antoine & R
Brown (EHP) Re.

As above
Results of attended monitoring
Exceedance
conducted by DEHP in and
already counted around Acland as a result of a

Complaint Cross Check

60 [Ex. 1336]
Complaints lodged after
2012 round of DEHP
monitoring at Glen’s:
Doc No:
40 [Ex. 1352]
41 [Ex. 1352]
42 [Ex. 1350]
43 [Ex. 1349]
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
46 [Ex. 1348]
47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
52 [Ex. 1345]
53 [Ex. 1344]
54 [Ex. 1343]
55 [Ex. 1392]
56 [Ex. 1393]
57 [Ex. 1338]
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
60 [Ex. 1336]
Complaints lodged after
2012 round of DEHP
monitoring at Glen’s:
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

10/07/13 @
11pm
11/07/12 @
2:07am

95. 31/10/14 15-18/07/14

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
Summary of
Monitoring - NAC
10/07/13 = 3.6
dBlaeq
11/07/12 = 6.3
dBlaeq

Ex. 688
TMP.0557

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

complaint record.

Doc No:
40 [ Ex. 1352]
41 [Ex. 1352]
42 [Ex. 1350]
43 [Ex. 1349]
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
46 [Ex. 1348]
47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
52 [Ex. 1345]
53 [Ex. 1344]
54 [Ex. 1343]
55 [Ex. 1392]
56 [Ex. 1393]
57 [Ex. 1338]
58 [Ex. 1337]
59 [Ex. 1335]
60 [Ex. 336]

2014
Noise Assessment EDO Calculated
EXPLANATION OF MANNED Complaints lodged after
Report by EHP
Total
MONITORING RESULTS at
2012 round of DEHP
Exceedances = 4
Acland church.
monitoring at Glen’s:
NOTE: EHP only
[SP 8-9]
Report conducted by DEHP
Doc No:
counted this in their
Relating to exceedances at SR
40 [Ex. 1352]
summary total as 1
15/07/14
GB in October 2012 and July
41 [Ex. 1352]
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
Comments
Complaint Cross Check
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
x exceedance [12.6
2.2 dB(A)
2013;
42 [Ex. 1350]
dB(A)] but states it [5:11-6:59am]
BUT 9 complaints since noise
43 [Ex. 1349]
wasn’t an
0.7 dB(A)
abatement measures were
44 and 45 [Ex. 1354]
exceedance due to
[7-7:35am]
implemented.
46 [Ex. 1348]
extraneous noise
2.5 dB(A)
DEHP decided to another noise 47 and 48 [Ex. 1348]
from wind and
[10:26-11:07pm]
monitoring program to
49, 50 and 51 [Ex. 1346]
passing vehicles?
determine- whether noise
52 [Ex. 1345]
18/07/14
abatement has been effective
53 [Ex. 1344]
12.6 dB(A)
at bringing mine into
54 [Ex. 1343]
[5:04-8:51am]
compliance during worst case
55 [Ex. 1392]
conditions.
56 [Ex. 1393]
Exceedances = 2
“The frequent complaints
57 [Ex. 1338]
[SP 10]
lodged by [G.Beutel] show
58 [Ex. 1337]
that noise from the mining
59 [Ex. 1335]
14/07/14
activity is causing an
60 [Ex. 1336]
6.1 dB(A)
environmental nuisance at a
[1-7am]
sensitive place. Therefor NAC
0.4 dB(A)
are not complying with
[6-9:40pm]
condition D1 of the EA. But
they are in compliance with
condition D4 of their EA.

NB: On 14/07/14 it states levels
were at 46.4 from 1-4:30am
The above docs support EHP’s # of Noise Complaints that lead to investigations & therefore resulted in exceedances = 15
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

96. 01/06/11 11-12/05/11
@ 23:4524:00

Doc. Ref

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

TOTAL = 15
Part 2 - Likely Exceedances with No Reference in EHP Summary
2011
Ex. 544
Letter Chris Davis
Exceedance =1 [Sp 1]: NAC report to DEHP that
TMP.0036
(NAC) to S Horton
“One site located at a
(EHP) Re.
5.0 dB(A)
sensitive receptor recorded
Exceedance
levels above New Acland
Coal's (NAC's) EA limit of night
time noise limit of 40 dB(A)
Laeq during the May 2011
monitoring period.”

97. 23/04/12

Ex. 1496
TMP.0443

Letter T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Horton
(EHP) Re. D Moore
reassessing noise
periods from June
2011 to Feb 2012

98. 28/03/12 17-18/06/11

Ex. 1496
TMP.0443

June 2011 Noise
Assessment [SP6-7]:
SR = Kuhl
[SP 10]

Response to Complaint
TWB741

Doc No: 75 [Ex. 1297].

Exceedance = 1
5.8 dB(A)
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

99.

Doc. Ref

Ex. 1496

100.

Ex. 1496

28/03/12 16-17/08/11
101.

Ex. 1496
TMP.0443

@10:43pm1:37am

102.

28/03/12 31/10 – 01/11
2011

Ex. 1496
TMP.0443

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
18/06/11
@ 1:09-1:24am
SR = Mason
Exceedance = 1
[SP 11]
4.4 dB(A)
18/06/11
@ 1:32-1:47am
SR = Hansford
Exceedance = 1
[SP 12]
3.3 dB(A)
17/06/11
@ 10:54-11:09pm
Letter T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Horton
(EHP) Re. August
2011 Noise
Assessment
[SP 23-24]

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

Exceedance = 1
3.0 dB(A)

SR: Lot 1, Acland Rd,
Acland
Letter T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Horton
(EHP) Re. October
2011 Noise
Assessment
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

@ 11:12pm2:30am

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
[SP 42-43]
Exceedance = 1
SR: Lot 1, Acland Rd,
Acland

103.

28/03/12 10-11/02/12

Ex. 1496
TMP.0443

@ 10:59pm1:43am

28/03/12 18-23/06/11

Ex. 1496
TMP.0443

Complaint Cross Check

1.6 dB(A)

2012
(Note: Doo. 114 is 2011)
Letter T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Horton
(EHP) Re. October
2011 Noise
Assessment
[SP 119-123]
Exceedance = 1
SR: Lot 1, Acland Rd,
Acland

104.

Comments

Attachment B:
Extended
Environmental
Noise Logger
Assessment
Adjacent to
Plant/Ward
Residence

4.1 db(A)

Exceedances
Recorded = 22

States that: “The numbers in
Doc No: 75 [Ex. 1297].
bold and underlined exceed
the mine noise limit BUT are
not directly comparable to the
mine noise limits, for the
reasons stated above.”
[SP 146]
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No.

105.

106.

107.

Doc.
Date

11/05/12

16/07/12

Exceedance
Date/Time

3-4/04/12

5-7/07/12

24/09/12 20-22/08/12
20-12/08
@

Doc. Ref

Ex. 566
TMP.0066

Ex. 571
TMP.0071

Ex. 574
TMP.0074

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
[commences SP
139]
Ranging from 0.66.7 dB(A)
[SP 146]
SR: Plant/Ward
Residence
Letter T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Hilton
(EHP) Re. April 2012
Noise monitoring

Letter T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Hilton
(EHP) Re. 5-7 July
2012 Noise
monitoring
Letter T Sheppard
[NAC] to R Brown
(EHP) Re. 1 NonCompliance

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

[sp1] NAC to DERM exception
report of 1 non-compliances
of 2.4 dB(A).
Exceedance = 1
2.4 db(A)
@11:44pm12:50am
Exceedance = 1
2.8 db(A)
05/07/12
@ 10:55pm12:00am
Exceedances = 1
6.1 dB(A)

[sp1 ] NAC to DERM exception
report of 1 non-compliances
of 2.8 dB(A)

NB: DEHP received this
exception report a few
days after receiving a
complaint – see Doc # 80
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

11:16pm12:20am

108.

17/09/13 9-11/08/13

Ex. 591
TMP.0091

10-11/08 @
11:30pm12:30am
109.

18/09/13

Ex. 1535
TMP.0487

110.

06/11/13

111.

7-8/10 @
11:10pm12:10am
14/01/14 18-20/12/13

7-9/10/13

Ex. 594
TMP.0094

Ex. 598
TMP.0098

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
[SP 3]

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

[Ex. 1388] – DEHP did
not investigate
complaint as
complainant did not
return noise log sheet.

2013
Letter T Sheppard Exceedances = 1
(NHG) to R Brown
4.1 dB(A)
(EHP) Re. August
2013 Data
Letter S Horton (EHP)
EHP to NAC requiring more
to T Sheppard (NAC)
detailed information about
Re. Response to
their mitigation measures
letter 9/09/13 re.
noise monitoring
Letter T Sheppard
Exceedance = 1
(NAC) to R Brown
2.2 dB(A)
(EHP) RE. 7-9
October 2013
Monitoring
Letter T Shepard
Exceedances = 2 Letter from NAC to DEHP with Doc No: 35 [Ex. 1358].
(NAC) to R Brown
results of review of noise data
(EHP) Re. December 18/12/13 @
following complaints- report
2013 Monitoring +
22:00-23:00
finds non-compliance on
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
Comments
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
Report
0.8 dB(A)
18/12/13 (by 0.8 dB(A)) and
19/12/13 (by 2 dB(A)).
19/12/13 @
12:30-1:30am
SELF REPORTED NON2.0 dB(A)
COMPLIANCE

Complaint Cross Check

Evidence of this finding does
not appear in the DEHP
disclosure documents. The
‘December 2013 complaint’
referred to by NAC does not
appear in DEHP disclosure
documents – however, it
states that it was from an
Acland resident so we know it
was Glen.
112.

17/06/14

1, 6 &
10/06/14

Ex. 1575
TMP.0529

2014
Email T Sheppard
NAC admits to Email chain between DEHP and
(NAC) to R Brown
exceedances
NAC: DEHP requesting
(EHP) RE Noise
typically around
monitoring results from
Complaint received 5am of >2bD(A)
complaint periods- NAC
re. June 2014
but blames traffic providing excuses for why
& wildlife
they have failed to use TARP
appropriately- fail to provide
data.

Doc No:
17 [Ex. 1575]
18 [Ex. 1364]
19 [Ex. 1365]
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CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
No.
Doc.
Exceedance
Doc. Ref
Type:
Exceedance
Date
Date/Time
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
TOTAL: 14 Likely Exceedances (additional to EHP’s total of 15)

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

TOTAL: EHP (15) + Additional (14) = 29

04/08/16

04/08/16

114.

10/05/14

10/05/13

Ex. 1563
TMP.0517

115.

17/05/14

17/05/13

Ex. 1564
TMP.0518

116.

16/05/14

16/05/16

Ex. 1565
TMP.0519

117. 19/05/14

18/05/16

Ex. 1568
TMP.0522

113.

CALCULATED FURTHER POSSIBLE EXCEEDANCES
160804 NAC Blast
Possible
Exceedances
Exceedance = 1
Blasting
SentineX Graph RE
Possible
Sentinex daily noise monitoring
Noise complaint
Exceedance = 1 summary provided by NAC to
received 21 May
DEHP shows at least 1
2013 msg pdf
exceedance during period of
(attachment 1)
complaint.
SentineX Graph RE
Possible
Sentinex daily noise monitoring
Noise complaint
Exceedance = 2 summary provided by NAC to
received 21 May
DEHP shows at least 1
msg pdf
exceedance during period of
(attachment 2)
complaint.
SentineX Graph RE
Possible
Sentinex daily noise monitoring
Noise complaint
Exceedance = 3 summary provided by NAC to
received 21 May
DEHP shows at least 3
msg pdf
exceedance.
(attachment 3)
SentineX Graph RE
Possible
Sentinex daily noise monitoring
Noise complaint
Exceedance = 2 summary provided by NAC to
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

118. 21/08/14

20/08/14

Ex. 1584
TMP.0540

119. 08/09/14

1, 6 &
10/06/14

Ex. 1758
TMP.0724

+
21, 23/07/14
+
11/08/14

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
Comments
Complaint Cross Check
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)
received 21 May
DEHP shows at least 2
msg pdf
exceedances.
(attachment 6)
SentineX Graph RE
Possible
Sentinex daily noise monitoring
Noise complaint
Exceedance = 3 summary provided by NAC to
(attachment)
DEHP shows at least 1
exceedance during period of
complaint.
Email T Sheppard
Possible
USEFUL DOCUMENT Because it
(NAC) to to R Brown Exceedance = 10 highlights the inability of TARP
(EHP) Re Daily noise
to ensure compliance.
monitoring
1st graph
NAC finally provides monitoring
summaries – NAC
(undated) @
(Senitex) data/charts for the
approx. 4:20am
complaint periods.
[SP 5]
Each chart indicates that the
06/06/14 @
night time EA limit of 40dB(A)
approx. 3:30am has been almost consistently
[SP 6]
exceeded [see sp 4-10].
This document includes at least
10/06/14 @
10 instances of nonapprox. 1:30pm
compliance.
&
4:30am
[SP 7]
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No.

Doc.
Date

Exceedance
Date/Time

Doc. Ref

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
Type:
Exceedance
(Letter, email,
Info
filenote)

Comments

Complaint Cross Check

21/07/14 @
approx. 7-8am
&
1pm
&
4:10am
[SP 8]
23/07/14 @
approx. 6pm
&
4am
[SP 9]
No Date [SP 10] @
approx. 4am

TOTAL: 22 Further Calculated Possible Exceedances
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ANNEXURE C
Air Data
Final Analysis of Complaints During EHP’s Assessment
Period (2010-2015)
CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

1.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

2015
MO/14/26/11/15 29/10/14 Ex. 1376Email A Freeman 1 (Dust)
01445
TMP.0311 (on behalf of
A Cripps
or
DNRM
Minister) to
CTS
Resident Re

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

Discusses dust hanging
around 24/7 for
weeks at a time
- Having to work
the farm with
masks on and
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

27056/
14

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
dust Issues NAC

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

then sleep in the
masks
Photos of dust

NOT IN EHP DEC SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
2014
2.
CTS28813
21/11/14 21/11/14 Ex. 1606
/14
TMP.0565

3.

24/10/14 2013-2014 Ex. 1370
TMP.0305

Letter
T 1 (Dust)
Colling
s (EHP)
to
Compl
ainant
Re
Dust
Polluti
on

Email
Compl
ainant
to R

Letter in response to a
complaint
about
dust pollution from
letter dated 21
November 2014 (ie
reply is the same
day)
NOT IN EHP DEC SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

1 (Air
quality
/breat hing)

JONDARYAN

Doc No:
37[Ex. 1773]

Includes copies of
Jondaryan Air quality
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

4.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

15/10/14 13/10/14

Ex. 1594
TMP.0551

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
Brown
&S
Horton
(EHP)
Jondar
yan Air
Qualit
y
DEHP
Compl
aint

Email from
Compl
ainant
to
Sarah
Horton
and
Ruth

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

-

Exceedance CrossCheck

measurements for
that month (Sept
2014)
Includes table from
2013-2014 talking
about how this
person was effected
(i.e. air quality poor –
breathing became
bad – had to stop
work)
NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
JONDARYAN

1 (Dust)

NAC App E
Reference

Doc No:
37[Ex. 1773]

Allegations of 31
exceedances in TSP
and 12 days of
exceedances of PM
10
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

5.

CR64157
30/09/14 23/09/14 Ex. 1759
&
TMP.0725
101/000
7030

Complaint Air
Comments
NAC App E
Exceedance CrossType
Complaint
Reference
Check
(Letter, (eg.blasting/
email,
dust etc.)
filenote)
Brown
NOT IN EHP DEC
(EHP)
SUMMARY
Re.
COMPLAINTS INDEX
Compl
aints
about
dust &
air
quality
Email T1 (Blast (including - DEHP email
88
Sheppard dust plumes))
investigation of
(NAC) to R
complaint.
Brown
- Email chain
(EHP) Re
requesting blast
NAC blast
details following
on 12 Sept
complaint about blast
2014
(including dust
plume). DEHP request
details about plume
over Acland.
NOTE: [SP 2] This could
almost be taken as 2
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

separate complaints:
23/09/14 = Blast
&
12/09/14 = Plume

6.

7.

CR64157
29/09/14 23/09/14 Ex. 1372
&
TMP.0307
101/000
7030

CR63753
14/08/14 14/08/14

Ex. 1399
TMP.0343

File Note R
1
Brown
(Blast/
(EHP)
Plumes
Re
)
compl
ain re
NAC
blast
on
23/09/
2014
Qld Govt –2 (Air quality)
Compl
aint /
-

NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
Blast complaint but
88
mentions that ‘after
the previous blast the
flume ended up over
Acland’

-

NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

JONDARYAN
Nuisance complaint

43
- but
recorded as

Doc No:
37[Ex. 1773]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
Report
Details
CR637
53

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

-

-

-

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

running sheet
TWB8010
outlining several
Vol 3 or
complaints about
CR58472 –
dust and the action
date
taken by the EPA and attributed to
Parks and Wildlife
complaint by
Service
NAC is
Handled by Ruth
16/8/12
BROWN in the second
half of 2014
Looked like a
complaint dated 10th
August 2014
Regarding coal dust
blowing off of trucks
because they are not
covered
Instigated by
complaint, although
original complaint is
not attached to this
document
Additional complaint
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

8.

CR63753
10/08/14 10/08/14

Ex. 1367
TMP.0302

21040810 1 (Dust/air
Compl pollution)
aint
Form

-

Exceedance CrossCheck

of 24 September
2014, regarding
“exceedances [sic] of
air quality
measurements from
Jondaryan…”
Additional e-mail
dated 13 October
2014 regarding air
quality, loss of coal
from trucks among
other things
NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
JONDARYAN

-

NAC App E
Reference

Environmental
nuisance complaint
and/or pollution
incident allegation
Nuisance: noise,

84 –
(recorded as
a noise
complaint)

Doc No:
37[Ex. 1773]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

-

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

dust/particulate/othe
r/water pollution
Alleges that there is
excessive nuisance
dust throughout
town, on buildings,
within houses,
pastures, cars
Exceedances of PM
10 and total
suspended
particulates (as
shown by EPA
monitor situated cnr
earl st since Match
14)
Ongoing poor air
quality in Jondaryan =
signs of ill health,
poor exercise ability
etc.
NOT IN EHP DEC
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
- CR63753??
9.

CR6089104/11/13 04/11/13

Ex. 1539
TMP.0491

‘File note R
Brown
(EHP)
of
meetin
g/disc
ussion
Re.
Blast
of
1
Nove
mber

2013
1 (Dust
Plume)
-

-

-

-

Note of someone
69
complaining to EHP
Complaint about blast
from NAC mine that
occurred Friday 1
November 2013
Said the plume of
dust from the blast
was blowing from the
mine straight over
the town of Acland
Wasn’t a strong wind
but cloud of dust still
drifted over Acland
Took photos of dust
Complaint was made
via phone, and is
referred to in the

-
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

10.

CR6040327/09/13 27/09/13

Ex. 1356
TMP.0289

File Note R
Brown
(EHP)
Re.
Blast
from
NAC
on 27
Septe

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

second document
linked
Notes of the phone
call are included in
the third document
linked. This provides
more details of the
complaint.

EHP DEC 2015 INDEX
COMPLAINT
SUMMARYCOMPLAINT ID:
CR60891
1 (Blast & - Note of someone
67
Dust
complaining to EHP
Plume) - Complaint about blast
from NAC mine that
occurred today (27th
September 2013)
- They said the plume
of dust from the blast
was blowing over

-
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
mber
2013

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

11.

CR59857 19/07/13 19/07/13 Ex. 1355
TMP.0288

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

Acland resulting in
Acland being in the
flume management
zone
Observed the dust
plume moving from
the mine site towards
Acland and was over
Church St

EHP DEC 2015 INDEX
COMPLAINT
SUMMARYCOMPLAINT ID:
CR60403
File note R 1 (Dust)
- Complaining about
Brown
the blast from NAC
(EHP)
This
was
mine that occurred
Re.
record
this day (19/07/13)
Blast
ed by - There was a bit of
from
EHP as
dust plume above
NAC
a
Bottle Tree Hill after
on
Noise/
the blast

66

-
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
19/07/
13

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)
vibrati
on
compl
aint
despit
e also
being a
dust
compl
aint
–

12.

TWB8010 10/09/12 12/07/12
SWR/090

Ex. 1328 Service
TMP.0260
Reque
st

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

EHP DEC 2015 INDEX
COMPLAINT
SUMMARYCOMPLAINT ID:
CR59857

NB
registe
red by
EHP as
a noise
compl
aint.

2012
1 (Dust)

-

Allegation for
noise/dust/particulat
e/water pollution

39.
NB:

NAC
have
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

724
ITEM NO:
1824
507

13.

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
Form –
NAC
Enviro
nment
al
nuisan
ce
compl
aint
and/or
polluti
on
incide
nt
allegat
ion

TWB8010 10/09/12 12/07/12 TMP.0258 20120910

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)
-

-

NAC App E
Reference

Coal dust inside home
at 35% from testing
Exposure to dust
from the New Hope
facility is causing eye
irritation, asthma,
and coughing
Belongings also being
affected by dust

cited
the
letter
from
EHP to
the
complai
nant.
We
have
cited
the
original
complai
nt
form.

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

1 (Dust)

NOTE: This may have
been treated as the
same complaint as
CR55435- however
it was submitted as
a separate
complaint on a
separate form.
- Allegation for

Exceedance CrossCheck

39.

-
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

OR
SWR/090
724
ITEM NO:
1824
521

14.

CTS
3013000/1 1/08/12
2

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
Service
Request
From –
NAC
Environ
mental
nuisanc
e
complai
nt
and/or
pollutio
n
incident
allegati
on

Ex. 1325 20120830
TMP.0256
Email to
EHP Ruth
Brown RE
CTS

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

1 (Dust)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

NB:
NAC
noise/dust
have
particulate/water
cited
pollution
the
- Dust inside home
letter
- Horses suffer lung
from
complaints
EHP to
- Whole family suffers
the
from asthma and
complai
coughing
nant.
NB: this is a separate
We
complaint on a
have
cited
separate form but
the 2nd
appears to be the
original
same complainant
complai
as the one above.
nt form.
NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
- RE a letter from 30
August 2012
concerning coal dust
in clouds
- Initial letter asked
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
1300012
dust
issues
JRLF

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

-

15.

CR55435 16/08/12 16/08/12

Ex. 1388 20120816
TMP.0332
–
Compl
aint /
Report
Details
CR554
35 [SP
3]

1 (Dust)
-

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

how pm reading of
PM10 could be when
it was raining
Talks about how they
thought it was going
to rain but was
actually just coal in
the clouds
Treated as a
complaint
NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
JONDARYAN
41
NB: NAC cite
Response in relation this
to “coal dust
complaint as
pollution and noise
TMP.0253;
pollution due to
Ex 1322 –
heavy machinery and OCAA have
blasting”
cited
the
Says complaint was
complaint
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

-

received from
“PALM”
Issue was followed
up, but no further
information provided
Dust monitoring to
be carried out at SR
by NAC.

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

report run
sheet
(Ex.
1388), NAC
have
cited
the service
request for
the
same
complaint
(Ex. 1322)

COMPLAINT REPORT ID
NO. 55435 LISTS
dust AS AN ISSUEHOWEVER
COMPLAINT
WAS
CATEGORISED
IN
DEHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINT INDEX
UNDER THE DATE
11/8/2012 (date the
COMPLAINT FORM
WAS signed) AS A
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

NOISE COMPLAINT.
This complaint is from a
woman (refers to
complainant
as
‘she’).

16. CR55435 11/08/12 11/08/12

Ex. 1322 20120811
TMP.0253 Service
Request
Form JRLF
Environme
ntal
nuisance
complaint
and/or
pollution
incident

NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
*(AS A DUST
COMPLAINT)
JONDARYAN
-

-

41

Allegation for
noise/dust/partic
ulate/odour/flum
e/smoke/other
Dust – illegible…
everything gritty
to touch, black
surfaces, scratchy
clothes

560

CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
allegation:
CR55435

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)
-

-

-

17.

CR55406 15/07/12 15/07/12

Ex. 1321 20120715
TMP.0252
Service
Request
Form:

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

Dust pollution
lasts for 24hrs 7
days a week
The complaint is
referred to in the
second linked
document
Complaint
received
16/8/2012 and
signed 11/8/2012
– CR- May be
TWB8010 Vol 3
or CR58471

This appears to be the
original complaint
from the Complaint
report above.
JONDARYAN

1 (Dust)
-

Allegation for
dust/particulate

561

CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
CR5540
6

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)
-

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

‘fine coal dust
particles blow over
my property when
loading coal trains
and also dust created
from machinery
movement around
the loading facility
and stockpile.
Happens every day
and night when wind
blows

ID - CR55406 (does not
appear
in
dec
complaints
index
however:
EHP

DEC 2015 INDEX
COMPLAINT SUMMARYCOMPLAINT
ID:
TWB8010 Vol 3 appears
to match up to the date
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

of 9/8/12- the date that
the complaint form was
received
by
Toowoomba.
18.

19.

SWR/090 18/09/12 12/07/12 Ex. 1513
Letter S Horton
536(Pt
TMP.0464 (EHP) to
3)
Resident
Re. Noise,
#183473
dust,
0
Water
pollution
complaint
- NAC
None 05/07/12 03/07/12 Ex. 1320
Email S
TMP.0251
Horton
(EHP) to
R Brown
(EHP) Re.
Coal Dust

1 (Dust )

JONDARYAN
NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

1 (Dust)

39 (listed as
noise
complaint)

JONDARYAN
-

Letter to pollution
hotline RE coal dust
Says they find the
coal dust and
pollution in the
Oakey/Jondaryan
area appalling
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)
-

-

20.

19/06/12 19/06/12
DNRM’s
ref:
M793201
2
MC11014

Ex. 1502
TMP.0450

Letter B
Finlay
(Agforce)
to T
Collings
(Minister
for
Environme
nt) Re.
General

1 (Dust)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

Always gets nasal
congestion and
coughing
People of Oakey have
not been provided
with any tree banks,
artificial hills etc to
protect them from
mine dust

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
- Letter from Agforce
to the Minister
- A general complaint
about dust

-

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

21.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

TWB741 15/05/12 19/03/12
SWR/0905
27
ITEM NO:
16672
20

Ex. 1319
TMP.0250

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
complaint
re. dust
[SP 2]
Letter S
Horton
(EHP) to
Complain
ant Re.
Dust
nuisance
from
mining
activities
[SP 12]

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

1 (Dust)

JONDARYAN
-

A number of letters
etc mainly relating to
noise but SP 12 notes
a letter received on
19 March 12
regarding alleged
dust nuisance from
mining activities

-

[SP8] Possible
complaint: Letter
dated 21/02/12
relating to data re.
April-Dec 2011 –
showing 9 DD
readings, 2
substantially exceed
the 120mg/m2/day

NAC App E
Reference

37

Exceedance CrossCheck

Doc No:
38[Ex. 1500]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

limit
NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
22.

CR64104 21/02/12 April-Dec Ex. 1319
2011 TMP.0250

Letter
dated
21/02/12
relating to
data re.
April-Dec
2011 –
showing 9
DD
readings, 2
substantial
ly exceed
the
120mg/m2
/day limit

1 (Dust)

JONDARYAN
-

37

Doc No:
38[Ex. 1500]

[SP8] Possible
complaint: Letter
dated 21/02/12
relating to data re.
April-Dec 2011 –
showing 9 DD
readings, 2
substantially exceed
the 120mg/m2/day
limit
NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

566

CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

23.

TWB741 28/02/12

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

not FN
signed
05/03/1
2

24.

25/02/12 19/08/11

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
Ex. 1481 File Note S
TMP.0428
Hilton
(EHP) Re.
Meeting
on
14/02/12
to discuss
Complaint
[SP 1-2]

Ex. 1318
TMP.0248

Ministerial
correspon

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)
1 (Dust)

1 (Dust)

File note of meeting with
complainant re dust
complaints- includes
issues relating to
provision of data from
DD gauge at
complainant’s home
(Gauge installed
Oct/Nov 2011)

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
NB: this relates to
complaint TWB741
Vol 22 but has not
been included in the
complaints summary
as an additional
complaint.
JONDARYAN
(note: only mentioned

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

Doc No:
39[Ex. 1319]

Doc No:
38[Ex. 1500]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
dence
action
sheet –
Specifically
Email
Complaina
nt to J
Randell, T
Sheppard
& C Davis
(NAC) Re.
Noise +
persistent
respiratory
problems
from dust
[SP 8]

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

once)
-

-

-

Section on ‘DERM
handling of complaint
about dust and noise’
Says that they made a
written complaint to
DERM about noise
and dust in August
2011 because their
young daughter had
been sick for months
No reply for 5 months
Page 8: email from 19
August 2011 RE
concerns about
persistent respiratory
problems – possibility
of the dust from the
mine causing this
NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

COMPLAINTS INDEX
25.

CR53833 24/02/12 24/02/12

Ex. 1385 Complaint /
TMP.0329
Report
Details
CR53833

1 (Dust)

-

Allegations of
dust/particulate
‘continuous black
deposits in drinking
water supply after
rain and air.
Concerned about
particles in the air
and impact on health,
has been for 13
months, sneezing,
congestion…black
deposits evident over
many things..’

36

Doc No:
39[Ex. 1319]

EHP DEC 2015 INDEX
COMPLAINT
SUMMARYCOMPLAINT
ID:
CR53833
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

26.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

21/02/12 21/02/12

Ex. 1315
TMP.0243

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Email
Complaina
nt to S
Hilton & S
Horton
(EHP) Re.
dust &
particle
matter in
water etc.

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

1(Dust)

-

Complaint was not
investigated because
complainant was too
sick to respond to
Departments request
to disclose his details
to the mine for
further investigation.

-

Complaint to S Hilton
of DERM about dust
and particle matter
being collected in
water on roof
Complaint of clear,
black particles
Photographic
evidence supplied,
although not
available in the copies
available to us

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

Doc No:
39[Ex. 1319]

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015

570

CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
-

27.

14/02/12 08/02/12

Ex. 1479
TMP.0426

Email
Correspon
dence
between C
Hill
(DERM) &
S Horton,
G Power &

1 (Dust)

letter of complaint
about Dust and noise
and it has not been
treated as a
complaint because
the ‘complaint form’
was not filled out.
- Issues include
insufficient
monitoring and
exceedances with no
action.
NOTE: Original complaint
letter does not
appear
to
be
included in the DEHP
disclosure docs. This
may have resulted in
under reporting of
actual complaints.

Doc No:
39[Ex. 1319]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

28.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

23/12/11
(received
03/01/12
)

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
S Hilton
(NAC) & C
Randell
(NAC) Re.
Dust
Complaint
dated
08/02/12

Ex. 1313 Letter B
TMP.0241 Finlay
(AgForce)
to V
Darling
(Minister
for
Environme
nt) Re.
Correspon
dence
Action
Sheet -

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)
-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

This is a dust
complaint about
the way that
NAC is collecting
samples.

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
2011
1 (Dust)

-

-

General letter of
complaint to the
Minister for
Environment (assume
that the Department
would have been
made aware of the
letter and of its
contents?) reiterating the noise
and dust complaints
of nearby landowners
Complaints relating
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

to respirable dust,
and inhalable dust

29.

30.

16/11/11 04/11/11

31/01/12 19/08/11

Ex. 1469
TMP.0416

Ex. 1314
TMP.0242

Email C Hill
(DERM) to
Complaina
nt Re. dust
nuisance
inside
home
Email
Corro
between
Complaina
nt & S
Horton
(DERM) re
Mine
Noise and
Dust

1 (Dust)

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
JONDARYAN
NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

1 (Dust / Breathing
problems)

E-mail to S Hilton at
DERM re complaint
about “persistent
respiratory problems”
of landowner’s child.
Doctor suspects dust
from the mine “at
least substantially
contributing to her
symptom [sic] was

Doc No:
38[Ex. 1500]
42[Ex. 1710]

Doc No:
40 [Ex. 1474] 41[Ex. 650]
42[Ex. 1710]
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

flagged.” [SP3]

31.

07/02/11 07/02/11
TWB801
0V2
CTS0251
0/1
1

Ex. 1464
TMP.0409

20101213
Letter K
Jones
(DERM) to
R Hopper
(MP –
Climate
Change &
Sustainabil
ity) Re.
respondin
g to dust
complaint
re uncovered
coal trains.

1 (Dust)
[SP 2]

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX
NOTE: This relates to a 31.
complaint which was
made
supporting
CR49826. However it
was not treated as a
separate complaint
and probably should
have been.

Doc No:
40 [Ex. 1474]

NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

[original

574

CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
complaint
by
resident
on
13/10/10 –
see SP 11]

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

Note: Also
makes
reference
to
complaint
on
01/09/10
(see Doc
#32)
32.

CR4982 08/10/10 08/10/10 Ex. 1295
6
TMP.0223

Request
Form –
Environme
ntal
Nuisance
Complaint

2010
1 (Dust)

JONDARYAN
-

-

31.

Complaint about dust
in Jondaryan, in
private property
Complaint about dust
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

33.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

CR4949 26/07/10 Complaint Ex. 1302
1
to
made TMP.0230
25/08/10 originally
on
26/07/10
&

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
and/or
Pollution
Incident
Allegation
CR49826

Complaint
/ Report
Re. coal
dust from
trucks
CR49491

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

1 (Dust)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

accumulating on
paint tin lid left in
carport
Landowner worried
about private
property’s proximity
to the town
(described as ‘west
end of town’)
EHP DEC 2015 INDEX
COMPLAINT
SUMMARYCOMPLAINT ID:
CR49826 DATED
13/10/10
JONDARYAN

28.

Complaint chain
- Complaint about coal
being blown off
trucks on highway,
complaint originally

576

CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

24/08/10
(When
DERM
received
complaint)

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
[SP
5]
26/07/10:
The
original
complaint
sent to
Toowoomb
a Shire
Council Re.
nuisance
allegation
form
- [SP4]
16/08/10
FWD to Dep.
Transport
&
Main
Roads
- [SP3]
20/08/10
Complaint sent
to DERM

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

-

-

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

sent to Dept of
Transport and Main
Roads and
Toowoomba Shire
Council. The
complaint was
forwarded to DERM.
[SP5] 26/07/10:
The
original
complaint sent to
Toowoomba
Shire
Council Re. nuisance
allegation form
[SP4] 16/08/10
FWD
to
Dep.
Transport & Main
Roads
[SP3] 20/08/10
Complaint sent to
DERM
[SP3] 24/08/10
DERM
received
complaint

577

CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
- [SP3]
24/08/10
DERM received
complaint
- SP[2]
01/09/10
DERM
sent
letter
to
complaina
nt
and
stated that
they
are
working
with DTMR
re.
complaint
- [SP1]
Formal
complaint
logged as
being
received
on

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)
-

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

SP[2] 01/09/10
DERM sent letter to
complainant
and
stated that they are
working with DTMR
re. complaint
[SP1] Formal
complaint logged as
being received on
25/08/10
EHP DEC 2015 INDEX
COMPLAINT
SUMMARYCOMPLAINT ID:
CR49491
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
25/08/10

34.

TWB741 04/02/10 13/01/10 Ex. 1299 File Note R
VOL
TMP.0227
Brown
. 22
(EHP) Re.
Complaint
from
Jondaryan
resident

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

1 (Dust)

NAC App E
Reference

JONDARYAN
-

Exceedance CrossCheck

N/A

Resident complained
of dust and other
nuisances caused by
the JRLF

EHP DEC 2015 INDEX
COMPLAINT SUMMARYCOMPLAINT ID: TWB741
Vol 22 - 13/01/2012
35.

CTS0057 04/01/10 31/12/09 Ex.1453 Email
0/10
TMP.0398 Complaina
nt to CCS
Ministerial
Office Re.

1 (Dust)

NOT IN EHP DEC 2015
25
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

579

CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)
Dust
complaint

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

TOTAL: 35 Complaints
Less Jondaryan (17)
= 18

CALCULATED POSSIBLE COMPLAINTS
36.

11/10/11 10/10/11

Ex. 1323 20120819 1 (Blasting &
TMP.0254 Email S
Orange
Horton
Plume Cloud)
(EHP) to G
Power & S
Holton Re.
Orange
cloud
complaint

-

-

More of a comment
N/A
than a complaint
Mentions that more
than once, orange
clouds from blasting
have been seen
Wanted to know how
dangerous it was
They have been ‘sick
with poison for a
number of years and
while I can smell disel
fumes often and been
sicker at times with
unexplained causes I
always hoped it

-
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CALCULATED LIKELY COMPLAINTS
No.

EHP
Ref

Doc.
Date

Complaint Doc.
Date
Ref

Complaint
Type
(Letter,
email,
filenote)

Air
Comments
Complaint
(eg.blasting/
dust etc.)

-

-

NAC App E
Reference

Exceedance CrossCheck

wasn’t the mine as it
is always there’
‘I really hope that the
mine is not allowed
to continue this
practice of allowing
toxic fumes into our
air’
Note: [SP 1] Email
from Garry @ DERM
states this in “not a
complaint”

NOT IN EHP DEC
SUMMARY
COMPLAINTS INDEX

TOTAL: 1 Further Possible Complaints

EXCEEDANCES
581

CALCULATED LIKELY EXCEEDANCES
No.

Doc. Date Exceedance Doc. Ref Type:
Exceedance
Comments
Complaint cross-check
Date/Time
(Report, letter, email, Info
filenote)
37. 00/11/15 12/03/14 Ex. 1773 Jondaryan Monitoring TSP Exceedances
JONDARYAN
Doc No:
to
TMP.073 Report
= 36
3[Ex.1370]
30/04/15
9
March 2014 – April
[SP 3]
Results of DSITI Jondaryan
4[Ex.1594]
2015
monitoring program:
7[Ex.1399]
PM10
- “TSP and PM10 concentrations
8[Ex.1367]
Exceedances =
exceeded dust nuisance and
9
human health protection
[SP 3]
guidelines respectively on a
number of occasions over this
DD Exceedance =
period.” (SP.3)
1
- “Daily TSP concentrations at
[SP 4]
Jondaryan exceeded the trigger
level for dust nuisance on 36
days between 12 March 2014
and 30 April 2015.” (SP.3)
-

“Daily PM10 concentrations at
Jondaryan exceeded the EPP Air
24-hour objective for protection
of human health of 50 μg/m3
on nine days between 12 March
2014 and 30 April 2015” (SP.3)

582

-

38.

10/07/12

--/07/11
to
--/06/12

Ex. 1500
TMP.0448

Email T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Hilton
(EHP) RE
Historical
Jondaryan Dust
Results JRLF
(conducted by
NAC from July
2011 to June
2012)

DD Exceedances
=7
1. [SP 2]
June 2011:
JD4: DD =
431mg/m2/d
ay

“the October 2014 deposition
rate of 146 mg/m2/day
exceeded the guideline value
recommended by EHP” (SP.4)
JONDARYAN
Evidence of results over EA limits
for dust deposition (EA Condition
limit is 120mg/m2/day):

Doc No:
21[Ex. 1319]
22[Ex. 1319]
24 [Ex. 1318]
29[Ex. 1469]

2. [SP 7]
September
2011: JD4:
DD = 356
mg/m2/day
3. [SP 8]
October
2011:
a. JD2: DD =
1,170
mg/m2/day

583

b. JD4: DD =
705
mg/m2/day
4. [SP 13]
March 2012:
JD5: DD =
323
mg/m2/day
5. [SP 14]
April 2012:
JD3: DD =
347
mg/m2/day
6. [SP 15]
May 2012:
JD4: DD =
1610
mg/m2/day
NB: 10% is
coal dust so
exceedance
of 120 limit
by
mine
EVEN IF only
coal
is
counted).

584

39.

40.

27/03/12 1-28/02/12

02/02/12

27/04/11
to
01/12/11

Ex. 1495
TMP.0442

Ex. 1474
TMP.0421

Letter T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Hilton
(EHP) Re. Elevated
Dust Levels for
February 2012
TWB:
SWR/
ITEM NO: 1609390
Email T Sheppard
(NAC) to S Horton
(EHP) Re. Monitoring
noise and dust - T
Plant - NAC

This
Exceedance
is
indisputable
DD Exceedance
=1

Doc No:
23[Ex. 1481]
25[Ex. 1385]
26[Ex. 1315]
27[Ex. 1479]

[SP 2]
AD14: DD =
2259.26
mg/m2/day
DD Exceedance
=3
[SP 3]
-

27/04 &
04/05 2011

-

30/05/11

-

01/08/11

-

14, 16 & 20
/08/11

-

26 &
27/10/11

Email chain between S Horton Doc No:
(DEHP) and Tom Sheppard 30[Ex. 1314]
(NAC) regarding exceedances 31[Ex. 1464]
reported by NAC to DEHP in
Early 2011 as part of DEHP
compliance
investigation
resulting from complaint.
Reference to evidence of results
over EA limits for dust
deposition (EA Condition limit
is 120mg/m2/day) on [SP 3-4]
Compliance action by DEHP: “could
you please provide a copy of
results for noise and data
monitoring conducted
near or at house and any
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41.

21/09/11 March-June Ex. 650 Letter C Davis (NAC) to
2011 TMP.0153
S Horton & G
Power (DERM) Re.
Exception Report
(March, April,
May, June 2011) –
Jondaryan
OUR REF:
1108 EXPT RPT LTR
DERM (MAR, APR,
MAY, JUNE DUST)
JONDARYAN
20110729

-

29/08/11

-

29/11/11

-

1/12/11

DD Exceedance
=3
1. [SP 2]
March
2011:
AD33
133mg/m2
/day

exceedances also any action
taken to address concerns in
particular
written
advice
provided to to date.”

JONDARYAN

Doc No:
30[Ex. 1314]

Exception report of exceedances
above EA limits at SR’s for dust
deposition:

2. [SP 3]
May 2011
AD33 = 204
mg/m2/day
3. [SP 4]
June 2011
AD33 = 431
mg/m2/day

42.

17/06/11

527/04/11
&

Ex. 1710 Letter C Davis (NAC) to
TMP.067 S Horton (DERM) Re.
5
Reporting elevated

DD Exceedance
=1

NAC note: No complaints during
this period [SP 1]

Doc No:
30[Ex. 1314]
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04/05/11

dust deposition levels
TWB2011/540
OR

43.

13/01/11

--/11/09

Ex. 1307
TMP.0235

1104 EXCEPTION
REPORT (DUST)
20110609
Email outlining
particle
measurements
above threshold

[SP 2]
5-27 April 2011
&
4 May 2011:
AD14 = 155.17
mg/m2/day
PM10
Exceedance = 1

JONDARYAN
NOTE:
- E-mail to Govt (although not
EHP) and to Acland, outlining a
reading of 71 of PM10 matter.
It is stated that this is 21 (of
what units I’m unsure) above
the threshold allowed (do not
know what document allows
this threshold)
- This complaint was followed up
by a Ministerial Briefing
prepared by DERM addressed
to the Minister for Climate
Change and Sustainability
- Several mitigation measures
were consequently put in place,
including monitoring, covering
coal loads and maintaining a
complaints registrar

587

-

There is a line that says “The
department first became aware
of dust-related complaints and
the JRLF on 15 June 2009.”

TOTAL: 61 Exceedances
TSP Exceedances = 36
PM10 Exceedance = 9
DD Exceedance = 16

CALCULATED POSSIBLE EXCEEDANCES
44.

13/01/11

--/11/09

Ex. 1307
TMP.0235

Email outlining
particle
measurements
above threshold

PM10 Exceedance = 1

JONDARYAN
NOTE:
- E-mail to Govt
(although not EHP)
and to Acland,
outlining a reading
of 71 of PM10
matter. It is stated
that this is 21 (of
what units I’m
unsure) above the
threshold allowed
(do not know what
document allows
this threshold)
- This complaint was
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-

-

followed up by a
Ministerial Briefing
prepared by DERM
addressed to the
Minister for Climate
Change and
Sustainability
Several mitigation
measures were
consequently put in
place, including
monitoring,
covering coal loads
and maintaining a
complaints registrar
There is a line that
says “The
department first
became aware of
dust-related
complaints and the
JRLF on 15 June
2009.”

TOTAL: 1 Further Possible Exceedances
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ANNEXURE D
1.

GROUNDWATER CONCERNS FOR AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES

1.1

Objector grounds and evidence on groundwater and agricultural economics

1.

One of the primary concerns for a number of the objectors and lay witnesses in
this case are the those surrounding the uncertainties as to the proposed mine’s
impact on their groundwater and resulting impacts on their agricultural
enterprises.

1.1.1 Frank Ashman
1.1.1.1 Agricultural Enterprise Description
2.

Mr Frank Ashman is one of the lay witness who holds grave concerns for the
Stage 3 expansion and the impacts that it will have on prime agricultural land in
the district.1

3.

Mr Frank Ashman who is located on “Shannonbrook”, approximately 8 km from
the current Stage 2 mine, states that they are 99% reliant on the groundwater
from their bore and both his and his wife, Lynn’s livelihoods and that their
business enterprise depend on it.2 His property will be approximately 5 km from
the mine should Stage 3 be approved.3 Shannonbrook has a total area of 193.41
ha and is 75% cultivated and Mr Ashman’s other property “Landmore” has a
total area of 116.5 ha and is 90% cultivated.4 The combined properties are used
as a beef cattle stud business enterprise.5

4.

Mr Ashman states of the total 310 ha operation for both of his properties, 71 ha
is used for cropping for the production of grain, hay, or winter forage for fodder
for the cattle. This is for use within the property and it is not sold commercially.
In addition, approximately 10% of the combined property is used for cropping.6
The combined property is a beef cattle stud business. At present, the carrying
capacity is relative to the pasture management.7

5.

Mr Ashman is in the process of building the productive capacity of the land up
for beef cattle stud breeding and is aiming for peak production in or around
2020.8

6.

Mr Ashman states that currently, one tenth of his land is used for cropping, with
the produce utilised by the cattle, and the remainder of the property is available

1

Ashman LWS, para 5, SP2.
Ashman LWS, paras 1, 2 and 28, SP1 and 4; T65-4, Lines 35-38.
3
Ashman LWS, para 3, SP1.
4
Ashman LWS, paras 23-24, SP3-4.
5
Ashman LWS, para 26, SP4; T65-29, Line 18.
6
Ashman LWS, para 25, SP4.
7
Ashman LWS, para 26, SP4.
8
Ashman LWS, para 43, SP6.
2
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for cattle grazing,9 making his property a mixed farming enterprise. Mr Ashman
expands on this during his evidence:
So what we’re able to do is that the transition between ground and beef is still
the same path so, effectively, we do – we grow grass to feed our cattle and we
grow very, very good grass because of the nutrition of the soil so one is a tradeoff to the other and our animals – we’re able to turn them off to the market
much quicker than others could do because of the quality of the soil and the
quality of the grass and there’s that transition.10

7.

Mr Ashman states that currently their predicted forecast for annual turnoff
would be 100 head of cattle at $3,000 average stud/cull animal, totalling
$300,000 of income. This equates to “$967 per hectare of land use value
producing stud cattle at maximum potential”.11 When asked under crossexamination if this was a satisfactory return in terms of his enterprise, Mr
Ashman expanded:
…we’re still a work in-progress, and to attain the maximum set of
circumstances it’s a balancing act. And of course, we’re dependent on the – on
the weather and the conditions and so many things. We have a market to
contend with, so there’s many variables in it. But the – the – the economic
return relevant to that type of land is easily achievable in our set of
circumstances. Relatively small landholding but high-grade return, if I can put
it that way.12

8.

Mr Ashman believes that there is great potential in his property and his intention
is to build annual income from $50,000 (currently) to approximately $300,000.13

9.

Having acquired the property only recently, Mr Ashman believes that it will take
some years to build them up to peak production. Mr Ashman envisions that,
should Stage 3 not be approved, the peak productive land use at the time of their
projects completion will be in 2020. The carrying capacity of the land will be
approximately 1 animal per hectare of land at that point.14

10.

Since purchasing the property, Mr Ashman has already invested $1.8 million
into their operations and states that they are hoping to invest an additional $1.8
million into the enterprise to further expand it due to the land being of “very
high value”.15 His plan is to continue the operation with the intention to have it
run for the rest of their lives.16

11.

Mr Ashman asserts that at present, beef prices are at an all-time high and that
this district relies on beef cattle. This is evident with there being 12 feed lots in
the district; with each feed lot requiring grain and grain production. Therefore, if
Stage 3 is approved, Mr Ashman asserts that the continued need for grain and

9

Ashman LWS, para 44, SP6.
T65-29, Lines 38-44.
11
Ashman LWS, para 45, SP6.
12
T65-22, Lines 37-44.
13
Ashman LWS, para 46, SP6.
14
Ashman LWS, para 27, SP4.
15
Ashman LWS, para 41, 54 and 67, SP6-7 and 9.
16
Ashman LWS, para 41, SP6; T56-10, Line 15 to T65-11, Line 23.
10
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grain production will surely decrease.17 When pressed on this point by Mr
Ambrose QC, Mr Ashman explains:
…as currently things are very, very good in the beef industry…they’re feedlots
in the district. They rely on grain etcetera, etcetera. If we go to the paragraph
before where we’ve got people leaving an industry relevant to no water, there’s
going to be a decline. Now, if it does not – if stage 3 does proceed, it will surely
decrease. So if stage 3 does proceed, the continued need for grain and grain
production will surely decrease because theoretically there’s less head of
animals to feed.18

12.

When put to Mr Ashman as to whether or not the proposed Stage 3 and the
increasing amount of uncertainties surrounding its impact have had any impact
on his investment decisions both now and into the future, Mr Ashman
proclaims: “[m]ost definitely”19 and “[m]y word, it has and dramatically”.20

13.

Mr Ashman describes how he feels about the uncertainties surrounding his
businesses future:
Lynn and I have invested big, big dollars into what’s going on out there. Now,
to imagine that you’re going to put all that money into a fireplace and put a
match to it, that’s a major concern to me and it would be to any normal thinking
person. And the potential of that is great…but the general stress in regard to our
program is affecting us also, is that we want to continue to invest into this
operation. We want to continue to do the best that we possibly can in this
chosen industry. Now, to imagine that stage 3 goes ahead and that, if our water
is depleted, it doesn’t leave us in a very nice position. So it’s a concern that
evolves around our being. It’s major.21

14.

Mr Ashman emphasises that the product capacity of the land would approach
zero if they lost their groundwater, stating that “[i]f we cannot water our cattle
then we cannot breed animals and the obvious result is that our enterprise fails
and we would become bankrupt”.22

1.1.1.2 Concerns regarding groundwater impacts
15.

Mr Ashman declares that it is “the most critical item on running a property”.23
They have 1 registered bore on their property which has a base of 18m and the
water level from the natural ground level down to the top of the water is 2.5m.
The aquifer is found in tertiary basalt.24

17

Ashman LWS, para 57, SP8.
T65-34, Line 23 to T65-35, Line 2.
19
T65-23, Lines 29-35.
20
T65-10, Lines 15-18.
21
T65-10, Line 15 to T65-11, Line 23.
22
Ashman LWS, para 55, SP8.
23
T65-4, Lines 35-38.
24
Ashman LWS, para 29, SP4.
18
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16.

Under worse conditions, they can provide 100 head of cattle with 50L/day of
water (approximately 5ML/day total). This would be a daily requirement for
their cattle on their farming enterprise.25

17.

While only being on their farm for 4.5 years, Mr Ashman states that the quality
and availability of groundwater has been consistent26 and describes the
groundwater as “sweet as sweet” and that “[i]t’s beautiful water”.27

18.

The AEIS predicts that there will be a 1-2m drawdown in the Tertiary Basalt at
the end of mining (2030).28 However, Mr Ashman, along with many other
objectors in this matter, holds grave concerns that if the modelling is incorrect, it
will have severe impacts on their groundwater resources and business
operations, stating that “[t]he proposed mine expansion risks our water, and
without water our farm is finished”.29

19.

Without the availability of water, Mr Ashman believes that the land would be of
no use as a cattle grazing enterprise. Water was one of the key aspects of
purchasing his property and it is Mr Ashman’s strong opinion that the land will
have no value without water. Mr Ashman elaborates on this declaring that “[i]f
the water becomes unavailable our property and business enterprise would be
completely destroyed”.30

20.

When asked to explain the impact that it would have on his business Mr Ashman
stated:
The property itself is somewhat limited into a cropping area. It was fashioned
around beef cattle production. And not all of our property is strategic cropping
land as such. And what I’m leading to here is that strategic cropping land is that
that’s able to be ploughed and then processed and you can produce grain and
we can do that in certain areas of ours. So, yes, dryland farming could exist but,
on our property, to a very minimal degree. So, in the beef production side of
life, as it is in dairy, any area where you have cattle, they need water same as
we need water. And so take that water away and it’s a simple equation to say
that the – that the enterprise is done, it’s finished.31

21.

Mr Ashman describes in his lay witness statement that:
Any farming or agricultural enterprise cannot survive without water. In our
instance, our enterprise is livestock, and that livestock requires water to survive.
If the land does not have water available to it, it cannot be used for grazing or
beef cattle operation. Therefore, if you take the water away from the land, the
land has no value.32

25

Ashman LWS, para 31, SP5; T65-16, Lines 40-43.
Ashman LWS, para 33, SP5; T65-14, Line 40 to T65-15, Line 2.
27
T65-14, Line 40 to T65-15, Line 2.
28
Ashman LWS, para 34, SP5. See also AEIS Appendix H – Revised Groundwater Monitoring and
Impact Management Plan, Figure 2-1 Predicted Drawdown in the Tertiary Basalt 2030 (End of Mining),
SP18.
29
Ashman LWS, para 36, SP5; T65-50, Lines 11-15; T65-16, Lines 34-43.
30
Ashman LWS, para 37, SP5; T65-16, Lines 34-43.
31
T65-16, Lines 34-43.
32
Ashman LWS, para 42, SP5; T65-16, Lines 34-43.
26
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22.

When asked if he was aware of the predicted impacts in terms of the pit-inflows
and whether it was another reason to hold concerns about the impacts on his
property, Mr Ashman confirmed “it is a major concern” and that “you cannot
put a Band-Aid on it and stop the inflow. It just continues on”.33

23.

Mr Ashman’s concerns regarding the impacts of groundwater on his property
have only been exacerbated from the expert evidence that has emerged during
these proceedings, particularly the uncertainties surrounding the predicted
groundwater drawdown from modelling used in the EIS. He states that:
…the lack of confidence that can be provided to landholders relevant to experts
that have been in this particular chair – our fears of further unknowns and
uncertainties gets greater and greater by the moment.34

24.

Mr Ashman has also already investigated other options for water supply on their
property however, currently, the only other water supply when it rains is a small
dam in one of their 11 paddocks. Unfortunately, the water supply from the dam
would not suffice what is required for their business operations.35

1.1.2 David Vonhoff
1.1.2.1 Agricultural Enterprise Description
25.

Mr David Vonhoff, together with his wife Cheryl, own and operate their farming
property “Bryana” which has a total area of 1500 acres (607.03 ha).36 The
southern boundary of their property is located approximately 7-8km north west
of the current NAC Stage 2 and should the Stage 3 expansion be approved, their
southern boundary will be approximately 4km from the mine.37

26.

Mr Vonhoff outlines in his statement that their main source of business income
is derived from dairy. Typically they would have between 350 and 400 head of
cattle for that purpose. The number of cows which give milk is seasonal, with
approximately 200 cows around March, dropping to around 150 in November
and December.38

27.

Approximately 1/3 of their property is cultivated for cropping fodder for cattle
consumption. Another third is used for cropping as well as improved pasture in
rotation for fodder production. Another third is permanent improved pastures.39
Mr Vonhoff declares that “the production value per hectare of our property is
approximately $1,650 per day out of the milk. For culled cattle sales we would
generate approximately $45,000 per annum”.40

33

T65-15, Lines 6-31.
T65-10, Lines 3-7.
35
Ashman LWS, para 40, SP45-6; T65-20, Lines 34-46.
36
Vonhoff LWS, paras 2 and 25, SP1 and 3-4.
37
Vonhoff LWS, paras 2-4, SP1.
38
Vonhoff LWS, para 78, SP9.
39
Vonhoff LWS, para 81, SP10.
40
Vonhoff LWS, para 79, SP10.
34
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1.1.2.2 Concerns regarding groundwater impacts
28.

Of significant concern to Mr Vonhoff is the fact that his property is located
within the 1 m predicted drawdown zone. Mr Vonhoff states that they are 100%
reliant on groundwater 90% of the time, going as far to declare that “[i]f we did
not have access to bore water, our farm and business could not exist”.41

29.

He declares that if they were to lose groundwater at their property this would
lead to an approximate value loss of over $2.6 million. He highlights his
concerns in his statement:
If we lose groundwater it will be a total write off. In accordance to NAC's
mapping, our irrigation in the Gavins basalt bore will be impacted. If we are to
lose our irrigation water this could be a loss to a value of approximately
$100,000 (being the loss of our irrigation system and the loss of our Lucerne
crop).42

30.

There are 8 bores on their property, three are registered as irrigation bores with
the remainder being used for domestic water.43 The following details are in
relation to the three registered bores:
a) One registered bore has a depth of 60 feet (18.3m) and a flow rate of
4000 gallons/hr. This bore is in the alluvial aquifer;44
b) A second registered bore has a depth of 200 feet (61m) and a flow rate of
3000 gallons/hr. This bore is in the Walloon coal measures;45 and
c) A third registered bore was dug to 142 feet (43m) and backfilled to 60
feet (18.3m) and has a flow rate of 7000 gallons/hr. This bore is in the
basalt aquifer.46

31.

Mr Vonhoff states that there is no historical data for his unregistered bores and
he is of the belief that NAC would not have had a significant portion of the data
relating to his unregistered bores for their modelling.47 Furthermore, Mr
Vonhoff is extremely concerned that NAC has failed to accurately identify
several bores on their property.48 When asked to expand on what he experiences
in reality compared to what NAC have provided in their EIS mapping, Mr
Vonhoff asserts:
…there’s so many errors and if all these errors are on our place what other areas
– what other errors is there with the modelling? It just makes me wonder how
good it all is.49

41

Vonhoff LWS, paras 28, SP4;
Vonhoff LWS, para 87, SP10-11.
43
Vonhoff LWS, paras 30, SP4.
44
Vonhoff LWS, paras 33, SP4.
45
Vonhoff LWS, paras 34, SP4.
46
Vonhoff LWS, paras 35, SP4.
47
Vonhoff LWS, paras 37, SP5; T50-101, Lines 17-22.
48
Vonhoff LWS, paras 57, SP7. See also T50-101, Lines 1-15; T50-103 Line 34 to T50-104, Line 10.
49
T50-101, Lines 17-22.
42
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32.

In addition, Mr Vonhoff voiced his concerns regarding the accuracy of the
geology mapping found in the EIS.50 This has left Mr Vonhoff feeling very
concerned about the modelling that has been undertaken by NAC to date.

33.

When pressed during cross-examination about whether he had provided his bore
drilling log data to NAC when it was requested, Mr Vonhoff replied that he
hadn’t. However, Mr Vonhoff stated during his re-examination that NAC had
asked for the drilling logs at least 12-24 months after the EIS modelling had
been completed, further increasing his concern regarding the uncertainties of the
predicted drawdown impacts on their property.51

34.

Like many of the other objectors and witnesses in this matter, Mr Vonhoff’s
property falls within the 1 m predicted drawdown zone. While he states that “if
the prediction is accurate then there may not be an issue”, he also emphasises
that if there is more than a 1 m drawdown, it would be of “serious concern” and
he would be very worried that their property would be badly affected.52 This
leaves Mr Vonhoff with little confidence as to what the impacts will be on his
groundwater and the implications that it will cause his business enterprise.

35.

A marked-up map of the predicted drawdown was provided by Mr Vonhoff to
demonstrate the number of bores that were inaccurately identified in the EIS.53

36.

As is already evident in the lay witness evidence, the mine has already had an
impact on a number of people within the local community. Mr Vonhoff believes
that, should the Stage 3 expansion be approved, that it could have further serious
repercussions on the local farming community, particularly if the water impacts
are worse than the modelling predicts. He states that there has been extensive
investments made in the area, and should Stage 3 be approved, this may have the
potential to halve or quarter those investments which would be extremely
detrimental to the community.54

1.1.3

Max Scholefield

1.1.3.1 Agricultural Enterprise Description
37.

Mr Max Scholefield’s property “Coolahab South” ” has a total area of 81 ha
(200 acres) and is located approximately 10 km from the current mine
operations and will be approximately 6 km from the Stage 3 expansion.55 Mr
Scholefield, along with his wife Jane, run a beef cattle enterprise, with their
property being predominately used for cattle, with up to 100 acres used for
cropping which is then utilised as cattle feed.56

50

Vonhoff LWS, paras 68-70, SP8; T50-101, Lines 1-22.
T50-118, Lines 39-44.
52
Vonhoff LWS, paras 44 and 71, SP5 and 8; T50-101, Lines 4-22.
53
See Exhibit DAV-4 of Vonhoff LWS, paras 57-59, SP7; T50-101, Lines 1-23; T50-103, Line 34 to
T50-104, Line 10.
54
Vonhoff LWS, para 111, SP13.
55
Scholefiled LWS, para 25, SP4.
56
Scholefield LWS, para 48, SP7; T66-75, Line 44.
51
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38.

The beef cattle enterprise currently has 30 cows and they have a breeding
operation to breed Drought Master Cattle. Mr Scholefield has spent a number of
years improving their cows to breed better quality calves, with quicker weaning
times and with more superior genetics.57

39.

Mr Scholefield believes he is breeding better quality calves due to the reflection
of the superior quality land on which he runs his enterprise, which produces high
quality pasture and high quality fodder. Mr Scholefield states that this is due to
his property being located on “ferrosolic basalt, red clay” which has “very rich
soil”.58

40.

In peak conditions Mr Scholefield states that the production value of their
enterprise is approximately $20,000 each year, bringing their land value to
approximately $100 per acre.59 Mr Scholefield hopes to sustain this level of
income and believes that the “production value per acre is similar to our
neighbours with beef cattle grazing enterprises”.60

41.

Mr Scholefield believes that the land that they are on has significant advantages
as he is able to grow crops during the winter and summer seasons. Mr
Scholefield expands on this during his oral evidence:
Of all the places in Australia to farm, our – our part of the land is the best. The
Darling Downs has the wonderful advantage of having a fifty-fifty rainfall; fifty
per cent winter and fifty per cent summer. But the graingrowers and the cattle
producers and dairy people in our area are able to grow successful crops in the
winter season and the summer season. That can’t be done anywhere else in
Australia.61

42.

Mr Scholefield states that the mine has impacted on the faith that he has in his
business due to the uncertainties surrounding groundwater impacts and the
potential flow on affects.62 It is due to these uncertainties that has made it
difficult for Mr Scholefield to make any concrete business decisions and states
that:
We are terrified that we will spend a whole lot of money on improving our
business only to find that when we have to leave and can no longer operate, the
farm cannot sell and we will have to sell for much less than the property is
worth.63

43.

Mr Scholefield believes that the proposed development will have a disastrous
effect on his business enterprise if the water is impacted.64

57

Scholefield LWS, para 50, SP7.
T66-69, Lines 10-16.
59
Scholefied LWS, para 51, SP7.
60
Scholefied LWS, para 51, SP7.
61
T66-69, Lines 22-28.
62
Scholefield LWS, para 75, SP10.
63
Scholefield LWS, para 83, SP11.
64
Scholefield LWS, para 61, SP9.
58
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1.1.3.2 Concerns regarding groundwater impacts
44.

Mr Scholefield’s property has only one working bore, despite having two bores
sunk in 2002.65 Although Mr Scholefield’s bore is registered, he states that this
bore was not included in the EIS, nor did NAC seek out information from him
regarding his bore. It was only after writing to NAC and voicing their concerns
that NAC eventually came out to their property to discuss the issues surrounding
their bores.66

45.

Mr Scholefield is 100% reliant on his bore as it is their only water supply on the
property. He states that their property does not have a dam as the country is
porous (fractured basalt) and will not hold water.67 He expanded on this during
his cross-examination:
We’re in a fractured basalt aquifer, and we’ve got basalt – all our soil is basalt
soil, and it does not hold water in a dam very well – only for a short period of
time. Because of the nature of the fractured basalt substrata, it tends to leak
away – the dams, that is. So we wholly rely on the one bore.
Right. Okay. So - - -?---So it’s critical.
So what would happen to your enterprise if that water supply wasn’t available?--We would have no enterprise and nowhere to live, virtually.
Right. So is that water supply used also for domestic purposes as well?---Yes, it
is.68

46.

Mr Scholefield outlines in his statement that the “change in the quality and
quantity of groundwater has affected the community substantially” 69 and when
pressed during cross-examination on this point by Mr Ambrose QC, Mr
Schoelfield highlighted his concerns:
---I think the change – the predicted change has affected the community
substantially.
It’s got a lot of farmers terribly worried about the situation with their
groundwater.70

47.

When Mr Ambrose put to him that “not everyone is concerned. A lot of farmers
are not concerned?” Mr Scholefied responded “I believe a lot of farmers are
concerned”.71

48.

It is Mr Scholefields belief that the mine is already drawing good farmers away
from the area and should Stage 3 be approved, it will “stop anybody wanting to

65

Scholefield LWS, para 27, SP4; T66-57, Lines 12-13.
Scholefield LWS, para 29, SP4.
67
Scholefield LWS, para 32, SP4; T66-57, Lines 8-20.
68
T66-57, Lines 8-20.
69
Scholefield LWS, para 42, SP6; T66-76, Lines 35-43.
70
T66-76, Lines 34-40.
71
T66-76, Lines 42-43.
66
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start and further their agricultural enterprises” and will also “detract from the
enterprises that are already present”.72
1.1.4

Desley Spies

1.1.4.1 Agricultural Enterprise Description
49.

Mrs Desley Spies and her husband Kevin, own and operate the farming property
“Lutton”.73 Lutton has a total area of 213 ha and is run as a cattle fattening
business with about 360 head of cattle at present, with about 20% of the
property being used for cropping.74 Their property is located approximately 10
km northeast of the current New Acland Stage 2, and will be located
approximately 8 km from the mine should Stage 3 be approved.75

50.

Mrs Deslie Spies states that about 50% of the property can be used for cropping,
and they currently use 20% of the property for cropping. It is estimated that the
market value of their property just for the land is between $800,000-$900,000.76

51.

Presently with approximately 300 head of cattle, $1200 per head, then their
business alone would be worth approximately $350,000-$400,000, bringing the
total value of their enterprise to approximately $1.15-1.3 million.77

52.

When put to her in cross-examination whether the mixture of cattle and feed that
Mrs Spies grows on her property enables her to produce a good quality beef
product, Mrs Spies responds: “Yes, it certainly does”. She expands stating that
they have recently been “recognised with the Meat Standard of Australia (MSA)
standards cattle breeding and we were among the top 100 breeders in the
State”.78

53.

Mrs Spies, under cross-examination from Dr Plant, expands on the farming
enterprises in the district and their production values:
I guess we’re talking of a very localised area here, within sort of a few
kilometres of you?---Well from…Kulpi township our Mount Darry Road goes
about 10K out.
Right?---And the farmers we had were all within that local vicinity.
Right?---In – within that area.
Right. And can you give us an idea of the productivity of the farms in that
area?---Well, I just did a – a count up and within that 10 kilometres of our road
there’d be eight million litres of milk per year produced and at least 1200 head
of beef cattle turned off per year.
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Right?---From a – a number of farms.
Okay. Sounds impressive. Any cropping as well in that area?---Yes. Some do
crop. Most of the cropping would be done for supply for the dairy cows but a
lot of the – the farmers grow their own [indistinct] for their dairy cattle. So
there wouldn’t be very much cereal cropping done. It would all be for the feed
for the farms ourselves.79

54.

Mrs Spies states that the viability of their business depends on access to
groundwater declaring “[i]f we lose our water our property is valueless”.80

1.1.4.2 Concerns regarding groundwater impacts
55.

Mrs Spies property falls outside the 1 m groundwater drawdown zone, however
due to the uncertainties surrounding the modelling that has been undertaken to
date and the accuracy of the predictions, she still holds grave concerns for the
future of her business enterprise. This is primarily due to their property being
totally reliant on their groundwater bores for production. While they have two
small dams on their property, they cannot be relied on for water due to climatic
conditions (i.e. only storm water runoff feeds into the dam). They rely on their
rainwater tanks for domestic use.81

56.

When asked about whether anybody in the district had a big water supply, Mrs
Spies responds “[n]o”.82

57.

Their property has access to four bores, two of which are registered,83 with two
of their bores being approximately 80 years old.84 When asked to expand on
how important the bores are to their property, and in particular the fragility of
water in the area, Mrs Spies replies “it’s not a big water supply and there’s no
one in our area with big water supplies. They are very fragile bores”.85

58.

Mrs Spies states that their bores were also not identified in the EIS nor were
they asked by NAC for any information during the EIS process.86 Due to a
number of people’s concerns in the local area about the impacts that NAC would
have on their groundwater, a group of about 20 farmers in the area became
involved with the Water At Risk group.87

59.

These farmers voiced their concern to NAC through several meetings and were
told NAC would provide and install monitors on some bores that were equipped
with either solar or electric pumps and bore logs.88 One of Mrs Spies bores had a
baseline assessment conducted on it. However, when asked during crossexamination whether she had received any further information from NAC
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regarding their bores baseline assessment, Mrs Spies replied that they had not.
However, Mrs Spies has participated in some bore monitoring with DNRM
recently and stated that the data gathered from that exercise is available to her.89
60.

It is evident from Mrs Spies evidence that there is a lack of trust and
transparency between many landowners in the district, who simply want to
know more about their bores, and NAC.

61.

When asked about her concerns in relation to the uncertainty surrounding the
loss of groundwater at her property, Mrs Spies stated that while her children are
not on the property at present, there will always remain the possibility that one
of them could come home and hopes that their property could be continued as a
farming property. She claims that it would be devastating to lose the water.90

62.

Mrs Spies expands on her concerns for the future stating “the landholders will
have an uncertain future. There are young couples at present dairying in the
district but would be reluctant to expand with the uncertainty with water”.91

1.1.5

Simon Wieck

1.1.5.1 Agricultural Enterprise Description
63.

Mr Simon Wieck part owns and operate the farming properties “Oasis”,
“Freemount” and “Plainview”, with all three properties located within 10
minutes drive of each other. Mr Simon Wieck lives on Oasis with his wife
Sonya and their three children.92

64.

Oasis is located approximately 7 km northwest of the current New Acland Mine
Stage 2 and will be located approximately 7 km north from the Manning Vale
West Pit should the Project be approved.93

65.

Oasis has a total area of 218 ha. Approximately two thirds of Oasis has been
cultivated for cropping purposes, with the remaining third being comprised of
grass and other use.94 The Freemount property is approximately 148 ha with
approximately two thirds of the property being cultivated.95 The Plainview
property has a total area of 238 ha.96 All three properties total 605 ha. Of this
total, approximately 1,000 acres (405 ha) is used for cultivation and 500 acres
(202 ha) is put towards grass and other uses.97

66.

All three combined properties are run as a dairy farming enterprise. Mr Simon
Wieck states that they milk approximately 120 cows throughout the year and use
all three properties to run stock.98 Their property Plainview holds the dairy herd
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with Oasis and Freemount running replacement heifers and other younger
stock.99 In addition, Mr Simon Wieck also runs a piggery on his property Oasis
for approximately 150 days of the year, with 30-40 pigs.100
67.

Mr Simon Wieck outlines that all three of his properties combined, “produce a
gross income of approximately $600,000 per annum. In peak conditions the
production value per hectare approximates $1,000/ha. The market value of our
farming enterprise is approximately $2 million”.101 The dairy farming makes the
majority of their income which is approximately $530,000 per annum.102 His
dairy enterprise produces around 950,000 L of milk per annum, and they use
their properties Freemount and Oasis to grow fodder to feed the cows and to run
replacement heifers and other young stock.103

1.1.5.2 Concerns regarding groundwater impacts
68.

Mr Simon Wieck has outlines in his lay witness statement that they are 100%
reliant on the groundwater for all stock and domestic purposes and ensuring that
their business is viable on all three properties.104 Their property falls within the 1
m drawdown impact zone.

69.

The property Oasis has three bores that are in use. Two of the bores take from
the alluvial aquifer and are used for irrigation purposes. These two bores are
registered and are located in the southern edge of the property.105 While the two
registered bores are not currently in use, Mr Simon Wieck still carries a licence
for them to take from the Cains Creek alluvium.106 When put to Mr Simon
Wieck whether or not he considered them an important asset in terms of his
business enterprise, he proclaims that they “absolutely” are and goes on to state:
I mean, they’ve got a dollar value that you could probably put on it and
certainly having access to water and an irrigation allocation and a licence is an
asset.107

70.

When asked by Dr Plant about whether his properties irrigation capacity was an
important part of his dairy operation to be able to reliably grow crops for cattle
feed, Mr S Wieck replied:
Obviously. I mean, we – as a dairy enterprise we are involved in livestock 365
days of the year. It’s not like when it turns dry that you suddenly destock.
That’s how we derive our income so the more ways you can try to guarantee
crops and cropping and fodder, obviously the better you are to feed your dairy
herd.108
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…
- - - but you’d tend to want to keep your cows and it’s not easy to suddenly
restock if you have to sell a heap of them off. Is that right?---Obviously. And so
in that sense, yeah, we utilise this property as part of our enterprise and up until
now it’s done a good job in growing some fodder crop to take back to the dairy
herd and to the home farm where the dairy is.109

71.

The primary bore is close to Mr Simon Wieck’s house and is used for stock and
domestic purposes. This bore goes down to 98 m.110

72.

Mr Simon Wieck states that this primary bore does a good job to service their
current water usage of between 500-700 gallons/day.111

73.

Mr Simon Wieck states that it is his understanding from the information
contained in the EIS that his property Oasis has a predicted drawdown of 1-2 m
for the Marburg Sandstone.112 One of the primary economic concerns for Mr
Simon Wieck is the uncertainties surrounding the predicted drawdown and the
significant flow on effects that it would have to his business enterprise.113 He
believes that if the drawdown is different than predicted, depending on the level,
it could be catastrophic.114 He goes on to state that “[w]e would have to find an
alternative source swiftly, the cost and effort involved in finding water is a big
task”.115

74.

Mr Simon Wieck summaries in his oral evidence that “the groundwater that we
utilise is one of the most important assets that we have” and that “we’ve always
been able to rely on our groundwater”.116 When the proposition was put to him
that, in terms of the things that he values most about his property, that
groundwater is a significant part of that – Mr Simon Wieck replied
“Absolutely”.117

1.1.6

Noel and Grant Wieck

1.1.6.1 Agricultural Enterprise Description
75.

Mr Noel Wieck, together with his wife Fay Wieck, own and operate the farming
property “The Park”.118 His son Grant Wieck, owns 280.147 ha of the farming
property “Chelmonte” while the remaining 197.898 ha is owned by Mr Noel
Wieck and his wife. The two properties combined have a total area of 781.5
ha.119 Mr Grant Wieck lives and works on the property with his wife Kylie, and
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five children. Together they operate a single dairy farming operation comprised
of The Park and Chelmonte.120
76.

As outlined in the introduction, The Park is located 1.6 kms from the proposed
Stage 3 Manning Vale West Pit and about 4-5 kms from Stage 2.121 Mr Grant
Wieck’s house, Chelmonte will be approximately 1.5 km from the Stage 3
Project should it be approved with his property being located approximately 4.5
km west of the New Acland Wash-plant. The family homestead in which Mr
Grant Wieck and his young family reside, is located approximately 6 km from
the nearest part of the Stage 2 operations.122

77.

The Wieck’s properties have been used for multiple facets of agricultural
production over time. These include the sale of grain, hay, wool and
pork/baconer (pig).123 Their farm is now primarily dedicated to dairy production
and currently they have approximately 600 head of cattle in total, which include
different ages of cattle from calves through to replacement heifers and cows.124

78.

Mr Noel Wieck states their farm consists of cropping land comprising of
approximately 1,100 acres which is highly productive.125 Mr Grant Wieck
expands on this in his statement:
Naturally, we aim to produce sufficient volumes of high quality forage and
grain necessary for high performing milking cows. Given reasonable climatic
conditions, we are capable of producing sufficient volumes of feed for the
number of stock we carry; thus, the property size and cropping production is
what defines our cow numbers. The high quality soft, cracking, black clay/loam
(basalt) soil we farm is capable of giving us a very high standard of feed. This
feed would attract a certain commodity value alone.126

79.

When asked to expand on the production value of their farming enterprise and
the value of the surrounding land, Mr Grant Wieck expands:
I’ve grown to appreciate that – that our farm’s got a lot going for it in terms of
the dirt we get to play in and – and particularly for mixed agriculture, I suppose,
just the balance of the overall place. Regretfully, the soils aren’t as deep as we
might like them to be in places, but on the whole, if you wanted a mixed
farming patch of country, you know, it’s very hard to beat. It’s blessed with a
bit of underground water for – for assisting in irrigation. We’d like more
obviously, but we’ve got a lot more than what many others [d]o. So all in all,
yes, it’s a great place with a lot of potential…it’s a very – you can accuse me of
being bias, but it’s still a very desirable piece of land to farm.127

80.

Mr Grant Wieck states that there is significant potential in their property as 60%
can be used for cropping. He estimates that their land would be worth
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approximately $1,500 per hectare for grain production.128 For example, the
Wieck’s state that they have just recently harvested 700 tonne of grain with a
commercial value of $200,000. In 2014, they only harvested 20 tonne of grain in
total due to drought, so it varies quite significantly. However, the overall value
of the property and business as owned by the family is approximately $12
million.129
81.

Mr Noel Wieck outlines the extensiveness of his business enterprise during his
oral evidence:
…we crop over 1000 acres, in the old language, which a lot of grain growers
don’t grow that – that – that amount. Usually that amount of country – that’s for
grain growing as a full business enterprise. So it’s quite a big operation, a very
big operation as far as dairies goes. Most dairies, even the larger herds, three or
four hundred cows, don’t have that amount of land to – to support it. We are
sort of self-sufficient, in a kind of a way, [and] the seasons don’t get any
unkinder, because if you look at my affidavit – it says there last we had 700
tonne of grain.130

82.

Mr Noel Wieck expands on the success of their enterprise as being recognised
nationally for 12 consecutive years since the year 2000, as being in the top 1%
of dairies in Australia. Mr Wieck puts this down to the actual quality of the land
and the water that they use stating that he believes that they are in “a very
unique area” and that the “quality of our dairy produce is attributed to the
physical characteristic of our property and the basalt character of the
country”.131

83.

Under cross-examination by Dr Plant, Mr Wieck illustrates the quality of his
land, and the proposed area to be mined should the Stage 3 expansion be
approved:
…if I had to pick out PAU status land, land that I would say I could guarantee
over a 10 year period I could harvest three tonnes of wheat off that – 30 tonnes
over 10 years.
Per what?---Given a variation of seasons, three tonnes a year on average, but,
you know, some years I’d get five. Some years I [indistinct] some years I
mightn’t get any.
I - - -?---But, on average, I would expect to get three tonnes of wheat per year.
Per acre? Just - - -?---Per acre, yeah, off that – off that land.
Yeah?---Which is well above – I mean, I saw a report a couple of weeks ago
that Queensland wheat crop now is expected to reach average levels of two
tonne per hectare. Well, that – we reckon that’s pretty ordinary in our area.
Yeah?---I mean, I harvested five tonnes last year in what I’d consider an
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ordinary sort of a season.
Yeah?---So we’re – we’re in pretty good country here.
So just perhaps to clarify, what you’ve marked out here is what you consider
the best of the best, and probably over above the normal classification of
strategic cropping land; is that correct?---Yeah.132

84.

When describing the agricultural enterprises in the district and why they are so
successful Mr Wieck declares that it is because “some of our land is equal to the
best. It’s world class, there’s no doubt about it”.133 He voices the opinion that
the cropping land in the district is some of the “most valuable and natural
resource on the planet” and that it is “about the best that’s available in the
globe”.134

85.

Mr Grant Wieck expands on this view:
…at the end of the day…it all boils down to a basalt black soil which is, I
suppose, all but the epitome of – of nearly the rest of the country in terms of
what, you know, the working quality of that soil and what it can do given a
sniff of moisture. So with a basic understanding of the region and the area,
given that there’s a lot of – a lot of basalt ridges around the place, well, it’s
nearly a given that any black soil found on the lower slopes, and particularly
around it, isn’t to be, I suppose, approached lightly in terms of what it’s capable
of.
…in my eyes, it’s a given fact that it’s – it’s first class agricultural dirt.135

1.1.6.2 Concerns regarding groundwater impacts
86.

Noel and Grant Wieck are more than 90% reliant on the groundwater from their
bores for stock and use rainwater for domestic purposes.136 The Wiecks
currently have seven bores, six of which are equipped with windmills which do
not pump great volumes of water.137 Six of the bores are unregistered and have
therefore not been identified in the EIS.138

87.

They have one intensive stock water bore and two irrigations bores which are
covered by Licence No 71247.139 Registered bore 71247 is the main bore used
for stock water and daily use, and usually pumps 8000 gallons (35,000 L) of
water in 4-5 hours.140 This bore is situated in the predicted 5 m drawdown
impact zone.141 While NAC has undertaken a baseline assessment on the
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Wieck’s bores, this was done after the completion of the Stage 3 EIS (around
October 2015),142 therefore increasing the concerns that the Wieck’s have in
terms of the predicted groundwater drawdown on their property.
88.

As a very successful dairy business enterprise, being in the top 1% of
Australia,143 water is of significant concern to the Wieck family.144 Mr Grant
Wieck states that:
The development would have to strip the basalt off before they can even get to
the coal at the northern extent of the proposed Manning Vale West Pit, meaning
they will have to strip the very geology bearing a significant number of
underground streams of “basalt” water, some of which supply our bores. While
only a limited number of streams may actually flow to our property, serious
questions arise from what effect opening such a pit up in this basalt will have.
More importantly, what will be the changes in heads on remaining streams as to
the likelihood of them being drained?145

89.

Mr Noel Wieck expanded on this during his evidence:
…being in a basalt system, and it’s quite obvious that most of the objectors are
– at the court here are in basalt water, to the western side of that Manning Vale
West Pit, and that’s – you know, that is the crucial issue. That’s the direct
impact this project will have on us.
…
…the western half of our property… and also neighbours like Ashmans and
Schofields – there’s very little groundwater to be found there, yet over, on the
eastern side of us, probably one-eighth of our south-eastern corner there’s quite
a lot of potential to find water there, but, mostly, our property hasn’t got a lot of
potential to find groundwater.146
(our emphasis)

90.

Mr Noel Wieck stated that when he first heard of the Stage 3 expansion and the
inclusion of the new Manning Vale West Pit, he knew that it would be “the
critical issue” because of the impacts that it would have on water in the basalt
aquifer, resulting in potentially significant impacts on their properties
groundwater.147

91.

When asked about whether he thinks that the modelling provided in the EIS was
over-conservative, Mr Noel Wieck responded: “after all I[‘ve] heard in the court
about modelling, now, well, confidence’s at a pretty low level as far as their
prediction on groundwater goes”.148
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92.

Noel Wieck believes farmers and groundwater are synonymous and that they
simply cannot exist without each other.149 This only amplifies their families
concerns as to the potential impacts that the proposed Stage 3 expansion will
have on their family business.

1.1.7

Plant Family

1.1.7.1 Agricultural Enterprise Description
93.

Together Mr Sid Plant, wife Mrs Merilyn Plant, daughter Dr Tanya Plant and
her husband, Dr Steven Ward (the Plants), operate the farming property
“Samarai”.150 They all reside on Samarai, along with Dr Plant and Dr Ward’s
two young children.151 Samarai is located approximately 1 km north-west of the
current New Acland Mine.152 If approved and constructed, parts of Stage 3
would be closer to the property than the existing operations.153

94.

Samarai is made up of eight adjoining lots, totalling approximately 1200 ha.154
Their business enterprise has changed over the years and their property has the
flexibility to be managed in a variety of seasons.155 It is now primarily run as a
cattle business, predominately growing and fattening high quality cattle for a
range of markets.156 Dr Plant expands on their business enterprise in her
statement:
We tend to buy good quality light cattle so that there are a range of market
options we can target after growing them to heavier weights. Markets we sell to
include MSA grass-fed yearlings at around 600kg live weight, export feeders
around 470kg, grass fed domestic cattle and domestic feeder cattle.157

95.

In addition, the Plant’s also do some cropping; either for fodder (directly or as
hay) or harvest and sale.158 Dr Plant states that they grow a range of crops
including oats, birdseed, sorghum, cereals, lab lab, Lucerne and vetch. They also
try to include legume in most of their cropping country, as well as encouraging
legumes and a range of desirable species in their pastures.159

96.

Dr Plant outlines in her evidence that their families’ intentions for the future is
to enter into an organic beef farming enterprise, pursuing higher value
agricultural products as a goal rather than just staying in the mass market. Dr
Plant expands on this during her evidence:
I guess we’ve tended to value the protection of the resource and the ongoing
improvement of our pastures and our landscape over being sort of too – I’m not
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sure what the word is but having cattle that are just not nice to look at, I guess.
So we – we’ve changed our mindset a bit in that regard and so we tend to buy
good quality cattle, though. I don’t mean – by what I said, I don’t mean in any
way to change that but people make money out of the cattle market in a range
of different ways. We tend to buy good quality cattle and sell them into higher
value markets. Other people seem to make a good living out of buying the
cattle that other people choose not to buy and value adding those. There’s –
look, there’s a heap. There’s a range of things that I’d like to explore more in
terms of the future of our farm when I get my head more focused on that and
not having to worry about this.160

97. When put to her during cross-examination by Mr King whether having that sort
of enterprise would have a negative image attached to it should the Stage 3
expansion be approved, Dr Plant responds “I do worry about that” and that
“those sort of concerns are a disincentive to get involved in things like this in a
way, because…you don’t necessarily want to be badged as from an area next
door to a coal mine”.161
1.1.7.2 Concerns regarding groundwater impacts
98.

The Plant’s property falls within the 1 m groundwater drawdown zone which
has caused significant concern to the Plant family, particularly in light of the
evidence that has emerged throughout the proceedings as to the uncertainties
surrounding the extent of the predicted impacts.

99.

Groundwater is a vital part of their business enterprise and without it Mr Plant
states “obviously we can’t function at all”,162 with Dr Plant describing
groundwater as being “critical” particularly in terms of their stock water”.163 The
Plant’s have invested a considerable amount of money to ensure they have a safe
and secure water supply to run and operate their cattle enterprise.164

100.

Samarai has over 40 paddocks for cattle and to best manage pasture the Plant’s
often have their cattle in just one mob. Both Dr Plant and Mr Sid Plant explain
that each paddock must have adequate water so that mobs of 900 head of cattle
or more can obtain water quickly without getting thirsty.165 Being able to
reliably and rapidly deliver high quality stock water to up to 900 head of cattle is
a big responsibility. In summer they assert that this can be particularly critical
and cattle not being able to get a drink for even a few hours could cause major
problems, not just in terms of productivity, but also because of animal
welfare.166
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T73-54, Line 44 to T73-55, Line 13.
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Dr Plant LWS, para 14, SP3.
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101.

Mr Sid Plant in his statement outlines that he is “very concerned about the risks
of Stage 3” and the impacts that it will have on their groundwater.167 He goes on
further to state that:
Part of the value of our property is that it has always had very reliable quality
groundwater. If water supply became inadequate this would be disastrous. Even
if the supply in some bores or aquifers became inadequate this would be a big
problem. It would devalue our place, add significant risk to our business and
there would be significant cost involved in changing water infrastructure (tens
or even hundreds of thousands of dollars perhaps). Such infrastructure changes
would also take time and a lot of work.168

102.

The proposed Stage 3 expansion has resulted in significant uncertainty
surrounding water security for the Plants, with Mr Sid Plant stating that it has
“caused a lot of stress and concern, not just for us but also amongst most people
I have spoken with”.169

103.

Dr Plant, during her evidence, highlighted that Samarai has a number of bores
and are predominately, but not exclusively, reliant on groundwater. She expands
on this by explaining that it is her understanding that a number of the bores on
Samarai are reliant on groundwater from the alluvial and the sandstone
aquifers.170 She highlights her concerns about the modelling and the potential
impacts of the Manning Vale West Pit during cross-examination by Dr Standley:
Look, I’m really concerned about it. The modelling in the – I can’t remember
whether it was the EIS or the AEIS showed impact in the sandstone aquifers on
our place, and I’m still concerned about the alluvial. It seemed like – and from
sitting in the groundwater evidence, it seemed like there was some possible
assumption of a fault between my place and the mine, but I don’t think that was
one of the ones that actually matched what had been observed in reality and –
and there seems to be some uncertainty about the level of connectivity between
the aquifers and losing those water supplies would be absolutely disastrous for
us, so it’s not something I’d want to take any chances with. I guess we’ve been
a bit fortunate in thinking that having good access to underground water was
one of the real strengths of our property – of our property and one of the real
values of it, and to put that at risk is a big concern.171

1.1.8

Make Good Agreements

104.

A number of the witness hold grave concerns about the make good agreements
(MGA) and whether or not they would solve the concerns that the landowners
have regarding the impacts on their groundwater.

105.

Mr Ashman provides that:
A make good agreement is a replacement of something that has been taken.
Now, in this case, if the potential is there that New Acland Coal take from us an
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S Plant LWS, para 37, SP5; Dr Plant LWS, para 14, SP2-3; T77-95, Lines 1-33.
S Plant LWS, para 40, SP6.
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S Plant LWS, para 41, SP6.
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T73-42, Lines 16-28.
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operating percentage of our water that stops us from being able to operate as a
beef cattle stud, there has got to be some form of recourse. If I steal something
from you, I would like some form of recourse.
Now, in the case of make good, the number 1 is what are you going to make
good with? Where is this replacement water going to come from? Number 2, is
it of the quality that we are currently used to providing our animals. So there
was that one in place. The onus would be on us, as the land owner, to lay blame
on somebody for the loss of this water. And here’s our problem: if were to – for
example, to say to New Acland Coal hey, you stole our water, give it back.
Well, the obvious response would be you prove it. Now, I haven’t got that
much money to land in court to prove that New Acland were responsible for
taking our water. So that’s a major issue.172

106.

When pressed on the issue regarding what would satisfy Mr Ashman in terms of
an MGA, it became increasingly evident that there is a lot of distrust between
not just Mr Ashman, but many other objectors and witnesses in these
proceedings, and NAC. In terms of the MGAs, Mr Ashman elaborates on this
distrust between many landowners in the district and NAC:
New Acland Coal is a proprietary limited company. Its shares are limited. It has
an area where it could be bought, it can be sold, there may be mergers, there
could be new owners, it could be liquidated. We don’t know the history of New
Acland Coal. We know it has a lot of shareholders in it that have a lot of
invested dollars that are very concerned about where and what New Acland
Coal is doing. But if that entity, as such, disappeared, where are we as
landholders? So wh[at] do we do? We can’t talk to a wall because their
responsibility or their liability to look after a landowner, I would imagine,
evaporates.173

107.

When asked if he would be more satisfied if his water would be provided for
him in perpetuity and as long as his farm needed it, Mr Ashman agreed with the
proposition.174

108.

In addition, when asked if the amendments to the Water Act to include coal
mining in the same way it includes CSG would satisfy the way MGAs could be
managed Mr Ashman responded, no. His basic understanding is that the need for
water is dramatic in the area and that in their region groundwater is the prime
thing.175

109.

Mr Scholefield also voiced his concerns regarding the MGAs having been
provided advice on an MGA that was given to him by NAC. While Mr
Scholefield did not want to delve into too much detail regarding the MGA, he
did state that he was advised that the one NAC had furnished was most
unsatisfactory and that they have to go a long way to make an MGA more
satisfactory.176
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T65-8, Lines 20-40.
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110.

When asked whether NAC providing a form of mitigation measure (such as a
tank) in situations where his property is likely to run dry (or being close thereto)
would be sufficient in providing Mr Scholefield comfort in any future MGA, Mr
Scholefield responded:
…I don’t know where they’ll – they’re certainly unlikely to conjure up any
more water out of our basalt aquifers. I reckon I’ve tapped the one we’ve got.
And apart from that, they’ll have to pump it or truck it into tanks somewhere
and keep them full. How many years they can continue that, I – I don’t know.
But unlikely forever.177

111.

When asked about the concept of MGAs and whether they would provide
sufficient confidence in maintaining their water supply, Mrs Spies responded
that it gave her no confidence whatsoever.178 In Mrs Spies view, she cannot see
how NAC can make good the water because, as she assets, “once the bore is
gone it is gone”.179 She goes further to state:
We believe that there is no guarantee that we will find underground water, and
as such, we have no confidence in make good agreements. I do not believe
NAC will accept responsibility for water drawdown if it is not in the designated
area of impact. It would be very difficult to prove the mine was the cause of
drawdown of water and would end in a costly court battle which would still not
replace the water, and possibly bankrupt us as well. I think NAC rely on the
fact that no farmer can afford to take them to court.180

112.

Mr Simon Wieck expands on this stating that:
…if I had to go to New Hope and say my water’s in trouble, and I need to enact
a make good agreement or take it up, basically I’d become a dependent on a
mine for a source of water, and that puts my – that puts my business in a whole
different light, and, obviously, if it got to that point that there was need to take
up a make good agreement, a whole other lot of things would be happening
with regards property value and neighbourhood concern and the whole game
would change and only to our detriment. There’s no – there’s no upside from
this.181

113.

When asked during cross-examination what his thoughts were in terms of his
confidence in the MGAs and NAC’s ability to “make good” their water supply,
Mr Grant Wieck responded:
I mean, water – it’s a poor choice of words that it doesn’t just fall out of the
sky. I mean, we’re talking about a significant amount of water is going to have
to come from somewhere. And as I’ve expressed, until some surety of where
that water comes from is put up, well, what confidence can we have in a make
good agreement in any case.182
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114.

Mr Sid Plant asserts that while a MGA might offer more protection than no
agreement at all, he maintains the firm opinion that he would still not be
confident that his water security would be safe from adverse impacts from the
mine and that “there are serious questions about whether lost water can really be
‘made good’ in perpetuity”.183 In addition, Mr Sid Plant also voices his concerns
about the feasibility and costs of enforcing a MGA and whether a mining
company such as NAC, would really continue to honour and make good their
agreement once the mining is over. Mr Sid Plant is concerned what would
happen after the mining company left the district or wound up? He states:
We need the water well beyond the 12 years the mine proposes to operate stage
3 yet the modelling in the EIS indicates that adverse impacts will continue for
at least hundreds of years after the mining has ceased.184

1.1.9

Conclusion

115.

It is evidence that a number of the objectors and lay witnesses in this matter hold
serious concerns regarding the uncertainties of the impact that the revised Stage
3 expansion will have on their groundwater and the implications that it will have
on their farming enterprises. Added to these are the concerns regarding the
adequacy of the MGAs offered by NAC regarding groundwater. These concerns
have only been exacerbated by the groundwater expert evidence that has
emerged during these proceedings.

183
184

S Plant LWS, para 43, SP6-7; T77-97, Lines 24-32.
S Plant LWS, para 43, SP6-7; T77-95, Lines 30-33.
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ANNEXURE E
OCAA Lay Witness Reply Table
DAVID VONHOFF
Submission
Issue
Reference
Groundwater
67.6
Impacts –
Mines
modelling of
the water

NAC Submission

Statements

Reply

Mr Vonhoff gave no actual evidence
to support his allegations about the
Applicant’s modelling being
incorrect on the basis of his drilling
logs (T50-101, lines 6-22)

See paragraphs 57-59 of Mr Vonhoff’s LWS.

Firstly, in T50-101, Lines 3-5, Mr
Vonhoff was asked to simply explain
the level of scepticism or confidence in
the mine’s modelling of the water rather
than asking how the modelling was
incorrect based on his drilling logs..
However, Mr Vonhoff, did give
evidence that the modelling was
incorrect by statements such as:
“There’s one thing I’d like to emphasise
and that is – well, two bores – Cullen’s
windmill and Tim’s irrigation bore.
They – those bores are an alluvial and
we got the drilling logs for that and it
appears on the mapping as Tertiary
basalt. Cain’s creek flows through –
flows down the valley and it’s all
alluvium and that’s why the alluvium
bores are there and it shows Cain’s
Creek actually going up over basalt and
that’s not correct. It cannot be flowing
uphill over basalt and down the other
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side. It’s all flat floodplain alluvium.”
(T50-101, 9-15).

67.7-9

Groundwater
Impacts –
refusal to
provide
modelling
data

The claims about the lack of local
data used in the modelling must be
considered in the context of their
refusal to provide this information to
the Application.

67.9

Negotiating
Make Good
Agreements

Vonhoff’s scepticism regarding
make good agreement is unfounded
as he has not engaged in negations
with the applicant about a make good
agreement.

In addition, whilst Mr Vonhoff may not
have given specific evidence in relation
to the modelling being incorrect on the
basis of his drilling logs, it is clear that
even on a basic level the Applicant has
failed to map the geology of the land to
be impacted correctly. This is evident in
attachment DAV-4 to Mr Vonhoff’s
LWS. He also outlines his concerns for
the mapping during his oral evidence.
See T50-101, Lines 1-23. See also T50103, Line 34 to T50-104, Line 10.
In addition, Mr Vonhoff was not asked
by the Applicant for his drill log data
until after the date that the EIS and
AEIS for the Stage 3 expansion had
been completed, which only added to
Mr Vonhoff’s concerns as to the
inadequacy of the modelling. See T50118, Lines 39-44.
Vonhoff stated that his scepticism has
come from neighbours discussions –
“having discussions with other
neighbours that have visited their
solicitors that they were advised not to
sign these things. So therefore I have to
get proper legal advice to make sure
things are absolutely right if I enter into
any of these make good agreements.”
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67.9

Negotiating
Make Good
Agreements

It is submitted that this is why the
applicant has encountered difficulties
in being able to negotiate agreements
with some members of the
community

67.10-12

Use of
rehabilitated
Mine Land

The following evidence supports the
expert evidence about the prevalence
of grazing in the area rather than
cropping, and confirm that the
Applicant's use of rehabilitated mine
land for cattle grazing is consistent
with other land uses in the area:
1. That Vonhoff agrees that the
dairy cow (grazing) is the
most profitable way to earn
income off that land
(referring to his own
property)
2. That Vonhoff had different
motivations to others who
used the land for beef cattle
3. He had not read the Outcross
reports, or Mr Newsome’s
report about cattle grazing on
rehabilitated mine land
4. He conceded that the area is

(T50-101, lines 37-40)
Vonhoff stated that he has not been
offered a make good agreement,
however if he was offered an agreement
he would not enter one until he got legal
advice. Although Vonhoff does have
scepticism around make good
agreements, this is not relevant as he
has not even been offered an agreement
to negotiate on. (T50-1021, line 32 –
T50-102, line 12)
1. This statement is incorrect, he said:
“In my belief, the dairy cow is the
most profitable way to make – earn
an income off a piece of land.”
(T50-115, lines 25-26)
2. Vonhoff states that people, such as
Geoff Dean (the previous owner of
the land) and the Plants may run
cattle while he has a dairy as people
may have different motivations
(T50-115, lines 28 – 34)
3. Vonhoff is discussing the advertising
of the rehabilitated land and states
that the important figure to advertise
is how many kilos of cattle (that is,
how many cows) are being put out
on the rehabilitated land to graze,
not what the weight gain per cow is.
Vonhoff states that there has been no
advertising on this point. (T50-116,
lines 45 – 19)
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primarily used for livestock

4. Vonhoff states that there would have
been ‘a substantial number of cattle
in that area [mine area] and quite a
substantial area of cropping as well’
(T50-117, lines 24 – 26). He then
states that he cannot answer whether
there is more cattle grazing and
livestock raising than other forms of
farming. The paragraph where it is
stated that Vonhoff ‘conceded’ he
actually stated ‘There is quite a
substantial cattle situation and there
are some farms that do grow crops
for grain.’ (T50-118, lines 16-17).
5. While the Applicant asserts that
there is a prevalence of grazing in
the area rather than cropping, a
number of the objectors and lay
witnesses in these proceedings have
stated that they are lucky to be able
to choose what they do with their
land (whether it is for cropping or
grazing). The important note that
they make is that they can switch
between operations when they see
fit, yet it has been established
through the evidence in these
proceedings that mined land can
only be rehabilitated back to grazing
level and therefore that land can
never again be used for cropping.
See N Wieck Reply LWS, para 5;
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T68-40, Lines 13-17; G Wieck
LWS, paras 76-80; Ashman LWS,
paras 84-85; T65-19, Lines 22-43;
Spies LWS, para 66; T65-60, Line
41 to T65-61, Line 35; M
Scholefield LWS, paras 99-100;
T66-71, Line 27 to T66-72, Line 4;
T66-71, Lines 1-25.

JOHN COOK
Submission
Reference

Issue

NAC Submission

Statements

Reply

The Applicant has sought to reduce Mr
Cook’s assessment of the REP land to
an acknowledgement that ‘some is
suitable as SCL and some not’. This is a
misleading characterisation of Mr
Cooks evidence regarding the REP
SCL. Mr Cook stated in XXN by Dr
Plant that the area around Oaky and
Mr Cook acknowledged that some of
Acland was in his experience both with
I understand, and that’s the same with most of
the REP (Revised Expansion Project)
the DPI and as a farmer, good cropping
the land around this mining lease application
land is suitable for cropping and
land supporting a variety of industries
area. Some of it’s suitable for cropping; some
some of it is not.
[T64-82, lines 5-10]; that the industries
of it isn’t?---Possibly.
around those lands were very
productive and favoured by fairly good
Well, you know that, don’t you, from your
rainfall [T64-82, lines 13-15]; that the
experience as a farmer and as a former DPI
land proposed to be mined during stage
employee?---Yes. The [indistinct] the area
3 is some of the better land because it
where I am, there’s a lot worse hills and rocky
has good creek flats and good quality
country than is in around that Acland area.
soils which were cultivated and
(T64-90, Lines 8-18)
protected by contour works to allow that
Okay. Are you returning, or trying to return,
these properties, Yakkamunga, Holibook, to
full-time cropping?---The portion of them that
are suitable, that’s – that’s the aim. There is
portions of them that run back onto basalt
hills, which are rocky and unsuitable for
cultivation.

67.13

SCL
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67.14

Evidence of
Dry Bores

That Mr Cook’s allegation about
bore impacts from mining is
completely without basis because:
1. In XXN he agreed that his
statement suggested that a
possible cause for this was
mining, because he was not
able to get any information
due to confidentiality
agreements.
2. When it was put to him by
Mr Ambrose QC that there
were no such confidentiality
agreements, he conceded that
he could not remember who
told him that they existed.

The relevant excerpt of Cook’s statement
(para 30):
We are extremely concerned about the
uncertainty around possible drawdown in the
future. We do not know whether the New
Acland Mine Stage 3 will have an effect on
our properties yet. If there was a drawdown
on groundwater, we would be faced with the
possibility of not being able to irrigate our
crops or water our stock. We are aware of
bores already failing in the Acland area and
the flow of other bores being affected. From
discussions with locals I believe bores have
gone dry however the information is now
subject to confidentially agreements and not
being disclosed.

cultivation [T64-82, lines 17-23].
The Applicant’s claim that Mr Cook’s
allegations about bore impacts from
mining is completely without basis is
incorrect. The lack of confidentiality
agreements was not the only basis on
which Mr Cook gave evidence of bores
failing as a result of mining. Mr
Cook gives a positive basis for bores
failing in his Affidavit and Mr Ambrose
did not XXN the witness accurately on
what Mr Cook had stated in his affidavit
on the confidentiality agreements. See
paragraph 30 [OCA.0026 / Ex. 440] of
Mr Cook’s affidavit: ‘we are aware of
bores already failing in the Acland area
and the flow of other bores being
affected. From discussions with locals
[emphasis added] I believe bores have
gone dry however the information is
now subject to confidentially
agreements and not being disclosed.’
Mr Cook also consistently states during
XXN by Dr Standley that the comment
arose during an OCAA meeting and that
he thought that they were in the Acland
or Kulpi area – see [T64-86, lines 1417]. The discussions with locals can be
said to form the basis for his belief. Mr
Cook did not state that the basis of his
belief was solely in reference to
confidentiality agreements.
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67.15

Groundwater
modelling
and impacts

That limited weight should be placed
on Mr Cook’s groundwater evidence
because Mr Cook conceded that he
lacks confidence in all groundwater
modelling (no matter how much is
done), not just that done by the
Applicant’s consultants.

You say, in paragraph 31, in the second
sentence, you don’t have confidence in
modelling, based on the presumed state of the
aquifers and the integrity of those aquifers.
I’m trying to understand, is that in respect of
all modelling for ground water impacts, that
you don’t have confidence in it?---Basically.
Yes.

The Applicant is concluding incorrectly
that the fact that Mr Cook stated that he
could not remember who told him about
the confidentiality agreements is proof
that his belief that the mine is impacting
bores is “completely without basis.”
This conflicts with Mr Cook’s evidence
in XXN by Mr Ambrose at T64-90,
lines 41-43.
While Mr Cook did state that he lacked
confidence in ground water modelling,
due to the modellers not having on the
ground experience.

Mr Cook states in his LWS that this
belief is based ‘on many years of
talking to experienced drillers who have
found that drilling can cause loss of
So it’s not just the modelling that was done by water from aquifers due to unexpected
NAC’s consultants, it’s all ground water
faults’. It is therefore not the case that
modelling - - -?---Yeah. Yeah. I - - Cook’s position is irrational and the
inference that Cook’s opinion should
- - - you lack confidence in?---I agree with
not be given weight is unfair.
that.
Mr Cook has demonstrated his
Is that right? You lack confidence in all
extensive knowledge of local
ground water modelling?---Yes.
groundwater conditions which is a
requirement when running a farming
I understand. It doesn’t make any difference
enterprise that relies on groundwater.
how much modelling is done, you still don’t
This is primarily due to this lived
have confidence in it, for the reasons that you experience (as opposed to modelled
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have expressed?---That’s true. [T64-91, lines
3-16].

67.16

Mine causing
Acland
School to
close

1. Mr Cook conceded that he
was not aware of the
evidence that demonstrates
that the school had only 10
pupils in 2000.
2. He conceded that because
this was before the APC
acquisitions it was possible
that the school would close
anyway.
3. This is another example of an
unsubstantiated allegation by
Mr Cook.

conditions).

The following groundwater evidence
should be given significant weight as it
provides proof of the potential impacts
of the mine on neighbouring
groundwater users:
a) Mr Cook is solely reliant on
groundwater on his properties for stock
and irrigation [T64-86, lines 2-4];
b) His groundwater comes from the
Basalt aquifer and any drawdown by the
mine will impact his bores [T64-85,
lines 40-43];
c) He is aware of bores already failing
[T64-86, lines 10-17].
1. The Applicant has made an
If the Acland school – well, if the Acland
inaccurate conclusion from Mr
school, in by the year 2000 had only 10
Cooks response to the question
pupils, would you know whether that’s
by Mr Ambrose. Firstly, the
likely right or wrong?---I wouldn’t. No.
question that the Applicant is
Would you accept that from me, if the
referring to is highly ambiguous.
evidence otherwise establishes it? If I’m
The best conclusion to be drawn
wrong, it can prove – it can be proved
is that Mr Cooke does not know
wrong?---I don’t have any figures to the
whether ‘the school had only 10
contrary.
pupils in by the year
2000.’When asked if he would
All right. If that was well before any
accept Mr Ambrose’s statement
acquisitions by Aqua Pastoral Company, do
‘’if the evidence otherwise
you think it might just be possible that the
establishes it’ – Mr Cook does
acquisition – sorry, the school was going to
not accept it, only stating that he
close, in any event, because of the diminution
does not have any figures to the
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in the student numbers?---That’s possible.
All right. So why do you attribute it to the
activities of the mine?---I suppose because it
would have been an institution that would
closed along with other businesses in the
town.
[T64-91, lines 13-27].

67.18

Community

In relation to his comment in his
affidavit that the mine has had a
negative effect on the community,
Mr Cook agreed that there are many
people in the community who have a
contrary view.

MR AMBROSE: Paragraph 38 you say that
you believe New Acland Mine has
overall had a negative effect on the
community. But you agree, don’t you,
that many people in the community have
got a contrary view?---Yes. [T64-92,
lines 13-15]

contrary. Mr Ambrose was
inviting Mr Cook to contradict
his statement that there was
evidence that the school had
only 10 pupils in 2000. The
Applicant did not tender
evidence that there were only 10
students. Consequently the
evidence was not fairly put to
the witness.
2. N/A
3. The fact that the school closure
was possible without the mine
does not justify the conclusion
that the alternate possibilities are
unsubstantiated’. The fact that
Mr Cook agrees that it is
possible does not change his
conclusion that it can be
attributed to the mine.
Mr Cooks ‘concession’ that there are
some people in the community who
have a different view is very minor and
should be given little weight because:
1. Mr Cook has stated as such in
XXN by Dr Plant [T64-82, lines
43-45];
2. Mr Cook has given evidence
that ‘’the community is divided’
in his lay witness statement
[OCA.0026 / Ex. 440 at
paragraph 53 and 67] and in
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67.19

Economic

Mr Cook conceded in XXN that:

Extract from LWS (Para 40):

XXN by Dr Plant [T64-82, lines
45-46] and finally in RXN by
Mr Holt [T64-99, Line 43 to
T64-100, Line 17]. The
community would not be
divided if everyone believed the
mine has an overall negative
effect on the community.
3. Therefor this ‘concession’
reinforces the evidence that the
mine has significantly impacted
the community by causing a
divide.
4. In addition, While Mr Cook
agreed to other members of the
community having a contrary
view, it is quite clear in the
evidence that many of the
objectors and lay witnesses in
this matter hold the same view
as him that the mine has had a
negative impact on the
community. See for example
Vonhoff LWS, para 110, SP13;
M Plant LWS, para 27, SP4; N
Wieck LWS, para 165, SP21;
Ashman LWS, para 81, SP11;
Spies LWS, para 56,
SP8;Scholefield LWS, para 85,
SP11; S Wieck LWS, para 60,
SP8.
Paragraph 40 was taken out of context
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impact on
agricultural
production Mine
affecting
cattle meat

67.20

Agricultural
Production

1. His cattle have not been
adversely affected by stage 1
and 2 of the mine;
2. He has not heard of anyone
else’s cattle being affected by
stage 1 and 2; and
3. He has not heard of anyone’s
accreditation being taken
away by stage 1 or 2.

Mr Cook suggested in his affidavit
that farmers near the mine had given
him statements about animals being
affected by respiratory and
neurological problems. He conceded
in cross examination that:
1. this statement was based only
on what Mrs Harrison (and
other family members who
operate the farm with her)
had told him.
2. his conclusion about calves
having a neurological
problem because they would
not suckle was just someone

‘We are concerned that the New Acland Mine
Stage 3 will affect the production and
economic value of our business. If the
groundwater used by the business is affected,
its value will be significantly impacted.
Similarly, pollution from the
New Acland Mine Stage 3 may affect the
quality of our cattle meat and industry
accreditation. The loss of water would
significantly curtail our business.’

See [T64-93, lines 7-39]

by the Applicant and
misconstrued/inaccurately put to the
witness.
Paragraph 40 relates directly to his
concern that pollution from Stage 3
may affect the quality of his meat.
Mr Cook’s concerns are about stage 3.
He is concerned that the increase in
pollution during stage 3 will impact on
his agricultural production.
This submission not be given any
weight because it is an inaccurate
representation of the witnesses
evidence.
1. N/A
2. The Applicant has paraphrased
the witnesses response to the
question and in doing so has
removed the full context and
meaning. Mr Cook in fact stated
that it was a Vet’s opinion that a
neurological condition is the
likely cause of calves not
suckling, see specifically [T6493, lines 23-36]. The Applicant
has taken the statement out of
context to simply state that he
was repeating another person’s
opinion, as the opinion he relied
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else's opinion that he had
repeated.
3. Ultimately, he acknowledged
that there was no evidence to
suggest that the problem was
caused by mining operations.

1.

67.21

Air quality

Mr Cook acknowledged that
his allegation about mine
emissions causing damage to
his car was not supported by
any evidence. He said that he
had not taken the issue up
with the mine, nor did he
know of anyone else who had
suffered a similar problem.

But what is your evidence that it was caused
by a mixture of dust from New Acland
mine and moisture creating sulphuric
acid? Well, to my knowledge – limited
– limited knowledge, coal dust, when
mixed with water, can form sulphuric
acid from sulphur content in the – in the
coal dust, so

on was from a person educated
in the field; and
3. The Applicant has incorrectly
paraphrased Mr Cook’s response
to the Question – Mr Cook did
not ‘ultimately acknowledge that
there was no evidence to suggest
that the problem was caused by
mining operations.’ He
answered: without further
evidence – and not ‘no
evidence’. Given that Mr Cook
outlined some evidence
suggesting connection to the
mine including the opinion of
the Vet, and Mrs Harrison,
clearly Mr Cook meant further
evidence (additional to the
evidence already tendered)
rather than ‘no evidence’.
4. Mr Wieck also XXN Mr Cook
on this issue – see [T64-87,
Lines 5-11]
This submission is an inaccurate
misrepresentation of Mr Cook’s
evidence regarding concerns relating to
stage 3 mine emissions.
1. Firstly, Mr Cook did not ‘make
an allegation that mine
emissions caused damage to his
car.’ Mr Cook stated at
paragraph 45 of his LWS that he
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2.

67.22

Again, this is another
example of one of the many
unsubstantiated allegations
about the mine in his
affidavit.

Mental health Although Mr Cook alleged in his
impacts
affidavit that the Revised Expansion

But what’s the---- ?---- that

was ‘concerned that the mixture
of dust from the New Acland
I’m sorry. I interrupted you. Go on? So that
Mine and moisture will create
is where I suspected that that damage
sulphuric acid and damage
came from.
property, such as cars. Sulphuric
acid will react with metals
Did you take it up with the mine? No.
causing corrosion and paint
damage.’
Do you know of anyone else who suffered a
2. Secondly, Mr Cook did not at
similar problem? No, not that I know of.
any point between [T64-94,
[T64-94, lines 10-23]
lines 10-23] acknowledge that
his allegation about mine
emissions causing damage to his
car was not supported by any
evidence.’ Mr Cook gave an
example of how his car had been
damaged at [T64-94, lines 5-8]
and then linked this to his
limited knowledge of how coal
reacts with water to form
sulphuric acid [T64-94, lines 1013]. This was entirely consistent
with paragraph 45 of his LWS
and provides anecdotal evidence
(although weak) of mine
emissions causing damage to his
car.
3. There is no ‘acknowledgement’
from Mr Cook’s evidence
whatsoever.
Paragraph – beg your pardon.
As I 1. The Applicant is confusing the
understand it, you purchased Holibook in
development proposals. In XXN the
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Project is a "consistent source of
stress and worry for [him]", he
acknowledged in cross examination
that he had purchased two of his
properties with knowledge of the
Revised Expansion Project.

about 2012, if you’ve had it for about
four years?---Be about then, yes.

witness was asked about the
‘proposed expansion’, when he
specifically refers to the REP at
And Yakkamunga you purchased in about
paragraph 52 of his LWS. The
2013 if you’ve had it for about three
proposed expansion was rejected, in
years?---That’d be about – yes, that’d be
2012 and REP applied for in 2014.
accurate.
2. The fact that the Applicant was there
first does not negate the need for the
All right. You well new when you bought
applicant to address the impacts that
those properties about the proposed
it will have on its neighbours,
expansion of the New Acland
including mental health impacts.
Mine?---Yes, we would have known
then.
So in paragraph 52 on page 8, you purchased
in the knowledge of the proposed
expansion, and it’s still been a source of
stress and worry for you. Why did you
purchase there?---We purchased those
two because we already had one property
in that area, and I needed properties close
to that other one so I could share the
machinery. [T64-94, lines 25-38]

67.23

Agricultural
Production

1. In cross examination, Mr
What do you think the impacts of eating cattle 1. When asked during XXN if he was
Cook commented about being
still ‘greatly concerned?” Mr Cook
meat that is contaminated by lead, arsenic
concerned that his cattle have
replied that he was ‘still suspicious’
and their derivatives? What might that
been contaminated as a result
despite raising the issue with
do to humans that eat the meat?---That’s
of mining from Stages 1 and
AgForce [T64-97, lines 24-26]. By
outside my expertise. I couldn’t – I
2. However, he subsequently
choosing the first part of the line of
wouldn’t know what the effects would
noted that he had raised the
questioning and omitting the
be.
concern with AgForce who
subsequent line (as above) the
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had told him that adequate
sampling had been done,
which alleviated his concern
somewhat.
2. It was also put to him that
there are lots of cattle
operations in proximity to
coal mines, and whether he
thought that the State of
Queensland would
countenance a risk that cattle
for human consumption in
the proximity of coal mines
were being contaminated. He
did not have a response for
this.

67.24

Community

1. Mr Cook said that he, as an
"anti-mine" customer,
boycotts "pro-mine"
businesses in Oakey.

Do you think it might kill them?---It would
depend on levels, wouldn’t it?

Applicant has taken the comment
out of context.
2. The second part of the submission is
But, see, you’ve got a great concern about
also a skewed interpretation of Mr
this. So I’m trying to explore this great
Cook’s responses. Firstly, Mr Cook
concern. Are you concerned that people
was asked “there’s lots of beef cattle
might be ill if they eat the cattle that’s
operations in the Bowen Basin, yes?
being contaminated by the New Acland
– mmm” And there’s lots of coal
Mine operation?---My concern is for the
mines in the Bowen Basin, yeah? --– the trade in – as a whole, particularly
Yes. [T64-97, lines 28-31]. Here Mr
export markets. And I have raised that
Cook has acknowledged that there
with – with AgForce and they said that
are lots of coal mines and lots of
the sampling that was done at the
beef cattle ops in the Bowen Basin.
moment was adequate.
He is then asked: “Right. Do you
think the State of Queensland would
Well, did that relieve your great concern?---It
countenance a risk that cattle in
alleviated it somewhat, yes.
proximity to coal [emphasis added]
mines might be contaminated by
All right.
So you’re not still greatly
lead, arsenic and their derivatives, if
concerned?---I’m suspicious, put it that
they were being sold for human
way.
consumption?---I couldn’t answer
that question either. I don’t – I don’t
Suspicious. Now, there’s lots of beef cattle
– really don’t know.” [T64-97, lines
operations in the Bowen Basin,
36-39]. Mr Cook did have a
yes?---Mm. [T64-97, lines 11-30]
response to the question- his
response was that he did not know
whether the Qld Government
could countenance the risk.
Are you saying that customers who are anti- 1. N/A
mine boycott businesses in Oakey that 2. The conclusion that the boycott is
one-sided is not supported by the
are pro-mining?---I do myself.
transcript evidence. Mr Cook was
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2. It appeared from his answers
that the boycott is one-sided
(i.e. that anti-mine people do
not support a pro-mine shop)
and Mr Cook noted that "it's a
personal choice".
3. It is submitted that this
behaviour demonstrates that
any perceived division in the
community alleged by the
objectors, is actually caused
by their behaviour toward the
wider community, rather than
the behaviour of the mine's
employees or supporters of
the mine.

You boycott - - -?---I do.

not asked whether pro-mining
people boycott shops in Oakey. Mr
- - - shops?---Yes.
Cook said that he did not know of
anti-mining shops in Oakey and Mr
So you, from a personal point of view,
Cook did not at any point identify
support local communities and shopping
any other person who participated in
in local communities, and you think that
a ‘boycott’. He specifically stated
the New Acland staff should, but you
that it was a ‘personal choice and
personally don’t because of their prothat he didn’t know that other
mining sentiment?---I think that’s fair
members of OCAA also boycott
enough.
shops. The applicant suggested to
Mr Cook that the boycott was oneAll right.
So you don’t support local
sided he replied that it was a
businesses, but other people should?---I
personal choice.
support the businesses that I’ve always 3. This submission is of little relevance
supported.
to the broader issues relating to mine
impacts on the community and
But you boycott pro-mining shops?---Yes.
should be given little weight. The
submission lacks facts and
And is that a philosophy of Oakey Coal
supporting evidence from transcript
Alliance members – Oakey Coal Action
and LWS and is without basis.
Alliance members?---I couldn’t speak for
the other members.
Do you know other members also boycott
shops that are pro-mining?---No, I don’t
know.
You don’t know. I see. You’re not aware of
any pro-mining people who boycott –
well, are there any anti-mining shops in
Oakey?---Well, there’s – there’s certainly
some that would – would rather deal with
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the – the farming community rather than
the – the mining community.
But they don’t boycott – they don’t say to the
mining community, “We’re not accepting
your business”?---I don’t know.
So as far as you know, it’s a one-sided
boycott; anti-mine people won’t support
a pro-mining shop?---Well, it’s personal
choice. [T64-98, lines 9-40].

FRANK ASHMAN
Submission
Issue
Reference
Market value
67.25
of the land

NAC Submission
1. Mr Ashman said that he paid
market price for the properties
that he purchased in the vicinity
of the New Acland Mine and the
price of those properties was not
affected by the existence of the
current mine.
2. He could not explain why he
considers that the Revised
Expansion Project would have an
adverse impact on his property
value.
3. In fact, he acknowledged that the
price he paid for one of his
properties (after plans for the
Revised Expansion Project were
public) was not diminished by

Statements

Reply
1. N/A
2. Unfair characterisation: Ashman did
explain why the expansion would
impact his property value he said:
a. ‘’Because I think it’s just a
natural thing that will occur.
(T65-26, line 43-44)
3. He went on to explain that:
a. The value of the property was
unaffected by stage 1 and stage
2 because ‘I think it was far
enough away that it was just –
it was just there and it – as I
say, the boys were just doing
their work and there will ill
effect as far as we were
concerned in where we were
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reason of the possible expansion.

67.26

Use of land

1. Like many of the other witnesses,
Mr Ashman agreed that it is a
farmer's choice as to whether to
use their land for cropping or
grazing. He has a beef cattle
operation.
2. When it was put to him that APC
using the land for grazing would
be consistent with what he and
other grazier's in the district are

operating but stage 3, on the
other side of it, if it goes ahead
now we – then we believe that
we have an issue.’ (T65-26,
line 46 to T65-27, line 3)
b. There is a stigma attached to
the mine: ‘You spoke about
land having a stigma attached
to it ? Yes. because,
presumably, of – you’re
intending to refer to the mine?
Yes. Why doesn’t
Shannonbrook have that
stigma attached to it? I
believe that it has. It has now
but didn’t when you bought it?
Correct, because stage 3 – my
reasoning for that is that the
stage 3 proposal has only
surfaced in recent years so that
stigma has arrived.’ (T65-27,
line 5-13)
This proposition is true. However, while
many of the objectors and lay witnesses
in these proceedings agree with this
proposition, it is important to note that
many of them agree that once that land
in mined, it can never again be returned
to its original high agricultural value.
Therefore the option to choose and
change between cropping and grazing
will be lost forever. See N Wieck Reply
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doing,
3. he noted that, because he also
provides seed stock to other
commercial breeders, he may be
able to do some business with
APC.
67.28

Make good
arrangements
– CSG
comparison

1. Mr Ashman agreed that the CSG
industry has been able to
successfully implement make
good agreements, however, he
was not able to sensibly explain
why he considers that the coal
mining industry could not do the
same.
2. When it was put to him that the
WROLA amendments are
expected to be passed by early
December 2016, Mr Ashman said
that he was not aware that the
amendments had reached this
level.
3. This may explain his reluctance
to acknowledge that make good
agreements can be equally
successful for the mining
industry given that it will be
operating under the same regime
as the CSG industry.

LWS, para 5; T68-40, Lines 13-17; G
Wieck LWS, paras 76-80; Ashman
LWS, paras 84-85; T65-19, Lines 2243; Spies LWS, para 66; T65-60, Line
41 to T65-61, Line 35; M Scholefield
LWS, paras 99-100; T66-71, Line 27 to
T66-72, Line 4; T66-71, Lines 1-25.
1. Unfair characterisation: Full
context‘And if it can be done in that industry, it
can be done in the coal
industry?---I don’t believe so.
I see.
And – but you can’t say
why?---Yeah. I can and that’s what
I was attempting to do. The coal
seam side of life is a – effectively,
sort of a retrieving of water up to a
point. They’re in an area that is
quite distinctly different to the
Darling Downs that we’re talking
about there. Come back to the
earlier area where access – say, this
water from our property, from
plants, from the Vonhoffs’, from
the Wiecks’ – anywhere where
there’s a – there’s potential loss of
groundwater, where’s it going to
come from?
Where’s the
replacement going to come from?
That’s the issue. So the idea of
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make good, are they going to ship
water from the Surat Basin back
into here in huge trucks to finish us.
I mean, you know - - But, don’t you see, that’s their problem.
That’s the line’s problem.
If
there’s a make good agreement in
place - - -?---Yep.
- - - they’re the ones that has to supply
the water that has been lost?---That
– that’s idealistic but we then enter
into the other areas where we’ve a
mine that’s got a reputation. Now,
the – the existence of make good,
how do we determine who’s
responsible for this water loss – this
groundwater?’
2. N/A
3. Ashman also implies that he does
not trust the mining company to do
as they say: ‘they’re the ones that
has to supply the water that has been
lost?---That – that’s idealistic but
we then enter into the other areas
where we’ve a mine that’s got a
reputation. Now, the – the
existence of make good, how do we
determine who’s responsible for this
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water loss – this groundwater?’
(T65-33, line 21-24)
67.32

Rehabilitatio
n

1. In relation to his scepticism about
the rehabilitation requirements
for the mine, Mr Ashman noted
that "we're the doubting
Thomases",
2. however, when it was put to him
that the seven year plan that he
had been taken to by Dr Standley
was all the work that needs to be
done to satisfy the continued and
perpetual rehabilitation, he said
"that's according to that
gentleman. That's right".

It is important to note that Mr Ashman
is not the only witness who has had
doubts as to whether NAP would be
able to satisfy their rehabilitation
requirements. Many of them, with vast
amount of firsthand experience working
the land, voiced their concerns
regarding NAP’s 7 year plan:
Mr Ashman further states in his
evidence “Well, if that gentleman
can put a plan together and do all
this in seven years, he’s – he’s a
very, very clever gentleman. No. I
mean, it’s taken millions of years to
create earth and soil to mulch in to
produce what we’re talking about
in regard to cracking soils, to
nutritional areas and in hundreds
and hundreds – millions of years
probably to achieve what we’re
looking at as strategic cropping at
the moment and for that gentleman
to say he can turn that piece of
asphalt that I was speaking about
over here into strategic cropping
land in seven years is – I hope he
doesn’t think that we still believe in
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Santa Claus.” (See T65-19, Lines
22-42)
In addition, Mr Simon Wieck states
from a practical experience point of
view when asked whether he thinks the
7 year plan is achievable he states “I
doubt it”. (See T50-80, Lines 12-17).
Interestingly, NAC’s own witness, Mr
Graheme Cook, also stated that in all his
years experience with Land Care
whether he had seen the sort of program
that NAP were proposing to be achieved
in seven years – to restore it back to
cropping land – Mr Cooke stated that he
hadn’t and that he didn’t know of
another other examples where it has
actually been attempted. (see T38-34,
Lines 25-33).

DESLEY SPIES
Submission
Reference
67.33

Issue
Reliance on
donations

NAC Submission
The Applicant argues that in XXN
by Dr Plant, Mrs Spies said that
people had become very reliant on
the Applicant's donations.
The Applicant submits that,
regardless of whether these people
could continue to function without
those donations, if the Applicant

Statements
And do you think that the community would
be able to function in the future with
donations from New Acland Mine?---I think
so. If people want to put their mind to it. I
think everybody has become very reliant on
donations from New Acland but, you know, if
people want to do it it can be done. [T65-56,
lines 1-4]

Reply
To put this submission into it’s
appropriate context, we note that Mrs
Spies also said ” Well, we’ve had a
school at Kulpi for 100 years that’s
been run by a P&C and funded by the
people of the district and New Acland
has only been there for 16 years so it
went on for 84 years before they came
along. Kulpi Hall has been there for
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nearly – well the same amount of time.
It’s 100 year old. We’ve always
managed to run it with funds that we’ve
raised in the district and support from
local people in the district. We did get a
– a grant from the mine for the hall
about two years ago for a loud speaker
system in it. But other than that 20
years ago we completely restumped the
hall and refurbished it. We did all that
with local donations of time and money
and goods. So the community has run
very well. There’s – there’s been a
cricket club. There’s been senior tennis
and junior tennis in the district. It’s all
been run without the help from New
Acland Mine.[T65-55, lines 37-47].

continues operations it will be able to
continue to fund these people (and
their associated organisations)
through donations, thus relieving
unnecessary financial pressure that
would ensue if the mine were to
close.

67.34

Mine
rehabilitation

The Applicant argues that Mrs Spies
said that the mine should be given

Okay. And do you have any – any comments
on the rehabilitation?---Well, I guess we do

While the Applicant boasts about the
amount of donations it gives to the local
community, it is important to note the
comments above by Mrs Spies, a local
with direct involvement in community
groups. There are many other
companies and organisations that
donations can be sought from and the
local community prospered once before
without NAC around, and simply do not
have to solely rely on NAC’s donations
to continue to prosper.
The Applicant has taken Mrs Spies
comment out of context. Directly
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credit for what it has done as it is
probably as good as any
rehabilitation she has seen for any
mine.

67.35

Mine
rehabilitation
– Ag
economics

The Applicant argues that ‘consistent
with the responses of the other
objectors, Mrs Spies said that she
does not do much cropping on her
land any more (and she mainly only
crops now for forage feed for her
cattle). She acknowledged that this is
common practice for the area. She
acknowledged that the reasons she
does not crop on her land (due to the
quality of it) are the same that apply
to the land owned by APC.

have to give the mine credit for doing what
they’ve done. It’s probably as good as any
rehabilitation I’ve seen of any mine
anywhere. It always looks wonderful when
the season is good but we all have doubts that
it – that’s going to hold. [T65-61, lines 24-27]

All right. And you do some cropping?---We
don’t do a – we only mainly crop now for
forage feed for the cattle. We used to crop,
but we don’t do that much anymore.
That’s quite a common practice, isn’t it, in the
district, where you are?---Well, any that 1.
don’t dairy – the beef turnoff in the district is
most of it is done in the same way as we do it,
yes. And we grow – instead of growing grain
crops, we grow crops to put into silage or to
have for hay or greenfeed for the cattle. [T6569, lines 33-39]
2. All right. And that’s pretty much the same
story even in the land that is owned by Acland
Pastoral Company, it’s a mixture?---Yeah, the
land up our way is a mixture, yes [T65-70,
lines 9-11]

following the statement referred to, Mrs
Spies stated that:
a) A lot of us have doubts that
that’s going to – that’s going to
sustain;
b) That the productivity of the land
compared to what it was before
has halved; and
c) It’s gone from a very productive
land to simply grazing land.
[T65-61, lines 28-35]
1. The Applicant’s submission is
incorrect regarding the cropping of
other objectors. For example, Mr
Cook states in XXN by Mr Ambrose
that he is aiming to return the
suitable portions of his properties to
full time cropping [T64-90, Lines 818]. This is different to Mrs Spies
use of cropping.
Mrs Spies was not asked whether it
was ‘common practice for the area’
she was propositioned with ‘that’s
quite a common practice, isn’t it, in
the district, where you are?” To
which she responded ‘well, any that
don’t do Dairy.’ Mrs Spies
statement was more restricted than
the broad proposition attributed to
her by the applicant.
2. The Applicant has again incorrectly
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67.38

Groundwater
– bores –
Make good
agreements

The Applicant submits that it must
be assumed that the Applicant will
honour the obligations of contracts
that it enters.

All right. Have a look, please, at page 5 of
that statement and paragraph 35. Listen to
this statement. It’s from Mr Denney from
NAC:

attributed an answer to a witness that
they did not give. Mrs Spies did not
acknowledge that the reasons that
she does not crop on her land are the
same as the APC. Mrs Spies replied
‘the land up our way is a mixture’.
She did not agree that the land
owned by APC was a mixture. This
is painfully evident by the question
asked immediately after which the
Applicant has chosen to omit from
their submission: “And the land that
Acland Pastoral Company has
acquired, that’s also a mixture?---A
lot of it was – was cultivation
country, was cropping
country.”[T65-70, lines 13-14].
We note that Mrs Spies gave evidence
that she did not trust the mine to honour
its contractual obligations.

If there was an increased cost of maintenance
of bores as a result of make-good measures
that were required because of impacts to
groundwater of landowners the increased cost
of maintenance would be included as part of
the make-good measures provided by the
applicant.
Had you read that before?---No. [T65-72,
lines 29-37];
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Or you?---Yes. Yes. I would.
Well, then, doesn’t that give you some level
of confidence or - - -?---If we could
believe - - - - - comfort?---If we could believe that the
mine would stay to their word it would.
[T65-73, lines 31-37 ]

MAX SCHOLEFIELD
Submission
Issue
Reference
Groundwater
67.44 –
67.46;
67.49

Argument
Mr Scholefield indicated that a
satisfactory make good agreement
would go a long way to resolving
uncertainties. Mr Scholefield, it is
said, has simply advised that the
Applicant’s make good agreement is
not acceptable and has not suggested
any proposed amendment.

Statements

Mr Scholefield does admit that NAC came to
him and offered to install monitoring
equipment (see T66-57, lines 30-35). Mr
Scholefield does say that “If we were to get a
satisfactory make good water agreement, that
would go a long way to it [ameliorating his
concerns], and if we felt that the mine were
able to successful ameliorate the other things
that we feel may happen to us, but at this
The NAC submissions write that “Mr stage, no.” (see T66-62, lines 27-29).
Scholefield conceded that he had
only read about this [NAC’s onerous When asked “And it’s your view that if a
procurement procedures] in the
portion of the land is given over to the
paper, and had never personally dealt expansion of New Acland 3 and that
with the Applicant on this basis.
expansion has impacts on groundwater which
This is one of the many
diminished the quality of the land all around,
unsubstantiated allegations in his
that will not be the best possible use of that
affidavit.” (paragraph 67.49)
land in that district…” to which Mr

Counterargument
In relation to the submission statement
relating to the unsubstantiated
allegations in his affidavit, it should be
noted that Mr Scholefield has gone to a
solicitor to discuss these problems and
that he is unlikely to get information
about the make good agreement from
other unbiased sources (i.e. NAC is not
going to state that the make good
procedure will be difficult to follow).
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Scholefield replied to with “yes” (see T66-74,
lines 4-7).
Mr Scholefield says that he does not like the
first proposed make good agreement because
of the unduly affected bore section in which
case he would have the onus of proving that it
was the mine that caused the changes in the
water level. He admits in the transcripts that
the only way he found out about the
“complications caused by onerous procedural
procurement procedures” of the unduly
affected bore clause is from reading it in the
paper and speaking to people in the
community about these issues.” (see T66-77,
lines 40).
67.47

Cropping
land

It is argued that Mr Scholefield is
only a part-time farming operation.
He does not use his land for crops.

Mr Scholefield when asked if he has retired
has said that he has retired, and when asked if
cattle grazing “that’s a hobby, isn’t it?” he
replies “It’s a part-time farming operation.”
(see T66-77, lines 6-7)

The choice of the farmer on how to use
the land is backed up by the view of
other farmers.

Mr Scholefield reaffirms that it is his choice
to use his land for grazing or for cropping
When asked “It’s every individual farmer’s
choice how to use their land?” he replies yes
and responds the same to the question “And
that farmer’s opinion as to what is the best use
to be made of it [the land]?”.
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67.50 –
67.51

67.52

Community
and
Community
Business

Noise

NAC argues that Mr Scholefield
cannot substantiate any of his claims
about the closing up of businesses in
Oakey – for example he could not
identify who told him the rumour
that the bank was going to close.
NAC’s submissions call this
“another baseless allegation in his
affidavit.”
It is also argued that Mr Scholefield
said that a person told him that their
agricultural machinery business was
facing a downturn, and that the
recent drought, not the mine may
have been a cause for this. NAC’s
submission states “This is an
example of how the objectors seek to
paint a picture that the mine has
caused significant losses to local
business, when no one has provided
any actual evidence of this
occurring.”
NAC’s submissions argue Mr
Scholefield alleged that NAC did not
offer any noise mitigation, where in
fact Mr Scholefield has the right to
go to the mine and negotiate with the
mine if the noise is a problem.

It should be noted that Mr Scholefield does
not deny that it was a person at Elders bank
who told him it was closing because of the
mine, just that he “can’t remember the name
of the person” (see T66-78, lines 20-35).
In relation to the machinery business, when
asked about the details of the conversation
and the details of the downturn, Mr Ambrose
asks “He [Fred, the machinery salesman]
didn’t put a timescale on it [the downturn],
did he?” to which Mr Scholefield responds
“No” (see T66-79, lines 19) Mr Ambrose
asks “And he [Fred] didn’t say that it was
caused by New Acland?” and Mr Scholefield
replies “Possibly not – not directly.” (see
T66-79, lines 21)

Scholefield LWS, para 77 states:
My wife and I hate air-conditioning, and do
not want to have to live in an
environment where we have to shut the
windows and live in air-conditioning. We
came here to live in fresh clean air and it
depresses us that we may have to lock the

While the Applicant claims that Mr
Scholefield cannot substantiate any of
his claims in relation to businesses
closing down in Oakey, it is evident
from a number of objectors and lay
witnesses in this matter that they have
experienced a number of businesses
closing down in that area.
One example of this is the closing down
of the Oakey stock and station yards.
See for example Dr Plant’s evidence at
T73-45, Line 46 to T73-46, Line 22;
Scholefield LWS, para 58, SP8 and
T66-77, Line 45 to T66-78, Line 6.

Mr Scholefield has made it plainly
obvious in his statement that he cannot
tolerate air conditioning which is the
one of the primary mitigation measures
that NAC offers in regards to noise.
Moreover, Mr Scholefield states (along
with many over objectors and lay
witnesses in these proceedings) that
they want to be able to enjoy the fresh
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house to keep out the noise and dust.

67.53

Community
Business

NAC alleges that there is a “boycott
on businesses from the ‘anti-mine
lobby’” and that Mr Scholefield and
others engage in it by avoiding
shopping at businesses that are ‘promine.’ NAC alleges that this shows
a perceived community division that
has been caused by the objectors.

[74] The impact on the sense of community
has been significant as there is now an awful
divide in Oakey where we used to do a lot of
shopping. Due to this we no longer shop there
as much as we used to, and even though there
is a lot of support for the farmers there is a
very vocal group that decries people who are
against the mine. This makes for a very nasty
mix and now some people no longer support
certain businesses due to this. It is such an
unpleasant thing for a community that was
previously so lovely.

clean air in the rural environment that
they chose to live in, not be locked up
all day and night with air conditioning.
See Scholefield LWS, para 77; T66-62,
Lines 10-19.
Mr Scholefield does not at any point say
that there is a boycott. Mr Scholefield
clearly states in his evidence that he
tries to avoid “nastiness” and
“confrontations” and that is the main
reason why he does not shop at certain
businesses anymore. The Applicant has
clearly taken Mr Scholefield’s evidence
out of context. It is submitted that
because Mr Scholefield choses to
remove himself from confrontational
situations, it should not be inferred that
he is “anti-mine” and is trying to
“boycott” local businesses. See
Scholefield LWS, para 74; T66-80, Line
10 to T66-81, Line 8.

SIMON WIECK
Submission
Issue
Reference
Agricultural
67.54
Land

Argument
Mr Wieck agreed that some parts of
the Revised Expansion Project are
prime cropping land, while other
parts are not. He says most people
prefer to run cattle as they are

Statements

Counterargument

Wieck admits that some cropping land is used
for grazing and does not dispute that New
Acland will rehabilitate the land for grazing
purposes (T50-84, lines 30-40).

While the Mr Wieck agrees that parts of
the district are used for either cropping
or grazing, Mr Wieck clearly outlines
his concerns for APC being able to
rehabilitate the site back to intensive
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graziers (67.54).

grazing quality. (see S Wieck’s LWS,
paras 57-59).
Along with many other objectors and
lay witnesses, while he agrees that the
area to be rehabilitated can be returned
to grazing country, the land, once
mined, will never be able to be
rehabilitated back to cropping quality.
Mr Wieck believes that this “part of the
State should be preserved because they
are the best.” (See T50-84, Lines 2742).
While the Applicant submits that Mr
Wieck agreed that the State sets
standards which must be met and that
the Applicant must meet these standards
are outlined in their draft EA and must
be abided by, it is clear from the
Applicant’s past performance that they
have exceeded air and noise limits on a
number of occasions since the
commencement of mining operations.
(see Annexures B and C for
exceedances of noise and air).
This is taken out of context as Mr
Wieck goes on to say that “if I had to go
to New Hope and say my water’s in
trouble, and I need to enact a make
good agreement or take it up, basically
I’d become a dependent on a mine for a
source of water…” (T50-68, lines 36-

67.55

Air Quality /
Dust

Mr Wieck also agreed that the State
sets standards which must be met to
ensure health impacts are not
suffered from blasting activities and
that if the mine stays within these
limits (which it is submitted it must
do in accordance with the Draft EA
limits), he would have no concern for
community health

When asked “what material had you read at
the time you swore this affidavit to be
concerned for the community about the health
impacts on air quality?” Wieck replied “Just
what I observed from being down at the
paddock at the right time and looking in the –
in the right direction to see some sort of blast
go off…” (see T50-86, lines 33-36).

67.56 –
67.60

Groundwater

That Mr Wieck’s water supply would
not be affected and the fact that he
had at once contemplated negotiating
a make-good agreement with the
Applicant implies that Mr Wieck was
not too worried about his bore water
levels.

Mr Wieck did admit that there “were
preliminary discussions… suggesting that if
stage 3 was to go ahead then that [the make
good agreement] would be my only insurance
policy…” (T-50-68 lines 30-35).
Mr Wieck does admit that there are natural
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rises and falls in the water levels of his bore
(T50-89, Lines 45-48).
Mr Wieck did refuse a baseline bore survey to
determine if there would be any impact
caused by the operation of the mine (T50-89,
lines 40-46).

67.61-67.62

Commercial /
Community

Mr Wieck says that he is not
comfortable having the Applicant’s
logo on his cricket team’s shirts.
Mr Wieck admits that having some
team members who work at the mine
has never been a cause of tension.

When asked “do you feel entirely comfortable
having New Hope’s logo on your cricket
shirts?” Wieck replied “No” (T50-74). Mr
Wieck does admit that being pro or against
mining “puts a sort of different feel in the
air.” (T50-75, line 26).
Mr Wieck does admit that having mine
workers on the cricket team has “Never been
a cause of tension any more than knowing
what they do for work.”

40).
While the Applicant submits that their
make good agreements would satisfy
Mr Wieck’s concerns about the impacts
that the mining operations would have
on his groundwater, and that their make
good agreements already contemplate
the requirement to “make good” for any
water supply that is lost, they
completely misunderstand Mr Wieck’s
concern. He is concerned that his
company and its viability would be left
in the hands of the Applicant should he
choose to enter into any make good
agreement with them. (See T50-68,
Line 32 to T50-69, Line 6).
Mr Wieck also states that it would also
lower the value of his property (T50-84,
lines 41-42).
The admission about the cricket team
was in response to Dr Plant’s direct
question about the cricket team,
whereas Mr Wieck says that there is a
different feel in the air of the town in
general. The cricket team may not be
reflective of the town and the tension
created by the mine.
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67.63

Vegetation

Mr Wieck criticised the Applicant’s
weed management plant when Mr
Wieck himself does not have a weed
management plan for his property.

Mr Wieck does admit that he does not have a
weed management policy (T50-90, line 20).

While the Applicant asserts that they
have an extensive weed management
plan to manage weeds and is a
requirement of the offsets, many of the
objectors and lay witnesses have
provided evidence that, to date, their
weed management has been extremely
poor. See for examples Spies LWS, para
67; Vonhoff LWS, para 74-76; T50100, Lines 1-5; G Wieck LWS, para 76;
N Wieck Reply LWS, para 32; T68-52,
Lines 1-15.
In addition, the fact that Mr Simon
Wieck does not having a weed
management policy does not equate to
him not being responsible in weed
management. When agreeing that he
does not have a weed management
policy he says “we have eyes, I
suppose, and in that sense if we see it
we try to kill it.” T50-90, lines 20-23).
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